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Organisation Background
Diverse Cymru is an innovative new organisation in the Welsh Third Sector,
created in recognition of the realities faced by people experiencing inequality in
Wales.
Diverse Cymru promotes equality for all. We believe that we can work together
to challenge discrimination in all its forms and create an equitable future for the
people of Wales.
Diverse Cymru aims to make a real difference to people’s lives through delivering
services that reduce inequality and increase independence; supporting people to
speak for themselves and to connect with decision makers; creating opportunities

for participation and development; raising awareness of equality issues; and
inspiring people to take action against inequality.
Our current services include direct payments, self directed and independent
living support, befriending and advocacy. We produce information resources, run
a service user involvement project and co-ordinate volunteer placements. We
facilitate forums and groups that work on various issues, from improving disability
access to equality impact assessments. We provide consultancy services and
deliver a range of training courses on equality related topics.
Our comments in this response specifically relate to proposals affecting disabled
people (across the impairment spectrum of physical, sensory, hidden, mental
health and learning impairments) and with regard to accessibility of vehicles in
particular. Our comments are based on the experiences of disabled people in
Wales.
We would be delighted to assist with the development of specific work
programmes, and with engaging service users in future. We are happy for our
response to this consultation to be published.

Response to the specific proposals and questions
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards
for taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to
safety.
We disagree with this proposal, as we feel that accessibility and prevention of
discrimination and harassment across all protected characteristic groups as
defined by the Equality Act 2010 are essential elements of any standards. We
therefore propose that standards should include prevention of discrimination and
harassment and accessibility standards.

Chapter 18 – taxi and private hire reform and equality
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible
vehicles? This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at
ranks for wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
We are concerned that introducing a separate licence category for
wheelchair accessible vehicles would be counter-productive to the concept
that all taxis should be wheelchair accessible. We are further concerned that
introducing a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles
without extending such a licencing regime to other accessibility features,
such as swivel seats and high visibility seat edges and handles, could
heighten the misconception that accessible vehicles refers only to
wheelchair accessibility and perpetuate the lack of accessible features for
other disabled people, including visually impaired people; hearing impaired
or Deaf people and people whose mobility is reduced without needing to use
a wheelchair.
We feel that mechanisms to ensure that disabled people are prioritised with
respect to availability of accessible taxis could be of great benefit with regard
to reducing waiting times for taxis to an equivalent time as for non-disabled
people. However extreme caution would need to be exercised when drafting
regulations, to ensure that priority would be given to all individuals who
require an accessible taxi and not merely to wheelchair users. If the
regulations are not inclusive of the variety of disabled people who require
accessible taxis there is a risk that wheelchair users would benefit whilst
other disabled people would be further disadvantaged.

We feel that all taxi ranks should be accessible, including design features
such as drop-kerbs and appropriate space for accessible taxis, with a view
to ensuring that in future all licenced taxis become accessible vehicles.
However in the interim period we feel it may be necessary to ensure that a
certain proportion of taxis available at a rank are accessible vehicles and
that space is reserved specifically for these vehicles.

Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which
meet certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)
We welcome this suggestion. As mentioned in the consultation paper one of
the key factors influencing the number of accessible taxis in use is the
additional costs of purchasing an accessible vehicle, especially one with a
range of accessibility features, such as high-visibility handles; easy open
doors; swivel chairs; storage for wheelchairs where the user finds it more
comfortable or practical to travel in a seat; hearing loops; hoists; and
wheelchair spaces with appropriate seatbelts and ramps. One method of
offsetting this cost and therefore addressing the lack of accessible vehicles
would be to offer lower licence fees for these vehicles. We feel that such a
move would be beneficial for both disabled people and taxi operators.
Additionally, given the range of accessibility features mentioned above,
which is by no means exhaustive, we feel that there should be a sliding
scale of reductions based on how accessible the taxi is and how appropriate
the vehicle is for people with a range of impairments. Such standards should
be set with the full and active involvement of disabled people with a wide
range of impairments and their representative organisations.

Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of
accessible vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled
passengers? (Page 217)

We feel that it will be essential to ensure that there is a range of vehicles
available with accessibility features to meet the range of individual needs.
For example Hackney type vehicles with a step for people and grab rail to
assist with mounting and disembarking and room for a person to stay
seating in a wheelchair suits some disabled people. People Carriers with 2
rear seats removed have space to carry an electric powered chair or scooter
and room for a hoist. Salon type cars suit some disabled people as there is
no step. However, the latter can be problematic for some if there is no grab
rail to assist with disembarking.
It is vital that all proposals fully involve disabled people, across the
impairment spectrum, in assessing the suitability of different vehicles and
viability of final proposals.
We also feel that more information on the types of vehicles available in an
area, the accessibility features of each vehicle, the ways in which each type
of vehicle can be booked or hailed, and the operators which have these
vehicles in an area , in Plain English as standard, and available in a range of
accessible formats and languages, is essential to ensuring that disabled
people can use taxis and private hire vehicles.

Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair
accessible vehicles. (Page 218)

We feel that quotas for accessible taxis, including consideration of various
accessibility features as mentioned previously, could be of assistance to
disabled people. Such quotas should be applied to taxi and private hire
companies who have more than one vehicle. We do agree it would be
inappropriate to impose these quotas on vehicle owners themselves, as
many only own one vehicle, however applying quotas to companies would
ensure that there was a minimum amount of accessible vehicles, with a
variety of accessibility features, was provided in an area. Companies could
then decide on how to ensure that vehicles were available, whether through
specifically advertising for owner drivers with accessible vehicles, providing
incentives for owners of accessible vehicles or purchasing accessible
vehicles themselves.
We feel that a requirement for all taxis to become accessible as soon as
practicably possible, preferably by 2020, is absolutely essential to ensuring
equality of access for disabled people. Therefore quotas should be viewed
as an interim measure, while information, training, awareness and incentives
are provided to assist owners and taxi and private hire companies to move
towards entirely accessible fleets, with various vehicles.

Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles
should include recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
We strongly agree with and welcome this proposal. Our experiences indicate
that such courses vary in terms of both their contents and how
comprehensive they are. We feel that a national curriculum and contents for
the course should be developed, with scope for regional variation only where
there are different regulations or policies in an area, such as the different
requirements under the public sector equality duty of the Equality Act 2010
in Wales, Scotland and England.

Such courses should then be accredited on a Wales-wide basis and
delivered by organisations and/or individuals with experience in disability
awareness and transport accessibility, with national quality assurance and
accreditation systems.
These course should be renamed Disability Equality awareness and should
include understanding of the social model of disability; language and
terminology; and etiquette in addition to specific taxi accessibility issues and
solutions in practice.
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and
private hire vehicles should be required to display information about
how to complain to the licensing authority. (Page 219)
We feel this is essential, however there should also be awareness
campaigns about how to raise discrimination complaints generally; what
complaints should be raised; and how complaints will be handled.
All information should be clear, written in large fonts and in Plain English as
well as clearly displaying the driver’s name and licence number along with
details of where to complain. Avenues of complaint should also be available
by post, telephone, email, textphone and in person in order to address the
vast range of access needs.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring
disabled passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if
reasonable and safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)
We feel that an obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, could be of
great assistance in addressing issues with disabled passengers being ignored
when hailing taxis. This obligation should be supported by clear and public
information on how to report breaches and enforcement action should be taken
by the licencing authority when they receive multiple reports. Such action should
include formal warnings and eventually revocation of the licence if breaches
continue.

From: Asad Mehmood
Sent: 10 September 2012 22:55
To: TPH
Subject: Reform hackney and private hire taxi

Ref : Law Commission Consultation Paper No.203
REFORMING THE LAW OF TAXI AND PRIVAT HIRE SERVICE
REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
Response:
As you have mentioned of “No statutory power to restrict numbers in London” that Transport for London
authorities do not theses powers .But you would agree that these cabs needs badge holder drivers to drive
and due to rigorous driving test in place, it takes four years to get a 1st badge
(http://www.tfl.gov.uk/businessandpartners/taxisandprivatehire/1412.aspx) hence supply is restricted one
way or other. Perhaps ironically , you have ignored this factor.
2-You have started your arguments against quantity control regime based on market study of Office of Fair
Trading 2003.This study was criticised by Transport select committee in 2004 on the basis that it lacked
evidence to support its recommendations and it is very outdated in current economic situation. ( ?)
3- You have critised the unmet demand survey, as it is bureaucratic process and public interest is ignored.
It is completely opposite, as final decision is taken by publically elected councilors who have to go back in
their wards after every two years for re-election. If general public were having problem due to lake of
transport (taxis) ,it will be look politicians who would respond instead to bureaucrats in department of
Transport. In fact in my City, people’s outcry is too many buses and taxis.
4-As you have stated that in March 2010 Department for Transport has issued new best practice guidance
reaffirming its stance against quantity restrictions. Local Authorities have to conduct surveys to justify the
quantity controls.
Financing the surveys conducted by third parties has never been an issue.

Key arguments against quantity controls
The Office of Fair Tracing’s 2003 market study
1-fewer taxis per head of population;
This is fiddling with statistics. We can only compare demand with supply. Taxi is resources which drivers
imply to earn the living and it will be according to demand. Population takes buses, Bikes, cars, Car share
schemes, trains and some prefer to walk.
2- Waiting time can be identified in surveys. Councils have powers to issue new licenses accordingly and
councils have done that when it is necessary.(Oxford city council 2001 and 2005)
3- You have stated the de regulation in Bristol where Taxi licenses were increased by 150% and new
license were issued to Private hire drivers as there was minor increase in overall (4%). I could not realise
public benefit in this. Private Hire whose fare start with Zero and Know their Taxi meter will start from
2.50 . I see clearly that de regulation has taken away consumer choice .(Taxi or Private hire)
QUANTITY deregulation in some UK cities
It was not a success and some council has re-introduced the control regime.
QUANTITY RESTRICTIONS IN OTHER COUNTRIES
It is your conclusion that deregulation in Netherland was not success. This has led to the
authorities resorting to measures such as parking and road traffic regulation to control the behavior of taxi
drivers.
De-restriction in Ireland
Irish deregulation brought havoc and overcrowding in cities when taxi increased from 3,913 to 20,000.
( S D Barrett, “The Sustained Impacts of Taxi Deregulation” (March 2010) Vol 30 Economic Affairs 61-65)
Question 55
Current Government has slogan of localism. Local problems have local solution .Some of our towns and
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cities were built in Victorian times and are congested with narrow streets and roads. These roads are
unable to take influx of traffic. Here in my city of Oxford, when the bus industry was deregulated it started
so called the Bus war and even the Bus users are fade up with this .This is common complain “too many
buses and Taxis”
Asad Mehmood
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: clare wain
Sent: 10 September 2012 23:07
To: TPH; Hodgson, Phil
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Consultation - Ref Taxi and Private Hire Services LCCP203
Dear Sirs and FAO

.

I wish to raise my objections that Wedding cars would no longer be exempted under primary legislation.
We are a small family run business struggling to stay in business during this difficult economic climate.
Our 2 classic cars (1963 Rolls-Royce and 1997 Bentley) typically do approx 12 weddings per year and therefore do
less than 1500miles annually.
Should we be required to license each car and driver under these new regulations we would have no choice but to
close the business due to the additional cost rather than to potentially employ people to clean, drive and maintain
these cars.
Regards
Clare Wain
Bespoke Arrivals (part of Torin Consultancy Limited)
www.bespokearrivals.co.uk

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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Weymouth & Portland Hackney Carriage drivers response to the
Taxi and Private Hire Services proposals and questions.
Following an open meeting where all members and non-members of the Weymouth & Portland
Hackney Carriage Association alike were invited to attend; the following pages represent our
response to the proposals and questions as set out here:
http://lawcommission.justice.gov.uk/docs/cp203 taxi-and-private-hire-services-list-of-provisional-proposals-and-questions.doc

Where a question or proposal is omitted from this reply; it is due to Weymouth & Portland Hackney
Carriage drivers not having an opinion or vested interest either way.
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept prebooked fares, be hailed on the
street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
This distinction should be maintained and clear for the benefit of passengers and drivers alike.

Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any particular type of vehicle but should
rather focus on road transport services provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
Refer to the answer to Question 4 below.

Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor vehicles that require a driving
licence? (Page 164)
We feel strongly that this should be a requirement as it maintains at the very least compliance of any vehicle used
for the purpose of fare paying passenger transport being kept to DVLA standards with regards to licensed driver
and that the vehicle is subject to Road Traffic Act standard safety standards and taxation.

Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and private hire vehicles; and taxi
and private hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
Yes this will maintain the distinction between Taxis (and Private Hire), and Minibus/Buses.

Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior Traffic Commissioner about the
licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist consistency. (Page 167)
We feel that any suitable vehicle used for hire or reward should be licenced as a taxi or private hire as should its
driver.
For example: limousines’ can be hired to convey young persons to/from school functions. Without proper licencing
and driver regulation; how do we ensure a legal, safe and insured service?

Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be used to limit the scope of taxi and
private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the
overall service. (Page 168)
If the conveyance of passengers is not carried out on a hire or reward basis then we see no reason to regulate this
area. Volunteers and car sharing are areas that would be overly hard to monitor. As long as a clear definition is
made to define exclusions.

Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire licensing through primary
legislation. (Page 172)
We agree (as the reply to proposal 7) that these vehicles should be regulated under the Private Hire regulations
and driven by licenced drivers only when hired. This is not only a regulatory issue but also of public safety.
For example: A wedding car may well be an older, unique vehicle but passengers travelling in them should be
protected by the same laws that protect Taxi and Private Hire customers. This would insure proper vehicle and
driver safety checks and adherence to correct public/private hire insurance cover.

Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public should not be limited to
“streets”. (Page 175}
Yes the regulation should extend to areas currently not covered. Private land (i.e. Shopping Centre Car Parks)
should fall under the regulations for Taxis and Private Hire. This would remove the confusion that a row of
Private Hire cars in a Supermarket appear to be a Taxi Rank. Also this would enable licensing officers to more
effectively deal with out of area vehicles illegally seeming to ply for hire on private land.

Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles. (Page 181)
Yes a clear and distinct list of what constitutes ‘plying for hire’ would benefit both the industry and the general
public; while providing a clear position for licensing officers to enforce the law.

Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
As long as a clear diction is maintained as to the boundaries for this then yes it is preferable to allow these
methods for booking to be excluded from the plying for hire definition.

Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in respect of “arrangements made
in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”? (Page 182)
No; we believe the term plying for hire is more suitable as it extends to purposefully showing a presence
intending for potential fares to notice and hire. The ‘arrangements made in a public place’ description would not
be as clear a distinction between the intention of the Taxi and the potential passenger. We think this would lead
to Private Hire vehicles using the term as a loophole whilst on privately owned lots.

Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be retained. (Page 182
This should be maintained as long as clearly defined exclusions are added;
A passenger hails a Taxi, and then it turns out they have no money or are unfit to carry (for instance soaking wet
or covered in mud), or have a dog where the driver does not carry dogs.
Where a driver does not carry dogs but will be required to carry an official aid dog (guide or hearing dog).
These situations and those like it need to be allowed for with the driver discretion, however refusing to carry for
discriminatory grounds should be explicitly prohibited.

Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle and cover all technological
modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)
This should remain in force as it is the principle distinction between Taxis and Private Hire and enables the
completion between them to remain fair.

Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be permitted. There would however be a
presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be
proved. (Page 184)
This requires defined parameters to be in place to cover what is considered appropriate (for example No Smoking
even when solely occupied by a leisure driver).
Also this would require cooperation from all insurance companies.
Also perhaps a policy of displaying ‘OFF DUTY’ in the windscreen to avoid public confusion.

Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles” respectively. References to “hackney
carriages” should be abandoned. (Page 185)
This is in principle a good idea; to bring the UK legislation in line with other countries. As long as clear definitions
of the difference of a licensed Taxi over a Private Hire vehicle are maintained, there are no foreseeable
objections.

Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in advertising provided they are only used
in combination with terms like “prebooked” and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)
We believe this would most definitely add confusion for the public and blur the distinction between the two types
of vehicle. Private Hire vehicles should be clearly marked as ‘for pre-bookings only’ or equivalent.

Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to safety. Requirements such as
topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire drivers. (Page 190)
If this is implemented however strict guidelines need to be clear that anyone applying for a Taxi (Hackney) license
MUST complete a knowledge test and any other conditions no matter if they already hold a Private Hire license
(irrelevant of how long for).
We would like to see ALL drivers/operators and owners adhere to the same standards regardless of Hackney or
Private Hire. This gives the general public confidence that EVERY driver has passed the relevant tests to a high
standard.

Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are
there other areas where local standards for private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)
Local requirements can be different in areas where majority of Hackney vehicles are not of the ‘Black Cab’ style,
and signage restrictions on Private Hire vehicles help the public maintain the difference between the two.
Additional signage, such as the words "PRE-BOOKED ONLY" should be added to every PH vehicle excluding Limos,
wedding cars etc.

Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services compared with private hire
services? (Page 192)
No. All drivers carrying passengers for hire or reward should meet the same high level of standards. To
differentiate could lead to problems in assurance of quality of service.
For example: A Private Hire company sends a Hackney vehicle to collect a fare one day, but the next day the same
company sends a Private Hire vehicle that has lower standards for the driver.

Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety standards? In particular should
the statutory requirement to consult refer to a technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
An advisory panel is a good method as long as it contains proper representation from trade members.

Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis provided above the minimum
national standards. (Page 193)
As long as any further standards can be justified. (again perhaps the local authorities could liaise with local trade
representatives to ascertain the feasibility vrs need for any such proposals)

Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or
operators? (Page 194)
Yes, but again within defined guidelines that should be issued by each authority and reviewed on a timely basis.
Having a clause for exceptions would be amenable for those rare cases that are uncategorised.

Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a statutory footing or is it best left to
local arrangements? (Page 195)
We think this is something best left to local authorities.

Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for the purposes of taxi standard
setting. (Page 196)
Only if this entails keeping standards between neighbouring boroughs and not to combining zones.

Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones within their area. (Page 196)
NO

Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time licences which may only be used
at certain times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority? (Page 197)
No. This would be very difficult to enforce or monitor. It also seems contrary to protecting livelihoods to offer
extra licenses to be used potentially only in the busy periods (thus reducing incomes for all).

Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting bookings only within a particular
locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198)
This raises serious concerns in localities such as Weymouth & Portland. While the concept in principle appears to
be beneficial in a metropolitan area where there are many zones adjacent to each other; the effect in more rural
areas could be catastrophic.
Smaller local Private Hire companies could find themselves under heavy competition from larger companies who
can afford to advertise in neighbouring locals and also have excess cars to be available. The larger companies
could take work from the smaller companies but the smaller companies would not have the resources to
reciprocate and would eventually be put out of business.
We would also worry about cross border pricing differential’s, Insurance requirements with regard to licenced
areas and the potential for ‘unknown vehicles’ working in an area and thus causing doubt as to their legality to
pick up fares.

Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of out-of-area drop offs. (Page 199)
As this is currently not a legal requirement; we see no objection.

Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares. Licensing authorities should not
have the power to regulate private hire fares. (Page 200)
We agree in principle however a further stipulation should be that under law any Taxi Meter MUST have the
licensing authority approved Hackney Tariffs programmed BEFORE any specific Private Hire ones. This reduces
the current customer confusion where Private Hire vehicles run a tariff 1 but the amount per mile differs from a
Hackney running tariff 1 in the same area.

Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
NO.

Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national safety conditions?
(Page 203)
Set out in primary legislation

Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria applied would relate solely to the
vehicle itself. (Page 204)
We disagree with this. Anyone who owns a Taxi or Private Hire vehicle does have a vested interest in the vehicle
and as such should be subject to the same fit and proper standards as drivers.
Do we want criminal elements owning Taxis/Private Hire vehicles and using them for laundering and or to
pressure their drivers and thus potentially reducing quality of service and safety?

Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national safety conditions?
(Page 205)
Set out in primary legislation

Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire vehicles. (Page 206)
Absolutely

Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on what basis? (Page 208)
Yes where a Radio Circuit operates more than one Taxi. This gives clearer responsibilities.
For example: Who is at fault if the agent passes on a pre-booking to a taxi without sufficient time?

Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include intermediaries. (Page 209)
Agreed

Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 209)
Yes

Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)
Yes as long as clear boundaries’ are defined for only sub-contracting to other licensees in the same authority.

Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping requirements apply? (Page 210)
No. This would add potential issues whereby Taxi pre-bookings are usually taken by telephone directly with the
driver. Thus the passenger already knows which taxi they have booked.

Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers. (Page 213)
This is an issue that is strongly opposed. In areas such as Weymouth & Portland this would lead to more hackney
vehicles competing for an already severely reduced trade. It would not promote consumer choice as this already
exists with multiple private hire companies in the area as well as Taxis.
The extra Taxis competing for fares would lead to many full time professional drivers being forced to work longer
(potentially hazardous) hours or into finding alternative work. The effect would be to increase part-time drivers
and as such reduce the professionalism of long term, full-time experienced drivers. The drivers relying on trade
for their sole income and consumers wanting knowledgeable and experienced professionals would all lose out.
The restriction in numbers should be left to local authorities as they can liaise with the local trade and be able to
increase numbers only if demand is present. This would ensure local conditions are accounted for and as such
protect both jobs and consumer confidence.

Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost the ability to restrict numbers?
(Page 213)
Loss of experienced drivers for part-time less experienced ones.
Potentially price wars on Ranks resulting in cost cutting.

Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi trade over a scheduled period of
time, if quantity restrictions are removed? (Page 215)
Should quantity restrictions be removed then yes staggered entry must be in place to prevent many new licences
being issued and thus costing jobs.
Perhaps local authorities and trade representatives can discuss options to reduce negative impact on consumers
and drivers alike.

Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles? This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page
217)
We cannot see a reason for this to be necessary as in our experience; wheelchair users already receive priority
service from suitably equipped vehicles.

Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet certain accessibility standards? (Page
217)
No. That would constitute unfair practice as these vehicles already have an advantage in the very fact they can
offer facilities that other vehicles cannot.

Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should include recognised disability
awareness training. (Page 219)
Yes This would be of benefit to all. We would propose that operators and their staff should also be encouraged
to attend so that the experience for persons with disabilities is consistent.

Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled passengers seeking to hail
them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)
An obligation to stop with those conditions is a good proposal. We have not experienced this kind of issue in our
locality so commenting further is not possible.

Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles? (Page 222)
Yes within clearly defined parameters.

Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a public place, to solicit persons to
hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”. (Page 223)
Include provision for ALL private hire vehicles to have one hour waiting in public car parks, (with a no-return
within 20mins), when not attending bookings, and more active attention to reports of Hackneys illegally plying
when accompanied by good objective evidence. Perhaps a structure to have licensing officers available outside
office hours to respond and deal with offenders on the spot.

Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other
licensing areas. (Page 225)
Yes as this could be beneficial in dealing with out of area touting. In practice it is unknown if licensing authorities
have the resources to action these powers.

Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or revoke a taxi or private hire licence
should be limited to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
Agreed

Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of refusals, suspensions or
revocations should be to require the local licensing authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
Agreed

Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
Agreed

Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
Agreed
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and district judges in magistrates’ courts. We are grateful for the opportunity
to respond to this consultation.
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept prebooked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares.
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform.
Agreed. London has always had separate legislation governing taxi and private hire
licensing even though the substance is largely the same. This would enable
government to introduce a more simple and consistent system across England and
Wales.
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver.
Agreed. We accept that advances in technology will make it more difficult to predict
what modes of transport may become common in the future, and it would be
undesirable to use any definition which might not cover certain vehicles which may
provide a service like that of a taxi or private hire vehicle e.g. horse-drawn carriage,
pedi-cab, motor-bikes, limousines etc.
A broad regulation to include ‘all vehicles carrying passengers for hire’ could act as a
market barrier to trade in respect of novel vehicles which may not fall within a preestablished category of vehicle with defined standards. Such vehicles would have to
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have agreed standards of fitness before they could be allowed to operate, as is the
case now with modified vehicles with more than eight passenger seats.
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence?
This would have the advantage of simplicity and clarity. However, pedi-cabs and
horse-drawn carriages would not be included. There may be important road safety
implications, particularly concerning pedi-cabs operating in many town and city
centres. Council notes the Department for Transport’s statistics for the year ending
September 2011 showing an increase in pedal cycle casualties from the previous
year.
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers.
Agreed. The proposal to use the number of passenger seats to distinguish between
taxi and private-hire regulation on the one hand and public-service regulation on the
other is sensible as it will avoid service providers opting for a licensing regime that
appears least onerous on their business rather than that which is most appropriate.
Taxi regulation is more onerous than public-service regulation; hence providers have
no incentive to attempt to license as taxis rather than public-service vehicles.
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of taxis.
Agreed. Stage coaches and stage carriages are not defined in legislation and their
meaning is unclear. The law is unclear about whether passengers who pay separate
fares in vehicles with less than nine passenger seats count as a stage coach. As a
consequence, the proper scope of taxi licensing is also unclear.
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles
to assist consistency.
Agreed. This power is already contained in Section 4(D) Public Passenger Vehicles
Act 1981 and, in turn, the Senior Traffic Commissioner can issue guidance and
general directions to Traffic Commissioners and Deputies (Section 4(C)).
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
3

volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
Agreed.
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs?
(a) Private arrangements between passengers where there is no profit motive should
not be subject to licensing regulation.
(b) There are available women-only private-hire services, e.g. Pink Ladies, and taxitype services could be similarly restricted. An Equality Impact Assessment would be
advisable.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire licensing regimes.
Agreed.

Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation.
Vehicles hired in connection with a wedding should no longer be excluded from
private-hire licensing. There is a strong case to continue to exclude funeral cars
where transport may be regarded as an ancillary function to the broader funeral
service.
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
We agree for the reasons argued in paragraphs 14.44 - 14.49.
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”.
Agreed. This change is desirable to promote public safety irrespective of where the
services are provided on public or private land, and the definition of ‘streets’ is
unduly restrictive.
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Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
Agreed, as the current legislation does not deal specifically with airports. Council
would support regulations which encourage competition and consumer choice.
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles.
Agreed, for the reasons outlined in the document. This would provide greater clarity.

Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services.
Agreed. The important factor is the method of engagement of the taxi service which
distinguishes ‘plying for hire’ from pre-booking.

Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
We see no advantages of adopting the Scottish approach. How would one define an
‘arrangement made via the internet’ or via a mobile phone?
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained.
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to
the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked.
Agreed.
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Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used
for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
Agreed.

Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
Agreed.
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “pre-booked”
and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion?
Allowing private-hire vehicles to use the term ‘taxi’ as opposed to ‘mini-cab’ may well
lead to customer confusion which would defeat a key aim of any proposed regulatory
change. To insist on imposing a specific colour-scheme or signage on taxis may
result in unnecessary additional expense for taxi drivers and operators, and distort
the market.
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements.
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards.
Agreed. This would enable Licensing Authorities to impose requirements over and
above national standards linked to safety or other quality standards to meet the
needs of specific groups within their areas.
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Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards.
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers.
Agreed. However, this assumes that the cost of the journeys have been agreed in
advance and therefore the provider will take the shortest route to complete the
journey to minimise his costs.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable?
Agreed. Local decision-making in respect of signage would be preferable.
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles?
There are currently only two companies manufacturing taxis to meet the existing
regulatory standards. Vehicles used for private-hire services do not have a common
set of specifications because of the different modes of transport available. It is
impractical to the same standards for both taxis and private-hire vehicles without
incurring significant costs for the latter service providers.
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services?
Whilst the London Conditions of Fitness require a partition between the driver and
passenger, primarily for the driver’s protection, and is common to both makes of
London taxis, there is a strong case for installing CCTV equipment in all vehicles for
the protection of both driver and passengers. This would promote public safety and
confidence in both service providers, without distorting the market.
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
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Agreed. It should be for the Local Licensing Authorities to decide whether any
additional requirements are necessary for their areas.
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement.
Agreed.
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel?
It is imperative that the statutory requirement to consult refers to a technical advisory
panel, to ensure that any regulation is workable in practice.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards.
Agreed.
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards?
Agreed.
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators?
We agree but the presumption should be that general conditions should be used,
and individual conditions should be exceptional. This would promote consistency
and transparency.
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements?
This is a matter best left to local arrangements.
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting.
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Agreed.
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area.
Agreed.
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority?
Yes, this has apparently worked well in Australia and would enable Licensing
Authorities to regulate provision to best meet the needs of their local communities.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority.
Agreed provided that a set of mandatory national standards are implemented.
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of out-ofarea drop-offs.
Agreed for the reasons outlined in paragraph 15.50.
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
We agree provided that the Licensing Authority imposes strict price information
requirements for private-hire fares so that customers can make an informed choice.
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys?
No.
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
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to set national safety conditions?
National standards would promote greater consistency and improved passenger
safety. If included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions, changes could be introduced and implemented
more readily than if we had to await the availability of Parliamentary time for primary
legislation.
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself.
Agreed.
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions?
Agreed, see response to question 45.
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles.
Agreed. Operators play an essential role in providing a pre-booked service through
recording passenger and journey details, and selecting the driver and vehicle. This
role is also important in promoting safety through traceability of bookings.
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis?
We see no benefit for the customer by extending operator licensing to cover taxi
radio circuits.
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries.
Agreed. We note that it is an offence under the Local Government (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1976, S46 (1) (d) and the Private Hire Vehicles (London) Act 1998,
S2 for an intermediary to directly provide vehicles without an operator’s licence. The
issue here is one of compliance and enforcement of the existing law rather than
seeking to extend it.
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Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained?
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services.
Agreed. This may improve the service to customers. Currently, this is only
expressly permitted in London and the practice is illegal elsewhere.
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply?
This is unnecessary if taxis are only allowed to charge the metered fare for prebooked journeys.
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
We are unable to comment on this proposal without evidence of the impact of
quantity controls on the provision of services to the public.
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers?
Congestion in sought-after areas; over-supply of taxi numbers without any guarantee
that the taxis would be available when and where most needed. Financial hardship
to drivers through increased competition. This would be compounded for taxi-drivers
who own their own vehicle or lease one.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
Unable to comment; see answer to Question 54 above.
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles.
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Yes, however it would be advisable to incentivise the licence holders to provide this
service by, for example, reducing the licence fee as in Ireland.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards?
Yes.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers?
Unable to comment.
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles.
Agreed; this would create a number of practical problems not least for vehicle
owners operating as sole traders.
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training.
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority.
Agreed.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help?
The Equality Act 2010 prohibits discrimination against disabled persons in the
provision of goods and services, including services provided in taxis and private-hire
vehicles. An obligation to stop if reasonable and safe to do so when hailed may be a
useful reminder to the trade of their obligations to those with disabilities. Any
proposed solution would be difficult to enforce.
Question 64
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Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
Yes. Similar powers are already available to enforcement officers from the Vehicle
and Operator Services Agency in relation to public-service vehicles and heavy-goods
vehicles. However such powers would have to be proportionate, appropriate and
accompanied by safeguards and measures to ensure accountability and to avoid
endangering members of the public.
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
Enforcement for offences of touting against licensed operators involves the ultimate
sanction of suspension or revocation of the licence. The use of fixed-penalty fines is
unlikely in practice to act as a deterrent. Of greater concern to the public would be
offences committed by unlicensed operators. The offence of touting involves a
positive act on the part of the offender and is often committed at times and locations
where supply of licensed taxis and private-hire vehicles is less likely to meet the
demand. Detection and prosecution of the driver may be difficult; an effective
sanction would be to impound the vehicle. This may require primary legislation to
authorise Licensing Officers to use these powers. The Vehicle and Operator
Services Agency and the Traffic Commissioners have these powers in respect of
illegally operated public service and goods vehicles (Public Passenger Vehicles Act
1981, S12A and Schedule 2A: Goods Vehicles (Licensing of Operators) Act 1995,
S2A and Schedule 1A. The Police also have powers to seize vehicles operated
without insurance under S165A Road Traffic Act 1988.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules?
Yes, for the reasons stated in Question 65.
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how?
The use of fixed-penalties may be appropriate for minor infringements but are not
suitable for touting or illegal plying for hire. These could be perceived to be a
‘business expense’ and would not have any deterrent effect.
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas.
Agreed, but this would need to be proportionate.
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Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this?
Yes. However, the home Licensing Authority alone has the power to take such
action and would require cross-border reporting, and a mutual commitment to
reciprocal action. The provision of full powers to suspend and revoke licences crossborder would likely result in a significant number of appeals, and we agree that the
better approach would be for formal procedures for cross-border co-operation, as
suggested in the Document, paragraph 19.25.
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence.
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect
of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing
authority to reconsider its decision.
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
Agreed.
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court?
Agreed; currently there is no right of appeal to the Crown Court in London. An
aggrieved party can seek redress by way of Case Stated to the Divisional Court on a
point of law. The law should be uniform across England and Wales.

The Justices’ Clerks Society
10th September 2012
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From: "David Woodward"
Sent: 10 September 2012 23:40
To: TPH
Subject: Ref - Objection For Wedding Cars To Become Private Hire - Taxis
Dear Sirs
My wife and I operate a small vintage and classic chauffeured wedding car service in Worcestershire.
We were both shocked to hear recently about the proposed new law and both object very strongly to making these old
cars subject to same "private hire" legislation as for "taxis" that are used everyday. We consider it totally unnecessary
and ridiculous to bring this into force for classic and vintage vehicles that are occasionally used for weddings.
All our vehicles are maintained to a very high standard mechanically and bodywork kept pristine. The costs involved
for private hire licence etc for each car and chauffeur would force our business to suffer, possibly even go out of
business in this difficult financial climate, where we currently only just manage to keep our heads above water, this
could be the straw that breaks the camels back! The private hire licence costs would have to be passed onto bride &
groom who already have huge costs associated with getting married and building a home together and subsequently
may have to forgo the traditional classic or vintage wedding car on their special day.
Please just consider the implications and impact this proposed law could have on so many people and firms such as:
driver/chauffeurs, MOT test stations, garages, bodyshops, tyres suppliers, classic and vintage spare parts suplliers as
many cars would no doubt be taken out of service and off the road, not to mention many of the retired gentlemen that
drive these old cars and give them so much pleasure.
Please we urge you to think hard - is this the really the right decision?
Yours faithfully
David and Janet Woodward
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Shirley Chauffeurs
Sent: 10 September 2012 23:39
To: TPH
Cc:
Subject: LCCP203
Dear Sirs
I write with regard to the above mentioned consultation paper. I am a sole trader running a small business providing wedding cars;
I started my business in 2008 with one car and now have eight in my fleet. As well as my husband and myself driving I now
employ eight drivers, all of whom are semi-retired and drive for a few hours a week to supplement their pensions.
My cars are used solely for weddings, they are insured on restricted mileages of 3000 miles a year (but actually do far less than
this figure) and they are cleaned and carefully prepared before each wedding. We (myself and other wedding car providers) believe
that our service falls under the wedding service industry rather than the transport industry. Six of my cars are hand-built replica
type cars, one is a classic Morris Minor and the last is a modern Chrysler; it is only the latter car that could ever feasibly be used
as a minicab, but it is not.
For every wedding, the bride and/or groom choose the car that they want for their wedding, be it one of my cars or one of my
competitors; the point I am making here is that they are able to choose the vehicle in advance. This being a great difference to a
minicab where the hirer has little or no choice in what vehicle is used.
At the moment weddings and funerals are exempt from local council licensing, but the above consultation wants to remove this
exemption. I am writing to express my serious concerns about this proposal. I have not calculated the exact figures, but I know that
if I had to pay the licensing fees for my eight cars and ten drivers (including myself and my husband) it would not be viable for me
to continue my business. It would also significantly reduce the values of my vehicles (particularly the six hand-built cars, which
have been built specifically as wedding cars) as nobody would be interested in purchasing them.
I sincerely hope that this proposal is overturned, otherwise there will be a great deal of very upset brides around the country whose
wedding day will be spoilt by not having the car of their choice.
A copy of this email is also being sent to my local MP.
I look forward to hearing from you in due course.
Kind regards
Diana Bullen
Shirley Chauffeurs
www.shirleychauffeurs.co.uk
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From:
Sent: 10 September 2012 23:51
To: TPH
Subject: response from the Wessex Regionalist Party
We note that a key issue with which the Commission is grappling is the emerging transition from a world in which laissez-faire is
the dominant political philosophy to one where localism takes its place. We welcome that transition, which promises a world much
more respectful of local democratic judgement and much less willing to overturn it for reasons of ideological diktat.
We are therefore disappointed that some of the Commission’s provisional proposals represent a move in the opposite direction. In
particular, abolition of the long-established right to limit the number of taxi licences issued, taking account of local circumstances,
would signal a continuation of the ‘Whitehall knows best’ mentality. Local discretion over policy should not, in any way, be
restricted.
David Robins
Secretary-General
Wessex Regionalist Party
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied by
Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems,
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From: John Connaughton
Sent: 10 September 2012 23:56
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Services
Hello,
My name is John Connaughton,
May I first thank you for this opportunity to have my say,
I am a Hackney Carriage driver in the borough of Trafford and do not agree with you taking the ability of the the
council to regulate the hackney numbers away from the council, what you don't seem to understand is what will
happen lets take my borough for example Trafford , we are in the middle of a survey ( and I know you don't agree
with this but bear with me) which we the owners and drivers pay for and as i understand is unique as other councils
get the tax payer to foot this bill , now lets say you take away the ability of the council to limit numbers what happens
in Trafford will did happen in other areas such as Liverpool , Cardiff, Sheffield, i could go on but you understand
what im on about they re- limited why???? because of the advice of the police is this what you want to happen?
because it will, and i know you always bang on about the capital but these are smaller cities and suburbs , now another
thing that I foresee happening is because of the tourist sites in Trafford a lot of pirate private hire and taxis come in
and overcharge , now i know this is down to enforcement and at the moment its almost non existent at matches so you
can imagine what would happen, well this is what will happen more congestion , more road rage, more pollution, more
arguments with fellow taxi drivers because there is not enough of rank space, and another thing this will probably
signal the end of private hire and ill tell you why, lets just say im a private hire driver and i pay £130 to be on a
radio circuit well if you take the ability away from the council to limit the numbers me being a private hire driver
thinks ill get a hackney vehicle and now i can legally get work from the road , taxi rank or join a radio circuit or start
my own but its not all strawberry's and cream there is no room on the taxi ranks so you start over ranking which is
already a problem in all ten councils in greater Manchester and this is what happened the three cities I mentioned
before, the little work that's out there is getting smaller with everyone after it so now fights break out, police have to
deal with this and they have more important things to concentrate on other than taxi drivers and eventually an accident
happens because their view was blocked from the over ranked taxis and i hope you all agree no one wants that to
happen, and after joining company after company you decide to start your own and it cant get going because their is no
limit to hackneys so you go bankrupt and join the dole cue, and i also know what many of your mindsets are "only the
strong will survive" in other words a favourite with all right wing politicians "let market forces sort it out" which is the
the most stupid idea ever conceived as this will lead to probably anarchy , whole families on the dole cue , suicide
because the debts cant be paid and all because you think finance shouldn't be an issue for argument here , I
Now wouldn't it be simpler to let the individual councils as the councillors are representing the people who elected
them decide as it is now and if you have no confidence in the survey idea then lets get another acceptable idea in place
but please leave the council the ability to decide .
I thank you again for this opportunity to have my say,
I do hope you do the right thing as this country's in recession and changing this section will not help anything.
Thank you for your time and patience.
Regards
John Connaughton
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
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John Findlow
Enforcement Officer
Legal services
Municipal Building
Kingsway
Widnes
Cheshire
WA8 7QF

Dear John
Following our conversations please find evidence that we have gathered regarding the
activities
I am seriously concerned that
are operating illegally and as a result are
representing a serious risk to their customers and the public at large. Furthermore, by
operating in this way they are gaining a commercial advantage by not having to pay
the direct and indirect costs of licensing.
As can be seen from my document this is not an isolated issue of non-compliance
based upon an ignorance of the rules but a considered and planned strategy to avoid
the licensing process.
My only sensitivity lies for the customers which
work with. The two main ones
are both clients that we work with and I would like to think that they should not be
embarrassed in any way by any enforcement action taken.
Yours sincerely,

Doug Claringbold
COO

Loophole lets sex fiends drive a bus | Manchester Evening News - menmedia.co.uk
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News
Loophole lets sex fiends drive a bus
Dean Kirby and Paul R Taylor
March 02, 2007
Submit Comments | Comments (3) | Printable Version Previous | Next

Rapist
A LEGAL loophole allows private hire drivers on the road without criminal record checks, the M.E.N. can
reveal today.
The gap in the law came to light after the case of convicted sex attacker

, who returned to
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work as a driver and raped a passenger.
was employed to drive a minibus for a Manchester Airport-based firm, despite a previous conviction
for indecently assaulting a woman when he was a taxi driver in the 1990s.
He went on to rape a 42-year-old woman he picked up in the minibus last June.
Taxi and private hire drivers operating in Manchester have to be checked with the Criminal Records Bureau
(CRB) before they are given a licence.
But the firm which employed
licence rather than a private hire licence.

- only operates minibuses and holds a bus operators'

Bus drivers do not have to be cleared by the CRB unless they are working with vulnerable adults and
children.
Bosses at Essex-based
, which trades
at four airports, claim they carry
out CRB checks on all drivers although they are not legally required to do so.
Explanation
But the firm, which has two booking offices at Manchester Airport, has failed to provide any explanation as
to how
slipped through the net - despite repeated requests by the M.E.N.
Transport bosses have now called for this loophole to be closed and for bus drivers to be given compulsory
checks.
, was given an indefinite jail term on Monday and was told he must serve a
minimum of four years and 110 days after a judge said he was a danger to the public.
When
applied for a Passenger Carrying Vehicle (PCV) licence to drive the minibus, he should have
declared any criminal convictions. But if he didn't, only a CRB check would have revealed them.
the north west's Traffic Commissioner, said she would like to see CRB checks on all PCV
drivers and her calls have been supported by police chiefs.
Coun
, of Manchester city council, revealed
had twice applied for a private hire licence
and been turned down by the licensing and appeals committee.
website says all its drivers are CRB checked and undergo a full induction programme.

Related
Articles
My hell, by rapist's ex
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Ace Riley Comment posted: 02/03/07 at 11:49 Registered: 27/02/2007
Reply
Like (0)
Report This
Yet more "Doing things the british way?" People have been saying for years that all people who drive buses
taxis Ect should be checked for criminal records Ect and to see that they are who they are supossed to be ?
? Illegal Ect. But it takes the british to long to put these laws into action ?We have to wait until people are
murdered or raped Ect...before anything is done ?Even to a few weeks ago we had bus drivers who have
been working with kids (Known sex offenders)
john blue Comment posted: 02/03/07 at 22:44 Registered: 01/03/2007
Reply
Like (0)
Report This
THE LAWS IN THIS COUNTRY NEED RE-WRITING, ANY PARTY THAT COMES OUT WITH SOMETHING
ALONG THESE LINES, WILL GET MY VOTE.
milo Comment posted: 05/03/07 at 13:58 Registered: 03/03/2007
Reply
Like (0)
Report This
So, a rapist was working at Manchester Airport because the bus company working like a Taxi company did
not check with the criminal records bureau.What if this guy was a potential terrorist with unfettered access
to the airport ?
Reply to this comment:
All comments posted here should abide by our
cancel
Community Policy submit
Sending
Comment posted: Registered:
Like ()
Report This
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Appendix 4: Reporting of John Murphy drink driving conviction

Wayne Rooney chauffeur banned for drinkdriving in North Wales
May 21 2009 WalesOnline

Add a comment
Recommend
The boss of a chauffeur firm brought in to help with Wayne and Coleen Rooney’s wedding has been
banned from the roads for drink driving.
59, pleaded guilty to driving with excess alcohol when he appeared before magistrates in
Prestatyn yesterday, the court confirmed.
managing director of the UK-wide
was almost twice the
legal limit when officers spotted his car weaving along the A55 near Bodelwyddan, north Wales on 8
May.
A roadside breath test gave a reading of 62mg – the legal limit is 35 microgrammes of alcohol in 100ml
of breath.
, was banned from driving for 16 months, fined £500 and
ordered to pay £75 costs.
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Post subject: Latest T&G news from Watford

Posted: Thu Nov 11, 2004 5:53 pm

T&G Cab Trade Section Hail Victory At Watford
Junction.
The Cab Trade Section of the Transport & General Workers Union are celebrating
what they consider as a land mark victory for the taxi trade at Dacorum
Magistrates Court. (Hemel Hempstead).
District Judge Mr Wicks found 4 Private Hire drivers guilty of “ Plying for Hire”, at
Watford Junction Station. The operator of AA United the company they all drove
for was also found Guilty of “Aiding and Abetting”.

Joined: Tue Sep 16,
2003 6:09 pm
Posts: 1185
Location: Miles away
from paradise, not far
from hell.

The offences were committed following the decision of Silverlink the train operator
at the Junction Station to replace the local hackney drivers with a Private Hire
operation after failing to reach an agreement with the taxi drivers over fees for
ranking on the station forecourt. This plan of action commenced on Sunday 11th of
January although nothing actually happened until the Monday.
The case started on Tuesday 2nd of November with the defence trying to get the
case thrown out as they claimed that it was an “Abuse of Process”. Council for the
defence claimed that as the operator and Silverlink had informed the Council and
the Enforcement Office of how they intended to work at the station, and that they
were of the opinion the Council and
the Enforcement Officer were happy
with the arrangement as they had not received any communications to the
contrary.
then produced copies of his communications with

and claimed
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that it only showed that he was aware of how they intended to operate, not that
he was giving any approval.
Judge Wicks decided that he would continue to hear the case but if whilst listening
to the evidence he decided that the Defence Council was correct, and that in his
opinion there was an “ Abuse of Process”, he would stop the case.
The case proceeded and Judge Wicks then heard the evidence for the prosecution
and how after issuing warnings to
that he was not happy about the
operation
had taken action and issued cautions and notice of intended
prosecution to several drivers on the station forecourt and the proprietor. (This
was after the Union’s legal adviser had written to him pointing out several legal
precedents including the Eastbourne Judgement, where Lord Justice Pill and Mr
Justice Bell found that, a Private Hire vehicle positioned on private land in this
case a station forecourt could be “ Plying for Hire”, as the public must have a right
of access to it, it must be considered a “Public street”.
Finding the drivers and operator guilty Judge Wicks saved his adverse comments
for the local council and
They had acted in a very unsatisfactory manner
and this situation should never have been allowed to develop. Because of this he
declined to fine the drivers and operator and wanted to split the court costs of
£12,000 equally between defence and prosecution but the prosecution objected on
the basis that the Judge had found the defendants guilty and so it was
unreasonable that they did not pay the majority of the costs and so it decided that
the defence should pay three quarters of the costs.
The Watford drivers were upset that the Judge had declined to fine the guilty
parties and that is not surprising considering they have suffered a very serious loss
of work since January that is understandable. Personally I feel that he was right
not to fine the drivers as they were only following instruction from the operator
and in the PH world if the “serfs” do not comply with the wish’s of their “Lord of
the Manor,” then they do not work. The operator however is a different matter
and he should have been presented with a large fine if only for not getting better,
and more accurate legal advice. Although it is unusual for the victorious party in
cases like this to have to pay costs, in my view this is more than appropriate as
vigorous enforcement from their Enforcement Officer and legal knowledge would
have ended this dispute before it started. Proof of this is how the Enforcement
Officer in Peterborough,
stopped in it’s tracks an attempt by
(a
PH Operator) to do exactly the same thing at Peterborough’s GNER run station a
couple of years ago.
However we must not think that every thing in the garden is rosy now. As I write
this I have received a phone call telling me that although the PH vehicles are off
the station forecourt they are using the local bus station 50yards down the road to
rank before getting called up to the station. Obviously this is just displacement of
the offences and we will expect Watford Council to tackle this. They are still
ranking up in view of the public. Should this enforcement show the same lack of
conviction that prevailed in January then we must be prepared to return in force
to support the local drivers.
_________________
q uo p
oq

nq ı

ı

s ן

sı sı

Simply the best taxi forum in the whole wide world. www.taxi-driver.co.uk
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Top
JD

Post subject: Re: Latest T&G news from Watford
Posted: Thu Nov 11, 2004 7:37 pm
Alex wrote:

User avatar

Joined: Thu Nov
04, 2004 5:53 pm
Posts: 11123

T&G Cab Trade Section Hail Victory At Watford
Junction.
However we must not think that every thing in the garden is rosy now. As I write
this I have received a phone call telling me that although the PH vehicles are off the
station forecourt they are using the local bus station 50yards down the road to rank
before getting called up to the station. Obviously this is just displacement of the
offences and we will expect Watford Council to tackle this. They are still ranking up
in view of the public. Should this enforcement show the same lack of conviction that
prevailed in January then we must be prepared to return in force to support the
local drivers.
They must have a great legal team at Watford Council, it would appear they don't
know their azz from their elbow. I'm very surprised at
conduct because he
used to run the national licensing online bulletin. He is looked upon as having a
brain when it comes to licensing matters but he has displayed the exact opposite in
this Station Farce.
Best wishes
JD

Top
captain cab

Post subject:

Posted: Thu Nov 11, 2004 7:59 pm

how can the T&G claim anything from this?
User avatar

They let the situation arise in the first place.
They claim they acted on their members behalf's, if this is so, why did the contract
with the rail operator not include their drivers belief that the forward rail work
should go to their members?

Joined: Tue Oct 21, Why was the signage not included in the contract?
2003 7:25 pm
Posts: 20093
Why were PH adverts not in the contract to be removed?
If they were included, the rail operator would have been guilty of breach of
contract.
Whereas, the rail operator is surely equally guilty of aiding and abetting this
situation.
regards
Captain cab
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Top
Sussex
User avatar

Post subject:

Posted: Thu Nov 11, 2004 8:22 pm

As I said, the 'rank' is still there. The judge considered the council equally at fault.
The guilty drivers had no costs, and for that matter no real penalty. And the
council had to pay most of their own costs.
Clearly a lesson on how not to run a licensing department.
And did the cab drivers win anything? No, they have gained nothing out of the
hearing. They followed the T&G advice from day one by refusing to pay to ply,
and it has cost them all thousands.

Many on here will have sympathy for that view, but the fact of the matter is that
Joined: Wed Sep 03, the PH firm still runs the 'rank', and it appears they now have another 'rank' at the
bus station to feed the train station 'rank'.
2003 7:30 pm
Posts: 28341
The T&G have let the lads down big time, and I bet deep-down, the lads at
Location: 1066
Country
Watford know it.
_________________
IDFIMH

Top
captain cab
User avatar

Post subject:

Posted: Thu Nov 11, 2004 8:43 pm

Quote:
The T&G have let the lads down big time, and I bet deep-down, the lads at Watford
know it.
and maybe one day they'll grow up into a butterfly and admit it, wont hold my
breath though

Joined: Tue Oct 21,
regards
2003 7:25 pm
Posts: 20093
Captain cab

Top
Sussex

Post subject:

Posted: Fri Nov 12, 2004 12:24 am

What I do find slightly rich is the T&G having a pop at the Watford LO, when it
was him that brought the bloody proceedings in the first place.
If the T&G were so concerned, then why didn't they stump up the cash
themselves, and proceed with a private prosecution?
_________________
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User avatar

IDFIMH

Joined: Wed Sep 03,
2003 7:30 pm
Posts: 28341
Location: 1066
Country
Top
Yorkie

Post subject:

Posted: Fri Nov 12, 2004 2:57 am

Sussex wrote:
What I do find slightly rich is the T&G having a pop at the Watford LO, when it was
him that brought the bloody proceedings in the first place.
If the T&G were so concerned, then why didn't they stump up the cash themselves,
and proceed with a private prosecution?
because they cannot!
they have not that power.
something else you didnt know Sussex

Top

  
Sussex

User avatar

Post subject:

Posted: Fri Nov 12, 2004 8:32 am

Yorkie wrote:
because they cannot!
they have not that power.
Don't they have private prosecutions in Yorkshire?
_________________
IDFIMH

Joined: Wed Sep 03,
2003 7:30 pm
Posts: 28341
Location: 1066
Country
Top
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JD
User avatar

Post subject:

Posted: Fri Nov 12, 2004 1:44 pm

captain cab wrote:
how can the T&G claim anything from this?
They let the situation arise in the first place.
When negotiations where taking place over that long period of time I have been
wondering why
never informed
of the Case law
appertaining to “Plying for hire on private land”.

Joined: Thu Nov
04, 2004 5:53 pm
Posts: 11123

It is understandable that
might not know the law but he was being
advised by
. The T&G could possibly have taken legal action to stop
the Private hire vehicles from ever setting foot on station land.
The station doesn’t have to have a Taxi rank but the Taxi trade can certainly make
sure that nobody else has one either.
Interesting stuff but I’m glad it went to court and I’m happy we got a court ruling
on the matter. It sends a message to Licensing officers and station managers
throughout the country that Private hire vehicles cannot rank up on any station in
public view.
Best wishes.
JD

Top
Sussex
User avatar

Post subject:

Posted: Fri Nov 12, 2004 9:43 pm

JD wrote:
When negotiations where taking place over that long period of time I have been
wondering why
never informed
of the Case law
appertaining to “Plying for hire on private land”.
Because he was to busy fighting to save quotas, then to worry about the issues
that he really should be concentrating his mind on.
_________________
IDFIMH

Joined: Wed Sep 03,
2003 7:30 pm
Posts: 28341
Location: 1066
Country
Top
Yorkie

Post subject:

Posted: Sat Nov 13, 2004 3:27 am

Sussex wrote:
Yorkie wrote:
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because they cannot!
they have not that power.
Don't they have private prosecutions in Yorkshire?
a private prosecution is that, a trades union cannot prosecute anybody, there are
strict rules about how members money can be spent.
Sussex a trades union is not like other kinds of bodies they have special right to be
imune from laws under certain circumstances, but they cannot go round creating
cases either.

Top

  
Nidge2

Post subject:

Posted: Sat Nov 13, 2004 10:37 am

JD wrote:
captain cab wrote:
how can the T&G claim anything from this?
They let the situation arise in the first place.
When negotiations where taking place over that long period of time I have been
wondering why
never informed
of the Case law
appertaining to “Plying for hire on private land”.
It is understandable that
might not know the law but he was being
advised by
. The T&G could possibly have taken legal action to stop
the Private hire vehicles from ever setting foot on station land.
The station doesn’t have to have a Taxi rank but the Taxi trade can certainly make
sure that nobody else has one either.
Interesting stuff but I’m glad it went to court and I’m happy we got a court ruling
on the matter. It sends a message to Licensing officers and station managers
throughout the country that Private hire vehicles cannot rank up on any station in
public view.
Best wishes.
JD
I'll second that one

Top

  
captain cab

Post subject:

Posted: Tue Nov 16, 2004 6:59 pm

It would seem that the T&G have made a pigs ear of the whole sorry episode.
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User avatar

One of their key ideals, and advertised in CTN, is that they will negotiate on behalf
of you, if you join. Yet here they seem to have forgot what their members wanted
in Watford in the first place.
Now they claim a victory for something that the LO achieved, after very possibly not
making him aware of the case law in the first place.

Joined: Tue Oct 21,
2003 7:25 pm
Shallow, very shallow.
Posts: 20093

It would be interesting to find out if Watford are any closer to getting back on the
station.
regards
Captain cab

Top
Guest

Post subject:

Posted: Tue Nov 16, 2004 10:21 pm

I still cant work out why that union fights for the Watford boys to work the station
rank. But fights for the rights of some Brighton Cabbie to work Brighton station.
Really not a fan.

Top

  
Yorkie

Post subject:

Posted: Wed Nov 17, 2004 2:45 am

Cgull wrote:
I still cant work out why that union fights for the Watford boys to work the station
rank. But fights for the rights of some Brighton Cabbie to work Brighton station.
Really not a fan.
if you are so thick I will tell you
the ones they fight for at Brighton are T and G members
the rest are not
in cartel city, everything is neatly carved up, and this was Scanners boast!
some boast.

Top

  
Sussex

Post subject:

Posted: Wed Nov 17, 2004 8:18 pm

I took this from the IOL site.

Verdict in Plying For Hire Case
Four private hire vehicle drivers and an operator were convicted of plying for hire
from Watford Junction station
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User avatar

At many railway stations throughout the country, taxi ranks can be found on the
railway premises for passengers to use; at many others a private hire vehicle
booking office can be found. In the latter case, passengers are generally expected
to go into the office to book the use of the vehicle whereas the taxis are
Joined: Wed Sep 03, immediately available, on-demand and with direct access.
2003 7:30 pm
Taxis operated from the forecourt of Watford Junction station for many years until
Posts: 28341
11 January this year when train operating company Silverlink Railways handed the
Location: 1066
contract to a local private hire vehicle firm,
(see Licensing News during
Country
2004 for details). A significant feature of the new operation was that private hire
vehicles were parked on the station forecourt in the rank formerly occupied by
taxis, and waited there in public view even when there were no passengers
waiting to be conveyed in them.
Following numerous meetings and advice from officers at the council to the
licenced operator - in which they were told the general principle should be that
passengers should wait for the vehicle to arrive rather than vehicles waiting for the
passengers - the most complex prosecution undertaken by Watford Council was
launched. A total of eight individual drivers were prosecuted for plying for hire
both from the station forecourt and from adjacent streets; the operator was
charged with aiding, abetting, counselling or procuring the same offences.
After a two-day trial at Hemel Hemsptead magistrates' court, District Judge Wickes
acquited four of the drivers who were charged with plying for hire away from the
station.
Applying the judgement of a former Lord Chief Justice in the well-known case of
Rose v Welbeck, he said that it was clear from the location of the vehicles (where
they were not exposed to public view); a mandatory door sign required by the
council which stated: 'Private hire vehicles - advanced bookings only'; signs
installed by the operator which said 'Not plying for hire'; and clear contractual
instructions to drivers not to ply for hire that an acquittal had to follow.
However, the four drivers who were on the station forecourt were clearly on public
display and the manner that the vehicle was displayed together with the conduct
of the driver and all the surrounding circumstances clearly led to the technical
offences of plying for hire being committed, with the charge against their operator
also being found. He gave each of the defendants an absolute discharge - partly
due to the fact that they were following the instructions of
operator and ordered the operator to 75 per cent of the prosecution's £11,500 costs.
_________________
IDFIMH
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Liverpool Crown court
December 12 1992
Judge Clark
Knowsley Borough Council v John Thorpe
Appeal against conviction of plying for hire
At Magistrates court.
Appellant while on a public house car park was approached by a member of the public
who asked the appellant if he was free for hire? The appellant told this member of the
public that if he went to a nearby phone box and called the company who the appellant
worked for he would then pick them up.
The appellant was duly convicted at the magistrate's court of plying for hire.
Fines and costs 1000 pounds.
Judge Clark.
The method used by the appellant in telling the member of the public to phone the
company he worked for and then taking them as passengers is a sham.
The appellant cannot flout the law for the sake of ten pence.
Appeal denied.

APPENDIX A
LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND
QUESTIONS
CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept prebooked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)I agree with this proposal
however in practice the distinction must be meaningful and workable and must be
tied in to tight regulation on plying for hire
CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform. (Page 162) London Black Cabs have the best record of passenger safety
in this country and quite possibly the world this is evidenced in the fact of the
World wide media coverage of the John Worboys case because it was such an
anomaly. Freedom of Information requests to police forces around the country
have revealed that this is not the case elsewhere with both Hackney, Private hire
and unlicensed drivers committing sexual assaults on persons they have picked
up in their vehicles.
In the 17 years I have been in this trade I know of many private hire attacks by
attacks and at least 3 Manchester black cab drivers (out of approximately 1800 at
any one time) convicted of a sexual attack
, (see attached)
and
there probably more as only one of the
above seemed to hit the press.
Manchester has CRB checks, driving licence checks etc. as does London, so
what is the difference? The answer has to be (1)“The knowledge” more precisely
the time and the difficulty involved in obtaining the licence including personal
appearances and the test being oral leaving little chance of cheating. The
“dedicated sexual predator” cannot wait 3-4 years to satisfy his perverted needs
so heads to private hire/minicabs or a city with less stringent testing.
(2) London taxis have a tariff based on the accurate running costs of the vehicle
and the need for the driver to be able to earn a decent living in a reasonable
number of hours, it is a trade where drivers have a degree of respectability and is
still somewhat passed down father to son . It is in effect a profession, the same
cannot be said outside of London where due to the ease in which to enter the
trade and the long hours needed for even a minimum wage drivers have no
commitment are transient and are often newly arrived immigrants, from countries
where reliable background checks cannot be sourced and where cultural
differences in opinions of how women should dress and behave can impact on
their judgement leading to unwanted sexual advances which become assaults.
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The statistics of sexual assault or lack of them in London cabs would seem to
have correlation to the difficulty of entry to the trade.
The London Black cab driver model should not be altered it should be protected
and rolled out across the country; it is certainly the one city in the world where I
would be confident of my daughter getting in a taxi.
The London private hire system should be included in the review. If you want the
same safety for lone females in private hire as the record for the black cabs
demonstrates then there should be the same criteria for entry, complete with the
knowledge.

Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164) Vehicles which are
clearly unsuitable and unsafe for use on roads such as pedicabs, rickshaws, tutstuts etc. should be prohibited from taxi/private hire use except in areas where
motor vehicles are prohibited such as parks and theme parks if they are to be
used in these areas then licensing should apply to contraption and driver.
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence? (Page 164) A clear disadvantage would
be that drivers of horse drawn carriages operating in some seaside towns and
parks would be unlicensed/vetted and the carriage untested for safety.
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165) Agree with this
however certain operators
in the past have exploited the PSV
legislation in the following way; the vehicle was deemed to have been a PSV
because it originally had 11 passenger seats therefore was exempt from PH
requirements, 3 seats were removed to accommodate a wheelchair user with
fixed restraints etc. then the vehicle was driven by a driver with no PSV licence
because there were only 8 passenger seats physically in the vehicle. In the
opinion of the TC no offence was committed. (see Manchester Cab Committee vs
AirportcarZ heard by Mary Bell TC) An unlicensed unvetted driver of one of these
vehicles who had twice been refused a PH licence by Manchester City Council
went on to rape a passenger (see attachment)
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166) Agree with this proposal
Provisional proposal 7
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The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles
to assist consistency. (Page 167) Agree with this proposal
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
(Page 168) This needs to be much clearer eg. We have a cleaning company in
Manchester that cleans hotels etc. the same company operates a “transport
division” using vehicles with 8 passenger seats or less to take hotel etc. workers
to and from work, the vehicles and drivers are wholly unregulated the same
applies to hotel or other courtesy vehicles that are not PSV's, who will do driver
checks and vehicle safety checks? A better model would seem to be a
requirement to license and application for exemption.
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
These groups should have exemption from taxi/ph licensing but a key factor
should be lack of profit motivation.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171) Agree with this proposal
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172) Agree with this proposal with the
exception of hearses only used to carry the dead.
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
(Page 174) The contract exemption should not be reintroduced it was widely
abused and is indeed still being abused by at least one operator with a large
contract in England registering vehicles through a golf club in Scotland

Provisional proposal 13
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Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175} Agree with this proposal although
in this area it is somewhat covered by the Greater Manchester Act 1981
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)
Taxi provision at Airports should have to be predominantly wheelchair accessible,
it is all too often a cash-cow for larger operators looking for lucrative business
passengers while turning away wheelchair users because of the investment
required in the vehicles. At Manchester Airport the perverse situation has been
put in place where the taxis which are all London type conforming with regulated
fares have to compete with an adjacent rank of private hire cars which have
significantly lower operating costs with the obvious result that the private hire get
more fares, while the wheelchair accessible taxis sit and watch. (see attached
photos)
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c)
appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles. (Page 181)
The case law relating to plying for hire has been described as complex,
contradictory and unclear, particularly following the publication of Button on
Taxis where Mr Button forms the conclusion that the waiting/parked/exhibition
of the vehicle is too crude to determine whether the vehicle is plying for hire,
Mr Button makes no secret of the fact that he would prefer a one tier taxi
system and it has been suggested within the trade that his conclusions are
intended to blur the boundaries between taxis and private hire.
A more accurate conclusion looking at the case law could be said that if you
wait with or in the (marked) vehicle in the street or in view of it without a prior
booking you will be found guilty of plying for hire, indeed THERE IS NOT ONE
SINGLE CASE THAT REFUTES THIS CONCLUSION.
This is confirmed in one of the later cases Eastbourne vs Stirling 2000
“On 29 May he asked Mr Morley if he had a booking and when, Mr Morley
gave a negative answer, told Mr Morley that he was plying for hire” as we
know Mr Morley was convicted at the High Court, he had merely exhibited his
vehicle at the station and confirmed that he did not have a booking as was the
case in Newman v Vincent 40 years earlier.
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The law has not changed and neither have the decisions handed down by the
judiciary, presumably the only thing that has changed is the failure of licensing
authorities to take such cases to court (or the cases are not being appealed as
at Watford Station 2004 four drivers found guilty of illegal plying for hire just for
ranking) see attached
Mr Button failed to comment on that particular point of the case in his book
and also omitted to mention Knowsley BC vs John Thorpe Dec 12 1992
(attached) where on appeal at Liverpool Crown Court Mr Thorpe's conviction
for plying for hire was upheld; Mr Thorpe had when approached by a member
of the public directed them to a nearby phone box to call his private hire
company before he would accept the hiring. Judge Clark's ruling
“The method used by the appellant in telling the member of the public to
phone the company he worked for and then taking the passengers is a sham.
The appellant cannot flout the law for the sake of ten pence.”
Chorley vs Thomas has been quoted in this consultation document with the
following comment “The fact that the booking was made by the driver rather
than the passenger was critical” again these are Mr Button's conclusions not
the judges who handed down the guilty verdict and the conclusions do not sit
correctly with the above cases. Mr Thomas was plying for hire when he said
he was free the SUBSEQUENT radioing through of the job was his
unsuccessful defence.
Whilst this definition of plying for hire is certainly an inconvenience to private
hire companies, it is the law as it stands and should be enforced, however the
attitude of licensing officers is that ‘just because a line of private hire vehicles
are together it they are not ranking up because only hackney carriages can
rank up’ The case law as previously stated is clear if the vehicle and driver is
exhibited without a booking it is plying for hire (see attached photos of private
hire rank adjacent to hackney rank at Manchester Airport)
Moving forward the workaround is a simple one taxis; need to be visible and
easily identifiable, private hire do not, indeed any executive vehicle operator
will tell you that they do not want any markings on their vehicles as they are
too often approached by members of the public looking to hire the car yet the
same executive operators seem to locate their passengers without any
problems.
It is also the case that the more markings on a vehicle such as “not insured
unless pre-booked” the more it attracts members of the public to try and hire it,
which is why in Manchester where the vehicles carry a lot of signage (see
attached photo
door sign) all the private hire have to do is wait
outside a venue where the public are and the public approach them, in
London where the vehicles are relatively unmarked the drivers have to shout
out to tout.
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The only passenger who requires the private hire car to be marked up would
seem to be the one who wishes to immediately hire it, most likely the lone
female who has had a drink, the very person that licensing is trying to protect.
The talk from the private hire sector is that the law has not kept up with
modern technology, it also applies that with modern technology there is no
requirement for markings on vehicles, a ring/text back service with the cars
description and registration is now the norm (see attached). Likewise
enforcement officers and the police are also easily equipped with technology
such as ANPR to identify licensed vehicles.
It has been proposed that private hire have national minimum standard and
taxi standards can be added to by local authorities such as using London type
cabs and more testing etc. it is a given that this will make taxis more
expensive to operate than private hire; if private hire are allowed to exhibit
themselves in the street to attract “pre-bookings” then the running of taxis will
become unsustainable. Private hire must be totally unmarked or must return to
a garage after completing a hiring.

Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services. (Page 181) I would disagree with this point, if the app is to
a specified private hire operator then it should be regarded as a pre-booking if
however the app merely alerts the user to the direction of the nearest
approaching car or it alerts a driver that there is a hirer nearby then this should be
interpreted as a hailing.
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
(Page 182) As previously stated if the car is standing in any place without a prior
booking where it is likely to attract custom from the public it should be determined
to be plying for hire
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182) Agree with this proposal
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to
the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)I agree with the prebooking however as previously stated if the app is to a specified private hire
operator then it should be regarded as a pre-booking if however the app merely
alerts the user to the direction of the nearest approaching car or it alerts the
driver that there is a hirer nearby then this should be interpreted as a hailing.
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Furthermore there are also incidents of “ghost bookings” where private hire
drivers/marshals/touts book fictitious jobs to enable vehicles to wait and pick up
the first customer who appears, the booking will be listed as casino reception or
similar under the guise of a pre-booking this is an area that should be addressed.
Bookings should have to have the customers name, destination and how it was
booked (phone number, app etc)
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used
for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
I would agree with this point but only by the licensed driver not members of his
family or acquaintances such as his teenage sons there is too great a risk to the
public particularly the lone female at night who has had a drink and whose
judgement is subsequently impaired

(Page 184)
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
(Page 185) I would agree with this point
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185)I would agree that hackney carriages should be referred to as taxis
however the term private hire has never been embraced by the public, unlike the
term minicab which is well used in London where there is a better recognition of
the differences between the two trades. Minicab is a better term
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “prebooked” and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)
Absolutely not this would only confuse the public and be detrimental to what
would be achieved by proposal 22. We have a situation at Manchester Airport
with a private hire operator calling themselves “Taxi Private Hire” on their office
which is adjacent to the taxi (hackney) rank (see attached photos
office
left view) customers have to pay first at the office and are often under the
assumption that they have paid for a black cab
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements. (Page 188) I would agree with this point
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Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards. (Page 189) I would agree with this point however it needs to be tied in
with visibilty of taxis and anonymity of private hire and plying for hire as it will be
more expensive to run a taxi if standards are higher than for private hire
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. (Page 189) This is difficult to answer without knowing what
those standards are for example vehicle safety testing; some ph vehicles may in
one year cover as much mileage as a family car covers in its whole lifetime
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers. (Page 190) The presumption is that an operator that has poor
quality drivers will lose money and customers so will have to adapt is no
consolation to the businessman who arrives at an airport or a hotel who have an
arrangement with a private hire operator who send him a car to take him to a
billion-pound business meeting which his driver cannot find. This also ties in with
my response to proposal 2 about difficulty of entry to the trade through quality
testing being correlated to safety. If you want your daughter to be as safe in a
private hire car as she is in a London taxi then entry standards for all drivers
should be the same, or are “Only those who can afford to ride in a London cab
entitled to be protected from sexual predators?”
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190) All signage should be prohibited
on PH for reasons outlined above
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191) One safety factor
is an illuminated cab number in the back of the taxi on the partition for the
passenger to be easily able to see and remember which leads to traceability, this
would be difficult to achieve in a saloon car
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services? (Page 192) Again cost consideration is a
factor taxi drivers are in theory more vulnerable to attack with picking up street
hailings so should have greater protection eg partitions but if PH are sat across
the road from the rank and are cheaper the system and protection is undermined
Provisional proposal 31
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The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
(Page 192) I disagree, various factors should be covered eg. the passenger will
often call for a ph car to be at an appointment at a certain time, the passenger
expects certain given standards such as the car is big enough to accommodate 4
adults comfortably, often this is not the case but the passenger has no option but
to take the vehicle because he does not have time to make alternative
arrangements. It is all very well to say that the passenger will not use the same
firm again but is inconvenienced in the meantime.

Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193) I
would agree with this proposal
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel? (Page 193) This area should be looked at by those
with expertise in the field consulting with stakeholders and examining successful
practices worldwide
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193) Agree in principle
but again cost consideration is a factor higher standards mean higher costs and
lead to higher fares but if PH are sat across the road from the rank and are
cheaper the high standards are undermined
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards? (Page 194) Yes
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194) No there should be no
requirement for this provision if primary legislation is robust
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195) I consider that
this is best left to local arrangements it could work well in rural areas but in larger
cities could have enough to administer already.
Provisional proposal 38
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Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196) This question and
accompanying notes is far from clear. If it is asking should licensing areas
combine effectively having one taxi licence across two or more councils allowing
taxis from each area to pick up in the other with the same vehicles, fares etc then
I would have to disagree as taxis would flock to the larger conurbation leaving the
more suburban/rural areas with little or no service, this has already happened to
a degree with the abolition of smaller parish councils. If the question is asking
should councils cooperate on having the same taxi standards the only benefit I
can see is a central administration centre to issue licences even then the cost
savings would not be significant.
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area. (Page 196) This is a possible option to reintroduce taxis to
areas that may not have a service however with the proliferation of ph may not be
viable
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority? (Page 197) This is unworkable a taxi cannot be financed by
peak time work only and is impractical from an enforcement angle, also if for
example the starting time would be 10 o'clock can peak time taxis rank up from a
quarter to 10? If the proposal is suggesting that ph should be able to act as taxis
at peak times then the public would be confused.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198) I disagree with this
proposal it will lead to an influx of drivers to cities they are unfamiliar with at
weekend nights driving on unfamiliar roads often with drunk revellers spilling into
them proposing a safety risk.
It will also lead massive national operators and to drivers having to undertake
journeys when tired for example a driver in Manchester gets a job to Birmingham
10 hours into his shift he works for a national operator who also has the contract
at Birmingham Airport the operator has a job going to Carlisle and he knows that
the Manchester driver has a 100 mile journey back to Manchester with no fare so
he offers him (or orders him to do) the job to Carlisle at a reduced rate of course
and he pockets the difference of the true fare. Instead of a 100 mile journey home
the driver now has 340 miles to complete, the passengers of course have no idea
that the driver has already done 12 hours before commencing the journey, when
he gets to Carlisle the operator has a job waiting that is going to Grimsby again
he gives the Manchester driver the job at a reduced rate. The driver cannot
refuse the job or he gets sacked. Tired driving is a killer as we found out with the
Selby rail crash.
Provisional proposal 42
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We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of outof-area drop offs. (Page 199) I disagree with this proposal it leads to drivers
operating on unfamiliar roads with passengers and tired driving as outlined in 42
above. The statement at 15.52 that vehicles illegally plying for hire do not present
a safety risk shows a remarkable naivety and requires specific comment, A
vehicle illegally plying for hire has no insurance cover ; a criminal offence which if
convicted almost certainly would mean a revocation of licence, the question that
has to be asked is if the driver is willing to lose his livelihood for the sake of the
odd taxi fare then what else is he prepared to do with the drunk vulnerable female
he has just picked up on a remote country road? (See attached loophole lets sex
fiend drive a bus)
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
(Page 200) I agree with the proposal in principle however taxi fares are often set
low due to political agendas rather than based on costs of operating the services
often leading to long working hours and poor maintenance of vehicles leading to
public safety concerns, a better idea would be to use transport bodies to regulate
fares as with buses or a national fare mechanism that local figures can be put
into to produce a local fare, it can be noted that Ireland has a national fare.
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys? (Page 200) Yes
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR
LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)
These standards should be set out in primary legislation.
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
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I disagree with this proposal a vehicle owner could have hundreds of vehicles
then it could become apparent that many of the vehicles are poorly maintained
and are in fact a danger to the public or that the operator is failing to renew
monthly or weekly insurance policies. This is situation that could run for months
until each vehicle is tracked down and examined which in itself may not prove to
be lawful. If the operator was deemed to be no longer fit and proper in this
situation the licences for the vehicles could be quickly revoked.
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)
These standards should be set out in primary legislation.
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles. (Page 207)
I agree with this proposal
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis? (Page 208)
No, taxis can accept hirings off the street and directly accept pre-bookings this
situation seems to work reasonably well with the exception of taxis working for ph
operators remotely from their licensing area, a problem that should be solved by
uniform national ph conditions. If taxis are going to be available for hiring’s on the
streets 24/7 possibly in inclement weather to go even the shortest journey in
vehicles that are generally more expensive to run than ph they will need to have
an advantage, with technology moving all the time more and more people are
using telephone bookings rather than hailing a taxi, the advent of hailing apps for
smartphones will allow taxis to recover some of those journeys keeping the
running of the taxi viable yet still provide a street hailing service when there is
great demand to clear the streets particularly weekend nights when the
congregation of drunken youths obviously presents a health and safety problem.
It is important that as previously covered that hailing apps are allowed only for
taxis, whereas operator owned booking apps may be used by ph. If taxis could
only accept bookings through a licensed operator then it calls into question the
legitimacy of these hailing apps.
Provisional proposal 50
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The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209) What is an intermediary? Is an intermediary a
businessman who provides travel arrangements for executives or an Event
organiser for Wimbledon etc. or a 5* hotel receptionist who picks up the phone
and calls a respectable ph firm for a car to be despatched or is an intermediary a
tout who has no “fit and proper” checks who stands outside
nightclubs/bars/casinos with a clipboard or an ipad, asking customers “have you
booked a taxi?” then puts the customer in the the ph car (or if a licensed car is
not available into an unlicensed car) that has been waiting outside the longest. I
see this as a very important area which really needs regulation as this touting
situation is being condoned in my own licensing area (Manchester).
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 210)
Absolutely yes
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)
No this proposal is open to abuse and offers some operators an unfair
commercial advantage for example those who may gain a major contract but
cannot fulfil the obligations of the contract, they can subcontract the work with
little commercial risk to themselves and no requirement to invest their own money
as they monitor the business growth. The situation is already happening at
Manchester Airport where a ph company
are trying to take taxi work
from the black cabs who rank up there, due to
promotion by Manchester
Airport and location of booking office and “pay at the office” policy many
customers pay for a taxi thinking that they are paying for a black cab (that they
can see) yet are left to wait as Arrow have no cars available, passengers often
have to fight to get their money back and do then get a black cab. If they were
able to subcontract that work they would gain an unfair advantage as they direct
that work away from the black cabs into cars from another operator, so
eliminating competition yet with no investment and the inability to cover that work
themselves. Further private hire company A may have a contract with eg.
Manchester Airport which requires all vehicles to be less than a year old and
other high standards etc. yet would be able to contract work to company B who
have the only the mandatory standards. If an operator cannot fulfil a booking at
the time of the booking he can direct the customer elsewhere if a car breaks
down the operator should have to fulfil the booking with his another of his own
cars or have to subcontract the journey to a licensed taxi which is likely to have
higher standards set than a ph car and the operator should absorb any costs
involved .
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply? (Page 210) I do not see a problem with this proposal
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CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
(Page 213) I do not agree with this proposal

Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
The socio economic details below are taken directly from the findings of the
hardship panel in Ireland after deregulation there, I see no reasons why the
findings will not reflect the same damages to taxi drivers/owners and their
families here. In addition as reported by the Irish times there were 34 taxi drivers
who had committed suicide up to November 2010
Findings of the Hardship Panel Ireland 2002
Inability to maintain loan repayments for licences which were secured on houses
resulting in threats of repossession of family homes. In some submissions it is
claimed that the family home has actually been sold to realise funds.
Loss of rental income especially for those individuals who were dependent
on taxi licence rental e.g. Widows.
Loss of income due to larger number of taxis competing for the same amount of
business resulting in inability to pay normal household expenses and otherwise
maintain the previous standard of living.
Working longer hours for the same/less income and accordingly incurring
difficulties in the maintenance of the previous standard of living.
High maintenance and running cost of wheelchair accessible taxis exacerbated
by difficulties in finding cosies and the increased number of taxis on the streets.
Other Consequences of Financial Hardship
A large proportion of submissions claim that the liberalisation of the taxi regime
has taken its toll on individuals health and has had a ripple effect on family
circumstances.
The various problems alleged to have been encountered are detailed below. In
their submissions a number of individuals contend that the liberalisation of the taxi
industry has had serious repercussions on their family circumstances.
Individuals claim in their submissions that domestic rows, a lack of quality time to
spend with family/children due to working excessive hours, insecurity as to
children’s future education and inheritance, and the lack of social life and holidays
are all problems resulting from, or exacerbated by, liberalisation. In addition, it
has been claimed that marriages have suffered breakdown resulting in
separation due to financial pressures arising from liberalisation.
Health Problems
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Taxi licence holders contend that as social welfare contributions made by the selfemployed do not entitle them to sick pay they are left without income if they incur
any medical problems. Prior to liberalisation, if a taxi operator could not work for a
period of time due to illness, it was possible to rent out the vehicle to provide an
income. As a consequence of liberalisation, taxi operators claim that it is not
possible for them to rent out their taxi in this manner. This is due to the fact that
individuals who wished to operate taxis prior to liberalisation were not granted
licences by local authorities and instead sought to rent the licences from existing
licencees. It is now possible for any individual to obtain a public service vehicle
licence from local authorities subject to meeting qualitative regulatory
requirements.
Individual taxi operators with long-term illnesses such as Cancer, Parkinson’s
Disease, impaired dexterity/mobility, arthritis and diabetes prior to November 2000
derived their income from the letting of their taxi vehicle or taxi licence.
It is no longer possible to derive an income in this manner as outlined above.
Amongst the many and varied medical conditions cited as being directly
attributable to, or intensified by, liberalisation, are strokes, hypertension, high
- cholesterol and heart problems, stress, anxiety and panic attacks, depression,
asthma, colitis, back problems, and fatigue.
Congestion
It is well documented that deregulation leads to a honey-pot situation where taxis
head to city centres on the perceived notion that there are many jobs to be had
unfortunately the reality is that taxis have to wait for fares and they have to wait
somewhere, the more taxis there are the longer they have to wait this leads to
over ranking congestion, pollution and ultimately safety concerns pedestrians
cyclists and other traffic have to negotiate taxis, often double parked. It has been
suggested that this is an enforcement issue however these vehicles have
nowhere to go, when vehicles are ticketed zealously it leads to civil protest by
drivers leading to tickets being rescinded and authorities turning a blind eye to the
problem (see Dublin Airport strike 2012) causing road traffic accidents and even
deaths until ultimately the police demand for re-regulation see Liverpool, Sheffield
the Wirral and even Ireland where it was deemed unlawful to impose limits has
partially re-regulated
It was suggested in the consultation document that London is a good example of
deregulation and I myself have commented that London has the finest taxi service
(black cabs) in the world however, it also has the highest fares the trade is
supported by a good tourism factor and an expanse of business customers with
both cash and account work. High standards cost! Outside London fares cannot
be as high because of the proliferation of private hire offering a cheaper service
which will become even cheaper if only mandatory standards are required, and
without the higher fares and passenger numbers leading to good standards of
living taxi drivers would not be prepared to spend 4 years doing “the knowledge”
especially in a de-regulated environment, It is really a catch 22 situation outside of
London and de-regulation is not the answer
Question 56
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Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
(Page 215) This is unworkable and quite probably would be open to legal
challenge-there are limits or there are not
CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1)

a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and

This is largely unworkable does a disabled passenger get to jump the queue at
the taxi rank? Does a taxi heading for a pre-booking have to stop and pick up a
disabled hailer?
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217) This is a good idea and can be
accommodated for a few hundred pounds at each location
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards? (Page 217) Licence fees are negligible in the
overall scheme of the costs of running taxis such subsidies would have to be
much higher to encourage a person to choose a WAV over a saloon car if they
had the choice a more realistic figure would be the refund of the VAT on all costs
; fuel, parts, vehicle cost etc. as most taxi drivers are not VAT registered.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)
Yes refund of the VAT on all costs ; fuel, parts, vehicle cost etc. as most taxi
drivers are not VAT registered would encourage more WAV's,
WAV vehicles could be adapted to “sit-down” as some buses do for the easier
access by those with walking difficulties so accommodating more user types
“speaking meters” for those with sight difficulties hearing induction loops are
already prevalent in the London Taxi all these things cost, as suggested in the
answer to Q58 above the recovery of the VAT would finance this and still allow
taxis to operate at competitive fares
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (Page 218) Manchester has a fully wheelchair accessible fleet
Provisional proposal 61
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National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219) Adult Training is
something of a cash-cow for the providers and really is meaningless without
testing of its effectiveness and who is going to fund it? Large employers such as
Tesco will fund training for their staff whether it be disability awareness or
customer service and usually will include regular refresher courses and
monitoring of the staffs performance which highlights successes and failures, it is
not really possible in the taxi-world where once a driver is licensed he is generally
unmonitored
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority. (Page 219) Absolutely agree with this proposal not just for
discrimination issues but general complaints and also lost property illuminated
taxi numbers inside the vehicle should be mandatory. Further with bluetooth
technology a message could be sent to the taxi user with the number of the cab
and details of how to complain or indeed leave positive feedback.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220) Possibly although
hard to enforce, the driver could be on his way to a pre-booking or on his way
home, it is a better idea to make the picking up of disabled passengers and the
charging scheme clearer, some authorities tell drivers to start the meter before
assisting the wheelchair user into the vehicle and stopping the meter once the
passenger has alighted this would make sense as the taxi is in fact hired during
all this time, some authorities however tell drivers the opposite, that they should
not start the meter until ready to pull off and stop it immediately after stopping
before assisting the passenger to leave the vehicle, this position actually
penalises the driver for picking up a disabled passenger and given the choice
between a able-bodied hailer or a wheel chair-user hailer he will usually choose
the former.
CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
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Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
(Page 222) Yes, but enforcement is hit and miss depending on the licensing area
that you happen to live and work in particularly with respect to illegal plying for
hire it all seems to depend on the attitude of the taxi licensing unit manager at the
time with some areas such as Birmingham and Liverpool being very keen on this
and others such as my own area Manchester not seeing this as a priority, to
quote one of the senior officers “nobody is really bothered about it” . Perhaps
there is a conflict of interests in the licensing and subsequent enforcement as if
many licences are revoked and unable to be renewed the licensing money pot is
smaller possibly leading to redundancies, licensing enforcement officers could be
a victim of their own success. Ask a taxi driver who has been in the trade a long
time and he will tell you, returning enforcement to the police should be
considered .
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
(Page 223) Is a person who stands outside a venue with a clipboard or an ipad,
asking customers “have you booked a taxi?” then puts the customer in the the PH
car (or if a licensed car is not available into an unlicensed car) that has been
waiting outside the longest a tout? I see this as a very important area which really
needs regulation/clarification as this touting situation is being condoned in my
own licensing area (Manchester). Manchester licensing will tell you that the man
is a marshal making sure that the passengers get into the vehicle they have
legitimately booked, which coincidentally is the first in the queue every time. This
practice needs to be completely outlawed as does the practice of so called
satellite offices all these practices are simply illegal taxi ranks. As in the answer
to question 64 the turning of a blind eye to illegal practices just because the
perpetrators are licensed should not be condoned.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223) Yes for
serious offences such as illegal plying for hire
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how? (Page 225) Yes for offences similar to those suggested in the proposal
document.
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225) Yes this would be a
useful tool particularly in large cities where drivers from other boroughs often ply
for hire at weekends
Question 69
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Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226) I feel
the method put forward in 19.25 of the consultation document with the exception
of the immediate interim suspension should occur. This together with the right of
the authority where the offence took place to have a recourse to the magistrates
court to appeal any decision made by the home authority/
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230) I agree with this proposal
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect
of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing
authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231) I agree with this proposal however
it is important that there be a period before suspension or revocation comes into
force, and that any immediate suspension should only be used in extreme cases
for the protection of the public such as an accusation of rape, dishonesty etc.
Taxi drivers have been given immediate suspensions for over-ranking under
Amendment 2b 2006 LG(MP) 1976 on the basis of threat to public safety an
outrageous abuse of power.
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
I agree with this proposal subject to the same response in proposal 71
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
Yes unfortunately magistrates courts sometimes fail to grasp the complexity of
taxi law and come to the wrong decisions hence the catalogue of case law that
has accrued and where peoples livelihoods are at stake it is important that
appeals to the Crown Court are retained
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Please find attached a partial response to your recent consultation on the proposed
reform of taxi and private hire licensing laws. This response is made in an
individual capacity only, and does not necessarily reflect the wider views of this
authority.
Firstly, may I take this opportunity to formally thank you for attending Dacorum’s
Civic Centre on the 30th August to give an overview of your proposals to our
officers, members and trade representatives.
The intention to reform and modernise the applicable legislation, which should
have substantial benefits for both regulators and operators alike, is welcomed.
However, it is disappointing that the opportunity to bring about more significant
reform, through a switch to a single tier taxi system, has not found favour, although
I appreciate (and by no means am I vehemently opposed to) the Commission’s
well-reasoned arguments against this proposal.
The reasons as to why such an approach was not promoted would seem to centre
around the different nature of work undertaken by private hire vehicles, and the
more competitive nature of that sector. However, I submit that this is not
necessarily an accurate picture. Consideration of the private hire sector could and
perhaps should be subdivided into multiple segments – primarily, executive or
contract private hire, where services are provided over a longer period of time
under the terms of a contract between the booking company and the operator, and
general private hire work, more frequently referred to as ‘minicabs’.
Continues...

Of these segments, general private hire work has arguably more characteristics in
common with hackney carriage work than it does with contract hire work, in that
bookings will generally be made for short trips, at comparatively short notice. We
would also highlight the number of hackney carriage proprietors who legitimately
make themselves available for pre-booked work of this type. Although there is the
potential for greater competition amongst general private hire operators than would
ordinarily be found on a taxi rank, we believe that this may not be sufficient to
justify maintaining separate regulatory frameworks – as a rule, members of the
public are still likely to book a vehicle through an operator whose number they have
seen advertised recently (perhaps on a passing vehicle), or the preferred operator
of an entertainment venue or shop they are frequenting. As operators who
advertise in these ways tend to employ a significant number and range of vehicles,
there is still no guarantee as to the quality of the vehicle and driver who will fulfil the
booking, and the customer does not generally receive much of a choice in these
matters, short of refusing to make the journey in the vehicle sent.
Separate frameworks would effectively require a duplication of policies, application
forms, and other red tape, whereas a single system would at a stroke halve the
range of licences available, and thus the accompanying bureaucracy.
A single tier definition of taxi, covering the hackney carriage and ‘general’ private
hire sectors, would be our preferred approach, as it would equalise regulation
across two similar transport options, and in turn significant reduce the associated
bureaucracy. We see no particular reason that standards and regulations should
not be equivalent for these sectors, which carry out similar work, particularly as
most members of the public already view them as a single legal entity. Certain
exemptions from this definition, or from the associated regulations and standards,
could then be offered for contract private hire work (including executive hire,
school-run contracts, and similar, and, if brought within the scope of the revised
legislation, wedding, funeral and ‘novelty’ vehicles, which again share many of the
characteristics of that segment of the existing private hire trade), where the market
is arguably far more competitive and people would be more likely to change
suppliers if not satisfied with the service provided.
Question 9
We would submit that the licensing framework should be reserved to those persons
carrying passengers for reward on a commercial basis only, or otherwise with a
view to profit. It would clearly be impractical to extend the definition to include
carpooling and car clubs, as well as near impossible to enforce, and we would
suggest that the definition should exclude such schemes, so long as they are
provided on a non-profit basis.
Proposal 20
We note that the Commission have outlined difficulties with both options here.
However, we would be in favour of retaining the current prohibition on leisure use.
If a vehicle was marked as a licensed taxi/private hire vehicle, and was found to be
being driven erratically or dangerously, it would be natural for an aggrieved party to
complain to the licensing authority, who would then have to investigate the identity
and status of the driver. If it was determined that the driver was engaged in leisure
use (which may in itself provide an incentive for dishonest operators to neglect their
record-keeping requirements), no action could be taken by the authority, meaning
the investigation resources would have been wasted. In addition, allowing the
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vehicle to be used by other family members and for leisure purposes may well lead
to a faster deterioration in the cleanliness and integrity of the vehicle.
Proposal 22/Question 23
We agree with the move to abandon the term “hackney carriage”, which is a
somewhat archaic term, and is not readily understood by persons outside the field.
The use of the term “taxi”, which remains in common usage, will provide much
needed simplification. However, we would suggest that, if the two-tier system is
retained, it is vital that the term “taxi” is not used in connection with private hire
vehicles, no matter what prefixes were applied, so as to avoid creating
unnecessary confusion amongst the public and regulators. Indeed, we would
suggest that the existing perception of the public of this term being used to group
both hackney carriages and private hire services, and the resulting confusion
amongst the public as to the permitted operation of each licence type, is one of the
strongest arguments for a single tier system.
Proposals 24-26
As noted above, we personally would be in favour of a single tier system, and as
such a single set of mandatory national standards would suffice (with potential for
exemption in the case of executive or similar categories of contract hire vehicle).
The need for national standards will very much depend on whether proposal 41 is
implemented, allowing vehicles licensed by one authority to be operated within
another. It is suggested that if this were to be the case (and a response on that
proposal is given later), mandatory national standards would be essential, to
prevent proprietors from seeking a licence from the authority with the lowest
standards (or for that matter, to prevent an authority from lowering their applicable
vehicle standards to raise funds).
In any event, we would suggest that the volume and intensity of work undertaken
by private hire vehicles is not necessarily dissimilar from hackney carriages, and as
such we would suggest that all standards should be matched.
Proposal 27
Earlier proposals related to the ‘instantaneous pre-booking’, to coin a phrase, of
private hire vehicles via the internet or smartphone applications. While an
advanced booking would allow the driver to research a route, an instantaneous
booking would not necessarily provide such an opportunity. For this reason, we
would suggest that knowledge tests remain necessary for all licensed drivers
(although our preference is for a single category of driver licences). In addition,
having a good topographical knowledge of an area will allow a driver to assist a
passenger who may not know the precise name of a road or other venue to which
they wish to travel, such as tourists or other persons unfamiliar with an area.
In respect of other standards, without details of proposed minimum mandatory
standards it is difficult to comment fully – however we would suggest that
authorities should be free to address and assess such matters as dress, conduct,
behaviour, communication skills, numeracy and driving ability for all licensed
drivers, if not otherwise ensured by the national standards. Although the key aim of
the revised legislation will be in respect of public safety, we feel it would be remiss
to exclude other features such as quality of service, which the public will
legitimately expect on seeing that a vehicle and driver have been licensed by the
local authority.
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Question 28
Local discretion in respect of signage and other unrelated advertising on vehicles
would be welcomed, although we would suggest that Government guidance of
these matters would also be necessary, to ensure consistency.
Question 29
The main obstacle has been recognised in the consultation document, as
pertaining to the sheer range of vehicles which may be licensed. This authority has
recently adopted a new policy in respect of its wheelchair accessible hackney
carriages, requiring any modifications from the manufacturer’s original specification
to either be certified as conforming to a British or European vehicle type approval,
or to have satisfactorily completed a voluntary Individual Vehicle Approval test
through a VOSA testing station. This has resulted in considerable confusion
amongst both council officers and applicants/licensees as to what is permissible,
particularly in the absence of training opportunities in this area and a suitable
means of checking the validity of a vehicle’s type approval. All in all, ensuring that a
fraction of our licensed vehicles comply with this policy has resulted in a vast
amount of officer time spent advising, inspecting and cross-checking vehicles, their
documentation, and official records.
We would therefore suggest that any such standards must be widely published and
freely available to all, must be written in such language so as to be clear, free from
jargon and easily understandable by all persons who may not necessarily have a
technical background, and distinguish between different classes of vehicles making
abundantly clear what will be required from each class. Any such standards would
also need to be kept under regular review, and any amendments widely published
and notified. Finally, it would need to be made clear what action would be
permissible if a vehicle did not satisfy the technical standards, as, currently, an
authority refusing an application based upon an inflexible policy is likely to find its
decision overturned on appeal or judicial review. It is conceivable that an applicant
may apply to several councils in the hope that one will grant a licence to a
borderline or non-compliant vehicle, based on differing interpretations of standards.
Question 30
While we welcome any effort to improve the safety of licensed drivers, care must
be taken to ensure that conditions are appropriate. For example, mandating a
partition between drivers and passengers is not likely to be appropriate for saloon
type vehicles, and may also have equalities implications, disadvantaging persons
with hearing impairments.
Perhaps a more appropriate option may be to devise or promote a national training
scheme for licensed drivers, similar to that for SIA-licensed door supervisors, which
includes modules on conflict management, personal safety and self-defence.
Proposal 32/Question 33
We would agree that any national safety standards should require mandatory
consultation with all affected parties, and a technical working group or advisory
panel may well be an appropriate forum for this. However, we would highlight the
need for the membership of any such group to appropriately reflect the parties who
will be involved in complying with and enforcing such standards, such as trade
associations and licensing authority representative bodies (e.g. the Local
Government Association, the Institute of Licensing), in addition to appropriate
technical experts.
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Question 35
We would suggest that any such limitations should be set out in guidance rather
than statutes. It should be open to an authority to adopt such standards as it
deems necessary for its area, with checks and balances in the form of a power of
appeal or judicial review, should such standards be thought unreasonable or
excessive.
Question 37
We would suggest that an oblique reference is made within a revised statute, to
make clear that such arrangements are lawful. However, any detail should be left
for individual authorities to determine, or at most, contained within guidance.
Proposal 41
Cross-border operation is a source of significant local concern in this area, with a
number of enforcement actions currently underway in respect of operators licensed
by other authorities but allegedly operating within this area, or operators allegedly
fulfilling bookings using vehicles licensed by a different authority. We submit that
legalising this activity is not the correct action to take, although we acknowledge
that other proposals in your consultation do lead to this concept. Principally, the
implementation of national standards would be likely to eradicate one of the main
reasons for operating in such a way, although as previously noted, the standards
would need to be unequivocal and accompanied by strong guidance to prevent
more lenient interpretations of certain provisions being taken.
However, as noted above, our preference would be for a single tier system, which
would arguably do away with the requirement for operator licensing altogether (or
more likely, to implement a revised definition of operators, linked to radio circuits,
as per proposal 49). In such a situation, licensing authorities would licence vehicles
to operate within and from their own areas only, with market forces regulating the
appropriate supply of vehicles. This would also have the effect of ensuring that
licensing authorities could predict likely income from licensing application fees, and
set their budgets at appropriate levels. Under the proposals, licensing authorities
would have no way of estimating their income from private hire vehicle licensing, as
operators may decide to licence their vehicles through larger authorities who have
more facilities for testing and approving vehicles, with which smaller authorities are
not able to compete. In turn, this could well result in authorities overspending,
requiring subsidy from other sources.
We would suggest that allowing licensed drivers and vehicles to move around the
country, working in areas other than the one in which the licence was obtained, is
likely to cause significant difficulties in taking enforcement action, and obtaining the
details of licences from the relevant authorities. It is also likely to lead to greater
confusion amongst the public, who would be likely to question why a vehicle
displaying plates and signage from a different part of the country was in use in
another area. Finally, it would be near impossible for local signage conditions, as
discussed in proposal 29, to be enforced, if those vehicles were operating outside
of the licensed areas.
Questions 45/47
We would suggest that these topics should be outlined in the revised statute, and
detailed in guidance, as is the case with the present legislation.
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Proposal 71
We would suggest that any right to request a review of a decision should be
dependent upon the level at which the initial decision was made. In many cases,
this will be dictated by the scheme of delegation adopted by the Council
concerned. A right for a review of an officer decision could well be appropriate,
whereas a review of a decision taken by a committee of elected members would be
less so. It may be advisable to include a sample scheme of delegation within the
Government’s guidance, in the same way as for alcohol or gambling licensing.
Question 73
We believe that a Crown Court appeal right is unnecessary, and to this end we
would draw a comparison with the alcohol licensing regime, where only a single
layer of appeal exists against a refusal or revocation of a licence (and by extension,
loss of livelihood). The affected party of course has the right to seek a judicial
review of either a licensing authority’s or magistrates’ court decision, and we would
suggest that this will generally prove a sufficient safeguard against unreasonable or
unlawful decisions.
Other aspects
Should the proposal for cross-border licensing be taken forwards, we would submit
that a national register of all licensed operators, drivers and vehicles would be an
absolutely necessity, and the scheme could not successfully function without this.
This is likely to require a central Government agency (for example, DVLA) to take
on the development and running, as it is unlikely that any single local authority
would have sufficient infrastructure or manpower to ensure successful operation.
The costs of developing, running and providing secure access to such a system will
clearly need to be assessed and included within any licensing fees, but are likely to
be significant.
We would also note that many authorities, particularly the smaller or more rural
ones, tender out a contract for vehicle testing. Any revised standards will have
implications for such tender documents and contracts that authorities have in
place. We would therefore ask that ample time is given prior to the implementation
of national standards or revisions thereof, to allow such documents to be amended
or reviewed accordingly.
No mention is made of licence application fees within the consultation document.
We believe that many of the proposals could only work if fees were to be set
centrally, so that individual authorities could not subvert the system by undercutting
each other. However, this then raises the question of whether fees could be set at
a level that ensured cost recovery at all authorities. This authority is on the fringes
of London, where living costs, and accordingly staff salaries and other service
costs, are higher than those of authorities in other areas. To ensure full cost
recovery
Yours sincerely
Ross Hill
Licensing Team Leader
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From: Dafydd Iles
Sent: 11 September 2012 01:58
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi & Private Hire
In response to your project on the law of taxis and private hire vehicles, I would be only to delighted to express my concerns.
Those being of my feelings as an individual, and also as a long standing member of both the National Association of Funeral
Directors (NAFD), and The Society of Allied Independent Funeral Directors (SAIF)
After reading the summary on the issues regarding “reforming the law of taxi and private hire services “ I would like to say
that I am both pleased with some points that have been highlighted, yet worried about others.
Points that I would like to highlight are:
Firstly, I would like to relate to section 1.4 of the summary guide with regards to forming a basis of a discussion on
consultation. I appreciate that this summary is very useful and outlines the forward thinking and possible plans that are to be
put in place. However I think it paramount to discuss any issues relating to funeral vehicles with the NAFD, SAIF and of course
it’s members as although these are our trade associations, it is not compulsory to be affiliated with either or any of them. It is
the Funeral Directors and companies that really understand the day to day issues, and for that reason I feel it only right we be
asked our views as each funeral firm have their own concerns about the matter. Family independent firms especially.
1.6 of the summary relates to attending relevant conferences regarding the report and I feel that this is something which must
be taken up with the NAFD and SAIF.
1.8 Is looking to improve and simplify regulations. At present there are no pressing and law binding issues, therefore surely
you cannot get any more simple than that. However I am not saying that this should not change, but it is very hard to see how
this can change for the better and improve the current situation.
1.9(1) Is about improving safety, which is of course paramount at all times. This is something which I am sure most Funeral
Directors will welcome with open arms. But I will give a huge amount of credit to the coach builders who are able to build
such both beautiful vehicles, while being as safe as a standard vehicle. That in itself speaks volumes about the care and
attention to detail that is shown throughout the car manufacturing process. By reading this summary, it only seems to focus
on limousines and their passengers, both for a taxi or private hire (if you can class it as such) while overlooking the safety
factor associated with removal vehicles. This is not something for me to dictate and probably another matter altogether, but
after seeing the changes and technological advancements over previous years, it seems strange that we as funeral directors
are still able to use an estate car to collect a deceased with no means of any safety changes to the vehicle or means of
securing the stretcher. Which if ever involved in an accident would surly cause serious harm to the funeral staff/occupant’s.
This is something that surely is more important and pressing than having to issue funeral firms and drivers with licences.
1.9(12) The possibility of exclusions where transport is not the main service provided would fall into the category of a Funeral
Director I would assume? As we offer such a wide range of products and services, in the overall view of things transport
accounts for only a small percentage of what we actually offer.
1.17 Including provision for disabled passengers. This is something which I total understand and can relate to as there have
been on times disabled persons travelling in out limousines and have done so just fine. If this was to be the case for the
future and new limousines had to accommodate disabled persons, then there is no way that this would be a limousine. It
would put the whole of the funeral industry car manufacturing business in to bankruptcy as there would be no need for these
services an longer. One or two manufactures may remain, but there would only be the two or so to choose a product from,
which when reading 1.13 completely contradicts what you have already said. “Customers can shop around and negotiate a
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price” this would just not be the case. It would be the car manufactures that would dictate the price and control the market.
And if disability is to be taken this seriously with regards to 1.17, what plans have been put in place to accommodate the
deaf? And the blind? As I don’t think it would be right to prioritise one disability over another.
On the whole I feel at present Funeral Directors have been overlooked on a matter which really concerns them. More so the
Independent Family Businesses as opposed to the larger funeral firms due to the cost implications that the new law would
create. In a recent Funeral Journal the costs were estimated to exceed £600 per vehicle. This is something which would have
a huge effect on many Independent Family Business and could possibly see the demise of many.
We are a long way away from finding an amicable agreement I understand, and as times change I sure we must all do so. But
would it really be for the better?   If it’s not broke, don’t fix it!
Please do reply as I would only be too happy to hear your views and respond in due course.
Yours Faithfully

Dafydd Richard Iles FdSc
Raymond Iles & Sons Funeral Services Ltd
The Harp Funeral Home
Swansea Road
Merthyr Tydfil
CF48 1HS
(01685) 385538
www.harpfunerals.co.uk
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A response to the Law Commission
Karen Atherton – Private Hire Driver – Wirral
I have worked within the trade as a private hire driver for some 12 years now. I have found it most frustrating when
taking the opportunity to speak with the Law Commission, regarding this consultation, to be greeted with the same
response to my questions regardless of what the question was “where is your evidence” or “provide us with the
evidence”. I would like to take this opportunity to say the same to the Law Commission. Where is the evidence to
back up all the assumptions that have been made? There is little if any evidence provided by the Law Commission to
promote some of the ideas being suggested and I also find it quite astounding that in parts of the consultation the
figures provided by the Law Commission are somewhat inaccurate and flawed. This consultation has all the signs of
a ‘rush job’ and ill conceived ideals that possibly belong to other people rather than those working to amend the law.

“If you can’t stand the heat get out of the kitchen” Mr R Percival
I found this first remark from Mr Percival a somewhat insulting remark and wondered exactly where Mr Percival
suggests one might go?
One of my main concerns is the ‘Impact Assessment’. Whilst the Law Commission may have covered some rather
dodgy ground with the figures it would appear that not very much was considered with the environmental and socio
economic problems that may occur.
I feel it is important that when a question is asked suitable research should be obtained prior to answering the said
question. The government have very clear guidelines to assist those that need to complete an impact assessment,
but, I feel those guidelines have been ignored with regard to the socio economic impact of a radical reform of law
that is being suggested by the Law Commission. I will cover more of this over the page.
Again it is apparent that the Law Commission did not complete a thorough investigation with regards to passenger
safety and sexual assaults, using a very crude method of assuming that if London had ‘x’ number of assaults then the
rest of England and Wales would have ‘y’ number of assaults. It is clear from evidence collected that this
methodology is again somewhat short of the mark.

Impact Assessment
Socio Economic Realities
It is clear from the lack of information provided by the Law Commission that a thorough impact assessment of
the socio economic reality has not been fully investigated.
The Irish Times reported in November 2010(1) “up to 34 drivers had taken their lives in the previous two years”.
It is clear that when Ireland followed the course of deregulation they did not consider the socio economic impact
of such a decision, much to detriment of many of its drivers and their families. I find it difficult to comprehend
that the Law Commission do not appear to have included evidence gathered from Ireland in relation to the
findings of the ‘taxi hardship panel’(2). This is further confirmed by a study in the United States(3) which cited
numerous socio economic realities of driver hardship, these included;
Drivers working excessive hours for poor remuneration
No social or domestic life
Fatigue
Job stress
This type of stress and neglect of domestic life can cause marriage breakdown which in turn creates another load
of socio economic problems, it makes situations like a rolling snowball, getting bigger and bigger as it continues.
Those problems are not the only problems that will occur for drivers. There is also the risk to physical health. It
is commonly known that if a person is to sit for considerable lengths of time it is bad for their health, apart from
the risk of increase in diabetes and a 64% increase chance of heart disease, causing early heart attacks for many,
there is muscle stiffness, poor balance and mobility, and lower-back, neck, and hip pain and an increase
chance of some types of cancers.
If taxi drivers are currently working excessive hours how on earth can deregulation not make matters
worse for them and their family? Excessive hours are normal for many private hire drivers who have
another mouth to feed by way of an operator company.
So it would seem that when the Law Commission completed their impact assessment on health and
wellbeing they only considered the passengers
Health and wellbeing
This impact assessment has been undertaken using the screening questions identified in the Department for Health
document “Health impact assessment of government policy”.
Will the proposal have a direct impact on health, mental health and wellbeing?
Our proposals will improve mobility for disabled and elderly people, as well as promoting social inclusion,
independence and participation. We propose driver training which would specifically cover working with disabled
people and persons with reduced mobility. Many disabled passengers complain of a significant degree of danger,
discomfort and loss of dignity when travelling by taxi or private hire vehicle. Our proposals on driver training
would increase awareness of how disabled passengers prefer to travel, the proper restraint of wheelchairs and how
to use specialist equipment.

The answer to the above question should have been ‘yes’. Worse case scenario is it may well cause early
death of some drivers but on the bright side nobody will miss them as their marriages and family life
will have been all but destroyed due to the excessive working hours.
Standardised conditions of licence for private hire drivers would lead to a consistent approach to
medical requirements across England and Wales. These standards would be based on consultation not only with the
industry but also with relevant specialists, ensuring an appropriate and proportionate response was taken to medical conditions,
and potentially allowing a greater number of people will health problems to undertake this kind of work.

If a proper impact assessment had been carried out it would have been apparent that rather than encourage
people, who already have health problems, to join a trade that will only exacerbate those problems it may be wise
to avoid such a trade if one wanted to improve their health or not make it any worse.
Will the policy have an impact on social, economic and environmental living conditions that would indirectly affect health?
Our proposals will improve employment prospects in those areas which currently restrict the number of taxi licences available.
Whilst there is the possibility that they will increase emissions, it is hoped that market forces will limit the potential for expansion.
In doing so it will limit wastage and people leaving the market and becoming unemployed.

The Law Commission have not provided any evidence that it will improve employment, generally if an area
becomes deregulated the ‘jockeys’ and the private hire drivers transfer over to owners and taxi drivers
respectively.
Every weekend I purchase a lottery ticket and I hope that it will be a good winner. Is this the same hope that the
Law Commission have with regard to market forces limiting the potential for expansion and in doing so will limit
wastage and people leaving the market and becoming unemployed? If it is the Law Commission are going to be
somewhat disappointed.
Will the proposal affect an individual’s ability to improve their own health and wellbeing?
Our proposals will allow people, in particular disabled and elderly passengers, to travel more freely. This could allow them to
improve their own health and wellbeing, for example by allowing them to shop in a wider range of locations or to access
previously unreachable services.

Again there is no evidence to suggest that the disabled and elderly will be any better able to travel than they can
already. Once again the Law Commission failed to consider whether drivers would be able to improve their
health and wellbeing. How improved is the health and wellbeing of any passenger with a driver that may well be
unhealthy, stressed, tired and over worked?
Will there be any change in demand for or access to health and social care services?
The opening-up of the private hire market and removal of restrictions on taxi numbers in those areas which currently restrict taxi
licences will promote greater access to health and social care services. There will be no direct change in demand for these
services

How does opening up the private hire market make any difference to the access to health and social care services.
Again one has to ask, where is the evidence? Can the Law Commission point to any incident where a person has
not been able to access health and social care services via a private hire company. If demand does not alter as the
Law Commission suggests what is the motive behind opening up the market to a greater number of out of area
suppliers?
Will the proposal have an impact on global health?
No.

I guess we should be thankful for small mercies
The Law Commissions failure to consider the socio economic impact of taxi deregulation is in my opinion a
serious breach of duty to the safety and wellbeing of passengers. Their failure to recognise that deregulation
leads to excessive hours and the dangerous impact this may have upon passenger safety is, in my opinion, a
similar neglect of duty

The Law Commission states the following in their impact assessment;
Offences against passengers most commonly include sexual offences, assault and theft. Taking sexual offences as an example, the
estimated total cost of £38,359 (in 2011 prices) provides a measure of the economy-wide benefit of preventing sexual crimes.

The Stern report states;(4)
Each adult rape is estimated to cost over £96,000 in its emotional and physical impact on the victims, lost economic output due to
convalescence, treatment costs to health services and costs incurred in the criminal justice system.

It appears yet again that the Law Commissions figures are somewhat dubious and one wonders if research was
actually carried out as there appears to be a £57,000 difference in the estimated costs.
The following information was provided by Mr W Casey Carlisle TOA
“Responses have been received from 85% of Police Authorities, reporting some 517 attacks,
15% are yet to respond.
Using the L.C. theme of expanding, our expanded figure now becomes; 517 x 1.15 = 595
According to the Stern review (conducted by Baroness Stern), 38% of sex attacks go unreported. We know from the review that
38% of sex assaults go unreported, but 90% of rapes go unreported.
Taking the lower figure 38, indicates our 595 was 62% of the actual offences.
595 ÷ 62 x 100 = 960 sex attacks (figure rounded up)
960 is not a fanciful figure, this is a realistic estimate, using sound mathematics. The attack figures are over double the Law
Commission estimate. Manchester police themselves state sex attacks in the City are up 11% year on year
Our research shows Manchester Cab related attack for 2010 = 98. Manchester cab attacks for 2011= 109 an increase of 10.1%,
supporting the GMP statement to the press.”(5)

My concern with these figures and the issue of assault and rape are increased by the Law Commissions desire to
open up borders for private hire vehicles. Whilst the reports and information obtained from the police
constabularies do not differentiate between taxis and private hire I feel any attempts to capture culprits will be
acerbated by the cross border vehicles working in varying areas. With an influx of vehicles heading for ‘honeypot’ areas the difficulties of noticing an unusual vehicle that shouldn’t be there will only increase the risk to
women.

(1) http://www.irishtimes.com/newspaper/breaking/2010/1124/breaking24.html
(2) http://www.national-taxi-association.co.uk/?page_id=3924
(3)
(4) http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/crime/call-end-violence-women-girls/governmentsternreview?view=Binary
(5) http://menmedia.co.uk/manchestereveningnews/news/s/1489504_sex-attacks-soar-by-11-percent-inmanchester-city-centre
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LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND QUESTIONS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept pre-booked fares, be hailed on the
street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
I agree with this proposal
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of reform. (Page 162)
Any future law should cover England & Wales in their entirety. I see no reason why the size of the taxi
and private hire market should make London exceptional
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any particular type of vehicle but
should rather focus on road transport services provided for hire with the services of a driver.
The 1847 act is reasonably clear in respect of this provisional proposal; every
wheeled carriage;
Provisional proposal 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor vehicles that require a driving
licence?
I see no problem with the current legal definition “every wheeled carriage, whatever its form or
construction …”
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and private hire vehicles; and
taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers.
I agree with this proposal
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no longer feature as an exclusion from the definition
of taxis.
No comment
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior Traffic Commissioner about the
licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist consistency.
I feel that limousines and other novelty vehicles should be under the umbrella of private hire licensing

Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be used to limit the scope of taxi and
private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the
overall service
I cannot agree that volunteers should be exempt from licensing as the volunteer services are indeed a
business and provide a service that in some cases is chargeable to a customer (albeit at a reduced rate). I
feel it is necessary for the protection of the public that these drivers and vehicles are licensed
Provisional proposal 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs?
Carpooling should not be included in the taxi and private regime although I feel members clubs should
and also occasional hire should. It should not be determined by the amount of times a vehicle is used to
provide a ‘taxi type’ service nor should it be determined on whether they cater for certain sections of
society eg. Women only. If it is provided as a private hire service or a taxi service then it should be
covered within the taxi and private hire legislation
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national standards should be flexible enough to
allow them to make exclusions from the taxi and private hire licensing regimes.
I can’t agree with national standards so I can’t comment on this
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire licensing through primary
legislation.
No, I don’t feel that weddings or funerals offer a ‘taxi type’ service and therefore should not be covered
under private hire licensing
Provisional proposal 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid
abuse?
No I don’t feel there would be any merits in reintroducing the contract exemption as there is clear
evidence that when this happens the system is abused.
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public should not be limited to
“streets”.
I agree with this proposal

Provisional proposal 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire regulation at airports? In particular,
where concessionary agreements are in place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers
who have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
It makes for interesting ideas but I’m not sure how airports can be compelled to provide such services. It
would be good if they could be compelled to provide a pickup area for pre booked services close to
terminals and even compelled to provide a taxi rank outside terminals
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on a statutory footing and
include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles.
I feel some guidance would be useful as to what is considered to be ‘plying for hire’. I don’t feel that as a
private hire vehicle legitimately parked up waiting for a job to be dispatched to me consists of plying for
hire
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of engaging taxi services.
What?
Provisional proposal 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in respect of “arrangements made
in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”
No comment
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be retained.
No Comment
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle and cover all technological
modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked.
I agree
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be permitted. There would however be
a presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be
proved.
I believe the only people able to drive a licensed vehicle should be the license holder, I feel if non license
holders are allowed to drive the taxi or private hire vehicle it will be open to abuse

Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue statutory guidance in respect of taxi
and private hire licensing requirements.
I feel local authorities are best placed to decide what is needed for their area as all areas vary
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles” respectively. References to “hackney
carriages” should be abandoned.
Yes, nobody calls them ‘hackney carriages’ anymore
Provisional proposal 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in advertising provided they are only
used in combination with terms like “pre-booked” and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion
I don’t see a problem with this and it may well help customers to understand that some ‘taxi type’ services
need to be pre booked
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety requirements
There is already a national safety requirement insofar as there is a national MOT standard.
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum standards
There is no explanation as to be what the minimum standards would be so I don’t feel I can answer the
question
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be mandatory standards.
I don’t agree as local authorities are best placed to decide what standards are best suited to their area as
all areas are different
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to safety. Requirements such as
topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire drivers
I can’t disagree with this strongly enough, there doesn’t go a day when a customer doesn’t complain that
they have been taken the long way around because the driver was using a satnav. Local authorities are
best placed to decide the standard of knowledge required for drivers as all areas vary
Provisional proposal 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are
there other areas where local standards for private hire vehicles are valuable?

All local standards should be set by local authorities as all areas vary
Provisional proposal 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety standards for both taxis and private
hire vehicles?
If national safety standards are to be introduced there should be flexibility so that local authorities can
improve on the national safety standards as all areas are different and may require different standards eg
age limits on first registration, busier areas can justify this whereas areas of low consumer use would find
it difficult to justify the investment. Another eg would be air quality schemes that may be in place in large
cities or towns that clearly would not be appropriate for smaller and more rural areas
Provisional proposal 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services compared with private hire
services?
If national conditions where to be introduced I believe the public deserve to be as safe in a private hire
vehicle as they are in a taxi so driver safety should be the same
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for taxis and private hire vehicles
should only cover conditions relating to safety.
It’s difficult to comment as the proposed national safety standards are not known. Also is it driver and
vehicle safety or both?
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety standards should be subject to a
statutory consultation requirement.
If it is to be then yes a consultation is vital
Provisional proposal 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety standards? In particular should
the statutory requirement to consult refer to a technical advisory panel?
If there are to be national safety standards then consultation should refer to a technical advisory panel

Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis provided above the minimum
national standards.
Yes, if there are to be national minimum standards
Provisional proposal 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi standards?
Yes

Provisional proposal 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or
operators?
Yes
Provisional proposal 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a statutory footing or is it best left to
local arrangements?
Are there local authorities that don’t co-operate?
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for the purposes of taxi standard
setting.
I don’t see why this is needed as there is nothing to stop a neighbouring authority from adopting similar
standards already.
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones within their area.
I agree that zoning can be useful but would be entirely useless if there is no ability to control numbers
Provisional proposal 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time licences which may only be used
at certain times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority?
No I feel a vehicle is either licensed or it isn’t and would create problems for enforcement and for
passengers alike not knowing when a vehicle is legally licensed
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting bookings only within a particular
locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular licensing authority.
Private hire operators can already accept bookings anywhere in the country. I myself have driven to
Oxford from Merseyside to collect a passenger. I see no benefit for an operator to have vehicles licensed in
areas that they do not operate in. Taxi and private hire services are generally a localised service and I feel
the current system of driver, vehicle and operator licensed by the same authority as very appropriate
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of out-of-area drop offs
I see no benefit for drivers to sit in an area they are not licensed for. If a driver wishes to work an area
outside their licensed area then perhaps they should consider obtaining a license for that area. A return to
area is a good idea in my opinion and prevents congestion of ‘honey pot’ areas

Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares. Licensing authorities should not
have the power to regulate private hire fares.
I agree
Provisional proposal 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for pre-booked journeys?
No I don’t feel it is to any benefit to the customer
Provisional proposal 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national safety conditions?
I believe local authorities are best placed to decide local requirements. Is there evidence that this method
does not work?
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria applied would relate solely to the
vehicle itself.
Is there a belief that the majority of vehicle owners are a bunch of money laundering criminals?
Provisional proposal 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national safety conditions?
I haven’t seen any proposals for the national standards but all the same believe that local authorities are
best placed to decide local requirements as all areas vary.
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire vehicles.
I agree
Provisional proposal 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on what basis?
No, the driver should have the operator licence

Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include intermediaries.
If the intermediary is providing the services of private hire vehicles as an integral part of their business
then they should require an operators licence
Provisional proposal 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained?
Yes
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services.
I don’t see the need for it to be expressly permitted although I understand on occasion it may be necessary
for the safety of the passenger and only on these occasions should it be allowed
Provisional proposal 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping requirements apply?
The current system of no record appears to be working is there evidence that it isn’t
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers
I believe local authorities should have the power to determine how many taxis can operate within their
area. It would be ludicrous not to allow such power if it is deemed necessary for traffic control,
congestion, air quality, public safety.
Provisional proposal 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost the ability to restrict numbers?
Traffic management problems, air pollution problems, congestion in particular town centre areas if not
all, inability to maintain safety standards of vehicles, dangerous working hours by drivers, socio economic
reasons eg’ an increase in the suicide rate, an increase in illnesses, an increase in divorce rates and
domestic violence, an increase in bankruptcies. – all evidence available via the taxi hardship panel from
the republic of Ireland.
Provisional proposal 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi trade over a scheduled period of
time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
I believe that managed growth is important but the need to be able to control numbers of taxis should be
allowed and once there is evidence there are sufficient to meet needs or a clear abundance of vehicles
authorities should be allowed to cease the issue of vehicle licences

Provisional proposal 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles? This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for wheelchair accessible vehicles.
I believe equality is equality for all and passengers should not be given priority although compellability
should be part of a licence for a wheelchair accessible vehicle. I believe local authorities should have a
duty to provide all types of vehicles at a rank as all disabilities vary and one size does not fit all
Provisional proposal 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet certain accessibility standards?
If the LC did their research they’d find some already do.
Provisional proposal 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible vehicles, and catering for the
different needs of disabled passengers?
If local authorities completed research to find out how many consumers may require wheelchair accessible
vehicles instead of implementing a ‘one size fits all’ mentality then a variety of vehicles may be licensed
and therefore cater for a greater number of passengers. I currently hear from customers that they can’t
get into wheelchair accessible vehicles and prefer saloons as a matter of course for comfort and access due
to disability or general conditions caused by old age, these people cannot hail a taxi or go to a rank in my
area
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible vehicles.
That’s a shame, nobody seems to want that responsibility
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should include recognised disability
awareness training.
Yes
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire vehicles should be required to
display information about how to complain to the licensing authority.
This question discriminates. Vehicles should be required to display information regardless of the
complaint but will that information also be available in Braille and in different languages?
Provisional proposal 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled passengers seeking to hail
them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help?
No comment

Provisional proposal 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
No, the current system works fine and the Law Commission have not provided any evidence to suggest
otherwise
Provisional proposal 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a public place, to solicit persons to
hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”
More severe penalties such as vehicle confiscation for those that use the services of touts
Provisional proposal 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles acting in breach of taxi and
private hire licensing rules?
That would depend on the severity of the breach.
Provisional proposal 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so how?
I don’t believe fixed penalties are a good idea, there is already a penalty system in place for vehicles in
breach of road traffic laws that works perfectly well, so I don’t see the benefit of introducing more
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other
licensing areas.
I don’t see a problem with neighbouring areas working together although I wouldn’t like to think I could
be stopped if I was on holiday
Provisional proposal 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation of licences? If so what would be
the best way of achieving this?
No
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or revoke a taxi or private hire licence
should be limited to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder of the relevant licence.
I disagree with the proposal.

Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of refusals, suspensions or
revocations should be to require the local licensing authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
Yes, I thought that’s how it currently works with local authorities?
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
I agree
Provisional proposal 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
Yes

LAW COMMISSION: REFORM OF TAXI & PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES
RESPONSE OF SCARBOROUGH BOROUGH COUNCIL’S
LICENSING COMMITTEE
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept pre-booked
fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only
accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)

Whilst we accept that a 1 Tier system would simplify the administration of vehicle
licensing however it is accepted there may be a need for a 2 Tier system. A 2 Tier
system would give a freedom of choice to the public and operators as to what service
they wish to use or provide.

REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of reform.
(Page 162)

Agree that for consistency there should be one national system throughout the country.

Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any particular
type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services provided for hire with
the services of a driver. (Page 164)

Agree that this is a good approach. Exceptions could be made to the maximum number
of passengers that could be carried in a limousine i.e. more than 8 as problems have
been encountered where limousines which can carry more passengers are not licensed
by a local authority or by VOSA. Would it make sense for all limousines (regardless of
the number of passengers) to be licensed by the LA?

Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor vehicles
that require a driving licence? (Page 164)

The advantage of restricting licensing to motor vehicles that require a driving licence
has the benefit of ensuring that every driver has undergone and passed a DVLA driving
test.
However, this should not preclude other non-motorised vehicles falling within the
licensing regime provided the drivers of these vehicles have undergone a similar and
appropriate test.

Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and
private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover vehicles
adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)

We agree that PSVs should be excluded from the definition of a taxi/private hire vehicle.
However in respect to the second part of this question, there is an issue with limousines
that have a capacity of carrying more than 8 passengers and how they should be
licensed which needs addressing.

Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature as an
exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)

Agree as this could potentially provide a better service to rural areas in terms of
transport and its availability at a lower cost.

Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior Traffic
Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist
consistency. (Page 167)

Agreed as this is an issue particularly where an LA or local Traffic Commissioner has
chosen not to licence such vehicles. Any guidance should be clear and concise to
ensure consistency and avoid misinterpretation.

Provisional proposal 8

The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be used to
limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as
well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service. (Page 168)

Though we appreciate the benefit genuine volunteers provide to the public, concerns
remain over duty of care and the safety of those passengers carried in these vehicles.
That said we believe the concept should be used as the benefit of these services
outweigh the potential risk.
In any case the LA could not be held responsible for any issues arising involving duty of
care.

Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)

Taxi and Private Hire legislation should not apply to carpooling as it lacks the
commercial element of carrying passengers in the course of a business.
In respect of Members Clubs, we feel normal Taxi and Private Hire legislation should
apply and other elements such as discrimination should be dealt with by the appropriate
legislation.

Provisional proposal 10

The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national standards
should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the taxi and private
hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)

Agreed provided it retains consistency across the country. May be necessary to allow
certain flexibility.

Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)

We believe that vehicles used for weddings and funerals should be licensed, however if
the decision is taken to exempt these vehicles then a clear definition of ‘in connection
with a wedding or funeral’ must be given.

Question 12

Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse? (Page 174)

We don’t feel there would be any merits in reintroducing contract exemption as though it
could benefit certain organisations it would remain a loophole for others which could
compromise public safety.

Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public should
not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175}

Agreed to allow fair and open competition and consumer choice.

Question 14

Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire regulation
at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in place should airports
be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who have pre-booked with other
providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)

No there should be no special provision in respect of airports. Services such as shuttle
buses etc offer the consumer a freedom of choice rather than being limited to the
airport’s chosen operator/provider.

Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on a
statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles. (Page
181)

Agreed, this would clarify the position in respect of plying for hire and is of particular
importance if a 2 Tier system is to remain. A clear definition of the service offered under
each tier is essential.
Any legislation must address ever changing technology, particularly taking into account
the major advances made since the LG(MP)A 1976. Despite these changes there
should still be a clear definition between the tiers.
The impact on the physical presence of an actual ‘operator’ must also be addressed in
terms of a physical address and individual.

Provisional proposal 16

The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of engaging
taxi services. (Page 181)

Agreed as this would blur the differences between the tiers.

Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”? (Page
182)

Not suited to a 2 Tier system.

Provisional proposal 18

The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be retained.
(Page 182)

Agreed it should be retained to maintain a good and fair service to the public.

Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle and
cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the
continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)

Yes as this fundamental to a 2 Tier system.

Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be permitted.
There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional
purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved. (Page 184)

Do not believe that the leisure and non-professional use of taxis should be permitted on
the grounds of public safety.

Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue statutory
guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements. (Page 185)

Yes as this would be the same for the other licensing regimes LAs administrate.

Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles” respectively.
References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned. (Page 185)

Believe that there is already confusion in the public domain between the different types
of licensed vehicles. Taxi is widely accepted to refer to both types. Separation needs to
remain between the types however it accepted the terminology needs updating.
Perhaps the current terms i.e. ‘Taxi’ in respect of Hackney Carriages and ‘Private Hire
Vehicle’ in respect of PHVs should remain.

Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in advertising
provided they are only used in combination with terms like “pre-booked” and did not
otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)

No as this causes confusion – see above.

A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety requirements.
(Page 188)

Yes as this will ensure a certain level of public safety.
We believe that additional consultation should be carried out with LAs on what these
requirements will be.

Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards. (Page 189)
Agreed as this would then permit LAs to apply additional standards/conditions as they
feel appropriate to their individual circumstances.

Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be mandatory
standards. (Page 189)

Yes to ensure consistency across the country.

Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to safety.
Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire
drivers. (Page 190)
Agreed, provided those standards take into account variables such as local
circumstances in terms of geographical location. Though topographical knowledge may
not be of such importance due to satellite navigation systems, some knowledge of the
local area could be considered essential.

Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in respect
of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for private hire vehicles
are valuable? (Page 190)

We believe some control should remain over private hire vehicle signage.

Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety standards for
both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)






Varying age of vehicles currently licensed
Varying types of vehicles currently licensed
Varying testing regimes in place for vehicles
Varying additional safety equipment in vehicles.
Problems posed by limousines or similar vehicles.

Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services? (Page 192)

The same conditions should apply to both equally to ensure the safety of the public.
Aspects such as the wearing of seatbelts by drivers need to be taken into account as
they currently differ.

Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for taxis and
private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety. (Page 192)

Agreed, conditions relating to appearance should be left to the LA to determine.

Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
Yes as it is important that LAs have input into the standards and how they will impact
them.

Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a technical
advisory panel? (Page 193)

Agree that the consultation with a technical advisory panel is necessary to ensure
appropriate conditions as LAs do not have the expertise required.

Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis provided
above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)

Yes to ensure taxis meet the needs of the local area.

Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards? (Page 194)

We believe that there should be some limits to prevent LAs being over zealous.
However in respect to our LA, we feel our condition on a single colour for taxis is
important, as it permits easy recognition of a taxi by the public. It is accepted where
single colour conditions are not in place their introduction may prove controversial.

Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on taxi and
private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
We think national standard conditions would be most appropriate in respect of drivers
and operators as this will ensure consistency. However circumstances may arise where
the imposition of an additional individual condition is important in terms of medical tests
etc.

Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a statutory
footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)

We feel this is best left to local arrangements, particularly as some authorities are more
active in their enforcement approach than others. Experience shows that separate but
co-operative enforcement works well.

Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for the
purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)

Not applicable – resources not currently combined.

Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones within their
area. (Page 196)

Believe that giving authorities the power to create new zones would be advantageous in
certain circumstances e.g. a zone for horse drawn hackney carriages/pedicabs. No
negatives identified.

Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time licences
which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority?
(Page 197)

Do not believe this to be necessary – could create issues with enforcement of such
licences as well as cherry picking working hours reducing the availability of vehicles
during quieter times.

Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting bookings
only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a
particular licensing authority. (Page 198)
Removing this restriction has the potential to compromise monitoring and enforcement,
standards and reduce the quality of the service to the public.
Also has the potential to create a monopoly of large operators.

Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of out-of-area
drop offs. (Page 199)

See Q.41 – furthermore not implementing a requirement could lead to a shortage of
vehicles, drivers and effect service provision.

Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares. Licensing
authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares. (Page 200)

Believe that authorities should continue to regulate fares, this provides a certain level of
protection for the public, in addition the requirement to consult gives the public further
input into the setting of fares.

Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for prebooked journeys? (Page 200)

Not within the district, but the current arrangement for journeys terminating outside of
the district remains as is.

REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and proper
person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set
national safety conditions? (Page 203)

As ‘fit and proper’ is such an important principle in taxi licensing we feel it should be set
out in primary legislation, however a broad definition could be included in some form of
guidance.

Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria applied
would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)

We feel that at least some ‘fit and proper’ test should be carried out with respect to
vehicle owners to ensure the protection of the travelling public.

Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set
national safety conditions? (Page 205)

Certain standards are already set out in various pieces of primary legislation however
specific taxi/private hire standards should be set out in national safety conditions.

Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire vehicles.
(Page 206)

Yes for the safety of the travelling public and the prevention and detection of crime.

Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on what
basis? (Page 208)

Yes, for the same reasons as mentioned in Q.48 however such licensing would only be
expected to cover pre-booked hackney carriage journeys and for operations that work in
a similar manner to private hire operators.

Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include intermediaries.
(Page 209)

Though this may be advantageous in certain circumstances, however arrangements
made through hotel receptionist for example would be considered as over burdensome
and onerous to all concerned. Differentiation between these would be difficult.

Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 209)

Yes for the prevention of crime and for the safety of the travelling public.

Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)

Don’t see any issue with sub-contracting – provided the standards and level of service
originally contracted remain the same.
It would also set a national standard and help to achieve consistency.

Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping requirements
apply? (Page 210)

Yes – for the same reasons outlined in Q.48 & Q.49.

REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers. (Page
213)

Agreed – on condition that Central Government does not seek to restrict numbers in the
future. This would achieve consistency throughout the country and not have a negative
impact on the standards and service currently provided by hackney carriages.

Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost the
ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)

Temporary
There may be a surge in hackney carriage applications in the short term resulting in a
lack of rank space etc, however it is felt this would be offset by a reduction in private
hire vehicles. In any case the number of vehicles would eventually be dictated by
market forces.
Though there are some potential negatives to de-regulation, it is expected that these
would be far outweighed by the advantages to authorities.

Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi trade
over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed? (Page 215)

We feel that in respect to our area, there would be not be a considerable influx of
hackney carriages should quantity restrictions be removed. Therefore we do not feel
transitional measures to be necessary.

TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles? This
could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for wheelchair
accessible vehicles. (Page 217)

We do not feel a separate licence category is required as this could complicate matters
and create additional onerous administration.

Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet certain
accessibility standards? (Page 217)

We feel it should be up to the each authority how they wish to encourage accessible
vehicles rather than a reduced licence fee alone.

Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible vehicles,
and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)

We currently offer more relaxed age limits on accessible vehicles as an incentive,
however do not feel our current fleet is lacking in accessible vehicles at the present
time.

Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible vehicles.
(Page 218)

Glad this approach is to be taken.

Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should include
recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)

Yes – already implemented in our authority.

Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire vehicles
should be required to display information about how to complain to the licensing
authority. (Page 219)

We would support this as it would give members of the public clear indication of who to
address any concerns they may have about a vehicle/driver.

Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to
do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)

Not currently an issue in our authority, also would be difficult to enforce.

REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles? (Page
222)

No – we think the safety issues of stopping vehicles outweigh the advantages. Should
remain solely with the police.

Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a public
place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”. (Page 223)

We have no suggestions as to what more could be done to address touting, as
expressed in the consultation it is very difficult to enforce.

Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles acting in
breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)

No – would put additional costs on authorities and create an onerous amount of addition
and unnecessary work.

Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so how?
(Page 225)

Though there may be concerns about inconsistency, it is a power that may wish to be
used by the authority in certain circumstances where a clear breach of legislation has
been identified.
However clear guidance would be appreciated.

Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers and
operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)

No – see question 37.

Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation of
licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)

No – See Q.68.

REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or revoke a
taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder of
the relevant licence. (Page 230)

Maintain the current arrangements, not an issue for this authority.

Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of
refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing authority to
reconsider its decision. (Page 231)

No – because the authority has already made its decision based on the evidence
presented to them. It is not felt necessary for the authority to re-consider this decision
unless instructed to do so by the court.

Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)

Yes all appeals including vehicle appeals.

Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)

Yes but should be considered by the court service also.

From: Peter Johnson
Sent: 11 September 2012 10:11
To: TPH
Cc:
Subject: Ref: Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services
For the attention of the Law Commission with reference to licensing of funeral vehicles proposal.
We wish to express our strong opposition to proposal number 11 of this reform regarding
   "weddings and funerals should no longer be expressly excluded from private hire licensing through primary
legislation".
The reasons for our opposition are based on the use of vehicles for the carriage of mourners and the deceased.
As part of our overall service we provide vehicles which show respect to not only the occasion but also the life of the
deceased and those who are grieving. We offer them at a rate which reflects their capital value, maintenance costs and
our ability to sustain similar standards into the future.
Should we be required to adhere to the proposals we would have no choice but to pass on all of the additional costs to
our clients, at a time when they are already facing emotional as well as financial challenges. These additional costs
will not raise the standard of the vehicles or the quality of the service we provide, the one thing it is guaranteed to
raise is the cost to the bereaved.
Bearing in mind the recent unprecedented increases seen in Local Authority charges for burials and cremations the
overall costs of a funeral will, if this proposal is put through, indicate yet again that the burden of the economy is yet
again being placed on those most vulnerable.
Yours sincerely
Peter Johnson
Managing Director
Peter Johnson Funerals Ltd
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From: Samuel, Jackie on behalf of Communications Law Com
Sent: 11 September 2012 11:32
To: Uguccioni, Jessica; Gray, Hannah
Subject: FW: Reforming the law on taxi and private hire services
From: SharonChris
[mailto:S
Sent: 10 September 2012 18:30
To: Communications Law Com
Subject: Reforming the law on taxi and private hire services

To whom it may concern
I feel i need to object to your proposals regarding the Taxi and Private Hire services,having operated a taxi for the last 14 years the
proposals you have put forward will not only put people out of work very quickly but also will have safety implications detrimental to
the public.
If you would like to discuss this further i think i could help you with your task at hand ,consultation would be a better way forward.
Yours sincerely Christopher Collins (Station Taxis Torbay)
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied by
Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems,
please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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Mr. T. Morris

Dr. Sarah Wolaston MP

8th September 2012-09-07

Dear Madam,
I am a long established Taxi Driver working in Torbay. The local council is the most efficient
and sensible way of licensing Hackney Carriages in this area. You may be aware from
substantial press coverage that on the 10th May 2012, The Law Commission presented a
consultation with a number of suggestions all of which involve decisions that affect local
areas.
This is not the first time a consultation of the nature has been completed; in 2002 the Office
of Fair Trading (OFT) conducted an almost identical consultation. In respect of that
consultation a report was produced by the House Of Commons Transport Committee which I
think it would be fair to say that the OFT’s consultation was heavily criticised.
I cannot understand, particularly in the present financial climate, why a government funded
quango would repeat a consultation which has already been dealt with within the last ten
years. There have been do substantial changes in the Hackney and Private Hire market in
the last ten years, and it appears to be virtually a complete duplication, suggesting private
hire vehicles could become taxis at peak times or allowing taxis from other areas to cross
borders is frightening, at this time we all know each other trading locally and we are able to
self police the aspect of unlicensed or bogus cabbies working in our area. No new laws
should be introduced if they cannot be enforced. No new laws should be introduced if they
risk the public’s health and safety.
The decision regarding local transport then as now should be made by local authorities and
not from central government.
The existing taxi fleet in Torbay has, as proved by recent unmet demand survey, has no
need for more vehicles, however we constantly have issues on parking and lock of taxi ranks
and sizes in the right locations without regulation of the illegal parking of taxis would get out
of control, with less income for the existing fleet. We are currently struggling to make a
living, maybe in some way because of the reduced tourism business, but mainly because of
the introduction of the free bus passes for the elderly nationally affecting our business.
Lower wages, less income, with extra taxis, will cars be maintained, tyres and servicing with
new and existing drivers cut corners at the expense of the general public. Has the Law
Commission completed a risk assessment on the impact of the decisions?
There is good reason in that the local areas have specific local problems. Some areas may
be suitable for unrestricted issue of Hackney Carriage plates, and some may not. Indeed in
Torbay area we have a number of seasonal plates, because of local demographics. That is

not repeated in other local authorities. How would a central authority be sensitive to such
issues?
I would like to impress on you that bringing out consultations of this nature are a serious
issue for the Taxi trade. They destabilise the market, and in particular prevent prospective
Hackney Carriage owners investing in their business due to the uncertainty of the market
changes.
The 2002 report went on for approximately 3 years and during that time the Taxi market in
Torbay was completely unstable. I would like to impress on you and in turn would like you to
impress upon the appropriate minister that a repeat of such unstable conditions should be
avoided, particularly when there is no good reason for a second consultation,

Yours faithfully

Tony Morris
Plate Number...47.................. Licensing Authority....... Torbay

From: Nick Davis
Sent: 11 September 2012 12:28
To: TPH
Cc:
Subject: taxi and private hire reforms
Dear Sir/Madam,
Having been in the taxi industry for over 10 years, as a 'hackney carriage' proprietor, I appreciate that the present system is far
from perfect.
Following, the last 'Office of Fair-trading' report, the conclusions spoke volumes about the errors of 'de-regulation' and clearly
showed that improved services were NOT created by de-regulated authorities.
In fact, I believe, that some authorities have re-regulated after de-regulation, because of the inability to administer and police an
un-regulated system.
Already there is country-wide shortage of rank spaces for current levels of hackneys, with licensing authorities just threaten police
action and indeed prosecuting taxis for "ranking up". Taxis just trying to earn a living,
often earning below minimum wage at times!.
Council's attitudes being, the all the surplus taxis should just drive around the streets, wasting ever increasing expensive fuel,
waiting to be 'flagged'. A very 'green' way of thinking in this present day and age.
The future proposals clearly have not addressed this. To say, the already over stretched Police and Magistrate Authorities will have
the time or resources to oversee the extra work is implausible, when for the most part, can not even deal with everyday criminal
activity.
I know that it's the Government/European policy to de-regulate 'everything', regardless of consequences.
One only has to look at the situation with current deregulation of the bus and rail networks. Delivering, poorer and more
expensive service to the public as a whole, with public transport for anything but the most profitable areas being severely cut. Is it
not about time that 'we woke up and smelt the coffee!'
If the current system is failing to be administrated properly, how is an open, centrally controlled system, going to improve things?. If
the police/ licensing authorities can't enforce the current legislation then what is the hope for the future with an open, free for all!.
Even when reporting criminal activity amongst the trade, the powers to be, fail to act!. How are the authorities going to 'protect the
public' and control a roving/cross country unregulated system.
It is my fervent belief that, both using and supplying public transport, de-regulation is not the answer to everything, as the powers
believe, irrespective of the evidence, which as with statistics, can be manipulated to show anything you want, to prove your
own case.
We the public, are the one's who have to live with the consequences!.
Consultation criterion 4..... Accessibility of Consultation.... Had it not been for our local taxi association, at the 'eleventh hour', we
would have been unaware of any consultation period, almost missing the deadline for representation....Good for people actually in
the industry!.
yours very sincerely,
MR N.P.A. Davis

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
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From:
Sent: 11 September 2012 12:29
To: TPH
Subject: Funeral Vehicle licensing
Dear Sir,
It was brought to our attention only yesterday that the Law Commission is currently undertaking a review of the law governing Taxi
and Private Hire Services and we are hopeful that you will be able to include our thoughts in your consultation process, despite 10th
September being your closing date.
We are a small family firm of Funeral Directors based in North London who have a fleet of limousines that we use as part of our
funeral service. We are most concerned that the exemption that the funeral and wedding businesses have been allowed in the past
is about to be removed. The use of limousines within the funeral trade is a unique service that is already well regulated and we
can see no advantages to either our clients or the trade, of further restrictions being put in place.
The use of limousines on funerals is an integral part of the service provided, the cars are not hired under a separate arrangement,
they are not billed separately - the fee is part of the cost of the funeral. Costs are not usually worked out on mileage or time of
day. Each car can carry up to seven passengers, but in reality the front seat is usually taken by staff, which means that each car
would usually carry only six passengers. Funerals are a one-off journey, not a regular activity for each customer.
Funeral limousines are purpose built vehicles that are expensive to put on the road, they do not carry advertising other than a small
name plate for the firm and are rarely used for any other purpose. These vehicles are unlikely to fall below a certain standard and
are well maintained and serviced in order to be fit for use on funerals.
Many of the smaller firms are part of the national associations who govern the funeral trade and they already set very high
standards for their members - any reduction in the quality of service provided would be acted upon by the association. All these
firms also have to meet the existing criteria set out by their insurance companies - public liability and business insurance has its
own conditions. Young drivers are singled out and already have restrictions placed upon them and any accidents or misdemeanors
are reported.
Whilst we can appreciate that the Commission has a responsibility to the customer to ensure that vehicles and drivers are safe and
reach a certain standard, we feel that there are already sufficient checks and conditions in place within the funeral trade without
further constraints being imposed. Once we start to introduce the need for further servicing for vehicles, medical checks for drivers
or even possible CRB checks we are starting on a slippery slope that will result in costs being passed on to the customer, and
indeed many people who currently perform their duties perfectly well would fall foul of the system and probably lose their jobs. The
funeral trade has always employed a wide range of staff of all abilities, many of whom would not easily find other employment but
work perfectly well in the current environment.
We can well appreciate that the current trend for ever bigger 'stretch' limousines has caused concern and there is a need for
assessments to be made but we do feel that the funeral trade has always been unique, hence the original exemption. Funeral
Directors are dealing with families at a difficult time in their lives and it would serve no purpose to us to have vehicles that did not
reach certain standards or for our drivers to act in anything other than a professional manner and we hope that the Commission
will be able to see that there is a very good case for the exemption to remain in place.
Yours sincerely,

A. Henry            P.Henry          S. Henry
Directors
W.G.Miller Ltd
93-95 Essex Road
London N1 2SJ                            reply to :

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied by
Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems,
please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
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From: Paul Brent
Sent: 11 September 2012 12:33
To: TPH; LAWCOM Public
Subject: FW: TAXI REFORM

From:
To: thp@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk
Subject: FW: TAXI REFORM
Date: Tue, 11 Sep 2012 10:09:15 +0100

From:
To: thp@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk
Subject: TAXI REFORM
Date: Tue, 11 Sep 2012 01:06:13 +0100

I would like to object to the removal of wedding and funeral cars from Primary Legislation and place it with
the
Secretary of State or Welsh Minister.
The Law Commission has not supported this proposal with any evidence of why it should be trying to do
this.
There is also no Impact Assessment which should have been carried out to support this action.
The wedding and funeral service which has had an exemption since the 1976 Act has to date, had no
evidence
to show any wrong doings, prosecutions, or threat to the persons they have conducted their services for.
The exemption which this industry has, is expressly for the sole purpose of doing a WEDDINGS or
FUNERALS period.
Not for anything else, i.e. a proms night, special occasion or anything similar, when they would be required
to have
a Private Hire licence
If the Law Commission is to try to simplify the law as it is, this is going to create a major problem where a
L.A. has
an age policy, and to enforce it would dilute enforcement away from where it is most needed, or would
increase
the cost of enforcement dramatically.
The exemption which is in force at present is perfectly workable, all the laws are in place to allow a L.A. to
reprimand
any person who exceeds the boundaries of this exemption. If it's not broken, don't try to mend it.
Paul Brent
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied by
Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please
call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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Licensing and Control Committee A
4 September 2012
Worthing Borough Council response to Law Commission consultation on
‘Reforming the Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services’

LAW COMMISION CONSULTATION PAPER NO 203
RESPONSE TO PROPOSALS AND QUESTIONS

OVERVIEW AND SCOPE
Proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept pre-booked
fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only
accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
AGREE - Whilst supporting a single one licensing system there should remain a
clear distinction between those vehicles that can be hailed on the street and wait at
ranks and those that are not available for immediate hire but need to be pre-booked.
A single tier system would remove many of the distortions and anomalies in the
present system. However, additional conditions such as meter requirement, livery,
driver knowledge etc. would be required on vehicles working from ranks. Access to
ranks may be controlled by permit, or by limiting ranks to WAV vehicles.
The public are often confused and ignorant of the distinction between taxi and PHV.
Removing the distinction frees up Enforcement Officers for other offences, e.g.
unlicensed vehicles.

REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of reform.
(Page 162)
AGREE - Because of its locality its licensed vehicles should meet the standard
applicable in Sussex. There is no basis to justify London having a different
licensing system to the rest of the country.
Proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any particular
type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services provided for hire with the
services of a driver. (Page 164)
AGREE - Persons taking responsibility for the hirers of their vehicle should be ‘fit
and proper’ within the meaning of the 1976 Act and should not avoid scrutiny due to
lack of a driver licence requirement (e.g. for rickshaws, horse drawn carriages etc)

Possession of a valid DVLA licence demonstrates that the individual has proved
that he/she has a fundamental understanding of driving on a public highway etc and
should be a requirement for all licensed vehicles not just ‘motor vehicles’. If this is
not practical then ‘vocational licences’ should be required for other vehicles such
as pedicabs.
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor vehicles that
require a driving licence? (Page 164)
See proposal 3 but allow Secretary of State to exempt certain types of vehicle if
necessary.
Proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and private
hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat
eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
AGREE - All vehicles provided with a driver for hire and reward should, where they
can carry a maximum of eight passengers or less, be licensed under the ‘taxi’
regime. All vehicles carrying 9 or more passengers should be public service
vehicles.
Proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
AGREE
Proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles
to assist consistency. (Page 167)
AGREE
Proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be used to limit
the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as well as
activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service. (Page 168)
AGREE - but presumption that vehicle being used for hire and reward unless the
contrary can be proved. ‘Genuine volunteers’ should be clearly defined.

Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
(a) Should be exempt.
(b) May need to be included.
Clear legal definitions need to be produced and loop holes should be closed to
stop any unlicensed hiring of a vehicle with a driver.
Proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national standards should
be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the taxi and private hire
licensing regimes. (Page 171)
AGREE – in principle, though clear examples of what exemptions the Government
are considering would be helpful.
Proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire licensing
through primary legislation. (Page 172)
AGREE – Safety standards should be required for all vehicles carrying the public.
Wedding vehicles in particular should be licensed as they are often used for ‘other
special occasions’ which are effectively private hire. Lack of regulation makes
unauthorised use difficult to prove.
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the Secretary
of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national standards? If so, what
modifications could be made to help avoid abuse? (Page 174)
NONE - The previous exemption created numerous enforcement problems and the
standard of vehicle used varied dramatically. This authority can see absolutely no
merit in its reintroduction.
Proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public should
not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175}
AGREE – regulations should apply wherever they are as the issue is public safety
and protection.

Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire regulation at
airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in place should airports be
obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who have pre-booked with other
providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)
NO COMMENT
Proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on a
statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles.
(Page 181)
AGREE
Proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of engaging taxi
services. (Page 181)
AGREE
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in respect
of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”? (Page 182)
CANNOT SEE ADVANTAGE
Proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be retained.
(Page 182)
AGREE
Proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle and
cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued
ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)

AGREE – But it would depend on definitions within single tier licensing system.
Problem doesn’t arise if all licensed vehicles can ply for hire, as in a single-tier
system.
Proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be permitted.
There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional
purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved. (Page 184)
CANNOT AGREE - Once licensed a vehicle should retain that status at all times
whilst the licence is in force or could cause huge enforcement problems.
Ability of licence holder to request temporary removal of a licence from a vehicle
whilst being used for leisure purposes with plate & signage handed in to Licensing
Authority would suffice in most cases.
Proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue statutory
guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements. (Page 185)
AGREE – works well in implementing the Licensing Act 2003. Allows the legislation
to be adapted to changes in society/economy with minimum delay. Can see no
reason why it shouldn’t work for taxi legislation but licensing authorities should be
consulted about the proposed guidance.
Proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles” respectively.
References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned. (Page 185)
AGREE - Whilst no objection can be offered other legislation needs to be revisited
as in some cases the word ‘taxi’ is used to identify both sides of the trade. A singletier system removes this need for different labels.
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles should be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “pre-booked” and
did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)
AGREE - Not needed in a single-tier system.

A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety requirements.
(Page 188)
AGREE - There must be a national safety standard. If this is left to licensing
authorities then inconsistency in standards between areas will continue. Which is
not in the interest of the public.

Proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum standards.
(Page 189)
AGREE - Whilst supporting the concept of national standards, licensing authorities
should also have discretion to make additional requirements to address local need.
However, if service is becoming less ‘local’ it is recognised that additional
requirements will only apply to those vehicles that can ply and rank locally.
Proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be mandatory
standards. (Page 189)
AGREE – Mandatory National Safety Standards should be the same for all hire
vehicles. Public safety should be paramount in setting the standard for vehicles.
Local licensing authorities should retain the power to ADD to the minimum
standard. The safety standard for all types of licensed vehicle should be the same.

Proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to safety.
Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire
drivers. (Page 190)
DISAGREE – Whilst accepted that PH drivers have the luxury of looking up an
appropriate route prior to picking up a fare it is still considered that this would be a
retrograde step. Local knowledge is a key element of the work of hackney (taxi) and
private hire drivers in assisting visitors from out of town and ensuring that the most
effective route is taken on any journey. Experience suggests that most PHV
journeys are metered so customers are at a risk of being out of pocket if PH drivers
do not have good local knowledge. Most members of the public are unaware that
they can negotiate a fare.
Question 28

Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in respect of
vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for private hire vehicles are
valuable? (Page 190)
NO - Signs should be based on a national template with local variation options.
Signs should be generic to alert the public of the pre booked nature of the vehicle
with an element of local identification for hirers to be assured of the vehicles
legitimacy
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety standards for
both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
NONE – that cannot be overcome.
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services? (Page 192)
NO COMMENT – Experience locally is that conditions are not required but this
authority would not presume to comment on other areas such as the major cities.
Certainly the argument can be made for the requirement for partitions, which
obviously provide extra driver protection, and CCTV etc. especially in vehicles
picking up the public in the street/rank without any customer details.
PH gives the driver some protection in that the operator has the customers’ booking
details.
However, it is considered that this is not a matter which should be regulated. The
main beneficiary is the driver, and usually the cost will fall on the driver. It should
be left to the driver’s discretion.
Proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for taxis and
private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety. (Page 192)
AGREE

Proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety standards
should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
AGREE
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety standards?
In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a technical advisory
panel? (Page 193)
A collaborative and consultative approach. VOSA and expert sources such as
STATUS could be used together with licensing authorities to evaluate standards. A
standard which has been consulted on widely has a much greater chance of being
accepted by those affected.
Proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis provided
above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)
AGREE – for non-safety criteria such as livery and identification.

Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi standards?
(Page 194)
NO – As long as there are rights of appeal
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on taxi and
private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
YES - Licensing authorities should retain powers relating to the control and
effective accountability of licence holders. All licences should be subject to tailored
enforcement powers.
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a statutory
footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)
LOCAL COLLABORATION

Proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for the
purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
AGREE – but National Standards could make this irrelevant.
Proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones within their
area. (Page 196)
NOT RELEVANT TO THIS AREA.
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time licences
which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority?
(Page 197)
NO – causes enforcement issues.
Proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting bookings only
within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular
licensing authority. (Page 198)
AGREE
Proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of out of area
drop offs. (Page 199)
AGREE
Proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares. Licensing
authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares. (Page 200)
AGREE

Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for prebooked journeys? (Page 200)
YES – Provided the booking is through an operator and negotiated in advance.

REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and proper
person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)
Option (b) would allow changes to be implemented quickly when and if required.
Proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
DISAGREE - All licence holders should be subject to the ‘fit and proper’ test.
Otherwise it opens the trade up to criminal elements and money laundering
activities.
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set
national safety conditions? (Page 205)
Option (b) would allow changes to be implemented quickly when and if required.
Proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire vehicles.
(Page 206)
AGREE – the keeping of journey records by licensed operators goes someway to
safeguarding the public.

Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on what basis?
(Page 208)
YES – Experience shows that the keeping of such records again goes someway to
safeguarding the public. If this is so important for the PH trade, (and we believe it
is), it is just as important for all hirings.
Proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include intermediaries.
(Page 209)
AGREED
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 209)
YES - fit and proper should be retained as criteria for private hire operators and
even extended to their staff. This standard reflects the key role and interrelationship
between the hirer and the private hire company.
The duties associated with a private hire operator are implicitly linked with a duty to
be responsible for passengers their safety and security.
In additional Operators licences should be subject to an enhanced CRB check of the
person(s) holding the licence or in the case of a limited company the company
directors.
Proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)
YES – Operators should be allowed to sub-contract to any licensed operator in the
country. This would make it easier for a visitor to this country to arrange transport
in advance. National standards make localism less important, especially when it
acts to the detriment of the customer.
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping requirements
apply? (Page 210)
YES

REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers. (Page 213)
AGREE – very few industries still retain artificial protections to entry.
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost the ability
to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
CANNOT ENVISAGE ANY - Except hostility from current plate holders regarding
artificial values put on plates by such restrictions.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi trade
over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed? (Page 215)
NOT REQUIRED – experience shows small & steady increase in numbers.

TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for wheelchair
accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
EXTREMELY DIFFICULT ISSUE TO DETERMINE – Experience suggests this is not a
practical proposal because of enforcement issues.
Equality is the Key issue not priority.

Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet certain
accessibility standards? (Page 217)
NO - Licence fees should be cost neutral. Under current legislation they can only be
used to collect the reasonable costs of administering the service. Fees should not
be used as an incentive to deliver other aims or objectives e.g. green issues like fuel
emissions, wheelchair access etc whilst effectively being subsidised by other
licence holders.
Furthermore, licence fees are an insignificant cost compared to the other costs of
providing a vehicle. Removing tax duty on a WAV would offer a better incentive.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible vehicles,
and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)
NOT AN ISSUE LOCALLY - Very few complaints received.
Proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page
218)
ADREED - the implementation of such quotas is impractical and problematic.
Proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should include
recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
AGREED - Absolutely. And in cases of breaches to legislation regarding the
transport of disabled passengers appropriate sanctions need to be in place.
Proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire vehicles
should be required to display information about how to complain to the licensing authority.
(Page 219)
AGREED – but not specifically required if Licensing Authority’s details plainly
included in livery.

Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do
so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)
The ability to enforce such a requirement, which is a duty to pick up all passengers
wishing to hire a vehicle, is one which has blighted enforcement authorities. Drivers
will choose, especially when mobile, who they pick up. Evidence to assert that a
driver has seen a potential hirer and intentionally chose to ignore that hirer would
be almost impossible to acquire.
REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles? (Page 222)
YES - It would be useful for licensing officers to have the power to stop all licensed
vehicles. However, the vehicles officers really need to stop are those that are
unlicensed and such powers would be virtually unusable because of the obvious
safety issues.
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a public
place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”. (Page 223)
LITTLE EXPERIENCE OF TOUTING IN ADUR & WORTHING - Existing powers are
considered sufficient.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles acting in
breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
YES – particularly unlicensed vehicles.
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so how?
(Page 225)
YES – Licensing authorities should use fixed penalty schemes as part of a stepped
enforcement approach. If border controls are done away with FPNs will become a
more important enforcement tool.
Officers could also have such powers in relation to some enforceable offences e.g.
tyre defects etc.

Proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers and
operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
AGREED -Enforcement officers should not be hindered by being unable to
scrutinise and deal with licensed vehicles working within the controlled district they
are tasked with regulating.
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation of
licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)
SUSPENSION YES, REVOCATION NO – For a matter that may require revocation of
a licence reports should be sent to the issuing authority for them to consider and
deal with having looked at the driver’s complete record.
REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or revoke a taxi
or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder of the
relevant licence. (Page 230)
AGREE
Proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of
refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing authority to
reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
DO NOT AGREE – the existing mechanism has been shown to work successfully. If
clear guidance to authorities is given regarding delegation of decision making,
referring all refusals to members, then second stage hearing is unnecessary by
authority.
Proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
AGREED

Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
NO – Licensing Act 2003 has shown this type of decision does not justify a Crown
Court hearing.

Number PP/QU Description
CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
1
PP Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which
can accept pre-booked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at
ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only accept prebooked
fares.
CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
2
PP London should be included, with appropriate modifications,
within the scope of reform.
3
PP The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be
restricted to any particular type of vehicle but should rather
focus on road transport services provided for hire with the
services of a driver.
4
QU Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting
licensing to motor vehicles that require a driving licence?
5
QU Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the
definition of taxi and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private
hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or
fewer passengers.
6
QU References to stage coaches charging separate fares should nolonger
feature as an exclusion from the definition of taxis.
7
QU The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory
guidance to the Senior Traffic Commissioner about the licensing
of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist consistency.
8
PP The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying
passengers” should be used to limit the scope of taxi and
private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as
well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall
service.
9
QU How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal
with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs?
10
PP The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
national standards should be flexible enough to allow them to
make exclusions from the taxi and private hire licensing
regimes.
11
PP Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded
from private hire licensing through primary legislation.
12
QU Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption,
by means of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise
of the power to set national standards? If so, what modifications
could be made to help avoid abuse?
13
PP Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can
engage with the public should not be limited to “streets”.
14
QU Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi
and private hire regulation at airports? In particular, where
concessionary agreements are in place should airports be
obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who have prebooked
with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
15
PP The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”,
should be placed on a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;59
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for
hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of
private hire vehicles.
16
PP The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover
technological means of engaging taxi services.
17
QU Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to
defining taxis in respect of “arrangements made in a public
place” instead of “plying for hire”?
18
PP The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis,
should be retained.
19
PP Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a
private hire vehicle and cover all technological modes of
engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued ability
of taxis to be pre-booked.
20
PP Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire
vehicles should be permitted. There would however be a
presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional
purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
21
PP The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the
power to issue statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private
hire licensing requirements.
22
PP Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire
vehicles” respectively. References to “hackney carriages”
should be abandoned.
23
QU Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi”
or “cab” in advertising provided they are only used in
combination with terms like “pre-booked” and did not otherwise
lead to customer confusion?
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
24
PP Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national
safety requirements.
25
PP National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should
only be minimum standards.
26
PP National safety standards, as applied to private hire services,
should be mandatory standards.
27
PP Private hire services would not be subject to standards except
those related to safety. Requirements such as topographical
knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire drivers.
28
QU Should local standard-setting for private hire services be
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specifically retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are there
other areas where local standards for private hire vehicles are
valuable?
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common
national safety standards for both taxis and private hire
vehicles?
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be
different for taxi services compared with private hire services?
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
standards for taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover
conditions relating to safety.
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
national safety standards should be subject to a statutory
consultation requirement.
What would be the best approach for determining the content of
national safety standards? In particular should the statutory
requirement to consult refer to a technical advisory panel?
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards
locally for taxis provided above the minimum national standards.
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to
set local taxi standards?
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose
individual conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or
operators?
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to
cooperate be on a statutory footing or is it best left to local
arrangements?
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of
combining areas for the purposes of taxi standard setting.
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or
remove, taxi zones within their area.
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to
issue peak time licences which may only be used at certain
times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority?
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to
accepting or inviting bookings only within a particular locality;
nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular
licensing authority.
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in
respect of out-of-area drop offs.
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate
maximum taxi fares. Licensing authorities should not have the
power to regulate private hire fares.
Questions
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the
metered fare for pre-booked journeys?
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement
to be a “fit and proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’
general powers to set national safety conditions?
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests
and the criteria applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself.
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’
general powers to set national safety conditions?
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect
of private hire vehicles.
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio
circuits and if so on what basis?
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to
include intermediaries.
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be
retained?
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract
services.
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should recordkeeping
requirements apply?
CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict
taxi numbers.
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing
authorities lost the ability to restrict numbers?
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered
entry to the taxi trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity
restrictions are removed?
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair
accessible vehicles? This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers;
and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision
at ranks for wheelchair accessible vehicles.
CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles
which meet certain accessibility standards?
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the
availability of accessible vehicles, and catering for the different
needs of disabled passengers?
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair
accessible vehicles.
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire
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vehicles should include recognised disability awareness
training.
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis
and private hire vehicles should be required to display
information about how to complain to the licensing authority.
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis
ignoring disabled passengers seeking to hail them? Could an
obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified
circumstances, help?
CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop
licensed vehicles?
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to
the offence “in a public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles
to carry them as passengers”.
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to
impound vehicles acting in breach of taxi and private hire
licensing rules?
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty
schemes and if so how?
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against
vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other licensing areas.
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to
suspensions and revocation of licences? If so what would be the
best way of achieving this?
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew,
suspend or revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited
to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder of the relevant licence.
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and
Wales, in respect of refusals, suspensions or revocations should
be to require the local licensing authority to reconsider its
decision.
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court?

YES
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YES
Greater enforcement by the Police and Licensing Enforcement Officers

YES

YES
YES
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NO

Number PP/QU Description
CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
1
PP Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which
can accept pre-booked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at
ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only accept prebooked
fares.
CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
2
PP London should be included, with appropriate modifications,
within the scope of reform.
3
PP The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be
restricted to any particular type of vehicle but should rather
focus on road transport services provided for hire with the
services of a driver.
4
QU Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting
licensing to motor vehicles that require a driving licence?
5
QU Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the
definition of taxi and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private
hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or
fewer passengers.
6
QU References to stage coaches charging separate fares should nolonger
feature as an exclusion from the definition of taxis.
7
QU The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory
guidance to the Senior Traffic Commissioner about the licensing
of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist consistency.
8
PP The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying
passengers” should be used to limit the scope of taxi and
private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as
well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall
service.
9
QU How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal
with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs?
10
PP The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
national standards should be flexible enough to allow them to
make exclusions from the taxi and private hire licensing
regimes.
11
PP Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded
from private hire licensing through primary legislation.
12
QU Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption,
by means of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise
of the power to set national standards? If so, what modifications
could be made to help avoid abuse?
13
PP Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can
engage with the public should not be limited to “streets”.
14
QU Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi
and private hire regulation at airports? In particular, where
concessionary agreements are in place should airports be
obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who have prebooked
with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
15
PP The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”,
should be placed on a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;59
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for
hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of
private hire vehicles.
16
PP The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover
technological means of engaging taxi services.
17
QU Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to
defining taxis in respect of “arrangements made in a public
place” instead of “plying for hire”?
18
PP The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis,
should be retained.
19
PP Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a
private hire vehicle and cover all technological modes of
engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued ability
of taxis to be pre-booked.
20
PP Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire
vehicles should be permitted. There would however be a
presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional
purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
21
PP The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the
power to issue statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private
hire licensing requirements.
22
PP Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire
vehicles” respectively. References to “hackney carriages”
should be abandoned.
23
QU Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi”
or “cab” in advertising provided they are only used in
combination with terms like “pre-booked” and did not otherwise
lead to customer confusion?
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
24
PP Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national
safety requirements.
25
PP National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should
only be minimum standards.
26
PP National safety standards, as applied to private hire services,
should be mandatory standards.
27
PP Private hire services would not be subject to standards except
those related to safety. Requirements such as topographical
knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire drivers.
28
QU Should local standard-setting for private hire services be
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specifically retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are there
other areas where local standards for private hire vehicles are
valuable?
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common
national safety standards for both taxis and private hire
vehicles?
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be
different for taxi services compared with private hire services?
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
standards for taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover
conditions relating to safety.
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
national safety standards should be subject to a statutory
consultation requirement.
What would be the best approach for determining the content of
national safety standards? In particular should the statutory
requirement to consult refer to a technical advisory panel?
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards
locally for taxis provided above the minimum national standards.
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to
set local taxi standards?
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose
individual conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or
operators?
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to
cooperate be on a statutory footing or is it best left to local
arrangements?
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of
combining areas for the purposes of taxi standard setting.
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or
remove, taxi zones within their area.
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to
issue peak time licences which may only be used at certain
times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority?
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to
accepting or inviting bookings only within a particular locality;
nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular
licensing authority.
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in
respect of out-of-area drop offs.
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate
maximum taxi fares. Licensing authorities should not have the
power to regulate private hire fares.
Questions
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the
metered fare for pre-booked journeys?
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement
to be a “fit and proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’
general powers to set national safety conditions?
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests
and the criteria applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself.
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’
general powers to set national safety conditions?
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect
of private hire vehicles.
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio
circuits and if so on what basis?
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to
include intermediaries.
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be
retained?
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract
services.
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should recordkeeping
requirements apply?
CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict
taxi numbers.
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing
authorities lost the ability to restrict numbers?
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered
entry to the taxi trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity
restrictions are removed?
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair
accessible vehicles? This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers;
and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision
at ranks for wheelchair accessible vehicles.
CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles
which meet certain accessibility standards?
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the
availability of accessible vehicles, and catering for the different
needs of disabled passengers?
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair
accessible vehicles.
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire
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vehicles should include recognised disability awareness
training.
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis
and private hire vehicles should be required to display
information about how to complain to the licensing authority.
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis
ignoring disabled passengers seeking to hail them? Could an
obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified
circumstances, help?
CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop
licensed vehicles?
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to
the offence “in a public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles
to carry them as passengers”.
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to
impound vehicles acting in breach of taxi and private hire
licensing rules?
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty
schemes and if so how?
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against
vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other licensing areas.
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to
suspensions and revocation of licences? If so what would be the
best way of achieving this?
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew,
suspend or revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited
to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder of the relevant licence.
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and
Wales, in respect of refusals, suspensions or revocations should
be to require the local licensing authority to reconsider its
decision.
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court?
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CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
PP
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which
can accept pre-booked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at
ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only accept prebooked
fares.
CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEF NITIONS AND SCOPE
PP
London should be included, with appropriate modifications,
within the scope of reform.
PP
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be
restricted to any particular type of vehicle but should rather
focus on road transport services provided for hire with the
services of a driver.
QU
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting
licensing to motor vehicles that require a driving licence?
QU
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the
definition of taxi and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private
hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or
fewer passengers.
QU
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should nolonger
feature as an exclusion from the definition of taxis.
QU
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory
guidance to the Senior Traffic Commissioner about the licensing
of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist consistency.
PP
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying
passengers” should be used to limit the scope of taxi and
private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as
well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall
service.
QU
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal
with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs?
PP
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
national standards should be flexible enough to allow them to
make exclusions from the taxi and private hire licensing
regimes.
PP
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded
from private hire licensing through primary legislation.
QU
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption,
by means of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise
of the power to set national standards? If so, what modifications
could be made to help avoid abuse?
PP
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can
engage with the public should not be limited to “streets”.
QU
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi
and private hire regulation at airports? In particular, where
concessionary agreements are in place should airports be
obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who have prebooked
with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
PP
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”,
should be placed on a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;59
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for
hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of
private hire vehicles.
PP
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover
technological means of engaging taxi services.
QU
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to
defining taxis in respect of “arrangements made in a public
place” instead of “plying for hire”?
PP
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis,
should be retained.
PP
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a
private hire vehicle and cover all technological modes of
engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued ability
of taxis to be pre-booked.
PP
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire
vehicles should be permitted. There would however be a
presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional
purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
PP
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the
power to issue statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private
hire licensing requirements.
PP
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire
vehicles” respectively. References to “hackney carriages”
should be abandoned.
QU
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi”
or “cab” in advertising provided they are only used in
combination with terms like “pre-booked” and did not otherwise
lead to customer confusion?
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
PP
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national
safety requirements.
PP
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should
only be minimum standards.
PP
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services,
should be mandatory standards.
PP
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except
those related to safety. Requirements such as topographical
knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire drivers.
QU
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be
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specifically retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are there
other areas where local standards for private hire vehicles are
valuable?
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common
national safety standards for both taxis and private hire
vehicles?
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be
different for taxi services compared with private hire services?
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
standards for taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover
conditions relating to safety.
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
national safety standards should be subject to a statutory
consultation requirement.
What would be the best approach for determining the content of
national safety standards? In particular should the statutory
requirement to consult refer to a technical advisory panel?
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards
locally for taxis provided above the minimum national standards.
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to
set local taxi standards?
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose
individual conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or
operators?
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to
cooperate be on a statutory footing or is it best left to local
arrangements?
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of
combining areas for the purposes of taxi standard setting.
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or
remove, taxi zones within their area.
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to
issue peak time licences which may only be used at certain
times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority?
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to
accepting or inviting bookings only within a particular locality;
nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular
licensing authority.
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in
respect of out-of-area drop offs.
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate
maximum taxi fares. Licensing authorities should not have the
power to regulate private hire fares.
Questions
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the
metered fare for pre-booked journeys?
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement
to be a “fit and proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’
general powers to set national safety conditions?
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests
and the criteria applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself.
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’
general powers to set national safety conditions?
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect
of private hire vehicles.
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio
circuits and if so on what basis?
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to
include intermediaries.
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be
retained?
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract
services.
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should recordkeeping
requirements apply?
CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict
taxi numbers.
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing
authorities lost the ability to restrict numbers?
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered
entry to the taxi trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity
restrictions are removed?
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair
accessible vehicles? This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers;
and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision
at ranks for wheelchair accessible vehicles.
CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE H RE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles
which meet certain accessibility standards?
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the
availability of accessible vehicles, and catering for the different
needs of disabled passengers?
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair
accessible vehicles.
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire
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vehicles should include recognised disability awareness
training.
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis
and private hire vehicles should be required to display
information about how to complain to the licensing authority.
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis
ignoring disabled passengers seeking to hail them? Could an
obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified
circumstances, help?
CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop
licensed vehicles?
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to
the offence “in a public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles
to carry them as passengers”.
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to
impound vehicles acting in breach of taxi and private hire
licensing rules?
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty
schemes and if so how?
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against
vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other licensing areas.
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to
suspensions and revocation of licences? If so what would be the
best way of achieving this?
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew,
suspend or revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited
to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder of the relevant licence.
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and
Wales, in respect of refusals, suspensions or revocations should
be to require the local licensing authority to reconsider its
decision.
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court?
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CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
1
PP Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which
can accept pre-booked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at
ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only accept prebooked
fares.
CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
2
PP London should be included, with appropriate modifications,
within the scope of reform.
3
PP The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be
restricted to any particular type of vehicle but should rather
focus on road transport services provided for hire with the
services of a driver.
4
QU Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting
licensing to motor vehicles that require a driving licence?
5
QU Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the
definition of taxi and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private
hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or
fewer passengers.
6
QU References to stage coaches charging separate fares should nolonger
feature as an exclusion from the definition of taxis.
7
QU The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory
guidance to the Senior Traffic Commissioner about the licensing
of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist consistency.
8
PP The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying
passengers” should be used to limit the scope of taxi and
private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as
well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall
service.
9
QU How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal
with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs?
10
PP The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
national standards should be flexible enough to allow them to
make exclusions from the taxi and private hire licensing
regimes.
11
PP Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded
from private hire licensing through primary legislation.
12
QU Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption,
by means of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise
of the power to set national standards? If so, what modifications
could be made to help avoid abuse?
13
PP Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can
engage with the public should not be limited to “streets”.
14
QU Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi
and private hire regulation at airports? In particular, where
concessionary agreements are in place should airports be
obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who have prebooked
with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
15
PP The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”,
should be placed on a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;59
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for
hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of
private hire vehicles.
16
PP The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover
technological means of engaging taxi services.
17
QU Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to
defining taxis in respect of “arrangements made in a public
place” instead of “plying for hire”?
18
PP The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis,
should be retained.
19
PP Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a
private hire vehicle and cover all technological modes of
engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued ability
of taxis to be pre-booked.
20
PP Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire
vehicles should be permitted. There would however be a
presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional
purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
21
PP The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the
power to issue statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private
hire licensing requirements.
22
PP Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire
vehicles” respectively. References to “hackney carriages”
should be abandoned.
23
QU Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi”
or “cab” in advertising provided they are only used in
combination with terms like “pre-booked” and did not otherwise
lead to customer confusion?
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
24
PP Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national
safety requirements.
25
PP National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should
only be minimum standards.
26
PP National safety standards, as applied to private hire services,
should be mandatory standards.
27
PP Private hire services would not be subject to standards except
those related to safety. Requirements such as topographical
knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire drivers.
28
QU Should local standard-setting for private hire services be
specifically retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are there
other areas where local standards for private hire vehicles are
valuable?
29
QU What practical obstacles might there be to setting common
national safety standards for both taxis and private hire
vehicles?
30
QU Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be
different for taxi services compared with private hire services?
31
PP The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
standards for taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover
conditions relating to safety.
32
PP The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set

Comments/Answer
Agreed

Yes
Agreed

Yes This would ensure that the appropriate licence is in force is in force
Agreed

Taxis should not be part of the PSV licensing regime
Agreed provided that the vehicles are capable of carrying more than 8 passengers

True Volunteers and hospital acrs should not be included in the taxi and PH licensing regime

Car pooling and members clubs should not be included

Agreed

Disagree
Should not be re introduced open to abuse

Agreed
This should be down to the operator on how they run their airport

Agreed

Agreed
plying for hire to remain

Agreed
Agreed

Agreed This would overcome the case of benson v Boyce

Agreed

Agreed

No

Agreed
Should be to the highest standards possible
Agreed
Agreed

Yes

None that can be seen at present

No
Agreed but should also cover the licensing of drivers and operators

Agreed
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QU

34

PP

35

QU

36

QU

37

QU

38

PP

39

PP

40

QU

41

PP

42

PP

43

PP

44

QU

45

QU

46

PP

47

QU

48

PP

49

QU

50

PP

51

QU

52

PP

53

QU

54

PP

55

QU

56

QU

57

QU

58

QU

59

QU

60

PP

61

PP

62

PP

63

QU

64

QU

65

QU

66

QU

67

QU

68

QU

69

QU

national safety standards should be subject to a statutory
consultation requirement.
What would be the best approach for determining the content of
national safety standards? In particular should the statutory
requirement to consult refer to a technical advisory panel?
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards
locally for taxis provided above the minimum national standards.
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to
set local taxi standards?
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose
individual conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or
operators?
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to
cooperate be on a statutory footing or is it best left to local
arrangements?
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of
combining areas for the purposes of taxi standard setting.
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or
remove, taxi zones within their area.
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to
issue peak time licences which may only be used at certain
times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority?
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to
accepting or inviting bookings only within a particular locality;
nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular
licensing authority.
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in
respect of out-of-area drop offs.
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate
maximum taxi fares. Licensing authorities should not have the
power to regulate private hire fares.
Questions
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the
metered fare for pre-booked journeys?
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement
to be a “fit and proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’
general powers to set national safety conditions?
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests
and the criteria applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself.
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’
general powers to set national safety conditions?
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect
of private hire vehicles.
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio
circuits and if so on what basis?
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to
include intermediaries.
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be
retained?
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract
services.
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should recordkeeping
requirements apply?
CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict
taxi numbers.
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing
authorities lost the ability to restrict numbers?
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered
entry to the taxi trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity
restrictions are removed?
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair
accessible vehicles? This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers;
and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision
at ranks for wheelchair accessible vehicles.
CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles
which meet certain accessibility standards?
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the
availability of accessible vehicles, and catering for the different
needs of disabled passengers?
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair
accessible vehicles.
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire
vehicles should include recognised disability awareness
training.
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis
and private hire vehicles should be required to display
information about how to complain to the licensing authority.
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis
ignoring disabled passengers seeking to hail them? Could an
obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified
circumstances, help?
CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop
licensed vehicles?
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to
the offence “in a public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles
to carry them as passengers”.
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to
impound vehicles acting in breach of taxi and private hire
licensing rules?
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty
schemes and if so how?
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against
vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other licensing areas.
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to
suspensions and revocation of licences? If so what would be the

Consultation with all liocensing authorities

Agreed
No
Yes

Local arrangements

Members would need to decide whether this is appropriate
Agreed
No this would be open to abuse

Disagree

Agreed
Agreed

No

Primary Legislation

Agreed
Primary Legislation

Agreed
Yes because they are making provision for the acceptance of bookings
Agreed
Yes
Agreed provided it is to another licensed operator
Yes

Agreed
None that we can see
Yes

No

No
That would be down to operators to put on more of this type of vehicle

Agreed
Agreed

This is already done in this District

This could be of some assistance in dealing with this problem

Yes
Greater enforcement by the Police and Licensing Enforcement Officers

Yes

Yes better training of their enforcement officers
Agreed
Yes

Partnership working policies between neighbouring authorities

70

PP

71

PP

72
73

PP
PP

best way of achieving this?
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew,
suspend or revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited
to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder of the relevant licence.
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and
Wales, in respect of refusals, suspensions or revocations should
be to require the local licensing authority to reconsider its
decision.
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court?

Agreed

This already applies in this District through the delegation scheme to officers

Yes
No The appeal court should be the Mags similar to liquor licensing or by way of a JR

Tariffs
The meter automatically adds a charge based on time for any part of the journey when the speed
drops below 10.4mph. Other extras may be included in the final fare.

Tariff 1
For any hiring during Monday to Friday other than on a public holiday between 06:00 and 20:00
•
•
•

For the first 259.8 metres or 55.8 seconds (whichever is reached first) there is a minimum
charge of £2.40
For each additional 129.9 metres or 27.9 seconds (whichever is reached first), or part
thereof, if the fare is less than £17.00 then there is a charge of 20p
Once the fare is £17.00 or greater then there is a charge of 20p for each additional 91.1
metres or 19.6 seconds (whichever is reached first), or part thereof

Tariff 2
For any hiring either during Monday to Friday between 20:00 and 22:00 or during Saturday or
Sunday between 06:00 and 22:00, other than on a public holiday:
•
•
•

For the first 210.8 metres or 45.4 seconds (whichever is reached first) there is a minimum
charge of £2.40
For each additional 105.4 metres or 22.7 seconds (whichever is reached first), or part
thereof, if the fare is less than £20.40 there is a charge of 20p
Once the fare is £20.40 or greater then there is a charge of 20p for each additional 91.1
metres or 19.6 seconds (whichever is reached first), or part thereof

Tariff 3
For any hiring between 22:00 on any day and 06:00 the following day or at any time on a public
holiday
•

For the first 170 metres or 36.6 seconds (whichever is reached first) there is a minimum
charge of £2.40
•
For each additional 85 metres or 18.3 seconds (whichever is reached first), or part thereof, if
the fare is less than £24.80 there is a charge of 20p
•
Once the fare is £24.80 or greater then there is a charge of 20p for each additional 91.1
metres or 19.6 seconds (whichever is reached first)
If a journey goes through more than one tariff, the new charge will be applied from the start time of
the new tariff.
All taxi fares and tariffs information shown on these pages is effective from Saturday 14 April
2012.

Licensing Department,
Council Offices,
Foster Avenue,
Beeston
Nottingham
NG9 1AB

Law Commission Consultation on Taxi and Private Hire Services Reform
Response by Broxtowe Borough Council
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept prebooked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares.
A one tier system may be the better option for the public as it causes less confusion and
would advance public safety as there would no longer be illegal plying for hire by private
hire vehicles. The Council is however aware that, with the value of some Hackney plates
in certain parts of the country, this may make it unworkable.
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform.
The Council agrees with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver.
The Council agrees with this proposal. See below.
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence?
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No. All vehicles should be included such as Pedi cabs, horse drawn etc. as they all carry
passengers for hire or reward.
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers.
The Council agrees with this proposal. This will avoid overlap into Public Service
legislation and give clarity to the definition of taxi and private hire vehicles.
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature as
an exclusion from the definition of taxis.
The Council agrees with this proposal. See proposal 5.

Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty
vehicles to assist consistency.
The Council agrees with this proposal. Clarity and consistency is vital.
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
The Council agrees with this proposal. It is important that the terms are clearly defined to
avoid challenges in court.
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs?
These should both be excluded but the definition of members club should be clear and
should not fall into the definition of hire or reward.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national standards
should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the taxi and
private hire licensing regimes.
The Council agrees but any exclusion should not be used for hire or reward. (i.e.
wedding and funeral cars on specific tasks)
Provisional proposal 11
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Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation.
The Council’s view is that all vehicles used for hire or reward should be licensed when
used as passenger transport (not a hearse). Clarity in the roles of the vehicles is
essential. This would produce a better standard of vehicle and ensure drivers have a
CRB check.
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
No, the repeal of contract exemption has introduced better vehicle standards and
ensures drivers have a CRB check.

Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”.
The Council agrees with this proposal and it will help to stop illegal plying for hire at such
locations.
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in place
should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who have prebooked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
No. The same should apply to airports as it should with railway stations.
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles.
The Council agrees with this proposal provided the definition is clear and precise.
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services.
The Council agrees with this proposal. Such means should apply to pre bookings only.
Question 17
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Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
No. The Council can see no advantage to such an approach.
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained.
The Council agrees with this proposal unless there are outstanding reasons why they
should not.
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to
the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked.
The Council agrees with this proposal.

Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used
for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
The Council agrees with this proposal provided that all signage, plates, top boxes etc.
are removed. The onus of proof that it is not being used as a taxi/private hire should be
on the driver NOT the licensing authority.
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
The Council agrees with this proposal but it is essential the guidance is clear.
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
The Council agrees with this proposal.
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “prebooked” and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion?
The Council has no issue with this provided any signage makes it clear the vehicle must
be pre–booked.
Provisional proposal 24
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Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements.
The Council agrees with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards.
The Council agrees with this proposal but the minimal standard should be mandatory.
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards.
There should be no difference between what is required for taxis as opposed to private
hire. Both should be at the same level.

Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers.
The Council disagrees. Topographical knowledge should be included in all tests. The
majority of journeys are short and the driver should be aware of the area they operate in.
Often visitors to the area are unaware of postcodes for sat navs so local knowledge is
vital.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable?
The Council agrees with this proposal. The nature of signage required as well as top up
local conditions should remain. The Council does however feel that a national standard
for private hire vehicles so as to prohibit top box signs should be made.
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles?
The vast range of different vehicles may make this difficult but the Council agrees that
setting common national minimum standards would be beneficial.
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services?
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No. Driver safety conditions should apply equally to both taxi and private hire services.
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
The Council agrees with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement.
The Council agrees with this proposal.

Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel?
The best approach to determining the content of such standards will be a full and
comprehensive consultation. Technical advisory panels are an excellent idea provided
that they are inclusive and form part of the consultation.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards.
The Council agrees with this proposal but it should also include private hire.
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards?
No. Local authorities are in the best place to set local standards and no limit should
apply.
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators?
The Council agrees with this proposal. Local authorities are best placed to impose
individual conditions.
Question 37
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Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements?
The provision should be clarified and best left to local arrangements. It must however,
allow cross border enforcement. This should be clearly laid out in statutory guidance.
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting.
If guidance is produced in line with question 37 then the Council agrees.
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area.
The Council has no opinion on the matter but it may be an advantage in larger cities.

Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority?
No. This will cause even more confusion with the general public and be unenforceable.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority.
The Council agrees that private hire operators should no longer be restricted in this
matter and feels strongly that the ‘holy trinity’ of all three licences being with the same
authority should remain.
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of outof-area drop offs.
The Council agrees with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
The Council agrees with this proposal.
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys?
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No.
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to
set national safety conditions?
These standards should be set in primary legislation.
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself.
The Council agrees with this proposal.

Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to
set national safety conditions?)
These standards should be set in primary legislation.
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles.
The Council agrees with this proposal.
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis?
The Council agrees with this proposal. All pre bookings should be recorded in the same
manner whether taxi or private hire as a matter of public safety.
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries.
The Council agrees with this proposal. The current definition of “operator” is sufficient.
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained?
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The Council agrees with this proposal. It is important that operators are seen to be
reputable.
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services
The Council agrees with this proposal. This should not allow the original operator to
abrogate his responsibilities in respect of the booking.
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply?
The Council agrees with this proposal for reasons of public safety.
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
Local authorities should still make that decision based on their local knowledge.
However the unmet demand criteria should be made simpler.
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers?
An initial rapid increase in taxi numbers in busy and perceived profitable areas. When
Durham derestricted, taxi numbers went from the 90’s to over 1,000 causing chaos for
customers, the licensing authority and enforcement agencies. Such increases are
potentially unsustainable and need careful management.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
Yes. If quantity restrictions are removed it is vitally important that the process is properly
managed with robust transitional measures put in place.
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles.
No. There should be no separate category but the local authority should have the ability
to provide ranking for such vehicles.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards?
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Authorities should be given the ability to do so.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers?
No.
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles.
The Council agrees with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training.
The Council agrees with this proposal.

Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority.
The Council agrees with this proposal.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help?
The Council believes such an obligation would be impossible to enforce. However
drivers who are reported for such behaviour should be required to appear before the
licensing committee to justify their actions.
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
The Council agrees with this proposal. Such powers will support customer safety and
improve both driver and vehicle standards. Nationally approved and accredited training
for officers will be required to support such powers.
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
The Council feels that a strict definition of touting (i.e. parking up near premises without
a pre-booking) is necessary. The issuing of Fixed Penalty Tickets for touting offences
may also be beneficial. In addition the repealing of the offence of touting and
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strengthening the definition of illegally plying for hire to include touting may be an option
worth considering.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules?
The Council agrees with this proposal, however such powers must be clearly defined.
The responsibilities of vehicle owners and drivers must also be clarified.
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how?
The Council agrees with this proposal for breach of conditions. Plying for hire offences
should remain within the jurisdiction of the courts.
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas.
The Council agrees with this proposal. Legislation should be clear about offences and
responsibilities.
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this?
The Council agrees with this proposal, however with strict criteria in place. See above.
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence.
The Council agrees with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of
refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing
authority to reconsider its decision.
The Council disagrees. The current system of hearing by committee is robust and able
to withstand scrutiny. Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates court and
not be remitted back to the licensing authority.
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
The Council fully agrees with this proposal. The current process works well.
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Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court?
Yes. This will allow binding decisions to be made and enable case law to be established
with regard to any new legislation.

Contact details
John Miley
Licensing Manager
Broxtowe Borough Council
Resources Directorate
Council Offices, Foster Avenue,
Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
Tel:
Fax:
Email:
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The Options for Independent Living (Transport) group (OIL) is a
collaborative forum of service users, pubic transport service
providers, and statutory regulators’ that seeks to safeguard and
promote the availability of inclusive public transport services
throughout the county of Essex and beyond.
Below is OIL’s considered response to the Law Commission’s
consultation exercise on Taxis & Private Hire services where a
generally agreed consensus has been reached:

APPENDIX A
LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND QUESTIONS
CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept prebooked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares. - supported (Page 160)
CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform. (Page 162)
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence?
- No Comment
(Page 164)

Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
234

Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles
to assist consistency. (Page 167)
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.supported (Page 168)
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; - No Comment and
(b) members clubs? - No Comment
Page 170)
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
No Comment
(Page 174)
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175}
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Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
Yes, where taxi franchise arrangements are in force it should still be possible for
other providers to pick-up &/or drop-off at no additional cost (this is particularly
important where ‘special’ vehicles/handling techniques are required
(Page 177)
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles.
(Page 181)
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
No Comment
(Page 182)
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182)
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to
the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. supported (Page 183)
Provisional proposal 20
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Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used
for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
(Page 185)
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
- supported (Page 185)
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “prebooked” and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion?
No
(Page 186)
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements. - supported (Page 188)
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards. – supported (Page 189)
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. - supported (Page 189)
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers.- not supported (Page 190)
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable?
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In locations where few taxis are available and visitors are consequently
dependent on Private Hire services, particularly from transport hubs, e.g. railway
stations, local knowledge by drivers can be essential
(Page 190)
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
No Comment
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services?
No Comment
(Page 192)
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.- not
supported (Page 192)
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel?
No Comment
(Page 193)
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards. supported (Page 193)
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards?
No Comment
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(Page 194)
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators?
No Comment
(Page 194)
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements?
No Comment
(Page 195)
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting. – supported (Page 196)
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area. (Page 196)
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority?
No Comment
(Page 197)
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority. – supported (Page 198)
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of outof-area drop offs. (Page 199)
Provisional proposal 43
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Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares. –
supported (Page 200)
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys?
Experience indicates that there it should be permitted for taxis operators/drivers
&/or passengers to negotiation specific higher or lower fares for individual prebooked journeys where there is a mutual interest in agreeing a variation for the
metered charge
(Page 200)
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR
LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to
set national safety conditions?
No Comment
(Page 203)
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. – not supported (Page 204)
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to
set national safety conditions?
No Comment
(Page 205)
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles. (Page 207)
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Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis?
No Comment
(Page 208)
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained?
Yes
(Page 210)
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply?
Yes
(Page 210)
CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
(Page 213)
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers?
No Comment
(Page 213)
Question 56
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Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?

No Comment
(Page 215)
CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles.
(1) Disabled passengers seek equality, not preferential treatment, such that
approved ‘queue jumping’ would be socially divisive & counter productive.
(2) Licensing Authorities should have a duty to ensure that all ranks provide
adequate facilities, not least readily-accessible raised kerbs which offer level
access into/from typical vehicles – our response to Proposal 60 below is closely
associated with the duty of Licensing Authorities to make adequate provision
readily accessible to visitors
(Page 217)
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards?
Such an arrangement may assist in encouraging the purchase of accessibility
taxis where no other incentive/requirement is in place
(Page 217)
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers?
The economic case for use of purpose built ‘accessible’ taxis, in terms of their
relative longevity, and suitability for a wide range of customers, needs to be
highlighted. In service delivery terms: we believe that it should be mandatory on
all operators to accept and respond to text requests – thereby not to exclude
passengers with impaired hearing
(Page 217)
Provisional proposal 60
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We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. …this is short-sighted, particularly for locations in which few, if any,
accessible taxis are in operation. We take the view that, at least, as a
contingency, all Licensing Authorities should be obliged to publish, at least on
their website, the contact details of all licensed accessible vehicles such that
disabled visitors are enabled to plan their journeys’ and pre-book ongoing
transport from transport hubs, thereby avoiding the very real risk of arriving by
train/bus to find no wheelchair accessible taxis on the rank for onward progress
to their specific destination. It should be noted that it is considered irresponsible
to anticipate that disabled travellers should embark (‘in hope’) on uncertain
,stress-laden journeys which are likely to leave them stranded short of their final
destination (Page 218)
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training. supported – however, driver
(and coordinator) training should be focused on wider ‘Disability Equality’
issues with an emphasis on the social model of disability in addition to safety and
equipment manual handling topic (Page 219)
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority. – supported (Page 219) –
We would urge reference to the Trading Standards ‘Buy with Confidence’
approach as an example of how a universally consistent system might be
introduced
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help?
We fear that, laudable as it might be in theory, experience in London has
demonstrated that any such obligation is, in practice, entirely unenforceable and
is highly likely to waste everyone’s energy to little avail….!
(Page 220)
CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
(Page 222)
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
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No Comment
(Page 223)
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
No Comment
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how? (Page 225)
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
No Comment
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect
of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing
authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
No Comment
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
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Denise Jones
Office of Disability Issues

Equality 2025 Advice note on
REFORMING THE LAW OF TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES
Dear Denise,
Introduction
Thank you for inviting me as an Equality 2025 member to comment on your Law
Commission, Consultation Paper No 203 ‘REFORMING THE LAW OF TAXI AND
PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES’ by 10th September. Equality 2025 is an Independent
Advisory Non-Departmental Public Body comprising of disabled people that provides
strategic confidential advice across government on issues affecting disabled people.
I welcome the opportunity to work with you on this.
Detailed Advice
The comments I have made below refer to the general content of the paper, as you
requested. I hope the comments can add value to the consultation of reforming the law
of taxi and private hire services.

1. Taxis and minicab services are a key part of the travel plans for many disabled
people who experience transport barriers and who may be excluded from
mainstream public services or do not have use of a private car. Taxis and
minicabs can provide great flexibility and freedom to disabled people.

2. Consultation Paper Number 203 is very helpful in clearly setting out the need to
modernise this travel sector and highlights key challenges that lie ahead.
Equality 2025 will focus its attention on the consultation questions regarding
opportunities to improve disabled people access to taxis and minicab services,
although before this Equality 2025 would like to highlight some general themes
that we believe could assist the Law Commission in its consultation.

3. General observations to assist with removing transport barriers.
Access to information: Many disabled people may restrict their travel plans or stay
in doors because they may have a perception that a service has not been
designed with them in mind. They fear exclusion and being let down by a service
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provider because all their direct experience has been negative. Therefore when
looking at how to open transport opportunities for disabled people Equality 2025
recommend inclusive and transparent communications that address head on
peoples’ questions and queries about using services. Information about inclusive
communication can be found at the Office for Disability Issues.
http://odi.dwp.gov.uk/inclusive-communications/index.php
Equality 2025 therefore supports the Law Commission suggestion that taxis and
private hire vehicles should be required to display information about how to
complain to the licensing authority.
Extending Choice: Equality 2025 want disabled people to have choice and
control over the support they need to go about their daily lives. In a transport
setting this means greater access to a wider range of vehicles that meet access
requirements. At the moment many taxis and minicabs are difficult for a large
number of people, so having more choice of rolling stock would be welcome.
There is a particular lack of choice for disabled people in rural areas and we
would support measures to extend opportunities to these communities.
Safety: Equality 2025 support all Law Commission measures to improve safety of
disabled passengers. Disabled people should never have their health and safety
compromised because of the very fact they are disabled. People travelling in
wheelchairs should have appropriate safety harnesses for their ‘chairs and their
personal restraint which are both in good working order’. Thank you for
addressing early and effectively this joint concern that we share.

4. Equality 2025 Response to disability specific consultation questions
“Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair
accessible vehicles? This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers;
and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles.”
Equality 2025 believes that a single accessible taxi license is desirable.
Equality 2025 makes this suggestion based on experience in London, which
although currently organised differently from the rest of the country, seems to
provide a level of satisfaction for disabled travellers. Every licensed London taxi
has a minimum set of access features and facilities for wheelchair users (high
visibility hand rails, induction loop, intercom, wheelchair ramp etc). Our advice is
to mainstream disability/inclusion and have just one category of accessible taxi
license around the country and develop suitable end dates for implementing this
change. Equality 2025 considers that suitably long end dates should give the taxi
industry outside of London time to plan for access improvements and resource
them in a timely fashion. Other transport sectors (rail and waterways) have
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agreed appropriate end dates by which access improvements will be in place and
so it may be possible to secure similar agreements in the taxi sector.
Equality 2025 appreciate that one single vehicle design will be unlikely to meet
the access needs of a wide and diverse disabled community, we do think it
important that there is a minimum agreed design framework that all taxis will
reach. Manufacturers should have the freedom to design new vehicles as they
desire but working towards an agreed framework to include access features.
Equality 2025 understand that there are concerns that introducing mandatory
wheelchair accessible designs could put off or be a disincentive to the national
taxi trade; therefore we would look forward to an opportunity to assess the effects
of similar changes in the London taxi trade several years ago. It does not seem
certain that mandatory accessibility in the London taxi trade seen people leaving
the industry.
“Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards?”
Equality 2025 believes that lower fees for accessible taxi licenses could be a
helpful tool to assist drivers during the transition years as the industry moves
towards an end date when all taxis will be expected to be accessible.
“Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers?”
There is anecdotal evidence from disabled people that some taxi/minicab
providers charge “extras” that mean disabled passengers end up paying more for
a service than a non disabled person. Equality 2025 would like to see if there
could be opportunities to have more transparency about charges so people
understand the fees. For example could rates and itemised extras be clearly on
display in an agreed format, large clear print, jargon free? Equality 2025 would
welcome more use of easy read formats.
To cut down on the times where there are disputes about a fare, Equality 2025
suggest that new technology might be used to communicate or confirm costs.
For example talking meters to assist visually impaired passengers or people with
learning difficulties.
“Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help?”
Yes. Equality 2025 believes that an enforceable obligation to stop, where
reasonable, should be introduced and maintained. Sometimes a taxi or minicab
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driver may have a genuine reason for refusing a service to a disabled person.
Drivers who have valid exemption certificates not to carry certain passengers
should be required to carry their proof of exemption and ideally copies of this so if
asked by disabled passengers they are able to take the information away to
confirm it afterwards and use it in future discussions.
Equality 2025 believe that improved enforcement powers to licensing bodies
should enable action to be taken against taxi drivers who fail to stop or refuse a
service to disabled people without a valid exemption certificate. Could there be a
role for new technology to assist licensing bodies with their enforcement
activities? For example surveillance CCTV.
“Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop
licensed vehicles?”
Equality 2025 believes this could be helpful to enforce standards in the industry.
As set out in the consultation document there would need to be appropriate and
proportionate guidelines in place for enforcement and licensing staff.
Equality 2025 welcomes and supports the Law Commission’s proposals for a
national recognised disability equality training programme for taxi and minicab
drivers. Equality 2025 recommends that all disability equality training takes on a
social model framework. That means we promote training that encourages
people to assess barriers which may exclude and discriminate against people in
relation to:


the environment — including inaccessible buildings and services;



people’s attitudes — stereotyping, discrimination and prejudice; and/or



organisations — inflexible policies, practices and procedures.

Equality 2025 recommends that the social model of disability be referenced in all
taxi and minicab driver training.
Conclusion
Equality 2025 hope you have found this advice useful and would be happy to continue
working with you on this or provide advice in relation to any further proposals you may
have. If you would like us to do so, please contact our Secretariat. (Contact details are
included in the email accompanying this advice.)
We would appreciate your feedback on this advice note for our own evaluation. Our
Secretariat will be contacting you within about a month to seek your feedback.
Tracey Proudlock
Equality 2025 Member
10 September 2012
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND QUESTIONS APPENDIX A
CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Proposition/Question
Number
Provisional Proposal
1

Proposition/Question

Comments for consideration by the General Licensing Committee

Regulation should continue to
distinguish between taxis, which can
accept pre-booked fares, be hailed on
the street and wait at ranks, and private
hire vehicles, which can only accept
pre-booked fares. (Page 160)

The current different legislative position of taxis and private hire vehicles is an unnecessary
one. While there is a full appreciation of why the legislation was enacted in the 19th and
20th centuries this distinction based only on the relative point in time when the booking was
made is outdated and irrelevant. Modern technology has made such advancement in
communications and the reality is that individuals on the move can book a private hire
vehicle in front of them via the internet, SMS or voice call in the same amount of time as it
would to hail a Hackney Carriage or give directions to the driver through the window at a
Hackney Carriage Rank.
Indeed, the cost of enforcement work by local authorities of this distinction is a diversion
from issues such as vehicle quality, misconduct by drivers towards passengers and
overcharging.
The different treatment of taxis and private hire vehicles is the biggest single interference in
the proper function of the market place for the hire of vehicles with drivers. To enable the
market to be fully functional, the division should be removed. In its place, local authorities
exercising licensing functions should be permitted, if not encouraged, to provide Taxi
Ranks at suitable locations and access to those Ranks should be for wheelchair accessible
vehicles as defined in the Equality Act 2010.
In addition, the new single form of licensed vehicle should also be required to have an
Operator with whom the contract for the booking is deemed to be made and therefore
drivers of licensed vehicles that are immediately booked will need to convey the booking
detail to the Operator.
Furthermore a taximeter should be of a standard type and allow for the issue of a receipt
indicating date, time, distance and driver ID i.e. PIN.

CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional Proposal
2
Provisional Proposal
3

Question 4

Provisional Proposal
5

Provisional Proposal
6

Provisional Proposal
7

London should be included, with
appropriate modifications, within the
scope of reform. (Page 162)
The regulation of taxi and private hire
vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should
rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a
driver. (Page 164)
Would there be (and if so what)
advantages to restricting licensing to
motor vehicles that require a driving
licence? (Page 164)

Public service vehicles should be
expressly excluded from the definition
of taxi and private hire vehicles; and taxi
and private hire vehicles should only
cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or
fewer passengers. (Page 165)
References to stage coaches charging
separate fees should no longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of
taxis. (Page 166)
The secretary of State should consider
issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the
licensing of limousines and other
novelty vehicles to assist

No. London has remained unique and to have a National standard imposed upon it would
be unnecessary and onerous.
Restrictions in relation to particular makes and models of vehicles do not promote the
effective operation of the market for these services and should not be the focus of the work.
Vehicles that occupy ranks/hailed should be WAV All other vehicles should be of a minim
standard. I.e. engine size, seating capacity etc.

The advantage of such a designation is to provide an element of certainty that, at the time
of the legislation being enacted, this is the principal aim of the legislation. However,
provision should also be made for this to be extended by regulation approved by the local
licensing authority provided that this regulation is itself approved by the relevant Secretary
of State. This would provide for flexibility in the licensing regime to avoid abuses observed
in local areas and would provide a framework for, say, low speed electric/ horse/ human
powered vehicles to be licensed even if they do not require a driving licence at this point in
time.
Agree to this proposal.

Agree to this proposal

This proposal is wholeheartedly endorsed. In fact, the reply referred to in response to
question 4 above could be used to better provide for the appropriate control of such
vehicles. This is a serious matter that should not be left to

Provisional Proposal
8

Question 9

Provisional Proposal
10

Provisional Proposal
11

Question 12

Provisional Proposal

consistency.(Page 167)
The concept of “in the course of a
business of carrying passengers”
should be used to limit the scope of taxi
and private hire licensing so as to
exclude genuine volunteers as well as
activities where transport is ancillary to
the overall service. (Page 168)
How, if at all, should the regulation of
taxi and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (page 170)
The power of the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to
allow them to make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire licensing regimes.
(Page 171)

Weddings and funerals should no
longer be expressly excluded from
private hire licensing through primary
legislation. (Page 172)
Would there be merits in reintroducing
the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’
exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications
could be made to help avoid abuse?
(Page 174)
Regulation of the ways taxis and private

This proposal is wholeheartedly endorsed. In fact, the reply referred to in response to
question 4 above could be used to circumvent any attempts to mis-use this exclusion to
avoid control of vehicles and drivers through the provisions relevant to taxis and private
hire vehicles.

With the proviso expressed in the reply to question 4 in order to circumvent any attempt to
use such an exclusion to avoid the requirements that would otherwise apply to taxis and
private hire services the exclusions should be permitted
The proposal to centralise the setting of standards for licensed vehicles would be a
retrograde step. The principle of subsidiary should apply to this area of licensing and this
role should be determined locally by local authorities based on the needs and requirements
of their individual local areas. This proposals act contrary to the principles enacted in the
Localism Act 2012. As such, they should not be pursued. It is though quite a different
matter to provide the Secretary of State with reserve powers to prevent such an
unreasonable act by a local authority that would so adversely impact on the proper
operation of this market for these services that it should not be permitted. In addition, the
Secretary of State could issue guidance to local authorities on the performance of their
functions and provision for this would be an appropriate proposal for the Commission to
make.
This proposal is wholeheartedly endorsed.

There is no merit in this proposal. The existence of the exclusion was a distortion to the
operation of this market and one that should not be re-introduced.

This proposal is wholeheartedly endorsed. It should apply to anywhere where the public

13

Question 14

Provisional Proposal
15

Provisional Proposal
16
Question 17

Provisional Proposal
18

hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”. (Page
175)
Is there a case for making special
provision in respect of taxi and private
hire regulation at airports? In particular,
where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow
a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers,
or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)
The defining feature of taxis, the
concept of “plying for hire”, should be
placed on a statutory footing and
include:
(a) references to ranking and
hailing
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors
indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of
the legitimate activities of
private hire vehicles. (Page
181)
The concepts of hailing and ranking
should not cover technological means
of engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
Would there be advantages to adopting
the Scottish approach to defining taxis
in respect of “arrangements made in a
public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
(Page 182)
The concept of compellability, which
applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182)

have access as of right or access as of fact.

No specific comments are made on this proposal.

The concept of defining the features of a booking of a vehicle for hire and reward would be
valuable. However, this should apply irrespective of when the hiring of the vehicle is
made/booked.
Provision also needs to be made for local licensing authorities to define the features of
vehicles that may utilise designated taxi ranks. Together with the existing general duties
on local authorities under the Equalities Act 2010, any such restricted access to one or
more Taxi Rank that is appropriate should promote access to accessible licensed vehicles.

The future taxi and private hire legislation should provide for bookings to be made/hirings
recorded by whatever technology/circumstances prevail at the time.
This proposal is not supported for the reasons outlined in response to other
questions/proposals.

This proposal is wholeheartedly endorsed.
In relation to pre-booking of vehicles, there should also be a provision relating to non
compliance with the contract terms by the supplier that is easily enforceable. Indeed there

Provisional Proposal
19

Pre-booking would continue to be the
only way of engaging a private hire
vehicle and cover all technological
modes of engaging cars. This is
without prejudice to the continued ability
of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)

Provisional Proposal
20

Leisure and non-professional use of
taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a
presumption that the vehicle is being
used for professional purposes at any
time unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)
Provisional Proposal The Secretary of State and Welsh
21
Ministers should have the power to
issue statutory guidance in respect of
taxi and private hire licensing
requirements. (Page 185)
Provisional Proposal Reformed legislation should refer to
22
“taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney
carriages” should be abandoned. (Page
185)
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to
use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used
in combination with terms like “prebooked” and did not otherwise lead to
customer confusion? (Page 186)
A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional Proposal

Taxi and private hire services should

is advantage in making this a contravention that could attract a penalty notice from the local
licensing authority.
The retention of the archaic distinction in law between private hire and taxi vehicles is not
supported and will not meet the test of time and continue to divert licensing officer
resources away from more important aspects of this licensing framework. The absence of
a record of taxi bookings made directly with the driver is also a loophole which any revision
of the law should address. The creation of a single form of licensed vehicle and in respect
of which the local authority can designate taxi ranks and determine access to those ranks
is a more straight forward licensing framework and has the capacity to last without revision.
This proposal is wholeheartedly endorsed. The current provisions are perverse in this
regard and a licensed vehicle should be permitted to be ‘out of service’ for other purposes
as determined by its owner/keeper. The proposition referred to in the replies about to
require all bookings of vehicles and all immediate hirings of vehicles to be logged with an
Operator will provide the mechanism by which alternative uses can be permitted.

National interference within local licensing matters should be avoided. The guidance
should be primarily aimed and dissuading local licensing authorities from pursuing
measures that would so interfere with the effective market operation for these services that
it should be warned against and the law should provide for local authorities to have due
regard in their licensing decisions to the statutory guidance.
The reformed legislation should refer to a single form of licensed vehicle and the
preference would be for this to be “Taxi”.

The proposals set out in the above replies to the Commissions provisional proposals and
questions would dispense with restrictions on such terms and the anomalies this creates.
The Commission should also examine the possibility of restricting the use of this term so
that other businesses do not use it eg parcel delivery companies.

It is right and appropriate for local licensing authorities to consider the issue of safety in the

24

each be subject to national safety
requirements. (Page 188)

Provisional Proposal
25

National safety standards, as applied to
taxi services, should only be minimum
standards. (Page 189)

Provisional Proposal
26

National safety standards, as applied to
private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. (Page 189)
Private hire services would not be
subject to standards except those
related to safety. Requirements such
as topographical knowledge would no
longer apply to private hire drivers.
(Page 190)
Should local standard-setting for private
hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there
other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable?
(Page 190)
What practical obstacles might there be
to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire
vehicles? (Page 191)

Provisional Proposal
27

Question 28

Question 29

context of their local circumstances and make provisions accordingly. A ‘one size fits all’
approach through national specification is unnecessary. If local licensing authorities were
currently so failing in their duties to secure the safety of passengers and drivers with the
standards they set the proposal from the Commission would be understandable. This is
not the case and responsibility for such standards should continue to rest with local
authorities. In additional, any centralisation of this role will undoubtedly result in several
safety requirements put in place by local authorities to date being brushed aside and
discontinued. This lowering of those safety standards is intolerable. The emphasis should
be on raising quality standards and not driving these downwards.
The Commission should not seek to create a national standard which licensing authorities
merely administer for one type of licensed vehicle and yet provide for additional standards
for another type of vehicle. There appears to be no logic for this and it appears to be
creating complex law where simplicity would be preferable. The standards should be left to
local authorities to set. This might be having regard to statutory guidance but,
nevertheless, the decision should be one that can adjust and adapt to local circumstances
and is accountable to service users locally.
The appropriate level for standards to be set is locally where they can respond to the
demands from the local population and businesses who use those service.
This is illogical and would be a retrograde step. The professionalization of licensed drivers
through requirements such as English language, topography and driving skills is a major
contribution to advancement of this sector of the economy. Hundreds of licensed drivers
locally have secured recognised qualifications and it is hard to envisage that this would
have occurred without the general development of skills and competencies among this
section of the community.
Local standard setting by local authorities for signage should be retained. Likewise,
standards concerning such matters as vehicle emission levels, standards relating to
appropriate European New Car Assessment Programme rating, vehicle capacity based on
access to externally opening doors and the safe storage of luggage as well as window
tinting limits should be the province of local authorities rather than national government.
There are few obstacles to establishing national standards. However, the creation of
national standards will inevitably mean that local circumstances will be denied action by the
local licensing authority and this would be a negative aspect of any centralisation of the role
currently undertaken by local licensing authorities.

Question 30

Provisional Proposal
31

Provisional Proposal
32

Question 33

Provisional Proposal
34

Question 35

Question 36

Question 37

Should national conditions in respect of
driver safety be different for taxi
services compared with private hire
services? (Page 192)
The powers of the Secretary of State
and Welsh Ministers to set national
safety standards? In particular should
only cover conditions relating to safety
(Page 192)
The powers of the Secretary of State
and Welsh Ministers to set national
safety standards should be subject to a
statutory consultation requirement.
(Page 193)
What would be the best approach for
determining the content of national
safety standards? In particular should
the statutory requirement to consult
refer to a technical advisory panel?
(Page 193)
Licensing authorities should retain the
power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national
standards. (Page 193)
Should there be statutory limits to
licensing authorities’ ability to set local
taxi standards? (Page 194)

Should licensing authorities retain the
power to impose individual conditions
on taxi and private hire drivers or
operators? (Page 194)
Should the powers and duties of
licensing authorities to cooperate be on

This question arises due to the erroneous approach in the current provisional proposals to
retain a division in legislation between licensed vehicles based on how it has been booked.
If the provisional proposals were enacted they would represent a missed opportunity to
address the regulation of these services that will meet the test of time.
The proposition of the Secretary of State usurping the current role of local licensing
authorities is not welcomed.

The proposition of the Secretary of State usurping the current role of local licensing
authorities is not welcomed. However, if it is pursued, there must be a consultation
requirement prior to determination of those standards.

Irrespective of whether this is pursued, the setting of safety standards should be evidence
based and provide for local circumstances to be integrated into such considerations.

The setting of all standards for licensed vehicles should be set by that licensing authority
concerned as this preserves the role of local authorities and communities in the services
that are regulated locally.
Any restriction on the decisions of a local authority exercising licensing powers is already
the subject of judicial oversight and this should continue as at present. If there is to be a
role for the Secretary of State it should be issue statutory guidance in the area of actions by
licensing authorities that could severely harm the operation of the market for these
services.
This power should remain as at present. Breaches of conditions should, in the future be
capable of being dealt with through the penalty notice procedure as an alternative to
prosecution.
There is advantage in areas of the country where there are two tier authorities for a general
duty on the highway and licensing authorities to co-operate to ensure their roles are

Provisional Proposal
38

Provisional Proposal
39
Question 40

Provisional Proposal
41

a statutory footing or is it best left to
local arrangements? (Page 195)
Neighbouring licensing authorities
should have the option of combining
areas for the purposes of taxi standard
setting. (Page 196)
Licensing authorities should have the
option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area. (Page 196)
Would it be useful for licensing
authorities to have the power to issue
peak time licences which may only be
used at certain times of day as
prescribed by the licensing authority?
(Page 197)
Private hire operators should no longer
be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality;
nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing
authority. (Page 198)

Provisional Proposal
42

We do not propose to introduce a
“return to area” requirement in respect
of out-of-area drop offs. (Page 199)

Provisional Proposal
43

Licensing authorities should retain the
ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have
the power to regulate private hire fares.
(Page 200)

facilitated. Other than this, the appropriate level of cross boundary standard setting and
joint working should be left to local decision makers.
There would be no objections to any voluntary arrangements between neighbouring
licensing authorities but in any event there are existing provisions for the creation of joint
boards to administer licensing functions.
This proposal is wholeheartedly endorsed. This power would provide measures to support
transport provision where otherwise it might otherwise not be without the benefit of zoning.
The creation of peak time licences is not supported. The investment in vehicles by their
owners could be adversely affected by permitting individuals to enter the market at peak
times and for very little overall advantage to the waiting time for passengers there would be
a significant impact on the existing suppliers to maximise the income generation in order to
meet their capital costs.
The proposal for Operators to accept or invite bookings outside of the locality in which they
are licensed is welcomed. Operators should be free to adjust to the demand for their
services. However, they should continue to be required to have to both vehicles and
drivers licensed by the same authority as the operator. This facilitates appropriate control
in a similar way to the ‘Home’ Authority approach in other areas of regulated activities.
Businesses must then consider whether to take a brand from one area and see this
expanded into another area using a potentially distant contact detail or to seek a ‘franchise’
or ‘subsidiary’ operation in the new area. The market is then best placed to determine
whether demand is there for one over another option.
The power to require this should be a matter that can be within the scope of the Secretary
of State to introduce a Statutory Instrument if circumstances necessitate this in the public
interest (based on the operation of the market while also seeking to secure transport
provision in local areas).
This proposal is wholeheartedly endorsed. However, all fares should be capable of being
checked so that overcharging by drivers of licensed vehicles (whether taxi or private hire)
should be capable of being verified. If a driver of a private hire vehicle seeks to overcharge
this should be a matter that the Licensing Authority can find on the facts and, if necessary,
to issue a penalty charge for the instance of the overcharging. Such a provision would
necessitate action by Operators to be more certain when accepting bookings as to the
charges to be levied. In that way we would anticipate fewer rather than more complaints of

Question 44

Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare
that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards
such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of
State and Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national safety
conditions? (Page 203)
Provisional Proposal Vehicle owners should not be subject to
46
“fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the
vehicle itself. (Page 204)
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety
standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of
State and Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national safety
conditions? (Page 205)
Provisional Proposal Operator licensing should be retained
48
as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles. (Page 206)
Question 49

Provisional Proposal
50
Question 51

Should operator licensing be extended
to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis? (Page 208)
The definition of operators should not
be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)
Should “fit and proper” criteria in

overcharging.
On the basis of the proposal outlined in the response to proposal 43, the permissibility of
fares above the metered fare should be permitted.

Standards concerning the convictions and character of individuals, their medical fitness,
driving skills, local topographical knowledge and standards of English are appropriate for
drivers of licensed vehicles. The presumption of transferring this role out of the hands of
local communities to a Minister of State or a senior official in Whitehall is not one we
accept. As such, this role should remain with the local authority as licensing authority.

While this presumption is accepted as a principal, in the exceptional circumstances that the
vehicle owner has relevant convictions related to the maintenance of vehicles, the use of
stolen property relevant to vehicles and/or the non payment of vehicle excise duty it would
be relevant to consider these matters.
Requirements relating to the testing of licensed vehicles and the frequency of such testing
is a matter best addressed at a local level based on experience locally.

This proposal is wholeheartedly endorsed. Indeed, the booking/hiring of taxi vehicles
should also be deemed to be through an Operator who must then keep records of those
hirings/bookings. In this way the advantages of such records being kept can be extended
to all such licensed vehicles.
The idea of extending operator licensing is supported and should be extended to all
hirings/bookings of taxis.
This proposal is wholeheartedly endorsed.

The fit and proper test is appropriate to be retained. Indeed, given the range of material

respect of operators be retained?
(Page 209)

Provisional Proposal
52

Operators should be expressly
permitted to sub-contract services.
(Page 210)
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking
directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply? (Page 210)
REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional Proposal Licensing authorities should no longer
54
have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
(Page 213)
Question 55
What problems (temporary or
permanent) might arise if licensing
authorities lost the ability to restrict
numbers? (Page 213)
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in
place, such as staggered entry to the
taxi trade over a scheduled period of
time, if quantity restrictions are
removed? (Page 215)
TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence
category for wheelchair accessible
vehicles? This could involve
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority
to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to
make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page
217)

these businesses have, there should be an extension of licensing to controllers engaged by
the Operators. Significant amounts of data about the activities and lifestyles of vulnerable
adults and children will be held by Operators (and handled by those controllers). As such,
they can be occupations sought out by those seeking to take advantage of those
individuals and checks on the criminal records and other data held by the Criminal Records
Bureau would be appropriate.
This proposal is wholeheartedly endorsed. Auditable records of such sub-contracting
arrangements should exist.
As per the earlier responses, the question can be answered ‘yes’ and all hirings/bookings
should be recorded.

Within the context of a single type of licensed vehicle this proposition is supported. The
provision and access to taxi ranks would then be determined by the local licensing authority
in the context of its general duties under the Equalities Act 2010
Sufficient advance notice of the removal of this current power in order to allow all
authorities to manage this transition appropriately.

The precise details of the transitional period referred to in response to Question 55 should
be a matter for the local licensing authority. However, the question raised is one that
should be posed by the authorities concerned when they consider how to respond to the
removal of the power after an appropriate notice period.

There is no necessity to yet further complicate the licensing regime set out in the proposals
from the Commission. However, a specific duty to have regard to the transport needs of
people with disabilities/users of wheelchairs in determining the extent of, location of and
access to Taxi Ranks in their area would seem appropriate.

Question 58

Question 59

Provisional Proposal
60
Provisional Proposal
61

Provisional Proposal
62

Question 63

Should licensing authorities offer lower
licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards? (Page
217)
Do you have any other suggestions for
increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different
needs of disabled passengers? (Page
217)
We do not propose to introduce national
quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (Page 218)
National standards for drivers of both
taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness
training. (Page 219)

In order to better address concerns
about discrimination, taxis and private
hire vehicles should be required to
display information about how to
complain to the licensing authority.
(Page 219)

What would be the best way of
addressing the problem of taxis ignoring
disabled passengers seeking to hail
them? Could an obligation to stop, if
reasonable and safe to do so, in
specified circumstances, help? (Page
220)
REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers
have the power to stop licensed

The principal that the costs of licensing of taxis is fully recoverable from licensees (and
applicants for licences) should be repeated in legislation.

The supply of licensed vehicles for pre-booking will respond to demand for those vehicles if
the market operates effectively. As such, the issue is primarily one of providing accessible
vehicles at designated Taxi Ranks. This added value of accessing these ranks for drivers
of accessible vehicles is the mechanism to positively influence the market in individual local
areas.
Local determination of such matters is the appropriate level for such decisions.

While the Authority does not believe that there is a need for matters such as these to be
determined nationally, future legislation could provide for statutory guidance to be issued
by the Secretary of State that could cover an expectation for such training to be provided.
The Driving Standards Agency already have a wheelchair exercise element of their
assessments for licensed drivers and this would offer a vehicle through which the
understanding of the training provided can be tested.
This proposal is wholeheartedly endorsed. If this is to be valuable though the role of the
licensing authority to control standards locally must be retained. If the Commission wishes
to pursue this proposal we would urge it to also provide for Operators to consider
complaints against drivers/vehicles deployed by them. It is only appropriate that the
Operator is the first contact point for most complaints rather than bypassing them and
coming straight to the licensing authority. It is though understood that certain complaints
should be submitted directly to the authority.
The proposition identified in the question is endorsed by the authority. In relation to the
proposed single type of licensed vehicle proposed in the replies to this consultation, this
obligation should apply to all passengers hailing them.

This power should apply to licensing authority officers. In addition, provided it is only used
where reasonable to do so and for public safety reasons, they should have the power to

vehicles? (Page 222)
What more could be done to address
touting? Touting refers to the offence
“in a public place, to solicit persons to
hire vehicles to carry them as
passengers”. (Page 223)
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to
introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire
licensing rules? (Page 223)
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make
greater use of fixed penalty schemes
and if so how? (Page 225)
Provisional Proposal Enforcement officers should have the
68
powers to enforce against vehicles,
drivers and operators licensed in other
licensing areas. (Page 225)
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement
powers extend to suspensions and
revocation of licences? If so, what
would be the best way of achieving
this? (Page 226)
REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional Proposal The right to appeal against decisions to
70
refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence
should be limited to the applicant or as
appropriate, holder of the relevant
licence (Page 230)
Provisional Proposal The first stage in the appeal process
71
throughout England and Wales, in
respect of refusals, suspensions or
revocations should be to require the
local licensing authority to reconsider its
decision. (Page 231)
Question 65

direct a driver with a vehicle to a local testing depot.
The Commission is asked to consider whether touting could be an ancilliary part of the
licensing of an operator. In certain circumstances, touting could help dispersal of large
numbers of individuals in one place and as such it may be more appropriate to require
touting to be authorised by the local licensing authority.
This power would greatly assist in the enforcement of licensing requirements. However, an
alternative to this could be the issuing of penalty notices for such breaches. The immediate
nature of the response is the key issue.
A range of penalty notice provisions are mentioned above. These relate to most of the
offence provisions under the current legislation and for breaches of conditions attached to
licences.
The current provisions for authorised officers of the Council concerned enforcing licensing
legislation is an impediment at present to greater collaboration between local licensing
authorities in this regard. Express powers to appoint officers from other authorities would
assist in this regard.
This is matter best determined at a local level dependant on the issues as they present
themselves in the area concerned.

This proposal is wholeheartedly endorsed.

There seems little benefit to extend the London arrangements to the rest of England and
Wales.

Provisional Proposal
72
Question 73

Appeals should continue to be heard in
the magistrates court. (Page 232)
Should there be an onward right of
appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)

This proposal is wholeheartedly endorsed.
This proposition is supported and should apply to both the applicant/licensee and to the
local licensing authority.

From: Ros & Chris Moore
Sent: 12 September 2012 14:22
To: TPH
Subject: Proposal for wedding car changes.
We understand that a proposal has been made so that Classic Cars can no longer be used for the very occasional use as
a wedding car, without various expensive licences, CRB , medical, etc: etc: I find this proposal completely appalling,
and I beg the powers that come up with these ideas to reconsider these proposals that will certainly end the tradition of
brides using Classic Cars for their special day, and will further damage the ecomony of the country. Many thanks
Chris Moore. Owner of a white Jaguar.!!!
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LAW COMMISSION – REFORMING THE LAW OF TAXI AND
PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES
CHAPTER 13 – OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept
pre-booked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire
vehicles, which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
The primary purpose of licensing vehicles and drivers is one of public safety.
The major problem with the current two tier system is that the general
public do not necessarily know (or care about) the differences between taxis
and private hire vehicles, they simply want to be transported conveniently,
safely and at a reasonable cost to their destination. Maintaining a two tier
system of licensing does nothing to make the law clearer for the public.
The fact that taxis are already able to act legitimately as private hire paves
the way for a single tier system. This Council is in favour of a move to a
single tier system of licensing on the basis that this would help improve
public safety.
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the
scope of reform. (Page 162)
This Council is in favour of London being included in a single tier system.
There are no obvious reasons why regulation in London should be different
from surrounding authorities.
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to
any particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport
services provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
This would seem a sensible approach, although it would also seem sensible
to exempt very low risk activities.
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence? (Page 164)
There are various types of vehicles currently licensed by authorities around
the country that are not motor vehicles such as horse drawn carriages and
pedal driven rickshaws. It’s important that whatever transport is used the

public are able to travel in it safely, so some form of regulation of vehicles
not requiring a driving licence would still be necessary.
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of
taxi and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only
cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
The system of licensing would be clearer and more transparent if all
vehicles with eight or fewer passenger seats fell within the taxi/private hire
licensing regime and those with more than eight passenger seats were
licensed by the Traffic Commission. The current system whereby Traffic
Commissioners licence vehicles that could also be licensed by the local
authority is confusing for the public.
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer
feature as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
Agree, as stated at provision proposal 5, all vehicles with 8 or fewer seats
should be subject to the same regulatory system.
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the
Senior Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other
novelty vehicles to assist consistency. (Page 167)
Agree, consistency is vital in any effective regulatory system.
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should
be used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude
genuine volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the
overall service. (Page 168)
There is clearly a need for some form of system/arrangement so as to
ensure genuine volunteers are not discouraged from legitimate activities.
However, there is also a need to ensure that those people who are being
transported by volunteers are able to have confidence that they are
travelling safely. If the phrase “in the course of a business of carrying
passengers” is used “volunteers” are entirely excluded from any form of
regulation, which may not be in the best interest of the passenger.
Consideration may need to be given to the frequency/hours/distances that
are involved where volunteers are concerned. Similarly, the
frequency/hours/distance of transport ancillary to overall service should be
given consideration and appropriate guidance/legislation issued/made.

Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a)
(b)

carpooling; and
members clubs? (Page 170)

It is not felt that the regulation of taxis and private hire should extend to
deal with carpooling and the like, unless such a scheme is run on a
commercial basis and there is an element of hire and reward.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from
the taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)
Any regulatory system benefits from some degree of flexibility. However,
such changes to the regulatory system by Secretary of State/Welsh Ministers
should be subject to prior consultation. It would be extremely undesirable
for such flexibility to result in different regulatory regimes in Wales and
England.
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private
hire licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)
In general the use of vehicles to transport members of the public in
connection with weddings and funerals appear to be low risk and therefore
it is questionable whether they should be caught within the licensing regime
despite the fact that the vehicles are used within the course of a trade or
business. However, some clarification about the extent of use, particularly
for weddings would be useful, for example, transporting the newly married
couple to the airport after the wedding reception may be considered to be
sufficiently closely associated with the wedding to be exempt from
licensing, but would transporting the bride and guests around the previous
week for the hen party constitute use in connection with a wedding?
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of
the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set
national standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid
abuse? (Page 174)
The contract exemption was repealed as a result of individuals using it to
circumvent licensing requirements. There appears to be no good argument
for reintroduction.

Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the
public should not be limited to “streets”. (page 175)
Agree, any area where the public have access should be covered.
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private
hire regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements
are in place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for
passengers who have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi
rank? (Page 177)
It is not thought appropriate to change existing arrangements at airports.
There are already facilities for passengers who have pre-booked with other
providers to access those providers, albeit this may be through short term
car parking facilities.
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire” should be
placed on a statutory footing and include;
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private
hire vehicles. (Page 181)
The current law of plying for hire lacks clarity, so if a two tier system is to
be retained then clarity is required. If a single tier system was
implemented, which this authority is in favour of, there would be necessity
for clarity as all vehicles would be able to ply for hire.
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services.
If a single tier system were adopted there would be no need for the
distinction to be maintained.

Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining
taxi in respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying
for hire”?

It seems the difficulties associated with the definition of public place are as
complex and lacking similar clarity to the current definition of plying for
hire. Again, if a single tier system were adopted then this question would
not arise.
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182)
It would seem sensible to retain the concept of compellability for hiring
from ranks as to do otherwise would result in drivers refusing short journeys
and potentially refusing to transport people with disabilities or those
accompanied by assistance dogs, albeit on other grounds. Drivers know that
if hired from a rank, provided the journey is within the district they are
obliged to transport the customer. The situation is currently clear and to
change it would seem like a backwards step.
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire
vehicles and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without
prejudice to the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)
If two tier licensing is to be maintained then this would be appropriate.
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however, be a presumption that the vehicle is
being used for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be
proved.
Although this approach could potentially create additional enforcement
difficulties it appears that the risks associated with this deregulatory
proposal are relatively low and therefore could be permitted, provided the
burden of proof to demonstrate that the vehicle was not being used for
private hire/taxi services lies with the driver.
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing
requirements. (page 185)
Statutory guidance, provided well drafted and the subject of consultation
prior to it being issued can be of benefit. However, guidance must be the
same for England and Wales.

Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185)
If the two tier system is to be retained agree.
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “prebooked” and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)
If the two tier system is to be retained it is important that there is clarity
for the public about the tiers, therefore terminology should not be
interchangeable.
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements. (Page 188)
National safety standards would be appropriate in order to ensure
consistency. However, these should be appropriately high standards, rather
than a bare minimum. Any standards imposed should be the subject of
consultation prior to implementation.
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be
minimum standards. (Page 189)
National safety standards should be set at a sufficiently high level such that
local authorities do not feel the need to set safety standards over and above
national standards. These should be appropriately high standards, rather
than a bare minimum. Any standards imposed should be the subject of
consultation prior to implementation.
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. (Page 189)
National safety standards should be set at a sufficiently high level such that
local authorities do not feel the need to set safety standards over and above
national standards. These should be appropriately high standards, rather

than a bare minimum. Any standards imposed should be the subject of
consultation prior to implementation.
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related
to safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer
apply to private hire drivers. (Page 190)
Consideration should be given to matters such as English language testing so
as to ensure the driver can communicate effectively with customers.
Competent driving skills, such as the Driving Standards Agency test should
also be considered.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically
retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local
standards for private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)
National standards set at a sufficiently high level would obviate the need for
local vehicle signage. A national standard would help to assist with public
understanding. However, if national standards are not to be set at a high
level then local setting should be retained.
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxi and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
If a single tier system were to be put in place and sufficiently high safety
standards set that applied to all vehicles the process should be reasonably
straight forward.
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi
services compared with private hire services? (Page 192)
No, driver safety standards should be consistent across the taxi and private
hire industry.
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards
for taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to
safety. (Page 192)

The basis for safety and other standards should arise from the appropriate
regulatory framework, rather than purely be delegated to the Secretary of
State and Ministers.
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
safety standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement.
(Page 193)
Agree
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national
safety standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult
refer to a technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
A technical advisory panel would be a good approach.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing Authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for
taxis provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)
If we were to have a single tier national approach then it should be just
that, a national system providing clarity for the public throughout the
country.
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local
taxi standards? (Page 194)
See response to 34 above
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions
on taxi and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
See response to 34 above. However, the ability to add conditions to driver
and operator licences on a specific case by case basis has been very useful
in order to deal with specific issues/concerns.
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)

We believe that this is best left to local arrangements.
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas
for the purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
Strongly agree.
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi
zones within their area. (Page 196)
If a single tier system was implemented this would be irrelevant. However
if a two tier system is to be retained there are merits to zoning.
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak
time licences, which may only be used as certain time of day as prescribed
by the licensing authority? (Page 197)
For some authorities this would certainly be useful. However, in reality this
has very similar effects to retaining limits on vehicle numbers, so it seems
strange to introduce this if council’s ability to limit numbers is to be
removed.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or
vehicles licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198)
There are clearly commercial justifications and advantages for allowing
taxis/private hire operators to operate nationally rather than primarily in
the area where they are licensed. However, in doing so, it is important to
ensure that public safety is not compromised. If operators were to be
permitted to use drivers and vehicles licensed by any authority then a
national register of licences would be essential.
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of
out-of-area drop offs. (Page 199)
If we are truly moving to a national system there would seem no
justification for a return to area requirement.
Provisional proposal 43

Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi
fares. Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private
hire fares. (Page 200)
Setting maximum fares for either taxis or private hire would protect the
public from being overcharged. Whenever fares are set they are maximum
fares, so drivers/operators are free to charge lower rates than the set fares.
If a single tier system was adopted hailings or rank hirings could work on a
meter, whereas pre-bookings could be subject to separate fares.
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered
fare for pre-booked journeys? (page 200)
As 43 above, pre agreed fares for pre agreed journeys should be allowed
outside of the metered rate. This is already the case for hackney carriage
journeys ending outside of the district. In reality the pre-agreed fares tend
to be lower than the metered fares rather than higher.
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit
and proper person” be either:
(a)
(b)

set out in primary legislation; or
included within the Secretary of Sate and Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)

Set out in primary legislation in the first instance with detailed guidance
provided by Ministers. Wales and England should have the same standards.
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the
criteria applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (page 204)
Disagree. Vehicle owners are able to exert not insignificant influence over
drivers and it is therefore important that they are vetted and their criminal
convictions scrutinised. It is not unusual for people who would not be
considered to be fit and proper to hold driver or operator licences to own a
number of vehicles and put someone forward to hold an operators licence
on their behalf.
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:

(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)
Set out in primary legislation in the first instance with detailed guidance
provided by Ministers. Wales and England should have the same standards.
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private
hire vehicles. (Page 207)
Agree.
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so
on what basis? (Page 208)
Persons operating hackney carriages out to be required to meet the same
standards and requirements as those operating private hire. A single tier
system would deal with these anomalies.
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)
If the intermediary is dealing only with licensed operators then no licence
should be necessary, but where bookings are passed direct to drivers an
operator licence must be required.
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page
210)
Yes. To some extent the fit and proper criteria for operators is more
important than for drivers. Operators are able to exert a significant amount
of influence over drivers and they should be in a position to set an example
to drivers.
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (page
210)
If a nation scheme is to operate successfully then this must be permitted.

Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply?
Yes, the requirements should be the same as for private hire. Again, a
single tier system would deal with this.
CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi
numbers. (Page 213)
Agreed. However, regard must be had to the views of those authorities who
feel the need to retain limits on numbers and the often good reasons for
these limits being retained.
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities
lost the ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
The views of those authorities who feel the need to retain limits on numbers
must be sought and taken into account. What works for one authority
doesn’t necessarily work for another.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the
taxi trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are
removed? (Page 215)
Yes.
CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible
vehicles? This could involve:
(1)
(2)

a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at
ranks for wheelchair accessible vehicles. (page 217)

There should be some recognition of the existence of wheelchair accessible
vehicles and the higher costs that vehicle proprietors often incur as a result
of provision of these vehicles. Highways authorities should make provision

for wheelchair accessible vehicles at ranks. It is difficult to see how a
driver would be able to give priority to disabled passengers?
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)
There should be some recognition of the existence of wheelchair accessible
vehicles and the higher costs that vehicle proprietors often incur as a result
of provision of these vehicles. Lower licence fees in one incentive, but
taking account of the higher costs of these vehicles incentives need to be
more than simply lower licence fees. Some incentive from central
government should be put in place, e.g. exemption from road tax.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of
accessible vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled
passengers? (Page 217)
Other financial incentives e.g. assisted purchase.
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (page 218)
Even if national quotas were introduced it is difficult to see how they could
be effectively put in to place.
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
Agree.
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private
hire vehicles should be required to display information about how to
complain to the licensing authority. (page 219)
Agree.
Question 63

What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring
disabled passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if
reasonable and safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (page 220)
An obligation to stop could be useful. However, those drivers who don’t
currently stop for disabled people are likely to continue to do so and simply
deny seeing the person. Education and training may assist with this
problem.
CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed
vehicles? (page 222)
This power may be helpful, but in practice it is difficult to see how it might
work as licensing officers generally aren’t uniformed and recognisable in the
same way that police officers are.
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refer to the offence
“in a public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as
passengers”. (page 223)
Touting is not a significant problem in this Council area.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound
vehicles acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
In circumstances where there are serious public safety issues it may be
desirable to have powers to impound vehicles. However, legislation should
be clear about when this power is used.
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and
if so how? (Page 225)
Fixed penalty notices for taxi and private hire offences would be very
useful. Prosecutions of drivers is an extremely time confusing and costly
means of enforcement for matters that magistrates often view as minor
matters.
Provisional proposal 68

Enforcement officers should have the power to enforce against vehicles,
drivers and operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
Agree, a national scheme requires national enforcement powers.
Question 69
Should cross-boarder enforcement powers extend to suspensions and
revocation of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this?
(Page 226)
Agree, again a national scheme requires national enforcement powers.
Generally local authorities already work well together across borders,
however, what is vital is that each authority receives sufficient funding from
licence fees for it to carry out an appropriate level of enforcement.
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
Agree.
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in
respect of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local
licensing authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
There may be some merit in this approach if the first stage of decision
making is undertaken by officers under delegated authority. However,
where decisions are made by a Licensing Committee South Bucks Council is
not in favour of reconsidering decisions as a first stage of appeal. In the
event of an appeal being submitted the decision and the grounds of appeal
are considered at an early stage of the appeal process in any event.
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
If a national system is to be put in place a licensing tribunal with legally
qualified chair and properly trained members would seem appropriate.
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)

Agree. Experience of some authorities has shown that magistrates’
decisions, in a minority of cases, do not always have public safety as their
focus. In addition, some magistrates’ courts deal with matters quite
differently to others, therefore some onward right of appeal in essential.

From: BALL, Emily L
Sent: 12 September 2012 15:36
To: Gray, Hannah
Subject: Consultation Response: Reforming the Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services
Importance: High
URGENT.
Dear Hannah Gray
Consultation Response: Reforming the Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services
I write to offer a written response to your consultation, which supplements the oral remarks I made at
Blackpool Cricket Club on August 8th 2012, when I was invited to speak at the meeting the Commissions
consultation team had at the invitation of the Blackpool Licensed Taxi Operators Association and at which
Blackpool Council officials and my fellow Blackpool and Cleveleys MP Paul Maynard, (who is also a member of
the Commons Transport Select Committee) was also present.
You will doubtless have a note and minutes of what I and others said on that day. You will know near the
unanimous of the meeting was to express the strongest reservations and indeed opposition to the proposals for
a centrally directed deregulation regime for taxi and private hire services. These are the views that I strongly
share.
There are some positive proposals in the Commissions consultation – improving the plying for hire on a
statutory footing (provided it is not overburden some), a national standard of safety (which however must not
be set at the lowest bar and involve close consultation with those local authorities and user/owner groups on
the ground who have had by experience of the practical issues) and a continued emphasis on accessibility for
people with disabilities (but again with the local reference proviso I make above).
The central suggestion however that deregulation should be part of a national initiative over which local
authorities would have little or no control is one I oppose vehemently. In the particular circumstances of
Blackpool I think it could be disastrous on the ground both for the interests of passengers and the maintenance
of a quality, professional and reliable taxi fleet.
I say this not just as a Member of Parliament for Blackpool for fifteen years in which I have seen how both the
local authority and both taxi and private hire have had to adapt and deal with major changes in traffic pattern
and layout throughout the intensive regeneration and renewal of the Blackpool’s Town Centre but also as a
regular user of taxi services.
Week by week I see from that passengers perspective as I go around Blackpool the pinch points, the
bottlenecks and the issues around drop-off and the trade-offs of regulations that involves. Blackpool is one of
the most densely populated towns in the North-West and indeed the country and the parking and spatial
challenges that provokes are made more so by the influx of millions of visitors to the town, whose contribution
to what is still a heavily tourist-focused local economy are vital to our well-being.
That is why I firmly believe that detailed discussions about the numbers of rank spaces, situating of them and
the general regulations or relaxation of this should be left for local determination. To impose deregulation
centrally would both fly in the face of a system which seems, despite all the challenges, to work reasonably
well currently in Blackpool. Central deregulation would also incidentally fly in the face of the Government’s
philosophy of localism.
I entirely agreed with the comments BLTOA made to you in their response to you emailed on 20 June when they
said ‘However innovate Blackpool Council can be it is not possible they could devise a ranking system to enable
the trebling of the taxi fleet, especially in the Town Centre...parking places are at premium here and the taxis
compete for space with buses, disabled parking, on street pad parking and lading/unloading bays’.
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Far from improving the situation and choice for users in Blackpool – whether visitors or residents – a
deregulation that allowed major expansion of the fleet without the ability to provide extra spaces would cause
congestion – adding to the cost of fares, pollution and general chaos which would do nothing to improve
Blackpool’s attraction to visitors when we need to maintain that for the sake of our local economic well-being.
Where expansion of taxi numbers has taken place elsewhere – either by a formal process of local deregulation
or by a creeping process – where for examples town railway stations have increased the numbers of permits
without providing extra spaces on their sites for pick-up or drop-off – the results have been precisely those that
I have mentioned. Already the situation at Blackpool North Station is becoming quite difficult - I see this week
by week – and with major redevelopment of the Central Business District nearby in the Town over the next two
years it is essential it does not deteriorate further.
The examples that were quoted by the visiting Law Commission team to Blackpool August 8 on were frankly
thin and unconvincing, as Blackpool Council have also pointed out to you in their submission of September 7.
To conclude I think it essential that the onus for expansion (if possible) and control of the market (which I
think will always be strongly necessary) should remain locally and not be disrupted by a national deregulation
whose philosophy is negated by practical experiences on the ground.
I share the perspectives that Blackpool Council have expressed and also those of my fellow Blackpool MP Paul
Maynard expressed at the August meeting to you, which is that the better way to proceed would have been by
amendments to existing regulation using the work of the Transport Select Committee based on intensive
consultation with local authorities user and owner groups etc before recommendations were put out rather
than the Law Commission drawing something up from scratch. It would be very unfortunate and retrograde if
specific improvements to the current law that do have a consensus and are needed in a timely fashion were
delayed or knocked back because of the preparation of a totally new Bill, whose central tenet of deregulation
seems to command little support on the ground.

Yours sincerely,
Gordon Marsden MP
Blackpool South

UK Parliament Disclaimer:
This e-mail is confidential to the intended recipient. If you have received it in error, please notify the sender and delete it from your system. Any
unauthorised use, disclosure, or copying is not permitted. This e-mail has been checked for viruses, but no liability is accepted for any damage
caused by any virus transmitted by this e-mail.
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North East Talking Travel Group
What we think about the ideas for changing
the law about taxis
August 2012
Who we are
We are the North East Talking Travel Group. We
are made up of different people from across the
North East of England. The group is made up of
people who want to make travel better for people
with learning disabilities. This is a mixture of
people who do this as part of a paid job or people
who use their own experience to make good things
happen around travel.
This includes:
 Self advocates
 People who work for the council
 People who work in health
 People who work for the local transport
executive
 People who work in the voluntary and
community sector

What we said
We ran a session on the 31st of July to agree
together what we thought about the questions in
the easy read paper: Changing the law about taxis
and minicabs.
We did not answer all the questions, just the ones
we thought were the most important to us. These
are our answers.
1. Should taxis and minicabs carry on having
different laws or should they come under
one rule with both having a taxi license?
 We think they should come under one rule. A
lot of the accessible taxis where we live are
private hire and we cannot flag them down
when out on the street.
2. Do we need clearer rules about what taxis
can do and minicabs are not allowed to do
when picking up passengers?
 Yes we do. We have created an easy read
sheet called Everything you wanted to know
about taxis but were afraid to ask’
 If people know their rights they are more likely
to make complaints. We should use
complaints to help us learn how to do things
better

3. Do we need the same standards or rules
everywhere in England and Wales?
 We answered yes to this. We also think local
councils should be able to add their own rules
and standards if this will make things better.
 We do not think they should have the power to
take any away.
4. Should the law say who should drive a taxi
or minicab?
 Yes if this means that people with certain
convictions should not be able to get a licence.
This might be people with drink driving
offences, sexual offences or violent crime or
fraud.
5. Should volunteers or workers who give
people a lift have to stick to the same rules
as taxis and minicabs?
 We do not think so. We think this is the job of
the boss of the volunteer/worker. This might
stop some of the natural support that people
get and cause problems for people using
personal budgets.
“Does this mean I am not allowed to offer people a
lift?”

6. Do we need rules about the type of person
who can run a minicab business?
Yes we think there should be. They should:
 Have an ID badge
 The manager of the firm needs to know about
safeguarding
 Make sure drivers have enhanced CRB
checks whoever they carry
 Staff need to be trained around disability and
the manager needs to be a disability
champion. The training should talk a lot about
people with learning disabilities. If we get it
right for us we will get it right for a lot of
people.
 Pricing needs to be fair so nobody who has
been done for stealing money or fraud.
7. Should councils say how many taxis can
be in their area?
 Yes we think there should be a certain
proportion of accessible taxis. This should be
enough to serve the local disabled people.
 We think this is really important at peak times
such as the ‘School Run’
 We also think they should say what type of
taxis there are as some ramps do not work for
people who use powered chairs
 We think that drivers who have an accessible
taxi should pay less for their licence

8. Do we need different rules for taxis and
minicabs that carry wheelchairs?
 We would like fines for drivers that park at bus
stops

9. Do taxi and minicab drivers need training
to help them understand about disability?
 Yes we do. We think that drivers should be
given a sticker to put in their cab so people
know they have had extra training
 The training should include things about
disability harassment and hate crime
 The training should include good
communications skills especially around
people who do not use words.
10.
How can we stop drivers ignoring
disabled people when they ask them to
stop and pick them up?
 We think there should be CCTV cameras in
taxis
 We should have a reporting scheme about taxi
drivers that drive past people. Maybe their ID
number should be displayed on the side of
their car
 More information about how to report inside
the car

 There should be a system like buses. On
buses if you get a ticket you can use this to
find out what driver was working if you want to
make a complaint. We need to do the same
thing for taxi drivers
11.
Should local councils have more
powers to use against taxi and minicab
companies that break the law?
 We think the answer is yes.
 Taxi drivers need rules
 We need to make sure that people with
learning disabilities are involved in checking
that they are sticking to the rules. This would
be like mystery shoppers

If you would like to contact somebody to talk about
our ideas you can contact Scott Cunningham on

From: Dan Cooper
Sent: 13 September 2012 10:56
To: TPH
Dear Sir/Madam
Sorry for the delay in sending this email, i do hope you can take it into consideration when making your report.
Taxi and Private hire review
I am a taxi driver in Swindon, Wiltshire and have been in the trade for 10 years now, i have always rented London
style cabs in the past until this year when Swindon council finally abolished the outdated London conditions of fitness
rules. This now means that we can now drive other more modern, spacious and fuel efficient vehicles which are also
cheaper to buy.
Because of this i decided to take the plunge and purchase a brand new Peugeot E7 taxi form Cab Direct, i have been
very pleased with the taxi, it is great on fuel and has an extra seat in the back so that i can now pick up extra
passengers, compared with my old taxis. For the first time ever i now have a boot for luggage and shopping which the
customer love as they haven't got to have their shopping rolling about the floor in the passenger compartment.
I also have had some great feedback from my wheelchair passengers as they can now travel in much more comfort,
more safely and with room in the back for their friends or family.
The vehicle is better on performance/emissions and mpg than my previous vehicles, and also has cheaper ongoing
servicing costs.
I just want to point out that the London conditions of fitness that restrict the licensing of vehicles other than London
taxis is a very unfair rule. It means that there is no freedom of choice for drivers, but this also impacts on the
customers (both able bodied and wheelchair users)
The feedback that i have had,from customers, since our council changed these rules has been extremely positive and
greatly improved since the conditions were lifted.
I do hope you take this into consideration.
Regards
Daniel Cooper
Swindon Borough Council Badge number HD0059
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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Appendix A1

First Cab on the Rank – Licensing Team Survey
Question:
Dear,
As you will be aware, people with disabilities have a diverse range of needs.
Generally speaking, it is therefore unlikely that any one type of vehicle will best suit
every need or every disabled passenger.
With regard to hackney taxis, a question arises as to what happens or should happen
in a rank situation. For example, if a disabled person approaches a rank and
recognises that the vehicle type which is second or third in the queue happens to be
better suited to their particular needs, would there be an objection from a licensing or
enforcement perspective where the passenger asks to take the more suitable vehicle,
rather than the first cab on the rank, as would otherwise normally be the convention.
I would be grateful for your thoughts on this question and any other comments
regarding this issue.
Yours sincerely,
Bill Parris
National Operations Manager

Responses:
Plymouth City Council

Dear Mr Parris
Whilst it may be "custom and practice" from a trade point of view for any
potential passenger to take the first vehicle on the rank, there is nothing in law
that states that this must be the case. It is very much the choice of the
customer as to which vehicle they choose to hire, whether that be the first or
any other vehicle present that is preferred by them for their needs.
I would encourage any potential hirer not satisfied with the first vehicle on a
rank, to seek an alternative vehicle for transport.

Yours sincerely

Mark Small
Taxi Licensing Officer
Public Protection Service
Plymouth City Council,
Floor 6 Civic Centre,
Plymouth.

Sheffield City Council
Hello Mr Parris
Thank you for your email,.
As you are aware it is part of our culture to take the first cab on the rank, but I
can tell you that there is no legal requirement that a passenger must take the
first cab.
You may find that driver further down the rank refuse to take passengers that
have "ignored" the queuing taxis and then direct that passenger to the head of
the rank,.
We advise drivers and the public in Sheffield that a rank is not a queue and
that the passengers has the choice of which vehicle they wish to use, we are
fortunate in Sheffield that all our hackneys are WAV. I can see the scenario
happening in an area that has a mixed fleet and I would imagine that a
driver that saw a person with a disability that they were unable to carry would
not resent the passenger picking a vehicle that can carry them safely and
securely.
I hope this answers you question.

Clive Stephenson
Principal Licensing Officer, Taxi Licensing,
Development Services, Place Portfolio
Block C, Staniforth Road Depot,
Staniforth Road, Sheffield, S9 3HD.

Nottingham City Council

Dear Mr Parris
Regarding your example scenario, this authority does not have any bylaw or
condition of licence in force which would stop a disabled customer from choosing an
appropriate vehicle to suit their needs on a Taxi Rank.
I would envisage that there may be friction encountered between drivers who were in
the queue awaiting the next prospective customer and a driver further down the rank
took a fare.
Hope this is of assistance
Regards
Tony Charlesworth
Senior Licensing Officer

Warwick District Council

Mr Parish,
There is no legal requirement for the first taxi in the rank to be used,
although this is the accepted practice.
A member of the public is at liberty to chose any taxi which is parked at a
rank and I would have no problem with them doing this (for any reason).
Answers your query, but do not hesitate to contact me if you require
further information.
Kind regards
David Davies. FInstLM, MInstL, ABII
Licensing Services Manager

Bristol City Council

Dear Mr Parris,
Thank you for your email. It is perfectly acceptable for a disabled, or able bodied
person to select the vehicle they wish to travel in, irrespective of whether that vehicle
is first, or last on the rank.

As you state in your email convention is for a person to select the first vehicle, and
should any person not do this it is possible they may face some resistance from the
driver as the driver would not want to be accused of 'jumping the queue' by the others
on the rank. However the driver could not refuse the fare on this basis, and in the case
of a disabled person it is unlikely that this situation would arise as the reason for the
person selecting a different vehicle is likely to be clear.
If you require any further information please do not hesitate to contact me.
Kind regards
Carl Knights
Senior Licensing Officer

Cardiff City Council
Dear Sir,
The customer can choose to take any vehicle that is on the rank and are not limited to only
take the first taxi. For instance the first taxi on the rank may be a saloon type vehicle and the
second taxi wheelchair accessible if the customer is a wheelchair user they would probably
prefer to take the second taxi. If the first taxi on the rank is dirty they may wish to take
another, if they want a six seater and the first car on the rank is a four seater and so on.
Regards
Paul Walters
Senior Licensing Officer

Middlesbrough Council
Dear Mr Parris
Although I have found that there generally exists a 'gentlemans agreement' between drivers on ranks
that the first car in the queue should be the car used by a prospective patron, this is not supported by
any legislation.
As all of our licensed drivers are advised, it is entirely the choice of the patron as to which vehicle they
may wish to use. If, for no particular reason, a patron chooses to hire the last cab in a queue then they
are entitled to do so.
If you require any further information in relation to this issue please do not hesitate to contact me.
Kind Regards
John Hodgson
Senior Licensing Officer
Middlesbrough Council

Newcastle City Council

Thank you for your enquiry.
There would be no issue from a Licensing or enforcement issue if a
customer chose to hire a vehicle which was not the first car in the rank. It
would be preposterous to think that a wheelchair user whom may only be
able to use a certain type of vehicle would have to wait, potentially in poor
weather, for a car to become available on a rank when it is clearly already
available 2 or 3 cars down. As you are aware drivers do generally conform
to their own rank etiquette which generally keeps good order on ranks.
However in circumstances such as these I would expect the customer to
use the vehicle of their choice and given the reason, the driver would be
obliged to take the customer.
I hope this assists, however if you require any further information please
do not hesitate to contact me.
Gerard J H Smith
Senior Licensing Officer
Trading Standards and Licensing

Wirral Borough Council

Bill
There is no legal requirement that a passenger must take the first cab on the
rank, although that is certainly the convention. On most occasions if this
occurs the drivers further back on the rank will refuse to take a passenger and
will direct them to the first hackney carriage.
It is a matter of customer choice as to which cab they would prefer to hire.
Regards
Margaret
Margaret Calvert
Licensing Team Leader

Sefton Council
Dear Mr Parris,
It is well established that although convention or "gentlemen's agreement" requires the first
cab on a rank to take the first fare there is nothing in law which requires a hirer to use that
first cab.
If a hirer is seeking to hire a vehicle with particular characteristics then he can approach cab
number 2 or 3 or 4 if he so feels like. This is often seen when a child accompanying a hirer
wants the "white one" etc.

Hope this assists
Regards,
John Thompson
Senior Taxi Licensing Enforcement Officer

Cambridge City Council

Dear Bill,
A Hackney Carriage driver commits an offence by refusing to carry a passenger when
plying for hire unless there are reasonable grounds for doing.
However, there is no requirement for a passenger to take the first vehicle on the rank,
so they may therefore select whichever vehicle they wish to travel in.
Regards,
Robin Grey
Licensing Manager
Refuse and Environment Service

Leicester City Council
Hello Mr Parris,
I believe that if a passenger approaches a hackney on the rank then the driver is obliged to
accept the booking, regardless of whether the hackney is first, second or last on the rank.
There could be numerous reasons why a passenger may choose to do this, including the
choice of a particular type of vehicle. Indeed, in Leicester we are pleased to license a variety
of vehicle types in order to provide such choice for passengers.
Kind regards,
Rachel Hall
Licensing Team Manager

Brighton and Hove Council
Dear Bill
As far as we are concerned any passenger is entitled to use any vehicle of their choosing on
a rank regardless of its position in the rank.
Regards
Martin
Martin Seymour
Hackney Carriage Office

Derby City Council
Bill
As you say, the normal convention is that a customer takes the first cab on a rank. However,
if a customer decides, for whatever reason, they want to use a cab positioned further back, I
can’t see any reason from a licensing viewpoint why they shouldn’t exercise their right to
choose. I think this is particularly apt in the circumstances described, i.e., a wheelchair user,
because that person is probably as aware, or probably more aware, than some drivers of
which type of cab provides them with the best service.
Best regards

David Basford | Licensing Enforcement Officer

Sunderland City Council
Dear Sir
Regarding the example below the passenger has the right to choose which vehicle they would
prefer to use.
Ernie Humphrey
Senior Licensing Officer
City Services

Liverpool City Council
Bill
Thank you for your email regarding “rank etiquette”.
From a Licensing Authorities view we would have no objection to a wheelchair user approaching a
vehicle that may be third or fourth in the rank because they feel that particular vehicle is best suited to
their needs, for example an electric wheelchair user preferring to hire a Peugeot E7 as it gives more
space for their chair to be manoeuvred.

Hope this addresses your enquiry.
Regards
Yvonne Willcock I Senior Licensing Officer
Liverpool City Council I Municipal Buildings

Rushmoor Council

Bill
An interesting question to which we would normally respond as follows …
For reasons of fairness, efficiency and the smooth operation of taxi ranks and
on reflection of the social norms of taxi rank use (i.e. that customers use the
1st taxi at the head of the rank), we would normally expect taxis to operate
from the head of the rank and gradually move to the front as
appropriate.However, in the circumstances you describe, we believe that the
customer should have the ultimate choice, for the very reasons you allude to
(i.e. no one type of vehicle will best suit every need or every disabled
passenger) and therefore we would not seek to take enforcement action
against any driver that legitimately facilitates this choice.
We would however encourage drivers to liaise with the vehicle at the head of
the rank to explain the circumstances in an effort to avoid complaints of
poaching etc. We believe that these circumstances are a comparatively ‘blue
moon’ scenario and therefore that this would be a reasonable and pragmatic
approach to what would be a relatively infrequent occurrence.
By analogy, I believe that this is no different from the choice that customers
should be able to make on health and safety grounds. For example, we have
in the past had drivers that are subject to complaint by some females who did
not feel safe getting into a particular taxi. Is it appropriate to tell the female
customers that they have to take this car because it happens to be at the
head of the rank when they need a taxi?????? I suspect not !!! This might put
the customer and the driver (e.g. from malicious complaints) at risk.
As there are many different types of disability, different vehicles can present
different problems for different disabled customers. This can include health
and safety considerations and therefore customers should have the choice of
vehicle they wish to use regardless of social convention and norms.
Significantly, I note that the DPTAC guidance to licensed operators and
drivers is concerned with accommodating disabled customer choice and using
vehicles and individuals that are appropriate to their needs.

Hope this helps
JOHN McNAB
Environmental Health Manager (Licensing)

Swindon Borough Council

Dear Mr Parris,
Yes you are quite correct convention would be the first vehicle at the head off
the rank but the customer has the right to choose for whatever reason any
vehicle on the rank at the time of hiring this has been tested in Swindon from
time to time, as we still have a proportion of saloon vehicles passengers will
often head towards the saloon in preference to a wheelchair accessible
vehicle for whatever reason.
Regards
Mike Shears

Gateshead Council
Dear Mr Parris
Further to our telephone conversation. As far as I am aware, there is no requirement for a
member of the public to take the first taxi on a rank. I think it is the member of the public’s
choice which taxi they choose to take on a rank. I also think that this applies to a disabled
person who is more used to using a specific make, model of vehicle suited to their specific
needs.
Kind Regards
Gary Callum
Senior Licensing Officer

Doncaster Council

Bill
In reply to your e mail "Taxi Rank" I wanted to advise you that as far as
Doncaster in concerned the customer has always had a right to chose which
Hackney Carriage they want to use from a rank. Whilst there is a general
understanding that the rank is fed from the front all drivers are aware that the
customer has a choice.

Doncaster has a policy of all Hackney Carriages being wheelchair accessible
and as such the customer retains the right to chose which vehicle they want to
use.
This year the Authority has also accepted rear loading of wheelchairs rather
than the traditional side loading, this may cause some problems on the ranks
if other than the front car is hired but the trade recognise the need to
accommodate passengers needs.
Regards
Harold
Harold Hudson
Licensing Manager

Sandwell Council
Mr Parris
I take it that you are aware of the Equality Act ? :
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/part/12/chapter/1, there is specific mention
of Taxi's within the Legislation.In answer to your question,the practice of "First on the Rank
takes the Fare" is in point of fact Informal Rank Etiquette and is not reflected in the Licensing
Regime in Sandwell.
( I am afraid our Handbook still reffers to the Disability Discrimination Act 1995, we are
aware of the new Legislation.)
I have attached copies of the relevant sections of the Handbook for your information .A
problem we are aware of is the fact that there is no standard definition of a Wheelchair. The
legal definitions between wheelchairs/powered wheelchairs/ mobility scooters in in my
opinion vague at best, and Hackney / Wheelchair Accesible Private Hire Vehicle Drivers have
been subject of complaint for refusing a Disability Assistance Vehicle on the Grounds that it
was too heavy for the vehicle to accommodate safely (and legally), with due consideration to
the Road Traffic Act and Owner/Drivers personal health and safety as well.
The "disabled" definition can also be problematical. I have read reports where the
assumption of a group of observers is that if you can't see the disability (putting it very
crudely) then it needn't be considered.
The reality is we are an ageing poulation, the Act reffers to a whole gamut of potential
Transport Users with ambulatory issues , deafness, sight issues, mental health issues, the list
goes on . I do know some elderly Taxi/Private Hire users who preffer a saloon vehicle, the
Traditional "Black Cab" being too tall to enter in comfort.
Your question is not too relevant in Sandwell, all of our Hackney Fleet are WAV's , but I am
aware that other Licensing Regime's where Saloon Cars can be Hackney Carriages. Clearly
common sense (and indeed Consumer Rights) apply.

I hope this informs your research.
If I can assist futher please feel free to call.

Paul Arnold
Interim Assistant Taxi Licensing Manager

Walshall M.B.Council
Good Afternoon,
Myself and our enforcement team agree with your comments, ultimately a passenger can
choose any vehicle they want to, whether at the front of the rank or not. However, as you
will be aware the drivers themselves have an understanding that they refer any passenger to
the front vehicle. Passengers are not aware that they can in effect take any vehicle from the
rank.
Regards
Steve Knapper.
Walsall M.B.C

Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council
Bill,
Our Local Authority would take a common sense approach and would say (as, no doubt,
would you in your business) "The customer is king".
All hackney carriages licensed by Dudley MBC are required to be 'wheelchair friendly' but it is
agreed that some are more friendly than others! I see no objection to a potential passenger
cherry picking transport which is best suited to their needs. Should that not be the first cab on
the rank, I feel certain that its' driver would not be disgruntled.....bearing in mind that this
situation would unlikely to be a regular everyday occurrence.
Hope that helps.
Brian Shipley (Licensing Enforcement)

Northampton B.C.
Dear Mr Parris
As far as I am concerned, although all of our Hackney Vehicles are wheelchair accessible in
Northampton, some of those vehicles are not compatible with the new electric wheelchairs as
there is no room for manouvre, even if the wheelchair can be accommodated.
If the first vehicle on the rank is one that cannot accommodate a particular wheelchair with
ease or safely, (ie. the passenger cannot be manouvred into a safe position), or the customer
has a preference for a particular type of vehicle, then the customer can choose to use the
preferred vehicle wherever it is positioned on the rank.
The same will apply to any disability where even a mobile passenger will prefer a vehicle that
is easier for them to access. This can be the case where a passenger with arthritis can easily
access a higher vehicle where they are not required to bend quite so much.
The customer has a choice and will have their own reasons for making that choice. We as a
Local Authority should try to give them that freedom of choice, not to do so can restict their
access to different amenities.
If you need anything further please feel free to contact me.
Yours sincerely

Phil Bayliss
Philip Bayliss
Senior Licensing Officer
Licensing Department

Luton Borough Council
Bill
As the enforcement agency we have no particular issue if a vehicle is selected other than
that at the front of the rank. The operation of the rank is custom and practice and is not held
in legislation.
We do not have a problem in Luton as all the Hackney vehicles on fleet are WAV/ Disability
access vehicles
Tony Tony Ireland
Strategic Manager - Licensing, Permitting & Registration Services Business and Consumer
Services Luton Borough Council

Newport

Dear Bill
I refer to your query regarding Taxi Ranks where in practice a customer will take the
cab at the front of the rank. NCC take the view that while this practice is probably the

fairest control of the taxi ranks and is a code of practice within the trade it is not an
absolute and not a legal requirement.
In the majority of circumstances a customer will take the first cab, but we take
the view that the customer (disabled or not)has the right to decide which vehicle they
wish to take.
Indeed, last year we dealt with a complaint from a Judge who advises the Welsh
Assembly. He went to the rank and was directed to the first cab which was a E7, he
wanted a London Taxi which was further down the rank. The cabby tried to insist that
the Judge use the foremost E7, he wouldn't and stated that it was his choice and he
used the LTI.
Needless to say that the Judge also reported the conduct of the first cabby to us.
I suspect that these occasions would be a rarity and we would not propose to interfere
if a customer decided for one reason or another that they wanted to take a cab that was
not at the front of the rank.
Regards
Bill
William Lewis
Senior Licensing Officer

Halton Borough Council
Dear Mr Parris
Thank you for your e-mail from yesterday
Even though you are approaching the matter from a disability point of view, if I may I would
prefer to answer the question more generally.
Here in Halton the practice (or convention) in the trade is that under normal circumstances
the vehicle at the head of the rank will always transport the first passenger.
However, the right of the passenger to choose in which vehicle they wish to travel is
paramount, and the choice of the actual vehicle used will always remain with them.
This applies equally to people with disabilities and able bodied passengers.
There would never be an objection from a Licensing point of view when a member of the
public exercises his/her right to choice.
If you need any expansion on this brief comment please don’t hesitate to get back to me.
Yours sincerely
John Findlow, Senior Licensing Officer

Birmingham City Council

In answer to your question Bill,
I have to say in general, it would be in the interest of the wheelchair
passenger to select the cab he/she is comfortable with, they know which
type of cab they should use and, more importantly, which cabs they should
not/can not use.
As you quite rightly suggest Bill there is a wide variety of Licensed
Hackney Carriages and a vast amount of styles and models of wheelchairs. In
fact I would add here that some people refer to their scooter as a
wheelchair!! Again, there is a large variety of motorised scooters on the
market.
It is normal practice that passengers would take the first cab on the rank
but, if this cab is not able to take the wheelchair passenger because the
seat on the wheelchair is to tall (Spinal injury)for example, then the
passenger is quite within their rights to ask the cab driver in the rank
who's vehicle can cope with the type of wheelchair the passenger is sitting
in. We all know that some customers have their favourite drivers and may go
to them on the rank first, this will always cause a problem.

If a driver is approached by someone in a scooter demanding to be taken for
example, the driver is quite within his rights to make his/her own
assessment. Is it safe, is he/she able to get the scooter into the cab and
secure it properly? Is the scooter to heavy for the ramp and many more
questions.
I hope this helps Bill.
Best regards.
Pete Watson,. Senior Licensing Office Licensing,

Glasgow City Council
Hi Bill,
Each case, if brought to our attention, would be dealt with based on their own individual
merits. I do however think common sense would be play a large part in any conclusion
reached.
Prospective hirers are responsible for deciding whether or not to hire a particular vehicle and
cannot be forced to hire a vehicle if they do not wish to do so. It may well be the case that
incidents such as that described would be readily dealt with if the special needs person
allowed the relevant number of people behind him/her to move ahead of him/her in the queue
in order that s/he moves towards the front of the queue in tandem with their preferred vehicle.
Hope this helps.

Regards
Scott Hannigan
Senior Enforcement Officer

Stockport Council
Dear Mr Parris
We would have no objection to a disabled passenger choosing the most suitable vehicle for
their needs.
Regards
Sarah
Sarah Tooth, Service Development Team Leader - Licensing
Stockport Council

Tamworth Borough Council
Hi Bill
Sorry for the delay in replying, as discussed, it is only protocol within the trade that the first
cab on the rank takes the next fare. At the end of the day it is the customer who is paying and
it the decision of the passenger as to which cab he wants to travel in. It may be the case that
a driver would refuse due to backlash from others on the rank, however a driver should not
refuse without good cause once a potential fare has engaged with him.
Hope this assists
Kind regards
Phil Cowley
Senior Licensing Officer

Edinburgh City Council
Dear Mr Parris
For Edinburgh licensed taxis the choice of which taxi to choose at a rank is entirely up to the
hirer,they do not have to take the first taxi in line ,
this is covered by licence condition 135 Stances, which part of states,

Hires will be accepted in that order ,except when an intending hirer wishes to engage a
specific taxi or its driver, in which case the engagement may be accepted in the order
indicated by the intending hirer.
This is more likely to happen with a special needs person but not always
Hope this is of use to you , please feel free to contact me at anytime if you have any further
enquiries
Regards
Robert Grieve(Senior Vehicle Examiner)
Lothian and Borders Police

Bradford City Council

Dear Mr Parris
No, we would not have an issue with this at Bradford Council.
Kind Regards

Carol Stos
Licensing Manager
I apologise for the delay in responding to you via email.
Best regards
Steven Foster
Licensing Officer

Knowsley Metropolitan Borough Council
Hi Bill
Alan shone has forwarded you request for information onto me which I’m happy to
respond to.
As you are aware we moved away form the London Public Carriage Office hackney
carriage vehicle conditions with regard to licensing purpose built vehicles for hackney
carriage use and now licensed Mercedes, Peugeot and Fiats. All our vehicles
licensed as hackney carriage must be wheel chair compatible and have been so for
many years. This is as a result of the many varying needs the public require and the
need for local authorities and the transport sector to provide suitable vehicles when
transporting the public.
Your query concerning suitable vehicles parked on ranks and which vehicle is
suitable whether it is parked at the front of the queue or the back of the queue is an
interesting one. As a former licensed driver I have been in this situation before and
found the other driver’s on the rank were ok with me jumping the queue at the

customers request and we at licensing and I think our licensed driver’s would not
have any issues if a similar issue arose.
I hope this information helps to answer your query and please do not hesitate to
contact me if you require any further information.
Regards
Dave
Dave Gard
Licensing Enforcement Officer

Appendix A2

First Cab on the Rank – Trade Organisation Survey
Question:
Dear Mr.
As you will be aware, people with disabilities have a diverse range of needs.
Generally speaking, it is therefore unlikely that any one type of vehicle will best suit
every need or every disabled passenger.
With regard to hackney taxis, a question arises as to what happens or should happen
in a rank situation. For example, if a disabled person approaches a rank and
recognises that the vehicle type which is second or third in the queue happens to be
better suited to their particular needs, would there be an objection from your
members' perspective where the passenger asks to take the more suitable vehicle,
rather than the first cab on the rank, as would otherwise normally be the convention.
I would be grateful for your thoughts on this question and any other comments
regarding this issue.
Yours sincerely
Simon Gulliatt
Market Development Manager

Chelmsford Hackney Association
Simon, Great question.
Simple answer is any person can get into any vehicle they choose. Whether this choice is
motivated by personal ability/disability or simple choice of type or even colour of
vehicle.
For example we have members of the public who often refuse to get into larger tailor
made disabled access vehicles as they are taller, less comfortable and more cumbersome
to get into, they choose to get into Saloon vehicles.
It is the customers choice of which vehicle they want to use.

Regards
Terry Michel
Chairman
Chelmsford Hackney Association

Worthing Taxi Owners Association

Dear Mr Guilliat
Our local licensing authority appears to accept that there is a range of special needs
amongst the travelling public and also accepts - for the moment, at least - that these
varied needs are best met by having a wide range of vehicles available on the rank.
For example, my own father is registered as disabled, but is unable to travel in any of
the wheelchair accessible vehicles currently on the market, and so has to use a saloon
car.
Our drivers, of course, have first hand experience of the public's varying
requirements, and have no problem directing the passenger to the most appropriate
vehicle, even if that should be a long way back on the rank. This is, as you can
imagine, a regular occurrence, perhaps several times a day, and is therefore routine.
It's no different to a party of six requiring a six-seater cab: no-one would dream of
making them wait until a six-seater gets to 'pole position'!
Hope that helps
Paul Rogers
Secretary
Worthing Taxi Owners Association

ComCab Birmingham

Dear Simon,
Firstly I would stress that ComCab (Birmingham) Ltd. is a Radio circuit, and
not a Taxi Association, as your e-mail may suggest regarding a person with
disabilities approaching a taxi on a public rank.
I believe however, that most drivers would not have any issue with someone
approaching a vehicle that was more suited to the individual's needs,
regardless of the position of that taxi on the rank.
We indeed transport many people on a regular basis with disabilities, and
some will request a particular type of vehicle that is suited to their
needs, because they may not able to access the vehicle, or they may not be
able to secured correctly in some vehicle types.
Our motto of "Putting the Customer first" is our ultimate aim, and we
endeavour to provide the requested vehicle to transport the person to their
destination, striving to give maximum safety and comfort to the individual.
If I can be of further assistance please do not hesitate to contact me.
Kind regards
Roy Foxall
General Manager

Medway Taxi Owners Association
Dear Simon
As far as our colleagues on the ranks of Medway are concerned a disabled passenger,
irrespective of their degree of disability, may choose the vehicle best suited to their
individual needs. The majority of taxi drivers (and Private Hire) are fully aware that
no disability is the same as another however similar, therefore are quite understanding
when a customer would not necessarily take the first available cab. One only hopes
that some day the government (in practice not theory) fully understands and complies
with the fact that every individual disabled customer should be able to choose a
suitable cab or wheel accessible vehicle of their choice. In short, our colleagues would
be perfectly happy for such a customer to choose the most applicable mode of
transport available on the rank.
Yours sincerely
Jim Smart
Secretary-MLTDA

Cambridge Taxis

Dear Simon ?It is any customers right to chose any taxi on the rank whether they are
disabled or not. If customers are not bothered which taxi takes them then it is first
come first served. ?I would want to know if any did not comply. You would need the
blue ?plate number on the back of the taxi or the registration number you can always
get me on this email address.
Regards
David Wratten
Director
Cambridge taxis Ltd

Southampton Hackney Association

Thank you for your enquiry.
If a purpose adapted or a purpose built vehicle is situated anywhere in a queue of taxis
on a rank and a person with a disability requires that vehicle, they would be able to
ask for the driver to take them to their destination.
All of the above mentioned vehicles have wheel chair ramps and should have the
necessary straps to secure the chair, so no problem should arise for a wheelchair user.
Other persons who might have another disability can always request a vehicle to suit
their needs.

Hope this was of some help?
Yours sincerely
Ian Hall CHAIRMAN
Southampton Hackney Association

North Sefton Hackney Carriage Association
Dear Simon
Any one can use the taxi of their choice, at any rank that is the law. Drivers have duty to
assist and advice about loading.
I hope this is of some help.
Regards
Tony
Cllr Tony Crabtree

Birmingham Taxi Owners Association

The general understanding is to respect the wishes of the wheelchair bound person.
It seems that ‘vans’ can be more suitable on occasions as they can offer more room.
Thus I have personally had to intervene on an occasion to advise the driver of the
TX1 that his vehicle wasn’t going to cope with an exceptionally large framed
wheelchair. The fare was passed on to a more suitable vehicle. The customer had no
objection to this.
I am pleased to say that the HC drivers in B’ham are aware of their obligations with
regard to providing a service for disabled & wheelchair bound persons. I believe
they’re all Disability Awareness trained.
Whilst we insist that the ranks operate on first-in - first-out basis. If a passenger
(whether disabled or not) refuses to use the first taxi in turn, it is difficult to insist that
the fare travels in that particular vehicle. The passenger may choose to wait until
another vehicle becomes available?
Similarly we have come across situations where some passengers simply prefer not
to travel in the ‘vans’ and prefer the ‘London Tax’/ TX1. In such circumstances, the
driver of the TX1 will usually walk over to the driver that is first-turn to explain.
It is reasonable for a passenger to use a vehicle that may be more suitable for their
needs. Given the situation you depict, I would be surprised if a driver at the front of
the queue was to object.

I hope that this response is helpful to you.

Regards
Taj Mohammed
Chairman
Birmingham T.O.A.

Nottingham Licensed Taxi Owners & Drivers Association

I am glad to inform you that in Nottingham we have a modern fleet of taxi's that
are capable of accommodating all types of wheelchair users. If a customer wheelchair
cannot be accommodated by the taxi, the driver would have no objection to a taxi
lower down the rank that could accommodate the customer. We endeavor to have a
wheelchair friendly policy throughout our trade.
Sincerely.
Nassear Ahmed
Chairman NLTODA

Rugby Taxi Association

Your observations are split into two categories.
Let me deal with the rank issue initially.
The public are allowed to choose which vehicle they wish to travel in and there is no
legally supported policy of it being mandatory for the customer to use the first
vehicle. That having been said on some ranks there is a code of practice that the first
vehicle is used this is purely a voluntary agreement and if the first vehicle does not
meet the customers needs they do not have to wait until the preferred vehicle reaches
the front but can go to it. The front driver should not take offence on this as they
should recognise that they could not meet the said customers needs in full.
Thus no real discussion.
The real discussion lies with vehicle type.
As you quite correctly point out the disability needs are vast and varied and he who
can design one vehicle to meet all needs has yet too stand up, but until that day we
have to try to ensure that an option to give all as good a service as possible with a
mixed fleet policy. The main area that I see as an issue is that if a wheel chair bound
customer wishes to travel with two or three other people they are disadvantaged as
they will have to incur twice the expense in that they will have to engage two vehicles
as most wheelchair type vehicles will only take one wheel chair and one or at a push
two passengers. The fully mobile customers can use at minimum a salon which takes
four up to an eight seats this seems out of balance and as a minimum the wheel chair
bound customer should be able to travel with three able passengers.
This is my view only but would appreciate you comments.
Regards

Grev Mills
Secretary,
Rugby taxi Association

Streamline Telecabs, Leeds

In theory I accept what you say and I believe a customer should have the choice to
chose who or what type or vehicle the customer requires. There are certain types of
vehicles which are better suited to some types of wheelchair and as such I do not
believe this would cause a problem.
If I can be of further assistance then please do not hesitate to contact me.
Regards
Mike Utting
Director.
Streamline Telecabs

National Taxi Association

Dear Mr Parris ,
Thank you for your email. In answer to your question I have personally found no
issues of note in relation to the points you raise.
Taxi drivers on the whole do recognise they will be unable to cater for all passenger
needs, be this in respect of disabilities (which vary) to the number of passengers
(which may be more than a vehicle can lawfully carry) and on these occasions the
choice of the customer will vary.
In Carlisle for example were we have a mixed fleet of saloon cars and a differing
range of wheelchair accessible vehicles there are instances each day were certain
passengers prefer saloon cars over other vehicle types and vice versa.
As you will be aware there are many differing ailments – there is typically no vehicle
which can suit all passengers.
Whether or not Carlisle’s policy of a mixed fleet is correct is of course open to
differing interpretation, invariably the cost of a saloon vehicle is cheaper than a
wheelchair accessible type, therefore the costs of operation differ. However, customer
choice is greater which is to the benefit of the customer, and whilst a saloon car can

carry the basic 4 passengers, the wheelchair vehicle can usually cater for a greater
number of passengers as well as wheelchairs and prams.
regards
Wayne Casey
Secretary
NTA Admin.

Glasgow Taxis
Hi Bill
As you are well aware the rank protocol is that the first taxi on the
rank takes the hire, but if the taxi who is first is not suitable to
accommodate the passenger the person has the right to approach the taxi
which meets their needs and with the proper explanation to the driver
why they are requesting this type of taxi there should be no problems
We as taxi minded people know that certain types of wheelchairs can only
be transported in the larger type vehicles due to their size and floor
space available, which in turn allows the wheelchair to be secured
properly for safe transportation
I would suggest that the question you asked me should also be put to the
G.C.C Licensing Department and the Taxi Enforcement Department as they
licence the majority of Taxi Stances within the city
Kind Regards
Robert Dunabie
Secretary
Glasgow Taxis

City Cabs Edinburgh
Hi Bill,
If a passenger approaches a Taxi rank usually they take the first taxi on the rank, but the
passenger has the right to take any of the taxis on rank which suits their needs.i.e
wheelchair car, 6seater, Tx, M8, E7.Example; if I approached a taxi rank and was going along
distance and the first 2 taxis were old and the 3rd was a new M8, I would take the M8 for
comfort. End result is the passenger always has the choice. Hope this helps.
Regards
George Aird
Chairman, City Cabs

First Call Taxis, Norwich

In Norwich the rule is that a person can take a taxi whether first , second or fifth , this
is among drivers own discretion , hope this helps.
P. Keenaghan
First Call Taxis

West Berkshire Hackney & Private Hire Association

This happens all the time, usually when elderly people do not want to get into a
WAV. In Newbury and Thatcham, we accept that this is their choice.
In fact they have a legal right to choose anyway.
However if it was a really good fare and a driver gets passed over the driver may get
rather upset about it.
It han't happened yet but if a really big powered wheelchair came along (very unlikely
but possible) and needed a taxi from a rank, a Fiat Doblo will be the only vehicle on
our fleet that can take these bigger chairs.
We run a mixed fleet here so we have saloon cars, WAV's, minibuses and MPV's on
the rank.
I hope this helps.
Andrew Lutter
Chairman
W.B.H.P.A.

Appendix A3

Taxi and Private Hire

Draft Mayor’s Air Quality Strategy
Workshop with taxi trade representatives
10 February 2010, Windsor House
Present:

HC led introductions and apologised on behalf of John Mason, who had to be absent
because of unforeseen circumstances had forced
There were some comments on the notes from the previous workshop. LH agreed to
make appropriate corrections and re-issue the notes.

1

Proposals

HC and LH introduced the table of draft proposals for consultation. The attached
table reflects the conclusions of the discussions.

2

Other points of discussion

2.1 Minimum standard
All new taxis will be Euro V buy January 2012 so this could be the criterion for new
licences
2.2 Age limits
Trade reps had said they ’could live with’ a fifteen-year limit. Anything less than that
would be unacceptable, particularly in the current economic climate and with the
restricted choice of vehicles available to the London taxi trade.
Some subsidy is necessary to make such a proposal acceptable – possibly in the
form of an extended scrappage scheme.
Modelling to show the effects of a 12-year limit is still outstanding.
Fleets typically plan on a five-year timescale and would not be able to respond to a
major new constraint in just two years.
Taxi MAQS workshop 100210
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A fifteen-year limit in 2012, shortening to twelve years from 2015, was suggested but
this did not get a good response.
The poor image in the trade of TfL T&PH and TfL generally was discussed
2.3 Smarter driving training
Comments covered in table
2.4 Restrictions on ranks
Comments covered in table
2.5 Additional inspections for older taxis
Comments covered in table
2.6 TfL to press for improved waiting facilities
Comments covered in table
2.7 Increased enforcement
GD advised that LCDC would be employing 3 security guards to protect taxi drivers
at key points in the West End. Others expressed concern about this approach and
the need for it. Reps said that TfL policies regarding ‘satellite offices’ and ‘illegal
ranks’ were the root of the problems being experienced.
Safer Travel at Night was to be discussed in separate forums.
2.8 MoT test structure for taxi licensing
There was some discussion of the relative licence fees for taxis and PHVs, and the
possible impact of a change to the structure of two MoT tests per year plus an annual
licensing inspection.
2.9 Other incentives
It was said that the only meaningful incentive to encourage change would be money.
TfL could consider using bulk buying power to offer deals for taxi drivers, eg reduced
price fuel. It was acknowledged that TfL and the (previous) Mayor had lobbied the
Treasury regarding the Road Fund tax status of taxis

3

Review of proposals for Private Hire

Reps sought an increase in the rigour of the PH drivers’ topographical test to slow
the growth in numbers in the PHV trade.
Reps sought parity between the processes for handling complaints about taxis and
PHVs

Taxi MAQS workshop 100210
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Taxi and Private Hire

Taxi proposals – after discussion

Proposal
Proposal 1:
Minimum Euro V
Standard

Proposal 2:
12 year age limit on
all taxis

Details

Reason

Trade Comments

TfL proposes that all new taxis
entering the fleet must be at least
Euro V standard with effect from 1
January 2012

The Mayors draft Air Quality
Strategy proposed Euro IV with
effect from 2012. Through
consultation the two vehicle
manufacturers supplying vehicles
that meet the TfL Conditions of
Fitness have confirmed that all
vehicles sold from late 2011 will be
Euro V standard.

Agreed

TfL proposes that a 12 year age limit
for all licensed London taxis be
introduced with effect from 1 April
2012. From this point any taxis over
12 years would not be re-licensed as
a London taxi although it is expected
that there would be some
exemptions yet to be defined such
as taxis with very low emissions.

The Mayors draft Air Quality
Strategy proposed a 15 year limit
from 2012, tightening to a 10 year
limit from 2015 which would then
be a rolling limit. The 10-year limit
would add significantly to the
business model for recovery of taxi
costs. A 12 year limit would be
more acceptable while retaining
significant air quality benefits

Not agreed

Trade content to move from
draft MAQS proposal to Euro V
and apply from start of year

Anything under 15 years
unacceptable – significant
costs for drivers & owners
Could only be accepted if some
sort of subsidy, eg scrappage.
(Value of 10-year old taxi
estimated at £6-7k by some,
£2-3k by others)
Concern about low image in
trade of TfL T&PH and TfL
generally

Proposal 3:
Mandatory Smarter
Driving training

TfL proposes that completion of an
accredited Smarter Driving Training
course would be a requirement for:
• Completion of the Knowledge
from April 2012
• Licence renewal after April 2012

Smarter driving techniques could
Not agreed
significantly reduce emissions from
Mandating unacceptable for
taxis, as well as improving fuel
existing licensees
consumption and economy
Trade associations would
promote and consider funding
training
Receptiveness to training much
higher if voluntary

Proposal 4:
Some taxi ranks
restricted to newer
taxis

TfL proposes that taxi ranks in areas
of poor air quality should be
restricted to taxis below 10 years
age from April 2011

This will have early impact on air
quality in the most acute hotspots,
while older taxis can continue to be
used in other areas.

Not agreed

Proposal 5:

TfL proposes that taxis over 10 years
old would have to pass a mid-year
safety & emissions inspection to
remain licensed, with corresponding
additional cost to owners

This will ensure that older vehicles
are maintained to a high standard,
to reflect the greater likelihood of
wear and deterioration of
emissions standards or safetyrelated aspects of the vehicle

Combine with Proposal 8 below

In order to support the taxi trade TfL
proposes to work with the GLA (for
MTS) and highway authorities for:
• Additional ranks
• Exemptions to stopping and
waiting restrictions for taxis
waiting for booked fares

This will allow drivers to wait
Agreed
legitimately in circumstances
where now they either keep
engines running so they can move
off if need be, or they cruise
around a pick-up point (adding to
emissions and congestion) in order
to avoid getting PCNs

In order to support the taxi trade TfL
commits to continually reduce back
office administration expenditure and
increase funding available for
enforcement and supporting
activities.

By committing to work with TfL to
reduce vehicle emissions the taxi
trade would like to see TfL take
steps to address key issues which
impact driver earnings.

Agreed

All taxis would be licensed through
two 6-monthly MoT inspections plus
annual TfL taxi licensing inspection

Although no direct air quality
benefit, this would ensure that all
taxis have a test for emissions
levels every six months

Agreed

Additional
safety/emissions
inspections for older
taxis
Proposal 6:
Improved facilities for
waiting

Proposal 7:
Increased
enforcement of
touting

Proposal 8:
Move to MoT test
structure for taxi
licensing

Taxi MAQS workshop 100210
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Limited benefit and hard to
enforce, could lead to public
confusion

Trade content

Taxi and Private Hire

Private hire draft proposals – for information

Proposal
Proposal 1:
Minimum Euro V Standard

Proposal 2:
10 year age limit on all PHVs

Proposal 3:
Mandatory Smarter Driving
training
Proposal 4:
Improved facilities for waiting

Proposal 5:
Increased enforcement of
touting

Taxi MAQS workshop 100210

Details

Reason

TfL proposes that all new PHVs entering the
fleet must be at least Euro V standard with
effect from 1 April 2012

The Mayors draft Air Quality Strategy proposed
Euro IV with effect from 2012. It is expected that
a sufficient range of Euro V vehicles will be
available by his date, so a higher standard for
newly licensed vehicles will be appropriate.

TfL proposes that a 10 year age limit for all
licensed London PHVs be introduced with
effect from 1 April 2012. From this point any
PHVs over 10 years would not be licensed
as a London PHV, although it is expected
that there would be some exemptions yet to
be defined such as vehicles with very low
emissions.

The Mayors draft Air Quality Strategy proposed a
15 year limit from 2012, tightening to a 10 year
limit from 2015 which would then be a rolling limit.
The great majority of PHV operators and owners
would have no difficulty in complying with a 10year limit, and the increase in costs for some
customers would be compensated by the
improved vehicle standards.

TfL proposes that completion of an
accredited Smarter Driving Training course
would be a requirement for grant or renewal
of a driver’s licence after April 2012

Smarter driving techniques could significantly
reduce emissions from PHVs, as well as
improving fuel consumption and economy

TfL to liaise with the GLA (for MTS) and
highway authorities for exemptions to
stopping and waiting restrictions for PHVs
waiting for booked fares

This will allow drivers to wait legitimately in
circumstances where now they either keep
engines running so they can move off if need be,
or they cruise around a pick-up point (adding to
emissions and congestion) in order to avoid
getting PCNs

In order to support the PH trade TfL
commits to continually reduce back office
administration expenditure and increase
funding available for enforcement and
supporting activities.

By committing to work with TfL to reduce vehicle
emissions the PH trade would like to see TfL take
steps to address key issues which impact driver
earnings.

06/01/2011

Appendix A4

Wheelchair Accessible Taxi Model Availability

1

2
3
4

5
6

7
8

9

Supplier
Cab Direct
Cab Direct
Cab Direct
Cab Direct
Cab Direct
Cab Direct
Cab Direct
Cabs 4 less
Eco City Vehicles
Jubilee
Jubilee
Jubilee
Jubilee
London Taxi Company
Scotcab
Scotcab
Scotcab
SVA
Taxi Centre
Taxi Centre
Taxi Centre
Voyager
Voyager
Voyager
Voyager

Vehicle
Peugeot E7
Peugeot Eurobus
Peugeot Eurotaxi
Volkswagen Kudos
Mercedes Vito M8
Peugeot Premier
Fiat Freedom
Fiat Doblo Mylife
Mercedes Vito One80
Mercedes Vito MultiCab
Volkswagen ClubClass
Volkswagen EuroCab
Renault Master AX
TX4
Fiat Scudo
Hyundai i800
Renault Trafic
Citroen Sentinel
Citroen Multispace
Volkswagen Caddy Maxi Taxi
Volkswagen Shuttle Taxibus
Citroen LC7
Mercedes MX7
Nissan NV200
Renault NX8

UK

London
Conditions

Appendix A5

Wheelchair Accessible Taxi Model Price Comparison

Vehicle
Peugeot E7 manual*
Peugeot E7 automatic*
LTI TX4 manual
LTI TX4 automatic
Mercedes Benz Vito M8 manual*
Mercedes Benz Vito M8 automatic*
Mercedes Benz Vito One80 automatic
*Note – Not available in London conditions areas.

Starting Price
£25,495
£27,495
£31,995
£33,995
£34,595
£35,995
£41,950
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Objectives
As part of the HSE Better Backs Initiative, a joint visit was conducted to Lothian Community
Transport Services (LCTS) on 15th June 2005. The purpose of the visit was to observe the
disability awareness and wheelchair access training that LCTS provide to Edinburgh City Black
Cab drivers. This was with a view to informing an initial ergonomics assessment of the
movement of wheelchair users by taxi drivers.
Main Findings
(1)

Two tasks were demonstrated during the 90-minute practical wheelchair handling
component:
(A)

The movement of wheelchair users up and down a kerb
During the site visit, taxi drivers did not appear to have much difficulty
performing the task, nor did they show signs that the task was physically demands.
Thus, where drivers are knowledgeable and skilled at assisting wheelchair users
over a kerb, the majority of fares are unlikely to present a significant risk of injury.
However, where there is a high kerb and heavier than average wheelchair
occupants, laboratory simulations suggest that the pushing forces required may
exceed what some drivers can perform safely.

(B)

The movement of wheelchair users into and out of a TXI Black Cab
Where drivers are knowledgeable and skilled in the transport of wheelchair users
in their taxi, the majority of fares are unlikely to present a significant risk of
injury. However, as is typical with pushing and pulling tasks, a much greater risk
of injury can arise if one or more risk factors are mismanaged. Thus, there may be
occasional circumstances that can present a high or very high risk of injury to both
taxi drivers and wheelchair passengers.
An important risk factor appears to be the availability of accessible pick-up and
drop-off locations where the taxi driver can pull up alongside a kerb. Where this
is not the case, it is estimated that the forces required to move many wheelchair
users up the taxi’s extended ramp will be beyond the safe performance for about
25% of males and 75% of females.

(2)

The LCTS training course providers did not have sufficient time to provide taxi drivers
with adequate practical experience in moving and securing a wheelchair user into a taxi.

(3)

Drivers were told that there was typically no system of work in place for special high-risk
circumstances that might arise, such as those involving heavy passengers, poorly
maintained wheelchairs, or dangerous environments. Thus, drivers were told that they
should politely but firmly decline the fare if they believed they would have to operate
under unsafe conditions. Nonetheless, in the time available, it is not believed that the
training course could provide drivers with sufficient information to conduct adequate
individual risk assessments in the field. LCTS clearly indicated to trainees that they had
insufficient time to deliver a manual handling training course.

iv

Recommendations
(1)

Ensure that accessible taxi stands are available at areas where wheelchair users may visit
frequently. These areas should allow taxi drivers to pull alongside the kerb so that the
angle of the ramp is minimised.

(2)

Consider extending the practical component of the disability awareness training session.
Additional practical time should be made available for:
-

Practical attempts of fastening and unfastening the wheelchair user’s safety
restraint;

-

Further practical attempts of pushing wheelchair users of different body sizes into
the various types of Black Cab;

-

Knowledge and identification of manual handling risk factors that result in special
‘high-risk’ circumstances so that drivers can carry out suitable individual risk
assessments and follow safe systems of work or take appropriate measures to
manage the risks.

-

Practice driving wheelchair users and experiencing transport in the back of a taxi as
a wheelchair user;

(3)

Alternatively, consider the development of a more in-depth wheelchair handling training
course, which focuses on aspects such as individual risk assessment and the control of
risk factors specific to assisting wheelchair users and peripatetic work.

(4)

Where the extended ramp must be used, taxi drivers should push the wheelchair up the
ramp in two separate motions. They should first position the chair centrally within the
width of the ramp and move the chair forward until the rear wheels touch the edge of the
ramp. They should then review the alignment of the chair on the ramp, take a step back,
straighten their arms and lean into the push. This would allow the drivers to use their
body weight and larger muscle groups in the legs to counteract the downward force of the
wheelchair user on the ramp.

(5)

Taxi companies should ensure that manual handling risk assessments have been
completed for the transport of wheelchair users. Such risk assessments should consider:
-

What systems are in place for reporting and repairing any damage to equipment such
as the extendable ramp or safety restraint, which may increase the risk of injury to
either the driver or wheelchair user?

-

What policies and systems are in place for managing and reviewing the transport of
particular wheelchair users that may pose a higher level of risk to taxi drivers?

-

What systems are in place for managing and reviewing the transport of wheelchair
users to particular locations that are less accessible and may pose a higher level of
risk to taxi drivers and passengers?

v
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INTRODUCTION

As part of the HSE Better Backs Initiative, a joint visit was conducted by Gaynor Parry, HM
Inspector of Health and Safety, Edmund Milnes, Senior Ergonomist, Health and Safety
Laboratory (HSL) and Jeremy Ferreira, Higher Ergonomist, HSL, to Lothian Community
Transport Services (LCTS) on 15th June 2005. The purpose of the visit was to observe the
disability awareness and wheelchair access training that LCTS provide to Edinburgh City
Black Cab drivers. This was with a view to informing an initial ergonomics assessment of the
manual movement of wheelchair users by taxi drivers. As part of the Licensing conditions,
Black Cab drivers are required to transport disabled passengers unless they have a medical
exemption.
The duration of the training session was 3 hours and was provided by Kenny Duncan, who
possessed 20 years of experience in transporting disabled people. There were 6 trainees in the
morning session (09:30 – 12:00) and 8 trainees in the afternoon session (13:00 – 16:00),
although sessions were reported to be busier typically. Training consisted of a disability
awareness component, lasting approximately 1.5 hours, followed by a practical demonstration
of wheelchair handling, which also lasted about 1.5 hours. Two tasks were demonstrated
during the practical wheelchair handling component: the movement of wheelchair users up
and down a kerb stone; and the movement of wheelchair users into and out of a TX1 Black
Cab.
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2.1

TRANSPORTING A WHEELCHAIR UP AND DOWN A
KERB
OBSERVATIONS

Trainees were given a practical demonstration and single practice attempt of transporting a
wheelchair user up and down a kerb stone. LTCS deemed this to be a reasonable task that
taxi drivers would be expected to perform as part of their duties to assist passengers.
However, it was emphasised that, as taxi drivers were not undertaking a manual handling
training course, they should not attempt to transport wheelchair users up and down multiple
steps; for example, the front steps of a private home.
Trainees were instructed to push wheelchairs forwards when transporting up kerbs (Figure 1).
This appeared to be an effective method of handling and was consistent with advice provided
by the Disabled Living Foundation (DLF 2005). The DLF suggests that transporting a
wheelchair user up a kerb backwards is problematic as it takes extra time to turn the chair,
and this can expose the occupants to traffic for a longer period of time.
Transporting the wheelchair user up the kerb involved:
(1) Moving the wheelchair user up to the kerb but stopping short of the kerb to avoid any
bump;
(2) Tipping the front castors up over the kerb by pushing down together on the handles
and the foot tipping lever (Figure 1);
(3) Moving the rear wheels against the kerb edge while watching around the side of the
chair to ensure the front castors clear the kerb;
(4) Placing one foot in front of the other and adopting a wide stance; and
(5) Rolling the rear wheels up the kerb, ensuring that they stay in contact with the edge of
the kerb at all times (Figure 2).
It was emphasised that moving the rear wheels up the kerb required a slight bit of pushing and
a slight bit of lifting to prevent back injury. This ensured that the rear wheels of the chair
remained in contact with the kerb, allowing most of the weight of the wheelchair and user to
be supported by the rear wheels at all times. An excessive amount of pushing would result in
the rear wheels becoming lodged against the kerb. An excessive amount of lifting would
result in the rear wheels being raised off the kerb, which would place additional load on the
drivers’ low back. Lifting the rear wheels off the kerb would also shift more of the load onto
the front castors of the wheelchair, which are less stable and tend to pivot under the additional
load.
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Figure 1: Tipping wheelchair back,
pushing down on the handles and foot
tipping lever.

Figure 2: Pushing wheelchairs up on to
kerb. The rear wheels stay in contact
with the kerb.

Trainees were instructed to control the wheelchair’s descent backwards down the kerbs
(Figure 3). The DLF (2005) advises that this may be easier than descending the kerb
forwards, although cautions that a clear view of the road is essential.

Figure 3: Controlling the descent of the
wheelchair.
Transporting the wheelchair user down the kerb involved:
(1)

Pulling the chair’s rear wheels towards the edge of the kerb but stopping short
of the kerb;

(2)

Ensuring the chair is positioned 90° to the kerb so that both wheels roll down
the kerb simultaneously;

(3)

Placing one foot in front of the other and adopting a wide stance;

(4)

Slowing the descent of the rear wheels off the kerb, ensuring that the rear
wheels remaining in contact with the kerb;

(5)

Pulling the chair away from the kerb, keeping the front castors raised in the air;
and
Lowering the front castors to the ground, using the foot tipping lever to ensure a
smooth descent.

(6)
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After the practical demonstration, trainees were each given a single practice attempt. A
couple of errors were observed on the first attempts of transporting the wheelchair up the
kerb. This included lifting the rear wheels off of the kerb and not tipping the front castors up
high enough to clear the kerb. However, there was insufficient time available to allow further
practice attempts. Nonetheless, the trainees did not appear to have much difficulty
performing the task.
2.2

MAIN RISK FACTORS

2.2.1

Force

Trainees did not show any visible signs to suggest that moving a wheelchair user up and
down the kerb at LCTS was a physically demanding task. In practice, the amount of force
required would depend upon several factors including:
•

The weight of the wheelchair and occupant;

•

The technique and posture adopted;

•

The height of the kerb; and

•

The extent to which the wheelchair user can contribute to the operation (for example,
by helping to control the descent of the wheelchair with the hand rims).

2.2.1.1

Task simulations conducted in the Human Performance Laboratory,
HSL

Task simulations were conducted at the Human Performance Laboratory at HSL (Figure 4).
The purpose of these simulations was to measure the resultant force (simultaneous pushing
and lifting) exerted by an attendant when moving a self-propelled wheelchair and occupant up
and down a kerb in the manner observed. The resultant force was measured with calibrated
Kistler 9281B force platforms, on which the attendant stood when performing the
simulations. Data was collected at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz and processed with
Bioware force platform software (v 3.11, Kistler Instrumente AG, Winterthur, Switzerland).

Force platforms

61 cm

17 cm

Figure 4: Laboratory simulation set up.
The height of the simulated kerb was 17 cm. This was slightly higher than typical pavement
heights (10 – 13 cm) and would represent a worst-case scenario, for example, moving a
wheelchair user up and down a single step. The weight of the wheelchair was 19.4 kg and the
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diameter of the rear wheels was 61 cm. Figure 5 shows the results of the simulation for a
range of combined wheelchair and occupant weights. According to a recent survey of UK
wheelchair users (Stait et al. 1999), a combined weight of 90 kg corresponds to the 50th
percentile weight value for wheelchair users, while a combined weight of 123 kg corresponds
to the 95th percentile value. The amount of force required to ascend the kerb was found to be
about 4% more than that required to descend the kerb.
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Figure 5: Resultant force measured to move a wheelchair and occupant up and
down a 17 cm kerb.
Mital et al. (1997) have produced tables of maximum acceptable forces (MAF) for occasional
two-handed pushing over a distance of 2.1 metres (Table 1). MAF are categorised according
to the percentage of the male and female working population that would consider the pushing
force acceptable. This was determined using psychophysical methodology (Snook and
Ciriello 1991), whereby 22 male and female participants pushed against a stationary
horizontal bar while walking on a treadmill (the resistance of the treadmill could be controlled
by the participant). The height of the horizontal bar was 95 cm for males and 89 cm for
females.
Table 1. Recommended maximum acceptable start and sustained forces for
male and female industrial workers during occasional two-handed pushing
over 2.1 metres (Mital et al. 1997)
Males
Females
Population
1
percentile
Start force
Sustained force
Start force
Sustained force
90 %
310 N
220 N
220 N
140 N
75 %
410 N
300 N
270 N
210 N
50 %
510 N
380 N
320 N
280 N
25 %
610 N
470 N
370 N
360 N
10 %
700 N
540 N
410 N
420 N
1
Percentage of the population that would deem the forces to be acceptable.
A comparison of maximum acceptable start forces (Table 1) to those measured in the
simulations suggests that:
•

Moving wheelchair users of 50th percentile weight over high kerbs or single steps
requires forces that would be deemed acceptable to 90% of the male working
population and 50% of the female working population
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•

Moving wheelchair users of 95th percentile weight over high kerb or single steps
would require forces that would only be deemed acceptable to only 25% of the male
working population.

However, it should be recognised that this does represent a worst-case scenario. Where there
are lower pavement heights (10 – 13 cm), the forces required to pivot the rear wheels over the
kerb are expected to be less. In addition, some wheelchair users would be able to offer
assistance by applying force to the wheelchair rims.
2.2.2

Exposure / frequency

The frequency that drivers would have to transport wheelchairs over kerbs would depend on
the number of wheelchair users that were transported as well as the accessibility of the pickup and drop-off locations. Anecdotally, one taxi driver in Edinburgh reported that he
transported 4 – 5 wheelchair users a day on average. However, some drivers could transport
more wheelchair users than this, particularly if their cab company has a contract with a
hospital or care home to provide a transport service for their clients. Edinburgh City Council
also offers a taxi concession scheme to people who cannot use public transport buses. This
provides a person on the scheme with a £3 discount for 104 single trips per year and may
increase the number of wheelchair users that travel regularly in a taxi.
Negotiating kerbs would not be required with every fare from a wheelchair user. With
dropped kerbs at many crossings, kerbs may be avoided at many pick-up and drop-off
locations. It is also likely that wheelchair users will be familiar with the accessibility of these
locations and know ‘good places’ to be picked up as well as ‘bad places’ to avoid.
2.2.3

Environment

The peripatetic nature of the work makes it difficult to obtain information about
environmental risk factors without undertaking site visits. However, personal experience
would suggest that risk factors could include:
•

damaged kerb stones;

•

traffic in close proximity to the kerb;

•

obstacles along the kerb (e.g. parked cars) that could restrict visibility, create
confined spaces in which to perform the task, and impose long distances between the
pick-up point and the taxi;

•

uneven terrain (e.g. cobble stones); and

•

snow or ice, which would increase the potential for slipping.

There was insufficient time to cover the impact of these risk factors in the environment during
the training session.
2.2.4

Time-pressure

It was accepted practice that drivers charged for the time involved in transporting the
wheelchair user into the taxi. This would reduce any financial pressure on drivers to hurry or
take unnecessary risks when assisting disabled passengers.
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2.2.5

Special high-risk circumstances

Drivers were told that there was typically no system of work in place for special high-risk
circumstances that might arise, such as heavy passengers, poorly maintained wheelchairs,
weaker drivers, or dangerous environments. Thus, drivers were told that they should politely
decline the fare if they believed they would have to operate under unsafe conditions, and they
would receive full support from the training provider and Edinburgh City Council. However,
trainers suggested that drivers may experience pressure from their individual taxi companies
to transport all potential customers. Unfortunately, no information was available to suggest
how frequently such high-risk situations arose.
2.3

ASSESSMENT

During the site visit, there was little indication that the task of moving a wheelchair user up
and down a kerb was beyond the capabilities of the all-male group of trainees. They did not
appear to have much difficulty performing the task, nor did they show signs that the task was
physically demanding. Where drivers are knowledgeable and skilled at transporting
wheelchair users over a kerb, the majority of fares are unlikely to present a significant risk of
injury.
However, where there is high kerb and heavier than average wheelchair occupant, simulations
in the laboratory suggest that the forces may be beyond the safe performance for some taxi
drivers. Drivers were told that, as there was typically no system of work in place to manage
special high-risk circumstances that might arise, they should politely decline the fare if they
believed they would have to operate under unsafe conditions.
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3

3.1

TRANSPORTING WHEELCHAIR USERS INTO AND
OUT OF TAXIS
OBSERVATIONS

Instruction was provided on the TX1 cab, which was the most common type of Black Cab in
Edinburgh. Training was not provided for other taxi vehicles driven in Edinburgh, including
Fairway cabs (which were being phased out) and Metro cabs (which comprised
approximately 10% of the Edinburgh Black Cab fleet). Whereas the TX1 cab had an intrinsic
fold out ramp (Figure 6), both the Fairway and Metro cabs have an attachable channel ramp
system (Figure 7).

Figure 6: TX1 cab with intrinsic ramp
(LCTS 2005)

Figure 7: Metro cab with attachable
channel ramp (LCTS 2005)

Trainees were given a practical demonstration and single practice attempt of moving the
wheelchair user into and out of the TX1. This involved a ‘worst-case’ scenario where a ramp
extension would be required if the taxi could not pull alongside a kerb.
Figure 8 shows the tasks required to move a wheelchair user into the TX1. Moving a
wheelchair user out of the TX1 would essentially involve a reverse of these steps. Due to
time constraints, only one trainee was able to practice securing the wheelchair and user in the
cab with the safety belts, and complete the task in its entirety. The other trainees were only
able to practice those tasks outlined in red: connecting the ramp extension, moving the
wheelchair user up and down the ramp, and turning the wheelchair to its travelling position
inside the cab. The majority of trainees were unable to practice securing the wheelchair
inside the taxi or practice fastening the safety belt to the wheelchair user.
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Figure 8: Hierarchical task analysis for moving and securing a wheelchair user into a TX1 cab
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3.2

MAIN RISK FACTORS

3.2.1

Equipment design

Table 2 shows several key dimensions of various taxis as reported in the Department for
Transport (DfT 2005) publication “wheels within wheels: a guide to using a wheelchair on
public transport”.
Table 2: Key taxi dimensions (mm)
Dimension (mm)
TX1
Door width
800
Door height
1370
Internal height
1400
Ramp length 1
700 – 1250
Ramp angle – to kerb
11 – 17°
Ramp angle – to ground
17 – 29°
1
Ramp length varies with use of ramp extenders
3.2.1.1

Fairway
640
1170
1300
888 – 1540
11 – 18°
16 – 28°

Metrocab II
650
1240
1300
900 – 1590
10 – 16°
14 – 24°

Ramp

The angles of taxi ramps range from 11° to 29° and depend on the make of taxi, whether the
ramp rests on the pavement or the ground, the height of the pavement and how far the ramp is
extended. These angles far exceed 4.78°, which is the maximum recommended ramp angle
suggested in inclusive mobility access guidance (Oxley 2002).
The width of the ramp on the TX1 was 680 mm at its narrowest point (Figure 9). The distance
between the rear wheels of the wheelchair was 610 mm, which only allowed a 35 mm margin of
error to either side of the rear wheels when aligning the wheelchair on the ramp. On some
practice attempts, a rear wheel did run off the side of the ramp when pushing the chair up the
ramp. Side edges were available for the channel ramp systems; however, not for TX1 which
had an intrinsic ramp design.
Extending the intrinsic ramp of the TX1 cab also left an uneven recess in the floor of the cab,
which the wheelchair would have to travel over (Figure 9). When pushing the chair up the
ramp, taxi drivers had to apply additional downward pressure on the wheelchair handles to take
the weight off the front castors of the wheelchair. This would reduce the risk of the wheelchair
stopping suddenly and tipping forward, possibly jettisoning the occupant into the door frame of
the taxi.
3.2.1.2

Head clearance

The door height and interior height of the TX1 (Table 2) were both greater than 1353 mm,
reported to be the 95th percentile height of wheelchair users (Stait et al. 1999). This would
allow adequate head clearance for the majority of wheelchair passengers (Figure 10). However,
this was not the case for the Fairways and Metro cab taxis, which would require some
wheelchair users to bend forward or slouch in the wheelchair if possible.
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680 mm

Figure 9: Intrinsic ramp on TX1 cab with
uneven recess in the floor

3.2.2

Force

Figure 10: Sitting in the travelling
position (LCTS 2005)

(Pushing a wheelchair user up a ramp)

The force exerted to transport a wheelchair user into the taxi will be highly variable and will
depend upon a number of factors including:
•

The weight of the user and chair;

•

The technique and posture adopted;

•

The speed of the operation;

•

The level of assistance that is provided by the wheelchair user (for example, if they grab
the door handles as they approach the taxi door); and

•

The angle of the ramp (which in turn depends upon whether the ramp rests on the
pavement or ground, whether the ramp is extended and the height of the pavement)
(Table 3).

It was not possible to measure the force required to move a wheelchair user into and out of the
taxi during the site visit. However, it is possible to make calculations based on geometry and
representative weights to estimate theoretical forces. Table 3 shows calculated forces for
pushing a 90 kg load and a 123 kg load up various ramp angles. These weights of wheelchair
and occupant correspond to the 50th and 95th percentile values from a recent survey of actual
values recorded in the UK (Stait et al. 1999). A start force (required to accelerate a wheelchair
from stationary to a desired speed) and a sustained force (required to keep the trolley in motion)
are presented according to calculations outlined in Appendix A. The ramp angles selected
include the recommended maximum for accessibility (4.78°) as well as a range of more realistic
angles typically encountered (Table 2).
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Table 3: Calculated forces (N) for transporting 90 kg and 123 kg loads up ramps
with various angles
90 kg load (50th percentile)
Ramp
123 kg load (95th percentile)
angle
Start force
Sustained force
Start force
Sustained force
4.8° 1
78 N
74 N
107 N
101 N
12°
188 N
184 N
257 N
251 N
16°
248 N
243 N
339 N
332 N
20°
306 N
302 N
419 N
413 N
24°
363 N
359 N
497 N
491 N
28°
419 N
414 N
572 N
566 N
1
Maximum angle recommended in inclusive mobility access guidance (Richardson and Yelding
2003)
Several of the trainees raised concerns about the amount of effort that would be required to push
heavier customers. Drivers were again told that they should politely but firmly decline the fare
if they believe they would have to operate under unsafe conditions, and they would receive full
support from the training provider and Edinburgh City Council. Unfortunately the trainees were
left with no indication of what customer weights or circumstances might be indicative of an
unsafe operation.
Table 4 shows an assessment of the level of risk based on a comparison of MAF (Table 1) to
calculated forces (Table 3). Several conditions are presented depending on the presence of a
kerb, resulting ramp angles, and passenger weight. Due to considerable variability amongst
these factors, there was often a large range in the calculated forces and consequently a large
range in the percentage of the population for which the task would be acceptable. The sustained
force, rather than the start force, would typically be the limiting factor for the task. Table 4
suggests that much of the risk could be controlled by providing and selecting suitable drop off
and pick up locations where taxis can pull alongside a kerb.
Table 4: Assessment of level of risk according to the force calculated to
transport a wheelchair user into a taxi
Kerb

Ramp
angles

Passenger
percentile
50th % ile

Yes

11 – 17°
95th % ile
50th % ile

No

17 – 29°
95th % ile

3.2.3

Forces acceptable for…
90% of males
50 – 75% of females
50 – 75% of males
25 – 50% of females
25 – 75% of males
10 – 25% of females
10 – 25% of males
<10% of females

Level of risk
Low for males
Moderate for females
Moderate for males
High for females
Mod – high for males
High for females
High for males
Very high for females

Exposure / frequency

The number of wheelchair users a taxi driver could transport each day would vary. Anecdotally,
one Black Cab taxi driver in Edinburgh reported that he transported 4 – 5 wheelchair users a day
on average. However, some drivers could transport more wheelchair users than this,
particularly if their cab company has a contract with a hospital or care home to provide a
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transport service for clients. Taxi concession schemes for people who cannot use public
transport buses may also increase the number of wheelchair users that travel regularly in a taxi.
3.2.4

Posture / technique

Two techniques were demonstrated to push the wheelchair user from the ground up the ramp
(i.e. when there is no kerb present): one technique was demonstrated during the morning session
(Technique1; Figure 11) while the other was demonstrated during the afternoon session
(Technique 2; Figure 12).

Figure 11: Technique 1

Figure 12: Technique 2

With Technique 1, the wheelchair was first stopped a few inches in front of the ramp and
positioned centrally within the width of the ramp. Technique 1 was characterised as pushing the
wheelchair up the ramp in one continuous motion. As the front castors reached the edge of the
ramp, the driver would then place his foot on the tipping lever and tip the chair back slightly so
that the front castors did not bump, turn or suddenly stop upon hitting the edge of the ramp. The
driver continued to push the wheelchair up the ramp at a fairly high speed, before the
momentum of the wheelchair subsided. The wheelchair was then decelerated and stopped as it
entered the taxi. Trainees were told that they should not stop the wheelchair half way up the
ramp as they would never be able to start the wheelchair in motion again, and would have to
descend the ramp. During the training session, Technique 1 was described as “almost taking a
run up”.
Technique 2 was characterised by pushing the wheelchair up the ramp in two separate motions.
First, the front castors of the wheelchair were moved up to the edge of the ramp and positioned
centrally within the width of the ramp. Using the foot lever, the wheelchair was then tipped
backwards and pushed forwards so that the front castors were placed on the ramp, while the rear
wheels touched the edge of the ramp. The driver then paused and, while holding the handles,
took a step backwards, which allowed his elbows to straighten and lock. The driver then pushed
the wheelchair user up the ramp, and gradually adopted a more upright posture as the chair
moved up the ramp. Table 5 describes the various hazards associated with the two techniques.
In all but the last aspect, Technique 2 appears more favourable to Technique 1, particularly for
drivers who are inexperienced with this task.
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Table 5: Characteristics of the two pushing techniques observed
Hazards

Technique 1
reach the tipping lever with
their foot, drivers must stand close
to the wheelchair handles.
• Drivers adopt a more upright
Inadequate driver posture with bent elbows
strength
• Drivers adopt a biomechanically
disadvantageous posture, using
smaller muscle groups which
cannot generate as much force
• To

Technique 2
taking a step back before
pushing,
drivers
adopt
a
biomechanically
advantageous
posture
• Drivers lean into the push, using
their body weight to counteract the
downward force of the wheelchair
and thereby generate more force
• By

• Possible

Musculoskeletal
injury to driver

Wheelchair
falling off the
ramp

Passenger
discomfort or
shock

Driver slipping
or stumbling

3.2.5

overexertion of smaller • Reduced risk of musculoskeletal
muscle groups may increase the injury as driver uses larger muscle
risk of musculoskeletal injury to groups to generate force
the driver

• The

wheelchair is aligned centrally
within the width of the ramp while
it is positioned off the ramp. Thus
it has a greater distance to travel up
the ramp
• The task is performed in one
complex continuous motion with a
greater likelihood that the chair
may run off the side of the ramp

•

• The

• The

• If

• More

wheelchair passenger is
exposed to greater accelerations,
tipped backwards and transported
in a fairly quick uncontrolled
manner

drivers slip or lose their footing,
they are in a more upright posture
and may be able to recover their
step before falling

Drivers given the opportunity to
reassess the alignment of the chair
on the ramp before the passenger is
pushed up into the taxi
• The wheelchair is aligned centrally
within the width of the ramp while
it is positioned partially on the
ramp. Thus it has a shorter distance
to travel up the ramp
wheelchair passenger is tipped
backwards and transported in a
more controlled manner
• More
time is available to
communicate actions with the
passenger
reliant on good traction with
the ground. By leaning with their
body weight, drivers are more
vulnerable in the event of a slip or
loss of footing and may be less
likely to recover from a potential
fall.

Manoeuvring force (turning the wheelchair inside the taxi)

Once the wheelchair was pushed into the taxi and the intrinsic ramp was folded away, the
wheelchair then had to be manoeuvred into the travelling position so that the safety belt could
be fastened (Figure 13). This was an awkward manoeuvre that required the taxi driver to push
on the left handle of the wheelchair and pull back on the right handle simultaneously. The floor
of the TX1 taxi, which was raised up at the rear to accommodate the rear wheel drive chassis,
also added to the complexity of the manoeuvre. It was not possible to measure the force exerted
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for this manoeuvre during the site visit; however, the force would likely vary according to the
level of assistance that the wheelchair user could offer. Nonetheless, this manoeuvre required
the driver to adopt an awkward posture, reaching out about 70 cm across the back of the chair
while twisting the trunk (Figure 14). This awkward posture would limit the amount of force
that a driver could apply safely and increase the risk of musculoskeletal injury. When
manoeuvring the wheelchair out of the travelling position the driver could use their right foot to
apply additional force to turn the chair (Figure 15).

Figure 14: Turning the chair during
loading.

3.2.6

Figure 15: Turning the chair during
unloading

Equipment Maintenance

During the training session, the extended ramp that was used with the taxi was bent slightly,
creating a 2 cm lip between the intrinsic ramp and extended ramp segment. On one occasion,
the front castor of the wheelchair became stuck against the lip, the wheelchair stopped suddenly
and the chair began to tip forwards.
3.2.7

Environment

Again, the peripatetic nature of the work makes it difficult to obtain information about
environmental risk factors without undertaking site visits. However, personal experience would
suggest that risk factors could include:
•

roads on a hill; increasing the risk of the wheelchair tipping sideways or running off the
ramp;

•

traffic in close proximity to the taxi;

•

obstacles along the kerb (e.g. parked cars) that could restrict visibility, and create
confined spaces in which to perform the task;

•

uneven terrain (e.g. cobble stones);

•

pavement surfaces with reduced roughness (e.g. tiles, cobble stones) that would increase
the potential for slipping; and

•

rain, snow or ice, which would increase this risk even further.
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In particular, snow and ice could have a major impact on task performance by reducing pushing
capability and increasing the potential for slip. If the foot slips on the ground, demonstrating
that there is a low coefficient of friction (COF) between the shoe soles and the ground, the
amount of force that a person can apply to the wheelchair handles will be limited to the amount
of traction force at the feet. Where there is good traction (COF of 0.6 or more), a person can
push a wheelchair user with as much as 50% more force than when pushing in a poor traction
environment (e.g. COF of 0.3 or less) (Darcor Ltd 2001). Poor traction can further reduce
pushing capability if drivers have to adopt a more upright posture.
While both dry and wet pavements will have relatively good traction (COF of 0.7 – 0.9),
traction on snow or ice is significantly reduced (COF of 0.1 – 0.2 or lower) and depends upon
both the type of shoe sole, temperature and wetness of the snow and ice (Gao and Abeysekera
2004).
A biomechanical model (University of Michigan, 2001) was used to estimate the coefficient of
friction that would be required at the feet to push a wheelchair user up a ramp under various
conditions. The COF required to push a wheelchair user up the ramp was estimated to be 0.33
for a typical fare (e.g. a 50th percentile passenger and there is a kerb available). The COF
required to push a wheelchair user up a ramp was estimated to be 0.77 for a worst-case scenario
(e.g. a 95th percentile passenger where no kerb is present). Where the estimated COF required
for the task exceeds the COF for traction between the shoe soles and the ground, there is an
increased potential for slipping.
Again, the impact of these risk factors in the environment was not covered in any detail with the
time available in the training session.
3.2.8

Individual differences

In terms of individual strength, there is considerable overlap between genders, and some women
can safely handle greater loads than some men. However, female pushing and pulling strengths
typically tend to be 50% – 90% that of male strengths, depending upon the posture adopted
(Darcor Ltd 201). Nonetheless, gender differences are likely to be minimised using Technique
2 where leg strength, as opposed to upper body strength, becomes more influential when
performing the task.
Body weight also influences pushing capability, especially when it is used to enhance force
directly by leaning into the push.
3.3

ASSESSMENT

Where drivers are knowledgeable and skilled in transporting wheelchair users in their taxi, the
majority of fares are unlikely to present a significant risk of injury. However, as is typical with
pushing and pulling tasks, a much greater risk of injury can arise if one or more risk factors are
mismanaged. Thus, there may be occasional circumstances that can present a high or even very
high risk of injury to both taxi drivers and wheelchair passengers.
An important risk factor appears to be the availability of accessible pick-up and drop-off
locations where the taxi driver can pull up alongside a kerb. Where this is not the case, it is
estimated that the forces required to move many wheelchair users up the taxi’s extended ramp
will be beyond the safe performance for about 25% of males and 75% of females. Other
important risk factors can exist in the environment that increase the risk of slipping (e.g. ice,
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smooth pavement surfaces), or the risk of tipping for the wheelchair user (e.g. poorly
maintained ramps, sloped pick-up and drop off locations).
With peripatetic work, it is crucial that drivers have adequate knowledge of the risk factors in
the field so that they can identify high-risk circumstances and take measures to mitigate the risk.
Drivers also require knowledge of their personal capabilities and knowledge of safe systems of
work.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 16 shows that wheelchair access in taxis is a multifaceted topic. It would not be sensible
to focus simply on taxi design, as there are many contributing factors to the safety and
effectiveness of transporting wheelchair users in taxis. Instead, a systems approach is required
to make taxi travel more accessible for wheelchair users, while at the same time manage the
risks of injury to both taxi drivers and passengers.

Figure 16: Systems approach required to make taxi travel more accessible for wheelchair
users and manage the risks to drivers and passengers
Similarly, taxi drivers are exposed to a combination of other risk factors that may contribute to
the onset of low back pain. Magnusson et al. (2004) suggest that these (listed in order of
increasing importance) would include:
•

Prolonged sitting posture, as influenced by drivers’ cab and seat design;

•

Cumulative exposure to whole body vibration; and

•

Cumulative exposure to other manual handling activities, such as assisting passengers
with items of baggage.
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The assistance that taxi drivers provide to wheelchair users must be understood within the wider
context of taxi drivers’ overall exposure to risk factors for low back pain.
4.1

WHEELCHAIR ACCESS IN TAXIS

The intention of this report is not to discourage the travel of wheelchair users in taxis. For many
independent wheelchair users, travel by taxi is flexible and does not have the stigma that can
sometimes be associated with dial-a-ride or ambulance transport services. Thus, the fact that
Black Cabs are accessible at all may prevent some people from levelling any criticism at them.
However, there appears to be considerable discrepancy between optimal inclusive mobility
access guidance for taxis (Richardson and Yelding 2003) and that currently achieved. In
particular, observations at LTCS imply that the design of the current TX1 intrinsic ramp
presents additional risk to wheelchair users if the front castors of the chair become stuck against
any uneven features on the ramp or run off the side of the ramp.
However, this report shows that one of the most effective ways of managing the risk of injury to
driver and wheelchair passenger is to ensure that accessible pick-up and drop off locations are
available for the taxi to pull alongside a kerb. Where a kerb is not present and an extended ramp
must be used, the forces required to move many wheelchair users up the taxi ramp will be
beyond the safe performance of some taxi drivers. With peripatetic work, it is crucial that
drivers have adequate knowledge of the risk factors so that they can identify high-risk
circumstances and take measures to mitigate the risk. Drivers also require knowledge of their
personal capabilities and knowledge of safe systems of work.
4.2

LCTS TRAINING COURSE

The content of the training course was engaging and informative. However, sufficient time was
not available to provide taxi drivers with adequate practical experience in moving and securing
a wheelchair user into a taxi. In particular, the majority of trainees were unable to practice
fastening the passenger’s safety restraint. In the time available, trainees were unable to practice
moving a wheelchair user into and out of the taxi more than once. They were unable to practice
moving and securing a wheelchair user into a Fairways or Metro cab. Trainees were not given
an opportunity to practice driving a wheelchair user or experience travel as a wheelchair
passenger themselves. Presumably, further content would be have been omitted for Black Cab
drivers that already possessed their Licence when the disability awareness training was first
introduced. This was reported to be only 70 minutes in duration.
LCTS clearly indicated that they had insufficient time to deliver a manual handling training
course. Drivers were told that there was typically no system of work in place for special highrisk circumstances that might arise, such as those involving heavy passengers, poorly
maintained wheelchairs, weaker drivers, or dangerous environments. Thus, drivers were told
that they should politely but firmly decline the fare if they believed they would have to operate
under unsafe conditions, and they would receive full support from the training provider and
Edinburgh City Council. Nonetheless, in the time available, it is not believed that the training
course could provide drivers with sufficient information to conduct adequate individual risk
assessments in the field. This would require drivers to possess detailed knowledge and skill in
identifying risk factors and taking appropriate steps to manage any high-risk circumstances that
might arise. This would also require drivers to have a better understanding of their physical
capabilities than that developed with one practice attempt during the training session.
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LCTS did offer free refresher training to taxi drivers on an ad hoc basis; however, they admitted
that few drivers requested this service. The Democracy, Disability and Society Group (2003)
also provide an online taxi driver training pack (http://www.ddsg.org.uk/taxi)
.
4.3

STATE OF CURRENT GUIDANCE

A brief search of the literature would suggest that considerable research has been undertaken to
determine accessible requirements for taxis (Richardson and Yelding 2004). Guidance is
available on using a wheelchair on public transport, which includes taxis (DfT 2005). There is
some guidance available at the moment to help drivers manually assist wheelchair users (DLF
2005; Democracy, Disability and Society Group 2003). However, there appears to be a lack of
guidance available to help taxi drivers identify and manage occasional high-risk circumstances
that they might encounter in their job.
There is also a lack of general scientific information about the pushing and pulling capabilities
of workers in such instances. The characteristics of the task of assisting a wheelchair user up a
taxi ramp are not consistent with the assumptions behind much of the general research on
pushing and pulling, which tended to investigate steady and sustained effort lasting several
seconds; for example, when pushing a trolley along a corridor. Table 6 shows HSE’s guideline
figures for pushing and pulling. Where the activity exceeds the guideline figures, or involves
transport over uneven terrain, a detailed risk assessment should be undertaken with a view to
reducing the level of risk as low as reasonably practicable (HSE 2004). The movement of
wheelchair users up taxi ramps would certainly require pushing forces that exceed HSE’s
guideline figures. However, it is not known whether taxi companies have conducted generic
manual handling risk assessments for the transport of wheelchair passengers.
Table 6: HSE guideline pushing figures for men and women
Start force
Sustained force

Men
200 N
100 N
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Women
150 N
70 N

5
5.1

RECOMMENDATIONS

RECOMMENDATION FOR LCTS TRAINING COURSE
•

Where the extended ramp must be used, the demonstrations suggest that taxi drivers
should push the wheelchair up the ramp in two separate motions. They should first
position the chair centrally within the width of the ramp and move the chair forward
until the rear wheels touch the edge of the ramp. They should then review the
alignment of the chair on the ramp, take a step back, straighten their arms, and use
larger muscle groups in their legs to push the wheelchair user up the ramp. The
technique, described in this report as Technique 2, is discussed on page 11.

5.2

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TAXI COMPANIES
•

Ensure that manual handling risk assessments have been completed for the transport
of wheelchair users. Such risk assessments should consider:

5.3

-

What systems are in place for reporting and repairing any damage to equipment
such as the extendable ramp or safety restraint, which may increase the risk of
injury to either the driver or wheelchair user?

-

What policies and systems are in place for managing and reviewing the
transport of particular wheelchair users that may pose a higher level of risk to
taxi drivers?

-

What systems are in place for managing and reviewing the transport of
wheelchair users to particular locations that are less accessible and may pose a
higher level of risk to taxi drivers and passengers?

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EDINBURGH CITY COUNCIL, TAXI
COMPANIES AND OTHERS
•

Ensure that accessible taxi stands are available at areas where wheelchair users may
visit frequently. These areas should allow taxis to pull alongside a kerb so that ramp
angles are minimised. Improving pick up / drop off locations for taxi accessibility is
likely to have the greatest impact on reducing the risk exposed to both taxi drivers
and wheelchair passengers. Taxi companies and drivers should have knowledge of
particular locations where wheelchair users frequently visit and where there are
particular obstacles in the environment that make wheelchair access difficult.

•

Consider extending the practical component of the disability awareness training
session. It was understood that at the time of observations, a written assessment
component was to be added to the training course. However, additional practical
time should be made available for the following topics:
-

Practical attempts of fastening and unfastening the wheelchair users’ safety
restraint;

-

Further practical attempts of pushing wheelchair users of different body sizes into
the various types of Black Cab;
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-

Knowledge and identification of manual handling risk factors that result in special
‘high-risk’ circumstances so that drivers can carry out suitable individual risk
assessments and follow safe systems of work or take appropriate measures to
manage the risks.

-

Practice driving wheelchair users and experiencing transport in the back of a taxi as
a wheelchair user;

Alternatively, the development of a more in-depth wheelchair handling training course
should be considered, which focuses on aspects such as personal risk assessment and the
control of risk factors specific to wheelchair users and peripatetic work.
•

Further work should be undertaken, perhaps at first in the form of site visits, to:
-

Obtain information on risk factors within the physical and organisational
environment;

-

Understand the impact that such risk factors can have on the safety of handling
procedures, and

-

Inform stakeholders on how risks to taxi drivers and wheelchair passengers can
be managed in the field.
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6

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: CALCULATIONS FOR PREDICTING PUSHING FORCE UP THE
RAMP
Several assumptions were made in order to predict pushing force up the TX1 ramp:
•

Friction and wheel orientation would be excluded from the calculation. The effect of
friction on taxi ramps was deemed to be negligent. The front wheel orientation is an
important factor; however, the training session suggested that that the front castors
would typically be aligned parallel to the ramp as the wheelchair is positioned at the
bottom of the ramp.

•

For starting force, an estimated acceleration value of 0.5 m/s2 was assumed as this
equates to the attainment of a slow walking speed after a push lasting two seconds.

Examples of the calculations for sustained force and start force are presented below.

Sustained force

Start
force

=

weight

x

gravity

x

sin (angle of ramp)

=

90 kg

x

9.81 m/s2

x

sin (12°)

=

184 N

=

weight

x

acceleration

+

[weight

x

gravity

x

sin (angle of ramp)]

=

90 kg

x

0.05 m/s2

+

[90 kg

x

9.81m/s2

x

sin (12°)]

=

229 N
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The Power of Insight

Objectives
• The main objectives were:
– To contact 100 private hire taxi
companies across Manchester and
London to ascertain whether they have
wheelchair accessible taxis and, if so,
how long the wait would be to book one
and to compare this against waiting
times for non‐wheelchair accessible
taxis.

2

The Power of Insight

Methodology
• Telephone survey
– Target calls to 100 private hire firms (50 based in Manchester & 50
based in London)
– Call lists obtained from online directories
– Vision One developed a number of journey scenarios to establish
waiting times – all journeys were within 5 miles of the taxi firm’s
base
– Fieldwork dates 14th to 24th August 2012
– First round calls to all firms; repeat calls made to firms offering
wheelchair accessible vehicle(s)
– Total number of calls made circa 125

3

The Power of Insight

Main
Findings

4

Firms offering wheelchair accessible vehicles

The Power of Insight

There is an
inconsistency between
the number of firms
offering wheelchair
accessible taxis across
rounds 1 & 2. This is
likely due to vehicle
availability at the time
of call

Some firms indicated
that they only have
one or two wheelchair
accessible vehicles –
so if the driver is not
on then they can’t
provide a suitable taxi

% of firms claiming to offer wheelchair accessible vehicles

5
Base: Round 1 Total 97 (46 Manchester & 51 London) ‐ Round 2 Total: 23 (12 Manchester & 11 London)

The Power of Insight

Actual availability of wheelchair accessible vehicle
More than half of the
firms offering
wheelchair
accessible vehicles
could not supply the
vehicle at the time of
the call – either
because they
required booking
(between 2hrs and
36hrs in advance) or
because the driver
was not working at
the time

6
Base: Total 97 (46 Manchester & 51 London). Round 1

The Power of Insight

Average waiting times ‐ non‐wheelchair
accessible vehicles
The average waiting
time for a non‐
wheelchair accessible
vehicle is 12
minutes

Average waiting times (in minutes)
7
Base: Total: 88 valid responses (Manchester 41 & London 47)

The Power of Insight

Average waiting times ‐ wheelchair
accessible vehicles
The average waiting
time for a wheelchair
accessible vehicle
is 27
minutes

Two firms could not
provide a wheelchair
accessible taxi because
the taxi was out of the
area, one firm said that
their driver had finished
for the day, one firm
reported that their taxi
had broken down and in
another two cases the
only drivers of
wheelchair accessible
taxis were on holiday

Average waiting times (in minutes)
8
Base: Total: 17 valid times provides (9 Manchester and 8 London)

The Power of Insight

Waiting time comparison
On average the
waiting time for a
wheelchair accessible
vehicle is more than
double that of a non‐
wheelchair accessible
vehicle

Average waiting times (in minutes)
9
Base: Total: 17 valid times provides

The Power of Insight

CONCLUSIONS

10

The Power of Insight

Conclusions
• The number of taxi firms offering wheelchair accessible vehicles
was inconsistent between rounds 1 and 2. On average 24% of
firms contacted in round 1 stated they had (a) wheelchair
accessible vehicle(s) whilst in round 2 this figure decreased to
18%
• More than half of the firms claiming to offer a wheelchair
accessible vehicle could not actually fulfil this on‐demand. On
average only 11% of firms contacted in round 1 could provide a
waiting time for a wheelchair accessible vehicle at the time of
call, dropping to just 7% in round 2
• Some of the firms only had one or two accessible taxis. Holidays,
breakdowns or drivers being off‐shift limits firms in offering an
on‐demand service
11

The Power of Insight

Conclusions
• The total average waiting time for a standard taxi was 12
minutes
– Longest waiting time in London (quarter of an hour) compared with
Manchester at 10 minutes

• The total average waiting time for a wheelchair accessible taxi
was 27 minutes
– Waiting times appear to be higher in London (35mins) compared
with Manchester (19mins)

12
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www.visionone.c
We enjoy.. We think.. We get Involved.. W

For further information please conta
Tel. 0207 692 0702 or

Department for Transport Statistics - Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle Penetration
Taxi Statistics (http://www dft gov.uk/statistics/series/taxis/)

Table TAXI0104
Taxis, Private Hire Vehicles (PHVs) and their drivers: England and Wales by licensing area, 31 March 2011 1
The figures in this table are outside the scope of National Statistics

Number

Licensed taxis and taxi drivers

LA code
E07000167
E07000033
E07000038
E07000173
E07000142
E06000017
E07000198
E07000234
E07000012
E07000205
E07000097
E07000006
E07000085
E07000093
E07000212
W06000021
E07000039
E07000144
E07000187
E07000029
W06000014
E06000035
E07000104
E07000074
E07000079
E07000172
E07000035
E07000207
E07000224
E07000077
E07000040
E07000236
E07000216
E07000116
E07000227
E07000009
E07000047
E07000026
E07000147
E07000215
E07000139
E07000111
E07000109
E07000181
E07000179
E07000141
W06000024
E07000152
E07000213
E07000005
E07000082
E07000010
E07000048
E07000115
E07000089
E07000125
E07000072
E07000134
E07000042
E06000024
E07000051
E07000043
E07000068
E07000049
W06000018
E06000005
E07000027
E07000045
E07000037
E07000143
E07000163
W06000008
E07000095
W06000023
E07000133
W06000009
E07000030
E07000119
E06000003
E07000180
E07000087
E07000044
E07000129
E07000210
E06000027
E07000080
E07000031
E07000128
E07000065
E07000235
E07000122
E07000206
W06000010
E07000036
E07000069
E07000130
E07000112
E07000050
E07000218
E06000047

Licensing Authority
Ryedale
Bolsover
North East Derbyshire
Gedling
West Lindsey
Rutland
Staffordshire Moorlands
Bromsgrove
South Cambridgeshire
Suffolk Coastal
East Hertfordshire
South Bucks
East Hampshire
Test Valley
Runnymede
Monmouthshire
South Derbyshire
Broadland
Mendip
Copeland
The Vale of Glamorgan
Medway
Welwyn Hatfield
Maldon
Cotswold
Broxtowe
Derbyshire Dales
Elmbridge
Arun
Uttlesford
East Devon
Redditch
Waverley
Tunbridge Wells
Horsham
East Cambridgeshire
West Devon
Allerdale
North Norfolk
Tandridge
North Kesteven
Sevenoaks
Gravesham
West Oxfordshire
South Oxfordshire
South Kesteven
Merthyr Tydfil
East Northamptonshire
Spelthorne
Chiltern
Stroud
Fenland
Christchurch
Tonbridge and Malling
Hart
Rossendale
Epping Forest
North West Leicestershire
Mid Devon
North Somerset
Purbeck
North Devon
Brentwood
East Dorset
Caerphilly
Darlington
Barrow-in-Furness
Teignbridge
High Peak
Breckland
Craven
Ceredigion
Broxbourne
Powys
Melton
Pembrokeshire
Eden
Fylde
Redcar and Cleveland
Vale of White Horse
Fareham
South Hams
Blaby
Mole Valley
Torbay
Forest of Dean
South Lakeland
Wyre
Wealden
Malvern Hills
Pendle
Waveney
Carmarthenshire
Erewash
Castle Point
Charnwood
Shepway
North Dorset
North Warwickshire
County Durham

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Wheelchair
accessible
taxis 4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
4
2
1
1
2
1
2
5
1
3
4
3
2
1
2
2
3
3
3
1
5
4
3
10
8
4
1
2
4
3
4
3
5
5
5
12
3
2
5
2
7
8
2
11
8
6
9
6
6
6
9
13
8
3
15
5
6
7
7
13
8
1
7
11
4
13
11
17
3
5
9
23
11
11
10
18
7
7
80

Wheelchair
accessible
taxis % 4
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
6%
6%
6%
6%
6%
6%
6%
6%
6%
6%
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%
8%
8%
8%
8%
8%
8%

Other
taxis 4
34
7
7
215
76
37
14
124
10
43
215
32
113
35
134
101
0
0
167
155
144
509
233
91
84
161
69
126
308
54
162
209
155
103
51
96
96
138
137
137
41
204
161
119
393
312
150
36
72
140
103
132
97
158
155
154
365
85
56
140
54
187
208
51
272
193
142
196
127
117
116
174
241
138
51
247
81
96
112
111
205
126
15
104
158
57
182
149
234
40
66
120
289
138
134
120
214
83
82
926

Total
taxis
34
7
7
215
76
37
14
124
10
43
215
32
113
35
134
101
0
0
168
156
145
513
235
92
85
163
70
128
313
55
165
213
158
105
52
98
98
141
140
140
42
209
165
122
403
320
154
37
74
144
106
136
100
163
160
159
377
88
58
145
56
194
216
53
283
201
148
205
133
123
122
183
254
146
54
262
86
102
119
118
218
134
16
111
169
61
195
160
251
43
71
129
312
149
145
130
232
90
89
1,006

Private hire vehicles (PHVs)
Taxi only
licensed
drivers
28
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
11
0
20
134
0
0
0
0
270
0
486
0
139
0
0
0
0
0
0
219
166
0
0
22
0
0
203
0
161
0
279
0
218
0
313
228
0
74
192
0
134
0
110
91
248
400
95
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
235
183
165
0
0
122
258
231
0
0
0
100
130
39
0
205
152
17
0
0
0
261
335
0
0
50
0
0
0
0
0
287
56
0
1,294

Wheelchair
accessible
PHVs 5
1
0
0
..
1
3
1
7
4
9
..
4
..
1
4
..
..
20
1
4
15
5
0
0
3
4
1
1
..
90
0
6
2
2
1
0
0
2
2
0
25
6
0
18
22
5
6
0
1
1
3
8
1
..
0
0
3
5
3
14
0
2
0
8
11
2
25
0
12
0
2
0
34
2
2
..
7
5
1
..
0
1
3
1
19
12
8
4
..
15
..
..
14
1
25
30
0
17
5
..

Vehicle
licences
issued
28
154
200
227
49
38
26
118
564
133
46
64
181
170
106
86
315
250
112
72
231
216
181
22
52
28
52
325
34
733
19
151
80
186
125
30
8
53
89
73
138
85
45
101
175
39
39
67
103
101
87
43
19
199
86
7
27
130
46
458
20
16
34
122
148
57
188
60
102
57
14
15
95
192
21
24
48
177
253
45
48
16
139
108
298
32
30
133
314
71
183
96
79
56
101
205
34
96
29
383

Operator
licences
issued
17
41
46
32
33
8
23
21
131
46
25
21
37
72
25
34
57
36
48
30
31
37
16
22
37
10
35
66
17
89
12
25
45
94
41
23
4
29
63
30
82
57
20
36
50
24
13
31
24
35
50
72
16
62
42
11
29
34
20
59
12
7
25
29
36
5
18
30
31
27
6
10
45
76
14
13
19
30
24
23
10
13
42
38
277
16
26
35
99
20
34
45
40
18
94
49
35
29
16
104

PHV only
Licenced
Drivers
29
0
0
0
0
31
0
0
730
201
42
76
0
135
53
0
368
0
0
110
0
300
245
34
6
0
0
353
34
493
36
149
57
0
152
0
0
95
0
62
0
84
48
60
0
41
125
0
103
150
79
49
6
199
65
16
30
195
0
648
0
2
0
139
0
98
303
42
0
0
14
14
125
0
0
0
77
187
264
0
34
26
147
0
0
0
50
186
0
78
303
90
0
0
120
260
61
87
0
331

Dual
taxi/PHV
driver
licences
30
263
294
492
191
62
65
194
5
68
312
25
381
110
40
263
0
414
368
0
410
0
262
24
115
206
205
134
348
480
0
85
218
330
42
156
128
0
249
0
361
0
159
0
698
71
0
167
0
0
136
0
231
123
124
0
0
0
129
200
112
288
362
83
597
45
0
145
340
237
5
0
69
415
83
300
1
74
173
225
53
0
0
259
556
150
7
38
539
88
123
198
531
263
188
140
0
99
149
601

Total
driver
licences
issued
87
263
294
492
191
93
65
194
742
269
354
112
381
265
227
263
368
414
368
380
410
786
507
197
121
206
205
487
382
973
255
400
275
330
216
156
128
298
249
223
361
363
207
278
698
425
353
167
177
342
215
183
237
432
280
264
430
290
129
848
112
291
363
222
597
378
486
352
340
237
141
272
425
415
83
300
178
391
476
225
292
178
164
259
556
150
318
559
539
166
476
288
531
263
308
400
348
242
149
2,226

Department for Transport Statistics - Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle Penetration
Taxi Statistics (http://www dft gov.uk/statistics/series/taxis/)

Table TAXI0104
Taxis, Private Hire Vehicles (PHVs) and their drivers: England and Wales by licensing area, 31 March 2011 1
The figures in this table are outside the scope of National Statistics

Number

Licensed taxis and taxi drivers

LA code

Licensing Authority

E07000063
E07000151
E06000001
E06000011
E07000175
E07000168
E07000203
E07000053
E06000013
E07000192
E06000004
E07000076
E07000166
E07000189
E07000052
W06000004
E07000238
E07000064
W06000019
E07000083
E07000135
E07000124
E07000046
E07000201
E06000048
E07000078
E06000025
E07000214
E07000126
E07000086
E08000023
E07000165
E07000099
E07000164
E07000090
E06000022
E07000108
E07000081
E07000121
E06000052
W06000001
W06000016
E07000075
E08000016
E07000136
E06000054
W06000002
E07000200
E07000062
E07000067
E07000223
W06000013
E07000120
E06000029
E06000028
E07000132
E07000149
E07000113
W06000003
W06000020
E07000103
E07000118
E07000211
E06000034
E07000061
E07000228
E07000105
E07000131
E08000004
E07000220
E08000005
E07000170
E06000049
E06000014
E06000051
E07000145
E06000045
E07000191
E07000071
E07000096
E07000177
E06000043
E08000034
W06000011
E07000114
E07000229
E08000036
E07000204
E08000018
E06000033
E07000101
E07000194
E08000010
E07000106
E07000137
E06000019
E07000195
E06000040
E07000011
E06000046

Lewes
Daventry
Hartlepool
East Riding of Yorkshire
Newark and Sherwood
Scarborough
Mid Suffolk
Weymouth and Portland
North Lincolnshire
Cannock Chase
Stockton-on-Tees
Tendring
Richmondshire
South Somerset
West Dorset
Denbighshire
Wychavon
Rother
Blaenau Gwent
Tewkesbury
Oadby and Wigston
Ribble Valley
Torridge
Forest Heath
Northumberland
Cheltenham
South Gloucestershire
Surrey Heath
South Ribble
Eastleigh
South Tyneside
Harrogate
North Hertfordshire
Hambleton
Havant
Bath and North East Somerset
Dover
Gloucester
Lancaster
Cornwall
Isle of Anglesey
Rhondda Cynon Taf
Rochford
Barnsley
Boston
Wiltshire
Gwynedd
Babergh
Hastings
Braintree
Adur
Bridgend
Hyndburn
Poole
Bournemouth
Hinckley and Bosworth
South Norfolk
Swale
Conwy
Torfaen
Watford
Chorley
Reigate and Banstead
Thurrock
Eastbourne
Mid Sussex
Ashford
Harborough
Oldham
Rugby
Rochdale
Ashfield
Cheshire East
York
Shropshire
Great Yarmouth
Southampton
West Somerset
Colchester
Dacorum
Cherwell
Brighton and Hove
Kirklees
Swansea
Thanet
Worthing
Wakefield
St Edmundsbury
Rotherham
Southend-on-Sea
Stevenage
Lichfield
Wigan
Canterbury
East Lindsey
Herefordshire, County of
Newcastle-under-Lyme
Windsor and Maidenhead
Huntingdonshire
Isle of Wight

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
3

3

Wheelchair
accessible
taxis 4

Wheelchair
accessible
taxis % 4

Other
taxis 4

21
5
14
20
9
9
7
7
20
22
27
27
6
20
15
24
12
14
15
1
2
5
5
13
94
22
30
12
13
12
27
17
25
13
5
21
9
18
15
83
12
49
32
10
21
100
35
4
8
14
13
63
11
14
45
19
23
30
12
8
57
7
16
18
20
32
20
17
18
11
25
29
109
42
45
44
66
9
32
64
32
136
55
108
28
19
32
15
15
80
30
22
42
75
46
85
17
32
22
63

8%
8%
8%
8%
8%
9%
9%
9%
9%
9%
9%
9%
9%
9%
9%
9%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
11%
11%
11%
11%
11%
11%
11%
12%
12%
13%
13%
13%
14%
14%
14%
15%
15%
15%
15%
16%
16%
16%
17%
17%
17%
17%
18%
18%
18%
18%
18%
18%
18%
18%
19%
19%
19%
20%
20%
20%
21%
21%
21%
21%
22%
22%
23%
23%
23%
23%
24%
24%
24%
24%
25%
25%
25%
25%
26%
26%
26%
28%
28%
29%
29%
30%
30%
31%
31%
32%
33%
33%
33%
34%
35%

233
55
152
216
97
96
74
73
205
223
270
270
59
194
145
231
111
128
137
9
18
44
44
113
813
185
242
96
101
95
209
131
181
94
35
141
60
115
94
494
70
284
185
56
114
522
182
20
40
70
63
297
51
64
204
86
104
134
53
35
246
29
64
72
80
122
76
65
67
40
88
99
362
138
147
141
209
28
99
190
93
399
161
311
80
54
84
38
37
196
70
51
94
164
97
172
34
64
42
119

Private hire vehicles (PHVs)

Total
taxis

Taxi only
licensed
drivers

Wheelchair
accessible
PHVs 5

Vehicle
licences
issued

Operator
licences
issued

PHV only
Licenced
Drivers

Dual
taxi/PHV
driver
licences

Total
driver
licences
issued

254
60
166
236
106
105
81
80
225
245
297
297
65
214
160
255
123
142
152
10
20
49
49
126
907
207
272
108
114
107
236
148
206
107
40
162
69
133
109
577
82
333
217
66
135
622
217
24
48
84
76
360
62
78
249
105
127
164
65
43
303
36
80
90
100
154
96
82
85
51
113
128
471
180
192
185
275
37
131
254
125
535
216
419
108
73
116
53
52
276
100
73
136
239
143
257
51
96
64
182

286
76
192
0
0
0
0
150
0
0
82
0
38
0
82
0
0
133
239
10
0
63
0
0
1,693
0
271
0
178
107
196
0
184
0
0
0
0
0
220
395
0
0
218
97
0
150
0
0
0
74
76
0
41
0
277
0
0
0
114
0
0
71
0
0
93
268
0
0
189
0
176
0
402
330
0
0
498
51
0
311
0
1,147
0
730
118
82
313
0
0
517
0
0
199
264
0
0
102
109
0
0

25
0
0
6
2
25
..
8
37
0
9
3
..
10
15
3
19
15
1
25
1
1
1
1
10
18
5
4
..
100
40
6
0
4
32
0
17
4
..
6
..
..
1
9
0
64
..
13
36
..
0
..
2
9
8
..
..
5
0
21
..
0
30
8
11
4
4
..
0
0
4
1
..
50
48
33
37
3
22
2
..
30
120
0
11
7
23
0
50
4
6
3
77
50
5
20
4
3
75
5

50
13
163
376
25
245
47
170
217
15
296
23
54
87
85
88
120
73
15
138
101
101
45
43
370
204
128
63
242
404
352
263
67
34
425
333
120
257
280
379
55
196
40
457
46
277
237
106
235
209
91
65
344
171
282
12
76
40
102
187
115
130
652
223
319
247
97
49
801
110
1,000
68
333
646
448
145
543
20
566
190
275
469
1,351
355
396
198
1,147
316
821
168
170
57
917
196
162
96
436
922
450
52

9
10
6
72
17
36
29
17
34
9
29
16
32
34
34
20
46
46
3
34
16
39
20
24
7
27
49
40
25
42
23
270
32
9
51
59
28
51
59
183
26
33
26
92
12
122
124
38
24
66
18
25
35
52
48
9
18
22
34
20
20
19
81
48
14
61
49
24
53
14
32
18
135
75
80
22
62
15
62
45
75
66
130
17
31
31
71
57
115
39
39
27
94
196
68
47
42
101
63
25

52
19
331
0
0
0
0
233
0
0
290
13
38
0
30
0
173
49
15
159
0
153
0
23
1,012
201
117
73
299
472
349
0
84
0
0
0
0
261
340
382
0
0
32
616
43
179
0
0
0
264
95
0
346
100
287
0
0
0
107
0
0
164
858
265
321
334
184
24
1,060
0
1,041
0
240
676
0
0
811
25
0
231
0
594
0
600
430
207
1,714
0
0
261
0
0
1,218
303
0
0
612
1,144
0
0

12
2
30
586
192
422
151
0
584
327
363
397
86
375
231
456
165
26
5
0
138
10
115
182
0
294
126
132
0
5
127
585
88
205
523
678
301
123
89
748
245
360
54
34
157
843
621
178
492
102
26
704
101
315
405
158
253
390
0
327
442
100
121
172
89
0
191
137
81
219
0
268
771
0
1,050
441
0
0
746
0
468
0
2,485
0
0
0
145
379
1,302
0
284
171
0
7
402
650
0
75
540
371

350
97
553
586
192
422
151
383
584
327
735
410
162
375
343
456
338
208
259
169
138
226
115
205
2,705
495
514
205
477
584
672
585
356
205
523
678
301
384
649
1,525
245
360
304
747
200
1,172
621
178
492
440
197
704
488
415
969
158
253
390
221
327
442
335
979
437
503
602
375
161
1,330
219
1,217
268
1,413
1,006
1,050
441
1,309
76
746
542
468
1,741
2,485
1,330
548
289
2,172
379
1,302
778
284
171
1,417
574
402
650
714
1,328
540
371

Department for Transport Statistics - Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle Penetration
Taxi Statistics (http://www dft gov.uk/statistics/series/taxis/)

Table TAXI0104
Taxis, Private Hire Vehicles (PHVs) and their drivers: England and Wales by licensing area, 31 March 2011 1
The figures in this table are outside the scope of National Statistics

Number

Licensed taxis and taxi drivers

LA code

Licensing Authority

E06000012
E07000091
E07000197
E06000044
E06000007
E07000221
E07000032
E06000037
E07000028
E07000202
W06000012
E07000226
E07000171
E06000002
E07000041
E06000021
E07000146
E07000174
E07000209
E07000239
E08000022
E07000156
E07000100
E07000007
E08000035
E07000217
E08000024
E07000188
E06000039
E07000070
E08000021
E06000055
E07000094
W06000015
E07000169
E08000014
E07000190
E06000042
E08000033
E07000008
E07000066
E06000050
E07000222
E07000088
E08000020
E08000032
E06000009
E06000030
E07000034
E07000219
E07000237
E07000155
E07000193
E06000056
E07000138
E07000196
W06000005
E07000098
E07000176
E07000102
E06000020
E07000140
W06000006
E07000127
E07000117
E07000110
E07000208
E07000153
E07000084
E07000225
E07000004
E08000013
E07000073
E06000008
E06000036
E06000041
E07000107
E08000006
E07000178
E08000001
E08000002
E07000150
E07000199
E08000030
E08000007
E08000028
E07000154
E08000009
E08000008
E07000092
E08000031
E06000032
E06000010
W06000022
E07000123
E06000031
E08000017
E06000038
E07000148
E08000029

North East Lincolnshire
New Forest
Stafford
Portsmouth
Warrington
Stratford-on-Avon
Amber Valley
West Berkshire
Carlisle
Ipswich
Neath Port Talbot
Crawley
Bassetlaw
Middlesbrough
Exeter
Stoke-on-Trent
King’s Lynn and West Norfolk
Mansfield
Guildford
Wyre Forest
North Tyneside
Wellingborough
St Albans
Wycombe
Leeds
Woking
Sunderland
Sedgemoor
Slough
Chelmsford
Newcastle upon Tyne
Bedford

Winchester
Cardiff
Selby
Sefton
Taunton Deane
Milton Keynes
Calderdale
Cambridge
Basildon
Cheshire West and Chester
Warwick
Gosport
Gateshead
Bradford
Blackpool
Swindon
Chesterfield
Nuneaton and Bedworth
Worcester
South Northamptonshire
East Staffordshire
Central Bedfordshire

Lincoln
South Staffordshire
Flintshire
Hertsmere
Rushcliffe
Three Rivers
Telford and Wrekin
South Holland
Wrexham
West Lancashire
Burnley
Maidstone
Epsom and Ewell
Kettering
Basingstoke and Deane
Chichester
Aylesbury Vale
St. Helens
Harlow
Blackburn with Darwen
Bracknell Forest
Wokingham
Dartford
Salford
Oxford
Bolton
Bury
Corby
Tamworth
Walsall
Stockport
Sandwell
Northampton
Trafford
Tameside
Rushmoor
Wolverhampton
Luton
Kingston upon Hull, City of
Newport
Preston
Peterborough
Doncaster
Reading
Norwich
Solihull

3

Wheelchair
accessible
taxis 4

Wheelchair
accessible
taxis % 4

Other
taxis 4

84
43
33
85
57
28
61
74
83
72
113
53
20
147
28
70
45
39
85
50
100
29
132
51
275
53
180
62
58
93
441
40
71
557
27
160
97
126
39
188
144
222
107
51
178
155
180
115
127
180
163
4
113
198
29
5
6
9
19
19
34
38
38
43
47
48
53
55
57
57
58
63
67
68
85
97
97
100
101
110
114
114
116
121
129
132
136
143
146
152
160
167
170
186
187
204
207
216
225
235

36%
36%
36%
36%
37%
37%
37%
38%
39%
42%
42%
43%
43%
44%
44%
45%
46%
48%
48%
49%
49%
49%
51%
51%
51%
51%
52%
53%
54%
55%
57%
57%
58%
58%
59%
59%
60%
61%
61%
62%
64%
65%
66%
67%
68%
70%
70%
73%
73%
77%
80%
80%
82%
88%
94%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

151
77
59
149
97
47
102
119
129
101
156
69
26
190
36
84
52
43
92
52
104
30
127
49
262
50
169
56
49
76
339
30
52
400
19
111
65
81
25
115
81
118
56
25
84
66
76
43
46
54
41
1
25
27
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Private hire vehicles (PHVs)

Total
taxis

Taxi only
licensed
drivers

Wheelchair
accessible
PHVs 5

Vehicle
licences
issued

Operator
licences
issued

PHV only
Licenced
Drivers

Dual
taxi/PHV
driver
licences

Total
driver
licences
issued

235
120
92
234
154
75
163
193
212
173
269
122
46
337
64
154
97
82
177
102
204
59
259
100
537
103
349
118
107
169
780
70
123
957
46
271
162
207
64
303
225
340
163
76
262
221
256
158
173
234
204
5
138
225
31
5
6
9
19
19
34
38
38
43
47
48
53
55
57
57
58
63
67
68
85
97
97
100
101
110
114
114
116
121
129
132
136
143
146
152
160
167
170
186
187
204
207
216
225
235

238
0
190
407
0
0
0
302
249
194
382
140
0
253
0
0
0
0
0
0
77
82
314
8
1,098
0
868
161
79
0
1,088
41
0
0
59
394
0
46
81
507
0
0
0
102
220
380
677
202
0
0
0
0
65
0
39
0
0
0
0
53
35
0
61
50
58
45
38
40
0
61
0
0
83
93
0
0
83
137
0
162
153
296
0
26
168
40
59
250
168
140
220
210
220
6
350
0
56
440
0
217

1
0
2
26
14
0
0
0
6
1
0
1
4
0
11
0
0
4
19
0
28
..
0
27
105
12
0
0
6
1
100
16
3
0
1
3
0
..
4
0
1
0
30
0
4
116
40
30
..
..
1
1
0
20
..
..
28
15
4
0
1
3
6
5
4
0
22
0
10
..
20
10
0
15
0
0
0
11
0
0
0
8
0
38
..
4
8
30
52
1
1
1
..
20
20
27
..
0
0
5

405
251
101
890
372
75
68
130
52
345
19
555
88
451
263
1,114
145
132
288
22
922
139
142
560
5,208
525
635
28
590
120
1,010
612
171
850
76
2,679
31
705
773
211
320
1,006
190
77
453
2,012
450
790
374
77
54
348
178
246
313
174
323
437
181
488
325
113
432
350
287
287
255
68
320
219
614
472
185
650
190
156
122
950
524
1,222
701
84
69
591
796
1,003
549
560
490
55
552
1,020
1,155
453
477
460
637
449
403
1,416

39
110
16
20
145
36
41
55
20
13
9
23
32
8
26
54
46
30
50
5
22
20
19
111
107
55
42
2
69
56
35
59
53
33
39
58
26
72
55
29
61
164
53
14
17
111
17
37
37
27
22
29
43
90
12
42
76
65
22
82
16
36
46
18
37
56
41
24
72
60
91
61
7
32
36
34
19
72
20
75
43
8
8
51
66
56
55
27
40
25
16
28
85
26
26
46
102
38
8
42

444
0
225
1,107
0
0
0
171
68
396
47
630
0
474
147
0
0
0
211
0
503
246
194
467
5,279
436
792
40
724
0
1,320
522
127
0
106
2,948
0
300
890
289
0
0
0
95
390
2,606
692
820
0
0
0
0
205
0
452
0
0
410
0
534
410
0
432
378
498
293
354
104
293
372
540
0
196
720
139
130
124
1,195
631
1,564
868
85
0
1,016
1,019
1,443
760
784
505
76
1,007
1,800
1,222
482
659
540
451
619
328
1,678

0
519
0
0
625
240
311
0
0
0
0
45
169
431
293
1,516
229
312
215
225
749
10
0
399
0
260
165
6
74
527
168
30
150
2,222
0
0
234
727
58
0
774
1,609
500
37
171
0
850
0
624
649
250
451
206
685
0
300
421
17
182
0
17
245
0
0
13
51
23
43
99
23
494
710
0
0
190
175
52
0
333
0
0
33
225
346
42
239
92
0
168
46
0
350
0
219
0
409
340
0
339
0

682
519
415
1,514
625
240
311
473
317
590
429
815
169
1,158
440
1,516
229
312
426
225
1,329
338
508
874
6,377
696
1,825
207
877
527
2,576
593
277
2,222
165
3,342
234
1,073
1,029
796
774
1,609
500
234
781
2,986
2,219
1,022
624
649
250
451
476
685
491
300
421
427
182
587
462
245
493
428
569
389
415
187
392
456
1,034
710
279
813
329
305
259
1,332
964
1,726
1,021
414
225
1,388
1,229
1,722
911
1,034
841
262
1,227
2,360
1,442
707
1,009
949
847
1,059
667
1,895

Department for Transport Statistics - Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle Penetration
Taxi Statistics (http://www dft gov.uk/statistics/series/taxis/)

Table TAXI0104
Taxis, Private Hire Vehicles (PHVs) and their drivers: England and Wales by licensing area, 31 March 2011 1
The figures in this table are outside the scope of National Statistics

Number

Licensed taxis and taxi drivers

Total
taxis

Taxi only
licensed
drivers

Wheelchair
accessible
PHVs 5

Vehicle
licences
issued

Operator
licences
issued

PHV only
Licenced
Drivers

Dual
taxi/PHV
driver
licences

Total
driver
licences
issued

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

240
267
282
299
314
327
367
420
796
838
857
1,079
1,404
1,426
22,558

325
0
313
96
428
0
450
0
864
1,052
0
2,500
1,431
2,590
25,070

..
23
0
32
..
12
..
27
..
0
0
0
..
120
..

1,177
152
963
501
815
992
793
1,114
918
149
1,200
2,300
4,943
1,346
50,663

53
15
75
36
74
63
31
20
53
16
30
47
104
55
3,111

1,191
0
1,004
334
969
0
793
0
928
184
0
3,409
6,024
1,573
61,200

0
459
0
396
0
1,769
0
2,352
0
0
2,469
0
0
220
0

1,516
459
1,317
826
1,397
1,769
1,243
2,352
1,792
1,236
2,469
5,909
7,455
4,383
86,270

61%

28,763

73,034

66,044

3,644

150,896

15,938

154,090

67,175

287,309

58%

32,435

78,002

68,062

3,795

155,087

16,683

155,912

75,271

299,245

Wheelchair
accessible
taxis 4

Wheelchair
accessible
taxis % 4

Other
taxis 4

240
267
282
299
314
327
367
420
796
838
857
1,079
1,404
1,426
22,558

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

ENGLAND

44,271

ENGLAND AND WALES

45,567

LA code

Licensing Authority

E08000011
E06000006
E08000015
E08000027
E06000015
E06000016
E06000026
E06000018
E06000023
E08000026
E08000019
E08000003
E08000025
E08000012
E12000007

Knowsley
Halton
Wirral
Dudley
Derby
Leicester
Plymouth
Nottingham
Bristol, city of
Coventry
Sheffield
Manchester
Birmingham
Liverpool
2
London

3

Private hire vehicles (PHVs)

1 Where a licensing authority did not provide a return for the 2011 survey, a figure from a previous return is used
2 TfL is the licensing authority in London. PHV driver licensing by TfL began in April 2003, with vehicle licensing in April 2004.
3 Some or all figures for this authority are based on a return made in a previous year as a complete return was not provided in 2011.
4 Where authorities were unable to provide the number of wheelchair accessible taxis this is indicated by '..' Relevant regional totals include an estimate based on previous years returns and therefore
will not equal the sum of the figures for constituent authorities in this table.
5 This information was collected for the first time in 2011. Where an authority did not provide a return, this is indicated by '..' Regional totals are estimates produced by scaling responses provided and
will therefore not equal the sum of the figures for constituent authorities in this table.
Telephone: 020 7944 3094
Email: bus.statistics@dft gsi gov.uk

Source: Taxi Licensing Authorities
Last updated: 15 December 2011
Next update: 2013

LONDON TAXIS
TX4

REGION / POSTCODE AREA

AVON

BEDFORDSHIRE

BERKSHIRE

BA 2

MPV

0

0

1

BS 5

MPV

0

0

1

BS 7

TAXI

1

0

0

BS16

MPV

0

0

1

TAXI

5

0

0

Total

6

0

3

TOTAL

6

0

3

LU 2

TAXI

1

0

0

LU 3

TAXI

1

0

0

LU 4

TAXI

0

1

0

LU 5

TAXI

0

1

0

LU 7

TAXI

1

0

0

Total

3

2

0

TOTAL

3

2

0

GU47

TAXI

1

0

0

RG18

MPV

0

0

1

SL 1

MPV

0

0

2

TAXI

1

1

0

SL 3

TAXI

2

1

0

SL 4

TAXI

2

0

0

SL 6

TAXI

3

0

0

9

2

3

Total
TOTAL

BORDERS

9

2

3

TD 4

TAXI

0

1

0

TD11

TAXI

2

0

0

2

1

0

Total
TOTAL

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

CENTRAL SCOTLAND

2

1

0

HP19

TAXI

0

1

0

MK 7

TAXI

1

0

0

MK17

TAXI

0

1

0

MK19

MPV

0

0

1

SL 0

TAXI

2

0

0

Total

3

2

1

TOTAL

3

2

1

CB 7

MPV

0

0

1

PE29

TAXI

0

1

0

Total

0

1

1

TOTAL

0

1

1

FK 2

TAXI

0

1

0

FK 7

MPV

0

0

1

0

1

1
1

Total
TOTAL

CHANNEL ISLANDS

MERCEDES VITO PEUGEOT EXPERT
TAXI
E7

0

1

GY 8

MPV

0

0

1

JE 2

TAXI

5

0

0

JE 3

TAXI

1

0

0

Total

6

0

1

TOTAL

6

0

1

LONDON TAXIS
TX4

REGION / POSTCODE AREA
CH 1

CHESHIRE

CORNWALL

6

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

TAXI

1

0

0

CH 4

TAXI

0

1

0

MPV

0

0

1

CW 1

TAXI

1

0

0

CW 2

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

SK 4

TAXI

2

0

0

SK 7

TAXI

0

1

0

SK 8

TAXI

1

0

0

SK15

TAXI

4

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

WA 5

MPV

0

0

1

WA 7

MPV

0

0

2

WA 8

MPV

0

0

2

TAXI

1

0

0

TAXI

1

0

0

Total

18

2

9

TOTAL

18

2

9

CH 7

MPV

0

0

1

LL17

MPV

0

0

1

Total

0

0

2

TOTAL

0

0

2

PL12

MPV

0

0

1

TR 5

TAXI

0

1

0

TR 9

MPV

0

0

1

TR26

MPV

0

0

1

Total

0

1

3

TOTAL

0

1

3

TAXI

0

1

0

MPV

0

0

1

TAXI

1

0

0

1

1

1

CA 1

CUMBRIA

TAXI

CH 3

WA14

CLWYD

CA28
Total
TOTAL

DERBYSHIRE

1

1

1

DE21

MPV

0

0

1

S 40

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

1

0

2

Total

1

0

2

PL 2

TAXI

1

0

0

PL 3

TAXI

1

0

0

PL 4

TAXI

9

0

0

PL 6

TAXI

2

0

0

PL 9

TAXI

2

0

0

TQ 4

TAXI

8

0

0

23

0

0

23

0

0

0

0

1

Total

0

0

1

TOTAL

0

0

1

TOTAL

DEVONSHIRE

Total
TOTAL
BH23
DORSET

MERCEDES VITO PEUGEOT EXPERT
TAXI
E7

MPV

LONDON TAXIS
TX4

REGION / POSTCODE AREA
DURHAM

DL 2

0

0

1

Total

0

0

1

TOTAL

0

0

1

MPV

0

0

1

TAXI

3

0

0

BN 2

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

3

BN 3

MPV

0

0

2

BN23

MPV

0

0

1

BN24

TAXI

1

0

0

BN25

MPV

0

0

1

BN42

TAXI

1

0

0

BN45

MPV

0

0

1

TN38

TAXI

1

0

0

7

0

9

BN 1

EAST SUSSEX

MPV

Total
TOTAL

ESSEX

7

0

9

CB10

TAXI

5

0

0

CM 0

TAXI

0

1

0

CM 2

TAXI

2

0

0

CM 3

TAXI

1

1

0

CM 6

TAXI

2

2

0

CM 7

TAXI

2

1

0

CM24

TAXI

1

0

0

CO11

MPV

0

0

1

CO 13

TAXI

2

0

0

CO 15

TAXI

0

1

0

SS 1

TAXI

2

0

0

SS 7

TAXI

2

4

0

MPV

0

0

1

SS 8

TAXI

2

0

0

SS 9

TAXI

3

0

0

MPV

0

0

2

SS12

TAXI

1

1

0

SS13

MPV

0

0

1

SS14

TAXI

Total

0
5

11

5

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

Total

1

0

1

TOTAL

1

0

1

0

0

1

Total

0

0

1

TOTAL

0

0

1

GL53

GRAMPIAN

0
11

26

KY11

CLOUCESTERSHIRE

1
26

TAXI

TOTAL

FIFE

MERCEDES VITO PEUGEOT EXPERT
TAXI
E7

MPV

AB12

MPV

0

0

3

AB16

MPV

0

0

2

AB24

MPV

0

0

1

AB41

MPV

0

0

2

AB42

MPV

0

0

1

IV36

MPV

0

0

1

Total

0

0

10

TOTAL

0

0

10

LONDON TAXIS
TX4

REGION / POSTCODE AREA

GREATER
MANCHESTER

M 6

TAXI

M 7

TAXI

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

3

0

0

0

0

1

Total

0

0

1

TOTAL

0

0

1

1

0

0

Total

1

0

0

TOTAL

1

0

0

MPV

TAXI

GU11

TAXI

2

0

0

GU12

TAXI

3

0

0

MPV

0

0

3

TAXI

2

0

0

MPV

0

0

3

PO 4

MPV

0

0

2

PO 5

TAXI

1

0

0

PO 8

MPV

0

0

1

RG21

MPV

0

0

1

RG22

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

RG27

TAXI

1

0

0

SO15

MPV

0

0

1

SO16

MPV

0

0

1

SO17

TAXI

2

0

0

MPV

0

0

2

MPV

0

0

1

13

0

17

13

0

17

0

0

1

Total

0

0

1

TOTAL

0

0

1

HAMPSHIRE
RG23

SO23
Total
TOTAL
WR 1

HERTFORDSHIRE

0

1

GU14

HEREFORD &
WORCESTER

0

3

LL30
GWYNEDD

2

Total
NP26

GWENT

MERCEDES VITO PEUGEOT EXPERT
TAXI
E7

MPV

AL 7

MPV

0

0

1

CM 22

TAXI

2

1

0

CM23

TAXI

2

0

0

SG 1

TAXI

2

1

0

SG 2

TAXI

1

0

0

SG 3

TAXI

0

1

0

SG 4

TAXI

0

1

0

SG 8

TAXI

0

1

0

WD 3

TAXI

2

2

0

WD 4

TAXI

0

1

0

WD19

TAXI

4

2

0

MPV

0

0

1

WD24

MPV

0

0

2

WD25

TAXI

1

1

0

Total

14

11

4

TOTAL

14

11

4

LONDON TAXIS
TX4

REGION / POSTCODE AREA

HIGHLANDS

ISLE OF WIGHT

HS 1

MPV

0

0

1

HS 2

MPV

0

0

1

IV 2

MPV

0

0

2

IV 3

MPV

0

0

1

Total

0

0

5

TOTAL

0

0

5

0

0

1

PO33

MPV

PO37

TAXI

1

0

0

Total

1

0

1

TOTAL

1

0

1

CT 6

MPV

0

0

1

CT 9

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

CT19

TAXI

1

0

0

ME 1

TAXI

5

0

0

TAXI

0

1

0

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

ME 8

TAXI

1

0

0

ME 10
ME12

TAXI

0

1

0

TAXI

0

1

0

ME19

TAXI

0

2

0

TN 2

MPV

0

0

2

TN 4

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

2

TN14

TAXI

2

0

0

TN 15

TAXI

2

0

0

TN16

TAXI

0

1

0

TN25

MPV

0

0

1

TN27

TAXI

1

0

0

ME 5

KENT

LANCASHIRE

MERCEDES VITO PEUGEOT EXPERT
TAXI
E7

Total

15

6

8

TOTAL

15

6

8

BB 3

MPV

0

0

1

BB 9

TAXI

1

0

0

BL 6

TAXI

1

0

0

BL 8

TAXI

1

0

0

BL 9

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

FY 2

MPV

0

0

1

FY 3

MPV

0

0

1

FY 5

MPV

0

0

1

FY 7

TAXI

1

0

0

FY 8

MPV

0

0

1

LA 5

MPV

0

0

1

Total

5

0

7

TOTAL

5

0

7

LE 2

TAXI

1

0

0

LE 3

TAXI

1

1

0

LE 5

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

MPV

0

0

1

Total

3

1

2

TOTAL

3

1

2

LEICESTERSHIRE
LE10

LONDON TAXIS
TX4

REGION / POSTCODE AREA

LINCOLNSHIRE

LN 4

TAXI

1

0

0

PE11

MPV

0

0

1

PE20

TAXI

1

0

0

PE22

TAXI

1

0

0

Total

3

0

1

TOTAL

3

0

1

EH 3

TAXI

2

0

0

EH 4

TAXI

4

1

0

MPV

0

0

3

EH 5

TAXI

5

1

0

EH 6

TAXI

2

0

0

EH 7

TAXI

6

0

0

EH 8

TAXI

7

1

0

EH 9

MPV

0

0

1

EH10

TAXI

7

1

0

MPV

0

0

1

EH11

TAXI

1

1

0

EH12

TAXI

8

4

0

MPV

0

0

5

EH13

TAXI

5

0

0

EH14

TAXI

14

0

0

MPV

0

0

4

MPV

0

0

1

TAXI

3

1

0

TAXI

1

1

0

MPV

0

0

1

TAXI

9

1

0

MPV

0

0

3

EH18

TAXI

2

0

0

EH19

TAXI

1

1

0

MPV

0

0

1

TAXI

1

1

0

MPV

0

0

2

TAXI

2

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

TAXI

1

1

0

MPV

0

0

1

EH25

TAXI

1

0

0

EH29

MPV

0

0

1

EH32

TAXI

3

0

0

EH33

TAXI

1

0

0

EH35

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

EH 42

TAXI

1

1

0

EH47

MPV

0

0

1

EH48

MPV

0

0

1

TAXI

0

1

0

EH52

TAXI

6

1

0

EH53

TAXI

3

0

0

EH54

TAXI

3

0

0

EH15

EH16

EH17

LOTHIAN

MERCEDES VITO PEUGEOT EXPERT
TAXI
E7

EH20

EH21

EH22

0

0

1

Total

MPV

100

18

29

TOTAL

100

18

29

LONDON TAXIS
TX4

REGION / POSTCODE AREA
CH45

MPV

0

0

1

CH46

MPV

0

0

1

CH49

MPV

0

0

2

CH 45

0

0

1

CH 46

0

0

1

L 3

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

2

L 4

MPV

0

0

2

L 5

MPV

0

0

1

L 6

MPV

0

0

1

L 8

MPV

0

0

2

L 9

MPV

0

0

1

L 12

TAXI

3

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

MPV

0

0

3

L 14

TAXI

1

0

0

L 16

MPV

0

0

1

L 19

MPV

0

0

1

L 20

MPV

0

0

2

L 23

MPV

0

0

1

L 24

MPV

0

0

1

L 25

MPV

0

0

1

L 26

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

L 35

MPV

0

0

1

L 36

MPV

0

0

1

L 37

MPV

0

0

1

PR 8

TAXI

2

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

8

0

31

MERSEYSIDE

Total

8

0

31

CF42

MPV

0

0

1

CF47

MPV

0

0

1

Total

0

0

2

TOTAL

0

0

2

TOTAL

MID GLAMORGAN

NORFOLK

IP24

MPV

0

0

1

IP25

TAXI

1

0

0

NR 7

TAXI

1

0

0

NR 8

MPV

0

0

1

NR14

TAXI

2

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

NR16

MPV

0

0

1

NR28

MPV

0

0

1

NR31

TAXI

1

0

0

PE33

MPV

0

0

1

Total

5

0

6

TOTAL

5

0

6

MPV

0

0

1

DL 7

MPV

0

0

1

HG 4

MPV

0

0

1

YO10

MPV

0

0

2

YO12

MPV

0

0

1

YO41

MPV

0

0

1

Total

0

0

7

TOTAL

0

0

7

BD23

NORTH YORKSHIRE

MERCEDES VITO PEUGEOT EXPERT
TAXI
E7

LONDON TAXIS
TX4

REGION / POSTCODE AREA

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

NORTHERN IRELAND

NORTHUMBERLAND

NN 2

TAXI

2

0

0

NN 3

MPV

0

0

2

NN 6

TAXI

1

0

0

NN 8

MPV

0

0

1

Total

3

0

3

TOTAL

3

0

3

BT 4

MPV

0

0

1

BT16

MPV

0

0

1

BT39

MPV

0

0

1

BT61

MPV

0

0

2

Total

0

0

5

TOTAL

0

0

5

NE24

MPV

0

0

2

NE66

TAXI

1

0

0

1

0

2

Total
TOTAL

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

1

0

2

NG 9

TAXI

1

0

0

NG19

MPV

0

0

2

S 80

TAXI

0

1

0

1

1

2

Total
TOTAL

OXFORDSHIRE

1

1

2

OX 3

TAXI

1

0

0

OX 4

TAXI

1

0

0

Total

2

0

0

TOTAL

2

0

0

TA18
SOMERSET

SOUTH GLAMORGAN

SOUTH YORKSHIRE

STAFFORDSHIRE

MERCEDES VITO PEUGEOT EXPERT
TAXI
E7

0

1

0

Total

TAXI

0

1

0

TOTAL

0

1

0

CF11

MPV

0

0

1

CF14

MPV

0

0

1

Total

0

0

2

TOTAL

0

0

2

S 4

TAXI

1

0

0

S 5

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

S 7

TAXI

3

0

0

S 9

TAXI

1

0

0

S 60

MPV

0

0

2

S 70

MPV

0

0

1

Total

6

0

4

TOTAL

6

0

4

B 78

MPV

0

0

1

DE14

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

ST15

MPV

0

0

1

ST17

TAXI

1

0

0

Total

2

0

3

TOTAL

2

0

3

LONDON TAXIS
TX4

REGION / POSTCODE AREA

MERCEDES VITO PEUGEOT EXPERT
TAXI
E7

G 11

TAXI

1

0

0

G 12

TAXI

4

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

TAXI

2

0

0

MPV

0

0

2

G 14

TAXI

1

0

0

G 15

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

G 20

MPV

0

0

1

G 21

MPV

0

0

1

G 22

MPV

0

0

85

G 32

MPV

0

0

2

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

TAXI

3

0

0

G 34

TAXI

1

0

0

G 41
G 42

TAXI

1

0

0

TAXI

1

0

0

G 44

TAXI

5

0

0

MPV

0

0

2

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

MPV

0

0

1

TAXI

4

0

0

G 52

TAXI

1

0

0

G 53

MPV

0

0

1

TAXI

2

0

0

G 60

MPV

0

0

1

G 61

TAXI

2

0

0

G 62

TAXI

1

0

0

G 64

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

4

TAXI

2

1

0

MPV

0

0

2

G 69

MPV

0

0

2

G 71

TAXI

5

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

MPV

0

0

4

TAXI

1

0

0

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

2

G 75

MPV

0

0

1

G 77

MPV

0

0

1

G 78

MPV

0

0

1

G 81

TAXI

3

0

0

MPV

0

0

5

MPV

0

0

1

G 83

MPV

0

0

1

KA 6

MPV

0

0

2

KA 7

MPV

0

0

1

KA 9

MPV

0

0

1

KA19

MPV

0

0

1

KA24

MPV

0

0

1

G 13

G 33

G 46

G 51

G 66
STRATHCLYDE

G 72

G 73

G 74

G 82

LONDON TAXIS
TX4

REGION / POSTCODE AREA
KA26

TAXI

0

1

0

MPV

0

0

1

MPV

0

0

2

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

3

ML 3

TAXI

0

1

0

ML 6

MPV

0

0

1

TAXI

1

0

0

PA 2

MPV

0

0

1

PA17

MPV

0

0

1

Total

48

3

141

TOTAL

48

3

141

ML 1

ML 2

SUFFOLK

CB 9

MPV

0

0

1

IP28

MPV

0

0

1

Total

0

0

2

TOTAL

0

0

2

GU15

TAXI

1

0

0

GU16

MPV

0

0

2

GU18

MPV

0

0

1

GU21

TAXI

2

1

0

MPV

0

0

1

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

GU24

TAXI

0

1

0

GU51

TAXI

1

0

0

RH 1

TAXI

1

0

0

RH 2

TAXI

GU22
SURREY

TAYSIDE

TYNE & WEAR

1

0

0

Total

7

2

5

TOTAL

7

2

5

DD 4

MPV

0

0

1

PH 1

MPV

0

0

1

Total

0

0

2

TOTAL

0

0

2

NE 5

MPV

0

0

1

SR 2

MPV

0

0

1

0

0

2

Total
TOTAL

0

0

2

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

CV12

TAXI

1

0

0

CV31

MPV

0

0

2

CV34

MPV

CV11

WARWICKSHIRE

0

0

1

Total

2

0

4

TOTAL

2

0

4

MPV

0

0

1

SA 2

WEST GLAMORGAN

MERCEDES VITO PEUGEOT EXPERT
TAXI
E7

TAXI

1

0

0

SA10

MPV

0

0

1

SA12

MPV

0

0

2

Total

1

0

4

TOTAL

1

0

4

LONDON TAXIS
TX4

REGION / POSTCODE AREA
B 6

TAXI

28

2

0

B 8

TAXI

1

0

0

B 12

TAXI

2

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

TAXI

1

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

B 16

TAXI

1

0

0

B 20

TAXI

2

0

0

B 45

MPV

0

0

1

B 46

TAXI

3

0

0

MPV

0

0

1

B 91

MPV

0

0

1

WS 1

TAXI

1

0

0

WS 5

MPV

0

0

1

WV 4

MPV

B 13

WEST MIDLANDS

Total
TOTAL

WEST SUSSEX

0

0

1

39

2

7

39

2

7

BN11

MPV

0

0

1

BN13

MPV

0

0

1

BN14

TAXI

2

0

0

BN16

MPV

0

0

1

PO21

MPV

0

0

1

RH10

MPV

0

0

1

RH11

MPV

0

0

1

RH15

MPV

0

0

1

Total

2

0

7

TOTAL

2

0

7

MPV

0

0

1

BD21

MPV

0

0

2

LS 7

MPV

0

0

1

LS 8

MPV

0

0

2

LS10

MPV

0

0

1

LS18

MPV

0

0

14

LS27

MPV

0

0

1

LS28

MPV

0

0

1

WF12

MPV

0

0

1

0

0

24

BD 7

WEST YORKSHIRE

MERCEDES VITO PEUGEOT EXPERT
TAXI
E7

Total

0

0

24

Total

TOTAL

391

69

441

Market Share (YTD)

43%

8%

49%

Note: Analysis excludes other models of wheelchair accessible taxi.

Appendix 10

Areas now Progressed from London Conditions –
Congestion and Identification
Question
Dear ----,
Following the removal of the London Conditions of Fitness by ----- Council and the
introduction of the Peugeot E7 as a public hire vehicle, are you aware of an increase in traffic
congestion as a result of the Peugeot E7 entering the taxi fleet? And, during this period, has
there been an increase in reported incidents of private hire vehicles been mistaken for public
hire vehicles?
Thank you for your assistance in this matter.
Bill Parris
National Operations Manager

Responses
Derby City Council
Dear Mr Parris
I am not aware of any increased traffic congestion in Derby which could reasonably be
attributed to the introduction of Peugeot E7 type vehicles as licensed taxis. The Licensing
Team has no record of any complaint or report referring to this as being an issue.
There has not, since the introduction of Peugeot E7 vehicles as taxis, been any reported
increase in reports of private hire vehicles being mistaken for public hire vehicles, or vice
versa. All Hackney Carriages (public hire) licensed by Derby City Council have to be painted
yellow, while the Council’s specifications for private hire vehicles prohibits them from being
coloured yellow, or any similar colour.
Best regards,

David Basford | Licensing Enforcement Officer| Neighbourhoods | Saxon
House, Heritage Gate, Friary Street, Derby, DE1 1AN |

one Derby one council
Birmingham City Council

Thank you Bill,
In Birmingham, we are still not issuing any new Hackney Carriage vehicle
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licences, however vehicle owners can replace older Hackney Carriages with
the Peugeot E7 or any other vehicle we accept for the use of Hackney
Carriage. As a result, we have no more Hackney Carriages licensed in
Birmingham than we did in 2009 and there has never been any reports of
congestion caused due to the size of our Hackney Carriage or Private Hire
fleet to my knowledge.
To my knowledge, there has not been an increase in Private Hire vehicles
being mistaken for Public hire vehicles.
Best regards.
Pete.
Pete Watson.
Senior Licensing Officer.

Plymouth City Council

Dear Mr Parris
Plymouth City Council amended its vehicle specifications to allow for E7 type
vehicles to be licences in 2006. Since that time I have not been made aware
of any additional congestion directly attributable to the introduction of the
"Euro style" vehicle.
Our specifications require all vehicles to be licensed as "taxis" to display a
tout light on the vehicle in common with the "London" style cab, to aid
passengers in correctly identifying vehicles available for public hire. I have not
been made aware of any instances where a "Euro" style vehicle has been
mistaken for a public hire vehicle.
Thank you for your enquiry.

Mark Small
Taxi Licensing Officer

Northampton Borough Council
Dear Bill
In answer to your queries in respect of both the answer would be no. As far as I am
aware the addition of the E7 to the NBC Hackney fleet has all gone relatively
smoothly!
Regards
Ian Ellis, Licensing Enforcement Officer
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Leicester City Council
Dear Bill
I can confirm that I am not aware of any evidence which would suggest that there has
been any increase in congestion or private hire vehicles being mistaken for hackney
carriages since the Peugeot E7 was approved by the City Council for use as a
hackney carriage in 2007.
Regards
Mike Broster
Head of Licensing and Pollution Control

Wirral Metropolitan Borough Council

Mr Parris
I can confirm that I am not aware of any traffic congestion nor any incidents of
private hire vehicles being mistaken for public hire vehicles (or vice versa)
since the introduction of the E7.
Regards
Margaret Calvert
Licensing Team Leader

Liverpool City Council
Hi Bill
To the best of my knowledge, since the introduction of the Peugeot E7 as a public hire vehicle
in Liverpool, I am not aware of it being a cause of increased traffic congestion in Liverpool nor
have we received an increase in reported incidents of private hire vehicles being mistaken for
public hire vehicles.
Regards
Dean Ball, Principal Licence Enforcement Officer

Edinburgh City Council
Dear Mr Parris
In response to your enquiry I agree with the comments previously made by my retired Senior
Vehicle Examiner in that I am not aware of any complaints received with regard to congestion.
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In addition I have not received any complaints at the Taxi Examination Centre from members
of the public being unable to identify between private or public hire vehicles.
Frank Smith
TEC Inspector

Knowsley Metropolitan Borough Council
Hi Bill
I can confirm that since we introduced the Peugeot E7 as a hackney carriage vehicle
we have not received any complaints concerning traffic congestion or the vehicle
being mistaken for public hire vehicles.
Regards
Dave
Dave Gard
Licensing Enforcement Officer

Tameside Metropolitan Borough Council
Hello Bill,
Since we introduced a limited number of alternative vehicles to the Hackney fleet
(including, but not exclusively) the Peugeot E7, we have not noticed any increase in
congestion in the Tameside area which could be attributed to hackney vehicles.
I can also confirm that there have been no issues in respect of confusion between
private hire & hackney vehicles, although our conditions did put measures in place to
address this issue, such as specific colour requirements etc.
Many thanks,
John
John Gregory
Manager - Licensing & Fly Tipping Enforcement
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Walsall Metropolitan Council
Good Afternoon.

1. I am not aware that the introduction of the E7 has led to an increase in
traffic congestion (historically the number of hackney carriages has remained
steady between 125-130)
2. I am not aware that there has been an increase in respect of these vehicles
being mistaken for hackney carriages when licensed as private hire. Our conditions
help as E7s must be black for hackney carriage and any colour but black for private
hire. If licensed as private hire they also have to exhibit a larger door sticker.
Regards
Steve Knapper, Principal Licensing Officer

Sheffield City Council

Dr Mr Parris
Thank you for your enquiry,
As you are aware we do allow the E7 vehicle on the Sheffield fleet of hackney
carriages, and as you know the fleet has increased in numbers since 2001,
and some considerable numbers that have now been capped at 857. I cannot
say that congestion has not risen due to the fleet numbers increasing but we
cannot put that down to a type of vehicle within that fleet.
We do have instances of illegal plying for hire, but none of these are where
the passengers have stated that there was some confusion over the type of
vehicle, although I have to say that the distinction between the different type
of vehicles licensed as private hire and hackneys in Sheffield is considerable
and this alleviates any of these types of problems

Hope this answers your questions
Clive Stephenson
Principal Licensing Officer, Taxi Licensing
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Blackburn Council

From: "Riding Donna"
Date: 7 September 2012 13:28:12 GMT+01:00
To: "Bill Parris"
Subject: RE: Peugeot E7
Bill
In response to your email, since the introduction of Peugeot E7s into the Hackney Carriage
fleet with Blackburn and Darwen, there has been no reported incidents of private hire
vehicles being mistaken for an E7 hackney vehicle, nor has there been an increase in traffic
congestion since its introduction.
Regards
Donna Riding
Principal Officer (Licensing)
Public Protection Service
Davyfield Road Depot
Roman Road Industrial Estate
Blackburn
BB1 2LX
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Appendix A11

London Vito Driver Turning Circle Survey
The One80 taxi licensed in London is based on a Mercedes Vito, with an added rear
wheel steer device that can be manually engaged at speeds below five miles per
hour, in order to meet London’s requirement for a 7.62 meter turning circle. One80
drivers operating in London were asked to comment on their actual use of the rear
wheel steer device.
Question:
I drive a Vito taxi in London and confirm that I use the rear wheel steer device:
Response:
Not at all
Rarely (couple of times a day)
Often (numerous times a day)

56.6%
39.7%
1.7%

Survey date: August 2012
Base: 67 responses

Measurement of WAV Accessibility Dimensions

Entrance Height
Designated Travelling
Position

Length
Headroom
No Extension
To Kerb
Extension
Ramp Angle
No Extension
To Ground
Extension
Width*
Maximum Access Dimensions Length
Height

E7 SE
1248
1364
1389
15.9
12.7
20.3
17.3
700
1343
1248

LTI TX4
1331
1008
1389
13.3
16.0
25.7
16.8
700
1008
1325

M8 Compact
1255
1220
1342
15.0
19.2
700
1142
1255

One 80 Mercedes
1256
1285
1325
15.9
22.2
700
1215
1256

* Selected as width of reference wheelchair
All measurements taken according to PAS 2012 - 1 : 2012 Annex B

From: mikeandgill
Sent: 13 September 2012 15:27
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and private hire consultation.
Dear Sirs,
Myself and my partner Gillian Barraclough have operated a Wedding Car hire service with three cars for the past 18 years from the
village of Warton, nr Carnforth, Lancs
We undertake about 20 weddings per year and could do many more if we were prepared to offer more dates.
We have a small website at www.churchillweddingcars.co.uk Please take a look.
Only today have we been made aware, through our local paper, the Lancaster Guardian, that there is proposal that wedding and
funeral cars would no longer be exempted under legislation, and that it could cost us up to £300 per car.
There is no way we could continue to operate our service if this legislation were to be passed. We would quite simply have to go
out of business. We need the income to supplement our small pensions.
We get many 'thank you' letters from our clients and it would be a disaster for us and for the service we provide in this area if we
could no longer operate.
We wish to object to these proposals and appeal to the decision makers to make a common sense decision and drop this proposed
legislation.
Thank you,
Mike Dickinson.

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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KNOWSLEY COUNCIL RESPONSE
LAW COMMISION CONSULTATION PAPER NO 203
PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND QUESTIONS

OVERVIEW AND SCOPE
Proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept pre-booked fares, be
hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only accept prebooked fares. (Page 160)

It is agreed that the two tier system should be retained however it should be
expanded to make it clear that private hire vehicles can not be available for
immediate hire and should never form ranks.

REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of reform. (Page
162)

Agreed - If London wants to stay outside the licensing regime for England and
Wales it should be required to justify why it should not meet the standard
applicable elsewhere.

Proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any particular type of
vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services provided for hire with the services of a
driver. (Page 164)

It is agreed that the regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles, mechanical or
otherwise, should not be restricted although every vehicle should be required to
have some type of inspection.
Persons taking responsibility for the hirers of their vehicle should be ‘fit and
proper’ within the meaning of the 1976 Act and should not avoid scrutiny due to
lack of a driver licence requirement (eg) for rickshaws, horse drawn carriages etc)
Possession of a valid DVLA/EEC licence demonstrates that the individual has

proved that he/she has a fundamental understanding of driving on a public
highway etc and should be a requirement for all licensed vehicles not just ‘motor
vehicles’.

Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor vehicles that require
a driving licence? (Page 164)

See Proposal 3. No advantage. If however the decision is to restrict licensing to
just motor vehicles that require a drivers licence then the advantage would be
that it provides Licensing Authorities with clarity in this area.

Proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and private hire
vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or
fewer passengers. (Page 165)

Agreed - All vehicles provided with a driver for hire and reward should, where
they can carry a maximum of eight passengers or less, be hackney carriages or
private hire vehicles.
All vehicles carrying 9 or more passengers should be public service vehicles and
licensed as such.

Proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature as an exclusion
from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)

Agreed.

Proposal 7

The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior Traffic
Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist
consistency. (Page 167)

Agreed. Any such guidance should in the interests of consistency be binding on
the commissioners.

Proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be used to limit the
scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as well as activities
where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
(Page 168)

It is agreed that genuine volunteers should be excluded but ‘genuine volunteers’
should be clearly defined under statutory instrument. There should however be a
presumption that vehicles are being used for hire and reward unless the contrary
can be proved.

Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) Carpooling; and
(b) Members clubs? (Page 170)

Any vehicle that is hired with a driver should be required to be licensed by the
Licensing Authority for the protection of the travelling public. See response to Q8

Proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national standards should be
flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the taxi and private hire licensing
regimes. (Page 171)

Agreed, however this requires further clarification on what exclusions can be
made from the taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (See response to question
8)
Proposal 11

Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire licensing
through primary legislation. (Page 172)

It is agreed that wedding vehicles should be licensed as they are often used for
‘other special occasions’ which are private hire. Lack of regulation makes
unauthorised use difficult to prove. However with funeral vehicles they are part of
a ‘complete service’

Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the Secretary of
State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national standards? If so, what
modifications could be made to help avoid abuse? (Page 174)

The previous exemption created numerous problems therefore this authority can
see no merit in its reintroduction.
Proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public should not be
limited to “streets”. (Page 175}

Agreed.

Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire regulation at
airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in place should airports be obliged
to allow a shuttle service for passengers who have pre-booked with other providers, or to the
closest taxi rank? (Page 177)

There is merit in making provision in respect of taxi and private hire provision at
airports. It should be a provision made in respect of public amenity by way of
defined locations such as airports, main rail stations, port passenger terminals
and perhaps hospitals. It may well be expedient to oblige the provision of
minimum taxi stand provision and private hire pick up points at such amenities
for the benefit of the public. Additional provision should be encouraged.
Consideration should be given to Licensing Enforcement Officers being able to
issue an FPN in these circumstances.
Proposal 15

The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on a statutory
footing and include:
(a) References to ranking and hailing;
(b) A non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) Appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles. (Page 181)

B is Agreed and Ministers should be able to amend by way of a statutory
instrument if the need arises.

Proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of engaging taxi
services. (Page 181)

Agreed although clear drafting is essential.

Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in respect of
“arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
(Page 182)

Clear definition of private hire needs to be applied. The emphasis on public
places is positive but should be more expansive in definition. Immediate hire
should be defined as the activity it attempts to describe. In the Scotland
comparison, it is useful to acknowledge that the hiring activity of a ‘taxicab’ is
often carried out in public places, immediately, with the interaction between
driver and hirer. Does this definition not include the current activity of English
private hire vehicles waiting in public places being approached by members of
the public?
The presentation of vehicles in public places seems to have been disregarded as
an element of public hire and this must be rectified.

Proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be retained. (Page 182)

Agreed. The existing limits relating to compellability should be retained.

Proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle and cover all
technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued ability of taxis
to be pre-booked. (Page 183)

Agreed although clear drafting is essential.
Proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be permitted. There
would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional purposes at any
time unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)

This authority agrees with this proposal but does have fears relating to carrying
out enforcement against unlicensed drivers providing that officers have the
powers to stop and detain, request the drivers name and address and define what
the sanctions are if drivers do not comply.

Proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue statutory guidance
in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
(Page 185)

Agreed, but licensing authorities should be consulted about the proposed
guidance.
Proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles” respectively. References
to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185)

Agreed.
Question 23

Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in advertising provided
they are only used in combination with terms like “pre-booked” and did not otherwise lead to
customer confusion? (Page 186)

If the two tier system is retained then the distinction must be made clear. Private
hire vehicles should not be allowed to use the descriptive ‘taxi’ or ‘cab’ on the
vehicle, the booking office, telephone directories etc or other advertising
material. Must also exclude names etc which have similar message/sound eg
TACKZEE, KAB etc.
A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety requirements. (Page
188)

There must be a national safety standard. If this is left to licensing authorities
then inconsistency in standards between areas will continue and this is not in the
interest of passengers?
Proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum standards. (Page
189)

Whilst supporting the concept of national standards, licensing authorities should
also have discretion to make additional requirements to address local need for
hackney carriages.

Proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be mandatory standards.
(Page 189)

There should not be any difference between the standard for public and private
hire vehicles. The public need should be paramount in setting the standard for
vehicles.
Proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to safety.
Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire drivers.
(Page 190)

Disagree. Local knowledge is a key element of the work of hackney (taxi) and
private hire drivers in assisting visitors from out of town and ensuring that the
most effective route is taken on any journey.
New and existing drivers in the five Merseyside districts are already required to
undertake VRQ/NVQ training (training provides modules for route planning etc)
and knowledge tests.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in respect of
vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for private hire vehicles are
valuable? (Page 190)

Signs should be based on a national template with local variation options. Signs
should be generic to alert the public of the pre booked nature of the vehicle with
an element of local identification for hirers to be assured of the vehicles
legitimacy eg identification plates, door signs with operators name, telephone
number etc.
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety standards for both
taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)

Purpose built vehicles (eg) with wheelchair access) versus saloon cars and
people carriers already create obstacles.
Often the desire to provide wheelchair accessible vehicles masks the problem
that one vehicle type cannot accommodate all the different types of wheelchairs
which need to be safely loaded onto the vehicle with the passenger secured in a
front or rear facing position.
Many people with other walking disabilities etc have commented that they prefer
to use a salon car with lower steps and access than the purpose built vehicles.
It is difficult therefore to foresee a code that could address all the different
vehicle types to meet needs.
Carriage of children (who require a booster seat – a generic one can not of course
be provided with the vehicle) and babes in arms also create problems.

Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services compared with
private hire services? (Page 192)

NO
The type of vehicle being used can often influence the safety issues faced by
drivers. For example in purpose built vehicles the partition provides extra
protection. Saloon car drivers may wish to use the ‘bubble’.
CCTV cameras are increasingly being used by drivers for their own safety and to
protect against allegations of misconduct but some licensing authorities have
had difficulty in assessing the suitability and security of available equipment.
There are differing needs for the two sides of the trade which need to be taken
into consideration but national conditions would be essential to the aim of
consistency and a level playing field nationally.
Proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for taxis and private
hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
(Page 192)

Agree. – Local discretion should still be allowed to address local need.

Proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety standards
should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)

Agreed.
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety standards? In
particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a technical advisory panel? (Page
193)

A collaborative and consultative approach is required. National authorities such
as VOSA have a wealth of relevant knowledge which can be used together with
licensing authorities to evaluate standards.

Proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis provided above
the minimum national standards. (Page 193)

Agreed.
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi standards? (Page
194)

Question ambiguous needs clarification.

Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on taxi and private
hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)

Licensing authorities should retain powers relating to the control and effective
accountability of licence holders. All licences should be subject to tailored
enforcement powers.

Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a statutory footing or is
it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)

The key to this question is “where it makes sense locally”. Attempts to make
statutory cooperation work would wholly depend on the self interest of
doing so as perceived by two or more authorities. It would only be effective
if made mandatory. Licensing Authorities are able to determine for
themselves where issues need to be addressed collectively.
The use of the Primary Authority Principal should be considered.

Proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for the purposes
of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)

Agreed

Proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones within their area.
(Page 196)

Agreed but only after consultation.

Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time licences which
may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority? (Page 197)

This option would serve to confuse the public as to which vehicles can be
hired, both when and were. The ongoing theme that private hire vehicles can
be permitted to work without geographical restriction or condition would
seem to ensure that “alternative” vehicles are available to the public at peak
times. The introduction of a third type of unfamiliar licensed vehicle would
not assist and also create additional enforcement issues.

Proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting bookings only within
a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular licensing
authority. (Page 198)

This authority does not agree with this proposal. Private hire operators are
not currently restricted to accepting or inviting bookings within a particular
locality. Private hire operators are licensed by a specific authority and are
obliged to use drivers and vehicle licensed by that authority but the
invitation or acceptance of booking is non geographically dependant. This
structure ensures local standards being regulated locally. The proposal to

permit private hire operators to use private hire drivers and private hire
vehicles from any authority would best be served by making private hire
operators a nationally licensed function. As national standards are being
proposed for drivers and vehicles operators seem to sit outside this rational.
Yes if all private drivers and vehicles are of the “same” standard and subject
to the same conditions and requirements then there is little need for local
intervention. If local conditions are relevant and local flexibility is valued
then this proposal does not support localism as a concept. In effect private
hire licensing becomes a national licensing regime and local authorities are
required to issue licenses without real power to regulate.

Proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of out of area drop
offs. (Page 199)

This authority has concerns with this proposal. The adoption of this
requirement would provide a simple, effective and workable solution to the
continued practice of private hire vehicles plying for hire without a licence.
This could be discouraged by making it an endorsement fixed penalty for
immediate hire taking place without a licence to support the activity. This
continued view emboldens the idea that all private hire vehicles can wait
within popular (particularly night time economy related) areas when the
inevitable opportunity will arise for the public to hire the vehicle by
conversation with the driver. Public hire activity will continue without the
appropriate licence in place. It has been suggested that Enforcement officers
will be unable to enforce the return to area proposal. Officers can clearly
identify the private hire vehicles, can clearly observe the vehicles, officers
can check operator booking records usually at the scene and therefore
officers can present credible evidence to show contravention. This provision
would not interfere with any pre booked private hire vehicle attending and
delivering an efficient pre-booked service to consumers. It would however
assist in having public hire vehicles carrying out public hire activity and
private hire vehicles carrying out private hire activity. If there is such
demand for private hire activity that a vehicle can respond quickly then the
technology used by private hire operators will direct the vehicles to the
place of consumer demand. If the vehicle is heading away from area of
demand without despatch direction then there is no demand for the vehicle.
Private hire vehicles wait in groups for some significant periods to react to
pre booked calls. Seldom do they wait in non restricted areas, seldom do
they react positively to enforcement questions, and seldom do the public

consider them private hire vehicles when they stand for a period of time. The
non adoption of this proposal is a missed opportunity to deter illegal
activity, assist private hire operators (who do not want public hire activity
undertaken by vehicles they operate), and to ensure the public are well
served by the properly licensed vehicle they use.

Proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares. Licensing
authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
(Page 200)

Agreed.

Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for pre-booked
journeys? (Page 200)

No for work within their home district. As hackneys(taxis) can currently
negotiate a fare higher (or of a different structure) than that detailed in the
local authority tariff, if the destination is beyond the controlled district or the
hirer wishes to hire by time only, it would seem sensible to permit negotiated
fares with private hiring’s undertaken by such vehicles with the consent of
the hirer. This proposal if enacted should clearly exclude negotiation of
higher fares when hired immediately.

REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and proper person”
be either:
(a) Set out in primary legislation; or
(b) Included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national
safety conditions? (Page 203)

“Fit and proper” ideally for the sake of clarity and consistency may well be
best defined in primary legislation. The Secretary of State could go some
considerable way to achieving the clarity and consistency required by

setting national safety conditions pertinent to driver standards.
Perhaps a list of ‘relevant offences’ (similar to the Licensing Act 2003 for
personal licences) to be adopted by statutory instrument.

Proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria applied would
relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)

All licence holders should be subject to the ‘fit and proper’ test. Under the
present regime individuals who know they would be unlikely to obtain a driver
licence because of convictions etc can still play an active role in the industry as a
vehicle proprietor. The DPS provisions under the Licensing Act 2003 could be
mirrored in any new legislation.

Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) Set out in primary legislation; or
(b) Included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national
safety conditions? (Page 205)

National vehicle safety standards for the sake of clarity should be set out in
primary legislation. As previously stated this may be a drafting issue and the
Secretary of State through use of regulations may well be better placed to
provide a clear but more flexible set of vehicle standards by way of test
criteria and number of such tests required.

Proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire vehicles. (Page
206)
Agreed.

Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on what basis?
(Page 208)

Agreed. Evidence through complaints and enforcement work supports the view that

hackney proprietors should be required to keep records of all pre bookings.

Proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include intermediaries. (Page
209)

Agreed.
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 209)

Yes fit and proper should be retained as criteria for private hire operators.
This standard reflects the key role and interrelationship between the hirer
and the private hire company. The duties associated with a private hire
operator are implicitly linked with a duty to be responsible for passengers
their safety and security.
In additional Operators licences should be subject to an enhanced CRB
check of the person(s) holding the licence or in the case of a limited
company the company directors.

Proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)

Only within the controlled district that issued the licence. It must be certain
that the original operator remains accountable for the booking and that there
is clarity of record keeping and an ability by the authority to scrutinise
booking history.
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping requirements apply?
(Page 210)

Agreed.

REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
(Page 213)

Disagree - Licensing authorities in consultation with the licensed trade, user
groups, local people and businesses etc are in the best position to assess local
need.

Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost the ability to
restrict numbers? (Page 213)

Traffic congestion & parking issues for the highway authority and other road
users. Number of ranks and use of ranks would be under constant pressure.
Purpose built vehicles v saloon cars - would vehicles with wheelchair access
have priority at ranks? Would zoning be necessary to ensure that
unprofitable/unpopular areas are served?

Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi trade over a
scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
(Page 215)

Agreed.

TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) A duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) A duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for wheelchair
accessible vehicles. (Page 217)

As an authority which requires all hackney carriage vehicles to be
wheelchair accessible, this question is not applicable. All vehicles currently
have to take passengers in wheelchairs and the vehicle has to be able to

accommodate the passenger and their co passenger. Authorities should
make every effort to make hackneys (taxis) stands suitable for the access of
persons using wheelchairs.

Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet certain accessibility
standards? (Page 217)

Licence fees can, under current legislation, only be used to collect the reasonable
costs of administering the service. Fees should not be used as an incentive to
deliver other aims or objectives (eg) green issues like fuel emissions, wheelchair
access etc.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible vehicles, and
catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)

Although impractical on a national level, all immediate hire vehicles should
be wheelchair accessible. However it is clear that different disabilities
require different vehicle capability. It is difficult to know how to set a national
vehicle standard which can accommodate all needs and set a level of
provision which meets needs on a local basis.
Consideration should be given to requiring licensed vehicles to provide
braille and hard of hearing facilities.

Proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 218)

This authority agrees with this proposal as the implementation of such
quotas is impractical.

Proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should include recognised
disability awareness training. (Page 219)

Agreed.

Proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire vehicles should
be required to display information about how to complain to the licensing authority. (Page 219)

Agreed.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled passengers
seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified
circumstances, help? (Page 220)

Although laudable it would be almost impossible to frame such a
requirement. The ability to enforce such a requirement, which is a duty to
pick up all passengers wishing to hire a vehicle, is one which has blighted
enforcement authorities. Drivers will choose, especially when mobile, who
they pick up. Evidence to assert that a driver has seen a potential hirer and
intentionally chose to ignore that hirer would be very difficult to prove.

REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
(Page 222)

It would be useful for licensing officers to have the power to stop all licensed
vehicles (not just those from their own area) but it would have to be a
specific power which should only be used in certain circumstances. Clearly
there are health and safety issues that would need to be addressed.
Officers would need to be identifiable to prevent imposters impersonating
officers.

Question 65

What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a public place, to
solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
(Page 223)

Existing powers are considered sufficient but if a “return to district” power
were in place this tool could be used to address any touting issue by out of
district vehicles.

Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles acting in breach
of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)

Agreed.
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so? (Page 225)

Yes the authority should use fixed penalty schemes. This would empower
officers, save time, retain income and deal more equitably with contravention.
Most common taxi byelaw and private hire conditions could be distilled into
model fixed penalties. This would on its own make the most significant
contribution to quality control and better use of enforcement resource while
using fines to enhance the licensing service. Officers should also have such
powers in relation to some endorseable offences eg tyre defects etc.

Proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers and operators
licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)

Agree - Enforcement officers should not be hindered by being unable to
scrutinise and deal with licensed vehicles working within the controlled district
they are tasked with regulating.

Question 69

Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation of licences? If
so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)

Do not agree. – Reports should be sent to the issuing authority for them to deal
with. The only exception that could be justified is if a vehicle is stopped and
found to be unroadworthy.

REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or revoke a taxi or
private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder of the relevant
licence. (Page 230)

Agreed.

Proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of refusals,
suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing authority to reconsider its
decision. (Page 231)

Do not agree. – The existing mechanism has been shown to work successfully.

Proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)

Agreed.
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)

Agree as long as the appellant pays reasonable costs into the court before the
hearing. (As per the Magistrates Court procedure)

Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services
September 2012
Introduction

Overview
The LGA welcomes the Law Commission’s work to rationalise the
confusing and dated pieces of legislation covering what is an essential
transport service, particularly for older or disabled people who rely on taxis
and PHVs as their main form of transport.

We feel that the Law Commission’s proposals offer a positive vision for
clear and effective regulation that will increase passenger safety and value
for money, while simplifying and reducing the burden on taxi and PHV
drivers and owners. These proposals are a good starting point for the
discussion and we outline below our suggestions to maximise the positive
impact of the proposals.
It is essential that councils retain flexibility needed to innovate and respond
to local issues, whether this is to introduce a new scheme to increase
access to those with mobility issues, or to provide safeguards to vulnerable
passengers. The consultation recognises many instances where this
should be the case, but the Commission should introduce this flexibility as
the default option.
Councils have shown that they use existing powers to introduce local
conditions and regulate numbers in a way that is responsible, proportionate
and, most importantly, in a way that is beneficial to their communities. As
democratically accountable organisations, and the most efficient part of
government, councils need to be able to respond to the needs of their
localities.
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The reinstatement of enhanced Criminal Records Bureau (CRB) checks for
taxi drivers, following persistent lobbying by the LGA, was a step in the
right direction and it needs to now be followed through with a thorough
updating of other safety requirements.
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Briefing

The Local Government Association is a voluntary membership body
and our member authorities cover every part of England and Wales.
Together they represent over 50 million people and spend around £113
billion a year on local services. They include county councils,
metropolitan district councils, English unitary authorities, London
boroughs and shire district councils, along with fire authorities, police
authorities, national park authorities and passenger transport
authorities. In developing this response we have consulted with our
member networks through meetings, online discussion and e-mail
communications. We are grateful to the Law Commission for
presenting at several of our network meetings.

Reform of definitions and scope
The LGA supports the continuing distinction between taxis and private hire
vehicles. The effect of this distinction is to provide users with consumer
choices that balance fairness of price with access to quality services. We
also support the proposal to recognise that vehicles currently outside the
licensing system provide a very similar service to taxis and PHVs. There is
no question that passengers in these vehicles should be afforded the same
sense of protection and safeguarding as with more commonplace vehicles.
Proposal 3 - The LGA is in favour of extending regulation to cover all road
transport services provided for hire with the services of a driver. Our
frontline officers inform us of specialist, but successful, niche vehicles
providing services comparable to those of taxis. The LGA has most
recently worked with licensing authorities and the Department for Transport
to provide guidance on maintaining standards for motorcycles and
limousines when operating in this capacity.
We feel that it is important that these niche services are required to meet
the same appropriate standards set for passenger safety as for any other
vehicle. This will have a complementary effect on the business as it will
promote consumer confidence in these new business models, encouraging
their further expansion and development.
Question 4 – As discussed above, there are increasing numbers of
alternate vehicles entering the market and we would not wish to establish
inflexible legislation that could not ensure the safety of passengers using
new forms of transport service. We therefore feel that, while licensing for
any vehicle that requires a driving licence is a sensible proposal, this
should be the starting point and not the end of licensing coverage.
We also question the impact that this proposal might have on volunteer
operated transport services. While it is important that these services are
safely delivered, councils do not wish to be responsible for unduly
restricting well-run volunteering or neighbourly activity. This links to
proposal 8, which we would support subject to sufficient safety
requirements being established elsewhere – such as the need for CRB
checks and basic roadworthiness tests.
Proposal 7 – We support the extension of licensing to limousines and other
novelty vehicles, as per our response to proposal 3, but we should point
out that councils need to be able to consider applications on an individual
basis, and take account of the local area. We do not feel that the issuing of
statutory guidance would be conducive to introducing this local flexibility.
The LGA has worked with licensing authorities and the department for
transport to establish best practice guidelines, and we feel that this
approach successfully meets the need for guidance.
Question 9 - We would support the exclusion of voluntary carpooling from
the taxi licensing regime. While councils will continue to be concerned
about road safety, we feel that adequate precautions exist through other
mechanisms such as the MOT to cover such voluntary arrangements. The
definition of ‘in the course of a business of carrying passengers’ would
provide an adequate distinction between those activities that form part of
the private sphere and those that enter the public realm and are of concern
to councils.
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In terms of members clubs, we do feel that these would cross the line
established above, where there is a membership fee paid to the club.
There is a possible case for exempting, or introducing a lower fee payment
or threshold, for clubs focused on providing medical services or transport to
those with mobility issues, but we feel this may introduce an unneeded
complexity to the system.
We understand the reasoning behind the proposal to introduce a
mechanism that seeks to provide additional safeguards for certain
categories of passenger, including women-only services. However, we feel
all passengers should be protected from violence as far as possible
through the taxi licensing regime and, as such, do not see a need to
complicate the system by introducing tiered levels of protection. Vulnerable
passenger groups, including lone women, should have complete
confidence in hiring any licensed vehicle. This approach will also mean that
the pool of vehicles that they can access is not restricted, giving them
much greater flexibility and freedom of access.
The provision of public transport such as women’s only night buses would
continue to be regulated by separate legislation, so is therefore not an
argument for introducing this measure.
Proposal 15 – We would support the placing of the concept of ‘plying for
hire’ on a statutory basis. This is a long-established concept that has
worked well in practice, but is becoming less well-defined with the advent
of mobile and remote methods of booking. A statutory definition, while not
eliminating debate, will go a long way to clarifying the issue for both
licensing authorities and businesses, giving them confidence in the way
licences are completed and assessed.
This approach would mean that proposal 16 could not be introduced. While
we think the intent behind the proposal is sound, we have concerns that
some of the newest means of verifying the security or correct identity of a
vehicle could work against this, and we do not wish to compromise the
safety of passengers in any way through the licensing regime.
A reformed regulatory framework
It is important that passengers can expect their vehicles to meet certain
standards of safety wherever they are in the country, and that drivers and
operators can also have clarity about the requirements that they need to
meet if they are to obtain a licence. The majority of the proposals in this
chapter will make a valuable contribution to maintaining this level of
confidence for passengers and drivers, but some would limit the ability of
councils to respond to local concerns and conditions, initiate local safety
campaigns or work with the industry to innovate. We do not think this would
work to the advantage of either passengers or the industry itself.
Proposals 25 and 26 – Licensing authorities have been at the forefront of
developing new ways of safeguarding passengers in conjunction with taxi
and private hire firms. The key indicator of success of a licensing system is
the infrequency with which accidents or incidents of crime involving these
vehicles occurs. Notwithstanding some rightly high-profile cases, the taxi
licensing system has proved itself robust. As such passengers have every
right to feel comfortable in the knowledge that the hire firm and the
authority have jointly ensured that their safety is of the utmost importance
for the duration of the journey. The aim of any reforms to the system must
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be to ensure that these levels of confidence are retained and justified.
Experience has shown time and again that it is simply not possible to
establish a national set of safety guidelines that is both flexible and
responsive enough to react rapidly to changes in technology, passenger
requirements or distinctive local conditions. The LGA is therefore in
support of introducing national minimum safety standards for both taxis and
PHVs, but we believe that in both cases this should be a minimum
standard that can be rapidly improved on or tailored to local circumstances
by councils should the need arise.
The unquestioned distinction between the services of taxis and PHVs
should not focus around the issue of safety requirements, but rather on the
level of service provision that can be properly assessed by a layperson and
genuine consumer choice exercised.
Question 35 - The democratically accountable nature of licensing
authorities means that their decisions are open to scrutiny and challenge
by both residents and businesses, ensuring that actions by the authority
will be proportionate and responsive to local need. There is therefore no
reason to impose limits on their power to respond to residents.
The most successful initiatives, such as Harlow’s ‘Taxi Check Live!’, are
successful precisely because they are introduced in partnership with, and
often inspired by, the taxi and PHV operators themselves. Central
Government should welcome and support this innovation and not introduce
practical barriers to it, to the detriment of passengers. We therefore
strongly support the retention of councils’ powers to impose individual
conditions, as asked in question 36.
Question 37 – Councils are continuously looking at ways of stretching the
taxpayer’s pound further and shared services forms one of the most
prominent ways of doing so. All councils recognise that they operate in a
wider picture and will have their own effective collaborations with both
immediately neighbouring authorities, as well as those further away. The
LGA itself operates a peer-led scheme which provides an independent
review service for councils wishing to improve their work or develop new
ways of working.
In the right circumstances, a shared service can produce important
efficiencies for the authorities concerned. However, this does not mean
that all services will be appropriate to being shared with a neighbour, or
that operating on a larger scale brings automatic financial or servicerelated benefits.
In our view there is no need, therefore, to legislate for councils to
cooperate. The difficulty of enforcing such a measure must also be
considered, along with the risk that it could actively discourage some of the
best and most creative ways of achieving service improvement and
efficiency savings for taxpayers.
We would have no objection to the suggestion in proposal 38 that asks if
councils should have the option of combining areas for the purposes of taxi
standard setting. This may well make sense for some authorities and
provisions that give them greater scope to respond to local need are
always welcomed.
Question 40 – Our members have put forward arguments both for and
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against this proposal, and it is closely linked with the proposals on
removing quantity restrictions. Our feeling is that peak time licences would
only be useful if quantity restrictions were to remain in place. We therefore
support the proposal for councils to have the option of issuing peak time
licences, in keeping with our support for retaining the powers to restrict
quantity.
Proposal 41 – We do not see how this could be implemented for Taxis
under the recommendations for a minimum national standard. The same
problem would apply to PHVs if, as we propose, they are also subject to
national minimum standards. While it would be possible for licensing
authorities to enforce the minimum standards, it would not be possible to
enforce licence conditions imposed by an authority potentially on the other
side of the country. This would seem to us to leave room for considerable
inconvenience and uncertainty to both drivers and licensing authorities
when attempting to interpret proper operation against the licence
conditions.
Reform of driver, vehicle and operator licensing
The nature of the relationship between driver and passenger, operating in
an enclosed space, and where driver controlled locking is almost universal,
creates the potential for serious abuse by unsuitable drivers. The high-level
of the risk requires that serious mitigation measures need to be in place to
properly protect passengers, and the existing licensing process has proven
that it provides significant protection for passengers.
In light of this, we welcome the Commission’s proposals to reform driver,
vehicle and operator licensing, including the retention of the ‘triple licence’.
There have been several instances where it is has been possible to trace
offenders, often at the more serious end of the criminal spectrum, only
through one of the licences and this requirement is a major safeguard for
passengers.
Question 47 – We have highlighted earlier our concerns about the
restrictive effect of enshrining standards in legislation. It is important that
any new system provides more flexibility and allows the adoption of new
standards with greater speed, when appropriate.
Question 51 – We strongly support the points raised in the consultation
document about the risks associated with operators acting as a front for
organised crime. In addition, the difficulties experienced by the Scottish
Executive as a result of not licensing operators in the same way also
persuades us that this piece of licensing should not be weakened in any
respect. We endorse the retention of “fit and proper” criteria for operators.
Reforming quantity controls
We think the consultation paper does a good job of analysing one of the
more controversial areas of taxi licensing. The extent to which demand is
managed has a very real impact on the livelihood of taxi drivers and
operators, as well as the residents of the area who may experience
restrictions. The evidence shows that councils have explored both sides of
the argument and found that different approaches work best in different
areas. They should retain the flexibility to make the best local decision to
meet the needs of both passengers and drivers.
Proposal 54 and question 56 – It is important to recognise, as the
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consultation does, that a number of authorities have at various points in
time experimented with removing quantity limits, only to reintroduce them,
despite the additional expense incurred.
This practical experience, in our view, encapsulates the reason why
councils should retain the ability to restrict numbers. The majority of
councils do not find it necessary, but 93 councils, predominantly in rural
areas, find that a more regulated approach works best for their residents.
They should be allowed to do what is best for their area. We have touched
on the democratic accountability of councils earlier and the same principle
applies here.
We also note the recent protest in Wolverhampton by taxi drivers opposing
a proposed increase in the number of black cabs, claiming that trade has
already been reduced by up to 50 per cent compared to five years ago.
The need to balance this with public feedback to the council that there are
not enough taxis illustrates the problem, and why it is best left to local
licensing authorities to make the final decision.
Taxi and private hire reform and equality
Equality and accessibility are serious issues for councils. Many councils go
above and beyond their statutory obligation in this regard and exercise
considerable ingenuity in seeking to improve local accessibility. We
therefore welcome the attention the Commission has given to this area.
Question 57 – Councils already have existing duties under legislation to
ensure fair an equitable access to public services and to prevent
discrimination and, as noted above, often devote additional energy to the
issue. We therefore do not feel that introducing an additional duty to do so
is the best way to approach the issue and is unlikely to make a noticeable
difference. However, there may be more work to be done on a voluntary
basis with drivers, operators and user groups to increase the accessibility
of taxis and PHVs.
Schemes such as those operated by Living Options in Devon have more
than demonstrated that the voluntary approach can achieve the objective,
and such schemes deserve greater attention. We would be happy to
support government departments if they wished to explore how they could
further encourage this approach.
Question 58 – Financial incentives are a recognised way of stimulating the
market and it is important that councils have the ability to consider this
option. However, this should be based on a full assessment of the impact
of the subsidy. We would prefer to see the development of tools to help
councils make this assessment rather than an automatic requirement to
subsidise vehicles.
A council will need to be certain that a lower licence fee directly improve
access to taxis by disabled people, and not simply become a way for
drivers to escape paying the full fee. This could lead to the entire licensing
system eventually operating at a deficit, which would not be sustainable.
In other words, the licensing authority may be subsidising the cost of
licensing the taxi, at the tax-payers expense, without residents with mobility
issues seeing any real added benefits or greater accessibility. For instance,
a council that has already worked with local operators will gain no benefit
to its taxpayers from suddenly subsidising the licence fee for certain types
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of vehicle, although it may well wish to continue with the other incentives it
had been using.
We would support as an alternative the suggestions, in proposals 61 and
62, which imply more could be done to provide information and increase
awareness about the needs of wheelchair users, and other mobility
requirements, with drivers. We have mentioned the example of Living
Options earlier and feel that this is a constructive way forward, without
requiring the extra burdens associated with statutory guidance or
legislation.
Reforming enforcement
We welcome the Commission’s proposals to strengthen the ability of
enforcement officers to intervene in a proportionate, yet effective manner.
This will provide officers with the ability to protect the reputation of the
industry as a whole from rogue or irresponsible drivers, and to immediately
respond to issues that could affect a passenger’s safety, without having to
go through a lengthy bureaucratic process which could see other
passengers put at risk before it is completed.
We also support the Commission’s recognition that introducing some of
these measures would require additional safeguards to be in place. We
would be very happy to work the Commission and the Department of
Transport to develop these.
Question 66 – We would support further investigation of this proposal, to
ensure an informed and proportionate assessment of its impact. Any use of
a new power to impound vehicles would need to be used as a last resort
for persistent offences, as to do otherwise would materially affect the right
of the driver to earn a living. It is difficult to see what impact this would
have in addition to the ability to review and revoke the licence.
Question 69 – There are issues with the proposal to allow cross-border
operation of vehicles. Our concerns with this approach are outlined in our
response to proposal 41. As an alternative, we would suggest that national
or large operators might be suitable for regulation through the Home or
Prime Authority schemes, whereby one authority voluntarily takes on all
strategic enforcement and licensing responsibilities. This provides the
business with a single point of contact for regulatory matters and would, we
believe, offer a more effective and constructive way of managing crossborder activities.
Reform of hearings and appeals
Local democracy and accountability is fundamental to the operation of a
local council. Residents and local businesses are able to speak to,
influence and challenge councils in a number of ways, both formal and
informal. It is important that any revised licensing system fits into and
continues this approach.
It is important that licensing authorities respond to local conditions, and
both residents and businesses benefit from this localist approach. There is
no evidence to show that taxi licensing has a significantly different level of
complaints to any other licensing regime, nor should locally-tailored
approaches be viewed as a problem. We therefore question the statement,
in this section, that inconsistency in licensing enforcement is both a major
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problem and the cause of a high number of appeals.
In the same section, the consultation comments on the right of a licensee
to challenge the application of a standard. As long as this right is
preserved, as we believe is essential, there is no need to restrict councils’
ability to licence in the most locally appropriate way.
If there is scope for savings to be made in the taxi licensing regime, then
they will be secured by allowing local flexibility and an approach that works
with businesses and residents, rather than a one-size fits all approach
imposed from the top. The claim that the introduction of national standards
would lead to an improved system and considerable financial savings
therefore seems to be over-stated. We support, as explained above, the
concept of minimum national standards, and this essential safety measure
should not be compromised in pursuit of illusionary savings.
Proposals 70 to 72 – It is important that the issuing of licences continues to
be transparent to applicants, residents and other enforcement agencies
such as the police. Licensing authorities have well-established and
rigorous scrutiny mechanisms, as well as their ultimate democratic
accountability to their residents. It is therefore quite right that the first stage
in the appeal process should be to the council to reconsider its decision. It
is equally reasonable to require, on the exhaustion of these scrutiny
procedures, to move to the magistrates court.
However, we do not agree with the proposal to limit the right to appeal the
licensing decision to only the applicant. It is quite possible that residents or
businesses may wish to make representations, quite possibly on the
grounds of being a ‘fit and proper’ person, and it would be wrong to deny
them this opportunity to put forward a case that may materially affect public
safety and, as a consequence, the decision to grant or not grant a licence.
Councils have considerable experience of dealing with objections and
representations of this sort from their work as licensing authorities for
alcohol and gambling premises, so it would not be problematic for them to
manage. Magistrates have the same level of experience and should
continue to hear reviews in a quick, professional and cost-effective fashion,
as is outlined in proposal 72.
For further information or queries, please contact:
Ian Leete
Advisor
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Number PP/QU Description
CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
1
PP Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which
can accept pre-booked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at
ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only accept prebooked
fares.
CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
2
PP London should be included, with appropriate modifications,
within the scope of reform.
3
PP The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be
restricted to any particular type of vehicle but should rather
focus on road transport services provided for hire with the
services of a driver.
4
QU Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting
licensing to motor vehicles that require a driving licence?
5
QU Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the
definition of taxi and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private
hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or
fewer passengers.
6
QU References to stage coaches charging separate fares should nolonger
feature as an exclusion from the definition of taxis.
7
QU The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory
guidance to the Senior Traffic Commissioner about the licensing
of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist consistency.
8
PP The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying
passengers” should be used to limit the scope of taxi and
private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as
well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall
service.
9
QU How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal
with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs?
10
PP The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
national standards should be flexible enough to allow them to
make exclusions from the taxi and private hire licensing
regimes.
11
PP Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded
from private hire licensing through primary legislation.
12
QU Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption,
by means of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise
of the power to set national standards? If so, what modifications
could be made to help avoid abuse?
13
PP Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can
engage with the public should not be limited to “streets”.
14
QU Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi
and private hire regulation at airports? In particular, where
concessionary agreements are in place should airports be
obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who have prebooked
with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
15
PP The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”,
should be placed on a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;59
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for
hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of
private hire vehicles.
16
PP The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover
technological means of engaging taxi services.
17
QU Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to
defining taxis in respect of “arrangements made in a public
place” instead of “plying for hire”?
18
PP The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis,
should be retained.
19
PP Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a
private hire vehicle and cover all technological modes of
engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued ability
of taxis to be pre-booked.
20
PP Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire
vehicles should be permitted. There would however be a
presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional
purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
21
PP The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the
power to issue statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private
hire licensing requirements.

Comments/Answer
Agree

Agree
Agree however need to clarify which organisation will licence each type of vehicle

No - this should be based on service & driver so includes Rickshaws etc
i) Yes but need to be defined as PSV's
ii) Taxi YES / Private Hire NO, this should include limo's & PSV's etc

Agree
Agree

Agree

Not formal but guidance provided, especially to Member Clubs

Agree

Agree
No, unless managed corporately within Licensing Authorities

Agree
YES

YES - Clarification would aid enforcement

Agree
If the definitio nis made clear (see 15 above) then stick with Plying for Hire

Agree
Agree

No - This would present enforcement difficulties re use of vehicle by Licensed drivers and offences such as smoking in the vehicle etc. The Licensed vehicvle is a work place just like an office, not a liesure place

Agree

22

PP

23

QU

24

PP

25

PP

26

PP

27

PP

28

QU

29

QU

30

QU

31

PP

32

PP

33

QU

34

PP

35

QU

36

QU

37

QU

38

PP

39

PP

40

QU

41

PP

42

PP

43

PP

44

QU

45

QU

46

PP

47

QU

Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire
vehicles” respectively. References to “hackney carriages”
should be abandoned.
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi”
or “cab” in advertising provided they are only used in
combination with terms like “pre-booked” and did not otherwise
lead to customer confusion?
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national
safety requirements.
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should
only be minimum standards.
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services,
should be mandatory standards.
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except
those related to safety. Requirements such as topographical
knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire drivers.
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be
specifically retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are there
other areas where local standards for private hire vehicles are
valuable?
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common
national safety standards for both taxis and private hire
vehicles?
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be
different for taxi services compared with private hire services?
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
standards for taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover
conditions relating to safety.
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
national safety standards should be subject to a statutory
consultation requirement.
What would be the best approach for determining the content of
national safety standards? In particular should the statutory
requirement to consult refer to a technical advisory panel?
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards
locally for taxis provided above the minimum national standards.
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to
set local taxi standards?
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose
individual conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or
operators?
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to
cooperate be on a statutory footing or is it best left to local
arrangements?
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of
combining areas for the purposes of taxi standard setting.
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or
remove, taxi zones within their area.
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to
issue peak time licences which may only be used at certain
times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority?
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to
accepting or inviting bookings only within a particular locality;
nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular
licensing authority.
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in
respect of out-of-area drop offs.
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate
maximum taxi fares. Licensing authorities should not have the
power to regulate private hire fares.
Questions
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the
metered fare for pre-booked journeys?
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement
to be a “fit and proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’
general powers to set national safety conditions?
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests
and the criteria applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself.
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’

So long as the definitions are clear in doesn't matter which is used

This has the potential to cause confusion as the piublic do not generally know the distinctions. Again clear definitions will help.

Agree
Agree & minimum should be mandatory
Agree & minimum should be mandatory
Agree with the caveat that where PH vehicles are working in tandem with HC vehicles on a circuit, drivers should be required to have 'knowledge' test

Not necessarily - national guidelines would provide consistency for LA's to follow

National standards would provide consistency for LA's to follow and remove any barriers

NO - there should be no distinction
NO - consistency across all Conditions should be strived for where possible

Agree

Agree

NO - minimum standards should be set nationally for LA's to apply
YES - National minimum standards should be set for LA's to apply
NO - National standards should be set for consistency

Local arrangements with guidance on intel sharing etc. Regional / County wide networks already exist on an informal basis

NO - National standards should be set for consistency
Agree
YES - based on local knowledge

Agree - however a caveat on clarifying who is responsible for enforcement

Agree
YES LA should retain ability to regulate taxi fares based on local factors. Agree re:PH unless PH vehicle is fitted with a meter

NO (although they do of course negotiate lower fares for certain longer journeys)

a) NO b) YES - similar to vehicle standards

Disagree - Owners have responsibilities and should be 'Fit & Proper'
a) NO b) YES - similar to vehicle standards
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general powers to set national safety conditions?
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect
of private hire vehicles.
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio
circuits and if so on what basis?
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to
include intermediaries.
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be
retained?
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract
services.
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should recordkeeping
requirements apply?
CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict
taxi numbers.
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing
authorities lost the ability to restrict numbers?
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered
entry to the taxi trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity
restrictions are removed?
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair
accessible vehicles? This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers;
and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision
at ranks for wheelchair accessible vehicles.
CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles
which meet certain accessibility standards?
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the
availability of accessible vehicles, and catering for the different
needs of disabled passengers?
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair
accessible vehicles.
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire
vehicles should include recognised disability awareness
training.
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis
and private hire vehicles should be required to display
information about how to complain to the licensing authority.
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis
ignoring disabled passengers seeking to hail them? Could an
obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified
circumstances, help?
CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop
licensed vehicles?
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to
the offence “in a public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles
to carry them as passengers”.
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to
impound vehicles acting in breach of taxi and private hire
licensing rules?
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty
schemes and if so how?
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against
vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other licensing areas.
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to
suspensions and revocation of licences? If so what would be the
best way of achieving this?
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew,
suspend or revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited
to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder of the relevant licence.
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and
Wales, in respect of refusals, suspensions or revocations should
be to require the local licensing authority to reconsider its
decision.
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court?

Agree
Agree
Agree
YES
YES
NO

Agree - this should be agreed nationally
Should be no issues - supply & demand will dictate as per any other trade area
NO - a date should be set where any quantity restriction is removed

NO unless government makes formal provisions for WAV's / % of fleet etc - leaving this to LA's individual interpretation provides for lack of consistency

LA's should be able to set appropriate Licence Fees as per their own local factors
Clear national guidelines on % of fleet, otherwise LA's will be vastly diffeent in how implemented at local level

National guidelines would be appreciated, otherwise there wil be massive inconsistency across LA's
Agree

Agree

Obligation to stop would be very difficult to enforce. Culture change is key but may take some time

Not certain this would add benefit to enforcement
Not an issue in Southend so unsure of best approach

NO - practicalities of providing compound, tansport etc.

YES - This would require clearly agreed national guidance on what 'breaches' / 'offences' incurred what fines
YES
NO - suspensions & revocations should be dealt with by the Licensing Authority only

YES

NO - needs to remain independent

YES
NO - nationally agreed standards should reduce the appeals in any case

Vintage Hire
White Rose Farm
Shovelstrode
East Grinstead
RH19 3PG
Law Commission

14th July 2012

Ref Taxi and Private Hire Services
LCCP 203
Dear Sirs,
I have provided wedding cars for the past 39 years. These are pre-war Rolls Royce
cars, all restored and maintained by myself. The revenue is a contribution to the
restoration cost, which far exceeds the market value. How else are they going to be
preserved for the next generation?
These old cars have style, comfort and most importantly, large interiors for the bride
and her dress to walk into, turn and sit down.
I only do weddings and no other form of private hire work. Weddings are normally
within 15 miles of base, and church weddings are on a Saturday afternoon. The hire is
based on a 3 hour hire, of which less than 1 hour is driving with passengers,
sometimes as little as 15 minutes. The remainder of the hire is waiting and photo
shots.
The car would do a maximum of 25 weddings per year, mainly summer use, so less
than 25 hours driving with passengers per year.
These historic cars (pre 1973 as defined by the government) are impractical for
everyday use and travelling any distance, especially the pre-war cars. Doing only
weddings, the car covers only 1000 miles per year. A modern private hire car can do
1000 miles per week! Or even more.
My drivers are retired ( I have found that this is best age group to drive these old
cars )and drive a wedding car for 3 hours on a Saturday. A wedding is a very special
occasion and cannot be treated as just another taxi/private hire job. Cleaning the car
before the wedding can take 2 hours, I cannot see a private hire car doing that! My
drivers have to be uniformed and able to totally change from modern driving to the
needs of an eighty year old car, different controls, gear changing, brakes, handling etc.
They also have to look after the bride, checking that nothing has been forgotten etc,
and to be patient and wait until she is ready.
These historic cars are used at an amateur level, owned maintained and driven by
enthusiasts.
I do not charge a fare, but a fee which reflects the rarity, and age of the car. The car
is needed for the photos and the memories. Some of my cars have drop down rear
quarter roofs (landaulettes ) which give the happy couple a joy of travelling in the
open air , but without the wind .
Modern taxi/private hire cars are not be able to provide to service that we do, and they
are not special, practical or suitable for this occasion.

Taxi/private hire cars must have the correct insurance cover for their work. Historic
cars can only have cover for weddings . Everyday private hire insurance is NOT
available for historic cars.
Historic wedding cars are not in competition with modern taxi/private hire cars, they
are a special case and need to be protected. If these cars were to be included in the
licensing proposals, the owners could not afford the fees, the vehicles would have a
questionable future and the public would have no choice for their wedding day car.
In conclusion, I support the need to regulate the modern private hire cars that hide
behind the wedding use exemption. I propose that historic cars that are used for
weddings are exempt from the new regulations.
This distinction is easy to control and there is a clear difference between the modern
and the historic.
Yours faithfully

L. Small
www.vintage-hire.co.uk

From: Lora Tanner [
Sent: 14 September 2012 15:18
To: TPH
Subject: suitability of ramps into taxis
Dear Sir or Madam,
I appreciate that I am falling slightly outside of the deadline for this consultation but I would be grateful if you could still consider my
point.
I work as a Local Campaigns Coordinator for Leonard Cheshire Disability and support local disabled people to campaign on issues
that affect them. Yesterday I met with a campaigner who uses a power wheelchair and the purpose of our meeting was for her to
trial out getting into and using her power chair in an accessible taxi.
When she came to board the taxi in her power chair it was evident that after three attempts it was not possible. This was because
the taxi had two singular ramps for the chair wheels to board. As the back wheels on the power chair are not parallel to the front
wheels this made it impossible.
It is not an uncommon power chair but the ramps were a barrier. If the taxi had one singular wide ramp then we could have
boarded without problem.
I would urge you to look at this case and to ensure that ramps are suitable for all chairs to board. I think that two narrow singular
ramps are not suitable or practical and the task of using them looked quite dangerous even in a manual chair.
I believe a singular wide ramp is the answer!
If you would like to discuss any of the above in more detail please do not hesitate to contact me
Best regards

Lora Tanner
Local Campaigns Co-ordinator
Leonard Cheshire Disability

Inspired by the 2012 Games but fancy taking on a less strenuous sporting challenge? September is Ability
Month at Leonard Cheshire Disability. Find out how you can get involved by visiting
www.lcdisability.org/abilitymonth . To support Ability Month , simply text to donate by sending ‘ABLE09’ and
‘£2’, ‘£5’ or ‘£10’ to 70070 (standard text rates apply).

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
Internet communications are not secure and therefore Leonard Cheshire Disability does not accept any liability for the
content of this message. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily
represent those of Leonard Cheshire Disability. If you have received this transmission in error, please contact the
sender and delete it immediately. Leonard Cheshire Disability is a company limited by guarantee, registered in
England no: 552847, and a registered charity no: 218186 (England & Wales) and no: SC005117 (Scotland) VAT no:
899 3223 75. Registered office: 66 South Lambeth Road, London, SW8 1RL.
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Taxi Licensing,
Issues we come across where uniformity would be welcome. Please find below some
examples of the more unusual requirements we come acrossDurham Council- V/w Sharan won’t be licensed as the step into the vehicle is too
high- needs to be under 42cm, ours are 55cm or need a step. Galaxy is 39cm so ok.
Basingstoke and Deane- V/w Shuttle no good as it has tip up seats - all passengers
must have access in & out without having to mover another seat.
Stafford - Vehicles must have disabled access, a swivel seat fitted in the front
passenger seat or be an MPV.
Newcastle upon Tyne – won’t license a Mercedes E220 as the headroom is too low.
An E220 estate is fine, a Peugeot 407 is fine.
Wealden- Will need glass hammer for 6+ passengers.
Southend on Sea- We have to remove one of the rear seats on a 7 seater Sharan for
access to the back row of seats.
Warrington- Must have a dog guard/luggage guard for estates or MPV to protect
those in the back seat being hit by flying luggage. Also must have 12 safety pins in
the 1st aid kit!
Luton – need four sling bandages in the first aid kit.
A number of taxi drivers have raised the issue of carrying a 1st aid kit & fire
extinguisher– they rightly say they are not firemen or paramedics & it can be unsafe
or even dangerous to try & put out a fire or attend an injured person when they are not
trained to do so.
The size of an acceptable spare tyre can be a full size spare, space saver or a foam tyre
repair kit, again, it depends on the Council.
Another problem we encounter relates to The Town Police Clauses Act 1847. Many
Councils won’t allow us to drive a vehicle once it is licensed so we ask our Client’s to
meet us at the Council to drive the plated car away. Our own drivers are careful to
remove the plates when collecting the vehicle but technically, it is still licensed. We
also may need to take the car back to the Council for a 6 months test for example but
again, our drivers are not licensed to drive the vehicle. It is not always practical or
possible to move the vehicles on a truck. We had a case where a repairer was spotted
taking a Client’s damaged car into repairers for accident repairs. The Council, Vale of
White Horse District threatened to prosecute the driver as he was not licensed.

Council
Sheffield Private Hire
Sheffield Hackney
Sandwell Private Hire
Sandwell Hackney
Milton Keynes
North Norfolk Private hire
Cheshire East
Liverpool Hackney
Wycombe Private Hire
Reigate and Banstead P Hire
Torridge Private Hire
North Devon Hackney
South Wiltshire Private Hire

1 Yr License
Yes
‐
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Temp license Cost
License Procedure
No
£264 Test & license vehicle, we keep the plates, email Council with each new Client.
‐
‐
Council won't allow us to license or transfer Clients plate. Say will be 2 vehicles with same license
No
£411 Test & license vehicle, surrender plates when collect the hire car, pay £20 & issue cover note for each newClient.
No
£411 Same as Private Hire.
No
£197 Test & license, have to hand plates in when collect hire, pay £86 to transfer plate to next Client
No
£138 Test & license, plates made up within 7 days, we keep plates, £35 fee, letter & Ins to transfer to another Client.
Yes
£301 Test & license, surrender plates when collect hire, can't send the vehicle out to another Client.
Yes
£206 Test & license, Client has to transfer his license to us‐ (worth approx £60,000) to have use of a hire car.
Yes
£100 Test & license for 2 months only, can renew up to 6 months. Can't be licensed elsewhere
Yes
£187 No test, just MOT, temp or 1 yr license, return plates to the Council.
Yes
£39.17 No test, just MOT with garage report, , return plates to the Council.
No
£377 No test, MOT & vehicle inspection & license.
Yes
£30 No test, MOT less than 28 days old, license, return expired plates.

From: Love Weddings
Sent: 16 September 2012 03:32
To: TPH
Subject: Proposed Governing of Wedding Car Hire
Dear Sir/Madam,
Having heard the recent government proposal to concieve a governing body for wedding car hire business. I would like
to object strongly to this.
The reasons being as follows:
The local authority where I live (Wycombe District Council)requires any privately hired vehicle to be licenced
between the ages of 4 and 8 years of age.
My current sole wedding car, although not a classic/vintage model is modern, but 9 years in age. This would put my
vehicle outside the requirements to operate under the local authority.
I am a small business which started out one year ago. I have yet to make any kind of profit. Being a young business
trying to suceed in the middle of the largest reccession in modern times is no easy feat to accomplish.
I simply could not afford to continue to operate should a private hire operators licence be required.
I am already CRB checked. May I suggest rather than bringing in this rediculous proposal of requiring private licensed
hire for wedding vehicles, that as an alternative a data base is compiled whereby all drivers of wedding car hire can
voluntarly register to be CRB checked.
This will then filter out any (although highly unlikely in this industry) preditory type persons who are not willing to
become part of the database of CRB checked drivers.
All wedding car vehicles used on public roads are already subject to the laws of having a valied MOT certificate and
specialist passenger/business insurance. Wedding cars are probably the most maticulously maintained cars on the road.
Please do not make it even harder for hard working honest professionals in the wedding car industry than it already is.
I sincerely hope you do take these points onboard.

> With kindest regards
> Guy Whayman-Bailey
>
>
>
>

Love Weddings
Tel: 07947 354545
E mail: info@loveweddings.net
Website: www.weddingcarforhire.com

Love Weddings is a Trading Standards Approved Business
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From: Mohammed Niyazi
Sent: 17 September 2012 02:42
To: TPH
Cc:
Subject: Taxis and Private Hire Services
Dear Sir,
I request to consider following of my point as listed below,
Two Tier System
I wish it should be changed to one tier system because in past knowledge of London was essential to become a Black Taxi Driver,
where as now a days you can seen Black Taxi Drivers are also using NAVIGATORS within the Central London and sub urban areas of
London. In both Black Taxi and Private Hire Navigators are playing an important role to pick and drop the passengers one tier
system is highly recommended.
Ply & Hire
During Saturdays you can see London is clogged up without available of Taixs or Private Hire Vehicle during midnight to early hours,
so Private Hire Vehicles should be allowed to pick up any passengers from Central London or some sought of solutions can be found
like
1. Pick a Passenger and give the company card and book the job before he can drive.
2. Advise the passenger to jump in the Private hire vehicle which has a company name and telephone number.
Vehicle Age Limit
At the moment London Private Hire Vehicles has an upper limit of 10 years which is affecting many poor drivers from sub-urban of
london areas and benefiting the bigger companies where the upper age limit of vehicle to be removed and help the drivers to work
during the toughest time of recession instead of going to seek JSA.
I most humbly request your good office to consider my points in your consultation process.
Thanks and Regards
Mohamed Niyazi Rahiman
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied by
Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please
call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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RESPONSES TO PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND
QUESTIONS
CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept pre-booked
fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only
accept pre-booked fares.
Gateshead Council agrees with this. We have carried out extensive test purchases for
unlawful plying for hire over the last two years and the vast majority of people found acting
unlawfully were hackney carriage drivers from outside the area rather than private hire
drivers. The current distinction doesn’t appear to cause any practical problems in this area
CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of reform.
We are not in position have a view on this.
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any particular
type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services provided for hire with the
services of a driver.
We agree that regulation should not be restricted to particular types of vehicles but there
are some types of vehicle which are capable of providing road transport services for hire
with the services of a driver eg motorbikes and buses which may not be suitable for
generic regulation. For instance PHO in this borough offer PSVs and limousines for hire
which are not regulated as HCs or PHVs but customers would not perceive the distinction.
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor vehicles that
require a driving licence?
The advantage of this proposal would be that it would be a simple regime. It would require
however separate consideration to be given to vehicles falling outside of this classification.
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and private
hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat
eight or fewer passengers.
We agree that PSVs should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and PHVs but
believe that the definition of PSV should be amended so that vehicles up to 16 seats are
included within the definition of PHV – this would fall in line with the usage of such vehicles
by PHOs in the borough
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature as an
exclusion from the definition of taxis.
We agree with this proposal.
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Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior Traffic
Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist
consistency.
We agree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be used to limit
the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as well as
activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
The terms ‘volunteer driver’ and ‘in the course of a business’ need to be clearly defined.
Perhaps there should be a de minimus number of miles that a genuine volunteer can drive
after which regardless of how much they get paid for the service they provide, safety
standards should be paramount and they should be required to adhere to the licensing
regime.
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs?
Neither of these issues should be included although there should be a regime to ensure
vehicle safety in members club arrangements.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national standards should
be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the taxi and private hire
licensing regimes.
Any exclusions would need to be justified and subject to consultation.
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no longer be expressly excluded from private hire licensing
through primary legislation.
We agree with this proposal.
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the Secretary
of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national standards? If so, what
modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
No, we do not think there would be any merit in reintroducing the contract exemption.
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public should
not be limited to “streets”.
We agree with this proposal – we have experience of difficulties in dealing with PHVs and
HCs on private land where customers will not perceive any distinction.
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
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regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
No, we do not consider there to be a case for making special provision in respect of taxi
and private hire regulation at airports.
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on a
statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles.
We agree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of engaging taxi
services.
We agree with this proposal – technological means of engaging taxi services will tend to
result in prebooking.
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in respect
of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
No we do not see any advantages - a statutory definition of plying for hire should ensure
sufficient clarity.
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be retained.
We agree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle and
cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued
ability of taxis to be pre-booked.
We agree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be permitted.
There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional
purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
We agree that leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted provided that the person driving has an appropriate licence to do so.
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
We agree with this proposal – this will promote consistency.
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Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
We agree with this proposal.
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “pre-booked” and
did not otherwise lead to customer confusion?
No, we do not agree with this – the use of these terms in association with private hire
bookings will only lead to public confusion.
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements.
We agree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum standards.
Having a combination of national and local safety standards will lead to confusion and
inconsistency.
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards.
National safety standards should be the same for all licensed vehicles.
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to private
hire drivers.
We do not agree with this proposal. Driver’s ability to communicate, local knowledge of
area and customer service awareness are as relevant to PHVs as they are to HCVs
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in respect of
vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable?
We feel that national standards could be imposed for private hire vehicles signage. There
should be the ability for local standards to be imposed where justified eg where there is a
colour policy for HCVs local authorities should be permitted to require that PHVs in the
district are not that colour
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles?
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There will be a need for adequate consultation, lead in periods for existing vehicles but
otherwise common safety standards should apply
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services?
No, they should not be different.
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
We currently set standards for safety and comfort but accept the difficulty in applying
‘comfort’ to National Standards. We acknowledge that this is probably a matter for the
marketplace to determine .
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety standards
should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement.
We agree with this proposal.
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety standards?
In particular, should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a technical advisory
panel?
Yes there should be mandatory consultation with experts in the field.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards.
We disagree with this proposal other than to allow local colour requirements, and to
ensure a mixed fleet for accessibility etc. Setting local standards has led to unjustifiable
inconsistencies and perceived lower standards between local authorities.
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards?
If local taxi standard setting is to be permitted then it should only be in relation to colour
requirements and to ensure a mixed fleet for accessibility
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on taxi and
private hire drivers or operators?
Adequate national standards should avoid the need for individual authorities to impose
their own conditions on all their licensees but authorities should retain the power to impose
individual conditions having regard to individual circumstances eg as part of a disciplinary
process.
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Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements?
We believe that it is best left to local arrangements.
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for the
purposes of taxi standard setting.
If local authorities are to retain the ability to have local distinctions then it should equally be
open to neighbouring authorities to impose the same standards without the need to
‘combine’ areas.
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area.
We agree with this proposal.
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time licences
which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority?
We currently have a large number of hackney carriages which predominantly carry out
daytime and contract work but leave an under provision of services from ranks at night
time. Peak time licences may help to resolve this gap in provision but will require an
increase in enforcement activity.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority.
Geographical restrictions on accepting or inviting bookings seem unjustified but restrictions
on which drivers and vehicles can be used to satisfy those bookings makes sense to
effective regulation.
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of out-of-area
drop offs.
We agree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
We agree with this proposal.
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for prebooked journeys?
If a meter is used then the fare shown should be the maximum charged – otherwise this
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will lead to confusion.
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR
LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and proper
person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set
national safety conditions?
The setting of national safety conditions by the Secretary of State is a more flexible and
responsive means of defining the ‘fit and proper’ test.
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself.
An appropriate ‘fit and proper’ test for vehicle proprietors would address concerns in
relation to the use of hackney carriage and private hire vehicles for drug trafficking and
reduce the risk of money laundering and fraud
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set
national safety conditions?
The setting of national vehicle safety conditions by the Secretary of State is a more flexible
and responsive means of enabling changes as and when required.
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles.
We agree with this proposal.
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis?
Hackney carriages used for prebooked work should be regulated in the same way as
private hire vehicles for this activity.
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include intermediaries.
We agree with this proposal.
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained?
Yes.
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Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services.
We agree with this proposal.
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply?
Yes, we believe taxi drivers should be subject to record keeping requirements under these
circumstances. Drivers should be required to record the same information as a PHO would
for that journey.
CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
We agree with this proposal but licensing authorities should have the power to restrict
vehicle types to ensure a mixed fleet for accessibility where there is appropriate evidence
to justify this.
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost the ability
to restrict numbers?
In 1999 Gateshead Council has a limit on numbers which was removed. This led to the
number of vehicles being licensed to more than double in three years. However the
number of vehicles has since found its natural level but problems still exist in the mix of
vehicles in the fleet to ensure accessibility.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi trade
over a scheduled period, if quantity restrictions are removed?
No.
CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles
A separate licence category may help to address the imbalance in Gateshead where
wheelchair users tend to prebook vehicles despite the majority of wheelchair accessible
vehicles being licensed as hackney carriages.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards?
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No – rather than incentivise licensees to provide accessible vehicles local authorities
should have the ability to require new vehicles to be accessible in order to achieve a
balanced fleet subject to local need.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers?
Local authorities should be required to conduct accessibility studies at regular intervals
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles.
We agree with this proposal – this should be based on local need
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training.
We agree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the licensing
authority.
We agree with this proposal.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do
so, in specified circumstances, help?
Training, promotion and awareness raising activities – funding for enforcement activity.
CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
In principle this may be a positive step but there are many practical issues that we
currently resolve by working closely with the police and VOSA.
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a public
place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”
Recognition in the revised guidance of technological methods of touting.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules?
We do not agree that it would be either desirable or practicable – the police already have
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these powers.
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so how?
Yes, widen the remit of offences that fixed penalties can be used for (eg failure to wear
badge etc)
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers and
operators licensed in other licensing areas.
We agree with this proposal.
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation of
licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this?
Yes, limited to the power to suspend.
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence.
We agree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of
refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing authority to
reconsider its decision.
We agree with this proposal in the case of decisions made under delegated powers and
that the reconsideration should be by Members. However where Members have made a
decision then that appeal should be to the courts.
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
Consideration could be given to use of the County and High Court because of the
administrative nature of licensing decisions, whereas the Magistrates’ Courts are more
used to dealing with criminal matters. The nature of licensing appeals becomes
unnecessarily adversarial by holding them in Magistrates’ Courts. This can distract from
the overriding consideration of public safety. Also, there are often occasions where District
Judges are asked to sit in the Magistrates’ Court in order to address licensing matters due
to the complexity of fact and law.
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court?
See answer to question 72.
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From:
Sent: 17 September 2012 15:38
To: TPH
Subject: Fwd: vehicle emmissions

-----Original Message----From:
From Mike Middleton, Blackpool Licensed Taxi Operators Assoc.
As a follow up to the the meeting on 8th August in Blackpool when Hannah in particular mentioned concerns about "environmental
issues" related to the commission`s draft recommendations to de-limit numbers. I was assured that these concerns were being
investigated, but have nevertheless done some research of my own and have uncovered some startling facts.
In broad terms, creating a larger number of licensed taxi vehicles by allowing private hire cars to convert, does not appear to
increase emissions because the total number of vehicles available for hire remains the same. On closer examination however, it
becomes clear that this is not the case, because of the requirement for taxis to proceed to a rank.
In Blackpool, there are barely enough rank spaces for the fleet as it stands, this is accepted, but nevertheless, most of the time, a
driver, having finished one job will be able to return to the rank, or one near it straight away. He or she then turns off the engine
and waits for the next job, which may be some time coming.
If the taxi fleet were to triple in size, as is confidently predicted should the fleet of 500+ PH`s be allowed to convert, we will be in
a situation whereby it will be impossible for a driver to find space on any rank, because they will be full, and they will be forced to
cruise around waiting for a rank space to appear or to receive a hailing. I have measured the distance of a circuit of the ranks in
and around the town centre of Blackpool and it`s about 3.5 miles. We can only guess, how many times in a day a driver would
have to complete that circuit, looking for a space, but however many miles it amounts to, they are miles which only become
necessary in the case of de-limitation.
Consider the situation then, with a fleet of 750+ taxis cruising around looking for a rank space, at a very modest estimate, covering
no more than an extra 10 miles daily, which would otherwise not be necessary. That amounts to a total mileage of 7500 per day. A
Ford Mondeo 2L petrol car emits CO2 (according to the DVLA) at a rate of 187 G/Km, that just over 300 Grams per mile. Multiply
that by 7500 and we discover that the CO2 emissions as in the case illustrated above amounts to 2.25 tonnes PER DAY. And that
just in Blackpool. And makes no mention of the poisonous gases created by internal combustion. And let me remind you that this
figure relates only to the estimated EXTRA mileage required as a result of de-limitation, and is based on modest predictions, using
only a medium emitting vehicle as a base.
As far as I am aware these extra miles and emissions have not been taken into account when assessing the impact of your draft
proposals, can you give me an assurance that they will be please.
With kind regards

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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Response to Law Commission consultation on taxis
The consultation document recognises many of the issues faced by disabled people
when using taxis and we do not wish to duplicate this, however we echo many of the
issues raised. We are happy to speak on behalf of any of these issues where you
are looking for more evidence. Where possible we have sought to include our key
points about taxi services under the appropriate questions/proposals in your
consultation.
Additional information and first-hand accounts of disabled people using taxis are also
available in our Countability research report which has also been sent to you.

Importance of taxis to disabled people
There are a range of reasons why public transport can be unsuitable for some
disabled people. These may include mobility impairments which require wheelchair
users to be secured with proper restraints not available in a bus or train, or even
mental-health impairments which mean bus travel is a major source of anxiety. As
such it is important that taxis meet the needs of all disabled people.




Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically
retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local
standards for private hire vehicles are valuable?
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
standards for taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover
conditions relating to safety.

The case has been made that market competition will ensure adequate accessibility
provision in the private hire market. However, there may be certain groups for whom
the market incentive is inadequate to ensure suitable access. For example, although
powered wheelchair users who require a rearloading vehicle are a growing number,
they still remain a minority for whom it might not be profitable to dedicate provision.
In addition, companies specialising in accessible vehicles may be in high demand for
school runs etc. and so not always available.
Relying on the market to ensure adequate accessibility provision for private hire
vehicles requires entrepreneurial individuals to spot an opportunity and take

advantage of it. However disability awareness is relatively low and is often
inadequate knowledge of what disabled passengers really need.
Any new licensing regime requires local authorities to have the power to require new
licenses to be WAVs, whether the vehicle is a taxi or private hire. Ideally regulation
would allow authorities to take a flexible approach to meet the desired target mixed
fleet, restricting all new licenses to WAVs for a period of time to correct any market
imbalances




Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally
for taxis provided above the minimum national standards
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set
local taxi standards?

Provision of wheelchair accessible taxis is far behind technology for carrying
wheelchairs in private vehicles (motability market). We believe there needs to be
flexibility in licensing authority's ability to set standards in regards to wheelchair
accessible vehicles in order to take account of improved restraint and safety systems
etc. We do not believe there should be statutory limits in relation to wheelchair
accessibility


Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue
peak time licences which may only be used at certain times of day as
prescribed by the licensing authority?

The problem for many wheelchair users is finding a wheelchair accessible taxi during
school-run hours, as they are often used for taking disabled pupils to and from
school. Measures which sought to boost available WAVs at these times would be
welcome.


Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered
fare for pre-booked journeys?

We are against this proposal as many disabled people have no choice but to prebook due to lack of suitable vehicles on the road. Many of these disabled people are
also in financial hardship and this is only likely to increase in future. Any measures
likely to increase the financial burden should be avoided.


Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private
hire vehicles.
 Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained?

We believe operators licences must include disability awareness training as they will
often be the first point of contact for a disabled person, and their knowledge and
experience is important in ensuring the disabled person gets the assistance that they
need. Not all disabled people are experts in exactly what kind of taxi they need,
particularly where they are using them for the first time, when receiving a courteous,
professional and knowledgeable service could be critical to them feeling confident to
go out and about in the future. We have heard of many disabled people's
experiences where they are sent an unsuitable taxi due to a misunderstanding on
behalf of the operator.


Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services.

Subcontracting can be useful for disabled people due to the limited number of
suitable vehicles for certain users, particularly at certain times of day. It is also
useful as it removes the stress from the disabled person trying to ring around many
different companies for a taxi. The ability for operators to sub contract must be
preserved.





Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible
vehicles? This could involve: a duty on the licensee to give priority to
disabled passengers; and a duty on the licensing authority to make
adequate provision at ranks for wheelchair accessible vehicles.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which
meet certain accessibility standards?
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of
accessible vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled
passengers?

Many wheelchair users prefer rear-loading taxis, as the entry ramp is a lower
gradient and therefore safer to access than sideloading vehicles. In the absence of a
high kerb, sideloaders can create a dangerously steep ramp. One of our members
fell out of his wheelchair attempting to exit a sideloading vehicle for this reason. It is
particularly dangerous during wet conditions.
Rear loading taxis also have greater head-room at the entry point meaning
wheelchair users do not have to duck to get into the vehicle. Some disabled people
are unable to duck their head and therefore cannot use sideloading vehicles. Rear
loading taxis also have superior restraint systems for wheelchair users than any
other vehicle, usually consisting of a four-point harness and independent seat belt for
the wheelchair user. They also allow the wheelchair user to travel in a forward
facing position which enhances the passenger experience by allowing them to see
where they are going and give directions to the taxi driver.

Some local authorities have refused to license rear loading taxis as they feel these
are more dangerous as the passenger must move on to the road to get into the
vehicle. However, although this does carry some risk the driver should be
adequately trained to minimise this. Where rear loading taxis are not available,
wheelchair users may take their chances in an unsuitable sideloading vehicle where
the risk of loading is far greater and the wheelchair cannot be adequately secured.
Some wheelchair users prefer sideloading vehicles due to higher carrying capacity.
Other disabled people prefer saloon cars as these may be easier to enter and exit,
particularly for people with mobility difficulties or even people with guide dogs where
it is difficult to enter and exit a high vehicle with a dog.
As such it is important that regulations preserve the ability of local authorities to
create a mixed fleet of vehicles. This may require the ability for local authorities to
temporarily suspend the issue of licences to certain types of vehicle (e.g. WAV or
saloon, and also sideloading or rear-loading vehicle, or perhaps even vehicles fitted
with swivel seats) to ensure balance is achieved.
There's a concern within our local authority (Brighton) that they are unable to be so
prescriptive as to require a certain type of WAV. However in reality side-loading
WAVs are not accessible to an increasing number of powered wheelchair users, and
without an attempt to redress the balance between sideloading and rear-loading
vehicles, the fleet will remain inaccessible to many.
We feel there should be quotas for the number of WAVs, and that these can be
enforced by reviewing fleet numbers each year and adjusting licensing policies
accordingly, to issue temporary suspensions on certain vehicles until the ideal
proportion is achieved. The ideal situation is a mixed fleet with a range of different
vehicles, including adequate provision of rear-loaders. We feel these quotas and
powers should extend to licences in the private hire market as well.
The danger of attempting to achieve a balance through financial incentives alone
(e.g. lower licence fees) is inadequate as these are likely to be so attractive as to
cause an imbalance one way or the other, for example too many WAVs. However it
might be useful to allow a separate WAV license which incorporated additional
requirements, e.g. priority for disabled passengers. It could be quite useful if new
WAV licenses could also include a requirement that the vehicle join a radio circuit so
that the vehicle is used where needed. In Brighton, for example, one of the big
driver co-operatives with a radio circuit in Brighton will pay a subsidy to drivers to
encourage them to accept a job to pick up a wheelchair user who has contacted their
operators. Such arrangements also helped to address issues of limited availability of
taxis at certain times and reluctance of drivers to pick up disabled passengers.
We feel a key way for other needs of disabled people to be taken into account is
through better driver training, which can enable them to better offer any support
needed.


Provisional proposal 61

National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles
should include recognised disability awareness training.
We feel this is absolutely critical to improving the service received by disabled
passengers. We would be very keen to see a national requirement on taxi drivers to
take equality and disability awareness training. However we are aware of some taxi
companies which provide this in-house and we have found this can be of quite
dubious quality. We feel training should be compulsory as taxis have a duty of care
and can be dealing with vulnerable passengers. So many of the problems our
members have experienced could be avoided with adequate awareness training and
basic customer care principles. We would like to see training adopted along the
lines suggested by DPTAC (referenced in your consultation).
We would go further and also suggest that all operators must also be trained, as
often disabled people may have difficulties communicating and they have specific
needs which they need to communicate to an operator. It is essential that the
person they are speaking to is trained in customer care and disability awareness so
that they can best meet the needs of their disabled customers.
One of the major issues reported by our members is a failure by taxi drivers to
adequately use access equipment, and it is important that this is covered in training however this is not the sole area in which training should focus. Training in access
equipment should include restraint systems for wheelchairs, as we have found many
current drivers are unfamiliar with these and they are often still in their original
packaging. In some cases the access equipment is unsuitable for example twin
parallel ramps which cannot be used safely by many wheelchairs which may not
have parallel front and rear wheels. If the taxi driver is unaware of the risk that this
poses this can be dangerous to the passenger, who risks falling off a ramp. This
must be covered in training.




Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and
private hire vehicles should be required to display information about
how to complain to the licensing authority.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring
disabled passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop,
if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help?

Disabled people have reported to us that they face discrimination with drivers
refusing to stop, or refusing to take a guide dog. Some enforcement activities have
resulted however it remains an ongoing problem. For some visually impaired
passengers there is no way they can identify the licence number of the taxi in order
to report a problem.
While an obligation to stop would be very useful, this raises questions about how
such an obligation can be enforced, in particular proving that the vehicle was there.
The only potential solution to this is some form of GPS locater in the taxi itself which
might be an option in the future. This is much the same way in which fishing boats

are monitored - and could be a single box which records a taxis movement over the
day and can be played back.
Where disabled people experience poor service from a taxi driver, they will often
complain to the taxi company rather than the local licensing authority. We have
found considerable variation in how complaints are dealt with by taxi companies and
have heard anecdotal reports where a complaint has been made but this information
has not been passed on to the local licensing authority. There should be some
minimum requirement regarding how operators deal with complaints.
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A5.1.

What are Transport & Environment services?

For the purposes of this research, transport was defined as the many different ways
participants travel around the city. This includes public transport, private transport,
and walking (whether on foot or using a wheelchair or scooter) and cycling.
The research team wanted to know the methods participants used to travel around the
city and why, in particular the opportunities and barriers to accessing various modes of
transport. The research team was also interested in how services have been or could
be made more accessible to participants.
A key point to note is the interdependency of transport services with most other
services explored in the research, as transport accessibility influenced how
participants could access their community, health services and employment. Many of
these issues have been explored elsewhere in the report.

A5.2.

Approaching the Topic

The research team asked several open questions regarding transport which were then
followed up with extensive probing regarding participants’ experiences with different
modes of transport:
o How easy is it for you to get out and about in the city?
 We want to know about any places you go to often as well as
places you avoid
 we want to know about any Problems you have accessing
buildings (shops, community buildings, leisure facilities, pubs,
cafes and restaurants)
 we want to know how you travel around the city (on
foot/bus/taxi/car)
Information on accessing buildings has been incorporated into the relevant sections of
this report based on the type of building, with this chapter focusing exclusively on
modes of transport
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Detailed analysis

This chapter is structured according to different transport services, including buses,
taxis, private car, walking/cycling/scooting, and trains. In each section, variation
between participants in different impairment groups is explored.

A5.3.1. Bus services
A5.3.1.1. General usage and satisfaction
When discussing general usage patterns and satisfaction with bus services, several
participants noted favourably the physical accessibility of buses, which was felt to
have improved in recent years:
And the buses are a tremendous plus, buses are really really good, and their
accessibility is fantastic. That's a really positive attribute. (Female,50-65, mobility
impairment)
How do you find the buses?
Very good, very good. I mean excellent. I remember about twenty something years
back when I came to Brighton oh, I had a nightmare to use buses. They had no
railing, steep steps. And they were not lowering as they are now, and I tell you there
was one, two, two three steps and I found it very, very difficult. Especially with
shopping. But now it’s very easy. (Male, 25-50, mobility impairment)

Recent changes to buses, including the introduction of “talking buses” and new
seating were commended by some participants, even by those without physical or
visual impairments:
The new ones that we’ve got on the 6’s are absolutely fabulous. I use the 7’s as well
and they talk…They’re really interesting. They’re better than some obviously that
we’ve got already. They’ve got wider seating. Which makes it more comfortable to sit
on. (Male, 50-65, learning disability)

Some participants chose to use buses because of problems they experienced with
other modes of transport, in particular the difficulty in parking when travelling by car:
I’ll use the bus to go into Kemptown, the doctors because it is more of a hindrance
trying to park your car because there’s not that many disabled spaces in St James
Street. There might be one or two spots that are always taken at certain times of the
day so it’s easier for me to get off the bus at the Steine, walk to the doctors, do the
shopping at St James Street rather than have the hassle of taking the car. The bus
stop is right outside the supermarket so I can carry a little carrier bag onto the bus.
(Male, 50-65, mobility impairment)

Various reasons were mentioned by participants as to why they did not use bus
services. In one case, the main barrier was that the buses could sometimes be too
busy:
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I generally travel by bus, I have a bus pass. It depends how busy the bus is though…
generally you can get a seat but it’s a bit overwhelming if the buses are really busy.
(Male, 18-25, visual impairment & mental health condition)

Several participants chose to use other forms of transport due to factors relating to
their impairment, for example the difficulty in walking to the bus stop:
I think the buses are great I don’t have any complaints with the bus – but you have to
walk to the bus stop – I mean sometimes I cycle to the bus stop and lock my bike up
and do it like that (Female, 25-50, mobility impairment, long-term health condition &
mental health condition)
I've got a bus pass but at the moment it’s hard to get there because I’ve got hills
everywhere…that’s a problem at the moment…I can’t cope with hills. (Male,50-65,
mobility impairment & long-term health condition).

For one participant with a mobility scooter, he chose not to use buses as he was
unable to take his scooter with him:
I do use the bus, I have a bus pass, only if it’s places like where I can get a Two from
round the corner, so it stops outside my blocks virtually and it stops just up the top
here, so it’s easy to come down. That’s not so bad because I can walk down here but
any further then I’d have to use my scooter. (Male,50-65, mobility impairment)

Another participant was unable to fit on her local bus with her wheelchair:
I can’t get on buses because my wheelchair is too big. One carer got me on once by
removing my footrest but I have clonus in my legs and spasmed the whole journey and
everyone in the bus stared at me all the way. (Female,25-50, mobility impairment and
cognitive impairment)

One participant with a mental health condition found that buses did not give him
sufficient space, and felt claustrophobic so often chose to walk instead:
I was impressed broadly speaking by the bus service, by the frequency in particular. I
would generally tend to walk most of the time unless I need to be somewhere for a
particular time, because I can feel a bit claustrophobic and I feel as if I’m really helped
by fresh air and having that space again from walking…a lot of the time I do feel quite
sort of shut in really. I think I find myself almost then annoying others, where I’m
opening a lot of the windows to try and get some fresh air because it feels very stale,
and obviously, you know, it’s not everyone’s cup of tea to have a lot of the windows
open. (Male, mental health condition)

A5.3.1.2. Service provision
Participants were also asked specifically about their satisfaction with bus services.
Many participants commented on the suitability and reliability of specific bus services
they used. In a number of cases participants felt that waiting times for buses they
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used were too long. This could be a particular problem for participants with a physical
impairment.
Do you think the bus service is good?
Most of the time it’s ok but sometimes you stand around ten minutes and it doesn’t
come. It just annoys me sometimes especially if you go to the train station there is a
time you have to catch the train…where I live only bus number 6 goes to train station
but you stand and stand and stand and it not come…most of time I try to leave
early…one hour or fifty minutes so I don’t need to get panicked. (Female, 18-25,
mobility impairment)
I must say that they’re not very regular as they should be. I’d say probably most days,
fortunately I’ve got a seat in a bus stop, most days I’m having to wait between fifteen
minutes and half an hour even if I’ve gone to catch a specific time I would say. But
there are times when it’s perfect but I would say more often then not there’s a big wait.
(Male,50-65, mobility impairment & long-term health condition)
It’s only places like where I have to go over to Hayward Heath then I have to get a bus
in Brighton that can take up to an hour to, you know, because that is a difficult one to
get hold of. But anything local’s fairly easy. (Male,50-65, mobility impairment)

One participant found the bus service in Bevendean to be particularly unreliable:
Where I live and that’s Lower Bevendean. The bus services are, they say they will
guarantee you three buses an hour but you don’t expect three buses in two minutes.
You know they all go round the estate. The first one’s absolutely jam packed then the
one afterwards is a little bit and the other one’s running empty. And then they say it’s
not making a profit. …And you can’t rely on them. That’s why I have to get anywhere
early to guarantee that I can get there because of the buses. I mean yesterday I went
there to get up to the station and I waited 45 minutes for the bus in Bevendean but it’s
supposed to be a 20 minute bus service. (Male,50-65, mobility impairment & long-term
health condition)

Bus services serving council estates outside the centre of the city were found to
particularly busy at certain times. One participant with a physical impairment found it
was often necessary to stand where the bus was so busy:
They’re pretty good up here, yeah, the 50’s, or…
Does it go nearby here?
Yeah, just round the corner. We find it easier getting round the corner because we go
out early morning, by the time it gets round the estate I can’t get a seat, I have to stand
which I hate but there you go, that’s life, make the most of it. But does kind of annoy
me when you’re, uh, well ten billion kids in pushchairs and they won’t even give a seat
up for you, I have to stand. (Male, 25-50, mobility impairment & long-term health
condition)

Several participants faced barriers to using the bus to access certain areas of the city
due to the need to make multiple changes to get to their destination. This was a
particular problem for participants with physical impairments who found it difficult to
walk from one bus stop to another:
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Buses and the free bus pass are great as far as they go if I need to, say, go to the
hospital or something like that where parking is an absolute nightmare. But, yeah
there’s lots of places they don’t go or you have to continually change bus...Generally
they’re great for getting on at home and going to one specific destination and then
coming back that way. (Female,25-50, mobility impairment, & long-term health
condition)
Going to the Hove Polyclinic is, there’s no way to get there without a very convoluted
bus journey, so I just get a cab over there. (Female,25-50, mobility impairment & longterm health condition)
I probably take buses about a quarter of the time you know when I’m fit. My partner will
drive me round some of the time and I use taxis an awful lot because I find it quite
difficult. Buses don’t always serve everywhere that you want to go. It’s alright if I’m
going from my house into the centre of Brighton but if I want to go for instance to see
[name removed] in Southwick there’s no bus that I can take that would take me there.
I’d have to go into Brighton and I’ve got to change buses, walk from one bus stop to
another bus stop and then take another long bus journey from Churchill Square then
walk from there…so that’s quite difficult. (Male,50-65, mobility impairment & long-term
health condition)

One participant living in Hove felt that bus services travelling across the city were
insufficient and had excessive journey times, and wanted to see an express route
along the seafront:
I mean if I wanted to go to St James’s Street from here it’s 45 minutes on a bus. If I go
in me car, it’s 12 minutes, if that. Where if I go by push bike, which I occasionally do
cycle sometimes, down Kemptown when it’s a really nice hot day, even by push bike
its…..20 minutes and I think what’s the point of using a bus. I’m sitting on a bus for 45
minutes in warm weather, stuck in traffic… What they should have done years ago
instead of doing all these buses, every bus route going down through Western Road
which is a nightmare, they should split it up and put half of them from Hove, as a fast
route that goes along the seafront with a bus lane and the other half on the normal.
(Male, 25-50, mobility impairment, long-term health condition & mental health
condition)

Lengthy journey times were also an issue for one participant living in Portslade:
I can actually get from my office in Lewis via trains back to Portslade quicker than it
takes me to get my bus from Portslade to Dean Gardens, which is like a 10 minute
journey, I can actually do it quicker (Female, mental health condition)

For many of the participants living in more central areas, however, bus services were
felt to be good, with good coverage of the area:
It’s a 1, 1A and 6 and course the 1 takes me all the way up to the County for doing my
voluntary job. So that’s very useful and taking me well, any part of Brighton or Hove
that I need to go really and truly. (Female,50-65, mobility impairment)
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The buses in Brighton and Hove are brilliant. Out of the places I have lived in the past,
Brighton and Hove has a very good bus service. You would rate it 9 out of 10. A very
good bus service. Especially in Kemptown you have got three buses coming up St
Georges Road 47,37 and 57 which go to Woodingdean Bristol Estate. (Male, 50-65,
mobility impairment)

A5.3.1.2. Driver attitude
Where participants had a negative experience with using a bus, this was often
attributed to the attitudes of bus drivers. However, some participants felt that this
tended to be the exception:
I find most of the bus drivers are very polite and they do have odd days and you’ve just
got to put up with it, it’s just one of them things to live with. (Male, mobility impairment
and long-term health condition)

One participant with a mental health condition felt driver attitude could sometimes
make her journey an unpleasant experience when she was feeling unwell:
I’m alright on buses when I’m in a good space. If I’m in a bad space it’s just horrible, it
can be really horrible, a really negative experience. You know like you’re saying, the
bus driver, no hello. I mean, I do it when I’m in a good space, I’m so bloody cheerful to
them and they’re miserable, but I can do that in a good space, do you know what I
mean? But otherwise it’s just… when you’re in a bad space you just look around and
everyone looks how you feel. (Female, mental health condition)

Two participants with mild learning disabilities felt that bus drivers could be rude or
irritable, and in some cases lacking understanding:
Some of them can be rather irritable. I try not to take any notice when they’re in that
type of mood. I mean most of them are very polite but you do get the odd one. There
was one incident where I gave the driver one pound thirty in loose change to get a
ticket and he said back to me, that’s the last thing I want at the moment. He was a bit
rude. (Male, 50-65, learning disability)
Last week the bus driver was rude. Very rude, yeah, and I’m waiting for a letter from
the bus company to say about this bus driver. I went and told him before I stepped on
the bus that my County Card was broken and that I was waiting for it to come in the
post, and he sort of still pointed his finger to the machine on the bus, you know, so I
just got stressed, a bit stressed from it, and I thought, you know, I’m just getting fed up
with this Brighton and Hove bus company. (Female, 50-65, learning disability)

Some participants reported experiences where they had been directly challenged by
the bus driver in ways they felt were inappropriate. One participant recounted how
she was challenged on how she used the buses:
There have been a couple of issues with kind of bus drivers, my mobility isn’t great and
I’ve used the bus pass to get from one stop to another that’s too far for me to walk, and
on one occasion there was a very angry bus driver saying that I should only be using
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my bus pass for long distance journeys and that it wasn’t to be used for going from one
stop to another and that he thought that he should charge me for that journey.
Which…I phoned up the bus company and they weren’t aware of any kind of
regulations that permitted me from just going from one stop to the next one. But this
kind of discussion was happening in the middle of a bus full of other people and just as
I’m about to get off and as there’s people wanting to get on, which was embarrassing,
it was, I didn’t feel I’d done anything wrong and I thought that was what it was there
for, if I couldn’t walk then that was there. (Female,25-50, mobility impairment, & longterm health condition)

Another participant found that drivers sometimes did not want to assist him to access
the bus in his powered wheelchair:
Well, 99% of the time, it’s fine, you might get a driver who has probably had a bad day,
and you do get problems with those, especially with the new system where they have
to get out the cab to put the ramp down before you… if you haven’t got a carer...You
do get the ones who say “You can’t come on here because we don’t take scooters”, if
you contact Roger French, you can get one of those, which it says ‘my wheelchair is
approved for use on Brighton and Hove buses’. (Male, mobility impairment and longterm health condition)

In the case of a deaf participant, he reported that a bus simply would not stop to allow
him on with his son in a wheelchair:
On a Sunday they cut back on the buses, there’s less of them, he wanted to go up to
the car boot sale at the racecourse and there’s a single-decker bus but he said he’s
not allowed on and why is he not allowed on and they ignored him. He put his hand out
and it wouldn’t stop for him because it saw the wheelchair. (Male, hearing impairment)

A5.3.1.3. Concessionary schemes
Many of the participants included in the research held concessionary bus passes and
had considerable experience of using this system. It was considered to be particularly
useful for participants on limited incomes:
It’s handy to say you get a higher rate mobility which means you get a disabled rail
card and bus pass and all the rest of it which as I don’t earn that much money it’s quite
helpful (Female, 25-50, mobility impairment, long-term health condition & mental
health condition)

For one participant, the scheme was useful as it provided recognition of her as
disabled person and meant she could use priority seats if needed:
It’s not really the paying for the bus as well, it’s just for like you can sit in the seat at the
front, although I don’t even sit in the seats where they’re for the disabled people
because… I try and cause the littlest trouble as possible, so yeah… the only time I’d
ever do it is if I was on a train and there was no seats, and then I’d like pull rank so to
speak, I’d just say I can’t stand up, and you need to do that (Female,25-50, mobility
impairment & mental health condition)
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Two participants who were supported by carers or personal assistants when travelling
were particularly critical that bus passes did not extend to assistants, unlike
concessionary rail cards. For one participant the cost of travelling with a carer
prevented him from using the buses more often:
Buses tend to be relatively helpful they can give me a bus pass but not to my carer. So
I cannot do anything without my carer so my carer has to come with me everywhere I
go, so if they give me a bus pass but they don’t give a bus pass to my carer, they
didn’t give me a bus pass, they give me only half bus pass. (Male,50-65, mobility
impairment, visual impairment and long-term health condition)
Although I have got a bus pass but the person who is going to accompany will have to
pay. It’s free for him but…In Germany it’s different they give two, the accompanied
person. For that reason we don’t go on the bus because of the money. (Male, 50-65,
visual impairment)

Another issue raised by participants was the fact that disabled bus passes could only
be used after 9:30am, which could be a problem for people working or travelling early:
I have a free bus pass that I can use after nine, kind of annoying because I used to be
able to use it before nine and it kind of bugged me that somehow it was almost as if I
didn’t have a right to be moving around Brighton before 9 o’clock, and maybe that the
assumption was that most people with these passes are older people… Now I earn a
wage so I’m not moaning about that too much, but it does cost more to get around.
(Male, 25-50, visual impairment & mental health condition)
Buses, the not before nine o’clock thing is weird. It’s, like, I’m only disabled after nine,
so that’s kind of strange. (Female,25-50, mobility impairment & long-term health
condition)

However for one retired participant, this restriction was not considered to be a problem
as it fit in with his personal schedule:
Yeah, I've had no problems with them because I don’t normally get up early as well,
half-nine bus pass, that’s fine to me, so if I have to go anywhere that’s, it’s not bad.
(Male,50-65, mobility impairment)

A5.3.1.4. Impairment-Specific Issues: Physical impairments
Bus company demonstrations
Two of the participants with physical impairments lacked confidence with using their
wheelchair on buses. However, on contacting the bus company arrangements were
made to try getting on an empty, unused bus, both to assess the suitability of the
participant’s wheelchair for bus travel, and to give them confidence in using the
service. This was a particularly positive experience for both participants:
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Another good word for the bus company, they actually will, they gave me a test run so
the guy actually came out, the supervisor I think he was, with a bus and we had a little
trial with it with my wheelchair. Which I think is fantastic. Especially since mine was a
little out of the ordinary, my wheelchair, and that basically gave me the confidence.
(Female,50-65, mobility impairment)
I went out with my support worker, I’ve got a real phobia with buses and I get panicky
at the bus stop and I sweat and I run away basically.…ever since I’ve been in the
wheelchair I’ve had a problem. I feel like I get really embarrassed and anxious and
stressed and It’s like really hard for me. But anyway, I contacted Brighton and Hove
buses and they arranged for me to go with my support worker to the bus depot on
Lewes Road. And we waited on the front, the next thing I know, they’re bringing this
double decker bus around to get me on and take me around and they stopped
seven…about six or seven times for me to get off and get on in the different ways the
floors go and the ramps go and that. And it was lovely, it was perfect. (Male, 50-65,
mobility impairment & long term health condition)

Accessibility of bus stops
Another issue for participants with a physical impairment was the accessibility of
certain bus stops. Where these were inaccessible, either due to steps or a lack of
raised curbs to facilitate getting onto the bus, participants were unable to use them
which limited their choice of destination:
I use the bus a lot and dear Mr French gets lots of letters from me too because at the
polyclinic there’s no high step to get on it and it’s terrible to try and get on a bus
there…there’s not a raised curb there. (Female,50-65, mobility impairment)
The bus stop at the top of the Swanborough flats up the hill…I got dropped off there
once by a bus driver and I cant get off …its all steps and steep grass verge. I couldn’t
get off the bus stop so had to wait twenty minutes for the next bus to come along to get
on the bus to get off at the next bus stop. I thought that was bizarre, who invented a
bus stop like that? (Female, 25-50, mobility impairment, long-term health condition &
mental health condition)

No time to sit down
A major issue raised by several participants with physical impairments related to how
buses were driven. In particular, the tendency of bus drivers to drive off before
participants were seated meant they were concerned for their safety. In some cases
this prevented participants from using buses:
Buses are a bit of a nightmare. Although I’m not actually in a wheelchair they’re just
really impatient to get off and they drive off while I’m still standing so I’ve just given up
using them. (Male, 50-65, mobility impairment & long-term health condition)
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One reason I don’t use the bus very often, maybe I’m lucky because I can drive, but is
that I can only have one hand that I can use and the bus driver drives away before I
get a chance to sit down. And I actually fell over once because I must hold my stick,
I’m trying to hold one of the handrails and then getting off, I’m always terribly anxious
because, quite often, I can’t use a bell unless I stand up and then the stick comes into
the problem again of getting a hand that I can use the bell. (Female, mobility
impairment and long-term health condition)

This was considered to be a particular problem for participants who had mobility
impairments but were not wheelchair users. In some cases, participants’ impairments
were not obvious, however in others even where the participant asked the driver to
wait, they were still not given enough time to get seated:
Things could be better for people with invisible disability issues…because I can’t carry
a stick or a crutch, but I kind of have issues of somebody that would, because I’ve got
dodgy shoulders, so they move off too fast, I mean it’s much better now because it’s
obvious when you’re getting on that you’ve got a concessionary pass with the new
machines. So it’s not as if they don’t know that I might need extra time (Female,
mobility impairment and long-term health condition)
If I use my disability card that should be some recognition of ‘Okay, this person has a
problem and I should wait’, they don’t ever wait, they’re gone, and at full pelt, and they
brake at full pelt. (Female, mental health condition)
I know exactly what you mean about them pulling off, because I almost never get a
bus now because of the trouble I have, but then on the occasions that I do, I say to the
bus driver “Can you wait until I’ve sat down before you pull off?” And it’s like 50/50
whether they do or don’t (Female, mobility impairment and long-term health condition)

Two participants spoke of experiences where the lack of time they were given to get
seated resulted in serious injury, requiring visits to accident and emergency:
I got on the bus a few weeks’ ago, and I said to the driver when I got on “Can you
please wait until I sit” well, there were a lot of people getting on where I was getting on
and what happened? I didn’t even get to sit on a seat and the bus went forward, I
couldn’t see to hold anything and I just went and was injured and I had to go to
hospital and a lot of internal injuries because the bus driver would not stop. And it was
only one of the passengers said to me “Do you want an ambulance?”...and the bus
driver had stopped at the crossing and then started off again, although everybody was
shouting “Will you stop the bus?” Anyway, this ambulance came down and apparently
went straight in front of the bus to make him stop and parked just there and everybody
had to get off the bus because the bus was taken out of action...this bus driver was
running late because it was about ten minutes late and that was why he shoved off
and wouldn’t wait. Anyway, when the ambulance drivers and the paramedic got on,
this bus driver had to clear it, but he never even said he was sorry, which I thought
was absolutely disgusting. (Female, visual impairment)
There was one incident a few years ago when I had got these two carriers and I had
got onto the single decker bus and as I was getting on I showed my – I have a bus
pass with a little disabled sticker in it and unfortunately the bus driver didn’t wait until I
had got to the seat and he then took off while I had these two bags before I could get
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hold of anything and literally I fell backwards trying to save my spine and I broke my
little finger which you can see is slightly broken and I was in such pain with that again,
I had to go to A&E with it and the bus driver admitted that he was responsible for me
falling over on the bus. But just something like that with what I already had was like an
extra thing where this was bandaged up and that pain and the pain that I had it was
like a double blow for me which lasted about 6-9 months. (Male, 50-65, mobility
impairment)

For two participants, the apparent tendency of drivers not to wait for people to get
seated was felt to be part of a wider issue regarding the behaviour and driving style of
bus drivers:
The drivers are much more friendly then they used to be, although I’ve had cause to
complain a few times with drivers just sort of driving off without waiting till I’m even on
the bus properly, sort of hurtling across the bus. Or, times when the driver doesn’t stop
by the bus stop because there are several buses and he’ll stop sort of five buses down
and by the time you get down there he’s shutting his doors and I’m ending up banging
on the door with my sticks and he just smiles at me and just drives off. And I had two
times when he smiled at me and he couldn’t move because he was in traffic jam but he
still wouldn’t open the doors. And I was almost in tears with rage outside and the
[expletive] just refused to open the door and he hadn’t even stopped at our bus stop,
you know. So that incenses me. (Male,50-65, mobility impairment & long-term health
condition)
I know they’ve now adapted them, that buggies and wheelchairs can use them, which
is fantastic and that wasn’t around when I had my first child, it was awful, but buses,
they drive like lunatics, they’ve got automatic braking systems and they get great joy
out of braking really, really hard. They never wait till you sit down, and they’ve got a
sadistic personality some of the bus drivers. I’ve seen one watch this little old lady,
who was very less able, trying to make it for the bus, waited till she was nearly there
and drive off. I’ve gone through red lights, I’ve had a bus accident that screwed up my
only arm I can use properly. Just every day it’s like being on a ruddy rollercoaster
(Female, mental health condition)

One participant who was a wheelchair user recounted more positive experiences
where drivers had ensured he was secure before moving, but perceived it to be an
issue for others:
I’ve had a couple of drivers that have said to me “Are you okay?” “I’m in place…” I’ve
said “Yes”, but it does happen, I’ve seen it happen quite often and it is a big problem.
I’ve recently heard of somebody having a very bad accident that had gone up the
stairs and because the driver had suddenly set off, they flew all the way down the
stairs again, she’d ended up in quite a bad way. (Male, mobility impairment & longterm health condition)

Ramps
For participants who were or had been wheelchair users, a key barrier to using buses
was the reliability of access ramps, particularly those using an automatic system. For
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one participant living in Hove the failure rate of ramps was felt to be excessive and
prevented him from taking his son to school:
You know I’d like to take my son to school some more and sometimes the assistants
don’t drive. I’d like to just get on the bus and take him to school, it’s only along church
road, but it’s like when I’ve tried to get the buses it’s probably 75 percent failure rate,
it’s like the ramp isn’t working, it’s a nightmare. So that like puts us off, especially if
we’ve got to get him to school at 9 o’clock, what do I do, start waiting for a bus at like 7
o’clock? I’d like to jump on a bus like everyone else and just take him to school like all
the other parents, that’s impossible… I ended up, the last time I tried to get a bus was
coming from Brighton, and I kept on going to the next bus stop waiting for the next bus,
just keep going, keep going, keep going and I made it all the way home, there wasn’t
one bus that was working. (Male, 25-50, mobility impairment)

Some participants noted that this issue had improved to some degree recently
following the introduction of manually operated ramps:
The new system where they have to get out the cab to put the ramp down before
you… those do not fail, that’s the thing, where the powered ones, you sit there and it
comes out and goes back, comes out, goes back, and you’re stuck there. (Male,
mobility impairment & hearing impairment)
This year Brighton and Hove have actually got 21 new buses, which, to their credit, the
ramps actually work, no problem. There’s still a lot of old buses that have still got
these ramps that come out, I tried to get on one the other day and the guy had tried his
best and it just wouldn’t… it came out and then it shot back and everything. (Male,
mobility impairment & long-term health condition)

Wheelchair spaces/Priority seats
Another issue for wheelchair users was the perceived limited availability of wheelchair
spaces, which were often occupied. Some participants accepted the first-come firstserved system:
When I did use a wheelchair I used to go on the buses, but sometimes you couldn't get
on because either the ramp wouldn't work or, they had five prams on. And so I wanted
to see what the position there was and basically was first come first served. So I
thought, well that’s ok. (Male, 50-65, mobility impairment & mental health condition)
There’s things like drivers don’t know how to use the ramps and ramps that don’t work,
buses that come with people already on in wheelchairs or buggies so I can’t get on.
(Female, 25-50, mobility impairment, long-term health condition & mental health
condition)

Others felt that the policy towards prams and buggies was less restrictive than
towards wheelchair users:
We’re subject to statutory size limits, but those buggies…I mean, well, someone got
on, it was bigger than my wheelchair. Now, I don’t see why, considering they’re
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carried as a courtesy, the bus company can’t limit size, if they gave twelve months’
notice, no one would have an excuse for having the wrong size buggy. (Female,
mobility impairment & long-term health condition)
Some buses are full up as well, he’s got a wheelchair again and they’re allowed one
wheelchair so sometimes there’s four prams on a bus and you can’t get the wheelchair
on the bus and they’re only allowed one wheelchair. They had four or five prams all
lined up, but if there’s one wheelchair then he’s not allowed to put another wheelchair
on. (Male, hearing impairment)

A similar problem was reported by participants with mobility difficulties who needed to
access priority seats at the front of the bus during busy periods:
When it comes to transport...oh god....if I get the wrong times, as I do my exercise
walk down Sutherland Road, come to the big Gala bingo bus stop. Oh, if it's three
o'clock, three thirty and all the old people have come out - nightmare. Just don't even
try and get on a bus…I have checked this out so I do know, I do know where I stand.
The priority seats on the buses are legal for disabled people only. It's courtesy
for....for old people. It's all it is, but they're not enforceable which is a really silly
situation. (Male, 50-65, mobility impairment & mental health condition)

Several participants with mobility impairments also experienced problems using
priority flip-down seats at the side of the bus, due to the strength of the spring
mechanism:
The ones on the side are useless. They’re useless because I try to hold sticks.
Rucksack on back…and though…nothing to hold on to. A recipe for disaster. (Male,
50-65, mobility impairment & mental health condition)
The other physical thing about the buses, which I can’t manage, are the seats that you
have to put down to sit on…I can’t see a way round that because I know people with
prams or chairs are able to use the space, but the seats are… unless you’ve got the
hand to hold the thing down, you end up on the floor quite easily. You know, because
it’s quite strong, they spring back up (Female, mobility impairment & long-term health
condition)
I have to use so much strength to move the seats (Female, mental health condition)

Attitudes of fellow passengers
For many participants with physical impairments who needed to access priority seats
or wheelchair spaces, the main problem using buses appeared to stem from the
attitudes of fellow passengers. In many cases, other passengers were reported to
have refused to vacate priority seats or made hostile comments to participants using
the seats, which was attributed to a misunderstanding as to how they should be
allocated to both elderly and disabled passengers:
There’s some helpful people but I do find a lot of them are quite rude as well. In my
experience anyway. You go on a bus, say, and …having a disability it’s always best to
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sit at the front and you get a lot of the elderly people say, who are able to go to the
back, and they just wouldn’t give up their seats. (Female, 25-50, visual impairment &
mental health condition)
I’ve given up trying to sit down, partly because of the abuse you get from other
passengers, because they go “Why are you sitting in the seats for the elderly?” and I
say “Well, they’re for the disabled as well” and then they start having a go at me.
(Female, mobility impairment & long-term health condition)

This was particularly felt to be a problem for participants with invisible disabilities, e.g.
mobility impairments which were not immediately evident:
There have been…a few comments if I haven’t been able to give up my seat for
someone else, or other people not thinking they should have to give up their seat for
me, and it’s not all the time I need, I need someone to. But I think in many respects I’m
younger and I don’t necessarily look disabled. I have the walking stick and movement
can’t always be great, but I think in many respects if there’s someone older than me,
not necessarily a huge amount, but there are certain looks and comments about me
having to move out of the way for someone older than myself or, kind of huffs and tuts
and puffing out of the chest and kind of not necessarily saying anything, but their
demeanour, there have been a few issues of that. (Female,25-50, mobility impairment,
& long-term health condition)

One participant felt that one solution to this problem might be to raise awareness
among other passengers as to how seats should be used
They have their posters up you know for trips away and stuff like that….could they do
something like you know, are you a priority seat hogger… or something like that?
Something nice… cause I think they do an awful lot of good but …just…again gently
prodding. And basically the answer I got back [from the bus company] was um, well
the people that would be aimed at wouldn’t read it anyway so there’s no point. (Male,
50-65, mobility impairment & mental health condition)

Some participants using wheelchairs reported negative experiences with other
passengers when sharing the allocated spaces:
They let me on the bus and there was like a couple of wheelchairs and pushchairs and
they were a bit reluctant to move to let me in that one place that you can go on. And I
was just getting embarrassed and I wished I weren’t there. (Male, 50-65, mobility
impairment & long term health condition)
I think the worst problem I have with buses is prams and students, I find the students
sometimes can be very rude, they bang you all over the place when they’re getting in
because they stand right in the middle of the gangway and other people can’t get past.
You get women or mothers coming on with some prams, some of them are very polite,
but then there’s others that are not, they don’t care, you know.… and they’re sort of
giving you a really dirty look and it’s very aggravating. (Male, mobility impairment &
hearing impairment)
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For other participants, a key issue was felt to be the behaviour of other passengers
when embarking and disembarking from the bus, which made it difficult for participants
with mobility impairments:
What always happens to me is, everybody swarms round me, even if I’m there first, by
the time I get on, I then have to shift pushchairs and little old ladies and things, I mean
I think the wheelchairs should get on first. On aircraft, they load the families first, but
we need to talk to the bus company so there’s a protocol and the guys then know
what’s needed from them and expect it. (Female, mobility impairment & long-term
health condition)
The drivers and things were fine and even now cause as I say I’ve given up the
wheelchair, given it back because I want to exercise my legs more regardless..... the
one thing that's not consistent with them is when you try to get off the bus... I don't
know why people feel they have to get off quickly when people are getting off. Cause
the bus is not gonna go anywhere, and can they just wait a bit? Again it's awareness.
And some drivers say wait to them, and you know they get off and wait. Sometimes it's
me saying will you get off the bus please. And they look at me and they breathe in.
And I say, no, all the way! (Male, 50-65, mobility impairment & mental health condition)
On the buses you get bashed by peoples bags they’re carrying on their back. I used to
go right at the back and sit at the back so at least I didn’t have anyone pushing from
behind me or mobile phoning behind me, they are all over there you know. Where I
could sort of cope with them, put me bag there and my stick ‘I’m here, I’m sitting in this
bit’. But yeah, otherwise glad I’ve got the car. (Female,50-65, mobility impairment &
long-term health condition)

A5.3.1.5. Impairment-Specific Issues: Visual impairments
For participants with a visual impairment, the main barrier reported to using buses was
the difficulty in identifying the correct bus. One participant spoke favourably about his
experience using talking bus stops, as well as an I-phone app to find bus times:
Generally speaking the bus service here is really good, we have a lot of buses in
Brighton. I was using the Reactor Key System, you know, the little talking bus stops,
but part of me is that I don’t really like drawing attention to myself, so standing at a bus
stop and suddenly an announcement comes out you feel a bit self-conscious about it…
What I do now, the Brighton and Hove bus company do an app, and with my iPhone 4
I have voice-over on it and magnification, so I now have a real time application. So
when I get to the bus stop I know how long it is going to take for the bus to arrive, so I
actually know more than people who haven’t got that because there’s not a real time
bus stop there. (Male, 25-50, visual impairment & mental health condition)

However, other visually impaired participants found it difficult to identify bus numbers
when embarking on a bus. One participant with a guide dog also had a problem at
busy bus stops where buses stopped some distance from the actual stop:
I catch the bus, from the bus stop, there are about eight or ten buses that come to that
stop, and of course then there’s the stop only twenty yards down the road and then
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there’s another stop, and they just come one after the other and stop behind each
other and sometimes the bus I want could actually be almost back down at the next lot
of pedestrian lights, it then comes up and it doesn’t stop, how did I know it was down
there? And yes, I mean some of the drivers are really good when they shout out ‘it’s a
number such and such’ because what’s the point of me getting on and saying ‘what
number are you’, oh no, actually this one doesn’t go the way I want, just to get off
again and then there’s somebody behind you who doesn’t understand why you’re
getting off, often they don’t even notice the guide dog I’ve got to be honest… recently
the number six bus has sometimes has those talking stops, which are very helpful, I
like that. One of the things I, my idea for the 21 st century which we supposedly are in,
would be that …when buses open their doors it actually says, spoke, ‘this is a number
one’ or number seven or whatever it was (Male,50-65, visual impairment)

For one visually impaired participant, the anxiety related to identifying bus numbers
prevented her from using buses altogether:
I don’t actually go on buses because of my health condition. You know, because
obviously of knowing where the stops are. And then, also, even though they’ve got
these talking bus stops, not being able to see what number the buses are and having
to rely on the public. You’re having to put your trust into a lot of people then,.with the
visual impairment. How do I know that person’s genuine? I mean, there’s all sorts of
people out there. It sounds negative but you’ve got to be so wary. (Female, 25-50,
visual impairment & mental health condition)

Participants with visual impairments also experienced problems with bus company
staff who they felt did not adequately communicate problems with bus passes which
they attributed to a lack of disability awareness.
The only gripe recently with regard to the buses was with the bus pass they introduced
a swipe system. Firstly my bus pass that I did have didn’t have a chip in it so it
wouldn’t swipe, and I experienced a reasonable amount of unsupportive behaviour
from drivers, saying ‘Well you need to sort that out’ or ‘It doesn’t work’. .. I felt they
weren’t describing very well where to put the card, swipe the card, they would just
point out to it…Now I understand that drivers probably, on certain days, get really
irritated by the amount of questions or silly questions they’re being asked, but I don’t
know what Brighton and Hove put in place, but some very simple awareness training
would have been so helpful. I found that a couple of the drivers, a few of the drivers
over that period of time were quite irritated that I was asking them to tap in a number to
get my pass. So that would have been an example of where some decent awareness
training would have made that experience, yeah, not made me feel like an idiot or
disabled, you know. (Male, 25-50, visual impairment & mental health condition)
A few days’ ago, I was on the bus with a lady and we was actually waiting at the bus
stop near where I live and the bus went by that we needed. On the way back from the
destination, we actually got on the bus and I was standing there like a complete lemon
not knowing what’s going on and then the bloke didn’t explain to me that his ticket
machine was broke until later on. And then I put a complaint in when I got home and,
anyway, I got a free Daysaver. (Female, visual impairment)
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A5.3.1.6. Impairment-Specific Issues: Hearing impairments
As with many other services explored in the research, the key barrier faced by
participants with hearing impairments to using bus services related to a lack of
accessible communication. Experiences of deaf and hearing impaired participants
were recounted to a sign language interpreter at the focus group and are reported in
second or third person perspective. In some cases, participants’ experiences related
to information on bus times, which was found to be improving in some areas:
Okay, you find the buses easier now with the sign, you can read when the time bus is
coming, so it’s much better, before there were nothing but the bus signs are much
better now that they’ve done this. Not all of them unfortunately, not every bus stop, he
knows it’s expensive but it’s in the future maybe they could spread it, it’s useful. (Male,
hearing impairment)
She uses the texts as well to find out when a bus is arriving, that’s useful the text
messaging for bus times (Female, hearing impairment)

As with participants with a visual impairment, one deaf participant had seemingly
received no accessible information on changes to the bus card system which left him
confused when using the bus:
He’s not sure what he’s doing with the student bus card system on the bus… there’s a
new system on the buses, it’s confusing again, no information explained to them
(Male, hearing impairment)

Problems for participants with physical impairments when communicating with fellow
passengers was particularly difficult for a deaf participant travelling with a wheelchairuser:
Sometimes he tries to ask them to move the pram sideways so he can get the
wheelchair on and they say they can’t move and he can’t talk, because he’s deaf he
can’t communicate with the people, he’s asked, “Please can you move so I can,” and
he’s showing you now how he does it and they get cross sometimes with him. (Male,
hearing impairment)

A5.3.1.7. Impairment-Specific Issues: Other impairments
Finally, one participant with a cognitive impairment found noise on the bus to be her
main concern, but used personal adaptation strategies to overcome this problem:
I use the bus service a lot. I prefer not to, I prefer to walk where I can, because it’s fine
if I get, what is it, a Saver ticket, where you can jump on and off buses, but I do find
them a bit noisy sometimes. You know, I can’t stand it if somebody’s there having a
loud conversation on their mobile phone or they’ve got their headphones on playing
really loudly, or you get people who don’t want to sit next to each other but they still
want to have a conversation across the bus. So all of that, I hate that kind of level of
noise. General murmur, you know, a couple of people having a general, reasonably
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quiet conversation is fine. So I do bring my iPod, so if it’s noisy and it’s not suitable for
me to get off then I’ll put those on. (Male, 25-50, long-term health condition)

A5.3.2. Taxi services
Many of the participants in the research were regular users of taxis in the city. In
many cases, participants had positive experiences of using taxis and did not identify
any specific barriers:
How do find the taxi companies that you use?
Yeah, I’ve had no problem with them. (Male, 50-65, mobility impairment & mental
health condition)
I’ve never had a bad experience with any taxi driver. (Male, 50-65, learning disability)
I use a lot of taxis again that’s what I use the DLA money for is to pay for taxis. So yes,
lots of taxis lots of driving (Female, 25-50, mobility impairment & long-term health
condition)

A5.3.2.1. Cost
The barrier apparently preventing most of the participants from using taxis was the
cost, which many participants felt was excessive:
Do you use taxis?
No not usually, it’s so expensive. (Female,50-65, mobility impairment & long-term
health condition)
Taxis are expensive as well. Particularly down in Brighton, my god! Your taxis are
extortionate down there. That would be something…maybe the council could consider
maybe reducing prices for disabled taxis. I don’t know maybe I’m naive but they do
seem particularly expensive down your way the taxis. (Male, 18-25, visual impairment
& mental health condition)
Don’t use taxis very often because if you get to Brighton Station they’re about £3
before you get into them. So unless I’ve got a big case with me because of work,
sometimes I carry a big case of stuff, I’ll do it then because I can claim it back. (Male,
25-50, visual impairment & mental health condition)

Often participants were on a limited income and simply could not afford regular taxi
journeys:
I use buses. If it’s a short journey. If it is a long journey I might take a taxi. And then
that will fall into my finances that are quite stretched so I try to minimise going out a
long way quite a lot. (Male,50-65, mobility impairment, visual impairment and long-term
health condition)
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Normally get a taxi when I go to into Millview because there’s no buses to go there,
without going all the way to Hove and all the way back and stuff like that, and generally
they’re not unfriendly, but it’s ridiculously… it’s three quid once you get in, you know,
and it’s like ‘Really?’ I know fuels gone up but, you know, it’s my week’s wages just to
get down the road, so it wouldn’t be my first port of call. (Female, mental health
condition)

While some participants received taxi vouchers, it was felt that these did not go far
enough
You are given £70. And I was calculating only going to the Beacon, it is going to cost
me £70 for one month. And then I cannot use it for anything else. (Male,50-65, mobility
impairment, visual impairment and long-term health condition)
I get taxi vouchers but they don’t last long(Female,25-50, mobility impairment and
cognitive impairment)

A5.3.2.2. Vehicle Suitability
Often participants’ experiences of taxis depended on the availability of vehicles
appropriate to their access needs. Two participants using wheelchairs found the
provision of accessible taxis to be sufficient and received support from drivers to
access the vehicles where necessary:
So when you have to use taxis, what’s that been like?
It hasn’t been too bad. When you’re booking the taxi so long as you tell them you’ve
got a wheelchair then normally they supply a big taxi that caters for the chair. So yeah,
hasn’t been too bad. I’ve always found them pretty good, unless you get an ignorant
driver which you get everywhere, very helpful, helping getting me in and out of the taxi
and stuff like that. That’s happening more and more in the last few years, they’ve
managed to get much better. Obviously the council, the council obviously sets some
pretty stringent rules down because three or four years ago there was nothing really in
terms of assistance I’ve found, but now they have to be able to help people. (Male,2550, mobility impairment & long-term health condition)
I’ve had a few taxis yeah the taxis are fine ‘cause they’ve got ramps. As long as you
get the accessible taxis like London cabs that sort of thing and then they’ve got little
ramps to go up for you and then it’s fine. Sometimes the ramps are a bit steep so you
have to go back up and vroom! And they sort of have to push you ‘cause you’re like
spinning on the top so, but they do give you a shove in. (Male, 50-65, mobility
impairment & long term health condition)

Several other participants who used larger powered wheelchairs experienced more
difficulty in finding suitable vehicles:
The problems with a taxi is getting a taxi that can accommodate the height of my
wheelchair. The last time we used a taxi was from Worthing and as usual i’d be
reclined right back then the next 3 days I was in agony, and I think the time before that
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was probably a year ago so just put off altogether using taxis. (Male, 25-50, mobility
impairment)
I can't sit upright, so I'm always lying back, this is about as high as I can go, at the
moment, I can't get in the taxi. (Female,50-65, mobility impairment)
I’ve always used taxis. I don’t now cause I find it difficult to get in and out of so called
adapted taxis cause they’re not. They’re just ordinary taxis with a ramp, and you get up
there and you’ve got to get in. I’d rather use a bus. In most cases they’re just standard
London cab with a ramp that comes out. So you’ve got the door, when you’re quite a
big person as well, I’ve got to get down to get in and then you’re sitting…you can’t turn
round in them to sit facing the driver, or away from the driver. You’re crossways, which
isn’t very comfortable and not very safe (Male,50-65, mobility impairment, long-term
health condition & mental health condition)

One such participant, while able to enter the vehicle, found that he was inadequately
secured when travelling in his power chair:
I think the worst thing is, you’ve not been strapped up. (Male, mobility impairment &
long-term health condition)

One participant found that the ramps into accessible taxis were not always suited to
her wheelchair, and she often had to wait for a suitable vehicle:
The problems I have with the taxis is they very rarely have available the single ramp
because my wheels are different widths they can’t use the double ramps… It’s got to
be one big long single ramp. I have had to wait recently around fifteen minutes for a
taxi which isn’t good when you’ve got a bag full of frozen food and it’s a hot
day!...sometimes I phone up for a taxi and they say no wheelchair accessible taxis
available. So I have to phone up and cancel doctor's appointments at short notice
(Female, 25-50, mobility impairment, long-term health condition & mental health
condition)

Other participants using accessible vehicles also found that availability could be
limited, particularly at certain times of day for example during the early morning school
run:
In a couple of incidences where I have to use taxis regularly to somewhere else, I’ve
always found that they turn up ten minutes…well, fifteen minutes later, so I’m having to
book before. For me, if I’ve got a meeting at half past nine, I have to say “Right, I want
you there at quarter to nine” they’ll be there… nine o’clock to get you there on time, so
that is one of the biggest problems I find…And that is one of their nightmare times of
day though, with special school runs (Male, mobility impairment & hearing impairment)
Taxis told him off because when he’s ordered he’s got the wrong taxi and the taxi
driver is not happy about dealing with a wheelchair and a disabled boy into a small
taxi, but the big taxi is never available for you. (Male, hearing impairment)

For some participants, wheelchair accessible taxis were particularly difficult to use.
This included participants with mobility impairments as well as one with a guide dog:
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I find this idea that all new taxis have to be these wheelchair accessible taxis that’s fine
possibly for that disability but for me getting into one of those I have to walk in which
means I have to be bent over which I can hardly do or rather I have to be un-naturally
bent over and then it’s a long way to try to walk back into the taxi to the seat. I find
them almost impossible… what I have to do is go in on my knees and sort of shuffle on
my knees to the back on the cab and lift myself up onto the seat…I’m not worried
about dignity; I gave up on dignity many years ago! (Male,50-65, mobility impairment &
long-term health condition)
I find the saloon car better than those London taxis because you have to bend to get
into them. And also they send you a ford transit van round you know, mini bus sort of
thing and I can’t, I find them very hard to get in to those. But a saloon car it’s easy to
get in and easy to get out for me. (Male,50-65, mobility impairment & long-term health
condition)
London taxis are great, the ones I hate are the ones which are described as
wheelchair accessible vehicles because they might be great for wheelchairs, they’re
horrible for people of a certain size with a dog trying to get in and out, and you’re bent
double and the trouble is you’re meant to put the dog out first and by definition, by
putting the dog out first you lean out before you step out and then everyone starts to
grab you and goes ‘oh my God, he’s going to fall’, and then you’re not in control
because somebody else is trying to grab you because they think you don’t know what
you’re doing, so I don’t like those (Male,50-65, visual impairment)

One participant who had difficulty using wheelchair accessible vehicles was a regular
user of taxis and had stipulated requirements to the taxi company, but still had
difficulty obtaining an appropriate taxi:
I can’t use the Hackney cabs because they’re too painful and if you use a firm regularly
and you’re on their books, you can say “Look, can you just send saloons” they will,
because I’ve got an account with one of them and that works quite well... it’s fallen
down in the last year or so, what I’ve been finding recently is, quite often I’m getting
not the saloon cars, I’m getting the big minibuses arriving...the operators send it out as
‘saloon car only’ and what happens is, any driver can pick it up, but they’re only
supposed to pick it up if they’re a saloon car, but they’re just ignoring it because they
haven’t got any work. And then the drivers get quite abusive and what I’ve found is,
I’ve had one that was so abusive to me recently that I actually reported it as a
disability-hate incident and then I got one of their controllers abusing me on the phone,
so I reported that as well, and since then their attitude towards me has really improved
(Female, mobility impairment & long-term health condition)

A5.3.2.3. Driver Attitude
For a number of participants, the attitude of taxi drivers was an important factor in how
they characterised their experience of taxi services. A number of participants reported
positive experiences with taxi drivers who had been particularly helpful:
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One participant had a less positive experience and made a complaint to the council,
but was satisfied on receiving a refund for her journey:
One driver was quite rude towards me. He just didn’t want to help, didn’t want to
assist.
And generally... And then it got taken to the council. I mean, the good thing is that I got
my money back. And I was happy with that. I just wish it would have been dealt with
quicker. You know, but I’ve just... I’ve realised that things take longer.
So did it take quite a long time to get it sorted?
I’d say about a couple of months. (Female, 25-50, visual impairment & mental health
condition)

Two other participants in the research were guide dog users, and noted an
improvement in awareness among taxi drivers of the legal requirement to carry guide
dogs. However, one participant attributed her recent negative experience in a taxi to
the driver’s resentment for taking the guide dog:
Taxis have changed tremendously...they used to refuse to take you … and they try to
avoid taking you, they do their utmost, but they will not, I can name the times I’ve been
refused and again, that’s, I can deal with that better than probably others so that’s
easy. (Male,50-65, visual impairment)
I haven’t actually used one company because they discriminated against me and my
guide dog twice, one time after another…not wanting to take my dog....And what I also
find now, that hasn’t happened recently, but what I have found is, I don’t know whether
there has been some awareness training, but a lot of drivers know that they have to
take a guide dog now, but if they don’t want to, they’ll make my journey as unpleasant
as they possibly can. I’ve had windows open so I’ve been getting wet or cold, I had
one driver who just kept spitting out of the window…and I just found it amazingly
unpleasant and they’ll take a longer route to… and I know my way round, you know, I
think they’re trying to put a few miles on the journey perhaps, I don’t know. And I’ve
also had quotes from an office when I’ve said that I’ve got a dog then I find that the
actual cost is four or five pounds more than I’ve been quoted and my only assumption
is that they’re putting that money on because they have to take my dog. (Female,
visual impairment & long-term health condition)

For two participants, problems with taxi driver behaviour had more serious
implications. One participant with mild learning disabilities had been the victim of a
serious sexual assault from a taxi driver. Another participant had experienced sexual
harassment from a driver:
I had a couple of problems with the taxis. One of them was generally based upon,.. I
sat in the front and the taxi driver basically puts his hand on my knee. I reported that
to the firm. And all they did was just didn’t send him. (Female, 25-50, visual impairment
& mental health condition)

A5.3.2.4. Impairment-Specific Issues: Hearing impairments
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One deaf participant had experienced problems accessing taxis by text, and had
found the service to be unreliable:
Sometimes [text messaging] doesn’t work and the taxi company response is that their
signal is not very good ‘cause the messages don’t get through in time, so then the deaf
person is saying is the taxi coming, isn’t it coming? (Female, hearing impairment)

A5.3.3. Private Cars
For many participants, the main mode of transport they used was their private car.
This was for a variety of reasons, including many of the barriers mentioned above as
well as aspects of their individual impairments or health condition. One participant
found using a car suited her best due to breathing and mobility problems she faced
when using public transport:
Because the car is my lifeline, I couldn’t stand and wait for buses and even now the
easy ones with off and on and all of that there’s so many people that use sprays and
deodorants and even do it on the bus. I was on the 1 bus and they were spraying their
perfume and all that, I had to get off because I can’t breathe. (Female,50-65, mobility
impairment & long-term health condition)

One participant with an anxiety condition found that having a car gave him the
confidence to get out and about:
I have a motability car which I got on the DLA, paid for by DLA and that gets me out
and about. Usually I come into town and park up New Road and have a little bit of a
stroll around, what I can manage you know.
And would you find it hard to get out and about if you didn’t have the mobility
car?
Yeah because since I had this accident I do find, was getting panic attacks and things
it did affect me that way. The fact the cars there and park it up and go for a little stroll
someone and sit down and know the cars there you know two minutes three minutes
five minutes away and I can get to the car and get home (Male, 50-65, mobility
impairment & mental health condition)

For several participants, the car meant participants with mobility impairments could
access their destination with minimal walking involved:
It helps me because you can do things but living in Brighton and Hove I don’t use it as
much especially with the price of petrol I might use it say once or twice a week if I visit
antique or boot fairs. If I can go to them I can park the car up close to where I am
going to see rather than parking half a mile away I am actually on the spot. (Male,5065, mobility impairment & long-term health condition).
Having a car helps I think. Before having a car it was an absolute nightmare and it
made my life quite hard and I think you don’t really appreciate how difficult it is until
you have an easier option given to you. But before having a car it wasn’t very easy,
where I live there were steps, the bus journey was too long, it was just a nightmare of
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getting into town, going shopping. I mean I used to have to do sort of a shop and I
remember afterwards, I couldn’t manage the bags, I had to get a taxi driver to help… I
remember like the day after doing all of that I used to just ache and I couldn’t get up
and down my steps and often that would mean that I miss college or university
because of such a tiny episode of something that’s an everyday occurrence.
So how does the driving improve that?
It improves it massively. (Female, 18-25, mobility impairment & long-term health
condition)

In some cases, participants found the use of a personal car reduced their dependence
on unpaid carers for support:
If I didn’t have the car and adaptations on the car then I’d be so isolated if I couldn’t get
from A to B by myself, come to work. And when I came out of hospital while I didn’t
have the car it was driving me and my wife crackers, if I wanted to go to the bank I’d
have to ask her to take me to the bank, if I wanted to go somewhere else I’d have to
wait for her and ask her – so she couldn’t get on with her daily housework and
everything else because I would sit there waiting for her to take me somewhere. But
now I’ve got the car it allows me to come to work, if I didn’t have the car I wouldn’t be
able to come to work because you can’t be getting a taxi everywhere. (Male,25-50,
mobility impairment & long-term health condition)
The blue badge has made my life so much easier, because you cannot park anywhere
nowadays, so yeah, it has made my life easier. I can go and do what I want for myself
instead of having to ask other people to go and do it and this, that and the other.
(Male, 50-65, mobility impairment & mental health condition)

Several participants had accessed adapted vehicles through the motability scheme.
As with other participants, cars had given them greater independence and enable
participation in employment and their local community:
I do depend a lot on the car to get out and about. I don’t really go on buses
anymore…I’ve got an adapted car … I’ve got hand controls and a steering knob thing
with it so, which is fantastic. I’ve had that for about 18 months now. It’s brilliant.
(Female, 25-50, mobility impairment & long-term health condition)
And in terms of your motability car – how long have you had it?
Two and a half years, due to go back soon. That has made such a difference that just
opened up my life again. I mean at the moment I find it difficult to even get to the car
so it’s a bit annoying but when I was able to oh, it was wonderful – you could actually
go places – it was super as I was getting worse and we were getting very housebound,
that’s made such a difference that really does just to be able to get in and go.
(Female, 25-50, mobility impairment)

For two of the participants who were wheelchair users and had problems using buses
and taxis, an adapted private vehicle was a more suitable mode of transport. However
a challenge for these participants as non-drivers was finding someone to drive the car:
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My regular carer drives and we go all over the place. It is great... I have a Motability
vehicle but I am often with carers who can’t drive. (Female,25-50, mobility impairment
and cognitive impairment)
I think people like myself would probably have the transport, I certainly had an adapted
car, I just needed a driver. So that's just the sort of thing, it doesn't relate to me now,
but it stopped me looking for work. (Female,50-65, mobility impairment)

An important factor in making the car a suitable mode of transport was the availability
of disabled parking badges which allows participants to park near to their destination.
Most participants in the research held a blue badge which made parking easier:
I’m thankfully able to now have a badge so that has helped hugely in terms of
attending hospitals, especially around here, I mean the parking is awful as it is and the
hills are terrible so, you know, thankfully having that has had massive improvement,
sort of on my quality of life and getting to places really. (Female, 18-25, mobility
impairment & long-term health condition)
Having a blue badge, that makes such a difference because then you can literally get
so close to things that again it’s not a struggle (Female, 25-50, mobility impairment)
I can park easily because of the disabled parking badge. If I didn’t have that I couldn’t
cope, I just couldn’t cope. (Female,50-65, mobility impairment & long-term health
condition)

The process of obtaining disabled parking badges was generally seen to be
straightforward by most participants:
Getting the blue badge wasn’t a problem, fill in a form, tell them what’s wrong with you,
they give you a blue badge. I think I got that before I got the disability allowance. So
there was no problem there (Male, 50-65, mobility impairment & mental health
condition)

Lack of disabled parking, however, was a key barrier reported by participants using a
car to get around the city, which in some cases led participants to travel elsewhere to
access facilities:
We don’t go shopping very much in central Brighton ‘cause there aren’t any disabled
parking bays available except for Churchill Square. And they’re normally always full.
So you tend to go to Hove a lot or Worthing because there’s better facilities there in
terms of parking. (Male, 50-65, mobility impairment & long-term health condition)

One participant chose instead to use a combination of car and bus to get around the
city, in order to avoid the difficulty finding disabled parking
I drive to the nearest bus stop to my house because there is a distance between my
house and bus stop. I drive to the nearest bus stop. I park near the bus stop and then
I use buses to town or other places. And then I do shopping and then go back to bus
stop and then take my car. (Male, 25-50, mobility impairment)
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Parking was a particular problem for one of the few participants without a disabled
parking badge:
Parking is a nightmare ‘cos I don’t, I’ve never tried but I don’t think I’d qualify for a Blue
Badge and although it would be convenient I don’t really want to go down that road at
the moment. But yeah getting into Brighton is a bit of a pain. So we don’t go in very
often really. Parking is expensive anyway isn’t it? Incredibly expensive. But I get
around to other places and that. Go to Worthing and East Crawley if I am forced to go
shopping that’s where we go. (Male,50-65, long-term health condition)

Several participants who used disabled parking badges yet nevertheless experienced
problems with parking, felt that disabled parking spaces were often abused by nondisabled people, either without a disabled parking badge or with a badge that did not
belong to them:
A lot of people have cars but the point is, I just feel that there’s some people without
disabled badges that are parking in disabled bays. (Female, 25-50, visual impairment
& mental health condition)
At Withdean stadium the one big problem was parking, was a big issue, you clearly
had blokes who had borrowed their mum’s disabled badge, the amount of blokes that
parked their car then ran off into the crowd you knew they just weren’t, and none of
these stewards checked badges so there was never enough parking. (Male,25-50,
mobility impairment & long-term health condition)
It was lots easier back a few years ago in terms of parking space, in terms of visiting
shops or shopping centre. Now you don’t dare to go to shopping centre, because
there is no parking space. I mean there are some designated areas you know for
disabled parking, but all taken, or not all, most of them taken by people using blue
badges that do not belong to them. Is either their friends or something you know. I did
notice on several occasions that lots of these drivers, they were very, very healthy and
they could walk you know, more than fifty yards no problem, and then I had to wait
sometimes for about 10-20 minutes to find a space. Yeah, and this problem is very
visible now, you know in Asda car park in Hollingbury and especially in the Marina.
(Male, 25-50, mobility impairment)
If you’re in the centre of town it’s really hard to find [disabled parking spaces] empty it
really is and that really, really winds me up when you see people that you know that’s
not their badge and they are using it. That really winds me up. (Female, 25-50,
mobility impairment)
I do have a problem with big shops and people who aren’t disabled using the bays.
Now I know that they’re now monitoring them in some shops, but I think that still is a bit
of an issue in general terms. I mean, if I go into Brighton … I just think there’s a big
issue about non-disabled people using disabled parking bays… I just see them getting
out of their cars and they don’t have a thing, and I think ‘Why are you doing this?’
(Female,50-65, mobility impairment & long-term health condition)

One participant recounted a case of institutional disabled parking badge abuse by a
local care agency
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There’s my personal assistant who applied for the job about two months ago she
asked me whether a blue badge comes with the job? And I was like, ‘nah’ and she
went, ‘well can you tell me how to apply for a blue badge?’ And I was like, ‘why do you
want a blue badge?’ and she went, ‘because it’s a nightmare parking outside the home
where I work on a night and outside my house.’ And I was like, ‘nah, nah, you cannit
apply for one’ and she went, ‘because the residential home where I’ve worked for the
last three years’ she does nightshift every now and again, the home owner issued the
staff with the blue badge, each. So she was obviously using the clients entitlement to
DLA to apply for a badge for the carers who worked at the home so she didn’t have to
pay the parking fees where the home was. And a little bit of an incentive so they could
use the blue badge you know, so it was like aye well no wonder there’s no disabled
parking about if all the care staff in the residential homes have got the blue badge!
(Male, 25-50, mobility impairment)

However the perception of abuse was itself identified as a problem for participants
with mobility impairments which were less evident, who had experienced verbal abuse
from members of the public where they were perceived to be abusing their disabled
badge
I was once parked on the London Road in a disabled bay, and I was getting out of my
car and I wasn’t using my stick because the shop I was going to was literally less than
10 yards and I was walking out the car, and some guy turned round to me and said
‘Oh, so you’ve got a blue badge then have you?’, meaning that I wasn’t disabled …
because he shouted it as an insult, and I was really shocked. I realised that the reason
that he was saying that was because I had no physical sign of being disabled
(Female,50-65, mobility impairment & long-term health condition)

In some cases, participants attributed parking problems to inadequate provision of
disabled spaces:
They are absolutely crap on disabled bays in Brighton. There’s not enough. This road
has got one and it’s right up the other end by the lights, that’s it. If I go out in the
evening, I’ve got one hell of a nightmare getting parked back cause there’s not much
spaces. (Male, 25-50, mobility impairment, long-term health condition & mental health
condition)
We tend to rely on the car which we did buy outright a few years back. But it’s finding
somewhere suitable to park is the big problem because where there were disabled
bays, they’ve now turned into loading bays and skips and bus stops. (Male, 50-65,
mobility impairment & long-term health condition)
Do you find it easy enough to park in the city then?
Not really, no, it’s a bit of a nightmare, but after a while, like you get to know where the
places are. So there are places where I go regularly, like venues I go regularly or
shops I go regularly, and I’ve learned where the parking spaces are near them…what
frustrates me is that there aren’t actually many disabled parking spaces, I just don’t
think there are enough, and they’re not really near the places I want to go to…I mean, I
don’t know if you know The Dome? I do go to that area quite regularly, and there’s
three disabled spaces right outside. They are never, ever empty. Ever…I mean, a
review of where the bays are and where people need them would be great.
(Female,50-65, mobility impairment & long-term health condition)
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One participant experienced a particular difficulty finding disabled spaces of adequate
size for his large adapted vehicle:
Having a van, I sometimes find it difficult getting the van in disabled parking bays, you
know if it’s, because I need to open the back doors to get out so it’s kind of like you
need quite a length and it’s like a lot of disabled parking bays cannit accommodate the
van basically. (Male, 25-50, mobility impairment)

Conversely, several participants who used disabled parking badges did not consider
parking to be a major barrier to getting out and about. These participants parked in a
combination of disabled parking bays, pay-and-display bays and double yellow lines,
and found provision to be adequate:
It’s quite good, because you can also use the park and pay ones er, so if you can find
one of those you can park there. (Male, 50-65, mobility impairment & mental health
condition)
If I go to the supermarket or in to town or anything. You can park near enough right
next to where you want to go. Without a blue badge bay of course you can park on the
yellow lines. You know, which is so much easier. (Male, 25-50, mobility impairment,
long-term health condition & mental health condition)

A5.3.4. Walking/Scooting
Many participants travelled around the city in wheelchairs and scooters. For these
participants, key barriers to getting around the city related to the quality of streets and
pavements. In particular, participants identified problems with dropped curbs
throughout the city. In most cases the main problem was seen to be the gradient of
many dropped curbs:
The main difficulties I find are these dropped kerbs…actually there’s one right at the
end of your road up there. Montague Place and Edward Street. On that
corner…’cause when I go to the hospital, it’s got a dropped kerb but then it goes down
and up steeply. Really and my wheels spin ‘cause they can’t get a grip. And there’s
lots of those around Brighton… If you stick to the main route like down to the seafront
or up to Western Road they’re all lovely and flat. But if you go anywhere outside the
centre they’re a bit difficult (Male, 50-65, mobility impairment & long term health
condition)

In addition, dropped curbs were found to be inconsistent in many areas, with a drop on
one side of the road and not the other:
There are places you get stopped where there’s a ramp going up, when you get to the
other end of the street there isn’t one going down so you’ve got to turn around and go
all the way back again. (Male,50-65, mobility impairment, long-term health condition &
mental health condition)
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The consequences of insufficient drop curbs was for some participants an
inconvenience in travelling round the city. For others, the combination of dropped
curbs and cracked and broken streets could cause participants considerable pain
when travelling around the city, often preventing them from going out:
Some of the kerbs, you know, they're just ridiculous, bumps, pavements are all
uneven. So the time you went, I have to take painkillers before … terrible where
they’ve got trees on the pavements and the roots have gone underneath, so when you
go over on a scooter you’ve got to take the hill and then go down like that, you know.
That kind of thing is worse and especially when people leave their bins out there at the
same time, you’ve either to get out and, off and move the bins yourself, which I
wouldn’t do because I wouldn’t want to be hurt myself, or I have to go onto the road.
(Male,50-65, mobility impairment)

For one participant, the lack of dropped curbs was compounded by streets in her local
area which had been broken due to the placement of trees on the street:
I’d like a dropped curb outside the flat so I can get to the shop over the road, at the
moment it takes me seven minutes…I have to go out of here down to the crossing
cross over there and then come all the way back…It’s stupid. But they could put a drop
curb this side a drop curb that side and I could get over there and back in a minute.
And also the pavements are also all rickety and uneven and they’re cracked and
they’ve got roots sticking out from the trees and I’m going along bump bump bump
bump and my back is killing me. (Female, 25-50, mobility impairment, long-term health
condition & mental health condition)

For another participant, dropped curbs were a risk to his safety and he spoke of an
incident which could have been far more serious:
I had an accident just up the road. I was out looking at drop curbs and I went up this,
this drop curb and there was a funny camber on it and it skewed the chair off and
down on to the road, throwing me out and uh, a couple of passer bys helped me back
into it just as a bus came round the corner. If we’d have been seconds later you know,
it would have been a lot more serious. (Male,50-65, mobility impairment, long-term
health condition & mental health condition)

Several participants however noted that some newer dropped curbs were often of
good quality, particularly in newly renovated areas of the city:
A lot of drop down curbs in Brighton are excellent. (Male, 50-65, mobility impairment &
mental health condition)
Where they’re good, they’re good. The new one it um, the junction off Church Road
and Jubilee Road, New Road, brilliant, absolutely brilliant (Male,50-65, mobility
impairment, long-term health condition & mental health condition)

One participant who had approached the council about the issue reported that he had
been told there were inadequate funds for dropped curbs, but felt investment was
urgently needed, in consultation with disabled people:
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The Council…they say they haven’t got any money, but I know it’s a different pot. The
government puts all this funding for cycle lanes to give cyclists safe journey across the
city. That’s a lifestyle choice. This isn’t. We ought to have some of that pot to make
sure we’ve got good quality dropped curbs… And any new ones and any that are in
very bad repair should have input from a disabled person. I mean, which won’t cost
anything cause we’d do it for nothing, you know. (Male,50-65, mobility impairment,
long-term health condition & mental health condition)

In contrast, one participant reported receiving a very positive response to his request
to the council for more dropped curbs:
When I got the wheel chair a lot of Southern Road hadn’t got dropped curbs and I
phoned up….knowing that the budget probably had been all accounted for and spent.
But, within a couple of weeks, well less than a couple of weeks they were doing them,
and I know they do it in conjunction with BT and whoever’s doing works anyway, but
they’ve done… all the side I live on has drop down curbs. (Male, 50-65, mobility
impairment & mental health condition)

Experiences of problems with broken streets were not restricted to wheelchair and
scooter users. One participant with a visual impairment reported a fall in the street
due to this issue:
I feel unsafe, say like if I’m going down the road, because I have fallen in the street.
Not because of me not using the cane properly, more because of the, the kerbs.
There’s lots of cracks. And at one stage I have actually snapped my cane. (Female,
25-50, visual impairment & mental health condition)

In addition to problems with dropped curbs and broken streets, some participants also
experienced problems accessing certain areas of the city due to the age and design of
buildings. This theme also emerged as a key barrier to community participation earlier
in this report.
Getting around the city – what’s that like?
Not too bad, round the Lanes it’s pretty tough just because it’s so old down there.
Churchill square’s easy because it’s so smooth and flat, it’s no problem. But the Lanes,
the doors are very narrow; they’re not going to be widened just because buildings are
so old. (Male,25-50, mobility impairment & long-term health condition)

A5.3.4.1. Street furniture
Another barrier identified to getting around the city with a scooter or wheelchair was
street furniture, such as advertising boards, rubbish bins and various street posts. In
some cases this was made worse where bikes were changed to street furniture and
blocked the pavement:
I went up North Lanes once with somebody and there was just you know, A-boards,
tables, chairs and other people in scooters coming towards you, prams coming
towards you. So I got on the first junction and turned left. And then, there is I can’t
remember the street you know where Infinity Foods is, there is a corner just by there, I
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went as far as there once and I was stuck… and somebody had parked a bike on the
post on a corner so this thing went half off the pavement. (Male,50-65, mobility
impairment, mental health condition & long-term health condition)

Often limited space on streets was made worse by a combination of street furniture
and other vehicles:
Going along Eastern Road to the hospital is not always easy because sometimes they
put one of the black communal bins right over a ramp. Yesterday a big lorry was
parked over a ramp down in Ship Street (Male,50-65, mobility impairment, long-term
health condition & mental health condition)

One participant who was a regular scooter user found this to be a particular problem
but felt that the situation had improved to some extent more recently:
The worst thing is people sticking signs out in the middle of the bloody pavement for a
shop and I’m always having a go at the Council about this, and even I go and move
the signs myself, move them out of the way, and then they come out and I’ll say, “Well,
excuse me but this is a pavement, that’s your area, this is our area, shouldn’t be on
there,” you know. So we’ve had a good thing on that and they tightened up on that
quite a deal. (Male,50-65, mobility impairment)

The issue of street furniture was again a problem for participants with visual
impairments. One participant who used a guide dog was often required to walk on the
road against traffic due to street obstacles. This participant was also particularly
critical of the shared street system in new Road:
You get New Road which is just the most bonkers idea out, you’re walking down the
middle and a taxi comes at you or and one comes from behind at the same time… the
other things which are bugbears are all the A-boards on the pavements, we’ve got
such narrow pavements and particularly around Ship Street you get the cars about
always parking on the pavements, people always think if there’s room for them to get
through therefore anyone can get through… but when you’re walking with a guide dog,
the guide dog works on the width of the two of you, they will not say ‘oh look it’s a bit
narrow, we can squeeze through’, and therefore you have to go out on the road, you
know, unnecessary danger every time... (Male,50-65, visual impairment)

A5.3.4.2. Crowds
A key barrier for some participants walking around central Brighton was simply the
large crowds in areas such as Churchill square and Western Road. This could be a
problem for participants with mobility difficulties, and also for participants with visual
impairments.
There’s one area I do not go because I hate it up there, that’s Western Road, Churchill
Square. It is a nightmare, but when we’re always up that end I just hate it because they
just barge past you, see you struggling and people just barge into you, and it’s many a
times we’ve been up there and I’ve kind of had to move out the way because
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someone’s barged into me, nearly had me over. I just detest the area, hate it up there.
(Male, 25-50, mobility impairment & long-term health condition)

Two participants felt that this problem was compounded by a lack of awareness
among the general public of people with visual impairments using white canes:
You’re walking down the street and although I’ve got the white cane people just still
walk into you. That’s what I don’t like. But, I guess, because it’s a city, you’re going to
get that. (Female, 25-50, visual impairment & mental health condition)
Walking round town is not a problem but the people down there don’t move out of the
way or anything like that …I don’t think you guys know what a white stick is down
there…it seems to be alien to most people in Brighton. So people make it difficult to
get about. (Male, 18-25, visual impairment & mental health condition)

A5.3.4.3. Crossing roads
One participant with a visual impairment who used a guide dog felt some areas lacked
accessible crossing points. Although this participant spoke favourably of crossing
points with vibrating spindles, he found this provision to be invalidated by poor
maintenance and insufficient consideration of visual impaired users when designing
new streets:
Crossings, they’re wonderful but you know, all the crossings where you rely on the
spindles to turn… they are very poorly maintained and the other factor is they’ve got a
lot better in Brighton, I have to say, but there are still problem areas. The junction with
Hove Street, there’s nothing to help you cross the road there, there’s a green man but
there’s no spindle, the reason, ‘ah well that junction has a filter on it, therefore it
wouldn’t be safe to give you a spindle’, and yet, I know every seventh time the lights
change it’s safe to go. So why can’t a spindle do the same?... the one which I can’t do
any longer is the top of Grand Avenue and The Drive, because they reconstructed it, I
have no idea, it was a nightmare to cross anyway, but at least I knew that if the cars
were turning right I could walk across because it was still, it was safe, now they’ve
changed the whole layout and the spindles don’t work there…and the other thing they
did is build that diabolical cycle lane where you step off the pavement and then you’ve
got step up again... I wish these planners actually had to walk with a guide, or work
with a guide dog, or any other form of disability. (Male,50-65, visual impairment)

A5.3.5. Trains
Several participants were regular users of train services to travel to locations outside
of the city, and many spoke positively about assistance they received from platform
staff:
Are the trains accessible?
Yes, they're very caring, and I always think that everyone else has to stand, but I can
sit, I always have my place… very good. I've been out to Chichester and Eastbourne,
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just things I can do as a sort of retired and active in my mind person (Female,50-65,
mobility impairment)
Trains, they’re quite good...I’ve been all over the country. For the most part they’re
fine, the underground they can be very helpful... it’s usually finding the right platforms, I
usually ask for assistance to get on, I don’t need it to get off (Male,50-65, visual
impairment)

Some participants had experience of using assisted travel schemes. One participant
found this scheme to be particularly helpful when he was travelling long distances with
luggage:
I happened to ring Great Western and I said I want to make a journey. And she said no
problem. She worked it all out. Someone at Brighton station, takes your luggage, puts
the ramp down, makes sure you’re on, in the right place, puts your luggage away,
phones through you’re on the train, where you are, when you get to the other end
there’s somebody there with the ramp to get you off and it’s brilliant and its free and
they plan the journey for you. (Male,50-65, mobility impairment, long-term health
condition & mental health condition)

Another participant, however, reported platform staff were not notified of a request for
assistance when booking travel through the one-stop travel shop in central Brighton:
The trains. Yeah we keep getting—because sometimes we go up and see family and
we keep booking assistants and they keep saying oh you haven’t booked an assistant.
… we go to One stop travel down the Steine to book the tickets and ask for assistance
for wheelchair user etc etc. They put it on the computer screen and then when we get
to the station its like ohhh…it’s not on our list and they can’t help. (Female, 25-50,
mobility impairment, long-term health condition & mental health condition)

One participant who regularly used the assisted travel service found that occasionally
platform staff did not provide assistance to get off the train as requested:
Brighton, most of the time, they do get it right, but on the odd occasion, they do get it
wrong, but I find that this problem of either forgetting to take you off, is a really bad
nightmare, especially if you’ve got to be somewhere by one o’clock or whatever. (Male,
mobility impairment & long-term health condition)

This participant also recounted a negative experience travelling to Birmingham and
back, where scheduled assistance to assist with disembarking the train did not
happen, leaving him stranded on the train until it reached the end of the line. The
return journey was also problematic as he did not receive appropriate assistance
when his journey was rerouted
I’m a regular traveller up to Birmingham and my last journey was all hell let loose.
And, unfortunately, one of the boxes blew up or something, so we were late, but I was
supposed to get off at Clapham Junction and they forgot to take me off, so I ended up
having to go up to Victoria and then coming back round that way. And when I
mentioned it to one of the guys when I got back to Clapham Junction, he said “Yeah,
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we’re always having problems with them from Brighton” it seems a constant problem
and it’s a frightening experience.
And in that situation, had you booked the assisted travel?
Yeah, everything’s been booked and everything, because I always book long journeys,
because, obviously, with changing over trains, and the other thing was that on the way
back, I had to get off at Milton Keynes. The manager wouldn’t allow me to get a taxi…
anyway, they managed to get me on another train and ended up at… what was it…
Euston, and I was completely lost because I don’t know London at all, hardly well. And
I had to get somebody to take me to a bus stop where I could catch the bus back to
Victoria (Male, mobility impairment & hearing impairment)

For one participant, a key issue with accessing assistance on the train to avoid being
stranded was the fact that alarm systems for calling assistance had been deactivated:
You have to press the alarm on the train, that’s the only way to get attention. And one
of the problems there is the alarm in the disabled area, which is there at a low height
so people in wheelchairs can reach it, is always locked, the only person that can
unlock it is the guard and the guards don’t unlock them because they make out…
whenever you question them about it, they say “Oh, kids always mess about with it.”
(Female, mobility impairment & long-term health condition)

A difficulty for one participant using the train was the cost of train travel which he
found to be excessive. For another participant, the concessionary rail card allowed
him to use the trains more frequently:
Trains are pretty rubbish to go anywhere, expense wise anyway. Luckily I don’t need
to travel on trains anymore for work, so you can find off peak rates. (Male,50-65, longterm health condition)
The trains are alright, they’re not too bad at the moment because I’ve got my Railcard
as well which is handy. My Railcard cost me fifty four quid for three years. And it gives
a minimum of a third off each ticket. For carers as well... we get a lot of use, saves us
both a fortune... we used to go to Worthing and that by bus but since my Railcard it
works out cheaper for him as well, so we use the trains a lot more. (Male, 25-50,
mobility impairment & long-term health condition)
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Countability 2012: Executive summary

Aims & Objectives
The Countability research project was commissioned by public service providers to
address a data gap regarding the barriers and opportunities faced by disabled people
living in Brighton & Hove, in regards to key aspects of daily life. The research was led
by the Fed Centre for Independent Living and started with one question:
What barriers, challenges and opportunities are experienced by disabled
adults, aged 18-65, who live in Brighton and Hove?
The research was guided by the Social Model of Disability, which considers disabled
people to be disabled by social barriers rather than their individual impairments or
health conditions. The focus of the research was therefore on the barriers, challenges
and opportunities shared by disabled people in society.
The Countability project started by gathering available data from local service
providers on disabled people, how they used services and their experiences of living
in the city. Local data was found to be quite limited, with no consistent approach to
data collection on disabled people and varying levels of cooperation received from
different departments within individual service providers. This highlighted the need for
extensive primary research.

Research methods



50 in-depth, semi-structured interviews
Five focus groups, each with 4-6 people

The methods chosen for the research were based on extensive consultation with
individual disabled people, community groups and service providers which was carried
out during the first stages of the project.
Research was widely publicised using a variety of media, contacts with existing
community groups and through leaflets disseminated across the city. These included:





An article in The Argus and several smaller community newsletters
An advert in Friday Ad
Radio interviews e.g. with Juice radio
Leaflets in community venues, health clinics and leisure facilities
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A mailout to over 4,000 blue badge-holders aged 18-65 in the city
E-mail and phone contact with community organisations throughout the city

We also ran focus groups to include groups who we thought might face barriers to
finding out about the research and taking part in individual interviews. These included:




2 “big meetings” facilitated by Brighton and Hove Speak Out for people with
learning disabilities to talk about health, work and leisure.
2 focus groups facilitated by Mind aimed specifically at users of mental health
services.
1 focus group facilitated by a sign language translator from the Sussex Deaf
Association aimed specifically at people who are deaf or hearing impaired.

Countability participants
The research team sought to recruit a diverse group of people including people with a
physical impairment, mental health conditions, learning disabilities and/or long-term
health conditions. We spoke to people from different backgrounds and different areas
of the city. The sample of people we spoke to does not claim to be representative of
all disabled people but does include a wide range of different perspectives.

Findings
We asked people about:
 Community activity such as social activities, groups and organizations
 Experiences of health services
 Support they received with their everyday life
 How they felt about their housing and experiences of housing services
 How they got around the city and experiences of transport
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Executive Summary








Barriers and opportunities for employment and volunteering
Experiences of crime and what made them feel safe/unsafe
Experiences of benefit services and how people managed with money

Community Participation
I would just love something where you can get together with people… in a social
setting where you can chat to people because I think that’s half the problem just
feeling so isolated. (Male, 50-65, mobility impairment)










Some participants felt socially isolated, due to lack of engagement in social
networks, employment, volunteering or education.
Some participants lacked the support needed to get out and about in the
community, particularly those with a learning disability or care needs.
Other barriers to community activity included physical inaccessibility of venues,
lack of sign language translation and lack of information about what was
available.
Some participants felt there was a lack of choice regarding social activities
available particularly in regards to timing and location
Other participants were more engaged in the community and had networks of
friends and family, which typically came from involvement in employment,
volunteering and networks of identity based on health conditions, sexuality,
religion or faith.
Peer support groups were particularly important for participants in providing
information, social networks and support.
Participants accessed and responded to information on community activity in
very different ways, suggesting there was no single one size fits all approach to
information provision

Health
I missed all three physio appointments when I was in hospital because I was sitting in
the toilet waiting for the nurse to come and give me a hand to help get out of the room,
you do the buzzer and you could be waiting, probably twenty five minutes for someone
to come and help you (Male,25-50, mobility impairment & long-term health condition)







Experiences in regards to NHS health services were mixed between participants,
and even despite some clearly identified problems, many were overwhelmingly
positive about the importance of the NHS in managing their own health
conditions.
Participants had positive experiences of primary care where they felt GPs had a
good bedside manner, spent a longer time on appointments, involved the patient
in treatment decisions, and where they felt there was good continuity of care, and
negative experiences where these factors were absent
Participants reported negative experiences in hospital which they attributed to a
lack of continuity between nursing staff and a lack of support with personal care
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Social Care
I’ve got a really good care package. It’s essential. It’s really, really important. If I didn’t
have the care package that I’ve got now I wouldn’t be able to do half of what I do even
sort of getting out and about... I would just be even more dependent on the services
that I’m already dependent on otherwise. (Female,25-50, mobility impairment, visual
impairment and long-term health condition)










Effective Direct Payments support provided participants with flexible support from
consistent care staff, meeting their needs effectively and enhancing quality of life.
Participants found this to be better than other forms of care but some did not
want Direct Payments because of the perceived administrative burden.
Some participants felt they did not get enough social care support, particularly to
get out and about and participate in social activity, but also with help around the
house
Many participants relied on friends and family for support with various aspects of
their life including personal care, in some cases resulting in inconsistent and
unreliable support, and negatively affecting participants’ independence, mental
health and relationships with others.
Some participants felt happy where they did not rely on social services support.
Participants with mental health conditions felt that low levels of ongoing one-toone support could reduce their need for crisis services but few received this
support.
Equipment and adaptations allowed participants to carry out basic tasks and in
some cases reduced risks they faced in their own home (e.g. falls). However
there were long waiting times for large adaptations.

Housing
I’ve been on the council housing list for four years and I’m still waiting, I’ve got the
doctors letters, letters from my specialist all saying, you must give her a ground floor
place because she can’t manage, she is trapped. And it seems it doesn’t make any
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Executive Summary



where people needed it. Some specialist centres and surgical wards however
were rated highly by participants.
Some participants had good experiences of community and outpatient services
and specialist nurses which tailored their support to people's individual needs.
Other participants perceived a lack of disability awareness in health services
which prevented effective treatment.
Several participants had accessed counseling services which helped them work
through episodes of depression:, however many participants felt that mental
health services provided inadequate preventative support and talking therapies,
placing more demand on crisis services.
Participants perceived poor coordination of mental health services, and a lack of
involvement of patients in their own treatment, which increased stress and
anxiety and resulted in longer recovery times.

difference so I’m going to try and find some bigger guns because otherwise I’ll be
throwing myself out the window (Female,50-65, mobility impairment & long-term health
condition)








Many participants were happy with where they lived. However, many were still
waiting to be allocated social housing after several years.
Some participants felt the social housing allocation process did not recognise
their needs, particularly where health conditions had progressed.
Several participants were stuck in unsuitable homes where they faced barriers
which prevented them getting out and about, or where they feared for their safety
due to neighbourhood disputes
The major issues for participants in private rental properties were recent
increases in rental costs and cuts to housing benefit
Where people tried to move to rental properties they experienced discrimination
from landlords against benefits claimants and a lack of suitable housing.
Participants in their own home or with secure social housing tenancies did not
report feeling stress and anxiety about housing issues, in contrast to those
worried about their housing security.

Transport & Environment
Buses are a bit of a nightmare. Although I’m not actually in a wheelchair they’re just
really impatient to get off and they drive off while I’m still standing so I’ve just given up
using them. (Male, 50-65, mobility impairment & long-term health condition)







Many participants used the bus, with many satisfied with their experiences, but
others reported bus drivers who were rude and unhelpful and did not give people
time to get seated
Participants with physical impairments reported barriers due to poor accessibility
at some bus stops, malfunctioning ramps, and limited availability of wheelchair
spaces on busy bus routes.
Taxis were felt to be too costly by most participants and were inaccessible to
some electric wheelchair users.
Many participants relied heavily on private cars to get around where they faced
barriers to public transport. The most significant barrier to car use was felt to be
the lack of disabled parking.
Participants walking or scooting round the city perceived certain areas to be "no
go zones" due to the combination of poor dropped curbs, narrow and broken
streets, and street furniture which caused obstacles for wheelchair and scooter
users.

Employment and Volunteering
Employment and Support Allowance, for me I thought ‘Oh that sounds quite good
actually, that’s what I want’, I want some support, but this summer has all been about
proving how ill I get, which has made me ill. So, you know, that’s been time wasted in
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For participants who considered themselves unable to work, the most significant
barriers to employment were seen to be aspects of their own health conditions or
impairment, particularly where these involved pain, fatigue or fluctuating
symptoms.
Most participants aspired to having a job where they felt capable of work
For participants who felt capable of work key barriers were a lack of availability of
jobs appropriate to their needs, lack of effective support to find and retain
employment, and poor provision of reasonable adjustments and in some cases
discrimination by employers.
Participants emphasised the importance of reasonable adjustments such as
support workers, assistive technology and accessible working environments to
enable people to access employment.
Volunteering was also felt to be important in providing a route into employment,
as well as social contact and an indirect source of emotional support

Crime and Safety
You get people beating up old people, something they do sometimes. They haven’t
started with me yet, they damaged my car but they don’t hit me. (Female,50-65,
mobility impairment & long-term health condition)






Participants reported experiencing problems with crime in areas such as
Whitehawk, Central Hove and St Peter's Church, and felt at risk of violence
where they perceived themselves as vulnerable.
Some participants had experienced isolated disability hate incidents throughout
the city. Several participants felt unsafe in areas of central Brighton due to
groups of drinkers.
Participants who had been involved as witnesses or victims of criminal cases
were generally positive about their involvement with the police.
Some participants with mental health conditions and participants who were deaf
reported negative experiences of the police which they attributed to a lack of
disability awareness.

Finances and Benefits
I find that most of the benefit services treat you like a criminal, and you should
probably start on a dissertation before you embark on the Disability Living Allowance
form (Female,25-50, mobility impairment & long-term health condition)
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Most participants accessed some form of benefit, with most claiming Disability
Living Allowance and others claiming Employment and Support Allowance and
housing benefit.

Executive Summary

which I could have been trying to get back into work (Female, 20-25, mental health
condition)

Key barriers to accessing benefit services included a lack of information on
benefits entitlements, complex benefits forms and the high level of rejected
applications which were later overturned.
Advice and advocacy services were felt by participants to be important in helping
them to challenge benefits decisions, although some felt mainstream services did
not meet their needs
Benefits such as Disability Living Allowance were important in enabling
participants to meet extra costs related to life as a disabled person. However,
increasing costs in other areas (e.g. increased rent and cuts to housing benefit)
meant some participants were unable to meet these costs.
Many participants were worried about their financial future with upcoming
changes to benefits.







Cross-cutting Issues
A number of common themes were also identified by participants across different
services.






A perceived lack of accessible information and adequate signposting from
service providers
A perceived lack of disability awareness among service providers and the
general public, particularly for those with invisible disabilities
Poor availability of low-cost, effective preventative support, as resources were
increasingly targeted towards people perceived to be “the most disabled” by
service providers
Poor physical accessibility across the city and poor quality streets
The importance of involving disabled people in how services are provided to
ensure they meet the needs of people who use them

Next Steps
Following the publication of this research, the Fed Centre for Independent Living and
providers of public services will continue to work together to improve services and
ensure findings are acted on. The Fed will continue to promote independent living for
disabled people and strive to ensure that disabled people are involved in future design
and commissioning of public services.
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From: Jeremy Hilliard
Sent: 17 September 2012 20:34
To: TPH
Subject: Ref taxi and private hire consultation
Dear sirs,
I write to object to the proposals to remove the exemption for wedding and funeral cars under the primary legislation
clause. If an exemption were not agreed almost all vintage and classic wedding vehicles would cease to be available
due to the prohibitive cost. I support the dropping of the licenced drivers Only proposal to allow the use of these
beautiful old cars rather than they rot away in a garage. People interested in this type of car are statistically proven to
maintain their cars in good condition and have a much better than average record on driving offences and accidents.
Other government agencies have already exempted pre 1960 vehicles from the mot test for this very reason.
Yours faithfully
jeremy hilliard.
Sent from my iPad
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Mark Isherwood AM
Welsh Conservative Member for North Wales

Cardiff Bay, Cardiff, CF99 1NA
Bae Caerdydd, Caerdydd, CF99 1NA
Eich cyf / Your ref:
Ein cyf / Our ref: MI/JW
18th September 2012

Public Law Team (Taxi and Private Hire)
Law Commission
Steel House
11 Tothill Street
London
SW1H 9LJ

To whom it may concern,
Re: Reforming the Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services
The Cross Party Group for Funerals and Bereavement in the National Assembly for Wales met
on 3rd July 2012 and discussed the consultation document, Reforming the Law of Taxi and
Private Hire Services, which had been issued by the Law Commission.
The Group examined current arrangements for funeral vehicles and believed that the exemption
contained in the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 was appropriate. No
members of the Group expressed any concerns about how the exemption works in practice and
there was no support for removing the exemption for funeral vehicles.
Assembly Members were concerned that removing the exemption would increase red tape on
funeral businesses, many of which are small companies, and the new licensing costs would
ultimately be passed on to the bereaved.
The Group did not support proposal No.11 contained in the consultation document and believed
that the current exemption should remain for funeral vehicles.
We would welcome your response accordingly.
Yours faithfully

Mark Isherwood AM
Chair
Cross Party Group for Funerals and Bereavement

From: Nigel Marston Motorsport
Sent: 19 September 2012 00:51
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Services project. Reference LCCP203
To Whom it May Concern
With regard to the above consultation, I would like to strongly object to the current proposals to bring wedding and
funeral cars within private hire legislation.
I am the owner of Sunderland Wedding Cars (www.sunderlandweddingcars.com) and also the Business Manager of
Scollen & Wright Funeral Service (www.scollenandwright.co.uk). Should these proposals be adopted, it would
effectively close my wedding car business down making my driver’s redundant and costing our funeral business tens
of thousands of pounds to replace our current fleet of 3 Cadillac limousines.
Most wedding cars businesses within the UK are small, family operated concerns. There are no large nationwide
wedding car businesses in existence and the proposals are likely to close down a significant number of such
businesses along with many funeral businesses that cannot afford the tens of thousands of pounds to replace their
funeral fleet with vehicles that fall within the private hire criteria.
Whilst I can appreciate the requirement to attempt to standardise legislation for such type of transport services,
introducing the same legislation for wedding and funeral cars as for private hire vehicles is nonsensical when
consideration is given to the vast difference in the way that such vehicles are used.
Our wedding cars are used purely for weddings and nothing else. The 8 vehicles within my wedding car business
(which include the 3 funeral limousines) probably do no more than 2000 miles per year and are used only
occasionally in contrast to private hire vehicles that may be used 7 days per week and cover many tens of thousands
of miles per year. The drivers of the vehicles are generally employed on a casual or part time basis which
necessitates the requirements for a number of drivers to be available. The cost of licencing all drivers would be
prohibitive.
Furthermore, all of the vehicles currently owned by both businesses would fall outside the current legislation which
prevents vehicles of over 5 years old in addition to other restrictions placed on private hire vehicles by the local
authority in this area (such as a ban on tinted glass).  
The owners and operators of wedding cars businesses and funeral vehicles are generally responsible in my
experience and take a particular interest and pride in what are often specialised vehicles which are particularly
suitable for the occasions for which they are used. I would suggest that any benefits brought by such legislation
would be significantly outweighed by the devastating impact that such legislation would have upon the funeral and
wedding car industry costing jobs and closing down businesses in such poor economic times. All of this is without
mention that the age old tradition of being taken to ones wedding by such specialised and unusual transport would
cease.
I request that my objections are considered within the consultation.
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Nigel Marston
Sunderland Wedding Cars
Scollen & Wright Funeral Service Ltd
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Ali Moughal, Rukhsana (RTH) OUH
Sent: 27 September 2012 18:56
To: TPH
Subject: Proposed De-Regulation of Hackney Carriage
Dear Sir/Madam
I write in reference to the above said proposals to lodge my objection to the changes, as an Hackney Carriage Owner.
My objections are, as follows:Earnings are already down due to the other Private Hire Vehicles in Oxford, and other taxi's coming from outside
Oxford, from fellow Counties.
We are just about managing to meet our existing Financial Commitments, namely Mortgages, etc however; if you deregulate, then we will not be able to work, as the business will drastically reduce, also, we will not be able to purchase
and/or run our Hackneys.
In addition to the above, we are also faced by the continuing tight guidelines from the European Union with regards to
changing our Hackneys, so the exhausts are Euro 4 compliant from 2013.
If you de-regulate, how are we able to purchase these New Hackneys.
Oxford City Council survey every 3 years, if they think their is a need for more plates, then they issue accordingly. We
are happy with this process.
Please take the above points into consideration before proceeding with your proposals.
Yours sincerely
Mazhar Ali Moughal
Sent for and on behalf of the above named individual.
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From: Nigel Woodcock
Sent: 19 September 2012 22:30
To: TPH
Subject: Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services
To whom it may concern,
This is in response to the following Law Commission Report on proposed changes to the regulation of taxis in England & Wales:
http://lawcommission.justice.gov.uk/docs/cp203 taxi-and-private-hire-services summary.pdf
I am submitting comments in my capacity as chair of Trafford Green Party and on behalf of the party. In making these comments I
should point out that we have listened to the views of the Trafford Taxi Owners' and Drivers' Association.
We believe that removing the limit on the number of taxis in the borough of Trafford would only serve to cause more congestion
and even greater pollution, in an area that is already heavily polluted (especially in the region of the A56 and M60, and close to
Trafford Park industrial area).
We believe that is would not be viable to increase the number of taxi rank areas, and that there are already sufficient numbers of
taxis in the area. Indeed, the Survey of Unmet Demand, last carried out in 2009, stated that there was an oversupply of taxis, and
since we have had further downturn in the local economy since this time, then there is no reason to believe that this is no longer
the case.
Trafford Green Party believes that the current system of allowing councils to restrict the number of taxi licences is adequate, and
that total de-restriction would be a very bad move that would inevitably impact on the health of children and other citizens in the
borough.
Please don't hesitate to contact me if you require any further details.
Kind regards, Dr. Nigel Woodcock.
(Chair, Trafford Green Party)

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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County Hall Beverley East Riding of Yorkshire HU17 9BA
www.eastriding.gov.uk
Nigel Leighton Director of Environment & Neighbourhood Services

Response to Consultation Exercise
The East Riding of Yorkshire Council welcomes the opportunity to comment on the Law
Commission’s proposed reform of taxi and private hire licensing laws.
We recognise that the current laws are now outdated and that this reform is necessary to bring
the licensing laws into the present day, make them suitable for the future, and to address the
many and varied issues posed to both licensing authorities and the trade by the existing licensing
arrangements.
This response sets out the considered views of the East Riding of Yorkshire Council
General overview observations
The Law Commission consultation document suggests that a 2 tier system should be maintained
to achieve a different level of regulation for the competitive ‘pre booked market and the uncompetitive
hail and rank market’. Alongside this is a suggestion that there should be minimum standards for all
vehicles (which would be the same) but a higher level of standards might then be applied to hackney carriage
vehicles.
We would question this approach in relation to the pre booked market. The regulation of
vehicles, drivers and operators is necessary to protect public safety and the travelling public. This
protection will take the form of vetting; both drivers and operators, an inspection regime for
vehicles plus additional requirements such as the display of plates, control of fares etc., designed
to assist and protect the public.
The suggestion that some vehicles require less regulation than others seems to be flawed as both
sets of vehicles are conducting essentially the same type of work. The argument that there is a
relationship between the customer and the driver of a pre‐booked vehicle is also not convincing
given that the driver has not necessarily had any prior contact with the customer.
All customers have the right to expect that the vehicle, whether approached on a rank, flagged
down or pre‐booked, is safe, driven by a safe and suitable person who is going to transport the
customer safely to their destination without seeking to overcharge them or put them in danger in
any way.
EAST RIDING OF YORKSHIRE COUNCIL RESPONSE TO PROVISIONAL REFORM
PROPOSALS

Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept pre-booked fares, be
hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only accept prebooked fares.
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Agreed, we recognise the benefits that a radical reform and moving towards a one tier system
could bring and the fact that the public do not recognise the differences, but on balance the two
tier option is the preferred option of this Council. The 2 tier system creates business
opportunities and diversity and will protect future trading positions for both services, in some
areas our ranks are very well utilised especially during the times of the night time economy.
However we believe that safety standards should be the same for both services following
national standards, the addition of conditions at a local level would still be relevant for both in
terms of signage and plates to ensure that the licensing area is identifiable.
REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of reform.
Agreed, it would seem appropriate to include all areas in the reform and can see no reason why
national regulation should be different in specific areas.
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any particular type of
vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services provided for hire with the services of
a driver.
Agreed and should apply to all vehicles seating up to 8 passengers where suitable for public use.
Vehicles over 8 seats should be the responsibility of the Traffic Commissioners and there should
be no overlap. This proposal would simplify matters and give local authorities some flexibility as
it is not possible to determine what modes of transport may be available in the future. However
it would also increase the range of standards to be applied with such a broad definition.
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor vehicles that require
a driving licence?
Not agreed, this would omit some forms of transport currently licensed including horse drawn
carriages that cause no concern to authorities. Our preferred option would be to include motor
vehicles that require a driving licence and horse drawn carriages where safety standards in
relation to the condition of the vehicle and driver are in place. The preferred approach of the
Law Commission to take a broad view is a robust option but needs to ensure that there is a
mechanism to adapt any legislation in relation to future developments or inventions.
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and private hire
vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or
fewer passengers.
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Agreed, we would support this proposal to exclude PSV from local authority licensing and feel
the reform could go even further and restrict PSV licenses to vehicles which have more than 8
passenger seats only. This would remove the anomaly of the Traffic Commissioner licensing
vehicles of 8 seats or less and operators choosing who to licence with Local Authorities or the
Transport Commission.
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature as an exclusion
from the definition of taxis.
Agreed all vehicles carrying 8 or less passengers whether charged separately or not should fall
within the regulatory framework for taxis and private hire services in the interests of public
safety.
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior Traffic
Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist consistency.
Agreed, this guidance would be essential and give consistency in the regulation of vehicles with a
capacity of more than 8 passengers and close some public safety and safeguarding loop holes in
relation to limousines, stretch limos and novelty vehicles.
We feel that consistency in the regulation of drivers should also be a consideration; some drivers
refused a private hire driver’s licence are still employed by private hire operators to drive over 8
seater PSV vehicles. This loophole allows the potential for unsuitable driver’s access to children
and vulnerable persons; we feel all passenger services drivers should meet the same minimum
standards as taxi drivers.
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be used to limit the
scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as well as activities
where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
This is a difficult area as it involves the regular transport of potentially the most vulnerable of
customers; children, vulnerable adults and people requiring hospital treatment. We recognise
that childminders and volunteers may already be vetted in relation to CRB checks, although
these checks may not be updated regularly, unlike taxi drivers who are vetted every 3 years. The
vehicles are also often family cars which are not maintained to the same standards as taxis and
private hire vehicles. It is often difficult to identify who are genuine ‘volunteers’ and a definition
would assist. We would support the licensing of vehicles in relation to commercial gain where
the main purpose of the service is that of a transport provider and has a commercial element.
Some volunteers would be covered under a community transport permit and subject to
registration under the vetting and barring scheme.
A ‘catch all’ definition would be the preferred option with stated exemptions (set by regulation)
and the ability for the Secretary of State to prescribe additional exemptions or modify existing
exemptions. Exemptions should be subject to review. Where there is doubt about the
requirement for a licence due to the business definition the burden of proof should fall on the
driver to show that the passenger transport element falls within the exemptions.
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Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs?
(a) We do not feel that this would need licensing as this would not be in the course of the
business unless it was run as a commercial project. If there is an element of hire or reward
involved then a licence should be required. The burden of proof should be on the driver
(b) There are many Members’ Clubs all with varying types of activities and members. Examples
include club members being transported from club to club on match days. Again if this activity
has a commercial element of hire and reward, a licence should be required.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national standards should be
flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the taxi and private hire licensing
regimes.
We agree some flexibility and exclusions may be useful and necessary due to the broad definition
in respect of vehicles, where these are private hire then it would be appropriate for the exclusion
to be set nationally and locally for hackney carriages. Any exemptions should however be subject
to consultation where possible to consider the implications. Separate licensing requirements for
England and Wales would lead to more confusion, inconsistency and we are not aware of any
justification for it. Any geographical differences in standards and licensing requirements could
result in the mass exodus of trade to those lesser regulated areas.
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire licensing
through primary legislation.
We are not aware of any problems with these two service provisions, however would support
the licensing of vehicles for weddings as our experience shows that many companies offer other
services such as stag /hen nights, prom nights, anniversaries etc. If the provision can be proven
to be strictly weddings only then an exemption may be appropriate. We would not support the
licensing of funeral cars as we see this as providing an ancillary function to the broader funeral
service, although appreciate it is in the course of running a commercial business.
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the Secretary of
State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national standards? If so, what
modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
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Not agreed, we would not support the re-introduction of this contract exemption as it was
repealed in 2008 because it was a ‘grey’ area and the exemption was being used and abused as a
means to circumvent the licensing requirements leading to serious public safety concerns. In
many cases, vehicles and drivers being used by public bodies were not subject to the necessary
checks and inspection because there was an assumption that the vehicles were duly licensed. We
would recommend that the licensing of all vehicles and drivers by the licensing authority is an
essential requirement as it relieves education and health bodies from the need to apply another
level of regulation in an area within which they often have little expertise.
The consultation refers to possible contract exemptions for long term contractual arrangements
and states ‘In these cases, there is no need for the burdens of general licensing criteria to be met.
Public bodies, in particular the NHS and education authorities need to set up large contracts for
transporting children and vulnerable individuals. These organisations are best placed to set
standards and monitor their attainment. Unlike most pre bookings, such contracts will typically
be subject to negotiation and be in writing.’ It is agreed that a written contract will be in
existence, but public bodies often do not have the resource or the expertise to ensure
compliance with the contractual obligations in relation to the suitability and mechanical safety of
vehicles and the fitness of the driver. It would be far better and provide reassurance and
consistency if these bodies can require vehicles (and drivers) to be licensed for taxi use in the
knowledge that the necessary checks on the vehicle and driver have been carried out so they can
simply monitor the contract for the purposes of quality control and reduce burdens.
The aim of the licensing regime is to protect the travelling public and this is most important in
the case of the most vulnerable passengers. The aim of the repeal was to take away the option of
unlicensed drivers/vehicles with no formal enhanced Criminal Records check being allowed to
transport vulnerable children/adults in unregulated vehicles. We are not aware of any evidence
which would support a reverse position.
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public should not be
limited to “streets”.
Agreed, this should be any place within the district including supermarkets, airports and stations.
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire regulation at
airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in place should airports be obliged to
allow a shuttle service for passengers who have pre-booked with other providers, or to the
closest taxi rank?
We are aware that unlike railways, taxi and private hire legislation does not deal with airports
specifically. Byelaws under the Civil Aviation Act 1986 cover the provision of taxi services. We
agree that Airports, Ferry Terminals and Railway stations should be serviced by licensed vehicles
but how the customer can access those services on arrival should be a local matter not a
licensable aspect. We feel there is no need for any legal provision here, it would be a matter for
the airport to manage the situation and to designate a ‘rank’ within the airport for passengers to
hire vehicles, and they could consider setting aside an area for pre booked vehicles to pick up
customers
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Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on a statutory
footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles.
Agreed, the current law on plying and standing for hire is very confusing and lacks clarity.
However, confusion over the role of the driver, and the location of the vehicle, will make the
creation of a statutory definition that does not alter the currents concept very difficult to
achieve.
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of engaging taxi
services.
Agreed, any hiring by phone, internet would be pre booking. In the consultation, the Law
Commission accepts that the distinctions between technological pre booking and hailing are fine
and enforcement will become increasingly difficult.
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in respect of
“arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
Not really, the concept of ‘public place’ is a well-known problem for licensing enforcement. As
the proposals currently stand, for two tier licensing, it is difficult to see any particular advantage
in moving to the Scottish approach.
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be retained.
Agreed, provided the defence of reasonable excuse is retained, the law is clear that compellability
does apply for rank bookings and this should be maintained. This would mean that any vehicle
engaged from a rank must take a journey within the district unless there is a reasonable excuse
not to.
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle and cover all
technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued ability of taxis
to be pre-booked
Agreed if 2 tier licensing is to remain, under current law, the key distinction from taxis is
achieved through restricting PHVs in how they can be engaged by the customer, bookings must
be made in advance and through a licensed PH operator.
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Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be permitted. There
would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional purposes at any
time unless the contrary can be proved.
We would support this proposal in principal and note the difficulty caused to the trade and their
family members on this issue, in that anyone driving the vehicle must hold a licence to do so,
and the problems with current enforcement on this issue. However we are also aware that there
could be enforcement difficulties caused by such a change and may be consequences if an
accident occurs as to who was the driver at the time and also a danger that an unlicensed driver
may use the vehicle for hire and reward. Although supportive of the principle we can see
difficulties in some cases but feel the actual risk is minimal, the burden of proof would need to
be on the driver.
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue statutory guidance in
respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
Agreed, if it is well written then the Statutory Guidance would give some consistency on a
national basis however if the law is clear then local policies are more important to ensure that
local issues are fully addressed. The introduction of such Guidance could also bring more red
tape and burden rather than less.
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles” respectively. References
to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
We would agree with this proposal and would suggest the use of the terms ‘taxi’ and ‘minicab’
rather than ‘private hire’. We feel the term hackney carriage is out dated and not recognised by
anyone other than by those involved in the licensing regime.
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in advertising provided
they are only used in combination with terms like “pre-booked” and did not otherwise lead to
customer confusion?
Not agreed if the two tier licensing is to be retained, the terms “taxi” and “minicab” would be
suitable to describe the two types of vehicle and help reduce public confusion. If that is the case,
then they must remain exclusive to those two types. The suggestion of a “pre booked taxi”
actually meaning a PHV/minicab is unhelpful and would be confusing for customers.
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety requirements.
We would support this proposal of national safety standards for both with full consultation as to
what those standards may be. We feel it is important to distinguish between vehicle safety
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standards, vehicle suitability and driver safety standards. Vehicle safety standards should address
matters such as roadworthiness, maintenance and the frequency and standards of testing and
inspection of vehicles. We feel there should be no compromise on these standards, the safety
standards must apply to both tiers, because otherwise one will be regarded as being of less
importance than the other. We see no benefit to a distinction between the 2 tiers as they are
essentially fulfilling the same task of carrying fare‐paying passengers. We agree that effective
cross‐border enforcement is essential to creating an effective licensing regime that delivers
national standards of public protection.
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum standards.
We agree that all licensed vehicles should be treated the same with minimum national standards
in place with the licensing authority able to add additional requirements which might relate to
signage, etc. To achieve consistency and fairness, testing requirements for drivers should also be
subject to national minimum standards. We recognise that vehicle safety standards are distinct
from vehicle suitability, driver knowledge and driver safety.
We believe that the ability of the licensing authority to set higher ‘quality’ standards on
non‐safety issues ,for example vehicle signage, roof lights, colour / livery schemes etc., should be
retained as it allows local control to be retained while giving the licensing authority flexibility to
waive requirements
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be mandatory standards.
We would agree with this proposal as, Private Hire Vehicles transport members of the public for
a fee in a similar way as a Hackney Carriage. Therefore these vehicles should have the same level
of safety standards as required for taxis. However without more information clarifying what the
“minimum” safety standards are going to be it is impossible to answer this question at this time.
We agree that safety standards for private hire vehicles and suitability standards for drivers
should be set nationally; and would also suggest that the suitability standards for private hire
operators should also be set nationally
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to safety.
Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire drivers.
We would support this proposal as use of sat navs etc., have replaced local knowledge to some
extent, however would wish to retain a local code of conduct for all drivers, the DSA test as a
safety requirement and believe that numeracy/English language tests, to ensure effective
communication, and customer care training is relevant to all drivers and should form part of the
national standards.
We also believe that disability awareness is a topic in which all drivers should receive training
and be assessed, but regard this to be a matter of safety, because a failure to deal appropriately
with a disabled customer may result in them suffering injury or even worse.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in respect of vehicle
signage? Are there other areas where local standards for private hire vehicles are valuable?
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We would support retention of vehicle signage and plates to identify the relevant licensing
authority.
The greatest concern is about the risk to a consumer of using a bogus taxi or private hire vehicle,
it is not unusual for consumers to be picked up by a bogus vehicle and driver, which they
mistakenly believed to be from the private hire firm with which they had booked a vehicle. This
issue might be largely addressed by requiring taxis and private hire vehicles each to display
certain signage, which would then easily distinguish them from each other and from the private
motor car or any bogus vehicle
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety standards for both
taxis and private hire vehicles?
There could be industry resistance and compliance issues.
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services compared
with private hire services?
We feel they should both be equal, in our experience serious problems have occurred with
drivers in both disciplines and the safety of passengers should be paramount. We are of the view
that the best way forward would be a framework that provides maximum flexibility to enable the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers and licensing authorities to address driver safety (and any
other issues).
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for taxis and private
hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
We would support this position and believe safety standards should be set nationally within a
regulatory framework for vehicles, drivers and operators to include CRB’s, medicals etc.
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety standards should
be subject to a statutory consultation requirement.
We feel a full consultation would be of benefit to discuss the proposals and that the standards
should be the same for England and wales.
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety standards? In
particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a technical advisory panel?
The establishment and advice of a technical advisory panel would seem appropriate to get an
expert opinion on proposed standards, the Panel should be independent and impartial from all
interested parties, including professional and trade representative groups and organisations but
with the ability to draw from all sources.
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Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis provided above
the minimum national standards.
We would support retention of this local power for fares, vehicle signage, however feel that in
our experience all vehicles would benefit from a maximum national age restriction
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi standards?
We feel this should be a matter for licensing authorities, however without knowing what the
national minimum standards will be it is difficult to determine what local standards authorities
may wish to introduce as a consequence. However each vehicle would require adequate testing
as to its suitability and roadworthiness before a licence is issued. If mandatory conditions are
enforced as to the size, type and design this will have a huge effect on small businesses and
could lead to a shortfall in vehicle availability. There is a need to avoid vast differences between
authorities which might continue to lead to ‘licensing shopping’ across local authorities and this
should be achieved with the setting of national minimum standards
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on taxi and private
hire drivers or operators?
Licensing Authorities cannot currently impose individual conditions on hackney carriage drivers
or operators where using HC vehicles only. We would wish to see local powers retained in
relation to private hire drivers, operators and dual badges, particular in relation to our code of
conduct following threats made to licensing staff carrying out their duties. There are current vast
differences in approach between authorities when dealing with applicants and as a result an
individual who is refused a licence in one local authority area may well be successful in another
area. This is a clear public safety issue.
National guidelines on how authorities should deal with convictions and medical issues, CRB
checks (frequency etc), when DVLA checks should be carried out, information sharing, disability
training and the testing of drivers and operators on their knowledge of those conditions imposed
upon them would be more beneficial and would deter licence shopping between authorities
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a statutory footing or is
it best left to local arrangements?
We would support local arrangements remaining however where there is an integrated transport
authority then the ITA should be the licensing authority. Statutory duties requiring local
authorities to co‐operate might work in principle but could equally lead to conflict with one
authorities ‘co‐operation’ falling short of another’s expectation
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Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for the purposes
of taxi standard setting.
We agree, where this is felt to be appropriate and already happens in some District council areas,
we will investigate any potential but localism issues will need to be taken into account.
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones within their area.
We agree that there is potential benefit in giving local authorities the ability to create, modify and
remove taxi zones as this may assist in the provision of services in more rural areas and enhance
flexibility, however recognise it can be very difficult to enforce.
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time licences which
may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority
This could cause difficulties to control or regulate and we feel would create additional burdens
on enforcement and could be seen as discriminatory.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting bookings only
within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular licensing
authority.
We can see the benefit of this proposal for urgent situations such as airport/hospital delivery
runs but can see a number of difficulties and serious enforcement issues with such a general
approach in relation to the management and checking of licensed drivers/vehicles in another
area. Currently PHO’s have to hold copies of licenses to ensure all drivers have valid licenses
and insurance in place. We are unsure how a licensed operator using a driver licensed by another
authority would know if a driver’s licence had been revoked by that authority. The local
authority revoking the licence would not be aware which operator(s) the driver worked for if
they were not licensed by that same authority, so they would not be able to make the operator
aware. This has huge implications in respect of the safety of passengers.
We do believe that there is a need for a national register of drivers and operators. This would
provide a checking mechanism for licensing authorities when considering a new applicant as well
as providing information about revocations, refusals etc.
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of out-of-area drop
offs.
We would support this proposal as this does cause problems with current enforcement regime
and is impractical; it would also be more environmental friendly.
Provisional proposal 43
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Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares. Licensing
authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
We would support this as it matches existing arrangements and protects the public from being
overcharged.
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for pre-booked
journeys?
Yes if clearly agreed in advance with the customer for example a booking fee, however we do
not feel that this is workable and would cause difficulties, in our experience private hire work is
usually lower than hackney carriage fares.
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and proper person”
be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national
safety conditions?
We would support setting out the vetting criteria in regulations but recognise the dangers in this
approach where certain offences are omitted. England and Wales must be to the same standards.
There is a real need for a National Register of licensed drivers.
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria applied would
relate solely to the vehicle itself.
Not agreed, we believe that vehicle owners should be vetted to avoid a position where a known
criminal owns and controls a fleet of licensed vehicles and avoid potential public safety issues.
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national
safety conditions?
We would support option (a) Vehicle standards should be set out in Regulations which would
allow more flexibility in future amendments. The set standards must be the same across England
and Wales
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Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire vehicles.
We would support this to ensure satisfactory controls are in place and to include pre booked
taxis.
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on what basis?
We consider that all journeys should either be booked via a licensed operator or direct with the
driver and all journeys should be receipted. This would essentially mean any third party taking
bookings on behalf of any vehicle will require an operator’s licence
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include intermediaries.
If the intermediary is dealing only with licensed operators, then they would not require an
operators licence, however where the intermediary is dealing directly with the driver of a vehicle
then they should require an operator’s licence.
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained?
Yes operators should be vetted, we would support the retention of this as we have revoked
licences under the fit and proper test and feel that this is very relevant as they have access to
personal information including knowledge about customers, the public need to have confidence
in the person’s delivering this service.
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services.
Agree, but records should be kept of who the booking was sub contracted to and within the
controlled area.
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping requirements apply?
Yes we see this as no different to private hire booking.

CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
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Agreed, we would support this proposal as it will remove the need for costly surveys and feel
that market forces should dictate. Restrictions in place only serve to benefit the trade, not the
customer, who often charge huge prices for purchase of or for renting the vehicles and restricts
entry into the market.
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost the ability to
restrict numbers?
In the short term we could see an increase in applications, perceived reductions in trade
earnings, dissatisfaction from those in the trade who will feel aggrieved about the loss of their
plate ‘premium’. Many drivers have invested thousands of pounds in these plates, potential for
experienced drivers to leave the trade; and potential congestion at ranks and nearby roads.
A positive impact would be the ability for market forces to determine numbers removing the
perception that the HC trade is protected or subsidised by the council by limiting competition
Although a greater number of taxis may not guarantee all ranks are covered at all times, it should
generally mean taxis are more available and should stimulate greater customer usage across ranks
and times. By allowing all drivers to work whenever they please there will always be times in the
day and night when there are too many and not enough taxis to meet the demand, particularly
evident during the school run time.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi trade over a
scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
It would seem sensible to notify the licensed trade in advance if there are to be changes to
quantity control. This would enable the licensing authority genuine time to plan for the changes,
to review policies to ensure standards can be maintained and to plan inspection and enforcement
activities.
CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles? This could
involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for wheelchair
accessible vehicles.
Yes to a separate licence if there is to be an agreed national vehicle specification in place.
It is unclear how the licensee would be able to give priority to passengers with a disability, given
that there are a wide range of types of disability. Some disabilities are not obvious, this would
also be difficult to enforce.
The proposed aim of equality is not around giving any customer group preferential treatment.
In respect of rank provision, it may be a better scenario to determine whether there is adequate
provision at ranks for all licensed vehicles, including wheelchair accessible vehicles.
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With the numerous vehicle body types (i.e. rear loading) this would not be practical on a rank
owing to the distance required behind the vehicle for loading purposes. Each rank would require
a “dropped curb” to facilitate this type of vehicle (unless this type of vehicle was deemed
unsuitable as a taxi).
We consider that there should not be a separate category of wheelchair accessible vehicle but
that local authorities should be able to designate ranks for use by wheelchair accessible vehicles
(either permanently or at key times during the day/night) as appropriate for their area.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet certain accessibility
standards?
This may be an incentive however the significant cost of these types of vehicles would far exceed
any discount which could be offered, we would like to see a scheme where vehicles are offered at
a reduced price by dealers if they meet certain accessibility standards.
In addition, the requirement of the licensing regime is that the licensing authority sets the licence
fee with a view to covering the cost of administering the licensing regime (including inspections
and enforcement), and any discount would effectively pass the cost on to the tax payer or the
other licensed vehicles. Another factor to bear in mind is the many and varied forms of disability,
meaning that not all disabled passengers will want to travel in a wheelchair accessible vehicle as
some will find a saloon car more accessible to them.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible vehicles, and
catering for the different needs of disabled passengers?
Defining ‘an accessible vehicle or vehicles’ will be necessary and we know that this will not be an
easy task, which is probably why there is no existing approved specification. The biggest
disincentive/barrier currently is generally the cost of providing accessible vehicles particularly
when compared to a (perceived) low demand from the public.
Different age restrictions (or removal of age restrictions) on vehicle could apply in respect of
accessible vehicles provided safety standards are not compromised.
Giving the local authority the ability to reserve prime ranks for accessible vehicles may increase
the incentive by making accessible vehicles a more favoured source of work.
Education and training of drivers is an important factor, this could be applied to all licensed
drivers as through mandatory education and training it would be a foundation to build on.
Operators/drivers would be more likely to be proactive in providing a service for persons with
disabilities if they are confident that they can assist them.
Funding should be made available so that authorities can provide appropriate disability
awareness training which should be mandatory for all licensed drivers.
Licensing authorities should have clear enforcement powers so they can deal with drivers who
fail to offer reasonable assistance to disabled passengers, with more appropriate penalties for
offences.
We already publish an online register of accessible vehicles in our area including the make, model
and accessibility features together with the booking contact information. This provides an
element of business promotion / marketing which may also prove to be an incentive
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Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible vehicles.
We would support this proposal as we see the difficulties of operating such a system The reality
is that different people have different needs A quota would be likely to adversely affect the trade
and without necessarily improving provision
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should include recognised
disability awareness training.
We would support the introduction of this training for all drivers but financial support would
need to be available for local authorities to deliver this.
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire vehicles should
be required to display information about how to complain to the licensing authority.
We believe information should be displayed in the vehicles giving contact details for the licensing
authority. Customers often complain direct to Operators and the Licensing Authority is not
made aware of these complaints until information comes to light or following further
complaints. This would be consistent with the spirit of the Equality Act 2010, because
unfortunately discriminatory practices are not rare in this service provision. More can be done at
local level to ensure that discrimination is not condoned. It should also be a means for customers
to report their feedback to the licensing authority both positive and negative. It could include a
statement about commitment to equality and could also set out some of the national standards
which might be more visible to customers so they know what sort of standards to expect. There
is however a strong possibility that this would result in an increase in the number of complaints
to licensing authorities consequently increasing budgetary pressures on authorities. Dealing with
additional complaints, investigating them and taking appropriate action could also lead to an
increase in suspensions and revocations of licences, with a proportionate increase in committees
and the number of appeals to court as a result.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled passengers
seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified
circumstances, help?
This is very difficult to enforce but very important for reasons of safe guarding.
A standard requirement for roof lights which are then connected to the taxi meter to show when
the vehicle is available for hire would assist. It seems reasonable that taxis should be obliged to
stop for passengers when hailed provided they are available for hire. There should be no
distinction for disabled passengers as the driver may not be aware that the person hailing them is
disabled, and it should be a clear directive that they must stop for any person hailing them
provided it is safe to do so. Clearly they must retain the option to refuse the fare for a reasonable
cause.
The publication of information about accessible vehicles and their contact/booking information,
together with promotion (including direction signage) of rank location (presuming there are
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accessible vehicles on the ranks) would be useful to customers who find it difficult to hail an
accessible vehicle.
However a more effective approach might be through education and training to increase
confidence in assisting disabled customers as well as promoting the fact that passengers with a
disability are potentially an excellent source of recurring custom for drivers.
CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
Not agreed, we can see this could be a deterrent but we would not support the introduction of
this power and see a potential safety risk for licensing officers undertaking such action in moving
traffic. We would support the existing power of the police or VOSA stopping the vehicles on
stop check exercises. This also ignores the bigger problem of how to deal with unlicensed
vehicles and drivers who pose as taxis.
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a public place, to
solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
Touting can be a serious problem at airports and town centres with an active nightlife, not a
significant problem in our area. Our experience is that nationally touting is often conducted by
agents working for private hire operators, it is unusual to see this happening in respect of
hackney carriages.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles acting in breach
of taxi and private hire licensing rules?
We can see that this may be a significant deterrent as an unlicensed driver using an unlicensed
vehicle to ply for hire risks prosecution for driving without insurance and for not being licensed,
but they do not risk losing their private hire licence because they do not have one and are
therefore not risking their livelihood. In many ways they have less to lose than a licensed driver
who operates outside the conditions of his licence. The risk of losing their vehicle completely
could be a more significant deterrent.
On balance we would not support this approach and believe that this power could put the safety
of licensing officers at risk. There are also practicalities surrounding the procedure for seizing a
vehicle. Whilst it would be desirable for a licensing officer to impound a vehicle on the spot for
the commission of an offence, such a seizure can take place after the commission in a similar
way to that in which other enforcement agencies work. Trading Standards Officers, for instance,
have the power to seize and detain goods, including vehicles. Where an officer does not have the
power to require a driver to vacate a vehicle, it is possible to seize it after the event by way of
powers of entry granted under a magistrate’s warrant, for instance, should specific statutory
enforcement powers not be drafted into legislation. If vehicles were seized in any significant
number, the question of their storage could also become an issue.
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Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so how?
Agreed as prosecution can be time consuming and costly. A number of road traffic offences are
already classed as FPN’s and we feel that these could be useful for minor offences but only used
where the evidence is obvious and an offence has been committed and is not subject to
interpretation i.e. not wearing a badge, display of plates etc., and give some flexibility in dealing
with matters other than through expensive court cases. However they need to be an effective
measure for Licensing Officers ensuring compliance and the use of education rather than adding
to business costs.
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers and operators
licensed in other licensing areas.
We are supportive of this proposal if the proposals for cross boundary bookings are
implemented. However the necessary resources would have to be in place, funding would be a
key consideration in any enforcement activity the Licensing Authority takes, as licensing is a selffunding service and has to meet full cost recovery. We are aware of the law on licence fees which
is unclear and leaves an anomaly in relation to funding enforcement activity in relation to drivers
and PHO’s enforcement. We feel that this needs to be addressed nationally as it leaves many
Licensing Authorities open to challenge on this issue.
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation of licences? If
so what would be the best way of achieving this?
No, we feel that this would be very difficult and burdensome for the Authority who has not
licensed the driver/vehicle in terms of costs of enforcement/hearings etc., and would increase
the costs of fees for licensed drivers /vehicle owners in our area as a consequence. There would
need to be an incentive to do so. For any system to work effectively there would need to be
common standards and policies in place between Authorities and a common system of delegated
powers for officers/ committees.
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or revoke a taxi or
private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder of the relevant
licence.
Agreed, we would support this proposal.
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of refusals,
suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing authority to reconsider its
decision.
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This would not be practical or fair for a licensing authority to review its own decisions and could
raise issues of bias. We feel that this could also prolong the legal process and put additional costs
on the Licensing Authority having to hold a further hearing and set up different sub committees,
Decisions are not taken lightly on these matters by Licensing Committees, an Appeal to the
Magistrates is the appropriate course of action
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
Agreed, we would support this proposal
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court?
Agreed, we would support the retention of this right of appeal to protect the rights of
individuals and having regard to the fact that in some cases the crown court has overturned the
decision of the magistrate’s court in favour of the licensing authority.

Yours sincerely

Nigel Leighton
Director of Environment & Neighbourhood Services
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4th September 2012
Law Commission : Consultation Paper No 20
Response to consultation on behalf of the Public Transport Users’
Committee for Wales
Dear Sirs
I write to you as Chair of PTUC, the Public Transport Users Committee for Wales.
The PTUC is specifically tasked with providing Welsh Ministers about strategic issues relating to public transport services in Wales. Our terms of reference include
providing advice from the public transport users’ perspective, on all aspects of public
transport services and facilities, and making recommendations on ways to increase
the appeal of public transport, with a particular emphasis on:





Improving accessibility, safety and mobility of public transport services
Encouraging sustainable travel
Promoting social inclusion through public transport services
Supporting greater integration and interchange between different modes of
transport, for example between buses, trains, taxis, community transport.
Encouraging a shift from using the private car to using public transport.

Further to your consultation on Taxis and Private Hire services the PTUC would like
to offer the following comments:



The PTUC welcomes the review and acknowledges the need to reform the
law on taxi and private hire services.



The PTUC recommends that there be clear definitions of taxi and private hire
services



The PTUC recommends that a clear system of robust enforcement of
standards be put in place.
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Vulnerable adults, children, elderly and people with disabilities are more
dependent on the services of taxis and private hire cars particularly where
public transport cannot meet their needs.



People using the services need to know that they are safe reliable and fit for
purpose



In many rural areas and small towns and villages it is the only method of
transport and they rely on the services

The Key Proposed Changes outlined in the Summary Document are
1. National minimum safety standards for both taxis and private hire
We suggest that these should be national standards across Wales which should
apply equally to both services, and which should include visible signage
2. The changes to national standards should be on fares as there is a local variance
on both forms of hire
3. We agree that there should be across boundary and subcontracting .With national
standards it would make it be easier for enforcement officers and the police to
enforce
4.London/cities should be regulated as else where
5. The number of licences should not be limited, but there must be staggered entry
over a period of time
6. as in 3. Licensing officers should have enforcement powers for out of borough
vehicles and drivers which would be possible with national standards.
7. There should be disability awareness, but this should also include CRB checks,
equality and safety standards
8. There should be clear and understandable statutory definitions of hire both for taxi
and private hire.
9. Wedding and funeral cars should not be exempt
10. Allow for leisure use of taxi and private hire.
11. The Wales Government should be able to have separate standards in respect of
different categories of vehicle
12. There must be exclusions for volunteers and other services where transport is
not the main service
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13. The Wales Government should have powers to issue binding statutory guidance
to create greater consistency in how taxi and private hire legislation is applied across
the Principality
CONSULATION QUESTIONS
Provisional proposals
Overview of Provisional reform proposals
1. We agree there must be clear differences between taxis and private hire
particularly with technology at present and in the future
2. We agree with the proposal
3. The type of vehicle must not be restricted as this may vary with location
and terrain.
4. If this is not necessary then a test of road use/behaviour would be
necessary for the driver for the safety of the passengers
5. To 22 we agree to the content of these proposals.
6. 23 No Only one term should be used not to confuse the public

A Reform Regulatory Frame Work
24. The national standards should be mandatory and be the same for taxis and
private hire and additional ones at the discretion of the licensing authority e.g.
fares. The standards must also include the signage, state of the vehicle interior,
training of drivers on safety, equality, hours of the driver, CRB checks
25/26 27 see 24
28. The signage should be visible (side of passenger door) and include an all
Wales logo
29. The obstacle could be enforcement if the signage was not clearly visible
30. There should be no difference between the two services
31. The powers of the Wales Government should cover ALL conditions not only
safety
32-44. We agree with the proposals

Reform of Driver ,Vehicle and Operator Licensing
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45-53. We agree with the proposals but should be in mandatory regulations so
that changes can be made in changes to technology etc.by the respective
government
Reforming Quality control
54-56. Agree if the proposal in 56 if implemented.
Taxi and Private Hire Reform and Equality
57. We agree with this proposal but would include other categories, guide/helping
dogs, other mobility/walking aids and equipment
58. This would be an incentive to have accessible vehicles
59. That there is the ability to sub contact and all fleets must be mixed
60. We agree with this statement but would suggest that LA provide information
on numbers and percentage
61. Agree but must also include CRB checks and training in equality
62-68. We agree with these proposals
69. With appropriate signage and the role of police and national standards this
could be achieved particularly if there was a national data base between L.A. `s
Reform and Hearing Appeals
70-73. We agree that this should continue as at present, there should not be the
need to appeal to Crown Court.

Should you require any further information on this or any other issues in respect of
the work of the PTUC then please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely

Adele Baumgardt
Chair PTUC
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From: Mohsin Butt
Sent: 20 September 2012 20:27
To: TPH
Subject: Proposal for national de-regulation
Hi, im a local oxford hackney carriage driver in the oxford city and wish to express my concern regarding the above
subject. I will not be able to provide for family if this was to take place. The trade is already bad enough as it is with
the economy being turned upside down. I urgee you not to go forward with the plans. Oxford is a small city and our
ranks are overflowing as it is. There is 700 plus hackney and private hire vehicals in oxford and I believe there no
demand for further vehicals. Vehicals from surrounding town are also working as private hires in oxford to make it
worse. Please take my points into consideration when making your mind.
Kind regard
MR Butt
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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APPENDIX 1

Shropshire Council’s Response to the Law Commission Consultation
Paper No 203 on Reforming the Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services

1. General comments

1.1

It is clear that the fundamental issue raised by this consultation is the
future of taxi provision. Other issues raised either flow from this or are
attempts to remove anachronisms from legislation and practice or to
improve enforcement.

1.2

The principle position of the Council’s responses is to strongly recommend
a removal of the current two tier system of Hackney Carriages and Private
Hire Vehicles and replace it with a simplified single tier taxi licensing
regime. The current system is not understood by the vast majority of the
general public, it causes confusion to operators and risks danger to the
public when Private Hire Vehicles illegally tout for taxi work. The work
caused to licensing authorities as a result of the two tier system is
considered to be burdensome and expensive; a simplification of the
regime makes sense.

1.3

It is noted that the consultation paper appears to lean towards the
retention of the current two tier arrangements. This is considered
unfortunate and despite this apparent leaning, Shropshire Council, one of
many rural and non-metropolitan areas, does not see the merit in retaining
a complex, confusing and expensive two tier system.

1.4

There are other issues that require to be addressed in the event of a move
to a single tier system, e.g. the current taxi rank arrangements where it is
considered that the introduction of a "rank permit" would allow for the
continued use of these ranks by those operators prepared to pay. Under
Shropshire’s suggested proposals all licensed vehicles would be known as
"taxis" thus removing current confusion in the eyes of the public, all taxis
could ply for hire, all could be pre-booked and all would be required to be
owned and driven by "fit and proper persons".

1.5

Disabled access provision is also considered in the consultation paper. It
is considered unreasonable (and indeed undesirable) to have provisions
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requiring wheelchair accessible vehicles. Rather, recognising that many
people with physical disabilities do not need or want wheelchair
accessibility; instead the approach ought to be to encourage a mixed taxi
fleet to meet the necessary demands in any particular area. This may be
done by offering discounted annual license fees for wheelchair accessible
vehicles recognising, in part, their additional costs. It is believed that
enhanced and compulsory Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) training
should also be part of the driver qualification process.

2.

Specific provisional proposals and questions

2.1

Chapter 13 – Overview of Provisional Reform Proposals
Provisional Proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept
prebooked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private
hire vehicles, which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
We believe that one regime, covering all taxis on a single tier basis should
be introduced. The matter of taxi ranks could be dealt with by means of a
separate permit.

2.2

Chapter 14 – Reform of Definitions and Scope
Provisional Proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the
scope of reform. (Page 162)
Agreed, it should be a national system and should apply to London.
Provisional Proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to
any particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport
services provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
Agreed
Question 4
2
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Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to
motor vehicles that require a driving licence? (Page 164)
As long as an individual driver/operator has competency in relation to a
particular vehicle there would not be an advantage to restricting licensing
to motor vehicles that require a driving licence.
Provisional Proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of
taxi and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should
only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page
165)
Agreed
Provisional Proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer
feature as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
Agreed
Provisional Proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the
Senior Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other
novelty vehicles to assist consistency. (Page 167)
The Local Licensing Authority should deal with the licensing of limousines
and other novelty vehicles.
Provisional Proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers”
should be used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to
exclude genuine volunteers as well as activities where transport is
ancillary to the overall service. (Page 168)
Agreed
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
3
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They should not fall within the licensing regime.
Provisional Proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions
from the taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)
This proposal is too vague.
Provisional Proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from
private hire licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)
Agreed.
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means
of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set
national standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid
abuse? (Page 174)
No, it was noted that this had not been raised as an issue at taxi liaison
forum meetings.
Provisional Proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the
public should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175}
Agreed, regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles (whether or
not the 2 tier system is retained) can engage with the public should not be
limited to streets, but should be streets and public places.
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private
hire regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements
are in place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for
passengers who have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest
taxi rank? (Page 177)
No.
Provisional Proposal 15
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The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be
placed on a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles. (Page 181)
The retention of a two tier system is not supported. If it is not replaced
with a one tier system, this is agreed.
Provisional Proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means
of engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
Agreed
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining
taxis in respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of
“plying for hire”? (Page 182)
No
Provisional Proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should
be retained. (Page 182)
Agreed, the concept of compellability should apply to all licensed vehicles.
Provisional Proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire
vehicle and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is
without prejudice to the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page
183)
If it is decided to retain a two tier system of licensing then this is agreed.
Provisional Proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should
be permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is
5
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being used for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can
be proved. (Page 184)
Agreed; the restriction should remain and that whoever drives the vehicle
should be a licensed driver.
Provisional Proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to
issue statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing
requirements. (Page 185)
Agreed.
Provisional Proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185)
Agreed.
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like
“prebooked” and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page
186)
Yes if the two tier system is retained.

2.3

Chapter 15 – A Reformed Regulatory Framework
Provisional Proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements. (Page 188)
Agreed
Provisional Proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be
minimum standards. (Page 189)
Agreed
Provisional Proposal 26
6
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National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. (Page 189)
Agreed
Provisional Proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those
related to safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would
no-longer apply to private hire drivers. (Page 190)
Basic navigation skills testing should be required as part of the knowledge
test at a local level.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically
retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local
standards for private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)
Yes if a two tier system were implemented and no if a one tier system
were implemented.
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
None
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi
services compared with private hire services? (Page 192)
No
Provisional Proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
standards for taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions
relating to safety. (Page 192)
Agreed
Provisional Proposal 32
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The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
safety standards should be subject to a statutory consultation
requirement. (Page 193)
Not agreed, consultation would only be required on technical advice
issues
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national
safety standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult
refer to a technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
Yes
Provisional Proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for
taxis provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)
Agreed.
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local
taxi standards? (Page 194)
No
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual
conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
Yes whether or not the two tier system is retained
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)
Licensing authorities should keep their powers and duties to cooperate,
but these should not be put on a specific statutory basis.
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining
areas for the purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
8
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Agreed, local arrangements should cover this proposal but this shouldn’t
be on a statutory basis.
Provisional Proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi
zones within their area. (Page 196)
Yes
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak
time licences which may only be used at certain times of day as
prescribed by the licensing authority? (Page 197)
No
Question 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or
inviting bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers
or vehicles licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198)
Agreed, if the existing private hire system were replaced with a one tier
system then geographical restrictions should be left to local terms and
conditions; that is the local authority whose area the vehicle was expected
to mostly work in could impose local conditions. If a one tier system were
not implemented the current restrictions in relation to a Hackney
Carriage’s ability to work outside the area should remain and the law as
set out in the “Berwick” case should be confirmed; indeed the “Fidler” case
should be overturned by legislation and hackney carriages should not be
permitted to take private bookings at all outside of the area it is licensed
in.
Provisional Proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect
of out of-area drop offs. (Page 199)
Agreed that if a two tier system were retained then a return to area
requirement should not be retained.
Provisional Proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi
fares. Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private
hire fares. (Page 200)
9
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Agreed

2.4

Chapter 16 – Reform of Driver, Vehicle and Operator Licensing
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered
fare for pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
No
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a
“fit and proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)
National driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” should be included within the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers’ general powers to set national safety conditions.
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the
criteria applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
The “fit and proper” test should apply to both vehicle owners and the
vehicle itself
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)
National vehicle safety standards should be included within the Secretary
of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national safety
conditions.
Provisional proposal 48
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Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private
hire vehicles. (Page 206)
Agreed; if a two tier system is retained, or if there is a national licensing
system for private hire vehicles, operator licensing should be kept.
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so
on what basis? (Page 208)
Yes, if a single tier system were implemented.
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)
The definition of operators should be extended in order to include
intermediaries.
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page
209)
Yes
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page
210)
Yes, as long as the sub-contractor is deemed to be a “fit and proper
person”.
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply? (Page 210)
Yes, record keeping requirements should apply.
2.5

Chapter 17 – Reforming Quantity Controls
Provisional proposal 54
11
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Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi
numbers.(Page 213)
The power to restrict taxi numbers is not needed.
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing
authorities lost the ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
In the longer term customer demand will regulate the number of taxis
operating.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to
the taxi trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are
removed? (Page 215)
Yes, some form of time phasing in of a total removal of cap should be put
in place.
2.6

Chapter 18 – Taxi and Private Hire Reform Equality
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible
vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks
for wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
There should not be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible
vehicles, and it would not be necessary to impose a duty on the licensee
to give priority to disabled passengers but consideration could be given to
a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which
meet certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)
Licensing authorities should offer lower licence fees for vehicles which
meet certain accessibility standards, to compensate for the additional cost
12
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of purchasing a wheelchair accessible vehicle and to ensure a mixed fleet
of vehicles.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of
accessible vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled
passengers? (Page 217)
See response to question 58 (above) and proposal 61 (below).
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (Page 218)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles
should include recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private
hire vehicles should be required to display information about how to
complain to the licensing authority. (Page 219)
Agreed, this requirement should cover all potential areas of concern for
passengers in one notice, not just concerns about discrimination.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring
disabled passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if
reasonable and safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page
220)
The best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them would be to raise awareness through
training and reinforcing issues relating to disabled passengers.
2.7

Chapter 19 - Reforming Enforcement
Question 64
13
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Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed
vehicles? (Page 222)
In principle, yes.
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the
offence “in a public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them
as passengers”.
(Page 223)
The introduction of a single tier system would eliminate the confusion
people have between private hire vehicles and hackney carriages and
reduce the temptation to tout. In relation to touting, punishment could be
increased and the court given the power and guidance to ban offenders
from taking passengers for up to 12 months.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound
vehicles acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page
223)
In principle yes; but only on the basis that such powers would be used in
circumstances where other methods of enforcement have failed to achieve
compliance.
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes
and if so how? (Page 225)
Yes, there is a definite need for fixed penalty notices to be introduced and
used for certain offences and vehicles should be off the road until the fixed
penalty is paid with immediate effect.
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles,
drivers and operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
If an offence is proven enforcement officers should have the powers to
enforce against vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other licensing
areas.
Question 69
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Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and
revocation of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving
this? (Page 226)
Enforcement would be undertaken as per the response to question 67, but
where suspension or revocation is required the case should come back to
the original licensing authority for determination.
2.8

Chapter 20 – Reform of Hearings and Appeals
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend
or revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant
or, as appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
Disagree. There can be important cases (of principle or local importance)
when the Council would wish to appeal on a matter of public interest.
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in
respect of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the
local licensing authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
No, once a local licensing authority has reconsidered its decision, appeals
should go directly to the Crown Court.
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page
233)
Yes, from the licensing authority’s decision, without first going to the
magistrates court (see 72 above).
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Dear Sir Madam
Please accept this letter as our response to your consultation for the Taxi and Private Hire
Industry. People 1st are the Sector Skills Council for Travel, Tourism, Hospitality and Leisure
and due to a recent merger incorporating GoSkills the Sector Skills Council for Passenger
Transport. Our role is to work with Industries within our footprint to improve the skills of
the workforce and in turn raise standards for Customers, Businesses and the individuals who
use those services.
I would like to begin by saying that we welcome your recommendations and the
consultation. Working with the industry for over 8 years we have seen the frustration that
some of the outdated systems and regulations can cause. We have spent considerable time
with drivers, Operators and Licensing Authorities who want to raise standards, ultimately to
improve the safety of the travelling public. Our response therefore encompasses the views
and opinions of those individuals who work in the trade and will focus on the proposals in
the consultation relating to training.
Relevant to provisional proposal 61 – National standards for drivers of both taxis and
Private Hire Viehcles should include recognised disability awareness training.
We fully support a proposal that disability training should be carried out by all drivers
wishing to become a Taxi or Private Hire driver, but not exclusively. Disability Awareness
must be undertaken as part of a holistic programme of training to ensure the driver can
carry out his or her job in safe and proper way. In 2010 GoSkills worked closely with the
trade to develop 2 Nationally Recognised Qualifications The NVQ level 2 Certificate in Road
Passenger Vehicle Driving and the level 2 Certificate The Introduction to the Role of the
Professional Taxi and Private Hire Driver. An extensive consultation took place drawing upon
expertise from all elements of the trade. This was followed by 4 events for Licensing
Authorities to further understand their needs and gain a better insight into how they would
use driver qualifications.
In summary our findings showed that
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

All parties required a qualification that provided participants with the minimum
skills standard required to do the job.
They needed a consistent skill level across the Industry
Qualifications should be assessed or tested
they needed to be assured that the training undertaken was of good quality
Skills must be transferrable, particularly between Licensing Authorities

The existing NVQ and VRQ qualifications were subsequently reviewed and redeveloped,
taking into account what had been learned through the consultation. In addition the
assessment criteria for the NVQ was made more robust with a requirement to carry out
practical tasks such as fitting a wheelchair into a Vehicle and the VRQ (Introduction to the
Role of…) has been adapted to include a test for each of the 9 modules.
Initial feedback shows that these qualifications are being used and when delivered properly
are providing individuals with the skills they need to carry out their jobs effectively. The VRQ
in particular is now widely accepted as the basic minimum standard required to do the job.

Qualifications alone do not in themselves create a solution to meet all industry needs, in
2011 People 1st bid for additional funds to support the implementation of the qualifications.
We were successful and as a result we are working with the trade to develop a registration
system for drivers to log their qualifications known as The National Register of Professional
Taxi and Private Hire Drivers. In addition we are developing an accreditation system for
training providers delivering Taxi and Private Hire driver qualifications. This will enable those
providers delivering good practice to be recognised and make it easier for drivers, licensing
Authorities and operators to choose suitable provision.
Once registered a driver will be expected to maintain their record by carrying out Continual
Professional Development every three years. This will be the Disability Awareness and
Legislation units of a Nationally Recognised Qualification.
Chapter 19 Reforming Enforcement
Due to our working relationship with Licensing Authorities we are often asked whether we
can support them in their endeavours to improve the skills of their staff. Although People 1st
wouldn’t necessarily become involved directly we have been asked to make reference to
their skills needs within our response.
Through our discussions we find that there are adequate qualifications and provision in
place for Licensing Officers. Unfortunately these are not widely used due to the cost
involved to deliver them, not that they are particularly expensive but rather that a limited
budget is spent elsewhere. Our partners suggest to us that this could be resolved by
mandating qualifications for Enforcement Officers. It is felt that the costs could be
outweighed by savings made from fewer court cases being brought.
We would support this by adding that those who monitor driver’s activities should be
equally well trained to ensure a better service for all.
Relating to National Operator Standards Provisional Proposal 51 should ‘fit and proper’
criteria in respect of operators be retained.
We would answer yes to this question but would add, good standards and practice begin
with the operator. It should be their responsibility to ensure the safety of drivers and that of
the travelling public. Currently very little is required of an operator and it is considered too
simple to set up a Taxi or Private Hire Business. Most Licensing Authorities would welcome
a change in this area and In fact most Operators delivering a quality service would welcome
the opportunity to promote and share good practice. It is therefore our intention to work
with the trade in this area.
Any product or service we develop on behalf of the Industry would be offered on a voluntary
basis. We rely on our partnerships and marketing to ensure that there is 4 nations take up.
We know that there is wide acceptance across the industry and great support for
registration and accreditation in particular, however we are aware that without intervention
from government only a proportion of the whole trade will participate. It is therefore
important that our programmes work alongside any new developments or changes in
legislation particularly relating to training and skills.

To Summarise
1) We support your recommendation for disability training but would recommend that
a more comprehensive training programme is implemented that meets the needs of
the industry. Taking into account the work that has already taken place and the
numbers of drivers already using Nationally Recognised Qualifications.
2) We agree that there should be a basic minimum standard. We have consulted with
the Industry to understand what the skills needs are and worked with them to
develop fit for purpose qualifications that meet the basic minimum standard
required to do the job
3) We will endeavour to improve consistency in the delivery of training by accrediting
training providers and support the industry by offering drivers the means to register
their qualifications.
4) Support Licensing Authorities in their need to improve the skills of their staff to cut
costs and improve public safety
5) We would ask that the Fit and Proper person criteria for Operators are maintained
and more robust requirements asked of operators.
6) We would ask that the implementation of any skills requirement is carefully
considered and works in line with existing practice to ensure the best outcome for
the trade.
I hope this has been useful, please feel free to contact me to discuss any of the items within
this response.
Yours Sincerely.

Kate Deane
Licence to Practice Project Manager
People 1st

From: Mark Aston
Sent: 21 September 2012 17:12
To: TPH
Subject: Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services
Taxi and Private Hire, Proposal 11
Dear Sirs
As the chairman of the Low Volume Manufacturers Group at the SMMT, a number of our members have raised concerns
regarding the proposed changes to the licencing requirements of funeral vehicles.
We are aware of the concerns raised by various government departments regarding some types of limousines, their use and
registration. In the past attempts to target some areas of the market have been poorly targeted.
It should be clear and you note this in you consultation document, that vehicles specifically manufactured for use by funeral
directors do not fall in to the same category as other limousines. The proposed changes to the licencing of these vehicles
could have a significant, detrimental effect on the small specialist manufacturers in the UK who produce these vehicles.
These vehicles are all approved to European or National standards. The cost to these small companies of the recent changes in
the approval requirements have been a significant burden. Further development and modification to bring these vehicles in
line with the requirements applied to taxi and private hire legislation could be very costly and in some cases difficult to
achieve. These are 4 or 6 door forward facing seat vehicles with up to 8 seats, based on standard production car chassis.
We strongly recommend that the exemption currently applied should be retained for vehicles supplied to funeral companies.
Should you need any further information or assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Please accept my apology for the timing of this note, but the situation has only been bought to my attention in the last week.
Yours faithfully

Mark E Aston
Chairman Low Volume Manufactures Group
Society of Manufacturers and Traders.

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Ash Ashraf
Sent: 22 September 2012 12:21
To: TPH
Subject: Deregulation
Plate:30
Badge number:194
Ashfaq Ashraf
Oxford
I am against deregulation due to a number of factors.
1: we will not be able to afford repairs & maintenance on our cabs as we do now. Keep high standards as we do now,
& may result in us trying to repair & service our cabs ourselfs, therefore can result in passengers traveling in an
unsafe cab.
2: It will cause problems between drivers witch can result in violence. Because private hire will get in the habit of
picking up on the week days because of being allowed to pick up on weekends.
3: All the ranks will be overflowing because the lack of room to park the cabs, as it is a struggle at times even at the
moment. So to imagine what it would be like if more cabs we're add is unthinkable.
        A.Ashraf
Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: hanif awan
Sent: 24 September 2012 23:42
To: TPH
Subject: De regulation
Badge 384. Hackney driver strongly against dergulation.
Sent from my iPad
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From: mike.faragher
Sent: 26 September 2012 07:44
To: LAWCOM Taxi / PHV regulation
Subject: Re: Wedding car proposals
Thank you for the email. I am not sure that I fully understand the difference between primary and secondary legislation
though.
My submission:
Classic Car owners provide a valuable servcie to the wedding industry
through the provision of old and cherished cars for brides to use on
their wedding day.
These vehicles are meticulous maintained by enthausiastic owners. Not
only does this provide competition in the marketplace it also helps to
ensure that Britain's heritage is maintained by the money earned either
going into the multi billion classic car industry or as many owners do
use the fees earnt to support charities.
I would refer to the website www.weddingclassiccarhire.co.uk which
shows the high standards that owners have for using a car for weddings.
Let's face it a bride wouldn't want anything less than a "concours"
standard car.
To that end the wedding market is almost self regulating, as owners are
genuine, honest people, who ensure their cars are maintained and
insured. Insurance coming through specialist classic car brokers and
clubs. We do not need regulation in this area as all it would do is,
increase the costs to brides by restricting the market, reduce the
choice of cars available to brides, take money out of the classic car
movement which generates "in Uk" spend on parts and repairs.
Please do not stifle the wedding car market by unnecessary regulation
and legislation
Regards
Mike Faragher
Classic car owner for 35 years

-----Original Message----From: LAWCOM Taxi / PHV regulation
<taxi-phv.regulation@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk>
To:
Sent: Tue, 25 Sep 2012 12:09
Subject: RE: Wedding car proposals
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Dear Mr Faragher,
Thank you for your email. Although the closing date for our
consultation has
passed, we are still receiving submissions, and we would be happy to
accept
yours should you wish to make one. It would be helpful if you could
make your
submission before the end of the month.
We are currently analysing the responses we have received and will then
review
our initial proposals in light of this. We aim to publish a final
report and
draft Bill at the end of 2013. I should stress that the Law Commission
is not
proposing that wedding cars should be licensed. There seems to have
been some
misunderstanding in this area, but our provisional proposal is that any
exemption should be found in secondary legislation rather than primary
legislation. Furthermore, even if the Secretary of State were to decide
that
wedding cars should be licensed, this would not be on the same basis
(and with
the same costs) and private hire vehicles, and there would be scope to
draw up
separate regulations. We recognise that regulation currently in place
may well
not be suitable for the specificities of the service provided by
wedding cars.
Kind regards,
Hannah
-----Original Message----From:
Sent: 25 September 2012 10:00
To: TPH
Subject: Wedding car proposals
Sir
I am opposed to these proposals but have only just seen the details and
note the
closing date has past.
When will the results of this consultations be known?
I use my classic car for the occassional wedding and am getting
enquiries for
next year but am unsure if I will be able to continue brides the
opportunity to
travel in a wonderful classic to their wedding? I will have to stop
file:///G|/Public/TPH/Consultation%20Analysis/Consultation%20responses/TPH1065%20-%20Mike%20Faragher.txt[18/12/2012 11:35:34]

doing
weddings with the proposed costs involved.
Regards
Mike Faragher
www.weddingclassiccarhire.co.uk
This e-mail (and any attachment) is intended only for the attention of
the addressee(s). Its unauthorised use, disclosure, storage or copying
is not permitted. If you are not the intended recipient, please destroy
all
copies and inform the sender by return e-mail.
Internet e-mail is not a secure medium. Any reply to this message
could be intercepted and read by someone else. Please bear that in
mind when deciding whether to send material in response to this message
by e-mail.
This e-mail (whether you are the sender or the recipient) may be
monitored, recorded and retained by the Ministry of Justice. E-mail
monitoring / blocking software may be used, and e-mail content may be
read at any time. You have a responsibility to ensure laws are not
broken when composing or forwarding e-mails and their contents.
The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government
Secure
Intranet virus scanning service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in
partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
On leaving
the GSi this email was certified virus free.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored
and/or
recorded for legal purposes.
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This item has been archived. You must RESTORE this item using the icon
in your toolbar before saving any of its content or attachments to a
programme outside of Outlook. This includes business applications such
as TRIM, Casework Support, Casper and Supreme Court CM.
________________________________
From: ZAHAID AHMED
Sent: 26 September 2012 13:52
To: Communications Law Com
Subject: Taxi/private hire.
I strongly object to deregulate taxis and take away control from local
councils and on any autharity,s license you can work anywhere in the uk.What a
nonsence idea give you example all the people from local autharities licensed
plate and badge work in Leeds city.Who have to inforce the law those autharities
or Leeds council ?Ravenue earning other autharities Leeds loosing out on stupid
idea.Same for taxis any Local autherity know better than the people sitting in
london what is there requirment.I am full time taxi driver have family like you
and a mortgage to pay.You going to destroy 100,s people lifes, homes and
livelyhood. What you should be proposing very stronge toffest by laws strichest
cheching on crb,s.Work with local autharities and associations to more cost
affective and safty for puplic and dr

From:
Sent: 27 September 2012 11:21
To: TPH
Subject: You have received a new message

You have received a message from mobile number
You can reply once to this message via MMS for free!
To send a reply containing pictures, audio or video, click here to visit our on-line composer.
Alternatively, you can send a text-only reply (limited to 500 characters), simply by clicking your usual reply button. By replying to this
message you agree to our terms and conditions. Please see our Website Terms and Conditions at
http://www.vodafone.co.uk/termsandconditions for full details.
Only one reply is possible until 01/10/2012.

Subject: You have received a new message

I am a taxi driver in oxford i am not agree with idia of d regulation i think this is not safe for the taxi trade
javed iqbal

You can reply once to this message via MMS for free!
To send a reply containing pictures, audio or video, click here to visit our on-line composer.
Alternatively, you can send a text-only reply (limited to 500 characters), simply by clicking your usual reply button. By replying to this
message you agree to our terms and conditions. Please see our Website Terms and Conditions at
http://www.vodafone.co.uk/termsandconditions for full details.
Only one reply is possible until 01/10/2012.

Using Vodafone mobile phones you can create and receive MMS (Multimedia Message). For
more information join our website on www.vodafone.com or visit one of our Vodafone
shops around the world.

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet
anti-virus service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs.
(CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your
organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for
legal purposes.
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From: Usman Ali Afzal
Sent: 27 September 2012 12:18
To: TPH
Dear sir madam I'm sending an email regarding your proposal of wanting to Deregulate Taxi's in Oxford.I
am not in favour of this proposal as Oxford is a small city with so much pollution with the bus's already
deregulated combining the current number of buses god know how many of them are operational in Oxford
then combine that with 108 black cab's & about 500 or more private hire's in our small city is bad enough
for the environment & I have not mentioned the other transport apart from the transport trade.already with
not enough ranks to support the number of black cabs on the road deregulation would make it even
worser.Then we have the worst traffic situation with the number of buses,taxis,private hire car's & normal
cars that cause a mayhem on our roads already the traffic is so bad that getting from one part of the city
to the other could take at least 45 minutes to an hour a 10 minute journey turns in to a 45 minute journey
the city gets in to a grid lock. Oxford city is not designed to handle the amount of traffic currently as we
speak bringing more traffic on the road would only make it even worse.Then comes how much demand is
there for more black cabs on the road well over a decade & a half survey's carried out by the local taxi
licensing authority has shown the current numbers of black cabs can take on the amount of work there is
out there well I should say there was or use to be but like all other jobs our trade has been hit hard to with
the current resection. The amount of increase in expenses like insurance,wear & tear,station permits,taxi
licensing fees & coring fuel & many more costs has made this job very hard.I love my city I was Bourne
here & have lived here all my life Oxford is a tourist attraction so many tourist from all over the world come
here & love it but I would hate to see our city turning in to a polluted city if more cabs took over the city
centre and around the city putting off visitors coming in to Oxford.I hope u get the bigger picture here all of
us are trying to make Oxford in to a cleaner greener Oxford but by putting more & more transport on our
roads will make it so impossible thank you for taking your pressure time to read my email.
Sent from my iPhone
Sent from my iPhone
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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th

28 September 2012

Address

Dear Sir,
RE: Law Commission Consultation on Taxi & Private Hire Services
As Chairman of Addison Lee and the Private Hire Car Association (1976), I welcome the Law Commission's
initiative to reform the Taxi and Private Hire industry. We believe that there is a strong appetite for reform
across the industry and believe that consumers will benefit from the majority of the changes you have set
out. We firmly believe that every effort should be made to cut burdensome red-tape.
Please find attached our detailed response to the questions and proposals that were laid out in your
consultation document. We do not operate taxis and have therefore not responded to any taxi specific
questions. As Europe's largest Private Hire provider, we have a unique insight into what impact legislative
change may have going forward on the industry, the environment and consumers. With this in mind, we
would like to highlight some key issues for consideration.


We fully support the Commission's drive for a simplified system with national standards that can
be easily enforced. One set of national minimum safety standards should replace the 340 sets of
local regulations that are currently in place.



We believe vehicle type restrictions and limitations on colour are totally unnecessary, and create
pointless regulation. One set of rules for all will good for consumers, who will benefit from more
choice, improved competition and increased supply in their local area.



We urge the Commission to implement a level playing field across the country, including creating
provision for cross border hiring, which reduces pollution, benefits customers and ensures that
more drivers are working.



We call upon the Commission to take a stand against touting and in particular the use of one and
two car operators who are, in the general, a cover for legalised touting. Addison Lee would like to
see a continuation of the recently reintroduced legislation which ensures that only commercial
properties with the correct planning permission can be used as legal operators. If this is not
addressed, we will continue to see individuals operating out of residential properties, which is a
nuisance to other residents, of no benefit to customers or the wider industry.



Addison Lee would encourage the Commission to recognise the environmental benefits that
reform could bring. The way the industry can lower emissions is simple: abolishing borders and
zones will mean less wasted empty mileage. This reform could be the starting point of a more
sustainable transport model.

These are just some of the issues that have been raised by the consultation. Legislative change can open up
a more competitive PHV industry and lead to a new era of growth and increased consumer choice.
I would welcome the opportunity to discuss this with you further and would ask your office to contact Mel
Bartram on 020 7380 4665 to set up a meeting at the earliest convenience. Because we believe these
reforms to be so necessary to our industry, we will also be sending our response to Ministers and influential
MPs who are involved in this debate.
Yours Sincerely,

John Griffin
Chairman, Addison Lee and Private Hire Car Association (1976)
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1. PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS

Provisional Proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept prebooked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
Addison Lee supports a two-tier system that distinguishes between Taxis and PHVs.
We believe consumer choice is improved by having both to choose from.

Provisional Proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform. (Page 162)
We support a truly nationwide system and therefore believe London should be
included within the scope of reform.

Provisional Proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services provided
for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
Addison Lee agrees with the scope of reform being focused in this way. We do
however believe that taxis and PHVs should be limited to vehicles that require a
driving license [See 2.4]

Provisional Proposal 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor vehicles
that require a driving licence? (Page 164)
Addison Lee believes that this reform should focus exclusively on motor vehicles.
Any other vehicle should be dealt with by separate legislation.

Provisional proposal 5
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Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and
private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover vehicles
adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
Addison Lee agrees that vehicles, which carry a large number of passengers (over
8), are not performing ‘taxi’ duties and therefore should be excluded from this
legislation.

Provisional Proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature as an
exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
Addison Lee has no comment on this proposal.

Provisional Proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles to
assist consistency. (Page 167)
Addison Lee agrees that consistency across the industry is necessary.

Provisional Proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be used
to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
(Page 168)
If a driver/operator is receiving pay, fares or expenses, then the activity should come
within the scope of the Private Hire Legislation as they are providing taxi services.

Provisional Proposal 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
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It is quite clear that carpooling and members clubs are not taxi services and should
be regarded as outside of the scope of Private Hire legislation.

Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national standards
should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the taxi and private
hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)
Addison Lee agrees with this proposal but cautions that the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers should make exclusions sparingly. Any proposals for exclusion
should be subject to Consultation and a Regulatory Impact Assessment.
This legislation should be applied nationally to avoid unnecessary confusion amongst
the Private Hire Vehicle Industry, which is made up mostly of small and medium size
businesses. We believe that every effort should be made to cut burdensome red-tape
and reduce barriers to entry.

Provisional Proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)
Addison Lee agrees with this proposal – they are providing taxi type services for
which they are being paid and should be included. Exclusions open up the
opportunity for unscrupulous operators and drivers to exploit loopholes.

Provisional Proposal 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse? (Page
174)
Addison Lee believes there would be no merit in reintroducing the contract
exemption. These minimum standards should be applied across the board.

Provisional Proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175}
Page 4 of 19
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Addison Lee agrees with this proposal.

Provisional Proposal 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports?
Yes. Airport taxis and private hire provide a different function to regular ‘ply for hire’
vehicles and this should be therefore recognised.
In particular, where concessionary agreements are in place should airports be
obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who have pre-booked with other
providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)
Addison Lee believes that competition should be encouraged at rail termini and
airports for the benefit of consumers.

Provisional Proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on a
statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
As this proposal applies exclusively to the taxi industry and not private hire, we are
not in a position to comment on this directly however we would draw your attention to
our response below (15 (c).

(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire;
As this proposal applies exclusively to the taxi industry and not private hire, we are
not in a position to comment on this directly however we would draw your attention to
our response below (15 (c).

(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles.
(Page 181)
Yes agreed. This is an important issue for the legitimate activities of Private Hire
companies.
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Provisional Proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
Addison Lee agrees with this proposal. Due to technological advances in the last few
years, it has become apparent that these are completely different services and
therefore we would welcome legislation clarifying this.

Provisional Proposal 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
(Page 182)
Addison Lee has no comment on this proposal.

Provisional Proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be retained.
(Page 182)
Addison Lee agrees with this proposal.

Provisional Proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle and
cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the
continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)
Addison Lee agrees with this proposal. Pre-booking is at the core of what PHVs offer
and any legislation must recognise that.

Provisional Proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used for
professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)
Addison Lee agrees subject to adequate insurance being in place.
Page 6 of 19
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Provisional Proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue statutory
guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements. (Page 185)
Addison Lee supports national minimum standards. The PHV industry would benefit
from a level playing field nationwide and where consumers are given more choice. If
the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers had the power to issue statutory guidance
on a geographical basis, we could see a situation where rules in one part of the
country are completely different to another.
We believe that giving the customer the best possible deal is at the heart of
everything we do. The only way to achieve this is by having one set of clear rules for
everybody to follow.

2.22

Provisional proposal 22

Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles” respectively.
References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185)
Addison Lee agrees with this proposal.

2.23

Question 23

Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in advertising
provided they are only used in combination with terms like “pre-booked” and did not
otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)
As Addison Lee is essentially providing a taxi service, we do believe we should be
allowed to use these terms as to avoid confusion amongst consumers.

Provisional Proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety requirements.
(Page 188)
Addison Lee agrees with the Law Commission that all vehicles providing a taxi
function should be subject to national minimum safety standards. At Addison Lee,
safety is our highest priority. However, any efforts to avoid unnecessary regulations
should be encouraged.
Page 7 of 19
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Provisional Proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards. (Page 189)
Addison Lee has no comment on this proposal.

Provisional Proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be mandatory
standards. (Page 189)
Addison Lee believes national safety standards as applied to private hire vehicles
should be applied nationwide.

Provisional Proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to safety.
Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire
drivers. (Page 190)
Addison Lee agrees with this proposal. Unnecessary regulations should be avoided
where possible.

Provisional Proposal 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage?
We believe that any distinguishing colour restrictions and additional signage outside
of minimal ID is unnecessary. One set of rules for all will be a boon to consumers,
who will have more choice of transport to choose from in their local area.

Are there other areas where local standards for private hire vehicles are valuable?
(Page 190)
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Addison believes local standards do not bring any tangible benefits to consumers.
We urge the Law Commission to simplify the current system and create a national
playing field.

Provisional Proposal 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety standards
for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
Addison Lee believes there are no practical obstacles to setting common national
safety standards. Testing should be carried out by local MOT stations which are
already qualified to carry out checks on regular motor vehicles.
This would have the added benefit of creating more work for MOT stations.

Provisional Proposal 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services? (Page 192)
No. Customer safety should be the highest priority for the entire industry.

Provisional Proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for taxis
and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety. (Page 192)
Addison Lee disagrees – we do not agree that the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers should have powers to set standards for private hire vehicles [see 2.21] but
if this point is not accepted any changes must apply nationally.

Provisional Proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement and regulatory
impact assessment. (Page 193)
Addison Lee agrees with this proposal but maintains that, where possible, national
minimum standards should apply. Any change to the national standards should be
subject to a Regulatory Impact Assessment.
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Provisional Proposal 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
In respect of private hire, the requirements over and above current vehicle
regulations should be minimal – the industry must be represented on any panel.

Provisional Proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)
Addison Lee disagrees with this proposal. We do not believe that local authorities
could add any tangible safety benefits beyond the minimum national standards, and
would therefore in some cases create unnecessary regulation for SMEs.

Provisional Proposal 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards? (Page 194)
Licensing authorities’ should have no ability to set local taxi standards. We believe
that one set of national minimum standards would ease the burden on business and
give consumers a fairer deal.

Provisional Proposal 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on taxi
and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
No [see 3.12 and 3.13].

Provisional Proposal 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a statutory
footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)
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Addison Lee believes it should be on a statutory footing.

Provisional Proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for the
purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
Addison Lee, and a large part of the private hire industry, believes that for reform to
be truly effective there must be an end to local licensing authorities. The current
system creates business and environmental disincentives and should be brought
under one national remit.

Provisional Proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones within
their area. (Page 196)
Addison Lee maintains that zones should be removed as they are inefficient for
business and the environment.

Provisional Proposal 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority? (Page 197)
No. We have not seen evidence that suggests this measure would have any
demonstrable benefits. Moreover, this opens the door to more unnecessary local
regulations and barriers to entry.

Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting bookings
only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a
particular licensing authority. (Page 198)
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Addison Lee agrees with this proposal. Cross border pick-up is one area where the
need for reform is irresistible. We believe that the current system is inefficient and
keeps willing providers out of the market unnecessarily. Regardless of how far away
it is from its sponsoring licensing authority, if a car can pick up a pre-booking in an
area that it has just dropped off a passenger, it makes economic and environmental
sense for them to do so.

Provisional Proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of out-ofarea drop offs. (Page 199)
Addison Lee agrees with this Commission on this point. It is our view that local 'return
to area' requirements are an impediment to the many small businesses that make up
the PHV industry and also have an unnecessary, negative environmental impact.
Regardless of how far away it is from its sponsoring licensing authority, if a car can
pick up a pre-booking in an area that it has just dropped off a passenger, it makes
economic and environmental sense for them to do so.

Provisional Proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
As this proposal applies exclusively to the taxi industry and not private hire, we are
not in a position to comment on this.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares. (Page
200)
Addison Lee agrees that the market works best and most efficiently when businesses
regulate their own fares according to market forces.

Provisional Proposal 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for prebooked journeys? (Page 200)
As this proposal applies exclusively to the taxi industry and not private hire, we are
not in a position to comment on this.
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Provisional Proposal 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)
Addison Lee believes that national standards should be applied in primary legislation.
To help ease the burden on businesses, these should also be minimal (i.e CRB,
Health and Driving licence).

Provisional Proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria applied
would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
It is our view that ‘fit and proper’ tests on vehicle owners would have no impact on the
worthiness of the vehicle as a taxi service. Any tests should be made on the vehicle
and driver only.

Provisional Proposal 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)
Addison Lee believes safety standards should be set out in primary legislation [see
2.21].

Provisional Proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles. (Page 207)
Addison Lee agrees that minimum fees should be raised to circa £500 per annum.
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Provisional Proposal 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on what
basis? (Page 208)
Yes – the same basis as Licensed Private Hire operators.

Provisional Proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include intermediaries.
(Page 209)
Addison Lee believes that intermediaries should be licensed as operators as they
should have an obligation to ensure that bookings are only passed to licensed
operators.

Provisional Proposal 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 210)
Addison Lee agrees with this proposal (retain). At Addison Lee, we believe
steadfastly in a measure of quality assurance in the industry, which benefits business
and consumers.

Provisional Proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)
We believe that any commercial decisions should be made independent of regulatory
interference. Any effort to curb sub-contracting, or any other measure that could
potentially help consumers, would be inefficient and bad for consumers.

Provisional Proposal 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping requirements
apply? (Page 210)
Addison Lee is currently required by the local authority to keep records on all prebookings, and whilst we have no objections to doing so, we would urge a national set
of minimum standards.
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Provisional Proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers. (Page
213)
As this proposal applies exclusively to the taxi industry and not private hire, we are
not in a position to comment on this.

Provisional Proposal 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost the
ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
As this proposal applies exclusively to the taxi industry and not private hire, we are
not in a position to comment on this.

Provisional Proposal 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
(Page 215)
As this proposal applies exclusively to the taxi industry and not private hire, we are
not in a position to comment on this.

Provisional Proposal 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles? This
could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
In regards to Private Hire, Addison Lee believes there are no additional requirements
for change. Necessary reasonable adjustment is already covered by the Equalities
Act legislation.

Provisional Proposal 58
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Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet certain
accessibility standards? (Page 217)
Addison Lee believes that there is no need to incentivise complying with existing
legislation and so this proposal is not necessary.

Provisional Proposal 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)
In regards to Private Hire, Addison Lee believes there are no additional requirements
for change. Necessary reasonable adjustment is already covered by the Equalities
Act legislation.

Provisional Proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible vehicles.
(Page 218)
Addison Lee agrees with this proposal. In our opinion, quotas would not have any
discernible benefit in this case.

Provisional Proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should include
recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
Addison Lee disagrees with this proposal - this does not need additional regulation
as the Equalities Act provides for this.

Provisional Proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority. (Page 219)
Addison Lee agrees with this proposal. We believe that the industry should be open
and accountable to the customers they serve.
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Provisional Proposal 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe
to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)
As this proposal applies exclusively to the taxi industry and not private hire, we are
not in a position to comment on this.

Provisional Proposal 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles? (Page
222)
Addison Lee supports such powers.

Provisional Proposal 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”. (Page
223)
Addison Lee believes that eliminating one and two car operator licences will go some
way to address the issue of what is in effect legalised touting. Previously, licenced
premises required planning permission to use as an operating centre, but this is no
longer the case; the fact that an individual can operate from a residential property is
bad for consumers and bad for business.
We would urge the Law Commission to consider reintroducing such a measure to
ensure businesses operate from commercial premises.
There should be a national database for private hire vehicles. Where vehicles are
being used and are registered as Private Hire they should have a different coloured
number plate.

Provisional Proposal 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles acting
in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
Addison Lee welcomes tough measures such as this which would serve to act as a
deterrent, and supports this proposal.
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Provisional Proposal 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how? (Page 225)
Addison Lee believes that fixed penalty schemes are not a strong enough deterrent
and recommends that offenders should be prosecuted through the courts.

Provisional Proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers and
operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
Addison Lee wants a national playing field and therefore we agree with this proposal.

Provisional Proposal 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation of
licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)
Yes – enforcement and compliance should be national.

Provisional Proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or revoke
a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as appropriate,
holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
Addison Lee agrees with this proposal.

Provisional Proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of
refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing authority
to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
Addison Lee agrees with this proposal.
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Provisional Proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
Addison Lee agrees with this proposal.

Provisional Proposal 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
Yes.

---End---
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LAW COMMISSION
A response by the Licensed Taxi Drivers’ Association (LTDA) to
the Provisional proposals (PP) and Questions (Q) contained in
the Consultation Paper- Reforming the Law of Taxi and Private
Hire Services.
The LTDA is the largest taxi organisation in the UK. The majority of its 9300
members are licensed by Transport for London (TfL). The Association
agrees with the Law Commission that London’s taxi and private hire
industries differ significantly from the rest of England and Wales. Current
taxi and private hire legislation in London is different from the rest of the UK,
and it is important that any new regulations accommodate the cultural
heritage and significance of the licensed taxi trade in the Capital and do not
seek to impose a ‘one size fits all’ regime.
PP1
It is essential to continue the distinction between taxis, which can accept prebooked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares.
PP2
We agree with that London should be included, with appropriate modifications,
within the scope of the reform.
PP3
We agree that the regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be
restricted to any particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport
services provided for hire with the services of a driver.
Q4
There would be NO advantage to restricting licensing to motor vehicles that require
a driving licence.
We agree with the suggestion that it is difficult to predict what modes of transport
may become common (or return to vogue) in the future. It would therefore not be
desirable to use a definition which might not cover all forms of road transport
services which are provided for hire with the services of a driver.
It is essential that the new definition does not provide exceptions which will enable
services to operate outside the law.
It should be left to individual licensing authorities to decide whether licensing of
services within their jurisdiction is desirable.

PP5
We agree that public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the
definition of taxi and private hire vehicles. Taxi and private hire vehicles should
cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers and limousines
PP6
We agree that references to stage coaches charging separate fares should nolonger feature as an exclusion from the definition of taxis.
PP7
We disagree that the Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance
to the Senior Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other
novelty vehicles to assist consistency. It is essential that these forms of vehicles
are prevented from plying for hire.
PP8
We agree that genuine volunteers should be excluded. But the terms regarding
the exclusion of ancillary services should be drafted to avoid loopholes which may,
for example, allow hotels or clubs to operate a transport service for guests or
clients.
Q9
Carpooling should be excluded from regulation. Care should be taken to ensure
that members clubs are not provided with an opportunity to operate transport
services as referred to in 8 above.
PP10
There should be no exclusions from the national standards for taxi and private hire
licensing regimes set by the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers.
PP11
We agree that weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from
private hire licensing through primary legislation.
Q12
There would be no merit in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards.
PP13
We agree that regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage
with the public should not be limited to “streets”. The imperative of public safety
applies no differently where the services to the public are being provided on public
or private land.

Q14
There should be no concessionary agreements in place at airports which result in a
monopoly arrangement for private hire operators.
PP15
The concept of “plying for hire” should be placed on a statutory footing, in
accordance with the relevant stated cases and include reference to ranking and
hailing; together with a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire.
The legitimate activity of private hire should be accommodated, with care taken to
specifically exclude any activity which constitutes plying for hire.
PP16
We disagree that the concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover
technological means of engaging taxi services. Technology should not be used to
engage the services of a private hire vehicle and driver which is exhibited and
immediately available for hire. It is essential that all private hire bookings are
processed via a licensed operator.
Q17
There would be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”. A taxi
should be permitted to ply for hire from a stationary position in any public place,
unless restricted by a road traffic regulation, except within the vicinity of an
authorised taxi rank.
PP18
We agree that the concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis,
should be retained.
PP19
We agree that pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private
hire vehicle and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without
prejudice to the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked.
PP20
We agree that the leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire
vehicles should be permitted. There would, however, be a presumption that the
vehicle is being used for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can
be proved.
PP21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.

PP22
We agree that reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
Q23
It is imperative that the difference between taxis and private hire vehicles is
maintained and it is essential that private hire vehicles are not described as “taxis”
or “cabs” in advertising. The proposal that terms similar to “pre-booked” should be
used underlines the confusion that permitting private hire to use such terms would
cause.
PP24 and PP25
We agree that taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national
safety requirements. Local authorities should retain powers to apply additional
standards that build on the existing reputation of the taxi and private hire
industries.
PP26
We agree that national safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should
be mandatory standards.
PP27
We agree that private hire services would not be subject to standards except those
related to safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer
apply to private hire drivers.
Q28
Local standard-setting for private hire services should be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage.
Q29
We do not envisage any practical obstacles to setting common national safety
standards (eg minimum four wheels) for both taxis and private hire vehicles.
Q30
Local circumstances may dictate that national conditions in respect of driver safety
should be different for taxi services compared with private hire services.
PP31
We agree that the powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
minimum standards for taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions
relating to safety.

PP32
We agree that the powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set
national safety standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement.
Q33
The best approach for determining the content of national safety standards would
be the statutory requirement to consult with a technical advisory panel.
PP34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis and
private hire vehicles, provided above the minimum national standards.
Q35
There should be no statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards.
Q36
Licensing authorities should retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators.
Q37
The powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate are best left to local
arrangements.
PP38
We agree that neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of
combining areas for the purposes of taxi standard setting.
PP39
We agree that licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove,
taxi zones within their area. This would allow other licensing authorities to
replicate the London model.
Q40
It would not be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority. Such power would be unenforceable and generate confusion.
PP41
We disagree that private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting
or inviting bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or
vehicles licensed by a particular licensing authority.

PP42
We disagree with the proposal not to introduce a “return to area” requirement in
respect of out-of-area drop offs.
PP43
We agree that licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum
taxi fares. Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire
fares.
Q44
Taxis should be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys.
Q45
National driver safety standards, such as the requirement to be a “fit and proper
person” should be included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’
general powers to set national safety conditions.
PP46
We disagree that vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and
the criteria applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself.
Q47
National vehicle safety standards should be included within the Secretary of State
and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national safety conditions.
PP48
We agree that operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of
private hire vehicles.
Q49
Radio taxi circuits have operated unlicensed in London for over 50 years. The
LTDA is not aware of any evidence, minor or significant, which indicates that the
taxi trade or public would have benefitted from a licensing regime, and the
Association sees no value in extending operator licensing to cover radio taxi
circuits.
PP50
The definition of operators should be extended in order to include intermediaries.
This re-definition will eliminate the present confusion which results from the
absence of effective enforcement.

Q51
The “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators should be retained.

PP52
We agree that operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services.
Provided that the sub-contractor is licensed within the same licensing area.
Q53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, that there should be no recordkeeping requirement.
PP54
We do not agree that licensing authorities should no longer have the power to
restrict taxi numbers, especially where failure to do so would result in unacceptable
levels of congestion and pollution.
Q55
If licensing authorities lose the ability to restrict numbers, it is very likely that an
immediate and unacceptable increase in the levels of congestion and pollution will
arise.
Q56
Transitional measures should be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed.
Q57
Individual licensing authorities should decide whether it is appropriate in their area
to issue a separate licence for wheelchair accessible vehicles and whether priority
and special provision at ranks should be made available for such vehicles.
Q58
Individual licensing authorities should decide whether it is appropriate in their area
to offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet certain accessibility standards.
Q59
We do not have any suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers.
PP60
We agree that it would not be appropriate to introduce national quotas of
wheelchair accessible vehicles.
PP61
National standards for drivers of taxis and private hire vehicles should include
recognised disability awareness training for new applicants only.

PP62
We agree that in order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and
private hire vehicles should be required to display information about how to
complain to the licensing authority.
Q63
The decision as to whether it is safe and reasonable to stop for a hiring must, in
ALL circumstances, remain the sole prerogative of the driver.
Q64
Authorised licensing officers should have the power to stop licensed vehicles.
Q65
The issue of touting would be best addressed by the introduction of a level of
penalties (including the power to impound vehicles) which would deter offenders,
coupled with a robust enforcement regime.
Q66
It is imperative to introduce powers to impound vehicles acting in breach of taxi
and private hire rules. This would have a significant deterrent effect on illegal
activity. The powers of licensing officers in respect of drivers should be extended
accordingly.
Q67
Licensing authorities should make greater use of fixed penalty schemes for minor
offences, such as failure to wear his or her badge. This form of enforcement could
also be used to compliment compliance action against private hire vehicles which
form illegal ‘taxi ranks’ in contravention of waiting regulations.
PP68
We agree that enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against
vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other licensing areas.
Q69
Cross-border enforcement powers should extend to suspensions and revocation of
licences. An effective way of achieving this would be to permit direct corrective
action, for example impounding the licences of drivers and vehicles.
PP70
We agree that the right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew,
suspend or revoke a taxi or private hire licence, should be limited to the applicant
or, as appropriate, holder of the relevant licence.

PP71
We agree that the first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales,
in respect of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local
licensing authority to reconsider its decision.
PP72
We agree that appeals should continue to be heard in the Magistrates’ Court.
Q73
There should be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court.

Steve McNamara
LTDA General Secretary

28th September 2012

From: Tom
Sent: 28 September 2012 18:28
To: TPH
Subject: Fwd: Falmouth Taxi Association

To Hanna Gray,
On behalf of Abacus Taxi Association;
Part of the law commissions agenda is too delimit the number of Hackney Carriage
plates and stop the high costs entrances into the trade. In principle, economist would
state this would increase competition and promote better service for the customer.
Based on other business models this would be true, however the taxi trade works on
a unique basis unlike any other business. The principle in theory should be that
a member of public can hail a cab or approach any rank and be assured of
a fair price agreed by the local council, a driver of good character and a
vehicle of a minimum standard. Because of these principles and the basic
business model there is not competition in the traditional sense, which is why the
Office of Fair Trading and other organisations have always taken a careful look at our
trade. The public do not look at taxis as individuals they look at them as a whole
entity, i.e our trades competition comes from other forms of transport (buses and
trains) This is highlighted in towns that adopt a uniformed colour for their taxis. This
means as a customer approaches a rank, 9 times out of 10 they will get in the first
car. Local councils in the past have conducted surveys to make sure the hackney’s in
the area are servicing the local trade properly and done properly it has been an
extremely effective way of managing a town/city’s transport system. To delimit
numbers in this created monopoly will not create competition it will simply make the
queue at the rank longer. In Cornwall we have 6 zones, 3 limited and 3 delimited,
there is a glaring difference in the quality of service and vehicle in these areas. For
example in Carrick where numbers are limited (Truro and Falmouth) Hackney’s
operate 24 hours a day and have an extremely high standard of Vehicle. As stated in
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Carrick zones last survey. This is in stark contrast to Kerrier which is the next zone
along and delimited; the zone is only serviced at peak times due to the part time
nature of the taxis in Kerrier. Drivers cannot survive on the taxis alone and as result
do not work off-peak times. There have been numerous examples of drivers not
being able to afford to fix their vehicle. A member of the public would be unaware of
why there is such a difference in the two towns but would still approach the rank in
the same manor; to the front car. By flooding the town with taxis you take away the
professionalism of the taxis. In Falmouth the taxi service has an exceptional
reputation; this is something that has been developed over many years of good
services. The local industry has proven that it is more reliable and often more
affordable than the bus and the train (our competitors) this is in stark contrast to
Helston (kerrier) where the public avoid the taxis and opt for driving or using the
bus. I was fortunate enough to listen to the law commission put its point across in
Exeter, and the resounding message was that we have no competition in the taxi
trade and something needed to be done about this. People have the choice of
transportation and in a town such as Falmouth, where the taxis have built up a good
reputation over 50 years the trade has seen off the competition of buses, trains
(which are subsidised) and survived. By flooding every town with taxis the result
could be the taxi trade would become disorganised and unprofessional which could
have a national affect the way on the way people perceive taxis.
Kind Regards Tom Arrington
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From: Julie Asbridge
Sent: 30 September 2012 10:02
To: TPH
Cc:
Subject: TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE CONSULTAATION
Sirs
As always I am sure your consultation is undertaken with the best intentions.
However in a time of uncertainty - whether we are in a single or double dip recession - to even think about adding more costs and legislation to
what in effect for many is a part-time occupation and one that gives countless brides and grooms great joy - and there are lots of them; which is
clearly demonstrated by the introduction from 1 october 2012 of 24hrs weddings to help reduce the lengthy backlog . . . .
Tradition is a 'dirty' word for bureaucrats - who like everything to be clean cut and streamlined - but have you ever seen anyone ignore the sight of
a wonderful vintage vehicle bedecked with flowers and ribbons - and with the inevitable smile that follows - priceless . . . . in this age of
mediocrity.
Please reconsider these draconian ideas and lets all wish the prospective husbands and wives a long and happy marriage after their glorious journey
in a beautiful vintage car.
Yours faithfully
Julie Rose
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Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: clive.keevill
Sent: 30 September 2012 16:01
To: TPH
Cc:
Subject: Reforming the law of Taxi & Private Hire Services.
Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing to you today, as I have just found out that there is a consultation document regarding the reformation
of the law of taxi & private hire services. As a Carriage Master to the funeral trade, Proposal number 11 is the one
which is giving me the most cause for concern:- Weddings & funerals should no longer be expressly excluded from
private hire licencing through primary legislation (page 172).
Private Hire is as different as chalk & cheese to funeral & wedding services. Taxis are on the road pretty well 24
hours a day, and can be hailed in the street, funeral cars are on the road for probably no more that 10 hours a week &
most of that is just waiting at churches & crematoria & they cannot be hailed on the street. Wedding cars are driven
even less. To give you an idea, my oldest limousine is 18 years old & has just last week clocked up 86000 miles, that's
about 18 months at the most for taxis. It seems totally ridiculous to make funeral & wedding operators pay & have to
jump through the same hoops as taxi firms. The red tape & cost will not make it worthwhile.
Also, limousines cannot be converted to be "inclusive", (this is the latest buzzword which means wheelchair friendly).
I have to tell you that over the years, I have carried many mourners who use wheelchairs & up to now I've never yet
left anyone behind, nor have I ever had any complaints about not being wheelchair friendly. Clearly it's not quite as
easy as a wheelchair friendly taxi, but that is known as living in the real world, which is a place where sensible people
live. It's certainly not where the people who thought up this legislation live, they have absolutely no grasp of how we
operate, otherwise this would never have been considered. It will make the current limousine obselete & totally
worthless, and decimate the coachbuilders of such vehicles, unless of course they start making taxis, which if you
hadn't noticed are already being manufactured by other companies. How would you, as a mourner in a very fragile &
distressed state, like to be told when you've asked for a limousine, sorry, if you don't want to drive yourself, you'll
have to make your own arrangements, you'll have find someone to drive you or arrange for a taxi.
Can you imagine what a hearse & a couple of taxis would look like drawing up outside a church, with scruffy
underdressed drivers? It doesn't bear thinking about. Most people like to give their deceased loved one a decent send
off, a couple of taxis in the funeral cortege doesn't quite fit the bill, & is hardly very dignified.
As a person who also has a couple of classic cars, I'm occasionally asked if I will do a wedding with one of them.
I would be very interested how these clever legislators propose to make classic & vintage cars wheelchair friendly.
Answers to this question on a postage stamp please.
I await your reply with interest.

Yours faithfully,

T.C. Keevill (Mr)
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From: Francis, Julian
Sent: 01 October 2012 11:32
To: Uguccioni, Jessica
Subject: Consultation Responce
Attachments: Taxi Consultation submission V2.doc
Dear Jessica,

Please find attached the response from the London Taxi Company to your consultation on taxi and private hire services.
I would welcome the opportunity to discuss our views with you so that you can be certain of our position and why we have arrive
at our views. If you would let me know when you would be free to meet, I would be most grateful.
Secondly, we have been approached by UNITE who have informed us that you wish to discuss with them the NVQ UNITE have
developed for taxi drivers. We understand this has to take place in London and we have been approached to support.
Would you please let me know what you want to achieve out of this meeting and why it has to be in London when the facilities are
in Liverpool?
Thanks
Julian
Julian Francis
Government Affairs Manager
The London Taxi Company
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buy or sell any security or instrument or to participate in any investment. The London Taxi Company accepts no
responsibility for the content of this email to the extent that it consists of statements and opinions that are the sender’s
own. The London Taxi Company, its directors and staff cannot be held liable for any loss or damage arising from the
content of this message or of any attachment, nor for any loss or damage caused by electronic or technical failure. All
reasonable precautions have been taken to ensure that no viruses are present but the recipient should take full
responsibility for verifying this.
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THE LONDON TAXI COMPANY’S RESPONSE TO THE
LAW COMMISSION CONSULATION ON REFORMING
THE LAW OF TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES
1. This document is the response of the London Taxi Company to the Law Commission’s
consultation for the reform of taxi and private hire services in England and Wales. This
response covers all areas that The London Taxi Company feels it can comment on with
authority.
2. The London Taxi Company is the manufacturer of the London style ‘black cab’,
purpose built for disability access and recognised throughout the world as a classic
British icon. The London Taxi Company has been involved in the construction of
vehicles for the taxi trade for over a hundred years and has thus built up an extensive
knowledge of the UK taxi trade and its history.
3. The London Taxi Company has approached this consultation on the basis of its
experience within the taxi trade and this is reflected in the response. The London Taxi
Company strongly believes that taxis and private hire services represent two related but
ultimately separate services and that the application of a single regulatory system would
be misguided.
4. The reason for this is that taxis are inherently a public transport service and as such are
a state service whereas private hire is a creation of the market. The starting point for
each service is fundamentally different and so each should be treated separately for
regulation to be effective.
5. The London Taxi Company believes that Law Commission has approached this review
with a misunderstanding to economic forces at play within both trades which has
coloured your approach. Although market forces may be appropriate for private hire
services, they do not work for the taxis trade that has limits placed on it in regards to
vehicle choice, price and repeat business. For this reason taxis should be seen as a
service while private hire can and should be seen as a product.
6. Dealing with the overall approach to this problem, The London Taxi Company believes
that the Law Commission has made two significant mistakes with regards to the
licensing regime that it proposes.
7. Firstly, The London Taxi Company believes that the proposed de-regulation of the
private hire market flies in the face of the stated aims of the Coalition Government. It
stated in the ‘programme for Government’:
The Government believes that it is time for a fundamental shift in power from
Westminster to the people. We will promote decentralisation and democratic
engagement, and will end the era of top-down government by giving new powers
to local councils, communities, neighbourhoods and individuals.
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8. The removal of private hire licensing from local authorities to a national level with
oversight by relevant ministers contradicts this aspiration and will mark a centralisation
of power rather than a further devolution. We believe that these proposals are contrary
to the principle of democratic subsidiary.
9. Secondly, the Commission has not addressed the issue of funding and fee setting for
either the taxi or private hire trade and we believe this to be a significant mistake. The
consultation states that the Commission does not plan to create a national agency to
regulate private hire but still sees this function resting with local authorities. The
problem arises due to the fact that private hire firms will need to be licensed in a
particular area but they can, theoretically, operate anywhere in England and Wales once
licensed. This means that local authorities will not necessary have the ability to raise
funds from private hire firms that operate in their area but will, nevertheless, incur costs
for maintaining an enforcement scheme that ensures those firms follow the licensing
rules. That is a recipe for poor enforcement that can only lead to greater problems for
the trade than it now faces.
10. The consultation is silent on how they will fund that activity and we believe that this
issue has the potential to unravel the whole system as it is currently proposed, will
increase conflict between the two services and will weaken the service that members of
the public receive
11. The London Taxi Company’s responses below should be seen as flowing from these
general observations.
12. In light of this, we support proposal 1 of the consultation as regulation should continue
to distinguish between taxis and private hire vehicles. We believe that it is important to
avoid confusion amongst the public and to protect the standing and nature of the taxi
service in the UK, particularly in London. The concepts of hailing and the use of taxi
ranks are well understood culturally and are used in an informed manner by the public.
We feel that any moves away from this system can only cause harm and a decrease in
the quality of service.
13. With regards to proposal 2, the inclusion of London into a general regulatory
framework for England and Wales, we have our reservations. London is the best
regulated area for taxi and private hire services in the UK and we would be loath to see
this situation changed. London’s taxis are internationally recognised as providing a gold
standard level of service. We could, therefore, only agree to the integration of London
on the basis that the new regulatory system would strengthen TfL’s regulatory position
not weaken it.
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14. London is serviced by the best taxi fleet in the world with an unrivalled combination of
driver’s knowledge and vehicle design that caters for the widest number of passengers.
This system has been built up over centuries so that it currently operates to a high
standard. Much of this is due to Transport for London which is a competent regulator
that faces unique challenges maintaining both a taxi and private hire service. Because of
this taxis and private hire services cannot be separated from each other without
unravelling the whole regulatory system that ensures a high level of service for the
travelling public. London must retain oversight of both services if this standard is to be
retained.
15. The London Taxi Company feels that London can be included in any new legislation
but must be treated a separate and unique case. We also feel that as London is an area
with a large degree of devolved authority the Mayor should be given the same powers
over the trade as is being proposed for Welsh ministers. This would ensure that London
continues to be able to meet its unique challenges within the scope of a new regulatory
environment.
16. The London Taxi Company believes that regulation should be kept as flexible as
possible to allow for the greatest scope for the development of new technologies within
the automotive industry. Therefore, the premise of proposal 3 is sound and we agree
that regulation should focus on the service provided and not get bogged down in the
details of vehicle type. That said, if councils determine that the service that is right for
their area would benefit from a specific vehicle type being used then they should be
allowed to do that.
17. The internationally known and distinctive design of the London taxi makes it very easy
for both Londoners and tourists to hail and use a legal, accessible and insured taxi in
both London and other major cities in the UK. By focusing only on wide vehicle choice
rather than service delivery only dilutes the quality of vehicles used and service
received by the public nationally. Just as local bus services can use a single make of
distinctive vehicle, councils should be free to make the same choice for taxi services
based on public need and environmental consideration.
18. Question 4 follows on from that point. The London Taxi Company believes that taxis
and private hire provide important but different services to people that can require
different licensing standards. We feel that taxis should be restricted to motorised
vehicles rather then horse drawn or people powered vehicles. This does not mean that
horse drawn carriages or pedi cabs, for instance, should be excluded from regulation but
rather they should be brought in under private hire regulations covering small
limousines and novelty vehicles rather than taxis regulation.
19. The London Taxi Company believes that this would have the advantage of clarity for
regulators on what vehicles come under what licensing regulations, would ensure that
the public differentiates taxis from private hire services that can include novelty
vehicles and would help ensure passenger safety and accessibility, particularly disabled
passengers, within the taxi trade.
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20. Proposal 5 deals directly with the legal nature of taxis services and follows on from our
views to question 4. The London Taxi Company finds that it cannot agree with the
position taken by the Law Commission, as The London Taxi Company firmly believes
that taxis are a public service vehicle as recognised by their definition as stage coaches,
or stage carriages in London. Rather than removing this distinction it should be
maintained in the new regulatory system as its marks the primary difference between
taxis and private hire services.
21. We recognise that there is scope for reform in this area but the general principle should
be retained. To avoid confusion with buses and lorries and to ensure that taxis are not
brought under existing EU regulations, we propose that the category of small public
service vehicle should be adopted for taxis to replace the terms stage coaches and stage
carriages in existing regulations. This would allow taxis to be defined as vehicles
adapted for eight or fewer passengers while eliminating the danger of regime shopping
that the consultation outlines. Private hire vehicles would then continue to be expressly
excluded from being a public service vehicle which would provide clarity over the roles
of the two trades and assist regulators in their role.
22. This issue would then flow into proposal 6 that we feel would be made irrelevant by
our comments above. Small public service vehicles would continue to have the ability to
charge separate fares.
23. Following on from this, The London Taxi Company believes that the distinction
between taxis and private hire should be reflected in legislation and so cannot accept a
situation whereby private hire vehicles, such as limousines, can be licensed as public
service vehicles by Traffic Commissioner due to a failure by Local Authorities to
licence. The London Taxi Company feels that a system that recognises taxis as a vehicle
with eight seats or less held out for public hire, or a small public service vehicle, can
operate next to a system that sees limousines with eight or less seats licensed as a
private hire vehicle while those with more are a large public service vehicle under the
control of the Traffic Commissioner. So, in regards to proposal 7, we agree that this
would work for vehicles that seat eight or more. Given this the Traffic Commissioner
should continue to have oversight of public service vehicles seating over eight
passengers while local authorities would have control of small public service vehicles.
24. The London Taxi Company does not believe that legislation should be used to curtail
philanthropic activities, so agrees with proposal 8. The concept of ‘in the course of a
business of carrying passengers’ seems to be an effective way of ensuring that new
regulations exclude genuine volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary
to the overall service.
25. That said there will need to be strict controls in place to ensure that private hire
companies don’t seek to get around their legal obligations by claiming to be volunteer
services. We feel that there will need to be a clear definition in law in this area to
prevent the creation of a loophole forming that allows operators and drivers to escape
the licensing requirements by portraying themselves as volunteers.
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26. Question 9 raises the issues of carpooling and members clubs in line with regulations
for taxis and private hire. The London Taxi Company feels that this issue would not
apply to taxis as the fare is fixed by the local authority and is payable whether one
person or eight is using the vehicle. As drivers are providing a service they do no pick
up other passengers once they have been hired so carpooling is not an option. Club
membership might be something that radio circuits may consider offering to their
customers but due to the fixed nature of the taxi fare this would have a limited effect on
cost.
27. The London Taxi Company does not agree that some taxi service could or should be
limited to certain categories of passengers, such as women, as this would strike at the
heart of the public service ethos within the taxi trade. Private hire, on the other hand,
should be free to make any commercial decisions they feel are justified within their
market. The London Taxi Company, therefore, has no view on whether private hire
should or should not be allowed to offer members clubs. We do have concerns over
carpooling as this could be used to get around the issue of on street hailing. If a private
hire company wishes to use one vehicle for multiple bookings that would be acceptable
but all of that journey must be pre-booked.
28. We also wish to see controls in place to prevent PHV from acting as taxi bus services
which is something that is inherent in these proposals. Taxi buses work because the
vehicles have to comply with the higher regulatory burden placed on taxi provision and
this fits in with the public transport ethos of the service. PHV do not have to comply
with the same regulatory burden so should be prevented from operating taxi bus
services under the guise of members clubs.
29. Proposal 10 deals with the powers of the Secretary of State or Welsh Ministers to set
national standards and proposes that standards should be flexible enough to allow them
to make exclusions from taxi and private hire licensing regimes. The London Taxi
Company feels that as private hire regulations will be transferred to a national rather
then a local level it is right that the Secretary of State or Welsh Minsters should have
that power for private hire. As taxis will remain under local control their power to
intervene on taxi licensing should be restrained and local authorities should have the
sole power to make exclusions for licensing regimes.
30. The London Taxi Company’s view on the issues raised by proposal 11 is that wedding
cars should be brought into the ambit of private hire licensing so long as they have eight
seats or less as they are essentially hire and reward vehicles. Funeral vehicles, however,
provide a very specific purpose that cannot readily be performed by or confused with
other vehicle services and so there is a justification for excluding them.
31. The issue raised in question 12 deals with private hire issues outside of The London
Taxi Company expertise.
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32. Proposal 13 seeks to expand the space in which taxis and private hire engage with the
public which is currently limited to the ‘street’. The London Taxi Company strongly
agrees with this proposal as there needs to be a consistent approach towards private land
that has an element of public nature. The London Taxi Company believes that taxis
should be able to engage the public at all venues that are seen a public spaces, like
hospitals and airports, in their role as public service vehicles.
33. In the interests of competition and service, private hire vehicles or taxis should not be
excluded from these spaces so there should be an offering of each type. If the private
landlord wishes to contract an exclusive deal with a private hire company that would be
a commercial matter for them but taxis should be able to operate as well.
34. This then flows into question 14 that deals with airports. The London Taxi Company
believes that airports should be treated as any other public space and that taxi and
private hire services should be offered. Airports should provide ranks for licensed taxis
and they should be free to enter commercial arrangements with private hire operators
35. The London Taxi Company strongly agrees that a statutory definition of ‘plying for
hire’ should be adopted as outlined in proposal 15. This would have important
implications for licensing officers as it would ensure a strong demarcation between the
two services that would be an advantage to them. This should include ranking, hailing
and plying for hire but The London Taxi Company does not believe the definition
should refer to private hire. A distinction between the two trades can be set out at the
beginning and ‘plying for hire’ should be used merely to define the nature of taxi
services. The two defining features of taxi services should be the public nature and
plying for hire.
36. This issue is connected with the use of technology raised in proposal 16. The London
Taxi Company believes that the method of engagement should continue to be the
foundation of plying of hire so there should always be a human element to it. Speed is
not the issue rather personal contact is, so we agree with this proposal.
37. With regards to question 17 The London Taxi Company feels that the best regulations
are ones that accept current practice and so has no problem with the Scottish approach
so long as it is linked with proposal 13 above, takes into account of the issues of hailing
and ranking in proposal 15 and technology in proposal 16. The wording is a place to
start but would have to be expanded to be effective as a statutory definition.
38. The London Taxi Company believes that the concept of compellability for taxis should
be retained as outlined in proposal 18. The reason for this is that The London Taxi
Company believes that taxis provide a public service that is understood by the public.
This deep-rooted customer knowledge ensures that all members of the public are treated
equally and is readily understood by both drivers and passengers. It is a key distinction
for taxis compared with private hire and strikes a balance with the duty to take any
passenger with the benefits of ranking and hailing.
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39. Just as compellability is central to taxis so pre-booking is at the heart of private hire
services. The London Taxi Company strongly agrees with proposal 19 that seeks to
maintain per-booking requirements for private hire. The means by which this prebooking takes place can be varied but key to it must be a degree of separation from the
driver, preferably through an operator.
40. As things currently stand drivers of taxis are expected to meet the cost of the vehicle
either through ownership or rental and similar system operates in private hire. This
means that The London Taxi Company agrees with proposal 20 on leisure use as we do
not feel that an owner should be denied fair use of their property. The situation is
slightly different for drivers who rent their vehicle, however, as this would have to be an
issue for the agreement between leasor and leasee and nothing in this proposal should
interfere with contractual obligations. The same would be the case with regards to any
contract between a private hire operator and driver.
41. As only taxis can ply for hire this is primarily an issue for taxi drivers but this should be
covered by the use of illuminated hire signs that clearly show when a vehicle is capable
of being engaged.
42. In line with our response to question 12, we feel that statutory guidance outlined in
proposal 21 should apply to private hire given the national regulation proposed but that
this guidance should be limited in the case of taxis as local authorities should have a
large degree of autonomy. Currently, the Department of Transport issues guidance to
local authorities for taxis but far from providing a clearer regulatory situation licensing
authorities continue to apply the rules in sporadic and contradictory ways. This is
because the rules may be good for some areas but are not right for others. The
complexities of service provision across England and Wales is such that no standard
guidance can work effectively.
43. Proposal 22 suggests the abolition of the term ‘hackney carriages’ in favour of the term
taxi for legislative purposes along with the retention of the term private hire. The
London Taxi Company welcomes this proposal as a reasonable reform of legislation in
this area only so long as very strict regulations are introduced governing the use of the
term taxi. Hence our views in proposal 5 that links the term taxi to that of a small public
service vehicle. Currently, the term taxi is used to describe both taxi and private hire
services which can lead to misrepresentations to the travelling public by private hire
operators.
44. This leads into the related topic of whether private hire companies or vehicles could use
the common term ‘taxi’ to describe their services as outlined in proposal 23. If the term
taxi is placed on a legislative footing to replace ‘hackney carriage’ then the term should
not be used by private hire regardless of whether the prefix of pre-booked is used. The
reason for this is clarity as the public will be confused if both services use the term taxi.
However, due to the historical use of cabs for PH vehicles is well established then it
should be allowed in conjunction with ‘pre-booked’.
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45. The London Taxi Company fully endorses proposal 24 that states there should be a
national safety requirement for taxi and private hire vehicles. Safety must be at the heart
of any new regulations within this area. The London Taxi Company also accepts that
given the proposed regulatory split between taxi and private hire services that these
standards should only be minimum standards for taxi services as outlined in proposal
25 and that national standards should be mandatory for private hire services as outlined
in proposal 26.
46. Likewise with proposal 27 The London Taxi Company accepts that as private hire
would now be regulated nationally with the ability to operate anywhere in England and
Wales regulations should not cover issues like topographical requirements.
47. Proposal 28 deals with local standard setting for vehicle signage. The London Taxi
Company feels that TfL’s policy in relation to private hire signage provides a place to
start from for the creation of national signage regulations. As private hire will have to
comply with national standards, we do not believe that local authorities should have any
powers in this field. Under the new regulations PHV should be prevented from having
any external marking that can in any way indicate to the public that they are hire
vehicles. It is only when the vehicle arrives at its pick up destination that it would be
allowed to identify itself as a hire vehicle by displaying a board with the name of the
customer alongside its licensing credentials.
48. The reason for this is that evidence has shown that the more identifiable private hire
vehicle are, the more likely they are to illegally tout and be illegally hailed. To ensure
that there can be no confusion between the two services PHV should be prevented from
identifying themselves to the general public and should in all cases be invisible on the
streets. Taxis would retain their visibility but this would be offset by the need to meet
much higher regulatory burdens.
49. That said PHV companies would be able to advertise through the various channels open
to any company and the inside of vehicles could display any advertising that the
company saw fit. We feel that invisibility of PHV would go a long way to stopping
illegal hailing and would cut down the conflict between the two trades.
50. Question 29 asks for examples of obstacles to the creation of a common national safety
standard. The London Taxi Company can identify no obstacles to the creation of this
standard. This does not mean, however, that no such obstacles exist.
51. As far as possible it should be left to the local authorities in a given area to determine
the needs of that area based upon their superior knowledge of local conditions. The
complex interconnection of social, geographical, economic and physical requirements
make it very difficult to develop a one size fits all strategy. This policy also contradicts
the concept of localism that believes the best standards are set by the local community
to reflect local needs.
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52. Question 30 deals with a differentiation of conditions in terms of driver safety between
taxis and private hire. The London Taxi Company takes the view that traceability is the
key here. As there is a record of private hire work through the operator system it is
much easier to trace the movements of a diver and hold them to account for their action
than is the case with taxi drivers that lack this supervision. For that reason and due to
the public nature of taxi services with an element of compellability, we feel that taxi
drivers should be held to a higher standard and this would require different sets of
conditions.
53. With regards to proposal 31 The London Taxi Company does not believe that national
standards should only cover safety as there are other issue that are within the national
public interest that can be covered by national regulations. We would include disability
access and equality within the scope of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers.
Given our views on London devolution, we also believe that the Mayor of London
should be allowed to set both safety and service level standards for London in line with
local requirements.
54. It would then be up to local authorities to set about meeting these requirements in ways
that are conducive to their local needs with the ability to go much further than national
standards should they so wish.
55. Proposals and questions 32-35 are all linked and so we plan on dealing with then
together. As national standards will have a significant impact on the operation of private
hire services and to a more limited degree taxi services it is only right and proper that
they should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. This consultation should
be in line with best practice requirements and should not be too strictly defined to allow
for advances in this field. Relevant parties from industry, NGO’s, local authorities and
the taxi and private hire industry should be consulted on these standards due to their
expertise.
56. Licensing authorities should retain their ability to set standards for taxis that are over
and above that of the national standards and there should be no limit to their authority to
do so. The reason for this is two fold, firstly local authorities will be the regulator for
the taxi industry and they should have a wide degree of latitude in the area; and
secondly, taxis are a product of the local authority and represent a service councils
provide to their communities in the public interest. As such they should be free to
determine how that service is provided in line with their accountability to the local
electorate.
57. The London Taxi Company agrees that local authorities should retain the power to
impose individual conditions for taxis as outlined in question 36. We feel that there is a
complex and diverse market place for taxi and private hire services in the UK that does
not allow for the operation of a single overriding system. As local requirements are
subject to change over time we feel that licensing authorities need to be able to impose
conditions as they see fit. As stated above, we have concern about the enforcement
system for the proposed national scheme and the ability to set individual conditions for
private hire operators may be a way in which revenue can be raised to police the system.
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58. With regards to question 37 and proposal 38 The London Taxi Company feels that
local authorities should be allowed the option of cross border cooperation and there
should be a mechanism in law that enables them to do so but this should not be used as
a straight jacket preventing other forms of cooperation that may develop from time to
time between authorities. In line with this the ability to create combined areas could be
one of the ways in which they achieve common goals. In short, there should be a
presumption that local authorities will work together to ensure better regulations and
legislation should prove them with a wide degree of latitude to achieve this.
59. The issues of taxi zones raised by proposal 39 is largely a legal anomaly caused by the
unification of areas and as such does not make sense other then as an administrative
compromise during the unification process. In most cases it was envisaged that the
zones would disappear and a common taxi policy would emerge. As far as possible
there should be a common taxi standard throughout the areas as this is the only way to
ensure a standard service for all residents.
60. The London Taxi Company is aware of the fact that taxi services in rural areas are
usually only viable within the limits of the local town or centre and as such that is where
driver congregate. Experience has shown that zoning does not prevent this but rather
creates enforcement problems for local authorities. However, if after consultation and
engagement with the community it is found that new zones are desired or it is felt old
ones should be modified then licensing authorities should be able to do so.
61. The London Taxi Company is aware of the theoretical argument that the Commission is
trying to make in question 40 but we have been unable to see how this could work
effectively due to the complexity of the issues involved.
62. The London Taxi Company accepts the basis of proposal 41 as it is in line with
Commission’s proposal of placing of private hire on a national basis. We have already
stated that this issue will raise a problem with the funding of enforcement arrangements
as licensing authorities will not be able to raise revenue from operators who operate in
their area but are not licensed there. Without the creation of a national regulator we do
not see how this system would work effectively as licensing authorities would still have
the burden but would now lack the resources to enforce standards.
63. We also feel that this is an area where London faces unique challenges and so the
Mayor should continue to be able to create specific requirements for private hire
services.
64. The London Taxi Company strong disagrees with proposal 42 as we believe that
‘return to area’ requirements should be retained for taxis as the default position unless
local authorities agree to coordinate services. If PHV is moved to a national system this
would no longer be appropriate for them.
65. Under the Law Commission’s proposals local authorities will continue to be able to
operate different regulatory regimes and as such there is the potential of cross border
conflict. As taxis should be held out as a public service of a certain local authority it is
only right and proper that they should only operate within that area.
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66. Any other system would lead to a taxi being transformed upon crossing its licensing
boundary into a quasi-private hire vehicle that can only blur the lines between taxi and
private hire due to its ability to ply for hire. A taxis licence to operate can and should
only apply while it operates within the boundaries of its licensing area. This would be
subject only to the proviso that a taxi could take another fare outside of its area if it is
pre-booked through a despatch system located in the licensing area but the driver would
loose his ability to be hailed.
67. In line with this we agree with proposal 43 that local authorities should continue to
control the regulation of taxi fares and taxis should not be allowed to charge more than
this set rate as outlined in proposal 44. This provides certainty and fairness to taxi
services within a given area and reinforces the public nature of their service. As a
correlation to that private hire fares should be set by the market without any input from
licensing authorities.
68. Question 45 raises the issue of a national standard for the term ‘fit and proper person’
and The London Taxi Company believes that a general duty should be stated in law but
it should be left to the Secretary of State, Welsh Ministers or the Mayor of London to
define and modify this definition to meet the particular needs of a given time and to
reflect any changes in technology that may arise. This would allow the standard to have
a degree of flexibility.
69. The London Taxi Company disagrees with proposal 46 and believes that the ‘fit and
proper person’ test should apply to owners as well as drivers. The reason for this is that
owners are the ones responsible for ensuring that the vehicles meet all the regulatory
requirements that form such an important part of the industry. We support the
continuation of the system used in London that requires persons of good character and
of good financial repute to be vehicle owners.
70. The issues raised in question 47 are similar to the driver standards outlined above. For
this reason The London Taxi Company feels that so long as vehicle standards are left to
a minimum and that local authorities continue to have a wide discretion then they can be
left to the Secretary of State or Welsh Ministers.
71. Proposal 48 and question 49 deal with operator licenses and so can be dealt with
together. The London Taxi Company support retention of mandatory operator licences
for private hire vehicles but does not feel that it would be appropriate for them to be
extended to radio circuits. The reason for this is that radio circuits cannot compel their
drivers in the same way as private hire operators can due to the ability of drivers to ply
for hire.
72. Radio circuits only account for less then 30% of a taxi driver’s daily workload which
cannot compare to the 100% a private hirer driver’s workload. Radio circuits operate
more like agencies that offer work to driver who can decide to accept or refuse that
work, while private hire operators have a degree of compellability over driver who will
not earn anything if they don’t accept the job. We also feel that, as taxi drivers will be
subject to a stricter licensing regime, radio circuits will not need to assume the same
degree of responsibility as private hire operators.
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73. This leads into proposal 50 and the extension of the definition of operators to include
intermediaries. The London Taxi Company can see no reason why the definition should
be extended so long as the intermediaries remain middle men and do not provide private
hire services themselves.
74. The London Taxi Company believes that ‘fit and proper’ should be retained in relation
to operators as outline in question 51. The reason for this is that regulation with regards
to private hire will transfer the burden from drivers, as in the case of taxis, to operators
who will now have the ability to operate anywhere within England and Wales.
75. They will be the guardians of standards for their trade and it would not be productive if
they did not need to meet this standard. Operators have considerable influence over their
drivers and, as we have seen recently in London, can encourage their drivers to operate
in an illegal manner. Revocation of licence is a powerful tool to ensure good conduct
and should be retained by the regulator. This is another area where we see problems
with the proposed model for PHV operations as licensing authorities will need funding
streams to be able to perform this functions and this consultation does not address that.
76. As operators will continue to be ‘fit and proper persons’ The London Taxi Company
takes the view, with regards to proposal 52, that any decision to sub-contract services
should be a commercial decision for operators and that they should be free to do so. Our
view on this is based on our proposal that PHV should be invisible as any other system
could lead to the collapse of the taxi trade. We also feel that operators should also
inform the customer that they will be sub-contracting to enable them to make an
informed choice.
77. With regards to question 53, The London Taxi Company takes the view that as taxi
drivers will be held to a higher regulatory standard with a greater emphasis on safety
there does not need to be the same degree of recording keeping as would be needed with
a private hire driver. So, we feel, they should not have to record pre-book journeys
themselves, but if they receive the work through a radio circuit that job can be recorded
by the radio circuit in the normal way.
78. Proposals and question 54-56 all deal with the limitation of taxi numbers and so we
will answer with them together. The London Taxi Company believes that the
application of pure market forces to the taxi trade is misguided as the trade operates as a
public service rather then as a marketable commodity. Passengers have limited choice
over drivers, due to the cab rank rule, they have no ability to challenge the price, as the
fare is centrally set, they have no ability to reward or penalise a driver, as repeat
business is virtually non-existent and they have no control over vehicle choice. As a
result regulation of the industry is very important if service quality is to be maintained
and this separates taxis from private hire where the above market forces are all in play.
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79. Taxis are thus a public service and as such the state is able to require taxi drivers to
meet a high regulatory burden in terms of personal character, disability access, customer
service and even vehicle type. In order to fund these regulatory burdens the state has a
responsibility to ensure that drivers are able to make a fair living from the trade over
and above the cost they have to bare. The restriction of taxi numbers plays a key part in
this and so The London Taxi Company support the retention of this power by local
authorities. As taxis are a public service local authorities should have the ability to
regulate the provision of that service just as they do bus services and to ensure those
services can be effectively provided.
80. The London Taxi Company’s view on de-restriction, based on extensive experience
across the country, is that it leads to a destabilisation of the market and a sharp decline
in standards of the trade. Due to the lack of market forces in this area an opening of the
trade to unlimited number will see a decline in quality and service, as is the case in
some part of the country at the moment. As drivers will have greater levels of
competition for a limited pool of work they will see a significant contraction of income
that will be reflected in a lack of reinvestment in the industry and the poor maintenance
of vehicles.
81. Due to this, we can see no way in which this process can be brought about through an
orderly transition due to the very real differences between regions across the country.
De-restriction also leads to contraction of supply for some areas while encouraging over
supply in others.
82. As drivers are independent entities that operate on a level playing field with regards to
price and customer numbers there are none of the driving forces available that would
lead to market rationalisation as in other industries. The use of price strategies and
economies of scale just don’t exist, as they do in private hire, so increasing the supply
does not lead to an improved service. Instead supply needs to be restricted by local
authorities who then need to ensure the regulatory burden is correct so that a good
public service is maintained.
83. Question 57 deals with the issue of a separate licensing category for wheelchair
accessible vehicles, we feel that this issue would be one where national standards should
prevail and can see no reason why all vehicles should not be 100% wheelchair
accessible. We do not, therefore, agree that there should be a special license as all
vehicles should meet the standard as a condition of their licence.
84. In practice we find it difficult to see how a vehicle with this special licence could ‘give
priority’ to disabled passengers or how this service could be monitored and enforced by
licensing authorities. Alongside this it places a heavy burden on an operator who may
well be placed in the position of having to prioritise differently disabled passengers
needs.
85. This then flows into question 58 and we believe that the regulation of fees should be
left up to the licensing authority and that they should have complete freedom to decide
how that fee system should be structured.
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86. Question 59 and proposal 60-61 deal with disabled access. The London Taxi
Company takes this issue very seriously. We were the first manufacturer to be involved
in the production of accessible taxis and we believe that all taxis should be fully
accessible. To that end, we feel that there should be a national quota that requires all
taxis to be 100% accessible. Licensing authorities could mitigate the cost of this
requirement by either offering grants or differentiated licence fees to encourage drivers
to adopted accessible vehicles. The commission will need to keep in mind that drivers
will only adopt expensive facilities like disabled access if they can afford the costs.
87. We believe that there is a place for national standards for both trades that can include
disability awareness training and we would welcome such a move. As a vehicle
manufacturer, it is vital for us to have a degree of certainty and stability if we are to
invest in new vehicle designs that will better meet disabled needs. Currently, there are a
wide range of licensing definitions for accessible vehicles which make it difficult for
manufactures and licensing authorities to develop effective disabled service provision.
This diversity of licensing regimes allows some producers to design cheaper vehicles
that cater to the lowest accessible standards. These companies then seek to license their
vehicle in areas with higher standards by threatening legal action against those areas if
their conditions are not changed to accommodate these less accessible vehicles. This is
not something that can continue if the government is serious about improving disabled
access.
88. As taxis are a public service we fully support the provision of information in taxis about
how a customer can complain to a licensing authority laid out in proposal 62. We do,
however, have concerns in relation to private hire as the licensing authority will have a
much more limited role in the oversight of this service. Any information provided
would have to make it clear what the authority could and could not do for it to be useful
to the public.
89. The issue over taxi failures to accept work from disabled passenger is an important one
as outlined in question 63. We feel that increased driver training will see this issue
diminish over time but more can and should be done. As part of the ‘plying for hire’
regulation there should be a duty on all drivers to stop when hailed regardless of the
nature of the passenger. A driver should only be allowed to refuse work for a legitimate
reason, such as safety, and drivers should be monitored by licensing authorities. We also
feel new technology will help as hailing apps will allow disabled passengers to book
journeys and so limit the ability of drivers to ‘ignore’ disabled passengers.
90. With regards to question 64, The London Taxi Company supports the ability of
authorised licensing officers having the power to stop licensed vehicles within their
jurisdiction. We feel this would improve the performance of and confidence within the
taxi market. Currently, the police do not prioritise the issue of cross border trading and
so licensing officers should be given the power to tackle this problem. The issue should
be further aided by a clear demarcation between taxis and private hire so that a taxi
operating outside of its licensing area would be much more obvious. We feel that this
degree of transparency would go along way to eliminating the practice.
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91. That said we again raise our concerns that the proposed system makes no allowance for
how licensing authorities will fund enforcement of private hire operators. If any new
system is to be effective there has to be strong enforcement of both trades to ensure
fairness for drivers and operators while ensuring safety and standards for passengers.
92. The issues of touting raised in question 65 can be dealt with by a clear distinction
between the taxi and private hire trades, including the use of roof signs and the term
taxi, which would help ensure that consumers were able to know which service they
were engaging. Greater levels of enforcement by licensing authorities so that issues
about illegal ranking and on street touting are dealt with, particularly late at night would
go a long way to ending the practice. While finally advertising campaigns making
people more aware of the different trades can make a considerable difference as has
been shown in London.
93. Experience has shown that the main reason illegal touting operates is the perceived
failure to punish offenders so that market forces make it commercially more beneficial
to break the rule than abide by them. The seizure of vehicle and the revocation of
licences, as outlined in question 66, will go a long way to addressing this issue as the
cost of breaking the rules will become too high to be affordable.
94. In line with this, licensing authorities should create a list of offences for which a fixed
penalty applies, as proposed in question 67, but they should not be used as the only
weapon in the licensing arsenal. For taxis these costs could not be passed on as the tariff
is fixed whereas PH would run the risk of increasing costs and making themselves
uncompetitive. There is no easy, cheap or quick alternative to robust licensing rules and
effective enforcement.
95. In line with our view in question 64 we support proposal 68 that enforcement officers
should have the power to enforce against vehicles, drivers and operators not licensed in
their area. The degree to which they would be able to do that would be subject to either
the national or local regulation in force for the taxi and private hire trade and the
development of a suitable funding system that sees the burden for regulation fall on the
private hire industry no matter where it is licensed and where it operates.
96. This then raises the issue of cross-border enforcement outlined in question 69. The
London Taxi Company believes that the three forms of cooperation outlined in the
consultation document should be adopted and should form a hierarchy of actions that
are based on the severity of breach. So if a taxi or private hire company is regularly
found to be breaching the rules and the responsible licensing authority is refusing to
enforce its own licensing conditions in regards to cross-border activity than another
authority should be able to apply to a magistrate’s court to remove the licence.
97. Proposals and question 70- 73 fall outside of the expertise of The London Taxi
Company and so we do no propose to comment on them.
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Unite submission to the Law Commissions Taxi and Private Hire Services
Consultation – October 2012
Introduction
This submission is by Unite. Unite has over 1.5 million members across the private and
public sectors.
Unite has thousands of taxi driver members and we have obtained their views through
our lay member committees at national and regional level. Therefore Unite are in a
unique position to submit a response to the Law Commissions current thinking.
Provisional Proposals & Questions
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept prebooked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares.













Unite agree with the proposal.
In addition the proposal should say that private hire vehicles are not available for
immediate hire.
Safety of the travelling public should be paramount, we cannot agree that a onetier system will be beneficial to the travelling public in whatever form it takes.
London operated a one-tier system until 1998 and eventually came into line with
the rest of the country rather than the other way around. We take the view that
the Commission should ask representatives of TfL, why they abandoned a onetier system.
Strictly speaking London did have a two-tier system, however the ‘other tier’ was
unlicensed mini-cabs and it is difficult to believe that if a one-tier system was
adopted that history would not repeat itself and unlicensed mini-cabs would
reappear in all major towns and cities.
A two-tier system affords the travelling public multiplicity of choice in price, choice
of vehicle and choice of company. The consumer may not wish to use taxis for a
variety of reasons and therefore they can choose a private hire firm and of
course if they receive an unsatisfactory service with private hire firm ‘A’ they can
transfer to private hire firm ‘B’, just like all consumer choices.
Furthermore the existence of a two tier system impacts on taxi fares, which
benefits the consumer any taxi trade representatives will confirm that when it
comes to the annual fare increase, it is done with one eye on the ‘competition’,
take away that competition and it will inevitably lead to fare rises.
If a one-tier is to be considered, serious thought must be given to both the price
structure and the composition of the taxi fleet. There are two ways of setting taxi
fares, either they are set by a body such as TfL or by a Local Authority. Or it is
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left to the individual taxi driver to set their own fares, which would reflect market
conditions, there are no other viable alternatives.
Every report into taxis has rejected the latter option, on the grounds that it could
lead to vulnerable adults being practically held to ransom. Even the OfT which
advocated a total deregulatory approach to taxis rejected out of hand the notion
of taxi drivers setting their own fares in favour of fares set by an Authority and
fares being meter controlled on the grounds that it was against the interests of
the consumer.
Multiplicity of vehicles - there is a wide range of licensed vehicles available for
hire from wheelchair accessible purpose built taxis through to MPVs via saloon
car, estates etc.
Britain can rightly be proud of the number of wheelchair accessible vehicles
(WAV) licensed in the UK, which far outstrips the rest of the world combined. For
example there are 30 WAV’s in Paris compared to 20,000 in London, with
Liverpool, Birmingham, Manchester, Glasgow etc having WAV fleets in
thousands. A number of smaller Authorities also pursue a WAV only policy and
therefore taxi coverage for wheelchair users is extensive in the UK not just in the
major cities.
As mentioned earlier, the second-tier offers multiplicity of choice not only in price
but in vehicles, and all private hire forms have a variety of different vehicle to suit
the travelling public needs.
If a one-tier system is adopted it would mean that London’s taxi fleet plying for
hire and trying to access ranks would rise from 20,000 to over 100,000, and
every town and city in the country would experience a similar situation.
Moreover a one-tier system would either have to be WAV only thereby denying
freedom of choice which the travelling public currently enjoys. However if a mixed
fleet option was adopted it is conceivable that WAV owner/drivers would opt for
the cheaper and more cost effective saloon cars, thereby diluting the WAV fleet
throughout the UK.
It is no idle claim that Britain has the best taxi system in the world albeit by
default and we believe that the two-tier system should remain.

Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform.









Unite do not agree with the proposal.
London is unique in terms of taxi and private hire licensing. London has always
had its own laws demonstrating that London has always been thought of as
being different from the rest of the country. The shear numbers of taxis and
private hire means that London needs to be treated separately, and that the
separation should be maintained.
The laws licensing taxis and private hire in London have proved to be robust and
do not lead to any significant legal challenges. Nothing that takes place in
London has led the government to ask the Law Commission to investigate
changing the laws operating in London.
The licensing laws that have led to many of the problems in the rest of England
and Wales, such as cross-border hiring, the Berwick and Stockton decisions do
not apply in London. The issues that have caused the Law Commission
investigation do not cause problems in London.
The Private Hire Vehicles (London) Act 1998 is very recent and draws on the
experience of private hire licensing in the rest of the country that had been
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licensed since 1976. Many of the problems that existed with the 1976 Act were
therefore avoided. In London private hire has gone from being an unregulated
largely illegal activity to a highly regulated industry with strict controls on
licensing. Private hire in London now caters for all levels of demand from high
end limousines to low priced vehicles.
There is a constant supply of taxis and private hire vehicles at all times of the
day, every day of the week. The introduction of the evening and night tariffs in
London for taxi fares has ensured a high supply of taxis at peak times at night
and at weekends.
Competition between taxis and private hire is highly competitive and the
customer has a wide variety of choice. There are now many hailing systems on
Smartphone’s for both taxi and private hire.
London’s taxis have regularly been voted the best taxi service in the world by
visitors in surveys by travel companies.
London’s taxis are world renowned for their knowledge of London. Nothing
should be done that would jeopardise this.
London’s Green and Yellow badge licensing system means that the suburban
boroughs of London receive a good supply of taxis at all times of the day.
Taxis and private hire should be continued to be licensed by Transport for
London to Transport for London standards. These are well known to be robust
and have ensured that London drivers, vehicles and Operators are known for
their high standards.
There has been no request from customers for a relaxation of these standards. It
was only in the last ten years that standards were set for private hire following a
public consultation.
Enforcement is the biggest problem facing London. With its high number of
vehicles it is a huge task for Transport for London and the Police to enforce
against illegal touting and plying for hire. Opening up London to any licensed
private hire vehicle would cause a massive influx of private hire vehicles making
enforcement practically impossible. The number of touts and illegal vehicles
would increase massively at a time when illegal touting and plying for hire is
falling. This would be a great danger to the customer especially vulnerable
women.
Part time taxi licenses would undermine the current professional standards of
London’s taxis and severely damage their reputation as standards would fall.
There is no case for including London in the proposals to reform taxi and private
hire licensing. Including London in these proposals is opposed by the Mayor of
London, Transport for London and every taxi trade organisation in London. There
is no rational reason to include London. London’s licensing system works well so
Unite can see no reason to change such a success.

Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver.


Unite do not believe that private hire vehicles should be restricted to one vehicle,
and would probably be subject to a legal challenge. Nevertheless all vehicles
licensed as a PH should conform to Local Government(Misc.Prov)Act 1976 sec
48 1(a) that the vehicle is:-
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(i) suitable in type, size and design for the use as a Private Hire vehicle;
(ii) not of such a design and appearance as to lead any person to believe
that the vehicle is a Hackney Carriage;
(iii) in a suitable mechanical condition;
(iv) safe; and
(v) comfortable;
With a renewed emphasis on (iii)-(v), which should outlaw the licensing of
Tuc Tucs and other 3rd world vehicles.




In addition we believe that ALL vehicles that are available for hire and reward
should be licensed and s75 LG(MP)A 1976 be repealed. Special event, wedding
& funeral cars could have the certificate clearly displayed on the front windscreen
in preference to a ‘plate’, this would aid both the travelling public and
enforcement agencies to clearly identify the purpose of the vehicle.
Testing should be standardised so all drivers involved in hire and reward should
undertake the same training (i.e. Local topographical knowledge test, VRQ/NVQ
training) and be subject to an enhanced CRB.

Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence?




Unite believe the advantage would be that you would not legitimise unsafe non
motorised vehicles.
For example non-motorised pedicabs should not have a license because they
are not safe for the public or other road users and should be banned.
However horse-drawn carriages should be licensed under omnibuses.

Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers.




Unite agree with the proposal.
There should not be taxi-buses.
Taxis and buses should be kept separate with a clear definition between the two.

Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature as
an exclusion from the definition of taxis.



Unite do not agree with the proposal.
Non-motorised pedicabs should not have a license because they are not safe for
the public or other road users and should be banned.
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Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty
vehicles to assist consistency.





Unite do not agree with the proposal.
A plate should be internally fixed to dashboard for private hire licensed,
limousines and novelty vehicles.
8 or less should be determined by the local authority.
More than 8 should be determined the traffic commissioner.

Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.





Unite do not agree with the proposal.
Unite are concerned on how you would define ‘genuine volunteers’ because we
know of examples where volunteers are doing tens of thousands of miles,
earning 40 pence plus per mile and expenses and are clearly operating as a taxi,
whilst using the guise of a volunteer status.
Clearly a limit on the amount of mileage per year should be stipulated, which
would help indentify ‘genuine volunteers’ and also help reduce the opportunity for
tax evasion.

Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and



Unite do not agree that the regulation of taxis and private hire should deal with
carpooling.
Carpooling has separate fares that should remain outside taxi and private hire
vehicle licensing.

(b) members clubs?





Unite agree they should only be included if the vehicles are licensed and the
drivers are CRB checked because the public’s safety will be compromised if
they’re not.
There is compelling evidence that this proposal would be misused, in fact the
exemption on members clubs has only recently repealed (the so-called ‘Pink
Ladies’ amendment) because of abuse.
Warrington Pink Ladies were operating as private hire but working outside
licensing authority.
Therefore members clubs should be licensed.
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Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national standards
should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the taxi and
private hire licensing regimes.



Unite do not agree with the proposal.
There should be no exclusions allowed at anytime.

Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation.




Unite agree with the proposal.
Unite believe they should be included on the grounds of public safety.
The vehicles should be required to have an internal plate, which verifies their
license.

Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?


Unite agree there is merit because all vehicles doing private hire work would
then be included.

Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”.







Unite agree with the proposal.
There should be free entry, open access and rank provision to airports, railway &
bus stations, retail parks and supermarkets, hospitals etc; in fact any other
premises or place to which at the material time the public have or are permitted
to have access (whether on payment or otherwise) (see *Criminal Justice &
Public Order Act below)
Criminal Justice And Public Order Act, 1994. Section 167. Touting For Car Hire
Services. Defines a ‘public place’: includes any highway and any other premises
or place to which at the material time the public have or are permitted to have
access (whether on payment or otherwise).
The Government would have to step in to make private companies allow hackney
carriage licensed taxis access in these areas. This might not be that easy to
achieve because it is highly likely private companies would want some
compensation.
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Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?



Unite agree there is a case for making special provision.
At Stansted airport the nearest taxi rank is in Bishop Stortford, which is 5 miles
away! This has to be put right.

Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles.




Unite agree with the proposal.
Currently, private hire line up outside venues clearly for hire. However currently
because private hire or not included they are technically not breaking the law.
Agree that a definition in law for “plying for hire”, would be useful. However the
trade would have to be consulted to get this right.

Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services.


Unite agree with the proposal.

Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?


Unite have looked at the Scottish approach but believe there maybe a problem
because it seemed to involve touting in the description, which would complicate
any definition.

Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained.


Unite agree with the proposal.
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Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to
the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked.


Unite agree with the proposal.

Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used
for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.


Unite agree with the proposal.

Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.



Unite agree with the proposal.
However we believe that decisions should be made locally.

Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.





Unite agree with the proposal.
It would create confusion for the public.
Unite strongly believe that hackney carriage should remain, it is a respected
standard and the travelling public knows what they are getting, so it shouldn’t be
abandoned.
The real problem is there are numerous examples of ‘private hire’ firms
advertising themselves falsely as ‘Taxis’, which needs clamping down on.

Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “prebooked” and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion?





Unite do not agree with the proposal.
It will create greater confusion for the public.
The terms “taxi” and “private hire vehicles” should remain.
The wording that should apply nationally on this subject is the wording that is
used in the London Act.
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Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements.


Unite agree with the proposal.

Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards.





Unite agree with the proposal.
It is important that decisions are taken locally.
Brighton taxis have blue bonnets and boots on a white vehicle, colour coding is
not standard.
CCTV should not be made compulsory by local authorities.

Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards.












Unite do not agree with the proposal.
National safety standards should be minimum safety standards that apply to both
“taxis” and “private hire”, which local authorities can add to if local needs
determine it.
Having mandatory national safety standards that are mandatory means that
private hire drivers, vehicles and operators could be licensed in licensing
authority, or all 3 could be licensed by different licensing authorities, and still
work in a completely different authority. This would mean that the licence fees
would not go to the licensing area which is being worked but to those licensing
areas which do the licensing.
This could mean a driver is licensed in Carlisle, the vehicle in Sunderland, the
operator in Leeds and all three work in London.
Under this scenario London would get all of the enforcement problems and
associated costs, and the licensing authorities the fees without having to ever
enforce or check on the driver, vehicle or operator.
This would make enforcement or checking the safety of the driver, vehicle or
operator impossible as no fees would go to London in the above scenario.
The Law Commission make no mention of how this would be resolved. The only
suggestions that we have heard are some sort of centralised pot of licence fee
money that would be shared out. This would create a bureaucratic nightmare to
administer and be totally unworkable.
The only system that works is to retain the current system of the three licenses
which ensures that fees go to the local authority which licenses and enforces the
three licenses.
A national standard for private hire is clearly unworkable as fees would not
necessarily go to the local authority which will ultimately have to do the
enforcement.
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Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers.




Unite do not agree with the proposal.
Topographical knowledge should be required of drivers of “taxis” and “private
hire” on safety grounds for the health of the general travelling public.
If a driver does not know where they are going and is having to work it out whilst
driving then their concentration and maybe even visual awareness is affected,
which makes them a far great health and safety risk in comparison to a driver
who has topographical knowledge.

Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable?




Unite believe that local authorities should be able to stipulate higher standards
for private hire vehicles including age limit and condition of vehicles.
Question 28 seems to contradict the mandatory approach in proposal 26.
National safety standards should be minimum safety standards that apply to both
“taxis” and “private hire”, which local authorities can add to if local needs
determine it.

Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles?


None that we know off.

Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services?


National conditions in respect of driver safety should be the same for taxi
services and private hire services but give local authority the freedom to
implement different standards if the nature of the different vehicles dictates that
this is necessary.

Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.



Unite agree with the proposal.
However local authorities should retain the authority to stipulate additional
standards like the topographical test for taxis and private hire.
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Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement.


Unite agree with the proposal.

Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel?



Unite strongly believe that any technical advisory panel should have trade union
representation on it in order to provide the skills and knowledge that is required.
A national taxi forum made up of VOSA, the police, licensing authorities, trade
unions and passenger representatives (including disability groups) would be
capable of providing the technical advice that is needed.

Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards.



Unite agree with the proposal.
However this must apply to private hire as well.

Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards?



Local authorities should not be restricted by statutory limits.
Whatever standards are set private hire must be included the same as taxis.

Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators?


Local authorities must retain the power to impose individual conditions on taxi
and private hire drivers or operators.

Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements?



Unite believe that the powers and duties of licensing authorities should not
cooperate on a statutory footing and is it best left to local arrangements.
Keep local control.
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Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting.




Unite do not agree with the proposal.
Localism would be lost and a poorer service will result, which would not work for
the travelling public because taxis and private hire would just be attracted to the
honey pot areas within a bigger boundary.
Keep it under local control.

Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area.





Unite agree with the proposal.
Currently licensing authorities can not create but only remove.
For example in Durham they removed taxi zones and city centre was flooded
with taxis, with no taxi provision for the public anywhere else.
Therefore it is sensible to now give licensing authorities the option to create as
well.

Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority?



Unite believe that this would not be useful and would create confusing for the
public about when they can and can not use a private hire vehicle.
It would also lower standards and service because why would anyone work in
non peak times?

Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority.




Unite do not agree with the proposal.
The three licenses must stay under one local authorities control because if it
doesn’t then a local authority will no longer be able to set standards for the
private hire trade according to the particular needs and priorities of their area.
Standards would fall, service would reduce and the licensing mechanism would
have now way on monitoring and enforcing the safety of the travelling public.
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Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of outof-area drop offs.














Unite do not agree with the proposal.
There are a number of proposals that has been put forward concerning “return to
area” requirement in respect of out-of-area drop offs also known as cross border
hiring, lets examine them individually.
Make ‘controlled areas’ bigger. We would respond to this by asking ‘how big is
big?’ if for example there was a proposal to create Merseyside as a single
controlled area, it does nothing to curtail the activities of both taxis and private
hire vehicles from outside this ‘new’ area from cross border hiring. And therefore
the problem has been pushed further out rather than a solution found.
Maintain the status quo, to curtail it amounts to restrictive practice. At present,
largely because of case law, a private hire can undertake a contract anywhere to
anywhere and taken on an individual basis there is little wrong in this as it gives
the consumer the right to use the private hire of his choice (although somewhat
ironically this choice does not extend to taxis). However looking at local authority
licensing funding holistically, cross border hiring is somewhat of an anomaly.
Local authorities license a variety of businesses and activities for which the
authority will charge a fee. The obvious benefit is that the fees are determined by
the council and licensing does not, or should not cost the general council
taxpayer a penny.
This exposes the inherent unfairness of cross border hiring, in that the taxi and
private hire drivers (and the other licence payers) from authority ‘A’ are funding
the licensing section. Whereas the taxi and private drivers from authority ‘B’ are
predominately working in authority ‘A’ and effectively using the facilities without
paying the subscription fees.
We believe that if the status quo is maintained, that there are two ‘solutions’ to
this anomaly; either licensing to be funded centrally, thereby losing local control
as well as adding another layer of bureaucracy, or authority ‘A’ be allowed to ‘bill’
authority ‘B’ for the extra enforcement needed to police ‘their’ vehicles. However,
we would point to the original remit of the Commission is to reduce bureaucracy,
and this has the potential to create a clearing house of byzantine complexity (it
must be remembered that cross-border hiring usually involves vehicles from
several authorities that are remote from the ‘honey pot’ authority) with claims and
counter-claims.
We believe that the way forward is to incorporate s21 of the Scottish Civic
Government Act 1982 that requires a private hire vehicle to return to the area
that they are licensed after completing a fare. Furthermore if our proposals
outlined in ‘Driver training and accessibility’ was implemented, this would address
concerns that it would be restrictive; if a driver wanted to work in another
authority, they would only have to pass the local knowledge and be able to start
work immediately.
One of the issues that have not been aired is public safety. All taxis and private
hire vehicles have a ‘plate’ number and the driver has an individual ‘badge’
number, and should a member of the public wish to complain about a driver they
can contact the local licensing section with the driver’s number. However with
cross border hiring, and certainly at peak loading times, major towns and cities
may have taxi and private hire vehicles from many remote authorities. Therefore
if a passenger wishes to complain about ‘plate 26’ or ‘badge 63’ for example, the
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licensing section may have to trawl through numerous ‘plate 26’s’ and ‘badge
63’s’ which practically makes numbering taxis and private hire vehicles and
drivers irrelevant.
Furthermore there is an assumption that cross border hiring only affects big cities
and the immediate surrounding ‘smaller’ areas, however examples of private hire
vehicles working many miles away from their area of license are becoming
increasingly commonplace. In addition there is also the ‘Berwick Situation’ (In
which taxis are licensed in rural areas and smaller towns and work on private hire
systems in larger towns and cities) where taxis are working sometimes hundreds
of miles from their area of license.
If the commission is minded to legitimise cross border hiring, it will inevitably
break the link between local licensing and vehicles; to use an extreme example,
with the aid of new technology, it would be possible for a private hire vehicle to
start a shift for example, in Manchester that takes the driver to St Helens and
then onto Leeds, in fact anywhere in the country. Not only does this deprive the
travelling public of Manchester of a vehicle, but would make enforcement
infinitely more difficult because the hunt for ‘plate 26/badge 63’ will not be in the
tens, but in the hundreds.

Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.


Unite agree with the proposal.

Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys?


Unite believe that taxis should not be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than
the metered fare for pre-booked journeys.

Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to
set national safety conditions?




Unite believe that yes it should be set out in primary legislation but local authority
should be able to stipulate standards beyond the minimum including
topographical knowledge, enhanced CRB checks, group 2 medicals, VRQ for all
new applicants including disability awareness and customer safety.
Unite believe that driver training as part of a wholesale review of the conditions
governing taxi and private hire drivers would lead to less bureaucracy. At present
if a taxi driver wishes to move from one authority to another they are treated as
new drivers and they must not only have a local topographical knowledge test,
but a medical and apply for a CRB, even though it may have been only weeks
since this was undertaken in their old authority.
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If the commission advocated a national taxi qualification incorporating CRB
medicals etc, it would make it easier for a driver in Manchester to transfer to
Nottingham for example and only have to pass the local topographical
knowledge.
If the Commission does not endorse driver training, it will be swimming against
the tide; but what training should be adopted? We believe that all new applicants
whether taxi or private hire drivers should complete a VRQ (Vocational Related
Training) and within the first 12 months of receiving the licence, they should top
up to a full NVQ level II .
Unites taxi education has delivered training to 4,500 drivers. Unite trains
applicants in all aspects relating to people or persons with a disability, which
includes loading and unloading wheelchair users into a WAV, securing the
wheelchair, how to operate the swivel seat, the hearing loop etc. More
importantly the unit makes drivers aware that it is imperative to treat all people of
differing abilities with dignity. In the last four years since Unite has been involved
in this training it has been adopted by numerous councils up and down the
country.

Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself.



Unite do not agree with the proposal.
A fit and proper test for vehicle owners is vital in order to discourage people for
entering the trade for the wrong reasons, for example drug and money
laundering through shell taxi owner operations.

Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to
set national safety conditions?


Unite believe national vehicle safety standards should be set out in primary
legislation and should include M1 crash tested certification.

Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles.


Unite agree with the proposal.

Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis?


Unite believe operator licensing should be extended to cover taxi radio circuits
that cover 3 or more taxis.
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Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries.




Unite do not agree with the proposal.
A member of the public is not going to know they are travelling via intermediaries.
Surely an intermediary’s journey will have to be insured in the same way as an
operators would, so for this reason can intermediaries be left outside the
definition?

Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained?




Unite believe that “fit and proper” criteria in respect of private hire operators
should be retained.
As an operator there is a duty to be responsible for the safety of the passenger
they carry.
The current criteria helps reinforce this duty of care.

Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services.








Unite do not agree with the proposal.
There are huge differences not only in the economy and geography between the
Capital and the rest of the country; for example the Private Hire Vehicles
(London) Act 1998 allows firms to ‘baton pass’ contracts whereas it is not allowed
in the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976. The provision
contained within the London Act reflects not only the volume of traffic that
London experiences but the size of the capital, and therefore a provision like
sec5 of the PHV London Act is commonsense.
For instance a private hire vehicle based in Lewisham breaks down while
undertaking a fare going north of the river, or indeed anywhere outside of the
immediate proximity, it should be able to ‘baton pass’ the fare on to a local
private hire firm as opposed to dispatching a car from the base that might take
some time.
Whereas ‘baton passing’ may seem commonsense, we reiterate that in the rest
of the country this would be open to abuse and would legitimise cross border
hiring.
A more practical solution for the instances where a taxi or private hire vehicle
undertakes a fare out of their licensing area, would be a requirement that all taxi
and private hire vehicles must have breakdown with door-to-door recovery
(National Recovery).
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Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply?


Unite do not see the need for this.

Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.





Unite do not agree with the proposal.
Licensing authorities must undertake a survey by a reputable company every
three years and there is a strong case to state that regulated authorities are more
informed about the demand for taxi and private hire services, ranking provisions
etc than authorities that pursue a delimitation policy.
Unite believe the long-term policy in regard to taxi numbers should be ‘managed
growth’ by which demand for taxis will be tailored for a particular area as
opposed to the, dare we say, ‘blunt regulatory tool’ of leaving taxi provision to
market forces, with its simplistic message of ‘more taxi equals shorter waiting
times’ despite there being no evidence to support this assertion; in fact there is
more evidence to suggest restricted areas provide a better service.

Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers?







If quantity controls are removed in an area that had previously been restricted,
then ranking provision must be reviewed, otherwise over-ranking and problems
associated with over-ranking will be the inevitable consequences.
Liverpool took the decision to remove the numerical limit on taxis in 1974 (which
was before the amendment to s37 Town Police Clauses Act 1847by s16 of the
Transport Act 1985). However by 1983 over ranking had become a serious traffic
and public order issue, which led to the then Chief Constable,
, in his annual address to Liverpool City Council to articulate his
frustrations about the amount of police resources that were being used to combat
the problem.
He stated that relations between the police and the taxi trade was fractious, and
commented that many of the issues “are a result of too many taxis seeking to
stand on any one rank at the same time”. Sir Kenneth concluded “One cannot
escape the fact that there are currently over 1,250 licensed hackney carriages in
Liverpool (the figure is now 1,417), for which there are only 370 spaces available
on designated ranks. It is equally apparent that no matter what level of
enforcement is pursued, the problems associated with over-ranking will remain
until such time as this imbalance is redressed.”
The Chief Constable of Merseyside’s report to Liverpool City Council is seen by
many as the reason that in passing the Transport Act in 1985, the government of
the day stopped short of outright abolition of numerical controls on taxis, and
although
comments are nearly thirty years old, it is difficult to
envisage what the participants of this consultation exercise can add to or better
the observations that came as a result of his many years of operational control.
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Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?




The last decade has seen a large number of authorities remove quantity
restrictions as a result of the OfT report and the subsequent ‘Best Practice’
guidelines issued by the DfT, and because there is no requirement for a council
to revisit the policy to assess its impact on taxi services, and the assertion that it
benefits the travelling public is based on free market ideology as opposed to hard
evidence. In fact an increasing number of delimited authorities are
commissioning surveys to assess the impact and almost all of them have
reversed the policy as a result of concerns expressed by not only the taxi trade,
but resident groups affected by over-ranking, noise etc, other road users, the
travelling public, shopkeepers and even the police.
Case Study - Wirral Borough Council (WBC):
o The major urban centres of Wirral are Birkenhead and Wallasey and
according to the WBC statistics, two thirds of the population of Wirral lives
there. Stretching out towards Cheshire are the relatively affluent areas
Bebington, Bromborough and Eastham (although Eastham has a large
council estate), and Heswall, West Kirby and Hoylake to the west of the
peninsula. The aforementioned areas all have their own identity, and all
have small but vibrant High Streets, with a mixture of independent
retailers, and familiar High Street brands and wine bars, restaurants and
public houses. However club land is to be found exclusively in Birkenhead
and New Brighton.
o From its inception in 1972 to 1996, Wirral pursued a limited numbers
policy and between those years the taxi fleet stood at 86, however after
the result of court action a tranche of 25 licences were issued. A further 20
licences was issued in 1998 following a supply & demand survey by the
Maunsel group. The survey concluded that although no evidence of unmet
demand could be found in the urban areas of Birkenhead and Wallasey,
this was because the taxi fleet worked in those areas at the expense of
the outlying areas, and concluded that preference should be given to
applicants that would service the outlying areas.
o In 2002, following a report to the council, that the cover in the outlying
areas was still non-existent, the council removed numerical controls
completely and resolved to issue a licence to any vehicle that was
purpose-built WAV that was 3 years old or newer. However following
numerous complaints from bus companies, the police, and in particular a
residents group in Wallasey that was formed solely because of the
problems that came as a result of the removing of numerical limits, WBC
commissioned a new survey that was undertaken in 2006 by Keilder
North West Ltd(KNW).
o By now the taxi fleet had grown to 255, however KNW observed that the
outlying areas taxi coverage was still non-existent, but a more surprising
conclusion of the survey was that a small but significant unmet demand in
Birkenhead and Wallasey had been recorded where none existed when
the fleet stood at 101, 8 years previously, which flies in the face of the
assertion that more taxis equals better service. An explanation is required
for this apparent contradiction.
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The Double-Shift System:
o In areas with restricted taxi numbers, it is commonplace to have a taxi
double shifted, for instance in cities such as Liverpool and Manchester,
and even in smaller areas i.e. Ellesmere Port, Knowsley etc,
approximately 70% of the taxi fleet is double-shifted; this has two main
benefits for the travelling public; it gives taxi coverage 24/7, and the driver
has shorter shift patterns. Wirral also had 70% double-shift prior to the
increase in licences, and it is now between 2-4%. When WBC took the
decision to remove numerical controls, most of the ‘jockeys’ applied for a
licence and very rapidly the double-shift system was abandoned, and
drivers began to ‘cherry pick’ the most lucrative hours to work.
o The working pattern now is the majority of the drivers work 8am-8/10pm,
therefore after midnight on week nights taxis are few and far between. It is
however the shift pattern at the weekend that causes the most concern, in
that drivers will usually start at 8am Friday, but work through to 4-5am
Saturday morning. With the Saturday shift pattern being more of the
same, except the drivers will usually start around midday and work until
5am Sunday morning.
o The significant unmet demand the KNW survey measured was early
Saturday and Sunday morning and of course weeknights after midnight.
We take the view that these suicidal long shift patterns are the ‘negative
externalities’ (to continue with the economic jargon) of removing numerical
control, and it is difficult to make a case that it benefits the consumer.
 WBC 2007-2012
o In 2011, WBC commissioned a further survey by the Halcrow group, as a
response to not only the complaints as detailed earlier but by the
members of the Licensing Committee. The economic downturn with the
resulting increase in job losses made driving a taxi one of the few
alternatives and licence applications increased the number of taxis from
255 in 2006 to 400. However a combination of too many taxis, a fall off in
business that all sectors of the economy are experiencing, and the
relatively high cost to license a vehicle (it has to be a 3yo or new WAV
costing between £25-35k), has seen 114 licences handed back to the
council.
o There is an opinion that this is the market in action in that it is finding its
own level of provision, nevertheless in the ‘negative externalities’ column
questions must be asked-prior to handing the licence back, how was
he/she funding his/her business, and what impact did the lack of revenue
have on:a)
Standards of Vehicle Maintenance?
b)
Did the vehicle have adequate insurance?
c)
What shift patterns did he/she work and did they compromise
safety?
d)
If there have been as many as 114 taxis effectively going out of
business is the rest of the fleet experiencing similar economic hardship
and does it compromise safety?
o On 23 January 2012, the Licensing, Health and Safety and General
Purposes Committee, after hearing representations from the taxi trade
voted unanimously to reintroduce numerical controls on taxi licences and
to review the situation at regular intervals.
 Conclusion
o The present law needs urgent review; any legislation that has generated
so much litigation and created so much hostility must be revisited.
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o The way forward is managed growth of the industry and the way to
achieve this is full integration in to the Local Transport Plan (LTP), then
the needs of the travelling public can be looked at holistically; everything
from the appropriate number of taxis to raising the kerb at taxi ranks to
accommodate easier loading of wheelchairs can be planned within the
provision for the needs of the travelling public.
o To prevent the voice of the taxi trade being lost within such a large
structure, we propose that Local Taxi Forums be set up, which should
consult Licensing Officers, representatives of disability groups, Police,
Councillors, and taxi trade representatives and representatives of the
LTP.
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles.





Unite do not believe there is any need for a separate license because hackney
carriage taxis are all wheelchair accessible already. As we know private hire
vehicles cannot rank, so when a disabled customer makes a booking they can
choose the vehicle they require.
The real problem is currently there are not enough adequate ranks with raised
kerbs.
Local authorities need to do more to make sure taxi ranks are suitable for the
access of persons using wheelchairs.

Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards?



Unite do not believe that licensing authorities should offer lower licence fees for
vehicles which meet certain accessibility standards.
All major cities have fully accessible hackney carriage taxis already in place.

Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers?


Unite believe the availability is there but more training is needed for drivers and
licensing authorities need to do more to make sure taxi ranks are suitable for the
access of persons using wheelchairs.
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Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles.


Unite agree with the proposal.

Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training.



Unite agree with the proposal.
Unites taxi education has delivered training to 4,500 drivers. Unite trains
applicants in all aspects relating to people or persons with a disability, which
includes loading and unloading wheelchair users into a WAV, securing the
wheelchair, how to operate the swivel seat, the hearing loop etc. More
importantly the unit makes drivers aware that it is imperative to treat all people of
differing abilities with dignity. In the last four years since Unite has been involved
in this training it has been adopted by numerous councils up and down the
country.

Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority.




Unite agree with the proposal.
Taxis already display information about how to complain on their tariff sheet.
Private hire vehicles don’t display information about how to complain and should.

Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help?



Unite think more training and education is the best way of addressing the
problem of taxis ignoring disabled passengers seeking to hail them.
Unite are not in favour of any obligation to stop because there is no way of
knowing 100% whether a driver has seen a disabled passenger seeking to hail
them down or not, which makes it unenforceable.

Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?




Unite do not think that authorised licensing officers should have the power to stop
licensed vehicles.
The current stopping powers are adequate and see no need for extension.
What is already in place is robust enough, in addition we take the view that the
local concordat that is in place in Merseyside is a better template and perhaps
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the rest of the country should follow Merseyside as opposed to adopting
something that is unproven.
In addition we foresee serious problems if a licensing officer from Sefton for
example attempted to stop a Liverpool Taxi in Bootle, how would the taxi driver
react to being stopped outside their licensing area by an individual who is not a
police officer. It may be seen that the driver would be in his or her rights to ignore
the stop because they fear for their safety.
Drivers could be placed at risk.

Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.



Unite believe targeted enforcement has been successful in the past particularly in
London but there just is not enough targeted enforcement carried out.
More resource dedicated to educating passengers on what touting is and the
dangers involved in travelling in an unlicensed and uninsured vehicle.

Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules?


Unite believe this will be done safest if it is left as it is currently is to the police.

Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how?


Unite believes that cross-border hiring should be made an offence and that local
authorities should use fixed penalties of £200 and 3 points on a driver’s license
as an appropriate punishment.

Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas.


Unite agree with the proposal.

Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this?



Unite agree with the proposal.
Fixed penalties with the right to appeal to the licensing sub committee.

Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence.



Unite agree with the proposal.
No change needed, the current appeal process is appropriate.
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Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of
refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing
authority to reconsider its decision.


Unite agree with the proposal.

Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.



Unite agree with the proposal.
The appeal against refusal to grant a taxi vehicle licence goes straight to Crown
Court under s7 Public Health Act 1907, which appears to be historical rather than
procedural. In law (s43 Town Police Clauses Act 1847) a taxi licence lasts one
year and then a new one must be applied for (as opposed to being renewed).
Some council’s do not differentiate between a ‘new’ application, and an existing
proprietor who puts in a late application regardless of circumstances is deemed
to have ‘lost’ the licence. Essentially this is a throwback to the days of horses and
carts when the vehicle obviously did not need a compliance certificate and a
more practical approach needs to be found; for instance the taxi could be
suspended until such time as the proprietor renews the licence. The vehicle
licence (commonly referred to as a ‘plate’) must be made ‘renewable’

Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court?


Unite agree with the proposal.

Len McCluskey
General Secretary
Unite
For clarifications and more information please contact:
John Neal
Researcher
Unite the Union
128 Theobald's Road, Holborn, London, WC1X 8TN.
Tel:
Fax:
Email:
Internet:
k
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Sultan Taylor MBA DipMgSt BSc hons
OCU Commander
Safer Transport Command
9th Floor
Palestra
197 Blackfriars Road
Southwark
SE1 8NJ

Your Ref:
Our Ref:
Frances Patterson QC
Law Commissioner
Steele House
11 Tothill Street
London
SW1H 9LJ
26 September 2012

Re: Law Commission feedback
Dear Frances Patterson QC,
Further to my endorsement of the TfL response, I would like to add additional comments
and enclose a more detailed report with the views of the Safer Transport Command and
the City of London Police.
I would welcome the opportunity to discuss the issues that I have raised with the
commission.
Yours sincerely,

Sultan Taylor
Chief Superintendent Metropolitan Police Service
Safer Transport Command
9th Floor, Palestra House
197 Blackfriars Road
Southwark SE1 8AA

Proposal 1
To continue to distinguish between PHVs and Taxis
Support this. It maintains the enhanced status of the Taxi Driver, acknowledges the qualification
time to complete the knowledge. The prebooking of journeys within the PHV industry regulates the
journeys, puts a clear requirement on both passenger and PHV company to enter the contract and
ensures that the journeys are thereby audited and therefore afford an element of protection to both
driver and passenger. In the event of offences the booking provides a clear aid to identifying the
driver.
Proposal 2
To include London in the scope of the reform:
London has the busiest night time economy in the country.
It has over 8 million residents and a far greater commuter population than any other area in the
country. The current taxi trade cannot cope with demand. The regulation of private hire vehicles has
helped but not irradicated the risk to travelling public using taxis and PHVs. The industry requires a
bespoke policing response, which is effective due to the partnership between MPS, CoLP and TfL.
There are roughly 1/3 of all drivers licensed in the country operating under TfLs authority. They
therefore have different needs and operational demands than other local authorities, and have a
need to put in place different sanctions, control measures and contingencies which could be
constrained if they were bound by national constraints.
Proposal 3
The regulation of T&PH vehicles should not be restricted to any particular type of vehicle but should
focus on road transport services provided for hire with the services of a driver.
It is difficult enough currently educating the public about PHVs and the dangers of not pre-booking
journeys without making every type vehicle a potential tout.

Proposal 4
I would support the regulation of other modes of transport which are becoming increasingly
impactive on policing the West End (namely pedicabs), however this does not have to come within
TfLs remit and could be potentially a council obligation in London.
Have concerns about the use of motorcycles as PHVs from the risk of injury and the lack of
experience of potential passengers. The insurance implication one would imagine would be
signiifcant and therefore a temptation to not bother increasing risk to the travelling public.

Proposal 5

PSVs should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and private hire vehicles. Max 8 seats
for T&PHVs.
There are enforced regulations due to number of seats pertaining to a vehicle being classified as a
PSV, which there is an assumption PSVs are not part of the review/consultation.
Concerns however over the regulation of stretched limos and novelty cars operating as PSVs. The
nature of their work brings them into contact with potentially vulnerable people and as such they
should be subject to the enhanced CRB check as per T&PH drivers are. Currently the regulation of
these vehicles in London is within the remit of Operation Kansas.

Proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no longer feature as an exclusion from
the definition of taxis.
Agree, the current situation about what is/is not a taxi can and should be simplified to identify what
vehicles can ply for hire highlighting the fundamental difference between them and PHVs. As
identified this may be able to address the unlicensed pedi cab issue.

Proposal 7
The S.of S. should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Safer Transport Command (STC) about
the licensing of Limos and other novelty vehicles to assist consistency.
Operation Kansas has identified concerns regarding the use of limousines:
The joint VOSA/MPS/T&PHD operation targeting limousines was reviewed in May 2012.
The review identified that out of 106 vehicles stopped during 7 deployments there were:
18 seizures (11 VOSA 7 MPS)
14 Driver prohibitions
54 mechanical prohibitions
22 Fixed penalty notices issued
6 reported for summons.
This has to raise concerns regarding public safety. Stretch limousines can operate under either a PHV
or PSV. There are therefore inconsistencies in the regulation of these vehicles.
The simple answer would be to restrict limousines to a maximum of 8 passenger seats and retain
them within the private hire vehicle industry which can be regulated and has the resources and skills
to manage them. And would afford greater protection of the public by ensuring the drivers were
subject to an enhanced CRB check.

Proposal 8
Genuine Volunteers and activities where the transport is ancillary to the overall service:
Share TfL concern regarding the definition of ‘ancillary’, to prevent the ‘loophole’ effect.
The fact that there is no direct payment between client and driver does not negate the fact that the
driver may well be in receipt of reward, as in the provision of free lifts whilst promoting clubs.

Proposal 9
a) How should the regulation of T&PH deal with carpooling no hire/reward not within the
licensing arena.
b) Members clubs - should remain within the licensing arrangements
Proposal 10.
Power of S.of S. should be flexible enough for them to make exclusions from the T&PH regime:
Awaits
Proposal 11
Weddings and Funerals should no longer be expressly excluded from the PHlicensing.
Vehicles used solely for the purpose should continue to enjoy the exclusion.
Whilst operating there is little chance that they would be subject to any enforcement for fear of
damage to reputation to Police or licensing agency.
The reputation of this area of business is based upon the driver providing a reliable service, the
vehicles are subject to annual MOT, and generally maintained to a high standard to attract the
custom.

Proposal 12
Nothing further to High Level View
Proposal 13
Regulation of the ways T&PHVs can engage with the public should not be limited tto streets.
Agree in order to provide consistency of a regulated service.

Priority 14
No further comment.
Priority 15
Concept of plying for hire should be placed on a statutory footing and include references to ranking
And hailing, factors indicating plying and appropriate accommodation of the legal activities of PHV.
Agree what this effectively does is to bring together all the factors surrounding plying and define
what plying for hire is. Raise it status and the publics awareness would permit the issue to be tackled
more effectively.

Proposal 16
Hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of engaging taxi services.
Effectively the use of IT/phone apps etc to book taxis or PHV enhances the accountability of the
firm/driver thus providing for a safer and auditable service.
Proposal 17
The adoption of the Scottish approach to defining taxis in respect of arrangements made in public
place instead of plying.
As per para 15 continue to use the words plying for hire but get the issue raised earlier resolved.
Proposal 18
Retain the compellability which sits exclusively for taxis.
Agree to ensure a consistent service is provided for all, regardless of length of journey. As taxis are
permitted to ply for hire/be hailed they have to take the responsibility of providing a professional,
fair and consistent service to all passengers regardless of length of journey or customer needs.
Proposal 19
Pre booking is the only way to engage PHV
Agree the journeys need to be auditable in the event of complaint/assault. The prebooking records
as well as identifying the driver provide protection for him/her to prove the hiring was lawful. It
permits inspections to identify the operator is compliant.
Taxis should also retain the ability to be pre booked for the issues raised by TfL.
Proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and PHV should be permitted. Presumption however is that
it is being used for professional purposes unless the opposite can be proven.
This would be impractical to Police.
The solution would be to have some additional visible sign in the vehicles to show they are being
used for that professional purpose, akin to the recently introduced identifiers for the taxis. When
they are displayed they are working and when not the vehicle reverts back to private vehicle status.
This would assist in addressing:

The genuine concerns regarding the use of vehicles by multiple drivers.
The use of a PHV displaying the licence by a non licensed driver which raises safety issues for the
travelling public.
Touts using vehicles displaying a licence.
There are also concerns about vehicles being sold still displaying the licence.
There are concerns that PHVs are being hired out to non PHV drivers as a normal rental agreement.

Proposal 21
The S.of S should have the power to issue statutory guidance in respect of T&PH licensing
requirements:
There are some 75,000 licensed taxis and 150,000 PHVs across some 300 licensing authorities in
England and Wales. There clearly needs to be some national consistency and best practice.
The Secretary of States role is to provide the overall legal framework for taxis and PHVs and to
initiate changes to it as necessary – as either policy, or the world in which it operates, changes and
develops, and to consider the modes within the context of wider public transport provision. The
Department is the focal point within central Government for the taxi/PHV trades and regulators.

Proposal 22
Reformed legislation will refer to Taxis and PHVs no longer referring to hackney carriages.
Agree makes the matter clear and in line with the stance that all vehicles that can ply for hire should
be referred to as Taxis. The orther term is dated and not in common use by members of the public.

Proposal 23
Should PHV be able to use term cab/taxi in advertising:
Simply no.
Educating the public is one of the key messages to increasing public safety:
The message is clear PHV need to be pre booked – Taxis do not the suggestion of this practice would
dilute proposal 1, and blurring the distinction will do nothing but confuse the situation.

Proposal 24/25/26
Police view:
Both T&PHVs should be subject to nationally set mandatory, MINIMUM, safety requirements. These
should encompass working practices working for the safety of, the drivers passengers and other
road users. They should incorporate medical fitness, and intrusive background checks, including

international checks, as in the case of a recent application received from a male on false details who
was a convicted rapist and had been deported from 2 countries.

Proposal 27/28
Share concerns with TfL.
There must remain the independent approach from the licensing authority, as the practitioner, to
impose certain conditions upon their licence holders as a group or individually, if it is considered
necessary and an improvement to the provision of service or increased customer/road user safety.
These are subject to review, there is an avenue of appeal and, may identify in a practical arena best
practice which could be shared nationally. Best practice is an area of responsibility for Secretary of
State’s Department as per below:
The Department also provides Best Practice Guidance for taxi and PHV licensing authorities. The first
version was published in 2006; it was prepared in response to a recommendation from the Office of
Fair Trading which took the view that the standards adopted by licensing authorities varied greatly
and Guidance could be helpful in encouraging a greater degree standardisation around the country.
It is important to note that it is best practice GUIDANCE which is referred to, not mandatory
imposition.
National standards and standardisation of signage may appear to have benefits for the public, the
ability for a qualified PHV driver to take bookings anywhere in the UK however would cause difficulty
in compliance issues where there is no national licensing authority. This would require national
standards of ‘discipline’, would open the door wider to the dangers of touting and would
significantly impact upon policing the PHV industry, unless there was a national PHV vehicle and
driver database.
In London displaying additional driver identification markers on the o/side of the vehicle on the Taxis
has identified a number of offenders operating unlawfully. It has also prevented the unlawful activity
of suburban drivers operating out of their areas.
A similar project for PHVs would be appropriate to enable the customer to identify that both the
vehicle and the driver and the driver are legitimate. This would assist in identifying drivers in the
event of offences being alleged, and as importantly may act as a deterent.
Formally linking licensed drivers to the operators they work for, or ensuring the operators supply the
list of their drivers to the licensing authority.

Proposal 29
Practical obstacles for national safety standards:

If this were to be the precursor to allowing operators to take bookings anywhere in the country
then:
1. Cross Border compliance
2. National database of both drivers and vehicles to assist on street compliance
3. An obligation on individual licensing authorities to be responsible for compliance of all PHVs
working in their area, ie cross border bookings.
Proposal 30
Should national safety standards in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services compared
with PHV?
A difficult area to consider.
What needs to be recognised is the professionalism of the individual.
In London the taxi driver has had to undergo a lengthy process in ‘doing the knowledge’, it is
generally the sole occupation and as such is a professional driver.
There are similarly full time and committed professional drivers within the PHV industry, but there
are also a number of part time PHV drivers, who top up their primary wage through PHV work.
There is currently no legal limit to the number of hours a PHV can be on the road.
The policing of hours a taxi driver can operate for is similarly unpoliced.
It is clear that the safety of the passenger, driver and other road users is the ultimate goal. If all
drivers within the industry are treated the same, with the same standards imposed there will be an
expectation by all of what to expect when in receipt of Taxi/PHV service. This will make compliance a
more objective, less subjective issue. Offer a level of fairness and a base standard of minimum
expectation.
Proposal 31/32
In my opinion there should be minimum national standards for all aspects of taxi and private hire
industry. These should be imposed following a best practice study in full consultation with the
licensing authorities.
Personal Opinion:
Observations from the Trade maybe useful. BUT NOT AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THE FULL
CONSULTATION PROCESS ASTHERE INVOLVEMENT WOULD HAMPER RATHER THAN ASSIST.
Proposal 33
Best approach for national safety standards. Should consultation refer to a technical advisory panel:
Working party established to identify every area of safety within the industry from signage on
vehicles to suitability of the individual. From roadworthiness to medical fitness.

As such at the consultation stage all relevant agencies and areas of expertise should be available for
consultation and discussion. Get it right the first time!

Proposal 34/35
Licensing authorities should retain their power to set local minimum national standards. Agree with
observations from TfL.
The standards set locally are best made by the practitioners who have an in-depth knowledge of the
local issues and with local consultation the best method of addressing those issues. Therefore there
should be no further statutory imposition on those conditions.

Proposal 36
Licensing authorities should be able to impose certain condtions on individual T&PH
drivers/operators.
Agree: There may only be certain requirements for the licence to operate during particular times of
the year..
There is an opportunity to impose sanction CONDITIONS in the event of poor performance, or to
ensure compliance, or raise the safety working practices.
Proposal 37
Not understood
Proposal 38
Not impactive on London
Proposal 39
Licensing authorities can impose /create/remove taxi zones.
London already operates a 2 tier Taxi industry
Proposal 40
The introduction of peak time licences which may only be used during specific times of the day.
Not in LONDON although there are peaks in demand there is a constant requirement for the
services.
Policing and compliance would be impractical,
It would introduce a 4th and 5th tier of licensed T&PH drivers and further requirement for different
visible signage.

Proposal 41
This proposes that PHV operators should no longer be restricted to accepting bookings within a
particular locality nor to only using drivers /vehicles from a particular licensing authority:
This is a move towards a national qualification
It opposes the previous proposals surrounding local additional standards being set. Eg Driver
licensed in area 1 with no additional standards set is permitted to work in area 2 where there are
additional standards.
This would necessitate a national database, be unmanageable and make tracking of where drivers
are working even more difficult.
Drivers are already permitted to work at different operators during different Days within their area.
It would raise practical difficulties within policing and compliance of the industry.

Proposal 42
Proposal suggests that there is no intention to introduce a return to area requirement after an out of
area drop off.
This clashes with proposal 39, in that there is little point in introducing taxi zones. It would permit
suburban badge holders to operate outside their area, and proffer an immediate plausible excuse for
breach of their suburban licence conditions.
PHV little impact as the job is prebooked.
Proposal 43
Licensing Authorities retain ability to regulate fares.
Agreed. Although currently pre-booked fares are subject to negotiation regarding fixed prices to
compete with the PHV industry.
Licensing authorities do not have the power to regulate PHV fares.
Appropriate as there are different standards of service class of vehicle etc proffered.

Proposal 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for pre booked
journeys?
See above - in negotiation.

Proposal 45
Should the requirement to be a fit and proper person, be set out in primary legislation, or in S. of S.
general powers to set national safety conditions?
As long as the minimum national safety conditions are mandatory, the proposal is not pivotal to the
safety of the customer.
This is imperative that it is included - however it is a subjective matter.
There is a requirement to take into account fitness behaviour pre cons and also the rehabilitation of
offenders Act. There has to be a certain degree of flexibility and ‘each application being judged on its
merits’.
The standard needs to be defined and a bench mark set on what is CLEARLY not thought to be fit and
proper.

Proposal 46
Vehicle owners do not have to be subject to fit and proper tests.
Opposed strongly this area needs to be increased, i.e there needs to be responsibility on persons
committing offences speeding/criminal to inform the authority and powers to readily share
information between the authority and police and the subsequent empowerment to follow up.
There should be a clear link between vehicle owner, driver and the vehicle itself.
There is a clear and distinct responsibility on the vehicle owner to ensure that the drivers are
licensed and legal. To fail to insist on the fit and proper test allows no come back on the owner in the
event of clear breach.
The emphasis is on passenger safety and it is inappropriate if any licensed vehicle is lent, hired out or
made available to either an unlicensed driver, or a licensed driver who subsequently commits
offences, without there being recourse upon the owner.
In the event of an owner driver WHO IS SUBJECT TO SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION, there needs to
be some recourse to the licensing of his vehicle to prevent immediate access and thus touting.

Proposal 47
Should the national vehicle safety standards be set out in primary legislation, or in S. of S. general
powers to set national safety conditions?
TfL have adequately answered this and agree with their input

Proposal 48

Agree that operating licensing remains mandatory in respect of PHV.
Proposal 49
Should operator licensing be imposed on taxi radio circuits.
Response NO. there is clearly no need. This is merely a variation on ensuring the individual’s
preference to plan a Taxi journey. The drivers can continue to accept work directly.

Proposal 50
The matter is dealt with in its entirety by TfL. It does however once again raise the issue of increased
compliance issues, maybe unnecessarily.

Proposal 51
Fit and proper criteria in respect of operators to be retained.
Yes this is a position of responsibility, the powers to check need to be increased.
Directly responsible for ensuring all drivers are themselves licensed and therefore fit and proper, it
would be inappropriate not to have that similar requirement levelled at what is in effect a neo
management position.

Proposal 52
Operators should be permitted to sub contract services.
No further comment, as long as there is accountability to ensure other parties are similarly
appropriately licensed at the same standard and there are no consequential loop holes.

Proposal 53
Should records be kept for pre booked taxi journeys.
No. Bureaucratic and would really only come to light in the event of an allegation/complaint.
Would impact on compliance workload and the drivers are permitted to take unbooked journeys in
any event. No link between prebooked taxi journeys and allegations of sex offences.

Proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.

Police no viewpoint held. As long as standards are maintained and the authority consider issues
around density, congestion and public safety.
Proposal 55
Licensing Authority issue not Policing issue.
As long as standards are maintained.

Proposal 56/61
Response - Not a Police matter

Proposal 62
Not a necessary or helpful proposal.
There is a complaints procedure in place, and a complaints ledger in each operators establishment.
Taxis and PHV operate during the night time economy hours and as such deal with a number of
drunk people. Advertising complaints procedures can be unhelpful - from experience.

Proposal 63
No Police view unless made legislative.

Proposal 64
Should authorised licensing officers be allowed no stop licensed vehicles.
Raises issues surrounding training and health and safety and would need legislative recourse, ie the
offence therefore for failing to stop. WOULD THERE BE THE SAME POWER IF THE LICENSED VEHICLE
WERE NOT BEING USED FOR THE PURPOSE OF TAXI/PHV.
Would this lead to issues should the vehicle fail to stop, and with what recourse. Would there be an
acceptance that they would not be permitted to pursue, in which case The alternative may be to
consider giving them the power to prevent parked licensed vehicles from leaving once requested to
stay for inspection. This would assist in ‘policing’ plying for hire offences, and general compliance
checks.

Proposal 65
Effectively give plying offence the same status as touting.

A prolonged campaign in Central London has seen a move towards plying ie not making the initial
approach therefore raising the status will allow positive impact and furthermore impact on
perceived touting which within the taxi trade reflects badly upon the police and compliance teams as
being ineffectual.
Raise national public awareness of the dangers of taking non pre-booked fares.
Increase the penalties.
Empower immediate loss of either licensed vehicle or access to licensed vehicles.
Automatic revocation of licence.
Raise penalties for failing to surrender revoked/suspended licences for both driver and vehicle.
Place onus of responsibility on both driver and vehicle owner.
Educate and thus empower the courts to place DEPRIVATION ORDERS on vehicles of repeat offender
post- conviction under s143 Powers of Criminal Courts
(SENTENCING)2000.
Proposal 66
This is in practice done through operation Reclaim in London where the insurance offences related
to the taxi touting empower the seizure of the vehicle.
Court Powers already exist as per last sentence from proposal 65 above. Ie
Educate and thus empower the courts to place DEPRIVATION ORDERS on vehicles of repeat offender
post- conviction under s143 Powers of Criminal Courts
(SENTENCING)2000.
That said…..Bespoke powers however would be procedurally easier with more immediacy and
impact.

Proposal 67
No Police view. There are ample opportunities for compliance impact through PG9, vehicle
examination etc…..

Proposal 68
In principle would endorse this however operationally, practically and bureaucratically it would raise
issues.
Jurisdiction would effectively be waived.

National standards would have to be accepted and there have already been many issues raised to
counter the autocratic introduction of these.
An in-depth knowledge of all local additional restrictions on licensed vehicles would have to be
assumed.
Consideration would have to be given to a national database.

Proposal 69
Refer as above proposal 68

Proposal 70
Agree to limit rights of appeal to applicant or licence holder.

Proposal 71
Agree with TfL viewpoint. Not an area directly involving Police at an early stage.

Proposal 72
Avenue of appeal to remain with Magistrates Court but have the same process for both taxi and
Private Hire.

Proposal 73
See 72 above - there should not be a disparity between the appeals processes, for PHV and Taxis.
There are more PHV appeals in London and therefore reducing the cost would have significant
impact upon the LA and the time constraint placed upon the Crown Court.
There is no apparent evidence to support any appeal necessitating hearing beyond Magistrates
Court.
Maintaining first level of appeal back to a specific appeal section within the licensing authority would
be cost effective for both appellant and LA. It would minimise impact upon the judicial courts and
thus improve their efficiency.
Miscellaneous Funding Issue:
No Police viewpoint

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
Law Commission City of London
This attachment is for consideration with regards to the practicality of Policing the
Taxi and Private Hire legislation with an over view of the problems and realities to
this particular sphere of policing
Whilst it does not form a definitive explanation as to every specific point in these
recommendations and proposals it does set out some of the implications to the bigger
picture of policing
Proposals
The continuation of the divide between Taxi’s and Private Hire in the whole is a
clerical issue to be considered by TFL and the drivers / trade associations and not an
issue for consideration by the policing and enforcement agencies
The Important underlying issue is that there is no watering down in the recording of
individual of journeys and the standards of private hire operators and drivers from
both the Taxi and Private Hire (TPH), this consideration rolls into further
recommendations across the reform paper .
From a policing perspective the standards that are presently being employed by
Transport for London (TFL) would be a minimum and additional powers granted to
the licensing authority could be implemented in excess to the primary legislation for
individual areas as opposed to national standards being accepted across the board.
Passenger safety is a primary consideration and any reduction in those standards
should be avoided and national standards that are adopted should be considered as the
minimum standard, allowing the local licensing authority (TFL) to stipulate necessary
extra regulations for public safety specific to local varying needs
Further to this primary legislation Local Licensing authorities would need to have the
ability to produce further licensing requirement for local needs for example in relation
to, Licensing in the future for Pedi cabs, Limousines, chauffeuring, motor cycle Taxis
etc.
All of which are or may become problematic without enforceable legislation with ever
extending popularity.
If Limousine, Pedi Cabs etc drivers are to be considered in this primary legislation
then enhanced CRB and vetting procedures should be adopted in order to ensure the
maximum safety standards are afforded to the travelling public as a minimum
expectation.
Where there is expertise in other home office departments in relation to construction
and use offences as well as licensing, then a multi agency action plan should be
identified and responsibility shared,
IE vehicle Operators and Servicing Agency (VOSA) for the inspection of limousines
Current legislation even though Victorian by ascent has proved on the whole
sufficient, however clarity as to the definitions in law should be made categorical,
what constitutes waiting for a private hire vehicle, or ranking etc
The Standards of driving should be considered higher for those in the driving
profession and the standards set should be those of the licensing authority for that area
and will necessarily and vary from area to area
NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
If licensed drivers from areas outside of TFL legislation works within a secondary
area for which their licence does not cover them they should by default have to
comply with all legislation for the area that they are working within at that specific
time
If this is not adopted it would encourage operators and drivers to register their
vehicles, drivers and companies in areas with lower standards to minimise costs and
work responsibilities
At present post conviction there is a huge disparity of fines and punishment, the
police would welcome for consideration and improvement in transparency of
sentencing, This would include a minimum standard of sentencing with definitive
scale for fines and the inclusion of driving licence endorsement for touting offence
with the mandatory power to seize and have as a court disposal a destruction order for
any motor vehicle used for or in the commission of a touting offence
The definition of Touting should also be relaxed to simply include AKA Scottish law
“arrangements made in Public” This would bypass the current trend known by the
illegal touts that certain specific detailed points to prove need to be recorded and
without those “verbal’s” an arrest and conviction at court is doubtful
The use of EFPN should be progressed as the success of the EFPN for driving without
insurance has been well documented and evidenced, It would be an excellent tool for
both the licensing authority as well as the police as a disposal option going forward

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

From: Peter Webb
Sent: 01 October 2012 20:25
To: TPH
Subject: Classic Wedding car hire
Dear Sirs
I read in Practical Classics that there is some legislation due to come into force that will, essentially, remove the option of a
Classic Car for Wedding hire.
The hoops these wonderful old cars will have to jump through will place their use beyond commercial use.
Please can you explain the purpose of the legislation?
Has some cohort of unscrupulous
been hiring out Classic cars for wedding purposes and caused such havoc upon
the roads or damage to persons either attending or watching in awe that this legislation is vital to maintain proper order?
Perhaps it is simply another opportunity to divest the carriageway of our motoring heritage!
It strikes me that some poor soul has been instructed to bring legislation on hire cars into line and in doing so both he and the
bureaucrat instructing him has completely missed the impact the legislation will have, and I might add not for the first time.
Why is this so necessary?
Regards
Peter Webb, Buckinghamshire
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From: Nisar Dogar
Sent: 01 October 2012 23:19
To: TPH
Subject: Reform of taxi services.
Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing in opposition to the reforms proposed by the Law Commission regarding taxi & private
hire services.
In particular I am voicing my very strong opinion against the proposal to take the ability to limit the number of
Hackney Carriage vehicle licenses out of the Licensing Authorities control. Local Licensing Authorities are more
aware of the needs and requirements of their cities. In Oxford, the authorities undertake an unmet demand survey for
Hackney Carriages in order to establish if there is a need for extra licenses. This system ensures that supply and
demand are proportionally met. It also ensures that each driver is able to meet the vehicular requirements of his
Hackney Carriage and maintain an appropriate level of income. De-regulation will make this exceptionally difficult.
The de-regulation of the bus service in Oxford has already made a significantly negative impact on the taxi service.
However, I would like to take this opportunity to fully support the disability awareness training for all drivers and the
allowing of licensed vehicles for social and domestic purposes.
Thank you
Yours sincerely
Mr.N.Dogar   
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Introduction
Transport for London (TfL) is a statutory body established by the Greater
London Authority Act 1999 and is the licensing authority for London‟s taxi and
private hire industries. It is the largest licensing authority in the country being
responsible for licensing approximately one third of all taxis and private hire
vehicles (PHVs) in England1.
TfL was established in 2000 and is the integrated body responsible for the
capital's transport system. Its main role is to implement the Mayor's Transport
Strategy for London and to manage transport services across the capital for
which the Mayor has responsibility.
TfL is responsible for licensing and regulating2: taxi and private hire services,
reviewing and setting taxi fares, appointing taxi ranks, improving travel
information, and making services safer and more accessible.
Type
Drivers
Vehicles
Operators

Taxi
25,389
22,791
-

Private Hire
65,094
52,174
3,161

Total
90,483
74,965

As a world wide comparison, the New York City Taxi & Limousine Commission
licenses and regulates over 50,000 vehicles and approximately 100,000 drivers.
The Taxi and Private Hire directorate (formerly known as the Public Carriage
Office) within TfL has day to day responsibility for the delivery of taxi and private
hire licensing services.
The directorate employs approximately 170 staff to deliver its functions as the
licensing authority with the majority of staff employed to deliver the licensing
service including back office processing of all applications, compliance functions
and the Knowledge of London examination service. Remaining staff are
responsible for the setting and reviewing of all driver, operator and vehicle
policy, contract management functions, and liaison with boroughs over the
provision of taxi ranks across London.
PHV licensing has been delivered by an external service provider since it was
introduced in 2004 and taxi vehicle licensing was outsourced to the same
service provider in 2007. The contract for the provision of the vehicle licensing
service is due to expire in April 2013.
Driver and operator licensing services, as well as compliance functions have
always been delivered in-house. The way in which these licensing services are
1
2

http://assets.dft.gov.uk/statistics/releases/taxi-private-hire-vehicle-statistics-2011/taxi-2011.pdf
As at 14 September 2012
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currently delivered is antiquated and manual using paper based processes and
outdated systems. In 2011 TfL commenced a procurement exercise to replace
the existing vehicle licensing service in time for the expiry of the existing
contract. As part of this contract award, the new service provider, NSL Ltd, is
also responsible for the provision of an end to end IT system that will meet the
needs of all in-house licensing and compliance functions. This new service is
due to go-live in early 2013 and will provide applicants and licensees with the
ability to apply and renew their licenses on-line. Importantly, the new system will
give compliance officers the capability to access real-time information regarding
the licensee – a long overdue requirement.
Taxis
London‟s taxis provide approximately 200,000 trips a day to London‟s residents,
visitors and businesses, with the majority of activity concentrated in central
London.
In London, taxis can be hailed on the street, booked in advance or hired from a
designated taxi rank. Ranks are the only place where a taxi can be hired whilst
stationary and cannot be used by PHVs. Ranks are located in places where
demand is greatest including mainline railway stations, hotels, and major
shopping areas.
London‟s taxi service is widely recognised as the best in the world 3. The world
renowned Knowledge of London4 that must be demonstrated before a taxi
driver is licensed to ply for hire, means that these drivers have an unparalleled
understanding of London‟s streets and points of interest, as well as pride in their
profession. The Conditions of Fitness5 licence requirement means that only
vehicles which are suitable for taxi work – wheelchair accessible and highly
manoeuvrable – can be used as taxis in London. Although these high standards
have led to only a small number of models currently being licensed, TfL always
welcomes and works with other manufacturers to encourage the development
of vehicles that meet the Conditions of Fitness and provide a wider choice of
vehicles.
Taxis are also recognised as a safe and quick way of making door-to-door
journeys, and the 100 per cent accessible fleet is particularly valuable for
disabled people and at times when other public transport is scarce.
Taxi card
Taxicard is a scheme that provides subsidised transport for people who have
serious mobility impairment and difficulty in using public transport. Taxicard
holders make journeys in licensed London taxis and PHVs, and the subsidy
applies directly to each trip.
3

www.hotels.com
www.tfl.gov.uk/businessandpartners/taxiandprivatehire/1412.aspx
5
www.tfl.gov.uk/assets/downloads/businessandpartners/taxi-conditions-of-fitness.pdf
4
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The London Taxicard Scheme is funded by the participating London boroughs
and the Mayor of London. Taxicard can be used anytime, 24 hours a day, 365
days of the year, subject to taxi and PHV availability.
Private hire services
London‟s PHVs offer a range of valuable services across the capital, making a
similar number of trips in total to taxis. The private hire trade is highly diverse,
covering all vehicles that seat up to eight passengers offered for hire with a
driver. The trade includes the familiar minicabs and people-carriers, chauffeur
and executive cars, some patient transport and school support services and a
wide range of specialised operators. Private hire also encompasses a number
of niche limousine and other bespoke services. Unlike taxis, private hire has a
wide choice of vehicles that can be used and fares are not regulated in the
same way as taxis and a customer can agree a fare at the time of booking a
journey.
All private hire trips must be booked through a licensed operator before the start
of the journey. This means that the customer has an opportunity to ensure they
get an appropriate service at a fair price. The licensing standards therefore
allow a wider range of vehicles to be licensed as PHVs than can be accepted
as taxis, and drivers take a less demanding topographical knowledge test. Like
taxis, all vehicles must be safe and suitable for passenger carrying, and drivers
must be healthy and of good character having undergone an enhanced Criminal
Records Bureau (CRB) check.
Licensing and regulation
Licensing of London‟s taxi and private hire services was previously the
responsibility of the Metropolitan Police with the day to day licensing and
regulation function delivered by the Public Carriage Office. Licensing functions
were transferred to TfL under the Greater London Authority Act 1999, and the
Public Carriage Office became „London Taxi and Private Hire‟ in April 2010.
Taxis have been licensed in London since 1843 and continue to be licensed
under a range of Victorian Acts of Parliament. Cab Orders (akin to regulations)
made by TfL set out the specific requirements that taxis and taxi drivers have to
meet. Although the primary legislation was written in the days of horse drawn
taxis, the principles of how taxis operate have not changed significantly.
The Private Hire Vehicles (London) Act 1998 (the 1998 Act) received Royal
Assent in 1998. The Act covers the licensing and regulation of private hire
operators, drivers, and vehicles in London with regulations coming into force
between 2001 and 2004 following a comprehensive consultation process. The
1998 Act is similar to legislation covering the rest of England and Wales which
was implemented a regulatory regime for PHVs in 1976. The legislation was
passed largely as a result of campaigning by trade associations and safety
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groups, keen to separate the activities of legitimate operators and drivers from
those operating in unsafe and unlicensed ways.
The legislation covers any vehicle seating eight or fewer passengers that is
made available for hire with a driver to carry passengers, apart from public
service vehicles and taxis. The legislation sets out a number of requirements for
operators, vehicle owners and drivers, and these legislative requirements are
complemented by regulations made by TfL. After a wide-ranging consultation
on all aspects of private hire licensing the licensing of operators commenced in
2001 although drivers and vehicles were initially covered by temporary permits.
Full driver licensing was introduced in 2003 and vehicle licensing in 2004.
The successful private hire licensing process has seen an improvement in
standards across the industry, and along with the Safer Travel at Night initiative,
licensing has reduced the levels of taxi touting and illegal cab activity.
A key element in both taxi and private hire licensing is that the licence fees can
only be used to cover the costs of the licensing, compliance and enforcement
functions, and cannot be used to fund other TfL activities.
In addition to licensing and regulating taxi and private hire services, TfL is
responsible for helping these services become an integral part of London‟s
transport network. This includes:
Regulating taxi fares
Appointing taxi ranks in agreement with Local Authorities
Improving travel information
Making services safer and more accessible
Mayoral priorities
TfL is also responsible for delivering the Mayor‟s objectives for taxi and private
hire services that are published in a range of strategies including the Mayor‟s
Transport Strategy6 (see Annex B) and the Mayor‟s Air Quality Strategy7. The
ability of the Mayor to deliver these objectives is facilitated by TfL having the
autonomy to make Cab Orders and regulations for licensing private hire that set
appropriate standards for both industries in the capital.
The Law Commission consultation
TfL welcomes the Law Commission consultation and we are very grateful for
the time the Commission has afforded to us prior to and since the consultation
launch. We are pleased to have the opportunity to comment on the final
proposals for the future of taxi and private hire licensing in England and Wales
6
7

http://www.london.gov.uk/publication/mayors-transport-strategy
http://www.london.gov.uk/publication/mayors-air-quality-strategy
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although we have considered all the proposals in the context of what is best for
London.
TfL‟s responses to the 73 provisional proposals and questions in the
consultation document are set out below. Where appropriate we have attached
supporting information as an annex.
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Executive Summary
The Law Commission consultation paper, „Reforming the Law of Taxi and
Private Hire Services‟ is a comprehensive review that analyses, in some
considerable detail, many aspects of current law and practice. TfL welcomes
and supports the review as there are some areas where greater clarity and
additional powers would assist licensing and enforcement within London.
It is important not to view each issue in isolation and throughout the response
TfL has stressed what impact changes may have in London. TfL has looked to
respond to all provisional proposals and questions, including those which are
more relevant to licensing authorities outside of London.
In its role in licensing and regulating taxi and private hire services TfL carefully
considers the impact regulation has on passengers, the taxi and private hire
trades and London‟s integrated transport network. TfL adheres to and
demonstrates the principles of better regulation and regularly reviews policy to
ensure it is proportionate, accountable, consistent, transparent and targeted.
The Law Commission has looked into the rationale of why we regulate taxi and
private hire services and concluded that this is to help ensure passengers
remain safe when they travel by taxi or private hire. TfL would like to highlight
that this also includes public protection and the reputation of the trades and
London. Londoners and visitors should have a high awareness of, and
confidence in, these services and as part of this TfL looks to maintain and
improve taxi and private hire services so that they are accessible, identifiable,
professional and honest.
The private hire market is a competitive market, however, as the types of
services provided are so diverse and the quality and competence of operators
and drivers can vary widely, TfL develops policy and standards to ensure there
are minimum standards relating to safety and service. This helps to ensure the
travelling public are assured when travelling by both taxis and PHVs.
TfL welcomes the Law Commission‟s proposals around developing minimum
standards for both taxi and private hire which would apply throughout England
and Wales. TfL believes that provided these minimum standards are set at the
appropriate level this should assist licensing authorities providing passengers
and the trades with a consistent service. However, TfL does not support
mandatory standards which TfL could not depart from. London is unique in its
size and importance to the UK economy and there are factors, existing and in
the future, why additional standards or policies need to be applied to London
only. A current example is the Mayor‟s Air Quality Strategy which aims to
protect Londoners‟ health and increase their quality of life by cleaning up the
capital‟s air. Almost half of vehicular movements on London‟s busy Oxford
Street are made by taxis and PHVs carrying around 20,000 passengers per
week but contributing about one third of PM10 emissions. The strategy sets out
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a framework for improving London‟s air quality and measures aimed at reducing
emissions from transport, homes, offices and new developments, as well as
raising awareness of air quality issues. Taxi and private hire features
prominently within the strategy including the introduction of mandatory taxi and
PHV age limits, mandatory European exhaust emission standards for all taxi
and PHVs and smarter driving training for taxi and private hire drivers.
Mandating standards for private hire which TfL could not depart from removes
the Mayor‟s and TfL‟s authority over a significant part of London‟s transport
infrastructure, which could lower the quality of service Londoners and visitors
receive and could compromise public safety.
TfL must also retain the discretion over what vehicles it licenses. TfL as a local
licensing authority is best placed to determine which vehicles may or may not
be suitable for licensing in London in light of various factors including traffic
congestion, density of population and appropriateness against the image and
reputation of the capital. In addition, a significant number of vehicles are
presented to TfL which have had modifications and alterations which may
compromise public safety and therefore it is essential that TfL retains the
discretion to set standards which are appropriate on a case by case basis,
which may depart from any national minimum vehicle standards.
Clarification would be beneficial on what services should be licensed as private
hire; these include ambulance and child minding services, weddings and
funerals and TfL has expressed its view within the responses to the relevant
proposals.
Compliance with existing taxi and private hire primary legislation and
regulations is a crucial element to ensure the licensing regime is robust and
passengers only travel in safe licensed vehicles with licensed drivers. TfL is
pleased that the Law Commission has recognised a need to enhance TfL‟s
enforcement powers and proposes additional powers within the consultation.
TfL believes these powers should go further, in particular so that illegal touting
by licensed and unlicensed vehicles, which is a significant problem within
London, can be effectively enforced.
There are also areas within the review such as the licensing of limousines and
novelty vehicles and the appeals process where we feel additional research and
exploration is needed. TfL would welcome further discussion with the Law
Commission on these issues.
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Responses to Provisional Proposals and Questions
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can
accept pre-booked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and
private hire vehicles, which can only accept pre-booked fares
TfL supports this proposal and feels that the existing two tier system of taxis
and PHVs should remain in London. Taxi and private hire services, while
sharing a similarity in getting passengers to their destination, are very distinct in
many other ways and the standards that are set in London by TfL reflect this.
London licenses approximately one third of all taxi and private hire vehicles in
England8 therefore changes to the current two tier system would have a
significant impact. Moving towards any form of one-tier system would have a
substantial detrimental effect on London, lowering standards and customer
service, creating unnecessary confusion for the travelling public and destroying
two very important trades that are iconic to the landscape of London.
The standards for taxi vehicles, which are set through the London Conditions of
Fitness, reflect the fact that these vehicles ply for hire and can be hailed on
street or from a rank. All licensed London taxis are wheelchair accessible and
have specific features such as a taximeter to calculate the fares, a „for hire‟
light, a partition between the driver and passenger compartment.
Every London taxi driver is required to complete the world famous Knowledge of
London („the Knowledge‟) prior to becoming licensed. There are two different
types of licensed London taxi driver – an „All London‟ driver who is able to ply
for hire anywhere within the Greater London area and a „Suburban‟ driver who
studies a specific area of outer London and is able to ply for hire in this area
only. The All London Knowledge involves learning approximately 25,000 streets
and 30,000 landmarks and places of interest in the six mile radius of Charing
Cross plus an overview of suburban areas. Suburban drivers need to learn a
similar level of detail for whichever suburban area they wish to be licensed for.
A detailed description of what needs to be learnt and the process TfL uses to
test the Knowledge can be found on the TfL website9. On average, it takes an
All London driver approximately four years to complete the Knowledge and a
Suburban driver approximately two years.
It is important to retain the Knowledge within London as, by their very nature,
taxi drivers can be asked to go anywhere without any ability to plan a route in
advance, although most typical routes and destinations for All London drivers
remain within the 6 mile radius from Charing Cross which is the key focus for
8

http://assets.dft.gov.uk/statistics/releases/taxi-private-hire-vehicle-statistics-2011/taxi-2011.pdf
http://www.tfl.gov.uk/assets/downloads/businessandpartners/knowledge-examinationssystem.pdf
9
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the Knowledge. As the taxi fares that TfL regulates are calculated according to
time and distance it is important that a taxi driver knows the most effective route
to deliver a passenger to their destination.
With the advent of satellite navigation systems (sat navs), the relevance of the
Knowledge has been questioned. Although sat navs can be a valuable aid to a
London taxi driver, they are not a substitute for the Knowledge. The ability to
instantly recall information and mentally plan a route is essential to facilitating
taxis delivering an efficient service. When picking up passengers taxis are
stopping in London‟s busy streets, often in bus lanes, and whatever time it
takes to enter details into a sat nav before starting a journey would have a
considerable impact on the flow of London‟s traffic.
Private hire on the other hand operates a pre-booked system only. The private
hire industry offers a wide range of services and therefore needs much more
flexibility in the types of vehicles used and the fares that are set. Given that all
journeys work through a pre-booking system, drivers are able to research the
destination and plan their route prior to picking the passengers up and as a
result TfL requires drivers to have topographical skills that focus on route
planning rather than retained knowledge. As passengers can request, negotiate
and agree a fare up front with the private hire operator prior to booking the
journey there is less reliance on knowing the shortest route between two points.
The key differences between taxi and private hire include that taxis can ply for
hire and can also wait for customers at designated taxi ranks. PHVs cannot ply
for hire and cannot wait for customers at ranks. Bookings cannot be made
directly with a driver (unless the driver is a licensed operator). Taxi drivers,
unlike PHV operators, are compelled to accept fares from passengers who hail
them from the street, or approach them at a taxi rank, on the basis of the
journey length or destination. They are subject to what the Law Commission
describes as a requirement of „compellability‟.
This requirement self-evidently curtails the commercial freedom of taxi drivers to
choose their fares and may even, in certain circumstances, compel them to take
individual fares that drivers would view as uneconomical. However, it confers an
important benefit on the travelling public in London. As well as ensuring that
passengers are able to get to the destinations to which they want to go, at a
regulated price, it also helps to combat discrimination. The two tier approach in
the current licensing system retains the uniqueness of taxi and private hire and
preserves public familiarity with taxis plying for hire and the mandatory
pre-booking requirement for private hire. The Law Commission has clearly
identified the benefits in retaining a two tier system. TfL believes that a move to
a one tier system would result in a number of undesirable outcomes. Two of
which are:
1. If the existing high and universal standard of vehicles that can ply for hire
was retained, it will have the effect of excluding all private hire vehicles and
drivers from the market as they will be unable to meet existing driver (the
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Knowledge) and vehicle (Condition of Fitness) standards. In London that
would amount to 52,000 vehicles and 65,000 drivers currently working in a
multimillion pound industry. Setting the standard too high would
undoubtedly lead to a significant increase in the unlicensed and illegal
market which would put passenger safety at risk.
2. Allowing existing PHVs to ply for hire would remove the universal standard.
It would render the investment taxi drivers have made in purchasing taxis
and learning the Knowledge worthless. Furthermore, the lower standards
would in all probability result in the market becoming flooded.
It is TfL‟s view that the size of the taxi and private hire markets in London clearly
demonstrates that there is a demand for both services. Any move to confuse
the distinction between the two services would be catastrophic to the London
market. If anything, there is a need in London to reinforce the distinction
between the two different services. When PHV licensing was introduced,
standards were set that would allow as many fit operators, vehicles and drivers
to be regulated as quickly as possible, with the view that these standards would
be raised over time. TfL is in the process of reviewing the standards which will
help tackle issues with poor standards, touting and illegal plying for hire across
the capital by licensed PHV drivers and vehicles.
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Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the
scope of reform
TfL welcomes the Law Commission‟s review and at present wishes to be
included within the scope of reform. The licensing of taxi and private hire
services in London is broadly seen as a success and TfL will only support
changes that demonstrate a clear benefit to London.
It would be of benefit to TfL to increase its enforcement powers in dealing with
non-compliant taxi and private hire drivers and operators that operate
unlicensed and pose a threat to public safety (see responses to proposals 6466). Other areas of benefit include further exploration regarding the appeals
process, future licensing of limousines and novelty vehicles and providing
greater clarity on which services should be licensed as private hire.
However, as outlined throughout this response TfL has serious concerns
regarding some of the provisional proposals and questions which TfL believes
would have a significant detrimental impact in London. These include:
Any move away from a clear two tier licensing system
Mandating national private hire standards
TfL losing the discretion over which vehicles it licenses
All proposals that could lead to an increase in out of area PHVs
operating within London, which TfL does not have the enforcement
capacity to control.
Further details regarding the Law Commission‟s proposals and questions are
included within the individual responses.
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Provisional proposal 3 and Question 4
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to
any particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport
services provided for hire with the services of a driver
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to
motor vehicles that require a driving licence?
TfL agrees with the proposal that the regulation of taxis and PHVs should focus
on all road transport services provided for hire with the services of a driver
regardless of the type of vehicle.
While this broad approach would bring vehicles which are not suitable for
carrying the public (including novelty vehicles which TfL consider to be unsafe
or unsuitable for London‟s roads) into the definition of a taxi or PHV, vehicle
standards could then be set to exclude such vehicles from being licensed.
For example, the Mayor of London is of the view that pedicabs should be
banned and the proposal that would allow TfL to license taxis to standards
above national minimum standards would allow TfL to ban vehicles such as
pedicabs where they ply for hire (subject to the removal of the reference to
separate fares – see proposal 6).
Rather than taking the broad approach and then excluding certain types of
vehicle by having standards that they cannot meet, restricting regulation to
vehicles that require driving licences would result in vehicles such as pedicabs
and horse drawn carriages sitting outside of the licensing regime and being
un-regulated. This would be totally unacceptable as these vehicles are still
carrying fare-paying members of the public. Further steps would then have to
be taken to ban such vehicles if it was felt that they were unsuitable for
transporting the public.
This situation could be avoided by adopting a definition similar to that within
Section 1(1) of the Private Hire Vehicles (London) Act 1998:
A „private hire vehicle‟ means a vehicle constructed or adapted to seat fewer
than nine passengers which is made available with a driver for hire for the
purpose of carrying passengers other than a licensed taxi or public service
vehicle.
The 1998 Act goes on to provide that TfL shall grant a London PHV licence for
a vehicle if satisfied that the vehicle „is suitable in type, size and design for use
as a private hire vehicle‟.
The subsequent regulations made by TfL then provide that a PHV must be an
M1 type motor vehicle which prevents other vehicles from acting as PHVs.
While this is quite restrictive it does ensure that only vehicles that are
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appropriate to be used as PHVs are licensed. This allows TfL to exclude from
licensing types of vehicles that it does not consider suitable for use as PHVs.
TfL believes that this approach, accompanied by the power to grant
exemptions, is preferable to explicitly banning specific types of vehicle from
being taxis or PHVs. The risks associated with specific bans include missing
certain vehicle types and not necessarily being able to ban other vehicles that
may be introduced in the future.
Whichever definition was adopted would result in motorcycles, tuk tuks and
other alternative motorised vehicles being included and appropriate standards
would need to be set if it was felt appropriate for such vehicles to be licensed. If
responsibility for standard setting sat with the Secretary of State, the decision
as to whether certain types of motorised vehicle were licensed would be
effective on a national basis and individual licensing authorities would not have
any discretion in this area. Although TfL agrees with national minimum
standards, TfL must retain the ability to decide what vehicles are appropriate
for London.
TfL is of the opinion that there are valid safety reasons for not licensing certain
types of vehicle in the capital and these are outlined at Annex C. However, TfL
is aware that some authorities currently license such vehicles and may wish to
continue to do so. Therefore, unless there were overwhelming reasons for
never allowing such vehicles to be licensed anywhere in England and Wales,
legislation should be sufficiently flexible to allow TfL to make such choices.
Alternatively, if it is deemed appropriate for such vehicles to be licensed
elsewhere, then there is a further case for London being treated differently (see
response to proposal 2).London is by far the largest licensing authority in
England and Wales and TfL sets policy in consideration of a number of factors
unique to the local area. These include a high density of population, limited road
space, traffic congestion, environmental issues and London‟s image and
reputation with the rest of the world.
In response to question 4, for the reasons set out above, TfL sees little benefit
in restricting licensing to vehicles that require a driving licence.
Licensing of motorcycles as PHVs
A small number of motorcycles have been operating as PHVs under the
provisions of the transitional arrangements introduced when licensing
commenced in 200410. Although only in possession of a temporary vehicle
permit, these vehicles are ridden by licensed PHV drivers and operated by
licensed PHV operators. By de facto licensing these vehicles for over eight
years without any adverse cause for concern, excluding them from any future
licensing regime could be seen as punitive. Recent guidelines issued by the
Department for Transport (DfT) suggests that licensing authorities should
10

Private Hire Vehicles (London) (Transitional Provisions) Regulations 2004
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license motorcycles as PHVs unless there are clear grounds not to do so. This
is a matter TfL is currently considering.
Although there have been no reported safety issues in London with these
services given that has only ever been a very small number of these
motorcycles licensed it is impossible to gauge the full extent of the safety risks.
As has been seen with the expansion of private hire in London, as soon as a
service is regulated, TfL anticipates that there will be significant growth following
the introduction of any form of licensing scheme and this may well occur with
the licensing of motorcycles as private hire. TfL would be able to accommodate
such growth in the market.
Given concerns regarding safety, TfL would expect to set high standards for
riders and vehicles which would be prescriptive in terms of driver training,
qualifications and experience. There would also need to be very detailed
requirements of motorcycle safety features. High standards are currently
adopted by the three operators in London working under the transitional
arrangements and TfL believes that it is vital that similar standards would need
to be adopted for formal licensing. The knock on effect of high standards is
likely to be high costs to operators. Another consideration is to ensure that
licensing does not lead to the emergence of possible motorcycle touts, an issue
that does not presently exist in London. .
While the current DfT guidelines on this matter provide some level of guidance
to licensing authorities, it is possible that inconsistencies will emerge in how the
guidance is applied. Consideration could be given through this consultation as
to how motorcycles might be accommodated in the licensing system through
the setting of appropriate and proportionate national minimum standards as well
as the ability for TfL to set its own standards above these minimum standards
for the vehicles, riders and operators.
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Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition
of taxi and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should
only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers.
TfL agrees with this proposal. However, where stretched limousines and novelty
vehicles that seat more than eight passengers are operating akin to private hire
services their drivers should be subject to the same driver checks to ensure the
safety of the travelling public.
Between March and June 2012 there have been a total of 13 joint TfL, Vehicle
and Operator Services Agency (VOSA) and Metropolitan Police enforcement
operations under Operation Kansas in London. 233 vehicles were stopped and
examined during this period with 24 of those being impounded. 122
prohibitions were issued for vehicle defects and driver hours offences with 64
Fixed Penalty Notices and reports for road traffic offences, such as Driving
While Disqualified. Checks on drivers found that some had significant criminal
histories, including sex and violence offences.
Given the above, TfL feels that the Law Commission Review is the ideal
opportunity to address the existing problems with regulating these vehicles and
drivers and would welcome further discussion with the Law Commission and the
Traffic Commissioners to develop a robust licensing and enforcement regime.
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Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer
feature as an exclusion from the definition of taxis.
TfL agrees that revised legislation should define all vehicles that ply for hire as
taxis regardless of how fares are calculated.
The distinction between hackney carriages (taxis) and stage carriages is
contained within section 4 of the Metropolitan Public Carriage Act 1869.
However, a court judgement in 200311 found that pedicabs operating in London
should be regarded as stage carriages and consequently excluded from the
definition of taxis. This has meant that pedicabs are not subject to any of the
legislation that applies to other forms of public transport used for hire and
reward. TfL is of the view that this judgement is flawed as it did not take account
of the Transport Act 1985 (paragraph 16, Schedule 1) which effectively
abolished the term „stage carriage‟
Removing this exclusion will effectively ban pedicabs in London as they would
not meet the existing licensing requirements for London taxis. Notwithstanding
this consequence, whether or not pedicabs should be licensed should properly
be addressed by a clear definition of what should be licensed as either taxis or
PHVs, as discussed at provisional proposal 3.

11

Oddy v Bug Bugs Ltd [2003] All ER (Nov) 156.
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Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the
Senior Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other
novelty vehicles to assist consistency.
TfL agrees that statutory guidance in respect of licensing stretched limousines
would be beneficial. TfL believes that the licensing of stretched limousines and
novelty vehicles needs to be reviewed to ensure all vehicles are correctly
licensed and are operated by drivers which have had appropriate checks. TfL
carries out a number of joint enforcement operations with the Metropolitan
Police and VOSA (see response to provisional proposal 5 for more details) and
figures from these operations suggest wide discrepancies in vehicle standards
due to the lack of regulations, and some drivers who pose a significant risk to
public safety.
Currently the Traffic Commissioners license all vehicles with more than eight
seats and in London, TfL licenses all vehicles with eight seats or fewer.
However, there is an inconsistent approach to regulating limousines and novelty
vehicles and the services they provide. Many of these services are akin to
private hire services, often transporting vulnerable groups such as young girls
or children. „Fit and proper‟ criteria would also be a beneficial safeguard to
ensure public safety for the drivers of these vehicles. This would include the
drivers of these vehicles undergoing an enhanced CRB check and meeting
DVLA Group 2 medical standards.
TfL is aware that the Traffic Commissioners have made successive references
to the problems caused by limousines in their annual reports and TfL would
welcome further discussion with the Law Commission and the Traffic
Commissioners to look to implement a workable system in London going
forward.
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Provisional proposal 8
The concept of „in the course of a business of carrying passengers‟
should be used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as
to exclude genuine volunteers as well as activities where transport is
ancillary to the overall service.
TfL agrees that the concept of „in the course of a business of carrying
passengers‟ should be used however, TfL feels that Government should go
further and provide clear rules around what types of services should be
licensed.
TfL does not currently license volunteers or activities where transport is ancillary
to the overall service, but clarification regarding the definition of ancillary is
required.
Following the repeal of the PHV contract exemption and the change to the
definition of „private hire vehicle‟ in the London PHV legislation which resulted in
a much wider range of services falling into the definition of private hire (see also
response to proposal 12), in 2011 the DfT issued guidance regarding what
should or should not be licensed. TfL welcomed this guidance as it gave
clearer direction on licensing. However, even though DfT suggested that a
number of services did not require licensing, the fact remained that they still fell
within the strict definition of a private hire service. TfL would therefore welcome
more definitive legislation in this area.
TfL has identified a number of services where the provision of transport could
be considered ancillary and has had to assess each case on its merits.
Examples include:
Hotels offering an airport transfer inclusive of the room price
Care homes providing a transport service as part of the total care
package
Private clubs and casinos that offer their own, free car service as part of
their membership
Commercial companies providing services to „closed communities of
customers‟ such as those working exclusively in the TV/film production
and music industries
Personal protection officers
Sporting, social and promotional events that offer a hospitality car service
to participants, VIPs etc.
Courtesy car services
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Commercial promotions offering free journeys
In all such cases it was clear that a vehicle that seated fewer than nine
passengers was being provided with a driver but it was open to interpretation as
to whether the service constituted a private hire service.
In this context the focus turned to whether a service was „for hire‟. This can be
extremely difficult to establish when the service is free at the point of delivery
(e.g. events, social care) and involves trying to identify who is hiring the driver
and vehicle from whom. Furthermore, TfL has taken the view that „for hire‟
involves deriving a „commercial benefit‟ and again it can often be difficult to
assess commercial benefit.
Under the circumstances there were a number of grey areas where it was
unclear as to whether the service should be licensed resulting in TfL having to
exercise great discretion in deciding whether or not to license. In practice, TfL
has had to analyse the specific mode of individual operations or scrutinise the
sponsorship and commercial arrangements between different entities to
determine if they meet the definition of a private hire service.
The change in the law also brought into the spotlight major, high profile sporting
and cultural events in London that were providing transport services. Even
though they were limited to a closed list of passengers and not in any way
available for hire by the travelling public, the licensed private hire trade argued
that such services must be licensed as people are being transported. Closer
examination of these services often revealed that they could fall outside the
licensing regime as it could not be established that a car with a driver was being
hired by one party to another, often because such services are provided free of
charge by sponsors or event organisers.
TfL has always taken the position that it will not license unless services clearly
meet the full definition of private hire and in making such assessments TfL
applies a number of considerations. These are listed at Annex D.
Notwithstanding that some services fail to meet these criteria and therefore do
not require licensing, any free service is highly contentious and generates
hostility from the licensed trades in London.
Given the complexities and room for interpretation that now exist, it is essential
that there are clear rules as to what should be licensed. The existing advice
issued by the DfT has helped remove some operations from the licensing
regime where it is apparent that the service is ancillary to the main service they
are providing (e.g. music industry splitter buses). However, as it is only
guidance, discretion remains with licensing authorities on what services should
be licensed, which inevitably creates inconsistencies across the country.
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Question 9
How if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
a) car pooling; and
b) members clubs?
Car pooling
TfL‟s view is that car pooling arrangements are not provided in the course of a
business of carrying passengers and should be excluded from taxi and private
hire legislation.
Members clubs
Although private hire services may only be offered to members of a discreet
„club‟, the concept of a vehicle and driver being hired on demand remains and
these services should not be excluded from the need for appropriate safety
standards that licensing would provide. Excluding members clubs from
licensing would be a return to the situation that existed prior to the change in
definition of a PHV in the 1998 Act brought about by the Road Safety Act 2006
and could result in private hire companies setting themselves up as such simply
to circumvent licensing.
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Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions
from the taxi and private hire licensing regimes.
TfL agrees that if national minimum standards were set it would be of benefit to
set the standards flexibly so that in future the Secretary of State could make
exclusions.
As outlined in Annex A to this response, TfL strongly disagrees with the concept
of Government setting mandatory national standards for PHVs where TfL
cannot include additional or higher standards. However, TfL would welcome
Government defining what services (as opposed to specific vehicle types)
should or should not be licensed as PHVs or taxis. Those services that may be
excluded are addressed further in the response to Question 12 below.
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Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no longer be expressly excluded from
private hire licensing through primary legislation
TfL disagrees with the proposal.
Since the introduction of private hire licensing in London, TfL has not
experienced or is aware of any problems caused by the express exclusion of
vehicles whose use is limited to weddings and funerals.
Vehicles provided solely for weddings and funerals and the drivers of such
vehicles are unlikely to offer any significant risk to the travelling public. The
vehicles will usually be well maintained, low mileage and subject to standard
MOT testing requirements.
TfL agrees that the provision „limited to use in connection with funerals or
weddings‟ (section 29 1998 Act) allows scope for interpretation. Nevertheless,
wedding or funeral vehicles that are used for other purposes can be licensed
and some companies have in fact licensed funeral and wedding cars so as to
allow them to use their vehicles for other purposes.
TfL agrees with the philosophy expressed at 14.43 of the Law Commission
consultation document that no vehicles should be expressly excluded in primary
legislation but it would appear over regulatory to include vehicles used solely for
weddings and funerals within the definition of a PHV.
It would be appropriate for the definition of what constitutes „in connection with
a wedding or funeral‟ to be very clear and quite restrictive, but TfL must also
retain the discretion to determine what should be licensed on a case by case
basis.
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Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means
of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers‟ exercise of the power to set
national standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid
abuse?
TfL would not support reintroducing the contract exemption.
Although the contract exemption was not applicable in London, the removal of
the term „to the public‟ from the definition of a PHV in the Private Hire Vehicles
(London) Act 1998 had a similar effect.
A PHV was defined in the Act as a „vehicle constructed or adapted to seat fewer
than nine passengers which is made available with a driver to the public for hire
for the purpose of carrying passengers other than a licensed taxi or public
service vehicle‟.
During the course of licensing London‟s private hire trade, it became apparent
that some sections of the trade were avoiding licensing on the basis that their
services were not being made available to the public; rather they were being
used for contract work or their services were only offered to discrete sections of
society. However, those being carried by such operators were often children or
vulnerable adults and the need for drivers to be fit and proper and vehicles to
be safe were vital.
When section 54 of the Road Safety Act 2006 removed the term „to the public‟
from the 1998 Act, the effect of the amendment was to make it irrelevant
whether a vehicle was provided solely for contract work or to the public at large.
Any vehicle that seats fewer than nine passengers and is made available with a
driver for hire for the purpose of carrying passengers now falls within the
definition in the 1998 Act and those that have previously claimed exemption
required licensing.
Broadening the scope of vehicles that were required to be licensed resulted in a
number of services being licensed where it is unlikely that this was Parliament‟s
original intention (see response to proposal 8). However, it has had the desired
effect of ensuring that any vehicle that is hired with a driver comes with the
assurance that both the driver and vehicle are fit for purpose.
TfL would not support the reintroduction of the term „to the public‟ to the
definition of a PHV as it would allow some operations that are transporting the
most vulnerable in society to avoid licensing. However, TfL would welcome
much clearer definitions of what services should excluded from private hire
licensing (see below).
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Specific exclusions
At 14.50 of the Law Commission consultation paper the issue of excluding
specific services from licensing is addressed.
As the change in definition of a PHV extended licensing further than perhaps
Parliament had originally intended, TfL endorses the guidance provided by the
DfT which provides examples of services that could be exempted, in particular
the following:
ambulances
volunteers
domiciliary care services
childminders
rental car companies/garages and
prison/remand/youth offender transport services
In these cases it is apparent that the primary purpose of the service is not
carrying passengers in the course of a business which justifies exemption.
However, TfL has serious concerns about exempting services on the basis of
professional accreditation such as Blue Badge guides as suggested in
paragraph 14.50 of the Law Commission consultation paper. Blue Badge
accreditation undoubtedly proves that the individual has undergone appropriate
vocational examination and guides offer a very professional service, but a
fundamental part of the service that they offer is transporting their clients and
only licensing provides these clients with the assurances that their drivers are fit
and proper and the vehicles are safe. At paragraph 3.70 of the consultation
paper it suggests that driver guides are particularly affected by the ban on
private use; this is not a problem in London where there is no such ban.
Should licensing authorities or the Secretary of State have the power to make
exclusions, the criteria for assessing exclusions should be wide ranging taking
into account the criteria that individuals and vehicles have met in order to be
accredited by another body.
Under current arrangements, each licensing authority is able to decide what
services should be excluded. Although the DfT guidance provides valuable
advice, there remains room for inconsistency across the country. TfL would
welcome regulations that clearly define what services should be licensed.
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Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the
public should not be limited to „streets‟
TfL agrees with the proposal.
The service provided by taxis and PHVs should be universal and should not
differ according to the location the vehicle is hired from. Some of the busiest taxi
ranks in London are located on private property (railway stations, airports,
shopping malls etc.) and to have different levels of service at such locations
would be confusing and present risks to the travelling public.
The Law Commission recognises that the extant legislation in London works
well and ensures that the public is not disadvantaged if they hire a vehicle from
private property. However, TfL sees no reason why an airport or railway station
operator for example should not be able to impose additional standards or
service level agreements on those drivers and vehicles that it allows to ply for
hire on its land.
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Provisional proposal 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private
hire regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements
are in place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for
passengers who have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest
taxi rank?
The two airports within London, Heathrow and London City are vital to the city‟s
economy and TfL supports the promotion of taxi and private hire services at
both locations.
Both airports allow licensed London taxis to ply for hire at the designated ranks
although Heathrow Airport Ltd does restrict this to All London drivers. PHVs or
pre-booked taxis are not restricted in any way as they are able to use the short
stay car parks or designated pre-booked taxi waiting areas in order to park and
then meet their passengers in the terminals.
As well as complying with the requirements of London taxi and PHV legislation,
taxis and PHVs working at both airports are also required to comply with airport
byelaws specific to these services.
Under current arrangements taxi provision at both airports can meet demand
and TfL does not see any need to introduce additional regulation. However, TfL
sees no reason why an airport operator should not be able to impose additional
standards or service level agreements on those drivers and vehicles that it
allows to ply for hire on its land (as long as it does not lead to market distortion).
Although there is good provision of taxis at Heathrow, the airport‟s close
proximity to the London boundary is a cause of other problems:
Refusals
As taxis are not obliged to accept hirings to destinations outside of London,
many fares to nearby locations are refused (see also response to proposal 18).
Fares
Where drivers do accept hirings to destinations outside of London there is no
obligation to undertake the journey on the meter and drivers are free to
negotiate a price. To assist with such negotiations the taxi trade have published
guide prices which many drivers will use as set fares. However, these fares can
be significantly higher that the metered fare and are the subject of numerous
complaints from passengers who are (a) unaware of the complexities of
licensing areas and fares and (b) believe the fares to be excessive.
In order to ameliorate some of the problem, following the licensing area
boundary changes in 2000, the trade and airport authorities introduced is a
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voluntary scheme called Fare‟s Fair which offers cheaper fixed fares to
locations close to the airport but outside London but these fares are also
relatively high. For example:
Heathrow Terminal 1 to Hilton Hotel, Terminal 5 (4.6 miles) - £34
Heathrow Terminal 5 to Datchet Railway Station (6.1 miles) - £40
Heathrow Terminal 4 to Staines Railway Station (4.3 miles) - £34
TfL would welcome a structure whereby such issues are avoided. For example,
this could be achieved by extending compellability to all journeys regardless of
destination with a surcharge if the destination is outside of the licensing
authority area. TfL would welcome further discussion with the Law Commission
on this.
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Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be
placed on a statutory footing and include:
a) references to ranking and hailing;
b)

a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and

c)

appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles.

TfL agrees that the concept of „plying for hire‟ should be placed on a statutory
footing. PHVs within London illegally plying for hire is an ongoing issue which
puts the travelling public at risk and creates unfair competition for the taxi trade.
TfL would welcome greater powers (see responses to proposals 64-69) to
enforce and prosecute these licensed drivers.
TfL looks forward to working with the Law Commission in forming a statutory
definition which would clarify when drivers were clearly acting illegally for the
purposes of future successful prosecution and regulatory action.
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Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological
means of engaging taxi services.
TfL agrees with the proposal.
Smartphone „apps‟ can be a fast and easy way of obtaining the services of a
licensed vehicle. This is a significant area of development in the taxi and private
hire industries and TfL supports businesses and initiatives that seek to increase
trade for licensees. Apps provide passengers with an enhanced safety feature
as journey details are recorded. In addition, apps can help taxis meet the
demand late at night when there are fewer taxis working and vulnerable young
women need to get home safely. As apps facilitate the use of debit and credit
cards they can improve the level of service provided and any need for stopping
off at a cash machine which may increase the cost of the journey.
TfL agrees that even with the use of an app, any booking for a PHV must go
through a licensed operator, whereas as a taxi driver should be able to directly
accept a hiring via the app.
Although TfL does not see the need to regulate such apps TfL does publish
guidelines12 for companies who provide these services to taxi drivers to help
them ensure that regulatory requirements are met and safeguards are in place
to protect the public. These guidelines can be found attached as Annex F.
The issue of booking PHVs through the use of technology is addressed in the
response to provisional proposal 19.

12

http://www.tfl.gov.uk/businessandpartners/taxisandprivatehire/16650.aspx
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Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining
taxis in respect of „arrangements made in public place‟ instead of „plying
for hire‟?
TfL is unfamiliar with Scottish legislation or licensing issues in Scotland. Under
the circumstances TfL does not propose to comment on the respective merits or
otherwise of taxi and PHV licensing in Scotland.
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Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should
be retained
TfL agrees that the concept of compellability for taxis is retained and that the
ability to determine the compellable distance remains with licensing authorities.
Compellability provides an important safeguard to ensure taxi drivers do not
„cherry pick‟ more lucrative fares, at the expense of shorter journeys, those that
require deployment of wheelchair ramps or those to destinations where the
prospects of a return fare are low.
However, under current law, London taxi drivers are only compelled to accept
fares to destinations in the Greater London area. This causes problems at
locations near to the London boundary, in particular at Heathrow Airport. A
common cause of customer complaint is that passengers are unable to get a
London taxi from Heathrow to nearby locations. In this regard there is an
argument that drivers must accept any journey within the compellable distance
regardless of the destination.
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Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire
vehicle and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is
without prejudice to the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked.
TfL agrees with the proposal.
The clear distinction between taxi and PHVs should be retained, which includes
the requirement for PHVs to be pre-booked through a licensed operator at all
times, regardless of the means of communication.
Pre-booking is not only an effective means of delivering private hire services but
also safeguards public safety through the record keeping requirements.
The technological modes of engaging private hire services requires further
investigation by the Law Commission so as to ensure this does not encourage
plying for hire or „ranking‟ by PHVs in the hope of securing an immediate hiring.
TfL would welcome further discussion with the Law Commission around this.
TfL agrees that taxis should continue to be able to be pre-booked without the
need to be licensed as an operator.
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Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should
be permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is
being used for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can
be proved.
This is the current position in London and TfL feels it is entirely reasonable that
personal use is permitted. However, TfL would like to highlight that this
approach has led to regular occurrences of unlicensed drivers using relatives‟
licensed PHV vehicles for touting purposes. When confronted, drivers state that
they are using the vehicles for personal use.
For example, there is one particular licensed PHV vehicle which is well known
to TPH compliance officers. The vehicle is frequently found parked outside busy
late night venues. The driver is unlicensed and whenever challenged by TPH
officers his standard response is that he has „borrowed‟ his cousin‟s car to pick
up a friend. When observed, it is clear that this driver is in fact touting people
leaving the venues.
There are numerous examples of this type of behaviour from unlicensed drivers
and TfL is reviewing all the options available in order to take action however we
welcome the Law Commission review to provide a more clear cut and effective
way of addressing this problem in the longer term.
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Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to
issue statutory guidance in respect of taxis and private hire licensing
requirements.
TfL agrees that statutory guidance in respect of taxis and private hire licensing
requirements would be beneficial. Guidance would assist TfL in understanding
which services Government intends to license as private hire.
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Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to „taxis‟ and „private hire vehicles‟.
References to „hackney carriages‟ should be abandoned.
Since the introduction of private hire licensing in London following the 1998 Act,
TfL has consistently only used the terms „taxi‟ and „private hire vehicle‟ or
„minicab‟ in order to make a clear distinction between the two services.
TfL‟s view is that the term hackney carriage is not commonly known by the
public but we appreciate that this term carries historical significance and the taxi
trade would see its removal as diluting their history (e.g. it appears in the name
of a City of London livery company, The Worshipful Company of Hackney
Carriage Drivers) but in revising the legislation, terminology should be modern
and consistent.
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Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as „taxi‟ or „cab‟ in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like
„pre-booked‟ and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion?
As stated in the response to proposal 22, TfL has sought to use consistent
terminology that differentiates between taxis and PHVs. TfL is of the view that
any move to allow private hire services to describe themselves as „taxis‟ or
„cabs‟, even prefixed with „pre-booked‟, would blur the distinction between taxi
and private hire services and undermine proposal 22 that only the terms „taxi‟
and „private hire‟ are used.
Although there is a fundamental difference between taxis, which can be hailed
on the street, and PHVs, which must be booked with a licensed operator, there
is still confusion amongst passengers about the rules regarding PHVs and what
is actually meant by booking. Some passengers believe that it is lawful for PHV
drivers to approach them and do not understand that bookings must be made
with a licensed PHV operator in order to be lawful.
Allowing PHV operators to use terms such as 'taxi' or 'cab' would cause further
confusion amongst passengers about the rules regarding PHVs, the differences
between taxis and PHVs, and the requirement that PHVs must be booked with
a licensed PHV operator.
The 1998 PHV Act prohibits those offering private hire services to use the
words „taxi(s)‟ and „cab(s)‟ in their advertising, however, the provisions in the
Act only apply to very specific types of advertisement i.e. those:
(a) indicating that vehicles can be hired on application to a specified address in
London;
(b) indicating that vehicles can be hired by telephone on a telephone number
being the number of premises in London; or
(c) on or near any premises in London, indicating that vehicles can be hired at
those premises.
These provisions are based in the traditional concept of booking a PHV by
telephone or in person at a booking office. Dating from 1998, the Act
understandably makes no reference to the internet, the use of which has grown
immeasurably since that time. For example, the prohibition should be extended
to websites, web domain names, URLs and Twitter account names.
Furthermore, there is no restriction on PHV companies using images of London
taxis in their advertising which is often seen as an attempt to mislead the public.
Consideration should therefore be given to extending the law regarding
prohibited advertisements to imagery as well as terminology.
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Policing the internet is a very resource demanding activity and diverts resources
from dealing with more serious offences.
A further complication is caused by on-line booking platforms that put potential
passengers directly in touch with licensed PHV operators. As discussed in the
response to proposal 50, TfL has taken the view that such operations do not
require licensing as they are not accepting bookings or offering a private hire
service. However, this also means that they are not caught by the prohibitions
within section 31 of the 1998 PHV Act which has allowed a number of them to
misleadingly use the term taxi or cab in their company names. Although such
facilities may not be advertising private hire services in any of the ways
specified in section 31, TfL is of the view that they should be restricted in the
use of the terms taxi and cab in the same way as a licensed operator.
TfL accepts that in common usage, the public may refer to all vehicles available
for hire as „taxis‟ or „cabs‟ and private hire companies may want to take
advantage of this in order to obtain business. For example a Google search for
„Heathrow taxis‟ will list numerous private hire companies providing services to
or from the airport as well as those offering genuine London taxis. It is arguable
whether many of these listings and adverts are breaching the advertising
restrictions of the Act yet TfL receives a significant number of complaints about
such usage which we are obliged to investigate. Moreover, it is not always
clear where a company is based and who the licensing authority is. TfL
therefore uses substantial resources investigating alleged breaches of the 1998
Act only to find that we are not responsible for licensing the offending company.
We therefore propose that any advertising by a PHV operator must contain the
operator‟s licence number and operators should be encouraged to display
names of their licensing authority and how passengers can confirm if the
operator is licensed.
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Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements.
TfL agrees that taxi and private hire services should each be subject to
minimum national safety requirements, as long as TfL can include additional or
higher standards it if sees fit.
For a more detailed response see Annex A.
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Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be
minimum standards.
TfL agrees with the proposal.
TfL agrees that it should retain the ability to impose requirements over and
above national taxi minimum standards. For a more detailed response see
Annex A.
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Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards.
TfL disagrees strongly with this proposal.
TfL should retain the ability to impose requirements over and above national
private hire minimum standards, consistent with the proposal for taxis above.
For a more detailed response see Annex A.
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Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those
related to safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would
no longer apply to private hire drivers.
TfL disagrees with this proposal.
For a more detailed response see Annex A.
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Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically
retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local
standards for private hire vehicles are valuable?
As set out in Annex A, TfL only agrees with national minimum standards as long
as TfL can apply additional or higher standards where it sees fit. Under the
circumstances licensing authorities should not be restricted to setting standards
in any particular areas.
TfL believes that the design of vehicle signage should be left to the licensing
authority to determine, however the content of what is included in vehicle
signage should be specified within national minimum standards. Licensing
authorities that require additional signage, due to the specific needs of local
areas, could then apply additional requirements as appropriate. This would
ensure all PHVs are clearly identifiable and passengers have assurance as to
the driver and vehicle licence status, increasing passenger safety.
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Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles?
TfL disagrees with national mandatory standards and advocates setting its own
standards over and above any minima.
In setting national standards TfL anticipates there will be difficulty setting the
standards at an appropriate level as there are many interested parties involved
with differing views.
Please see Annex A for further detail.
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Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi
services compared with private hire services?
TfL believes that it is appropriate that conditions for driver safety are different for
the following reasons:
PHVs are pre-booked so the identity of the passenger is known. Taxi
drivers picking up passengers on the street have no knowledge regarding
the identity of their passenger and as they are compelled to accept fares
they cannot refuse to go to locations that may be potentially unsafe. Under
the circumstances it is essential that they are provided with appropriate
protection.
The range of services and vehicle types offered by the private hire industry
makes it inappropriate for there to be blanket driver safety standards as
would be appropriate for taxi drivers. For example, it would be unnecessary
and undesirable to have a driver screen or CCTV in an executive or
chauffeur driven PHV.
TfL only licenses purpose built taxis and through collaboration with vehicle
manufacturers can prescribe and approve safety features as standard.
Safety features in PHVs are invariably after-market additions and need to
be assessed on a case by case basis.
A summary of driver safety features in use in London are as follows:
All taxis in London must comply with the Conditions of Fitness which stipulates
that vehicles seeking approval for use in London as taxis must meet European
vehicle manufacturing standards, be purpose built and type approved as taxis.
The Conditions of Fitness also stipulate that every taxi must have a partially
glazed partition installed separating the passenger from the driver.
An intercom system is also stipulated so that the driver and passengers can
easily communicate.
The partition screen in London taxis also acts as a safety feature for rearward
facing passengers, in that it acts as part of the head restraint system for
passengers seated in that position, something that is rare in models used as
PHVs.
Safety features which could be incorporated into the taxi at the choice of the
driver or owner could include CCTV systems and credit card payment facilities
(reducing the need for cash).
CCTV systems may incorporate a panic button facility which when operated
could have a direct link to a control centre and/or engage audio recording.
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Suitable signage would need to be in place and all features of the CCTV
system, including registration of the data controller, would be required to comply
with the Data Protection Act 1998 and to follow the guidelines and advice
issued by the Information Commissioner.
Taxis in London are available to members of the public through street hailing,
„plying for hire‟.
PHVs in London incorporate many makes and model types, including a
substantial number of adapted/modified vehicles providing a specific service to
niche markets.
A small number of PHVs are manufactured and type approved to incorporate a
partition screen, similar to a taxi, but generally the majority of vehicles are
„standard‟ saloon type cars.
After-market driver safety partition screens are available to PHVs in London,
however the correct installation and use of such devices is critical if the safety of
drivers and passengers is not to be compromised. After-market protection
screens installed in PHVs do not offer the same level of protection to drivers as
screens fitted to purpose built vehicles.
Similar to taxis, features which improve safety for PHV drivers/owners could be
incorporated into the PHV at the choice of the driver or owner and could include
CCTV systems and credit card payment facilities (reducing the need for cash).
PHV‟s, unlike taxis, cannot „ply for hire‟ but must be pre-booked through a
licensed operator. This feature in itself offers some safeguards to drivers as
there is a formal record retained of the booking details.
TfL is of the view that driver training for PHV drivers (who are in close proximity
to their customers) in the areas of customer care and conflict resolution is
essential as it can be very effective in improving safety and reducing
occurrences of aggression or attacks on drivers.
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Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards
for taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to
safety.
TfL disagrees with this proposal.
For a more detailed response see Annex A.
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Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
safety standards should be subject to a statutory consultation
requirement.
TfL disagrees with any mandatory national standards if TfL cannot apply
additional or higher standards that are suitable to London which is the largest
licensing authority in England and Wales. TfL would support a national
minimum standard for both taxi and private hire and would be happy to assist in
setting and reviewing the standard moving forward.
TfL considers that it is essential to consult on safety standards and given
importance of such standards any consultation must include passenger user
groups.
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Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national
safety standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to
consult refer to a technical advisory panel?
TfL believes that decisions regarding minimum national safety standards should
be taken by experts in licensing, compliance and enforcement. We do not think
it appropriate that those with a commercial interest in either the taxi or private
hire industries should have any influence on safety standards although they
would have the opportunity to comment through the consultation process.
Through the DVLA, the Secretary of State for Transport sets medical standards
for motorists acting on advice from a panel of expert medical advisors. The
advice of the panel is made in the context of road safety and the appropriate
legislation. This could be seen as a model for a panel responsible for setting
taxi and private hire safety standards, however TfL feels the setting of and any
subsequent changes to the standards should be subject to consultation.
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Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for
taxis provided above the minimum national standards.
TfL agrees with this proposal.
For a more detailed response see Annex A.
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Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities‟ ability to set local
taxi standards?
TfL does not support this.
TfL believes that it should retain the discretion to determine what standards are
appropriate for London. The courts provide the necessary means to ensure that
the licensing authority‟s standards are appropriate and proportionate and it is
not necessary to set statutory limits.
For a more detailed response see Annex A.
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Provisional proposal 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual
conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or operators?
As has been highlighted throughout our response, it is absolutely essential for
TfL to have the discretion to impose conditions on individual licences.
While general conditions are preferable as they ensure equality, provide
consistency and transparency in the licensing system and aid compliance, in
some cases it is necessary to add specific conditions on individual licences.
This could be where individuals fail to meet generic standards but the licensing
authority has exercised discretion to license or where the licensing authority
wishes to impose standards over and above the generic standards.
Examples of specific conditions placed on driver licences include:
Restrictions on an area a taxi driver is licensed for13
Restriction to working 20 hours per week (in accordance with Home Office
restriction)
Prohibition of self employment (in accordance with Home Office restriction)
Licensed to undertake Private Hire Work on a self employed basis only
(Romanian and Bulgarian nationals)
Subject to C1 Annual Medical
Restricted to drive a vehicle fitted with automatic transmission only14
Restricted to drive a vehicle fitted with automatic transmission and TfL
approved disability adaptation equipment only
Examples of specific conditions placed on operator licences include:
Subject to no public access
Pending planning permission
No more than two private hire vehicles will be available to this operator for
carrying out bookings

13
14

In accordance with paragraph 27(b) of the London Cab Order 1934
In accordance with paragraph 27(a) of the London Cab Order 1934
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Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on
a statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements?
This question does not impact on TfL directly however the following provides
further information about TfL‟s arrangements.
Greater London is made up of 33 separate local authorities yet there is just one
licensing authority for taxi and private hire, TfL, a statutory body responsible for
licensing all of London‟s taxi and private hire services.
When regulating London‟s private hire industry was first discussed by
Parliament, consideration was given to handing responsibility for licensing to
the individual London boroughs. However, the longstanding model of licensing
taxis on a pan-London basis was seen as the preferable solution and the Public
Carriage Office (now London Taxi and Private Hire) was given the
responsibility.
From our experience we can identify the following benefits in having a regional
or sub regional licensing authority:
Consistent licensing standards for operators, vehicles and drivers
throughout London;
A consistent approach to compliance and enforcement throughout
London;
Absence of cross border hiring problems;
TfL can provide economies of scale in the administration of licensing
There are also some disadvantages:
TfL is not responsible for many of the roads it has the power to appoint
ranks on and is therefore reliant on local authority cooperation.
On the evidence of London, there are therefore clear benefits in having
statutory requirements for licensing authorities to co-operate on a regional or
sub-regional level.
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Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining
areas for the purposes of taxi standard setting.
Although this proposal does not impact on TfL directly, TfL‟s experience of
licensing an area that covers 33 local unitary authorities proves that there are
merits to local authorities combining licensing areas (see also response to
proposal 37).
The Law Commission may wish to explore this proposal in more detail.
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Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi
zones within their area
TfL believes that the existing system of taxi zones in London provides an
adequate supply of taxis in all areas of the capital and welcomes the Law
Commission‟s recognition of this model.
Paragraph 27 of the London Cab Order 1934 allows TfL to limit a taxi driver‟s
licence to the area that he has demonstrated an adequate topographical
knowledge for. Under this provision TfL licenses drivers either for the whole of
the Greater London area or for one or more of nine suburban sectors.
The sectors are formed of combinations of the 22 outer London boroughs and
TfL would wish to retain the ability to amend these sectors to ensure the
provision of a sustainable taxi service in suburban London.
Any removal of the ability to define taxi zones would likely result in fewer drivers
working in suburban areas as drivers are attracted to the city centre „honey pot‟,
creating an imbalance of supply and demand throughout London. However,
while taxi zoning assists in tackling concerns over the „honey pot‟ effect of city
centres, TfL believes that this is only achievable in tandem with a return to area
requirement for taxis (see proposal 42). Otherwise taxis from suburban areas
taking fares into the city centre are very likely to remain there in anticipation for
a pre-booked journey from a radio circuit or be tempted to breach their licence
conditions by plying for hire in the city centre.
Further to proposal 38, consideration could be given to introducing taxi zones
within larger licensing authority areas.
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Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue
peak time licences which may only be used at certain times of day as
prescribed by the licensing authority?
TfL feels that any introduction of a peak time licence in London would be
unenforceable, overly complex and confusing for the travelling public.
It should be noted that the ability to impose conditions on licences means that
TfL already has such powers yet we choose not to do so.
As TfL cannot license a driver unless he or she has shown an adequate
knowledge of his or her licence area, we could not allow suburban drivers or
knowledge students to work at night only as has been suggested in the past.
Moreover, any driver who has invested time and money in learning the
Knowledge would not accept having their ability to trade restricted to certain
hours.
Enforcement of restricted licences would be onerous and virtually impossible
without the type of measures used in Victoria, Australia (paragraph 15.42 of the
consultation paper refers).
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Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or
inviting bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using
drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular licensing authority.
TfL strongly opposes the proposal.
It is unclear from the consultation document how operators would be
de-restricted from accepting or inviting bookings within a particular locality.
Under current arrangements any operating centre that accepts bookings must
be licensed by the local licensing authority. Should an operator wish to expand
its business into another area there is no restriction on them opening an
operating centre in that area providing that it is licensed by the local licensing
authority. It would be totally unacceptable for bookings to be accepted at
unlicensed premises that were remote branches of licensed operating centres.
TfL believes that breaking the triple licensing structure would create confusion
and present a real risk to the travelling public. If drivers and vehicles licensed by
another authority were allowed to work for London operators, passengers could
be unclear as to who was providing the private hire service they had booked.
In London, drivers are often identified on street by the TfL compliance team and
when questioned they will often provide the name of an operator that they are
working for. As all licensed drivers must currently work for an operator that is
also licensed in London it is possible to visit/call the operator and establish
whether the driver does have a pre-booking. Often it is found that the driver is
no longer associated with the operator and through this, we can determine that
the driver is touting. Having the capability for drivers to work for operators that
are not licensed in London would remove this capability and render this type of
check impossible.
It would be far more preferable to strengthen the link between operators, drivers
and vehicles in order to discourage drivers from acting independently and allow
a licensing authority to ensure that those that it licenses are complying with the
law.
Finally, if such mobility was allowed, drivers and vehicle owners would license
their vehicles with the licensing authority that had the lowest fees and then work
where they so wished without enforcement capability by the licensing authority
where they have chosen to work.
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Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a „return to area‟ requirement in respect
of out-of area drop offs
Under existing law, taxis in London are currently required to return to their
licensed area before being allowed to accept another fare pursuant to a
pre-booking. PHVs on the other hand have no restrictions on where they must
be in order to accept a booking from their licensed operator.
DPP v Computer Cab 1994 determined that when a London taxi driver accepts
a radio booking he is permitting his cab to be hired and under paragraph 31 of
the London Cab Order 1934 a driver can only permit his cab to be hired when
he is in his licence area. This requirement is clearly at odds with the legislation
covering the rest of England and Wales where a taxi can legitimately be hired
outside of its licence area pursuant to a pre-booking.
To not have a „return to area‟ requirement would result in all suburban taxis in
London being able to accept pre-booked fares anywhere in London. This could
see large numbers of suburban drivers permanently working in central London
on pre-booked journeys only. It would also allow any licensed London taxi driver
to work at one of the London airports outside the Greater London area on the
same basis. This would not only present a high risk of those drivers illegally
plying for hire out of their licence area but also create conflict with taxi drivers
licensed to plying for hire at those locations. These problems do not currently
exist in London on any scale and TfL would not want any reform of statutory
requirements to create problems that do not currently exist.
While it may be unpopular with elements of the trades, the return to area
requirement can be considered as a possible solution to the cross border hiring
issue and the Law Commission may want to look into this in further detail for the
taxi and private hire trades.
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Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi
fares. Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private
hire fares.
TfL agrees with the proposal.
It is vital that TfL retains this ability as it protects the travelling public from being
charged high fares when they are hailing a taxi on street and there may be little
choice of other services available. As previously discussed, taxis provide a
universal service and this includes transparent and standard fares.
TfL does not see any reason to regulate private hire fares. The private hire
market provides a very wide range of services. In this context consumers
should be able to choose what they pay for and operators should have the
freedom to charge according to the service they provide.
As we have highlighted elsewhere, in order to maintain this distinction between
regulated and unregulated fares, the prohibition on meters in London PHVs
should be retained.
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Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered
fare for pre-booked journeys?
Allowing taxis to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for prebooked journeys would provide passengers with certainty about the cost when
pre-booking a taxi and also enable them to compare different fares being
offered and potentially find a better offer. However, it is important that the
circumstances when taxis can charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare
for pre-booked journeys is restricted in order to protect the passengers and
avoid drivers potentially exploiting any change to the fare and meter
requirements.
Individual taxi drivers, whether hailed on the street or hired at a taxi rank, should
not be allowed to charge fares that are higher than the metered fare for any
type of journey. These journeys should remain on the meter so that passengers
are clear about how they will be charged and will not be at risk of being charged
excessive amounts.
Charging fares that are higher than the metered fare for pre-booked journeys
should be restricted to companies approved by TfL who would be required to:
Publish details of the fares charged
Keep a record of all bookings, including passenger details, date of booking,
date of journey, destination, fare charged, and the driver and vehicle used,
for a minimum of six months
Be a limited company or registered/friendly society;
Have structures in place to check the licence status of participating drivers
and the vehicles they use;
Have structures in place to ensure that any restrictions on plying for hire by
certain drivers (e.g. suburban licensed taxi drivers) are complied with;
Have appropriate processes for recording bookings, the quoted fare and
dealing with complaints (NB As this applies to companies rather than
individual drivers there is no conflict with proposal 53 that taxi drivers do not
need to keep records of pre-booked journeys).
The details of every company that meets all of these conditions and can charge
fares that are higher than the metered fare for pre-booked jobs should be
published online and available to view at the relevant licensing authority‟s office
so as both taxi drivers and the public can check which companies are permitted
to charge these fares.
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Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a
„fit and proper person‟ be either:
a) set out in primary legislation; or
b)

be included within the Secretary of Sate and Welsh Ministers general
powers to set national safety conditions?

TfL believes that it is preferable for primary legislation to contain a „high level‟
requirement that drivers are „fit and proper‟ with more specific requirements
contained in regulations made by TfL. This allows flexibility in prescribing the
exact licensing requirements as changes can be made without recourse to
Parliament. This is the current position with taxi and private hire driver licensing
in London.
For example, section 13(2)(a) of the 1998 Act simply states that a driver must
have attained 21 years of age, authorised to driver a motor car for at least three
years and is a fit and proper person to hold a licence. Section 13(2)(b) of the
Act then allows TfL to prescribe further requirements. Regulations made under
13(2)(b) then prescribe that drivers must meet DVLA Group 2 medical
standards.
Several years after the introduction of licensing TfL identified the need to have
more discretion when determining medical fitness and the wording of the
relevant regulation was amended. This would have been a much harder and
lengthy process had the requirement been contained in primary legislation,
requiring the consent of Parliament to make a relatively minor adjustment to
driver standards.
TfL is more than willing to assist in the drafting of any national minimum
standards, providing TfL could apply additional standards where it sees fit.
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Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to „fit and proper‟ tests and the
criteria applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself.
TfL opposes the proposal.
There is currently a specific requirement for the owners of London taxis to be „fit
and proper‟ but there is no similar specific requirement for the owners of PHVs
and TfL feels that such a requirement should be extended to the owners of all
licensed vehicles.
TfL accepts that the primary purpose of licensing a vehicle is to ensure that it is
safe and fit for purpose but a specific fit and proper requirement for owners
prevents those convicted of criminal activity, for example, from becoming
involved in owning and operating taxis and PHVs.
Under current legislation, if a licensed London PHV driver has his/her licence
revoked for a criminal offence, TfL has no express and specific grounds to
revoke the licence of his/her vehicle15. Without such a clear and specific
requirement for owners of PHVs to be fit and proper, this could result in drivers
who have had their licence revoked continuing to have access to their licensed
vehicles which facilitates illegal activity, notably touting.
The Police have received a number of reports of sexual offences that occurred
in a licensed vehicle, and on investigation the driver was unknown, not licensed
or not working for an operator. The lack of a link between a licensed driver,
operator and vehicle compounds this problem.
Current practice by the Metropolitan Police and other police forces is to inform
TfL of drivers who are cautioned, charged or convicted or any offence, so TfL as
a licensing authority can take licensing action against the driver. It has become
an increasingly serious concern for policing partners and ourselves that the
safety of the travelling public is being put at risk by unlicensed drivers caught
touting who often have vehicle licences but we are unable to take any action
against the individuals‟ right to hold a vehicle licence except in exceptional
circumstances.
During the financial year 2011/2012 TfL revoked a total of 783 PHV drivers‟
licences, including 422 for touting offences and 103 for other serious criminal
offences, including sex and violence offences. Many of these individuals are
15

Section 16(3) of the Private Hire Vehicles (London) Act 1998 states that the suspension or
revocation of a licence, under that section, can only be for a reason connected to the fitness of
the vehicle for use as a PHV. Although, section 16(1) of the Act allows TfL to suspend or
revoke a PHV licence „for any reasonable cause‟, there is no explicit provision regarding the
character of the owner and a legal view is that this power should only be used in exceptional
circumstances.
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likely to still be in possession of a vehicle licence. TfL and our enforcement
partners in the police are united and resolute in the view that not having the
ability to remove an individual‟s vehicle licence after deeming them not „fit and
proper‟ puts public safety at risk.
A recent example that highlights why touting needs to be taken more seriously
by the courts is where an unlicensed driver had previously been arrested for
clear touting offences on seven separate occasions. A number of these cases
were dismissed and on one occasion the driver was given a 12 month
conditional discharge. The highest penalty imposed for any of these offences
was a fine of £400 and a driving disqualification which has subsequently been
ignored by the driver. This driver, using his licensed PHV went on to commit two
serious sexual offences in the space of a week.
Members of the public are confused by the current licensing regulations and
believe a vehicle displaying a licence to be a safe mode of travel. Specific
research carried out as part of the Safer Travel at Night campaign with females
aged 16-34 shows that one of the criteria women use to assess whether a mini
cab is safe is whether the vehicle displays signage confirming it is licensed for
private hire. In addition, focus groups with women undertaken for Safer Travel
at Night suggests that women would like far greater clarity, with signage on the
vehicle confirming the vehicle and driver are licensed for private hire which is
visible from the outside.
Until such time as the Basic Disclosure service is introduced by the CRB, taxi
owners who are not licensed as drivers are not entitled to obtain a criminal
record check from that agency. As a result TfL relies on self declaration of
convictions which is totally unreliable. TfL and its enforcement partners believe
that it is vital that applicants should be compelled to obtain a criminal record
check.
Contrary to paragraph 16.15 of the consultation document, the requirement for
TfL to consider a taxi owner‟s business repute and financial position was
removed by the London Cab Order 2007.
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Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
a) set out in primary legislation; or
b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers‟ general
powers to set national safety conditions?
TfL believes that it is preferable for primary legislation to contain a „high level‟
requirement that vehicles are safe with more specific requirements contained in
regulations. This allows flexibility in prescribing defining the exact licensing
requirements as changes can be made without recourse to Parliament. This is
the current position with taxi and PHV licensing in London.
European Community and UK National vehicle safety standards are already in
place for vehicles which are manufactured in Europe and are certified to
European Whole Vehicle Type Approval (EWVTA).
Vehicles manufactured in the UK must meet EWVTA or, if a vehicle
manufacturer produces vehicles in low volumes, meet the standards of the
National Small Series Type Approval (NSSTA) scheme administered by the UK
Vehicle Certification Agency.
In addition, VOSA administers the Individual Vehicle Approval scheme in the
UK. This is a UK national scheme for those manufacturing or importing single
vehicles in very small numbers.
Further to these standards vehicles must meet UK legislation in respect of
ongoing road worthiness. These standards are administered by VOSA with
annual testing for light vehicles through the MOT scheme and annual testing
and certification, using specific criteria, for larger type vehicles such as
minibuses, buses and commercial vehicles.
Licensing Authorities
In licensing taxis it is essential that licensing authorities have discretion in
setting a minimum specification for the vehicle and the types of equipment
which are considered necessary for the service provided to passengers within
the authority‟s area. Specified features particularly important in London taxis
include:
the external and internal dimensions of the vehicle
facilities to enable wheelchair passengers to be carried using their
wheelchairs
a specified range of accessibility equipment for passengers with a range
of disabilities
vehicle emissions standards
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vehicle age limits
anti-lock braking systems, etc.
A consistent yet flexible approach to taxi specifications, vehicle standards and
passenger amenities, particularly in the area of accessibility standards, vehicle
age and emissions standards, defines the vehicle and informs public perception
of the level of service expected from that transport mode.
Licensing authorities must also be able to respond quickly and effectively to any
adverse technical or safety issues with taxis and must have the discretion to
take appropriate measures to deal with those issues and protect public safety.
In licensing PHVs it is essential that licensing authorities have the discretion to
set minimum vehicle emissions and age standards for vehicles operating in
population centres where air quality is a high priority.
The licensing regime for London PHVs encompasses a broad variety of vehicle
types providing a variety of services many of which require specialist vehicles
and equipment.
Many of the vehicles licensed as PHVs in London are adapted or modified to
provide a specific service to passengers, those vehicles can include:
standard M1 category passenger vehicles modified and adapted to
enable wheelchair accessibility
N1 category commercial vehicles which have been modified/adapted to
carry ambulant and wheelchair passengers
large M2 category minibus type vehicles with a variety of modifications to
enable the carriage of passengers with a variety of disabilities.
These vehicles generally also reduce seating capacity to enable them to meet
PHV regulations.
Many other types of vehicles are used to provide niche services to specific
market segments within the private hire market in London, those vehicles are
often modified and adapted to carry passengers and equipment (e.g. large N1
commercial vehicles modified to carry musicians and their instruments) and a
flexible approach is required of the licensing authority in determining the safety
of modified vehicles delivering those types of service.
TfL has used its discretion to assess, adapt and change licensing conditions
and regulations to accommodate vehicles which have been significantly
changed from their original specification. The London PHV licensing regime
currently has in place a wide range of certification routes operators can follow to
demonstrate to TfL that the vehicles, as modified, are appropriately tested and
certified, are safe, and meet legal requirements.
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TfL licenses vehicles for public safety. If unable to use discretion in setting
appropriate licensing criteria for modified/adapted vehicles TfL could not be
satisfied that those vehicles were safe for use and would not be able to licence,
this could adversely impact services to passengers with disabilities.
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Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private
hire vehicles
TfL agrees that it is vital that operators continue to be licensed.
The role of the operator is intrinsic to the concept of PHVs being pre-booked
and there is no justification for removing the fulcrum of private hire services
from the licensing regime.
In addition to the justifications set out at paragraph 16.25 of the consultation
document, licensing operators allows the licensing authority to set standards in
respect of the premises operators use and enforce the activities at these
premises. Without licensed operators there would not be any licensed
operating centres which would result in crime and disorder issues with private
hire companies accepting bookings wherever they so wished, uncontrolled and
unregulated.
The introduction of licensing in London highlighted the variety of businesses
that operate in the capital‟s private hire market. London legislation allows for
different fees to be paid by „small‟ and „standard‟ operators, the former being
restricted to operating no more than two vehicles. All operators have to meet
the same regulatory requirements with the only practical difference being that
the licence fee is lower.
Many driver/operators believe that the need to be licensed as an operator is an
unnecessary, additional level of regulation that adds significant costs to setting
up a small business. However, removing the need to be licensed as both a
driver and an operator would result in individual drivers taking bookings directly
and circumventing the vital role that operators play.
TfL would like regulations to go further which would increase the accountability
for operators regarding the behaviour of their drivers. This would allow TfL to
take action against those operators whose drivers and employees repeated
breach licensing regulations and conditions. This would be particularly
beneficial with regard to touting offences (for further details see response to
question 65).
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Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if
so on what basis?
The primary difference between taxis and PHVs is that PHVs must be prebooked and taxis do not. Under the circumstances TfL feels it would be over
regulatory and there are no discernable benefits to licensing radio circuits.
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Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries.
The role of intermediaries in the private hire industry is extremely varied and
detailed examination is often required to determine whether or not the entity is
„inviting or accepting‟ bookings.
TfL does not wish to see an unnecessary chain of licensing entities who all play
a part in providing the same service, but in the interest of public safety, there
must be clear accountability and the passenger must know who is providing the
vehicle they are travelling in.
At paragraph 16.37 of the consultation document, reference is made to major
events using intermediaries to source the services of a licensed operator to
provide drivers and vehicles. In such circumstances TfL is usually content that
no further entities require licensing as there is clear evidence of a hiring
between the operator and the event host who would be accountable to the
passengers.
In some cases the event host will contract an event management company to
organise the whole event including the transport service which the event
management company will provide itself. This is akin to the role of an operator
and in such circumstances the event management company would need to be
licensed. In its 2011 guidelines the DfT has provided clear guidance on event
management companies and the need for licensing.
The above examples illustrate intermediaries playing a role between a client
and a single operator. A more complex arrangement is that of internet booking
facilities that act as an intermediary between potential passengers and a
number of operators e.g. www
These facilities are directed at the general private
hire market rather than discrete events as discussed above.
There is a strong argument that even though the intermediary has no vehicles
of its own and is not fulfilling private hire bookings, the website is still „making
provision for the invitation or acceptance of, or who accepts, bookings‟ which
meets the definition of an operator under the 1998 PHV Act and in some cases
such companies have licensed themselves as operators. However, TfL has
taken the view that where such facilities put passengers in direct contact with a
licensed operator who accepts the booking then the intermediary does not
require licensing. The passenger should then know what private hire company
they have made a contract with and is going to undertake the journey. This
provides the added safeguard of knowing who to turn to in the event of a
complaint. The main problem is that it is often unclear as to whether the
contract is being made with the intermediary who then effectively sub-contracts
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the booking, or directly with the licensed operator. This is particularly pertinent if
payment is made to the intermediary.
Under the circumstances the current definition of an operator may be too broad
as „making provision for the invitation or acceptance of, or who accepts, private
hire bookings‟ can cover operations that are not actually delivering a private hire
service. Nevertheless, as the fundamental purpose of licensing is public safety,
the licence structure should allow the passenger to know exactly who is
responsible for providing their journey and in this context the audit trail from the
passenger through intermediaries to the service provider must be wholly
transparent.
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Provisional proposal 51
Should „fit and proper‟ criteria in respect of operators be retained?
TfL agrees with the proposal
The licensing regime is designed to provide safe transport and give the public
confidence in those that are delivering the service. Unless operators are
required to meet certain standards, these assurances cannot be provided.
While the 1998 Act requires applicants for operators‟ licences to be „fit and
proper‟ the term is not further defined and TfL determines the criteria. TfL has
therefore established a number of criteria that the applicant will need to meet
(where the operator is a company or partnership, each person who make up
that company i.e. company secretary, directors, partners etc, has to satisfy TfL
that they are fit and proper).
TfL‟s current criteria for assessing applications are:
Assessment of conviction history (subject to the Rehabilitation of
Offenders Act 1974)
Assessment of business repute (e.g. bankruptcy, disqualification from
being a director)
Proving the right to live and work in the UK
Assessment of previous applications to TfL and any other authority
Proving that all premises have necessary planning permission
Where appropriate, providing evidence of employer‟s liability insurance;
public liability insurance; VAT registration; compliance with Health and
Safety requirements; and possessing a radio licence.
Although enforcing some of these criteria is the responsibility of other agencies,
TfL uses them as licensing requirements as collectively they indicate that the
business is run proficiently by competent individuals.
Like owners of taxis (see proposal 46), until such time as the Basic Disclosure
service is introduced by the CRB, operator applicants are not entitled to obtain
a criminal record check from that agency. As a result TfL relies on self
declaration of convictions which is unreliable. TfL would welcome the ability to
compel applicants to obtain a criminal record check.
TfL believes that the requirement to be fit and proper is extended to all those
individuals who work for a private hire operator that come into direct (face to
face) contact with the public. This is particularly important in London as the
concept of operating centres within late night venues is exclusive to London
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where controllers have a direct influence over vulnerable women entering the
right vehicle. It is not unknown for drivers who have had their PHV driver‟s
licence revoked for serious offences (e.g. sex offences) to find alternative
employment with an operator as a controller or marshal thereby being
responsible for putting vulnerable females into booked vehicles. TfL is very
concerned that this situation is possible.
Operating Centres
TfL believes it is essential that there is legislation or regulations that ensure
basic standards in the premises that operators trade from. As operating centres
are licensed by TfL and part of London‟s public transport system, the premises
should be suitable for providing a private hire business and meet appropriate
standards.
TfL receives applications to license a range of premises as operating centres.
While the majority will be for the traditional high street minicab office or a
serviced office providing a call centre approach, many operators wish to run
private hire services from premises that are shared with another business,
whether their own or that of a third party. Examples include:
Pubs, clubs and other late night entertainment venues
Newsagents and convenience stores
Bookmakers
Sex shops
Take-aways
In many of these cases TfL does not consider the premises to be compatible
with providing an inclusive, professional and reputable private hire service.
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Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services
TfL agrees with the proposal.
Section 5 of the 1998 Act allows London operators to subcontract a booking to
another licensed London operator in specified circumstances. This provision
has worked well in London as it allows operators to work in partnership with
companies in other authorities as well as meeting unexpected eventualities.
Extending the ability to sub-contract could be an opportunity to address some of
the cross border hiring issues affecting licensing authorities elsewhere in
England and Wales as it would allow operators to pass the booking to partners
in other authorities rather than using vehicles licensed by their authority, but
working elsewhere, to fulfil the booking.
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Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record keeping
requirements apply?
TfL sees no discernable benefit in requiring a taxi driver to be a licensed
operator in order to accept pre-bookings or to record details of pre-booked
journeys.
For taxis, a pre-booked journey is no different to an instant hiring, whether
hailed on the street or from a taxi rank and to suggest that one sort of hiring
needs to be pre-booked would suggest that all journeys should be similarly
recorded.
However, as discussed in the response to proposal 42, when a London taxi
driver accepts a pre-booking he/she is deemed to be plying for hire and can
only therefore accept a pre-booking when in his/her licensed area.
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Provisional proposal 54 and Questions 55 and 56
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi
numbers
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing
authorities lost the ability to restrict numbers?
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to
the taxi trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are
removed?
Although the numbers of taxis and taxi drivers have risen steadily over the last
60 years, in recent years the increase has slowed (see Annex E). TfL has
never restricted the number of taxis or taxi drivers in London and has allowed
the market to determine the number.
A decision to remove quantity restrictions would only impact on those licensing
authorities that currently restrict numbers and, as this is not the position in
London, TfL does not comment further on this issue.
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Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible
vehicle? This could involve:
1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks
for wheelchair accessible vehicles.
As the standards set by TfL for taxis mandate that all vehicles are fully
accessible there is no need for a separate category of licensed vehicle in
London.
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Questions 58 and 59
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which
meet certain accessible standards?
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of
accessible vehicle, and catering for the different needs of disabled
passengers?
TfL is required to recover the cost of licensing through licence fees. The cost of
licensing an accessible vehicle is unlikely to be any lower than a non-accessible
vehicle therefore it is hard to see the justifications for lower fees. Any reduction
in fees for accessible vehicles would need to be met by higher fees for non
accessible ones. As a result neither vehicle would be charged the true cost of
licensing.
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Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles.
TfL agrees with the proposal.
It should be for licensing authorities to set standards that best meet the needs
of the local community. In London the vast majority of taxi hirings are from
street hails or ranks rather than pre-booked. By mandating that all taxis are
wheelchair accessible TfL provides the travelling public with the certainty that
any taxi hailed on the street or at a rank is accessible.
TfL funds a significant proportion of the Taxicard scheme - a scheme that
provides subsidised transport for people who have serious mobility impairment
and difficulty in using public transport. Taxicard holders make journeys in
licensed London taxis and private hires vehicles, and the subsidy applies
directly to each trip. Taxicard can be used anytime, 24 hours a day, 365 days of
the year, subject to taxi and PHV availability.
TfL does not see it as necessary to impose quotas on the number of accessible
PHVs. Private hire operators in London provide a diverse range of services and
it would not be commercially viable to insist that a proportion of all vehicles
available to an operator are accessible.
Consideration could be given to requiring operators over a certain size to have
arrangements in place to provide accessible vehicles where required if
passengers give a reasonable notice period. Such a requirement could be
delivered in conjunction with the ability to sub-contract bookings to an operator
with an accessible PHV. Alternatively the booking could be given to one of
London‟s 22,000 accessible taxis.
This would improve the services available to disabled people, particularly those
with mobility impairments, and help operators to meet their obligations under
the Equality Act 2010.
Although TfL feels that national quotas are not necessary it has been our
experience, from working with disability groups that drivers‟ attitudes and
behaviours were the primary issue. For further details see Annex G for a TfL
disability report which was undertaken in 2010.
Recently TfL has undertaken a number of on-street compliance operations
which initially looked to inform drivers of their obligations under the Equality Act,
and eventually led to action against non compliant drivers. This approach has
been successful in raising awareness and has been praised by the DfT.
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Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles
should include recognised disability awareness training.
Although TfL expressly disagrees with mandatory national standards where
they cannot be amended at a local level, however, if national minimum
standards were introduced they should include disability awareness training.
Although they work in a service industry that serves a very diverse population,
taxi and PHV drivers in London are not subject to any form of customer service
or equality training. As part of the DSA enhanced taxi driving test, taxi drivers
are required to undertake the wheelchair loading assessment but this is simply
a practical test and does not address disability or equality issues which it
perhaps should.
TfL would not only welcome mandatory disability awareness training for new
licensees but also for the existing population of licensed drivers.
Disability awareness training would not present a significant barrier to entry to
the trade although it would place additional costs on the existing trade. To
mitigate the impact, consideration could be given to granting exemptions in
certain circumstances, for example where a driver has obtained a relevant NVQ
or other vocational qualification.
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Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private
hire vehicles should be required to display information about how to
complain to the licensing authority
TfL agrees with this proposal
To support customer complaints about taxis, TfL has a comprehensive
complaints system in place. Furthermore, both the TfL website and call centre
enable complaints regarding potential breaches of the Equality Act for both taxi
and private hire services to be directed to TfL‟s dedicated complaints handling
team.
While TfL is responsible for handling complaints about taxi services the public
are directed to complain to the private hire operator for private hire journeys.
Information on how to complain is on the TfL website and clearly displayed in
taxis. TfL feels there are merits to adopting a similar approach to PHVs.
In the event that TfL receives a complaint that there has been a breach of the
Equality Act, TfL will investigate with a view to a prosecution. Since 1 March
2006 TfL has successfully prosecuted 20 taxi and private hire drivers for
refusing to take guide or assistance dogs. TfL believes that enacting the
relevant sections of the Equality Act will allow the licensing authority to take a
far more robust approach against drivers who fail to assist wheelchair users.
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Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring
disabled passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if
reasonable and safe to do so, in specific circumstances help?
The issue of taxis failing to stop in response to hails, whether by disabled
passengers or any other members of the public is a common cause of
complaint. An investigative report by Trailblazers in 200916 into the accessibility
of public transport highlighted the problems young disabled people faced when
using taxi services including a concern that drivers do not stop to pick up
wheelchair users. Disability groups and high profile wheelchair users have also
raised this issue through complaints, correspondence and the media, including
citing examples where a wheelchair user has had to remain out of sight while a
non-disabled person hails a taxi on their behalf.
The public have an expectation that a taxi with its „for‟ hire‟ light on will stop for
them if hailed and it is safe to do so, yet for may reasons, taxis fail to respond to
being hailed. Even if drivers were obliged to stop, it would invariably be a matter
of dispute as to whether the driver saw the hail or felt it was safe or lawful to
stop.
Full implementation sections 165-167 of the Equalities Act 2010 would
introduce some important safeguards for disabled passengers and allow TfL to
prosecute drivers who fail to assist wheelchair users. However, even though
s165(2) extends the obligation on taxi drivers to occasions where a disabled
person „has indicated to the driver that the person wishes to travel in the
vehicle‟, it may still be hard to prove that a driver saw the person hail him/her.
Paragraph 18.20 of the consultation paper suggests that it is good practice for
licensing authorities to require taxis to display their availability by some obvious
means. This is already the case in London as all taxis display the orange taxi
light, yet the problem of drivers failing to respond to hails still exists. Under the
circumstances, alternative methods need to be explored to improve the service
to disabled passengers.
Better education and training of drivers could address some of the current
problems. At Annex A the issue of driver standards is discussed and TfL is of
the view that disability awareness training should be mandatory for all new
drivers. Given the importance of this issue TfL has an introduced an ongoing
programme of on-street education and enforcement that has been welcomed by
the DfT and disability groups.
TfL would also welcome the ability to compel existing drivers who fail to meet
expected standards to undergo disability awareness training.

16
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A further issue that can be a cause for complaint by disabled passengers is
„when should the meter be started?‟ Current regulations17 require a driver to
start the meter as soon as the taxi is hired. Some drivers will interpret this as
the point at which he/she agrees to carry the passenger but if the wheelchair
ramps need to de deployed the meter will already be running while the driver
undertakes this task. As the vehicle has been hired and the meter is running
legitimately, it can be argued that such practice is not a breach of either the
general or taxi specific provisions within the Equality Act. However, it will result
in a wheelchair user being charged more than a non-disabled passenger for the
same journey.
TfL advises drivers not to start the meter until a wheelchair user is safely
secured within the vehicle yet this is simply good practice rather than something
that can be effectively enforced.
TfL would welcome more stringent regulation on this matter.

17

London Cab Order 1934 paragraph 39.
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Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed
vehicles?
TfL would welcome powers for authorised officers to stop licensed vehicles.
Furthermore, TfL feels it would clearly be beneficial to public safety to have the
power to stop unlicensed vehicles where it has reason to believe that the
vehicle is being used for touting or other unlawful purposes.
TfL, as the licensing authority for all of London‟s taxi and private hire trades
often has legitimate reasons to stop licensed vehicles. This could be to
undertake taxi driver identifier checks, private hire licensee checks or regular
on-street compliance checks. Currently all such checks have to be planned and
organised well in advance to ensure police resource is booked and available to
stop the vehicles on our behalf. This ties up valuable police resources and also
requires a lot of advance planning and organising.
Touting by licensed private hire drivers as well as unlicensed drivers is a
continual problem in London. While great steps have been taken to address this
issue and latest research shows that touting approaches have reduced, in a city
the size of London, touting remains an issue. TfL undertakes an annual survey
into the market share of illegal cabs, and the extent of touting in London. Our
Late Night Survey indicates that the percentage of late night revellers
approached by touts in 2012 is 15 per cent, down from 66 per cent in 2003.
This is partly due to demand created as a result of a significant number of late
night venues that close at times when there are fewer public transport options
available. The complexity of the private hire licensing regime, with vehicles
licensed separately to drivers can also confuse the public.
Great steps have been taken and will continue to be made to educate the public
on how to safely use taxi and private hire services. Our response to question 65
provides detail of all the work carried out as part of the Safer Travel at Night
campaign which TfL undertakes annually in partnership with the Metropolitan
Police and City of London Police.
The responses to proposals 46 and 51also make it clear that TfL believes it is
absolutely essential to urgently introduce a specific and express fit and proper
check for all PHV owners as well as all staff working for a private hire operator
that come into direct contact with members of the public (e.g. controllers and
marshals). While TfL recognises that introducing specific fit and proper checks
will require more regulation there is a very clear and real risk to public safety
without these checks.
Vehicles, whether licensed PHVs or unlicensed, that are used for touting
purposes are unsafe when used by the travelling public. In addition all journeys
are uninsured. Furthermore, because it is often found that even licensed
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vehicles are being driven by unlicensed drivers, it cannot be guaranteed that
drivers of these vehicles have undergone any form of CRB check, putting the
passenger at risk.
There is a clear benefit to public safety for TfL authorised officers to be able to
stop vehicles. Any vehicle used on suspicion of touting, whether licensed or
unlicensed, could be stopped and checked and where necessary the
passengers safely removed from the vehicle.
TfL has strong links with the Metropolitan Police and City of London Police and
should an incident occur where police support is necessary to deal with a
vehicle that had been stopped by TfL officers, we would be able to call on the
police for support. Should a driver fail to stop, this could be reported to our
policing partners for further investigation and possible prosecution.
One benefit of being able to stop vehicles is to gather evidence by interviewing
the passengers on board a vehicle. This would help to determine if a
pre-booking has been made through a licensed private hire operator and
determine which operator. If necessary, an inspection of the booking records
could then occur. Should no evidence be found of a pre-booking then action
could be taken against the driver, either through a suspension or revocation of
the licence or prosecution.
Furthermore, if the driver was unlicensed this driver could then be arrested by
the police or prosecuted directly by TfL.
This would also help to raise public awareness of touting and the implications of
taking a journey that hasn‟t been booked through a licensed PHV operator,
whether the vehicle and driver are licensed or not.
TfL is aware that VOSA has the power to stop any vehicle which has proved to
be very beneficial, as recently evidenced through Operation Kansas, details of
which can be found in response to proposal 5.
There are repeated instances when unlicensed vehicles which have been
observed as illegally plying for hire will not stop when requested to do so by a
compliance officer, as the driver of the vehicle is aware that TfL authorised
officers have no power to stop vehicles.
TfL recognises the Law Commission‟s concern in relation to civil liberties and
proportionate use of such powers given that unlicensed vehicles can be difficult
to differentiate from ordinary saloon cars. However, compliance officers only act
when there is reasonable cause to suspect illegal activity taking place.
In addition to welcoming powers to stop vehicles, TfL would welcome the power
of entry to tackle the issue of unlicensed minicab offices. There are offices in
London providing „minicab‟ services with no licences and often using unlicensed
drivers and/or vehicles. Currently TfL has to pass them onto the police which
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takes up valuable police time and resource in a matter that TfL could easily
pursue.
TfL understands that any additional enforcement powers would need to be used
proportionately and consistently. TfL would be happy to assist in the
development and drafting of any operational guidance.
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Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the
offence „in a public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them
as passengers‟?
TfL, and TfL funded officers in the Metropolitan Police and the City of London
Police already undertake a number of measures in order to address touting in
London. However, touting continues to be a problem in the capital as the Law
Commission will have seen on the recent night operation they attended with TfL
and there are many additional measures that would help to tackle the issues on
a more permanent basis.
TfL employs 38 Compliance Officers. Of these, 22 officers work days and 16
officers are dedicated to nights. The general compliance activities of the day
team cover pre-licensing inspections, renewal licensing inspections and regular
compliance checks to ensure all driver, vehicle and booking records are in
order. TfL has a dedicated day team that also responds and reacts to specific
issues within an area such as reports of illegal touting, issues with a particular
operator that requires an immediate and unplanned inspection and issues on
taxi ranks.
The night team of 16 officers was introduced in May 2011, initially with 7 officers
that increased to 16 in 2012. This team is responsible for all pre-licensing and
licensing inspections for operators in late night venues. Other key priorities
include maintaining a presence in key boroughs to help tackle illegal touting and
monitoring those venues where there are reported issues with bookings being
taken on the street.
Great steps have been taken and will continue to be made to educate the public
on how to safely use taxi and private hire services. In partnership with the,
Mayor, the Metropolitan Police, and City of London Police, TfL launched the
Safer Travel at Night campaign in 2003. This campaign is predominately aimed
at women aged 16 – 34 with the aim to reduce the number of cab-related
sexual offences by raising awareness of the dangers of using unbooked
'minicabs', also known as touts and illegal cabs, and by using targeted police
and enforcement activity to identify, disrupt and deter illegal cab activity.
The Metropolitan Police Safer Transport Command funded by TfL has a
dedicated pan-London Cab Enforcement Unit (CEU) responsible for enforcing
the law relating to taxis and PHVs in London. The police use a plethora of
tactical options with covert and high visibility activities prioritised across London
to detect, disrupt and deter touting. The CEU also work closely with Safer
Transport Teams (STTs) and with local borough police including those based in
central London on joint operations to tackle the problem.
A number of measures have been implemented over recent years that are
helping TfL and the police to deal with touting more effectively:
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The number of dedicated cab enforcement officers was doubled to 68 to
reinforce the resources deployed in the late evenings and provide
greater coverage across London throughout the year. The CEU has
made over 7,100 arrests for touting.
Since 2008, any licensed PHV driver that receives a police caution or
conviction for touting has their licence revoked and they cannot reapply
for a minimum of 12 months. In total, 928 licences have been revoked
through this policy (as at September 2012).
STTs have increased their focus on illegal cabs as bogus cabs have
been seen moving into outer London locations. Operation Safer Travel at
Night, which involved all STTs, resulted in over 320 arrests for touting in
late 2011.
Other Metropolitan Police teams have also carried out dedicated
operations in central London through high profile initiatives such as
Operation Condor and Operation Trafalgar to deter and disrupt bogus
cab activity as well as informing the public of the dangers of using bogus
cabs.
As well as enforcement activity, TfL has invested significantly in educating the
target audience about the dangers of illegal minicabs which is split into two
main phases:
Students
New students arriving into the Capital are unfamiliar with many areas in London
as well as being unaware of the dangers of illegal minicabs and are therefore a
crucial audience group for the Safer Travel at Night campaign. The student
burst of this campaign constitutes direct engagement from police officers and
promotional staff with students to highlight this important message. TfL, and TfL
funded police officers from the Metropolitan Police‟s Safer Transport
Command work with universities across London through attendance at fresher
fairs, articles in university magazines, posters on notice boards, distribution of
leaflets and engagement with Student Unions.
Whilst the main burst of activity is during the start of the academic year, the key
messages are communicated throughout the whole year.
Festive Period
With an increase in late night events in the run up to the festive season, TfL has
invested significantly to educate the public about this message through
television and cinema advertising, posters across the bus and Tube networks
across London, on-line advertising, in-venue publicity as well leaflets in
hairdressers and beauty salons. TfL has also developed the CABWISE tool
which allows users to obtain the telephone number of their nearest minicab
operator or call a black taxi to pre-book their journey home.
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The market share usage of un-booked minicabs has reduced to 2 per cent
compared to 16 per cent in August 2003. The percentage of late night revellers
approached by touts has also fallen from 66 per cent in 2003 to 15 per cent in
2012.
Despite these sustained efforts, it is clear that touting continues to be an issue
in London. The current penalty for touting is a maximum fine of £2,500 although
a fine of this magnitude is rarely imposed. In our experience fines of between
£100 and £200 are most likely. This is insufficient deterrent as the same
unlicensed drivers are often caught for touting more than once. On occasion
drivers that have previously had their licence revoked are found touting as
unlicensed drivers.
Touting regularly occurs within and outside venues by staff working for licensed
private hire operators as well as by licensed private hire drivers and unlicensed
drivers. On occasion, taxi drivers are also caught touting as well although by
comparison this is a rare occurrence.
Licensed and unlicensed drivers „hang around‟ specific hotspots all across
London, but particularly in the City and West End, in the hope of securing a
journey. Often the people that are touted are „vulnerable‟ passengers - lone
young females that have been socialising. It is an unfortunate fact that around
two cab-related sexual offences per week are reported in London by young
women.
There should be significant consequences for touting offences whether caught
by a TfL authorised officer or by the police and action should also be possible to
be taken based on a report from a credible witness to help tackle the serious
issue of touting in London.
Vehicle signage on licensed PHVs in London is currently being reviewed
following a consultation undertaken by TfL which closed in 2011. Clear and
unambiguous passenger safety messages could be incorporated into the
vehicle signage to make it clear that if the journey has not been pre-booked
through a licensed PHV operator then the journey is unsafe.
Additional powers to seize, impound and ultimately crush vehicles that have
been used for touting purposes would send a very clear message to would-be
touts that touting will not be tolerated. TfL would welcome such a measure
through the Law Commission review.
Further measures that would help to tackle the serious issues of touting include:
Increased penalties for licensees that fail to surrender revoked or
suspended driver or vehicle licenses;
As has already been covered in response to proposal 46, implementing a
specific fit and proper check on vehicle owners so drivers that have had
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their licence revoked cannot continue to mislead the public that they are
licensed through the vehicle licensed which is a common occurrence in
London;
More responsibility to be placed on PHV operators to control any drivers
that are working for them with sanctions for the operator should the driver
be caught touting;
Increased penalties for touting and illegal plying for hire through the justice
system;
TfL authorised officers to have the power to request drivers to move their
vehicles if they are suspected of touting;
A statutory definition of „plying for hire‟ so TfL and the police can prosecute
those drivers found to be illegally plying for hire;
Increase penalties for repeat occurrences by the same driver or PHV
operator with repeated issues with drivers working for them;
Only licensed drivers to be permitted to drive licensed vehicles unless for a
specific purpose (e.g. a mechanic taking a vehicle to / from a garage during
the day);
Further regulatory sanctions for operators that are found to be breaching
their licence and staff employed by that operator (e.g. controllers) found
touting.
TfL would welcome the opportunity to discuss all of these additional measures
further with the Law Commission to help tackle the issues of touting in London.
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Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound
vehicles acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules?
TfL believes that it is highly desirable to be able to impound and potentially
crush vehicles found breaching taxi and private hire licensing rules. Removing
a driver‟s tool of his/her trade is the most effective means of preventing him/her
from undertaking illegal cab related activity and it sends a strong message to
other drivers that TfL is serious in tackling issues of touting in the capital.
Powers already exist for the police to seize vehicles in certain circumstances.
TfL would welcome extending this power to vehicles where the driver is touting
or illegally plying for hire.
Clearly, seizing and impounding vehicles by licensing authorities will present
practical and logistical problems as well as additional costs. Compliance officers
would be unable to prevent a driver leaving the scene in his/her vehicle or
forcibly remove a driver from his/her vehicle to allow it to be impounded.
Consideration would therefore need to be given as to appropriate powers to
deal with such situations.
Consideration should also be given to encouraging courts to extend the use of
deprivation orders18 in respect of repeat offenders post-conviction. Again,
denying a driver the tool of his/her trade is an effective way to prevent repeat
offending.

18

Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000 s143
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Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes
and if so how?
TfL agrees that fixed penalty notices can be an effective way of dealing with
offences as in they avoid the need for prosecutions and spare the individual a
criminal record. However, the administration of a fixed penalty process requires
an extensive infrastructure not only to deal with those who comply with the
notices but also to prosecute those who fail to comply or choose a court
hearing. Furthermore, this additional administrative burden may not be self
funding through penalties and may impact on licence fees.
Other methods of dealing with non-compliance, such as a progressive process
of warning, suspension and revocation, may be more effective compliance
tools.
The Transport for London Act 2008 made provision for issuing fixed penalty
notices for taxi and private hire vehicle offences. However, only specific taxi
offences were provided for in the Act and if fixed penalty notices were more
widely introduced TfL would want to see both taxi and private hire offences
dealt with similarly through amending regulations.
Although the offence that leads to the issuance of a fixed penalty is a criminal
offence, accepting a fixed penalty notice does not result in a criminal conviction.
Under the circumstances licensing authorities may find it hard to remain
informed when licensees have committed an offence which attracts criminal
sanction, especially when the fixed penalty was issued by the police or another
agency.
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Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles,
drivers and operators licensed in other licensing areas.
The powers to suspend or revoke licences of vehicles licensed by other
authorities would in theory be desirable. However in practice this may be
unworkable.
There is the question of where the appeal would be heard - licensing authorities
outside of London usually have licensing committees where councillors decide
whether to revoke or suspend licences with advice from licensing officers.
Formal procedures for cross-border cooperation is the Law Commission‟s
preferred option, where the home authority (say in Essex) would provide „formal
procedures‟ whereby TfL would have to at least consider the infraction – if the
infraction was not implemented (i.e. revocation/suspension) TfL would have to
explain its reasons in writing. The counties of Berkshire, Buckinghamshire,
Hertfordshire, Essex, Kent and Surrey are all within a short distance from
London and within these areas there are over 50 district and unitary licensing
authorities. If the proposal went ahead TfL would be required to write
recommendations to the licensing authorities from where these vehicles were
licensed, and also be required to consider and carry out appropriate sanctions
where TfL received recommendations from other licensing authorities. TfL
considers this a high ineffective and bureaucratic form of regulation and would
not support any such proposal.
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Question 69
Should cross- border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and
revocation of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving
this?
The Law Commission has not demonstrated within its consultation paper how
this would work in practice without creating a significant administrative burden
on TfL. It is envisaged that cross border enforcement powers would only work
with a single national licensing authority.
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Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend
or revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant
or, as appropriate, holder of the relevant licence.
TfL agrees with the proposal.
Although the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions Act) 1976 allows
„any person aggrieved‟ to appeal a licensing authority‟s decision, no such
provision exists in London and TfL does not see any need to make such
provision.
When an appeal is heard, it is the decision that has been made in accordance
with the licensing authority‟s specified standards and policies that is being
challenged. It is not for the body hearing the appeal to consider whether the
standard or policy is appropriate. Any challenge regarding the standards or
policies could be made by way of a judicial review. Under the circumstances
there should not be any need for any person other than the applicant or
licensee to appeal a decision to refuse, suspend or revoke a licence.
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Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeals process throughout England and Wales, in
respect of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the
local licensing authority to reconsider its decision.
TfL agrees with the proposal.
In London, any applicant or licensee who wishes to appeal TfL‟s decision to
refuse, suspend or revoke a taxi driver or vehicle licence is entitled, under the
Transport Act 1985, to have the matter reconsidered by TfL before exercising
their statutory right to have the appeal heard at a magistrates‟ court.
Reconsideration hearings allow the appellant to address the licensing authority
in person in order to make their case as to why the decision should be reversed
or altered. It also allows the case to be heard in an environment other than one
normally used for criminal trials.
Although the reconsideration process adds an additional burden on the
licensing authority, the taxi driver appeals process in London shows that there
are clear merits in offering the opportunity for mitigation and reconsideration
prior to involving the courts.
TfL currently appoints individuals with experience in taxi licensing to act as its
representative at such reconsideration hearing, who, following the hearing, will
make a recommendation to TfL. Nevertheless, the final decision remains with
TfL as the licensing authority.
It must be noted that while taxi applicants and licensees in London have the
right to a reconsideration hearing, they do not have a right of appeal to the
Crown Court should their appeal to the magistrates‟ court fail. Moreover,
reconsideration hearings are optional and if drivers choose not to have a one
then they only have one line of appeal.
The reconsideration process is not available within the private hire licensing
regime in London which results in all appeals going directly to the magistrates‟
courts in the first instance. Not only can this lead to an inconsistent approach to
how appeals are heard, it also imposes additional costs on private hire
applicants and licensees (see response to proposal 72 below).
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The table below shows the number of appeals handled by TfL in 2011/12:
Decisions to
refuse,
suspend or
revoke

Reconsideration
hearing

Magistrates‟
Court

Crown
Court

Taxi driver

107

33

7*

N/A

PHV driver

1278

N/A

242

36

26

N/A

9

7

PHV operator

Appeals

* 2 appellants chose not to request a personal hearing

While the reconsideration hearing is optional, in 2011/12, 95 per cent of taxi
driver appellants chose the reconsideration process in the first instance and
only 15 per cent of those resulted in a subsequent magistrates‟ court hearing.
The proportion of private hire driver appeals progressing to the Crown court was
also 15 per cent. This indicates that the reconsideration process for taxi driver
applicants and licensees is just as effective as the first line of appeal for private
hire drivers.
The higher proportion of operator appeals taking the second line of appeal may
be indicative of the greater impact on a business, rather than an individual,
losing their licence.
An existing inconsistency that TfL invites the Law Commission to address is the
time allowed for making appeals. Under current London legislation TfL has the
discretion to make provision designating the period taxi drivers and owners
have to make appeals and has set this at 28 days19. However, the period in
which PHV drivers, owners and operators can lodge an appeal is specified as
21 days from notice of the decision to be appealed20. Whether 21 or 28 days,
the period should be the same for all licensees.

19
20

Transport Act 1985 s17 and London Taxis (Licensing Appeals) Regulations 1986
PHV (London) Act 1998 s25(4)
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Provisional proposal 72 and Question 73
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates‟ court.
Should there be an onwards right of appeal to the Crown Court?
TfL agrees that appeals should be heard by a body that is entirely independent
of the local licensing authority and offers an independent view of the licensing
process. As the consultation document indicates, subject to national mandatory
minimum standards the numbers of appeals would be reduced and restricted to
the application of individual (locally set) conditions.
TfL believes that an appeals process that includes a reconsideration hearing
followed by an independent hearing provides a proportionate and appropriate
process. It is our view that two levels of appeal are sufficient and that the
second level of appeal should be heard by the Traffic Commissioners. The
benefit of adopting this process is that the Traffic Commissioners are
independent to the licensing authority whilst having a clear enough
understanding of licensing to make an informed decision.
The taxi appeals process in London has demonstrated that, even though
individuals‟ livelihoods are at stake, there are sufficient safeguards in place
against unfair or unreasonable decisions. Under the circumstances we do not
consider it necessary to provide a further avenue of appeal via the Crown Court.
Replacing the Crown Court appeal in the private hire licence appeal process
with the earlier reconsideration process would create a far more efficient,
accessible and equitable appeals system.
Any appeals process involves considerable costs to both appellants and
licensing authorities. Although the costs of the taxi reconsideration process are
met by TfL entirely out of licence fees this is a more efficient use of the licensing
authority‟s resources than supporting attendance at magistrates‟ courts.
Lodging an appeal at the magistrates‟ court in London costs an appellant £200
although there is no fee for appealing to the Crown Court. More significantly
however there will be the associated legal costs. For example, when TfL asks
the court to award it costs following an unsuccessful appeal, we generally ask
for a contribution of £500 at magistrates‟ court and £560 at Crown Court and if
awarded these costs have to be met by the appellant.

The six Traffic Commissioners in England and Wales are responsible for
licensing HGV and PSV operations and where necessary taking disciplinary
action against operators who have not observed the conditions of their licences.
Traffic Commissioners are also given responsibility to consider on behalf of the
Secretary of State the fitness of drivers or those applying for a PSV or HGV
driving licence based on their conduct.
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Although they are regulators, when the Traffic Commissioners decide a case at
a public inquiry they are acting in a judicial capacity. That means that, like
magistrates, they have to ensure that the proceedings are open, fair and free
from interference or bias.
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Additional issues
Taxi ranks
TfL is responsible for the regulation of taxi ranks in London and this includes
designating ranks and setting certain conditions about how some ranks are
used or operate. Taxi ranks are an essential part of the transport network and
help ensure that taxi services can be provided at key locations. Taxi ranks also
play a vital role in various pan-London campaigns (e.g. Safer Travel at Night
campaign), reduce the need for taxis to drive around waiting to be hailed, which
helps reduce harmful vehicle emissions and contributes to improvements in air
quality, and can make it easier for disabled passengers to access taxi services
at transport interchanges and other locations.
There are three existing key pieces of legislation regarding taxi ranks21 but the
process for appointing taxi ranks includes some elements which are no longer
relevant and the overall process and the requirements for taxi rank signage
would benefit from being streamlined and clarified. We would welcome the
opportunity to discuss the issue of taxi ranks with the Law Commission so that
suitable improvements can be made for the future.
Appropriate licensee checks
As has been covered in TfL‟s response to a number of the proposals, all taxi
and private hire drivers and applicants are required to undergo an enhanced
CRB check before becoming licensed. This is repeated every three years for
renewal applicants.
Through our responses, TfL has also asked the Law Commission to consider
recommending specific fit and proper checks on taxi and PHV owners as well
as private hire operating centre staff that come into direct face to face contact
with the public. However, TfL would request that the Law Commission consider
a very serious issue in the application of appropriate fit and proper checks for
drivers, vehicle owners and operators and staff and that is assessing the fitness
of applicants that have not resided in the UK for any length of time.
The enhanced CRB check provides background information of criminal cautions
and convictions as well as additional pertinent information. However an
applicant who has only just moved to the UK for the first time, or an applicant
who has spent a considerable period of time abroad in recent years is quite
likely to receive a „clean‟ disclosure from the CRB. This poses a potential risk to
public safety as this could be despite the fact that the applicant has a poor
criminal record in the country that they previously resided in. Unfortunately there
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Section 4 London Hackney Carriage Act 1850, section 9 Metropolitan Public Carriages Act
1869, sections 9-10 Transport for London Act 2008
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are recent examples of offences being committed by licensed drivers where the
background check had not returned anything of note.
TfL does request that applicants obtain a Certificate of Good Conduct from any
country they have previously resided in but these certificates can vary from
country to country and TfL cannot have complete confidence in the information
disclosed.
TfL has spent considerable time investigating this issue to identify possible
solutions and would welcome the opportunity to discuss this issue with the Law
Commission.
In recent years TfL has seen an increase in the number of applicants from
overseas which has increased the number of checks required to establish
individuals‟ right to work in the UK. As well as establishing this right at the time
of application we also work closely with the National Fraud Initiative‟s annual
audit to determine the current status of all licensees. As a result of these annual
checks TfL revokes a number of licences. TfL would welcome consideration by
the Law Commission on the extent of a licensing authority‟s powers to access
any information pertinent to our licensees in real-time. TfL would welcome the
opportunity to discuss this issue with the Law Commission.
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Annexes
Annex A – TfL‟s view of national mandatory private hire standards
TfL disagrees with any proposal which takes the power away from TfL to
mandate private hire standards and which restricts TfL from setting operator,
driver and vehicle standards that are appropriate for the size, scale and
importance of London‟s taxi and private hire industries.
TfL has a number of concerns including:
The mandatory standards set would not be stringent enough
London as an area has specific local needs which should be determined
locally by the licensing authority and not by central Government
1. The mandatory standards set would not be stringent enough
The Law Commission‟s proposal to limit existing powers by licensing authorities
in favour of standards to be set nationally, does not give any indication of what
standards would be in scope, or any indication of the levels of these standards,
other than they must be safety related.
Within London the private hire industry was first licensed in 2001 following
extensive public consultation, including input from the private hire industry and
other key stakeholders. At that time standards were set that would allow as
many reputable operators, vehicles and drivers to be brought under the new
licensing regime as possible, with the view that these standards would be raised
over time. As a consequence TfL has, and will continue to introduce additional
policies and standards to the private hire industry to help ensure the public
remains safe, and the distinction between taxis and PHVs is clear.
TfL recognises that because licensing authorities throughout England and
Wales have had full autonomy over what standards are applied to private hire
services, over time some have introduced requirements which may be
considered over-regulatory and burdensome on the local trade.
London as a city is unique in England and Wales, by its size and importance for
the UK economy as a whole. Public transport is a crucial element of this,
ensuring Londoners and commuters can travel to and from work as well as
serving tourists and the business community. The reputation of this and the
levels of service provided constitute part of London‟s high reputation as can be
demonstrated in the provision of transport and its services during the London
2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games. Therefore, we believe that the travelling
public should expect the same standards of service and quality regardless of
the mode of public transport used. The general view from the Law Commission
is that private hire services, because they are privately booked, and they
operate in a competitive market, provides the travelling public with freedom of
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choice over which operator to book with – therefore operators which provide the
better quality service will be chosen. In real terms the majority of the travelling
public, be they Londoners or visitors, have an expectation that not only will they
travel to their destination in safety, but also have assurance that the service
meets other, less safety-related criteria.
Despite the fact that TfL is not responsible for much of the non safety related
areas, TfL is the first point of contact when something goes wrong, and is seen
as responsible by the public at large. TfL therefore needs to retain the power to
appoint standards that are appropriate for a world class city.
These expectations include but are not exclusive to:
Courteous drivers with good levels of customer service
In most cases drivers who have a good command of verbal and
written English
Vehicles which are clean and tidy
Drivers that have a good level of knowledge of the local area
Drivers that have a high standard of driving ability
TfL recognises that many private hire operators adhere and exceed many of the
standards that we set, and as a whole there are very few compliance issues
with these larger, high end operators. However 30 per cent of the London
market is made up of smaller, medium size private hire operators, such as local
minicab type firms. The nature and make up of these businesses can be very
different to the larger operators, and to ensure the service provided meets what
is expected of London, standards need to be mandated.
If national mandatory standards are set that only include safety related issues, it
is anticipated that the quality and standard of customer service and condition of
vehicles would go down in some of the less reputable businesses. TfL
understands the Law Commission‟s rationale that as the private hire market is
competitive the travelling public will vote with their feet and therefore choose the
quality of service they require. However, the means of booking a PHV does not
allow for the person who is booking the vehicle to understand the quality of
service they will receive and as we highlight above, TfL is often held
accountable when inadequate service is provided.
The rationale given which alludes to choice and a competitive market in many
other business markets is correct. A good example is that of the regulation of
restaurants. A restaurant will have a number of regulatory responsibilities such
as food safety, health and safety at work and employment responsibilities.
However, Government does not set standards as to the levels of service quality
as there is freedom of choice by the consumer whether or not to dine at such an
establishment. There is merit to relating this example to the private hire
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industry, however there are fundamental differences with the private hire market
which are outlined as follows:
Competiveness in the private hire market: Not all areas have more than
one private hire operator/private hire vehicles operating in the area. Many
areas in England and Wales have differing levels of public transport
provision. In some rural areas there may be limited or no other competition
for private hire services. In these instances if basic national safety
standards were mandated, some less reputable operators which operate in
areas where there is no competition may operate at a very low standard of
service. This may also be relevant where there is a large operator in an
area which dominates the market. In addition, many areas where the public
are less well served by public transport, private hire services are an
essential means of getting about for vulnerable persons such as the elderly
and disabled users.
Consumer choice: The nature of booking a PHV in real terms does not give
the customer a quality choice. Booking with an operator over the phone or
via the internet gives the customer minimal choice: The vehicle cannot be
seen; there is no information of what driver training has been undertaken;
and there is no evidence that the driver has good levels of customer
service. This is even more relevant with the proliferation of bookings via the
internet/phone apps etc.
Reputational damage to both TfL and the wider private hire industry: As we
have highlighted above, the majority of the public have the expectation that
the licensing authority has responsibility for private hire standards. Although
generally this is the responsibility of the private hire operator, if there were a
number of complaints concerning a private hire operator to the licensing
authority this could be considered alongside other complaints and any other
information held on the operator‟s record.
Impact on tourism: Of particular importance to London is that visitors would
be particularly disadvantaged with the proposed system. A two tier
taxi/private hire market is, on the whole, unique to England and Wales and
therefore foreign tourists that pre-book PHVs will expect vehicles and
drivers to have good quality standards and customer service. It would be
unreasonable to expect a tourist to understand that they should undertake a
considerable amount of research to be assured that these non safety critical
standards are met.
In addition poor standards of service may also be an indication that the operator
is not carrying out his or her duties to the required standard which may indicate
inadequacies in other more safety related areas such as record keeping.
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2. London as an area has specific local needs which should be
determined locally by the licensing authority and not by central
Government
TfL disagrees with the principal of nationalising private hire standards if TfL can
not add additional standards where it deems necessary. The Mayor of London,
through TfL, is best placed to determine the needs of London‟s citizens, and
there are examples where a standard/policy set in London may not be relevant
for the rest of England and Wales.
Mayor‟s Air Quality Strategy
To protect Londoners' health and increase their quality of life by cleaning up the
capital's air the Mayor of London developed the Mayor‟s Air Quality Strategy
(MAQS) which was published in December 2010. The strategy sets out a
framework for improving London‟s air quality and measures aimed at reducing
emissions from transport, homes, offices and new developments, as well as
raising awareness of air quality issues. PHVs are a fundamental part of public
transport provision, alongside taxis, buses, trains etc and they contribute
significantly to London‟s air quality.
The MAQS includes measures that TfL will take to achieve the relevant legal
limits. A public and stakeholder consultation on the draft air quality strategy
took place between 28 March and 13 August 2010 and involved organisations
representing the taxi and PHV trades. This is particularly significant as the
levels of PM10 and NOx in Greater London have historically been in breach of
UK and EU legal limits.
Two of the pollutants that cause most concern within London are particulate
matter (PM10) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx). Fine particulate matter (PM2.5) is
widely acknowledged as being the pollutant that has the greatest effect on
human health. A study22 commissioned by the Mayor estimated that long-term
exposure to PM2.5 has an impact on mortality equivalent to around 4,300
deaths in London per year. Research has also shown that people living in
deprived areas are disproportionately affected by poor air quality, in part
because these areas are near busy roads, which tend to have higher levels of
pollution caused by road traffic. Taxi and PHVs contribute a significant
proportion of both PM10 and NOx.
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Report on estimation of mortality impacts of particulate air pollution in London, BG Miller.
Available as „Health study into the impacts of poor air quality in London‟ from:
www.london.gov.uk/air-quailty/links
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An important initiative featured in the MAQs to underpin the ongoing
improvement of air quality in London has been the introduction of taxi and PHV
rolling age limit requirements. These are as follows:
a 10 year rolling age limit was introduced for PHVs and a 15 year rolling
age limit for taxis unless exempted
unless exempted, all new, or new to licensing, PHVs must, as a minimum,
meet Euro 4 standards for emissions and be no older than 5 years and all
new, or new to licensing, taxis must, as a minimum, meet Euro 5 standards
for emissions.
The age limits in terms of prescribing the operating life (10 or 15 ) of vehicles
and the introduction of licensing newer vehicles (no older than 5 years) ensure
that vehicles used as taxi and PHVs will employ the latest modern engine,
exhaust emission and braking technology to reduce harmful emission and
continue to improved the air quality in London.
The Mayor of London considers air quality an extremely important issue and
therefore requires that authority for setting standards should remain within his
control. A national mandatory standard for private hire which TfL cannot depart
from would not give the Mayor of London the autonomy or flexibility needed to
influence public transport, including emissions, as a whole.
Impact nationalising the private hire industry may have on London
Notwithstanding the theoretical arguments for or against mandating a national
standard for private hire services, TfL has many serious concerns as to the
impact this will have practically within London. Although the full impact is not
clear the following issues are expected negative consequences:
1. Flooding the market with out of town PHVs
Allowing private hire operators and drivers to be licensed anywhere in England
and Wales will give licensees a choice around which authority to be licensed.
Invariably this decision will be affected by the licence fees charged by each
individual authority and by the very nature of a cost recoverable service the fee
will differ throughout the country based on a range of factors including staff
costs (influenced by the cost of living) and enforcement costs and amount of
enforcement undertaken (urban areas are likely to require greater enforcement
due to the higher usage of taxi and private hire and specific problems such as
illegal touting).
It is therefore anticipated that operators that are currently required to be based
in London will choose to be licensed in authorities that have cheaper fees, yet
still operate within London but TfL will be responsible for the enforcement of
these vehicles operating in London and the associated costs.
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2. Operator inspections
In London private hire operator inspections are carried out to check a range of
records including booking and vehicle records. These inspections are essential
to ensure compliance, but are also welcomed by the majority of the trade who
see them as an opportunity to check they are correctly adhering to their
regulatory responsibilities. Operator inspections within London have also been
highly valuable when operator licensing was first mandated in 2001. This view is
consistent in other small businesses, as reflected in various Government
research23. If private hire operators are based outside of the areas where they
are licensed, the home authority would not be able the undertake operator
inspections. Any removal of this existing requirement would severely lower the
quality of private hire operations, which would lead to less desirable individuals
entering the market and potentially compromising public safety.
3. Increased illegal plying for hire, touting, and „ranking‟.
An increase of PHVs, licensed in other areas flooding to London hotspots will
increase the amount of illegal activity on London streets. As the driver, vehicle
or operator may not be licensed to TfL, enforcement action will be extremely
difficult as each licensing authority must retain decision making over licences
granted, suspended or revoked. Introducing mandatory standards will create a
similar „cross border hiring‟ scenario which is common in other areas in England
and Wales. It would be highly ineffective to introduce regulations to stop the
problem in parts of the country, which would then create a similar scenario on a
much larger scale within London. If implemented, potentially tens of thousands
of vehicles will flood into the London market which will operate under very little
enforcement. This will undoubtedly lead to a significant increase in illegal
activity which may compromise public safety.
4. Burdensome requirements on TfL in terms of notifying other licensing
authorities of illegal activity/recommended sanctions or penalties.
A potential reshaping of the link between local services which may be licensed
in any area of England and Wales will place an unnecessary burden on
licensing authorities that may not be resourced to cope with an influx of
applications, and conversely a significant reduction in budget from licensing
authorities with higher fees.
TfL also does not believe that the Law Commission have come up with an
efficient solution in terms of cross border enforcement. The Law Commission‟s
preferred solution of providing formal procedures whereby the licensing
authority where the problem occurred would give the licensee‟s home authority
a notice would create a huge administrative burden on TfL. The counties of
Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, Essex, Kent and Surrey are all
23

BRE lightening the load on the UK‟s smallest businesses p14. HSE making an impact on
SME compliance behaviour p77 etc
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within a short distance from London and within these areas there are over 50
district and unitary licensing authorities. If the proposal went ahead TfL would
be required to write recommendations to the licensing authorities from where
these vehicles were licensed, and also be required to consider and carryout
appropriate sanctions where TfL received recommendations from other
licensing authorities. TfL considers this a highly ineffective and bureaucratic
form of regulation.
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Annex B – Mayor‟s Transport Strategy objectives for taxi and private hire

Taxi
The Mayor, through TfL, and working with the London boroughs and other
stakeholders will support improvements to the taxi service through a number of
measures, including:
(a) Continued highway priority for taxi services, for example, access to bus
lanes
(b) Reduced taxi vehicle emissions and development of low emission taxis
(c) Provision of parking and waiting facilities, including rest facilities
(d) Provision of ranks and facilities at interchanges
(e) Taxi marshalling
(f) Action against touting and illegal cabs
(g) Improved driving behaviour, to be encouraged through the licensing
procedure of taxi drivers
(h) Ensuring regulated taxi fares changes allow drivers and owners to continue
to recover the costs of providing the taxi service and provide a sufficient
incentive for taxi provision to meet demand, in particular at night
(i) Continuous process improvements to provide a modern and cost effective
licensing service
Private Hire
The Mayor, through TfL, and working with the London boroughs and other
stakeholders, will support improvements to private hire services (especially
minicabs) through the following:
(a) Initiatives that deliver further the success of the Safer Travel at Night
scheme
(b) Provision of facilities to pick up as well as drop off passengers where
appropriate
(c) Action against plying for hire, touting, un-roadworthy vehicles and illegal
cabs
(d) Continuous process improvements to provide a modern and cost effective
licensing service
(e) Lower emissions from PHVs
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Annex C – Vehicles unsuitable for licensing as taxis or PHVs in London
Pedicabs
Do not meet EC manufacturing and safety standards
Minimal protection for passengers
Slow moving vehicles that add to traffic congestion
As pedicabs are cycles they are allowed to use bus lanes which has a
detrimental impact on traffic speeds and the flow of buses
There is insufficient kerb space in London to provide ranks for any vehicles
other than taxis
Tuk tuks
Poor emissions standards
Do not meet EC manufacturing and safety standards
M3 vehicles (large buses)
Regardless of how many they actually seat, these are large vehicles
designed to carry more than 8 passengers
Would have difficulty operating in private hire operational environment
Would add to traffic congestion and emissions
Complications around „O‟ licence and PSV regulations/requirements for that
type of vehicle
N2 and N3 vehicles (goods vehicles)
Large and very large vehicles designed for the carriage of goods not
passengers
Would require extensive structural and body modifications to be used for
passenger transport
Would have difficulty operating in private hire operational environment
Would add to traffic congestion and emissions
Complications around „O‟ licence and regulations/requirements for that type
of vehicle
Kit cars
Amateur built vehicle
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Generally do not meet EC manufacturing standards in respect of European
Whole Vehicle Type Approval
Motor Caravans
Constructed to include living accommodation
Inappropriate for private hire operational environment
Horse drawn carriages
The last horse drawn taxi in London was licensed in 1946.
Horse drawn taxis would require dedicated ranks, together with a review of
traffic arrangements to allow for the slower speed of horse drawn vehicles.
Space would also be required in a quiet location for the horses to un-box
when they are brought from their stables. This site would preferably remain
available throughout the working day in case the horses needed attention.
Animal welfare groups are opposed to the use of working horses in busy city
centres.
There has been no commercial use of horses in central London for some
years. Breweries, for example, have stopped using dray horses for
deliveries. They consider that this is because the traffic conditions are
unsuitable and that the risks, if a horse bolts, are too great. Only the Royal
Mews drive horses with carriages in central London now, and this is with a
police escort, kept separate from ordinary traffic.
The police use horses in London but these are ridden rather than pulling
carriages. Their horses perform a demanding role with traffic noise, fumes,
congestion, emergency vehicles and large trucks and buses pushing past.
This is unsettling for the horse, and the police take a year to acclimatise their
horses to work with traffic: the horses are looked after well, and if they cannot
cope, they replace them. Most UK horses have never worked with city traffic.
It would be a concern whether carriage operators would give the horses
adequate training.
Horses in central London would spend a lot of time in traffic jams causing
greater stress to the horse.
Horses and horse-drawn vehicles are not subject to the Road Traffic Acts,
but they are encouraged to comply with the Highway Code. Horses will slow
the traffic: if they walk, they will cause congestion; if they trot, it will be harder
work for them and they will need greater care and rest.
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Annex D – Determining a private hire service

Question

Consideration

Is there is an element of 'commercial TfL takes the position that if there is an
benefit' to the provider of vehicle and element of commercial benefit to an
driver, or to an arrangement?
arrangement then the vehicle is likely to
be „for hire‟ and private hire licensing
requirements apply. The fact that a
payment may be made for a package of
goods or services, of which being
driven between two points is only one
aspect, should not preclude the journey
from being covered by private hire
legislation.
However, the existence of an element
of commercial benefit should not be
taken as determinative, and should be
assessed in view of all relevant facts
and circumstances of any given
situation.
What is the nature and purposes of
an organisation (including if it is
profit making, or non-profit making,
and if it is a commercial transport
service business), and their role and
the services they provide within any
arrangements;

A commercial transport service is likely
to have the characteristics of a typical
private hire operation i.e. transporting
passengers for a commercial benefit.
However, where an organisation‟s main
purposes are not to provide transport
services, there will need to be detailed
consideration of
 the nature of the organisation;
 the role and the services it provides
within any transport arrangements;
 whether carrying passengers is an
ancillary part or a main part of the
overall service (see paragraphs 1921 of DfT guidelines);
 whether it makes any profit in
relation to this;
 Part 2 of DfT guidelines;
 and of the other questions in this
table.
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Is the vehicle hired exclusively or
carrying passengers paying
separate fares?

If passengers are paying separate fares
it is likely that the vehicle meets the
definition of a PSV rather than a PHV.

Are the drivers are being paid for
their services and, if so, how they
are paid; or if they are volunteers?

This will assist, but will not determine,
whether there is any „hiring‟ in the
context of a commercially operated
transport service.
See also paragraphs 47-54 of the DfT
guidelines

Is a payment made by the
passenger or on his/her behalf?

If there is no payment by the passenger
or on his/her behalf, and the vehicle is
not being provided as part of a paid for
package of goods or services, then it is
unlikely that there is an element of hire.

How will the costs will be met if the
service is described as
complimentary?

It is important to analyse this
information to see if any purportedly
complimentary service is actually paid
for, or is wrapped up in another
payment that is made – which is
relevant to the issue of „commercial
benefit‟ above.

Is there is a contractual obligation to
provide the transport services?

This not determinative, but a
contractual obligation to provide a
vehicle and driver is extremely likely to
give rise to 'hire' within the legislation.

Is it is possible to identify both the
party it is said to be providing the
vehicle and driver „for hire‟, and the
party to whom the vehicle and driver
are said to be „hired‟?

If it is not possible to identify one party
providing a vehicle and driver to
another and being paid to do so then it
is unlikely that there is a service for
„hire‟.
If there are complex arrangements in
place it may be necessary to ask:
 who provides the vehicles?
 who provides the drivers?
 who provides the facilities used for
making bookings? and
 who is responsible for, manages and
oversees this process?
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Annex E – Licensed London taxis and taxi drivers 1952-2012
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Annex F - Taxi Booking Services Guidance
If you are setting up a taxi booking service it is essential to follow the taxi driver
and taxi vehicle licensing requirements and not put drivers or passengers in
danger.
We do not endorse or approve taxi booking services, but to help you we offer
these best practice guidelines:
Licences
Only use licensed taxis and taxi drivers and insist on seeing proof that the
drivers and vehicles are licensed.
Taxi driver licences and taxi vehicle licences should be checked regularly.
Taxi driver licences are valid for three years and every licensed taxi driver
is issued with a metal badge and a unique number. They also receive a
paper licence showing the driver's name, address, badge number, photo,
the date the licence is valid from and licence area. Some newer licences
also show the licence expiry date
Taxi vehicle licences are valid for one year and every licensed taxi will
have a plate showing the registration, licence number, number of people it
is licensed to carry and the licence expiry date
You must not tell drivers registering for your service that you are working on
behalf of TfL, that TfL has given you authority to collect information about
drivers or that your service is licensed or endorsed by TfL. If you approach
drivers directly you must explain what your service is and how any information
will be used.
Bookings
When you allocate a booking make sure that the driver is in their licensed area
when they accept the booking. A suburban driver can accept a booking that
starts outside of their licensed area but they must be in their licensed area when
they accept it.
We suggest you keep details of all bookings taken in case of complaints.
Record:
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The date the booking was made and, if different, the date of the journey
The name of the person making the booking
The time and place of collection, if there is more than one place of collection
then the first one should be recorded
The main destination
Any estimated fare. Taxi fares should be on the meter, however, you can
agree a lower fare than would be displayed on the meter at the end of the
journey
The name of the driver and the registration or other identifier of the vehicle
Payments
If you plan to use electronic payment systems in either licensed taxis or private
hire vehicles then you must follow our guidelines.
These cover payments by mobile phone, pin entry devices, contactless
payment systems or other payment systems as well any additional electrical
equipment inside the vehicle.
Guidelines on the use of electronic payment devices (PDF 42KB)
Guidelines for electrical equipment (PDF 22KB)
Complaints
Have a policy setting out how you deal with passenger complaints readily
available for passengers and drivers.
Transport for London investigates complaints about driver behaviour, such as
overcharging, abusive language or refusing to take a passenger.
Data Protection
Ensure that you comply with the requirements of the Data Protection Act 1998
and its principles.
A copy can be found on the Office of Public Sector Information website.
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Private hire
Some companies may wish to work with private hire operators and subcontract
bookings. If you do you must:
Make sure the operator is licensed. You can do this by using our private
hire licence checker
Keep a record of the operator the booking was subcontracted to and the
booking details
Make sure customers understand the differences between taxi and private
hire services, what services are on offer and what they are booking
Comply with restrictions on private hire advertisements and remember that
'taxi', 'cab' or similar terms cannot be used in ads for private hire services
If you are offering a private hire service you will almost certainly need a private
hire operator's licence.
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Annex G - London Taxi Accessibility Wheelchair User Research (2010)

Executive Summary
The aim of this research is to determine how many people in London use
wheelchairs which, when in use, cannot be safely carried in taxis currently
operating in London. The research also seeks to understand to what extent
those people would be materially assisted by having more accessible taxis
available and what other alternative forms of transport are available to them.
The current Transport for London (TfL) Conditions of Fitness 2007 (CoF)
document for taxis in London reflects the requirement for all taxi models to be
wheelchair accessible and states, “Taxis offered for type approval must be so
constructed as to facilitate the carriage of disabled persons and must be
capable as a minimum of accommodating a disabled person in a DfT reference
wheelchair in the passenger compartment.”
TfL carried out a comprehensive review of the CoF in 2003-2005 and was
aware that some people who used large wheelchairs could not access taxis.
Since that time additional sections of the Disability Discrimination Act 1995
(DDA) have come into force, including section 49A of the DDA.
TfL is committed to ensuring that the transport needs of disabled people are
appropriately met and for that reason has undertaken this research to gather
the information it needs in order to address the matters set out in the DDA.
TfL will review the results of this research to determine whether it will undertake
a further review of the CoF.
Since the review in 2003 – 2005, a High Court Judgement on 31 July 2009
quashed a decision by Liverpool City Council not to license the Peugeot E7,
manufactured by Allied Vehicles, for use as a taxi in Liverpool. At that time
Liverpool utilised the London CoF as a specification for taxis. However, unlike
London, Liverpool City Council did not license the Mercedes Vito taxi, a vehicle
with larger interior dimensions which can more readily accommodate larger type
wheelchairs.
Liverpool‟s decision was held to be flawed by an error of fact (because it had
been taken on the false basis that all “London-style taxis” were fully accessible
to all wheelchair users) and contrary to section 49A of the DDA. Liverpool, in
making its decision, had failed to have due regard to the needs of people who
use wheelchairs larger than the “reference” wheelchair and who cannot access
and/or travel safely in taxis.
This research was carried out by searching for quantitative and qualitative data
through a review of existing literature and previous research work undertaken
by TfL and other organisations. Further data were sought by emailing and
telephoning a wide range of stakeholders and included meeting disability
representative groups.
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All of the stakeholders in the quantitative and qualitative research were asked to
respond to 4 specific questions set by TfL:
1. How many people in London use wheelchairs which, when in use, cannot
be safely accommodated by taxis currently operating in London?
2. How many of those people would be likely to hail taxis on the street rather
than pre-book?
3. What other means of transport are available to them?
4. To what extent they would be materially assisted by having a taxi fleet
containing some accessible taxis?
In order to gain a deeper understanding of the issues TfL also asked disability
representative groups if they would give a response regarding any other issues,
as they perceived them, of wheelchair accessibility in London taxis.
TfL in its search for data regarding wheelchair users who cannot access or be
secured safely in London taxis contacted 56 organisations most relevant and
likely to have data relevant to this research, e.g. the Department for Transport
(DfT) sets the accessibility standards for public transport in the UK, the
Department for Health through NHS Primary Care Trusts and NHS Wheelchair
Managers Forum issue wheelchairs throughout the UK, the Medical Devices
Agency is the UK approval body for equipment such as wheelchairs. TfL also
contacted specialists in this area such as Dial-a-Ride and Unwins Safety
Systems, disability groups and other stakeholders. Of the 56 organisations:
20 are directly involved in disability or health related mobility issues
24 are Primary Care Trusts (NHS wheelchair services)
9 are Licensing Authorities from around the country
3 are Government bodies.
(See Appendix B for definitive list) 70% of the organisations contacted
responded to TfL.
TfL also reviewed 48 documents (See Appendix A) as part of the research.
Previous research conducted as part of the TfL CoF review in 2003-2005 used
statistics that determined the approximate total number of wheelchair users in
London. Those previous statistics and methodology corresponded to recent
figures supplied by the disability network organisation RADAR (Royal
Association for Disability Rights), which, when used with current population
figures for London gave an approximate total figure for London wheelchair
users of 110,500.
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Those figures do not indicate what type (powered or manual), dimensions
(larger or smaller than the DfT reference wheelchair), or design (bespoke or
manufacturers‟ model) those wheelchairs may be.
There were no relevant recorded data found in any of the previous research or
published documents TfL has reviewed, and the organisations contacted as
part of this research are unable to provide specific data that may assist in
establishing the number of wheelchair users as specified in the 4 TfL questions.
Despite the lack of quantitative data to answer the specific questions, the
disability representative groups provided significant feedback on the issues as
they perceived them. These issues included:
generally poor level of service they receive from taxi drivers and claims
that drivers regularly fail to stop for disabled passengers;
claims that those drivers who do stop display a lack of overall disability
awareness and poor disability etiquette;
claims that those drivers who do stop are often unfamiliar with and
therefore unable to make effective use of their taxi‟s accessibility features
or equipment; and
criticisms of the TfL complaints process as being difficult to use. If
disabled passengers wished to make a complaint regarding drivers,
vehicles or any other matter it was not clear whom to complain to, or
complaints were not dealt with within an appropriate timeframe and
feedback was not provided.
The disability groups also suggested that many disabled people would like the
opportunity to hail taxis on street but claim they are unable to do so because
they feel that the current taxi fleet is either not accessible to them or that once
inside, their wheelchairs cannot be secured in a safe position.
There is also a clear view held by two of the disability groups TfL contacted
(RADAR and Inclusion London) that TfL has barriers in place which prevent
more accessible taxis from being licensed in London.
Alternative means of transport for people who use larger wheelchairs are
comprehensive but some of the services are criticised for a lack of flexibility and
spontaneity in comparison to taxis. The alternative services which are available
to people who use wheelchairs are detailed in section 5 of this report.
Conclusions
The lack of statistical data regarding wheelchair users makes it difficult for TfL
to quantify the numbers of wheelchair users who may, because of the size or
design of their wheelchairs, have difficulty safely accessing and travelling in
London taxis.
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Disability groups, through meetings with TfL and responses to this research,
have provided a strong case for other work to be carried out by TfL. They called
for improved training for drivers regarding disability awareness and improved
knowledge by taxi drivers of their taxi accessibility equipment.
Two disability groups also called for TfL to remove perceived barriers within the
CoF which prevent the introduction of other accessible taxis. However, no
statistical evidence was presented or identified during the research exercise to
support the claim that the CoF presented barriers to access. In particular, there
was no evidence to show to what extent anecdotal reports of wheelchair users
being unable to access London taxis safely were attributable to the design of
existing taxis, rather than lack of driver training in the use of the accessibility
features of the taxis they already drive (which was consistently mentioned by
some of the disability groups).
In addition, and further highlighting driver issues, the “Wheelchair User
Experience Taxi Survey 2008” prepared by Lowland Market Research and
presented at the High Court by Allied Vehicles as part of the case against
Liverpool City Council; this report uses a small sample of 50 taxi journeys in
each city and highlights the poor practices, standards and behaviour by drivers
of those taxis in Manchester and London when dealing with passengers who
use wheelchairs.
TfL, in partnership with disability groups, will seek to address directly the
concerns identified by those groups as a priority. These will include the
introduction, as soon as possible, of a mandatory driver disability training
module for all taxi drivers in London; the module to cover such areas as the use
of accessibility equipment on existing taxis as well as general disability
awareness.
TfL will also work in partnership with the disability groups to introduce an
improved, open and transparent complaints procedure allowing for easier
access to that procedure for passengers with disabilities and providing
improved customer feedback.
After careful analysis and having given due regard to both the research
undertaken in the CoF review in 2003-2005 and the further research
undertaken for the purposes of this report, TfL is not recommending that it
should embark on a review of the CoF at this stage. The CoF were reviewed at
some length between 2003 and 2005. The conclusion was drawn that they
confer tangible and significant benefits on the travelling public, including
disabled people as a group. That conclusion is, of course, not set in stone and
any new evidence showing that the CoF caused serious difficulties for
wheelchair users would be an important factor that might cause TfL to revise its
view. But any decision to revise the CoF would necessarily involve performing a
balancing exercise between the needs of various groups (including people with
different disabilities). Wheelchair users form one of these categories and in
order to undertake the balancing exercise, it would be necessary to have a
reasonably clear idea how many wheelchair users are disadvantaged by the
current CoF.
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TfL will continue to work in partnership with the disability groups to monitor
formally and record the ongoing effect of the mandatory driver training and the
revised complaints procedure. This will enable TfL to get a much clearer
understanding of the number of wheelchair users for whom their current
accessibility difficulties relate to the design of the existing licensed taxis instead
of other factors such as driver training.
TfL will seek to improve, wherever possible, driver awareness and obligations
and also increase the awareness amongst drivers and wheelchair users of the
existing accessibility features of London taxis.
TfL will also continue to publicise widely the alternative accessible transport
services available for wheelchair users (e.g. Private Hire Vehicles and London
buses).
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1.

Background

Following guidance from the Department for Transport (DfT) all taxis in London
were required by Transport for London (TfL) to be wheelchair accessible with
effect from the year 2000.
TfL conducted a comprehensive review of the Conditions of Fitness (CoF) for
London taxis during 2003-2005 with a subsequent decision document published
in December 200524. Sections 5, 6, 10 and 11 of the decision document are
pertinent to the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 (DDA) where a variety of taxi
models, vehicle ergonomics and associated issues regarding passengers with
disabilities were explored. Extensive research studies were conducted as part
of the review of the CoF: Human Engineering, Study C, Disability Consultation
and Study D, Usability Trial. A revised version of the CoF was issued on 1
January 200725.
The government has not yet introduced legislative accessibility requirements
that apply specifically to taxis other than requirements concerning the carriage
of assistance dogs26. However the DfT is currently considering how best to
address this transport mode either via regulation or some other approach. TfL

24

TFL Public Carriage Office, CoF Reconsideration, Decision Document, 15 Dec 2005
TFL Public Carriage Office, Conditions of Fitness 2007, 1 January 2007
26
Disability Discrimination Act 1995 (Taxis) (Carrying of Guide Dogs etc) (England & Wales)
Regulations 2000 as amended by the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 (Taxis) (Carrying of
Guide Dogs etc) (England and Wales) (Amendment) Regulations 2006
25
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has previously acknowledged (In paragraph 6.12 of the 2005 review decision
document) that it will incorporate any requirement and recommendations made
by the DfT into future CoF when known.
The current CoF 2007 document for taxis in London reflects the requirement for
all taxi models to be wheelchair accessible and states in Part 2, para 5.2, “Taxis
offered for type approval must be so constructed as to facilitate the carriage of
disabled persons and must be capable as a minimum of accommodating a
disabled person in a DfT reference wheelchair in the passenger compartment.”
(A definition of a DfT reference wheelchair is provided in Appendix D.)
Part 1, para 1.3 of the CoF states:
“Manufacturers should address any current guidance issued by the DfT for the
design of taxis and indicate to the PCO the extent to which those guidelines
have been accommodated.
In particular, manufacturers should demonstrate that they have taken account
of current DfT guidance as regards ergonomic requirements for accessible
taxis.”
A High Court Judgement on 31 July 2009 quashed a decision by Liverpool City
Council not to license the Peugeot E7, manufactured by Allied Vehicles, for use
as a taxi in Liverpool; R (Lunt) v Liverpool City Council [2009] EWHC 2356
(Admin).
Liverpool‟s decision was held to have been vitiated by a material error of fact
and to be contrary to section 49A of the DDA because it had been taken on the
false basis that all “London-style” taxis were fully accessible to all wheelchair
users. In fact, although those vehicles which Liverpool Council license as taxis
are accessible to most wheelchair users, they are inaccessible to some
wheelchair users whose wheelchairs, when in use, are larger than the standard
“reference” wheelchair. Liverpool, in making its decision, had failed to have due
regard to the needs of persons who use wheelchairs larger than the “reference”
wheelchair. At that time Liverpool utilised the London CoF as a specification
for taxis. However, unlike London, Liverpool City Council did not license the
Mercedes Vito taxi, a vehicle with larger interior dimensions, which can more
readily accommodate larger type wheelchairs.
During the previous CoF review published research, guidance and studies
undertaken on behalf of the DfT27, the charity Ricability28 and Human
Engineering29 (on behalf of TfL) detailed the potential ergonomic requirements of
future accessible taxis, provided guidance for using wheelchairs on public
transport and provided an assessment of the ergonomics of some of the
existing London taxis in comparison to a range of potential alternative taxi
27

The Determination of Accessible Taxi Requirements. Richardson, ESRI & Yelding, Ricability.
June 2004.
28
Ricability. Wheels Within Wheels; a guide to using a wheelchair on public transport. June
2005.
29
Human Engineering, Study D Usability Trial. December 2004.
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variants. TfL, when it carried out its review of the CoF in 2003-2005 was,
therefore, aware that the vehicles that then complied with the CoF were not
accessible to users of larger wheelchairs30. However, those vehicles that did
comply with the CoF were considered at that time (taking into account the
previous research) to offer the best all-round performance when compared to
other, alternative vehicles31. In addition, TfL, in considering any changes to the
CoF as regards the accessibility features, ergonomics and vehicle dimensions,
took account of the previous research carried out and was aware that there
were then (and remain) competing requirements of disabled passengers, e.g.
the visually impaired and the users of larger wheelchairs (paragraph 6.5 of the
2005 review decision document).
Sections 21B-E and 49A of the DDA did not come into force until some time
after the TfL review was completed:
The relevant legal framework is contained within the following provisions of the
DDA and the accompanying Statutory Codes as follows:
Disability Discrimination Act 1995 - Parts 3 and 5 and 5A and, in
particular, sections 21B - 21E and 49A.
Disability Discrimination Act 2005
Statutory Code of Practice Provision and Use of Transport Vehicles
Statutory Code of Practice Rights of Access, Services to the Public,
Public Authority
Functions, Private Clubs and Premises
Statutory Code of Practice The Duty to Promote Disability Equality
England & Wales
2.

The General Duty

Section 49A places a duty on all public authorities, when carrying out their
functions,
to have due regard to the need to:
promote equality of opportunity between disabled persons and other
persons to
eliminate discrimination that is unlawful under the Act;
eliminate harassment of disabled persons that is related to their
disabilities;
30

TFL Public Carriage Office, CoF Reconsideration, Decision Document, 15 Dec 2005, para
6.11
31
TFL Public Carriage Office, CoF Reconsideration, Decision Document, 15 Dec 2005, para‟s
6.4 & 6.15
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promote positive attitudes towards disabled persons;
encourage participation by disabled persons in public life; and
take steps to take account of disabled persons‟ disabilities, even where
that involves treating disabled persons more favourably than other
persons.
This general duty came into force on 4 December 2006 and requires public
authorities to adopt a proactive approach, mainstreaming disability equality into
all decisions and activities. „Due regard‟ means that authorities should give due
weight to the need to promote disability equality in proportion to its relevance. It
requires more than simply giving consideration to disability equality.
The Code of Practice32 on the equality duty recognises that it will not always be
possible for authorities to adopt the course of action which will best promote
disability equality so it is not an absolute duty. However, public authorities must
ensure that they have due regard to the requirement to promote disability
equality alongside other competing requirements.
The Code further recognises that authorities will not be able to fully review all
aspects of their operations, and act to ameliorate all adverse impacts, in a
single cycle of improvement. Rather this is a continuing duty on authorities,
which should prioritise for review those aspects of their functions which have
most relevance to disabled people. It will be of assistance to public authorities
to involve disabled people in this process of prioritisation and review.
The Code further states that the general duty requires authorities not only to
have due regard to disability equality when making decisions about the future
but to take action to tackle the consequences of decisions in the past which
failed to give due regard to disability equality.
3.

Research Objectives

TfL is committed to ensuring that the transport needs of disabled people are
appropriately met and appreciates the extent of the disability equality duty,
which extends further than a need not to discriminate but also includes positive
duties. (A summary of TfL‟s obligations under the DDA legislation is set out
above.)
TfL has conducted this research with the objective of ascertaining the number
of people who use wheelchairs in London and, of that group, to establish the
proportion of those who may not be able to access and travel safely in London
taxis.
The research also sought to establish what alternative means of transport are
available to those people and to seek to understand to what extent they would
be materially assisted by having a taxi fleet which contained larger accessible
32

Statutory Code of Practice The Duty to Promote Disability Equality England & Wales
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taxis, and if those people would be more likely to hail a taxi in the street rather
than pre-book.
4.

Methodology

Research has taken the form of:
Quantitative analysis
Qualitative analysis
The quantitative research initially comprised a review of existing literature to
identify any relevant work that may already have been undertaken, including
research carried out by Public Carriage Office (PCO) as part of the 2003-2005
CoF review.
The organisations that have been consulted are those which TfL had reason to
believe would have the required data to respond to the research objectives.
These were; government bodies (DfT and others), organisations such as the
Red Cross, associations such as RADAR (Royal Association for Disability
Rights), NHS Primary Care Trusts, taxi licensing authorities from around the
country, individuals (Bob Appleyard, technical adviser to Unwins Safety
Systems) and other stakeholders, such as Dial-a-Ride, were contacted to
enquire if they had conducted any quantitative research or if they held any
research data relevant to this subject (see Appendix B for definitive list).
Similarly, the qualitative research included telephoning and emailing the wide
range of stakeholders above and also meeting disability representative groups,
to seek their views regarding the number of wheelchair users in London and the
number of people who use larger type wheelchairs who cannot access and
travel safely in London taxis.
All of the stakeholders in the quantitative and qualitative research were asked to
respond to 4 specific questions set by TfL:
1. How many people in London use wheelchairs which, when in use, cannot
be safely accommodated by taxis currently operating in London?
2. How many of those people would be likely to hail taxis on the street rather
than pre-book?
3. What other means of transport are available to them?
4. To what extent they would be materially assisted by having a taxi fleet
containing some accessible taxis?
In order to gain a deeper understanding of the issues at stake TfL also asked
disability representative groups if they would give a response regarding any
other issues, as they perceived them, of wheelchair accessibility in London
taxis.
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Efforts were made to contact or meet stakeholders and any responses, positive
or negative, were recorded. Where a response was not received a follow up
telephone call or email was sent in order to encourage a response. (Refer to
Appendices B and C for details.)
In order to comply with the requirements of the Data Protection Act 1998
("DPA"), the following references have to be redacted in Appendix C:
the names of individual contacts within the participating organisations
who provided the responses set out in Appendix C,
other personal details about some of these contacts which have no
relevant bearing on the substance of their respective response,
the names of individuals suggested by contacts in their response as
possible alternative sources of the information being requested in the
survey, and
disability information about unnamed clients/users of some of the
participating organisations who could potentially be identified from the
specific context described
The DPA establishes a framework of rights and duties designed to safeguard
"personal data". Personal data is information which identifies and relates to a
living individual which is held or intended to be held in TfL's computerised or
manual records (Section 1). Personal data is "sensitive personal data",
where for example, it consists of information as to an individual's physical or
mental health or condition (Section 2(2)). TfL considers it necessary to redact
the above information in order to comply with the following requirements of the
DPA:
The First Data Protection Principle which requires that personal data
shall be processed fairly and lawfully, and is not to be processed unless
at least one condition specified in Schedule 2 is met (Schedule 1 Part I
Paragraph 1(a)), and
The First Data Protection Principle which requires that sensitive personal
data shall be processed fairly and lawfully, and is not to be processed
unless at least one condition specified in Schedule 3 is met (Schedule 1
Part I Paragraph 1(b)).
The contacts, in being asked to provide survey responses, did not reasonably
envisage that their name and personal details would be published in the report.
TfL do not consider it relevant or necessary to include the names and personal
details of the individuals concerned as such information would not add to the
substance, adequacy or accuracy of the report.
5.

Review of existing research and publications

TfL reviewed 48 documents (listed in Appendix A) and contacted 56
organisations (see Appendix B for complete list) as part of the quantitative
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research; those organisations were also asked to consider the 4 specific
questions set by TfL. Details of the responses are given in section 5 and
Appendix C.
TfL conducted a comprehensive review of the CoF during 2003-2005 and
extensive research studies were conducted as part of that review, including:
Study C, Disability Consultation and Study D, Usability Trial; the final Decision
Document was published in December 200533. Sections 5, 6, 10 and 11 of the
decision document are pertinent to the DDA and the provision of service to
disabled passengers in particular. Section 5 explores the practical significance
of the taxi turning circle to disabled passengers and found that it was useful for
disabled passengers, with a quote from the disability organisation Royal
National Institute of the Blind, “a taxi that is well able to turn in the road to pick
up effectively doubles a visually-impaired person‟s chance of getting a cab, as
they are reluctant to cross the road because of the safety hazard”. Section 6
considered whether there would be advantages to disabled passengers if the
turning circle requirement was removed and concluded, taking all factors into
consideration, that there would not be advantages to disabled passengers by
the removal of this element from the CoF; other elements of section 6, 10 and
11 of the decision document are explored in the paragraphs below.
Previous research carried out by TfL as part of the CoF review in 2003-200534
found that approximately 20% of Londoners have a disability of some kind and,
of those, approximately 7.5% are wheelchair users.

The Office of National Statistics figures for 2007 for the population
of London35 equate to approximately:

Total Population
London

Disabled

Wheelchair Users

7,366,000

1,473,200 (20%)

110,490 (7.5%)

These calculations correspond with figures supplied by the disability network
organisation RADAR in their response to TfL‟s research questions in January
2010 where RADAR estimates 20% of Londoners are disabled and between

33

TFL Public Carriage Office, CoF Reconsideration, Decision Document, 15 Dec 2005
TFL Public Carriage Office, CoF Reconsideration, Decision Document, 15 Dec 2005, para
6.10
35
Office of National Statistics London Population and Migration (2007) published 2009
34
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4% and 10% of those as being wheelchair users, (see Appendix C, 10). The
wheelchair user figures may be further increased by visitors/tourists to London.
The approximate total figure of wheelchair users in London (110,500) does not,
however, indicate what type (powered or manual), dimensions (larger or smaller
than the DfT reference wheelchair), or design (bespoke or manufacturer‟s
model) those wheelchairs may be.
Also, there were no recorded data found in any of the previous research or
published documents TfL has reviewed, and the organisations contacted as
part of this research were unable to provide specific data that may assist in
establishing the number of wheelchair users as specified in the 4 TfL questions
The 2005 research as part of the CoF review considered the taxis licensed for
use in London at that time and compared them with a variety of larger
alternative vehicles and found that overall the existing London taxis were
generally considered to offer the best all-round performance considering all
dimensions equally (CoF decision document paragraphs 6.4 – 6.11, 6.15 and
6.17 and Human Engineering, Study D, Usability Trial). TfL, therefore, was
aware that there was then (and remains) competing requirements of disabled
passengers, e.g. such as the visually and mobility impaired and the users of
larger wheelchairs. As regards larger alternative vehicles Human Engineering
found, “the enlarged compartment space is disadvantageous to mobile and
visually impaired passengers due to the enlarged door-to-seat space that must
be negotiated” (paragraph 6.5 of the 2005 review decision document). TfL,
when considering access to taxis recognises that a balancing exercise must be
undertaken having regard to the needs of passengers with different types of
disability, the 2005 review showed that the London taxi performed well against
those competing needs. Paragraph 11 of the 2005 decision document explores
the issue of larger taxis further and concludes that amending the CoF may not
result in a significant increase in larger taxis; disabled passengers may then
have to wait longer, either on the street or at a rank, for the right taxi to
accommodate them.
Paragraph 6.11 of the 2005 decision document concludes that disabled
passengers with particular needs, rather than waiting for a larger taxi plying for
hire or arriving at the taxi rank, are likely to pre-book a specific type of vehicle
either from the private hire sector or one of the other alternative transport
providers in London (section 6 of this report). The decision document makes
further reference to the private hire sector at paragraph 10.74 where it makes
comment on the ability of passengers to pre-book this service and specify
vehicles with specialist features for particular disabilities.
6.

Contact with disability groups and other stakeholders

TfL contacted 56 organisations and authorities in total as listed in Appendix B:
20 are directly involved in disability or health related mobility issues
24 are Primary Care Trusts (NHS wheelchair services)
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9 are Licensing Authorities from around the country
3 are Government bodies.
39 responses were received (70% response rate) and are detailed in Appendix
C.
7.

Responses

In summary, so far as TfL‟s first question was concerned, the organisations
which responded were unable to provide any information/data on the number of
wheelchair users in London who could not safely be accommodated in London
taxis.
Turning to the other questions and issues of wheelchair accessibility in London
taxis, the Spinal Injuries Association gave a particularly cogent and
comprehensive reply, stating its case for equal access for disabled people
(Appendix C, 15).
Disability representative organisations RADAR and Inclusion London, in their
responses, called for TfL to remove barriers to entry to the London market of
other accessible taxis and raised issues over the attitudes and lack of training of
taxi drivers (Appendix C, 10 & 18).
Disability groups who did provide substantive responses raised issues of taxi
driver behaviour in regard to their lack of knowledge regarding accessibility
equipment in their taxis and lack of training displayed in disability awareness by
the drivers in general.
8.

Meetings

In addition to these responses, TfL had meetings with 3 of the disability
representative groups:
RADAR
SCOPE
Trailblazers
Below is a summary of the meetings:
It was difficult for any of the above organisations to give specific examples of
wheelchair users who could not access and travel in safety and comfort using
the current fleet of London taxis.
Each organisation did provide some general anecdotal examples of the above
but could not support these with any factual evidence (e.g. documented
complaints). However, each of the three organisations did provide some
examples based on personal experience or the experience of family members
who had been treated less favourably by taxi drivers because they use a
wheelchair.
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Issues of perceived poor taxi driver training, lack of disability awareness and
disability etiquette were consistently expressed throughout the meetings.
When discussions about customer complaints regarding drivers, vehicles or any
other matter were raised at the meetings, the general perception was that it was
not clear whom to complain to or that complaints were not dealt with within an
appropriate timeframe and feedback was not provided.
It was also clear from the meetings that each of the disability organisations had
no knowledge of the TfL website Findaride page www.tfl.gov.uk/findaride with
which people can search for private hire vehicle (PHV) operators in each
borough which have accessible PHVs.
The disability groups (RADAR and Inclusion London) criticised TfL for putting
barriers in the way of the licensing of other accessible taxis. However, no
statistical evidence was presented or identified during the research exercise to
support the claim that the CoF presented barriers. In particular, there was no
evidence to show to what extent anecdotal reports of wheelchair users being
unable to access London taxis safely were attributable to the design of existing
taxis, rather than lack of driver training in the use of the accessibility features of
the taxis they already drive.
RADAR and Inclusion London may also have failed to take into proper
consideration the Mercedes Vito taxi, which can accommodate larger
wheelchairs, and has been licensed for use in London since 2008.
One of the claims made by RADAR in their response to this research was not
substantiated. RADAR made reference to the Lowland Report (which featured
in the High Court action regarding Liverpool Council) where RADAR make
claims that 96% of all wheelchairs carried in taxis in London are carried
sideways and unsecured; this is clearly a misunderstanding by RADAR. The
Lowland Report36 actually makes claims that 96% of all journeys undertaken in
“this study” were carried sideways and unsecured. In London, this means 50
taxi journeys were considered for the purposes of the report.
9.

Alternative means of transport

Part of the research included assessing what other means of transport are
available to people who use wheelchairs and these are listed below:
Dial-a-Ride: has a fleet of approximately 360 buses of a variety of sizes which
will accommodate most if not all wheelchair designs and passengers with both
permanent and locomotion mobility difficulties (see Appendix C 7 for a
description of the Dial-a-Ride service) Booking in advance only. Will complete
circa 1.3 million passenger trips during 2009/2010.
Private Hire Vehicle Findaride web service: TfL website includes this service
which enables users to identify PHV operators in specific boroughs who have
36

Wheelchair User Experience Taxi Survey, Lowland Market Research, March 2008.
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wheelchair accessible PHVs. Up to 500 vehicles are available, split between 92
operating centres.
Community Transport Services: operates in most local London boroughs,
providing a variety of assisted transport services.
Taxi card is a subsidised door-to-door transport service for people who have
serious mobility impairment and difficulty in using public transport. Taxicard
holders make journeys in licensed London taxis: Between April and September
2009, 893,364 Taxicard trips were made. 122,455 (13.71%) of those were by
wheelchair users.
Capital Call is an assisted transport service that is provided in 10 London
boroughs. It is subsidised by TfL through an allocated annual travel budget and
is a pre-booked service that utilises PHVs.
Approximately 8,500 London buses are wheelchair accessible using DIPTAC
guidelines regarding accommodating wheelchairs with the dimensions of the
reference wheelchair.
Riverboats and all piers are wheelchair accessible and most newer river craft
have dedicated wheelchair spaces.
London Tramlink comprises 24 trams on three routes:
1: Elmers End to Croydon
2: Beckenham Junction to Croydon
3: New Addington to Wimbledon
Tram link: all access to trams is step-free. There is no need to use ramps or any
other special features to board. You simply turn up and go. Additionally, all tram
travel is free for wheelchair users, irrespective of whether or not they hold a
Freedom Pass.
Docklands Light Railway: provides links between the City and East London, all
stations have ramp or lift access. Platforms are designed to be as level with
trains as possible for easy access. There are wheelchair bays and designated
seats in train carriages.
10. Conclusions
All of the stakeholders in the quantitative and qualitative research were asked to
respond to 4 specific questions set by TfL. In addition, in order to gain a deeper
understanding of the issues at stake, TfL also asked disability representative
groups if they would give a response regarding any other issues, as they
perceived them, of wheelchair accessibility in London taxis and the answers to
that question have been incorporated within the conclusions below.
The research questions which TfL asked were:
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1. How many people in London use wheelchairs which, when in use, cannot
be safely accommodated by taxis currently operating in London?
2. How many of those people would be likely to hail taxis on the street rather
than pre-book?
3. What other means of transport are available to them?
4. To what extent they would be materially assisted by having a taxi fleet
containing some accessible taxis?
TfL can broadly identify the total number of people who use wheelchairs in
London. However, there were no recorded data or research data available
within the various documents TfL reviewed. In addition, the organisations and
authorities contacted were also unable to provide information on the number of
wheelchair users in London who cannot access and travel safely in London
taxis, as specified in question 1.
Without relevant information/data on question 1 it is very difficult to answer
question 2. However, the Spinal Injuries Association gave a cogent reply to this
question and it is included below:
“If a user of a larger wheelchair could be assured that they were likely, within a
reasonable amount of time, to be able to hail a taxi that was accessible to their
needs then there is no reason to think that they would use taxis in a different
way from other passengers. The more familiar they became with this service
and its availability, and the more their expectations of an accessible, hailable
taxi service grew in consequence, the more likely they would be to hail cabs as
the norm.
However, in the event that such accessible Hackney Carriages were few in
number and unlikely to pass within a reasonable amount of time then it is likely
these passengers would pre-book a taxi to ensure that they were able to travel
as and when they chose. In such an event they would not be afforded the
flexibility and spontaneity that others take for granted when using London‟s taxi
service.”
Details regarding the answer to question 3 are given in section 6 regarding
alternative means of transport. Alternative means of transport for people who
use larger wheelchairs are comprehensive but some of the services are
criticised for a lack of flexibility and spontaneity in comparison to taxis.
The disability representative organisations RADAR and Inclusion London called
for the removal of perceived barriers, which, in their opinion, prevent the
licensing of other, potentially more accessible taxis. However, the CoF were
reviewed at some length between 2003 and 2005 and the conclusion was
drawn that they confer tangible and significant benefits on the travelling public,
including disabled people as a group. No statistical evidence was presented or
identified during this research exercise to support the claim that the CoF
presented barriers. In particular, there was no evidence to show to what extent
anecdotal reports of wheelchair users being unable to access London taxis
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safely were attributable to the design of existing taxis, rather than lack of driver
training in the use of the accessibility features of the taxis they already drive
(which was consistently mentioned by some of the disability groups).
In addition, and further highlighting driver issues, the “Wheelchair User
Experience Taxi Survey 2008” prepared by Lowland Market Research and
presented at the High Court by Allied Vehicles as part of the case against
Liverpool City Council; this report uses a small sample of 50 taxi journeys in
each city and highlights the poor practices, standards and behaviour by drivers
of those taxis in Manchester and London when dealing with passengers who
use wheelchairs.
The disability organisations may also have failed to take into account the
Mercedes Vito taxi, which can accommodate larger wheelchairs, and has been
licensed for use in London since 2008.
The disability organisations called for formalised disability awareness training
for all taxi drivers; as noted above, throughout the research this issue was
continually raised.
Having careful considered the results of the research TfL is concerned that the
issues of poor driver awareness of the accessibility features of the taxis they
drive coupled with poor disability awareness and etiquette may have a direct
and negative impact on the perceptions of disabled passengers as to the
suitability and accessibility of the vehicles licensed as London taxis.
11. Outcome and Next Steps
Despite having consulted widely (56 organisations, including key disabled
groups such as RADAR and Inclusion London, as well as the DfT and NHS
Primary Care Trusts) the research was unable to determine how many people
in London use wheelchairs which, when in use, cannot safely be carried in taxis
currently licensed in London. There is, in particular, no information which
indicates either the numbers of or the ability of users of larger wheelchairs to
access the current London taxi fleet. This was the main purpose of the research
exercise.
A number of issues were raised by disability groups during the review, in
particular:
Concerns regarding the poor level of service received from taxi drivers;
Claims that drivers regularly fail to stop for disabled passengers;
A general lack of overall disability awareness and disability etiquette
amongst taxi drivers.
TfL accepts that these issues are of concern and they correspond with common
reasons for complaint which TfL receives from disabled passengers.
Therefore, in direct response to these concerns TfL intends to:
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Implement a mandatory taxi driver training course provided externally
and payable directly by drivers to the identified provider. The course will
cover the use of the accessibility equipment on existing taxis as well as
general disability awareness and etiquette issues.
Implement changes and improvements to the current complaints
process. The aim is to ensure that the complaints process is more open
and transparent in order to ensure that disabled passengers have
improved access to TfL to raise complaints; that all complaints are
properly logged and investigated; and that complainants are provided
with clear, detailed responses.
TfL will seek to continue to publicise widely the alternative accessible
transport services available for wheelchair users (e.g. PHVs and London
buses).
TfL will seek to improve, wherever possible, driver awareness of
obligations and increase the awareness amongst drivers and wheelchair
users of the accessibility features of London taxis.
While two disabled groups (RADAR and Inclusion London) called for TfL to
change the taxi CoF and, specifically, to remove the taxi turning circle
requirement, as they believe this prevents taxis becoming licensed that they feel
could better meet the needs of wheelchair users, no evidence was presented or
identified during the exercise to support this claim. In particular, there was no
evidence to show to what extent anecdotal reports of wheelchair users being
unable to access London taxis safely were attributable to the design of existing
taxis, rather than lack of driver training in the use of the accessibility features of
the taxis they already drive (which was consistently mentioned by consultees).
TfL conclude, that it should proceed to address the concerns identified by
disability groups summarised in point 2 above in stages as follows:
STAGE 1 – Detailed proposal design
With immediate effect, TfL will engage in further discussions with the disability
groups, who will be asked to help TfL to devise an action plan that seeks to
address the concerns raised. TfL believe that many of the issues raised could
be addressed through the implementation of a specifically designed,
mandatory, taxi driver training course. The groups would also be asked to assist
TfL in the revisions required to the complaints process and how best TfL can
publicise the complaints process to disabled passengers.
STAGE 2 – Consultation
Any mandatory driving course imposed on taxi drivers, whether new or existing,
would require detailed consultation with the taxi trade before the relevant
requirements of licensing could be amended. Given TfL‟s obligations in respect
of the DDA it would expect to consult the taxi trade on how, rather than
whether, to introduce such a scheme.
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Consultation of this nature would last around 12 weeks.
STAGE 3 – Implementation
While TfL will aim to implement changes that seek to address the concerns
raised as quickly as possible, it should be noted that the timeline for
implementation will be affected by statutory timelines required for consultation,
any required ratification of changes to regulations or Cab Orders through the
TfL Board and any required procurement activity.
STAGE 4 – Live operational running and review stage.
TfL will be proactive in monitoring the implementation and effectiveness of
these proposals as part of an ongoing process. This will enable TfL to identify
whether the changes are having the desired effect. Again, TfL would expect to
continually engage with the disabled groups throughout implementation and the
live operational running to monitor the impacts of the various initiatives. If the
results of the monitoring reveal that, despite the changes, there remain
significant issues or barriers to accessibility for disabled people (whether
attributable to taxi design or otherwise), TfL will take all appropriate measures
necessary to address these issues and barriers.
It will be apparent from the above that it is not recommended that TfL should
embark on a review of the CoF at this stage. The CoF were reviewed at some
length between 2003 and 2005. The conclusion was drawn that they confer
tangible and significant benefits on the traveling public, including disabled
people as a group. That conclusion is, of course, not set in stone and any new
evidence showing that the CoF caused serious difficulties for wheelchair users
(including in particular feedback to that effect from TfL‟s ongoing monitoring and
improved complaints process) would be an important factor that might cause
TfL to revise its view. But any decision to revise the CoF would necessarily
involve performing a balancing exercise between the needs of various groups
(including people with different disabilities). Wheelchair users form one of these
categories. In order to undertake the balancing exercise, it would be necessary
to have a reasonably clear idea how many wheelchair users are disadvantaged
by the current CoF.
At present (even after consultation with disability groups and seeking input from
organizations such as NHS trusts) TfL has no clear idea of this number.
Monitoring the effect of the proposed mandatory driver training would enable
TfL to get a much clearer understanding of the extent to which taxi design is
responsible for the problems disabled people are reporting. At that stage, TfL
will be much more likely to have the information it needs to carry out properly
any balancing exercise that might be required, giving due weight to the needs of
the various groups affected by it.
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Sultan Taylor MBA DipMgSt BSc hons
OCU Commander
Safer Transport Command
9th Floor
Palestra
197 Blackfriars Road
Southwark
SE1 8NJ

Your Ref:
Our Ref:
Frances Patterson QC
Law Commissioner
Steele House
11 Tothill Street
London
SW1H 9LJ
26 September 2012

Re: Response to Law Commission consultation on Reforming the Law for
Licensing Taxis and Private Hire vehicles
Dear Frances Patterson QC,
Please find attached my report and comments in reference to the above. I endorse the
response submitted by TfL on behalf of Safer Transport Command MPS and City of
London Police. I feel that the principles that the Commission is basing its work on i.e.
fundamental premise to de-regulate the supervision and promote a lower National
standard for the Taxi and Private Hire business, in my opinion this would not support the
improved safety and policing of the taxi and private hire industry within London.
I would not be supportive of any de-regulation, and would seek to maintain the current
local licensing model as in place with TfL. In fact I would encourage the Commission to
consider further regulation within certain aspects of the business.
Regulation of the Trade in London has its own local issues such as volume, density, the
critical London infrastructure and the associated crime and safety concerns. Therefore
strongly recommend the Commission allows for Local Authority autonomy to continue,
with the introduction of a minimum national licensing standard to address the themes I
have included below;

A clear distinction between the Taxi trade and the Private Hire vehicles to
remain.
Increased controls and regulations to improve monitoring and enforcement to
protect the public.
Strong recommendation for the regulation of Pedicabs. The current situation in
London is causing real concerns for congestion and the safety of the public.
Who the regulatory body would be debatable.

Regulation and enforcement around Limousines and party hire vehicles needs to
be increased (the police have run a number of operations and found significant
public safety issues).
There needs to be consistency in sentencing taxi touts, which reflects the
potential danger to public safety and would increase confidence within the trade
and travelling public.
More intrusive checks for operators of private hire vehicle trade.
I would welcome the opportunity to discuss the issues that I have raised with the
commission.
Yours sincerely,

Sultan Taylor
Chief Superintendent Metropolitan Police Service

From: Alan Beadle [
Sent: 04 October 2012 22:13
To: TPH
Cc:
Subject: wedding classics
no MoT requirement for classic cars, unless of course you want to
provide it for the odd wedding.
Will this apply to funeral vehicles too? I'm dying to know...................................

Alan Beadle
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.

file:///G|/Public/TPH/Consultation%20Analysis/Consultation%20responses/TPH1081%20-%20Alan%20Beadle.htm[18/12/2012 11:37:25]

The Passenger Transport Academy
270 Southwark Park Road
London SE16 3RN
Public Law Team (Taxi and Private Hire),
Law Commission,
Steel House,
11 Tothill Street,
London
SW1H 9LJ

Dear Hannah
I am pleased to enclose the Passenger Transport Academy’s response to Consultation Paper
number 203 – Reforming the Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services. I would also like to thank
you for meeting us recently to discuss the document.
As you know, The Academy is dedicated to improving the industry and to be a champion of best
practice in both Taxi and Private Hire trades. We are dedicated to training and see this as
fundamental to improving the industry.
I do hope that our responses to your questions are found to be useful and constructive and that
we can continue to work with you to reform the legislation regulating the industry in order to
make it work for all concerned. We would be only to glad to serve on your advisory committee.
Assuring you of our best attention at all times.

Chair Passenger Transport Academy

The Passenger Transport Academy
Responses to questions contained in consultation 203.

Regulation Proposal 1)
We agree that the distinction between the two types of operation should remain. Taxis and
Private hire vehicles, whilst offering a similar nature of service tend to cater to different customer
bases and fulfil the needs of users in different ways.

Regulation Proposal 2)
Bringing London into line with National standards may prove problematic and we envisage that
fierce resistance may be met.

Regulation Proposal 3) and Question 4)
We believe that regulation should apply to vehicle with a seated capacity of between 1 and 16
seats (excluding the driver) for 4 or more wheeled vehicles with a separate category for
motorbikes. This, coupled with the requirement for a restricting licensing for motor vehicles that
require a licence would be flexible enough to include the more novel vehicles but exclude those
which are clearly dangerous and to which there are no safety standards applicable.
Leaving the regulation to purely focus on the hiring of the vehicle with the services of the driver
would encourage ‘regime shopping’. For example, if a PSV operator had his licence revoked at
Public Inquiry they could apply to run the vehicles as private hire, potentially circumnavigating
the current operator licensing system.

Provisional Proposal 5)
See our answer to Provisional Proposal 4.

Provisional Proposal 6)
We agree with this proposal.

Provisional Proposal 7)

We agree with this proposal. This has been a long standing failing of the current regulatory
system and has allowed the operation of unsuitable vehicles in a number of ways. Ideally
limousines should only be licenced as part of the PSV Operator Licensing scheme.

Provisional Proposal 8
We agree with this proposal. The inclusion of drivers genuinely providing transport where it is
ancilliary to the overall service seems disproportionate.

Question 9
Where carpooling and members clubs are non-fee paying, these should be regarded as private
arrangements and outside of the legislation. The legislation does, however need to be flexible
enough to capture those operations which are clearly being operated for the purposes of
generating a profit.

Provisional Proposal 10
We agree the power should be wide enough to allow exclusons.

Provisional Proposal 11
We disagree with this. It makes no sense for wedding and funeral vehicles to be brought into the
regulatory regime. However guidance as to what constitutes a vehicle being used in connection
with such events should be given to LA’s and operators of such vehicles.

Question 12
The ‘contract exemption’ was massively abused and was used as cover for unscrupulous
providers to operate outside the licensing regime. Your para 14.49 suggests that the exemption
could apply where a public sector contract for longer than 7 days exists. This strikes us as a
sensible proposition, however widening the scope further would lead to abuse of the provision.

Provisional Proposal 13
We agree with this proposal.

Question 14
We do not agree that airports should be compelled to provide shuttle services for those that
have booked with other providers. This will just mean that costs are passed on to airport users
and is of limited merit. If proposal 13 is enacted, we see no need for special arrangements at
airports.

Provisional Proposal 15
a) agree
b) agree
c) agree.

This would make the operation of each type of vehicle clear and reduce the current ambiguity.

Provisional Proposal 16
We agree with this proposal.

Question 17
We see no reason to adopt the Scottish approach, particularly if Proposal 13 is enacted as this
would potentially contradict hirings on private land.

Provisional Proposal 18
We agree with retaining the current arrangement.

Provisional Proposal 19
We agree with retaining the current arrangement.

Provisional Proposal 20
We agree that leisure use should be permitted.

Provisional Proposal 21
We agree with the proposal. This is something that Local Authorities have been asking for for
many years and the Department has refused to undertake.

Provisional Proposal 22
We agree with this proposal.

Provisional Proposal 23
Private hire vehicles should not be able to use the term taxi. The term ‘hire car’ may be more
appropriate.

Provisional proposal 24
We agree with this proposal. Again this is something that has long been requested but has been
swept away by the Department as a ‘local issue’.

Provisional Proposal 24
We agree with this proposal. See also our view on proposals 25 and 26.

Provisional Proposal 25 and 26

We believe that minimum standards should apply to both types of vehicle and be set out
accordingly. Understandably the standards will differ but see no reason to have anything other
than minimum standards for both. This will allow operators flexibility to distinguish their services.
Provisional proposal 27
We do not agree with this proposal. Relaxing requirements here would lead to a poorer service.

Question 28
We agree that local signage requirements should remain.

Question 29
We cannot envisage any obstacles to setting national safety standards for taxis or private hire
vehicles.

Question 30
We do not necessarily believe that the conditions in respect of driver safety should differ. In this
respect we believe that firm guidelines should be published to assist drivers protect themselves.
Training is a key factor here and the National Occupational Standards should reflect this area.

Provisional Proposal 31
The standards set should relate to safety of both the driver and vehicle and comfort.

Provisional Proposal 32
We agree with this proposal.

Question 33
In terms of approach a technical panel should be convened made up of industry experts, not
just trade groups, who would determine a draft specification. This should then be consulted
upon.

Provisional Proposal 34
This could potentially be confusing, however it does have some merit. We do however feel that
strong guidelines should be given to LA’s in order that unreasonable requirements, far in excess
of the national standards are avoided.

Question 35
See our answer to proposal 34.

Question 36
Local authorities should retain the ability to impose reasonable conditions on drivers or
operators.

Question 37
We think that this should be left to local arrangement/need. The trend is for more cooperation
between authorities and to mandate this seems over prescriptive.

Provisional Proposal 38
We feel this is best left to local agreement. This would allow flexibility.

Provisional Proposal 39
This should be at the discretion of the LA according to local needs and dynamics. We
acknowledge the Department for Transport wants rid of zoning, however we feel this doesn’t
recognise local conditions. A blanket approach doesn’t work everywhere, it simply makes life
easier for policy approach.

Question 40

We do not agree with peak only licences. This would encourage over provision at peak times
and would not encourage consistent provision of services.

Provisional Proposal 41
A perennial issue. We believe that the current arrangements for taxis should remain. Private hire
vehicles should only accept bookings that originate in the area in which they are licenced.

Provisional Proposal 42
A lot of noise has been made that private hire vehicles should return to their area, the reason
being cited is that out of area cars are ‘stealing’ the work of vehicles licenced in the
neighbouring area. We see no issue with private hire vehicles undertaking work as long as the
booking originates in their licenced area.

Provisional Proposal 43
We agree with the proposal.

Question 44
Taxis should be allowed to negotiate with passengers a fare for pre-booked, ‘out of area’ work.
We agree that where this work is performed that records should be kept by the taxi driver.

Question 45
We feel that the requirements should be included in the Secretary of State or Welsh Ministers’
powers to set out national safety conditions. This would create a consistency across the
country and creates an overall package related to both vehicles and drivers.
Of particular importance here is safety skills training. The Academy believes this is fundamental
importance and should be contained within these powers.

Provisional Proposal 46
The requirements should relate to the vehicle operator, who may not necessarily be the vehicle
owner.

Question 47
We feel that this should be included in the power to set national safety conditions. This would
then give an overall, consistent package of measure that relate to drivers, vehicle and operation.
Provisional Proposal 48

We agree with the proposal. We also feel that training for operators should also be beneficial,
particularly where services are provided to disabled or vulnerable customers.

Question 49
Operator licensing should not be extended to radio circuits.

Provisional Proposal 50
We see no need to extend operator licensing to intermediaries.

Question 51
We agree that the criteria in respect of operators should remain.

Provisional Proposal 52
Operators should be allowed to sub-contract services as this allows greater operational
flexibility.

Question 53
See our answer to question 44.

Provisional Proposal 54
We do not believe that LA’s should restrict numbers.

Question 55
There are no issues with deristricting numbers. The issue has been with the licensing
arrangements, in as much that the barriers to entry to the trade are far too low. Having national
standards in respect of vehicles drivers and operation will address this. Indeed, the level of
drivers available will settle according to market demand. We do not have quantity controls for
buses, why should they exist for taxis?

Question 56
National standards should be enacted prior to the lifting of quantity controls. This will then set
the expectation of how to enter the trade and raise the standards required.

Question 57
There is no merit for a separate licence for accessible vehicles. The crux of this issue is training.
Drivers should be trained appropriately when providing services to disabled or vulnerable
people. Bus does not have a requirement for a separate licence, so to mandate this for taxis
seems disproportionate.
LA’s already have a duty of care towards disabled passengers and should be using this
accordingly in the provision of ranking facilities.

Question 58
Lower license fees should be at the discretion of the local authority depending on availability in
the area.

Question 59
A lower licence fee would help, as would exclusive access to particular rank facilities.

Provisional Proposal 60
There is no need for quotas of accessible vehicles.

Provisional Proposal 61

We agree with this proposal. Training is fundamental in this area.

Provisional Proposal 62
We agree with this proposal. This would be an added incentive upon the driver to adhere to
requirements set out in law.

Question 63
An obligation to stop may be useful. However this could be difficult to enforce.

Question 64
We see no need for licensing officers to have the powers to stop vehicles. LA’s should work in
conjunction with agencies that do have these powers to provide an effective way of enforcing
standards.

Question 65
Greater visibility of enforcement officers would help here. Combining enforcement activity with
other agencies such as VOSA will be beneficial. LA’s should take ownership of this problem and
not leave it on the ‘too difficult’ pile.

Question 66
This power should be given to VOSA. Thus, it would be beneficial for VOSA and the LA’s to
work together to ensure compliance.

Question 67
The use of fixed penaties would only be appropriate in very specific circumstances. We feel it is
better for LA’s to take a more robust approach and work with enforcement agencies in a more
targeted manner.

Provisional Proposal 68

We are unconvinced as to how practical this is. This should not be taken forward without further
exploration and consultation. There is a clear danger here that allowing such a approach would
dilute ‘ownership’ of any kind of enforcement work.

Question 69
Please see our answer to question 68

Provisional Proposal 70
We agree with the proposal.

Provisional Proposal 71
We agree with the proposal. The number of cases that are overturned in court would reduce
dramatically should this be implemented and would focus LA’s on making decisions thoroughly.

Provisional Proposal 72
The magistrates court is the appropriate place for appeals.

Question 73
We agree that there should be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court.

“Plying for Hire”

1. The proper scope of “plying for hire”


What research has been undertaken on international models? Are there
any which have been found to operate effect effectively?



If the present panel is to proceed on the assumption that a two‐tier
system is to be retained (on the basis that ‘private hire’ arrangements
permit welcome market competition), then it would seem that the
principal feature which distinguishes the two is the voluntary assumption
by the hackney cab of a degree of standard regulation and cost (as to
price, safety etc..) in return for greater access to all pedestrians at the
kerb (with or without access to mobile phones etc..). This distinction is
likely to endure and retain an economic value.



On this basis, ‘plying for hire’ should not extend to the so‐called illegal
ranks, technological bookings, satellite offices, touting / marshalled ranks
or parking on private land, since none of these would be exercising the
(generally) unrestricted free access to the market on the street enjoyed by
the currently licensed hackney cabs.. It may be, however, that the
increasing incursions by the private hire trade into the hackney cab’s
market will need to be reflected in the direct and indirect costs paid by
the latter for the additional latitude they enjoy..

2. A modern definition of plying for hire (statutory definition of “plying for hire”
possible? Non‐exhaustive lists of examples desirable? Role for statutory guidance
or secondary legislation?)


It would seem sensible for Parliamentary draftsman to settle a composite
statutory definition, which would include the examples of ‘plying for hire’
set out in Paterson’s



The last category in the preceding list should be ‘as prescribed by the
Secretary of State’, to encompass future developments in case law and
technology



Statutory guidance, to which courts should be obliged to ‘have regard’,
would be helpful to set out examples and applications of the proposed
definition. Again, this can be updated as and when necessary and
following consultation can also seek the views of the relevant trade
associations and key user groups, to further refine the wording of
guidance

3. If a statutory definition of plying for hire based on current case law is not
possible or desirable; or where the problems it causes outweigh the
benefits, what are the alternatives? (e.g. new approach to defining “plying for
hire” based on defining ranks and hailing; or adopting the Scottish approach,
which refers to “arrangements made in a public place”)


The proposed definition of ‘plying for hire’ would include references to
‘ranks’ and ‘hailing’



Not familiar with the Scottish experience. Seems like it has been in
operation for 20 years or so. Has it been considered to be successful?
Again, one can foresee difficulties of enforcement arising from reliance
upon such criteria. Has it occurred in practice?
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Executive Summary
Shared Service Implementation & Policy Advisors (‘S2IPA’) is a public sector consultancy, providing
advice in the area of shared services and several interrelated fields, connected with data ownership
and its security. Shared Service Arrangements are substantially built on the premise of creating an
economic benefit, through an economy of scale and skills. Data, and its security, can form the
backbone of Shared Service Arrangements.
Following recent introductions, we are currently in discussions with The Cabinet Office, regarding
identity management technology based solutions, in relation to the Electoral Registration
Transformation Programme. Additionally we are in discussions with The Identity Passport Service in
relation to a technology application. The application is likely to deal with data at a ‘classified’ Ɨ
security level of Restricted or above. (Ɨ see classifications below).
We have been asked to provide this report, further to our various advisory meetings with the Law
Commission (‘LC’), regarding the use of appropriate technology (the ‘Technology’) to support the law
and any potential reforms of the law including its enforcement, currently being considered in
respect to the [Consultation 203] ‘Reforming the Law Of Taxi and Private Hire Services’ (the
‘Services’).
For the avoidance of doubt the term ‘Taxi’, refers to a Hackney Carriage Vehicle (‘HCV’) - a vehicle
licenced a) to pick up from the street or a rank, aka ‘Hailing’ and b) licence to receive an advanced
booking. The HCV is driven by a licenced Hackney Carriage Driver (‘HCD’). The term ‘Private Hire’
refers to a Private Hire Vehicle (‘PHV’) which is licenced to receive an advanced booking only and is
driven by a licenced Private Hire Driver (‘PHD’), all via a licenced Operator.
Our research has identified that the cause, amongst UK local authorities’ licensing departments, to
be unable to share services effectively, is often due to the real problems faced in managing the
licensing and enforcing the Services. These Investigations have revealed significant complexity with
both legal and operational issues, in relation to the Services and we have aired our considerations
during consultation with the LC.
We are able to note, that some of the Services problems and proposed solutions, in this report, have
similarities with other unrelated markets that issue, manage and enforce upon, licences of entirely
different kinds. The same Technology could be advantageous in these other markets.
S2IPA has conducted reviews and analysis of the Services, using in-house expertise. Due diligence has
confirmed many other factors, force a real opposition to shared service arrangements and can be
due to the security, formal sharing, management and ownership, of data.
What is clear, without the reliance upon any expertise in connection with the Services or data
security, is that the law does rely upon effective enforcement. The Technology, as described below,
would appear to provide a genuine support to enforcement of, and to the law itself.
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Data security and data loss, or potential loss is an extremely important issue and under constant
scrutiny by the Information Commissioners Office (http://www.ico.gov.uk/). An adopted standard by
UK government (set by a division of GCHQ called the CESG (Communications Electronics Security
Group)) to categorise the level of impact due to the loss of data, is described as the Business Impact
Level or ‘BIL’. This is often shortened to ‘IL’ and would normally be accompanied by a number e.g.
IL3, to signify the significance across a wide range of measures, including for example, severity of
economic loss and impact on UK infrastructure. A full assessment is summarised in
(www.cesg.gov.uk/publications/.../business impact tables.pdf).
Traditionally ‘classified information’ (now called Protectively Marked Information (‘PMI’)) broadly
ranges as follows: 6.Top Secret, 5.Secret, 4.Confidential, 3.Restricted, 2.Protect, 1.Unclassified
The IL level broadly matches the PMI with a corresponding range: IL6, IL5, IL4, IL3, IL2, IL1, (IL0). The
Data held by a Local Authority may not officially exceed IL2. This level is also set by the CESG.
Invariably, in our view, data held by local authorities exceeds this level to at least IL3. There are
certain instances where data is at a business risk of IL5. There is a burden of responsibility and a
contingent liability (which is more often being crystallised to actual loss and fines) in respect to
holding of data securely, the cost of doing so and the management of individual local authority data
centres.
The Technology mitigates the chance of data loss in several ways.
Firstly the data can be held in a
‘...platform [called GSAE*] created specifically for government and hosted by government, aims to
support cloud based working and help departments achieve 25 per cent efficiency savings led by the
Corporate Spending Review 2010. “Being in government we understand the challenges that all
government departments currently face,” said Chris Moxey, CEO, FCO Services. (Foreign &
Commonwealth Office Services)
“The GSAE Platform has been created specifically to meet the needs of the public sector, which needs
access and utilise SaaS** [and PaaS**] applications at IL3 (RESTRICTED) and IL4 (CONFIDENTIAL). As
a trusted partner to government with a considerable amount of experience in secure ICT, we are
confident that we can support other government organisations move securely to the Cloud”
* GSAE – Government Secure Application Environment **SaaS – Software as a Service. *Platform as a Service

We believe that authorities are aware of the burden and seek cost effective solutions to manage
data, more securely. There are currently circa 220 government data centres costing the tax payer
£250m per centre. There is an initiative to reduce this to 12. The carbon footprint reduction of
attaining such a goal is substantial. Each local authority has the responsibility to implement a Carbon
Footprint Reduction Plan and the management of its data and how that data is held, form part of an
opportunity to assist in such a plan.
Thus the legal and enforcement issues, representing the operational structure of the Services, to a
great extent relies upon data security, shared service arrangements, and data management. This
status transfers those same issues to a proposed national standard (of the ‘Private Hire’ Driver/
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Vehicle and Operator). The proposed provision, to allow PHDs and PHVs to register automatically
with any chosen Operator gives the basic foundations to reduce, for example, the occurrence of
‘cross border hire’, (discussed below) and the adoption of the appropriate Technology will allow
effective and valuable enforcement. The Technology can be distributed, to all appropriate types of
enforcement officers (including police), which will mean that legitimately for the very first time, that
illegal PHVs/PHDs (or indeed HCVs/HCDs) can be easily enforced upon by officers other than the
officers where the Ds/Vs were originally licenced.
During early 2012 the Foreign & Commonwealth Office Services (a trading fund of the Foreign &
Commonwealth Office) expressed interest in the Technology (known as a ‘PaaS’ – Platform as a
Service) to be deployed on its GSAE (Government Secure Application Environment) a secure Data
Centre (known as IaaS –Infrastructure as a Service) wholly owned by them.
http://www.fcoservices.gov.uk/eng/ourservices/cloud computing.asp. The PaaS can be accessed via
existing government networks including the GSI and GCSX to GCF to/or up-coming PSN) using the
secure://https// web browser.
Secondly, the Technology has a specific advantage, for example, demonstrated by the loss of, say, a
mobile device connected to the Technology so as no information above IL1 is accessible at any time
even with the device permanently enabled i.e. remaining as an authorised access device.(see below)
The traditional classification of ‘classified information’ was documented by the Manual of Protective
Security, which has been superseded by the Security Policy Framework (or "SPF"). SPF is a set of
high-level policies on security, mainly affecting the UK government and its suppliers and has 70
"mandatory requirements", which are grouped into 7 areas:
1: Governance, Risk Management & Compliance
2: Protective Marking & Asset Control
3: Personnel Security
4: Information Security & Assurance
5: Physical Security
6: Counter-Terrorism
7: Business Continuity
These mandatory requirements are ‘a baseline’ which apply to all UK government departments;
higher requirements may apply in some cases. Public-sector bodies are responsible for managing
their own technical security risks, but can draw on expertise and guidelines provided by the CESG.
The CESG are the body that sets the electronic communication security standards in UK government
and are the same body that sets the accreditation of the GSAE and any platform which runs on it
including the Technology.
The Technology and the GSAE are easy to purchase by any government body. The government have
created a simple structure to allow its departments, and in particular help to local governments,
purchase IT, using a developed structure called the G Cloud ii (http://gcloud.civilservice.gov.uk/).
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“The G-Cloud strategy outlines in more detail how we will:
• achieve large, cross government economies of scale;
• deliver ICT systems that are flexible and responsive to demand in order to support government
policies and strategies;
• take advantage of new technologies in order to deliver faster business benefits and reduce cost;
• meet environmental and sustainability targets;
• allow government to procure in a way that encourages a dynamic and responsive supplier
marketplace and supports emerging suppliers.”
G Cloud ii has pre-approved government suppliers providing IT products (less than £100m single
capital purchase) where government bodies can purchase the product they want without having to
themselves undertake a OJEU (Official Journal of the European Union) tender process
(http://www.ojec.com/), since the G Cloud ii itself provides the legal framework. The Technology
PaaS and IaaS (GSAE) are both jointly and severally pre-approved suppliers by the G Cloud ii.
The cost base of the Technology is charged on a ‘pay for what you use basis’ which dramatically
assists in capital and expenditure budgets. Typically in connection with the Services there is usually a
need for local government to invest in hardware IT and appropriate licence software. There is a
twofold capital requirement: 1) purchase of hardware 2) purchase of software. Additionally there is
typically also a twofold support and maintenance cost with both the hardware and software. The
Technology requires no capital budget at all. It is accessible using existing systems and the cost is
based on the number of licences managed. The charge is a percentage of the licence fees applied by
the local authority or on a fixed cost basis. The advantage that is first apparent, is that a small
authority, with only a small number of licences, has no need to worry about the capital intensity
requirement to service such a small portfolio and that by using the Technology it has exactly the
same structure that a very large authority, that has millions of pounds in its budget and both small
and large can enforce in exactly the same way without compromise. Savings appear to be significant.
(discussed below at 19.29 and 19.30)
In summary technology exists that is fit for purpose in respect to supporting the law reform and is
available via a secure government structure, not only in its purchase but in its continued use. There
would appear to be beneficial attributes that include:







Deliverable nationwide enforcement and supporting the law, joining the local authorities to
‘Act as a unit, like the police forces of the UK’
Good data security
Automatic ‘Sharing’ of data
Valuable to any carbon footprint reduction programme
In-line with government policies
Cost effective
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Introduction
We have been asked to address and comment upon the availability of technology to support reforms
in the law; namely:
1) Cross-border enforcement: if licensing officers are to exercise proper control over vehicles that
may be licensed far away from their area it is key that they should be able to identify the vehicle
or driver for example; and also to do something about it by recording the information in a manner
that may in turn be accessed by others. We discuss this issue at paras 19.19 to 19.28, associated
with provisional proposal 68 and question 69.
(2) Private hire licensing: in turn if we move to national standards for private hire drivers, vehicles
and operators, then sharing of information in respect of licensees becomes more important for the
licensing authority. The location of the operator would no-longer be critical (see provisional
proposal 41). How might technology assist?
(3) Funding: the proper allocation of licensing fees has been a major stumbling block for us
because it is so difficult to match up where licensing fees are being spent with where they are
collected. See paras 19.29 to 19.30.

The Technology exists to enable each of these points to be fully deliverable, as real and effective law
changes and is available via government owned infrastructure. The Technology supports the law but
is also independently deployable of the reform proposals.
This response paper is an examination of the legal aspects, physical market and the associated
problems, alongside the corresponding solutions (using the Technology and otherwise), in what is an
extremely complex area of UK licensing.
Our approach is not purely confined to a technical stand point, but to the real-world framework, also
taking into account and applying currently active Central Government Policies, echoing the cost
saving initiatives of those policies where applicable and introducing other new cost reduction
structures. Additionally, we address the sharing of data between local authorities themselves and
third parties such as the police, giving consideration to the Data Protection Act 1998. Data
ownership regularly ‘rears its head’ and this is currently reflected in the instances of prosecution in
‘out of area vehicles and drivers’ (colloquially cross- border issues).
Technology has rapidly moved ahead of current licensing and enforcement techniques. The internet
and mobile application deployment, means that booking or ‘hailing’ these types of transport, has
become easier (actual and perceived) than, say, dialling a number. In the eyes of the public, in many
cases, the perception is as if these enhanced booking systems are somehow safer and more reliable.
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The question is - are licensing officers and the police adequately equipped for enforcing public safety
whether such booking systems exist or not?
In the consultation appears the phrase: Informal cooperation between licensing authorities. Such an
apparently innocuous statement, when examined more closely, presents many legal and technical
barriers, and no more significant than data ownership, representing a genuine and serious issue. Our
conclusions reveal that such issues can be mitigated, with the adoption of reliable, secure
technology which is deployed from a government owned, widely accessible (to every Local Authority
and every police force), secure data centre.
Why is the licensing of Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicles so different from any other
licensing requirement? Simply - vehicles move. One aspect of the licensing ‘triangle’, that doesn’t
move, is the operator or base, but the connection between driver-vehicle-operator is at the heart of
the legality and such interrelation is the most complex part to resolve, on both a legal and technical
basis. It will be demonstrated as to how drivers and vehicles can be allowed to move around the
country [engaged by different operators] with ease, be enforced upon by any enforcement officers
and how such a proposed change in law, can be achieved with the ability to share revenue from
licenses and self-police this new status quo.
Hypothetical realistic scenario: Cross bordering (but not a CBH -Cross Border Hire). A PHV, licensed
in Birmingham, carries a pre-booked passenger to central London. When it arrives in London, the
vehicle is randomly stopped by a police officer for illegally parking. The police officer inspects the
licenced driver’s badge and vehicle plate and asks for an insurance check (standard check using the
MID). The officer determines, all is in order and further inspects the vehicle for road worthiness and
is satisfied by the condition. A stern warning for parking is administered and the driver is sent on his
way.
The same situation could be considered again, but instead of a police officer, it may have been a TFL
licensing officer. In this case, the TFL officer would be extremely limited by his powers of
enforcement. However, the unfortunate, and real outcome of this recounted event, is that the
vehicle (and driver) was sent on its way with invalid insurance (despite having confirmed that
insurance was in force), because the driver, despite his prima facie bona fide credentials, was not
present on a legal operator’s licence (it could have been the vehicle too), and neither officer would
be able to check or establish this fact. The paradox of this shows that police officers are often
present to enforce but are unable to do so mainly due to lack of knowledge (but also the tools), the
licensing officers understand the laws’ complexities much better but do not have the data at their
fingertips, to enforce. Available appropriate Technology is able to fix this scenario.
The government has a structured budget spend of circa £3bn per annum on HCV and PHV services
including but not limited to: home-to-school, NHS, and social care, (does not include ad-hoc and
central government use). The private sector is thought to spend as much as £5bn per annum in the
UK but this is an unsubstantiated estimate. How do we police such a disparate area of transport at
reduced cost?
Conspicuously therefore, at the heart of this law reform, resides a series of components including
but not limited to ; aggregated data, impact levels/data security (loss of data), SIRO’s, mobile
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working, shared service arrangements, and The Information Commissioner, all of which form
initiatives within current Government policy at the forefront of Digital by Default, Identity Assurance
and associated austerity programme.

Provisional proposal 41: Private hire operators should no longer be
restricted to accepting or inviting bookings only within a particular
locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular
licensing authority.
Response (to underlined text):
The Technology allows the operator to add any driver and/or vehicle (of appropriate legality) to its
operator licence, via a Generic Public Interface (‘GPI’) an IL0 portal reliant upon IL 3+ Data, in
accordance with the Government Open Data Policy
(http://www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/sites/default/files/resources/CM8353 acc.pdf), where public
sector data is ‘unlocked’ and made accessible to the private sector. The GPI provides full trust of the
driver/vehicle credentials, as the identity of the driver and/or vehicle are assured by the Technology,
which communicates with the operator at IL0. Thus the GPI is designed to deliver such an identity
assurance (in line with the Cabinet Office IDA programme – Digital by Default 2012
http://www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/content/government-ict-strategy ) but without breaching the DPA
1998.

Cross-Border Issues
New cross-border enforcement powers
19.19
Enforcement officers are only able to enforce against vehicles licensed in the district for
which they work. This leaves them unable to take action against vehicles and drivers from other
areas, even those who hold licences. This has been one of the driving factors behind the growth of
cross-border problems. Our proposal to extend enforcement powers is consistent with our
proposals to simplify the law on cross-border working by private hire vehicles. Currently private
hire vehicles can work legally in districts other than the one in which they are licensed provided
the licences held by the operator, driver and vehicle are from the same district. Our proposals
would enable private hire operators to use drivers and vehicles licensed in another district to fulfil
a booking, and it is important to ensure that enforcement mechanisms sit properly with this
greater flexibility.
Response:
The technology (known as PaaS – Platform as a Service) is deployed on the Government Secure
Application Environment (GSAE) a secure Data Centre (known as IaaS –Infrastructure as a Service)
operated by the FCO Services (FCOS) a Trading Fund of the Foreign & Commonwealth Office.
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http://www.fcoservices.gov.uk/eng/ourservices/cloud computing.asp. The PaaS can be accessed via
existing government networks including the GSI and GCSX to GCF to/or up-coming PSN) using the
secure://https// web browser. Additionally, a connection can be made, at a reduced security level
(IL0/1), from any ‘smart phone’ mobile device, giving enforcement and reporting, at ‘street level’ on
‘own’ vehicles and the ability to enforce on any driver of any other local authority. The PaaS works
in a way that the officer (office or street) can act on another’s data as though it were his own, but
does not break the DPA 1998. This structure uniquely solves all ‘cross-border’ and driver vehicle
Identity problems (identity management technology). The PaaS reports to the office of the
enforcement officer and the data owner simultaneously. If the Smartphone is lost, no data is lost
with it and no access to data can be gained above unclassified (IL1). The system is a generic type of
PaaS for any/all government departments, including but not limited to, local authorities offering the
ability to perform ‘seamless’ sharing (without the need for formal sharing agreements) -‘Shared
Service Arrangements’ https://update.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/resource-library/government-sharedservices-strategic-vision

Provisional proposal 68: Enforcement officers should have the powers
to enforce against vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other
licensing areas.
Powers to suspend and revoke licences cross-border
19.20
Extending the powers of licensing officers could, however, encounter some problems.
Whilst criminal prosecutions can be brought anywhere and by any licensing authority, we note
that non-criminal sanctions such as revoking a licence are frequently the most effective. Under
the current licensing framework only the home licensing authority has the power to take such
action. As this is the licensing authority which initially granted the licence and which holds the
information about the licensee, this allocation of responsibility makes sense.
Response:
Extending the ideas from 19.19; The PaaS provides a simultaneous report allowing the data owner
authority to have the knowledge that a legal enforcement has taken place, the nature of the
enforcement and the location. The data owner may now revoke the licence. The enforcement officer
(not the data owner), including the police, may also issue a fine which can be collected because the
identity of the PHV driver has been established (in accordance with Cabinet Office Digital by Default
–IDA policy http://www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/content/government-ict-strategy). A fine sharing policy
is not a remit of this consultation. The prosecution can take place under any jurisdiction as the
alleged illegal event is recorded relying upon the real data. Data sharing can occur under
https://update.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/resource-library/government-shared-services-strategic-vision.
Thus the enforcement officer may if that is desired revoke any one of or all of the licences (Driver
vehicle operator), if that is what the law allows, as is appropriate.
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19.21
Where a vehicle or driver licensed in one area was found to be in breach of regulations in
another area, under the reformed system allowing cross-border enforcement, their home licensing
authority would be alerted to this and expected to take appropriate action.
Response:
As, 19.20 above. The data owning authority of the licenced vehicle and driver is automatically
alerted to the legal act of enforcement/the reported infringement, and is free to take the
appropriate action using the deployed Technology:
•

Effective and deterministic connectivity between systems for ‘batch’ type and real
time transfers of data and look-up of information between public bodies

•

Consistent and effective access to familiar ICT tools and systems, regardless of
where an individual happens to be located

•

Access based on who a person is, what device they are using for access and where
they are accessing from

The Technology provides seamless communication between local authorities and other enforcement
bodies (police, VOSA). A vehicle can now be enforced upon out of its own licensing district by any
enforcement body. A notification will be sent in real time, to the data owner of the driver, vehicle
and operator. A fine sharing policy is not a remit of this consultation. The prosecution can take place
under any jurisdiction as the alleged illegal event is recorded relying upon the real data. Data sharing
can occur under https://update.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/resource-library/government-shared-servicesstrategic-vision

19.22
There are however some concerns regarding the workability of such a system. The home
licensing authority might have little incentive to take action against a driver or vehicle that is
working remotely from its area. For instance London will attract cars licensed in many different
areas. In an extreme case, some could be from a considerable distance. The distant licensing
authority may have little incentive to incur the cost of enforcing breaches by their licensed cars so
far away. This could leave the licensing authority in London where the breach took place with little
recourse.
Response:
Relying on the comments above the’ home’ licencing authority has the legal ability to enforce and
collect a fine and/or share in a fine proposed by the enforcement when it occurred, thus creating the
availability of full recourse. A fine sharing policy is not a remit of this consultation. The prosecution
can take place under any jurisdiction as the alleged illegal event is recorded, relying upon the real
data. Data sharing can occur under https://update.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/resourcelibrary/government-shared-services-strategic-vision
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19.23
We consider three possible ways of addressing the problems raised by the London
hypothetical above.

1) Informal cooperation between licensing authorities
Response:
There is no need for informal co-operation which is unreliable and the workability of such
arrangements gives rise to irregular and or inconsistent enforcement. The Technology allows and
provides the ‘positive effects’ as though formal data sharing has taken place, but it does so
immediately it is required, on an “on-demand basis”.

19.24
Licensing authorities could be encouraged to enter into agreements with one another as a
matter of best practice. In addition, statutory guidance could indicate how and when licensing
authorities are to communicate such issues to other authorities, and how the receiving authority
should act on this information. The most effective and coherent approach would be for the
receiving authority to act on the information as though it had come from its own licensing officers.
We recognise this could give rise to issues such as officers travelling to give evidence.
Response:
The proposal of a co-operation agreement as a matter best practise and encouragement for LA’s to
communicate with one another, would assist for example, in the prosecution and ultimate collection
of the revenue resulting from a reported illegal activity. The PaaS technology does not require a
formal or informal collaboration https://update.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/resource-library/governmentshared-services-strategic-vision, although necessarily each local authority would have to have the
benefit of the technology to use it jointly and severally.

2) Formal procedures for cross-border cooperation
19.25
Alternatively the licensing system could provide formal procedures whereby the licensing
authority where the problem occurred would give the licensee’s home licensing authority a notice,
the effect of which would be to generate a response there. The minimum response could be a
requirement for the receiving authority to consider the infraction. In addition the notice could
include a recommendation as to the appropriate sanction. If the receiving authority did not
implement that sanction, then it would have to explain its reasons in writing. If the recommended
sanction included revocation or suspension, the notice itself could activate an interim suspension,
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for a reasonable time; alternatively the suggested sanction could take effect by default unless the
receiving authority vetoed it.
Response:
As discussed in 19.20 above, the PaaS technology provides an automatic notice to each authority.
The receiving authority data owner can rely upon the enforcement action, as the data is its own and
it is able to act. The infraction authority will remain aware of the action or lack of action, by the
owning authority, as the status of the infringement remains as a shared real time report. If the law
allows, the infraction authority could take its own action and the Technology can support this. The
proposal of a legally binding formal commitment https://update.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/resourcelibrary/government-shared-services-strategic-vision , would guarantee, for example, in the
prosecution and the collection of the revenue, resulting from a reported illegal Cross-Border activity’

3) Full powers to suspend and revoke licences cross-border
19.26
A further, and more radical approach, would be to allow the licensing authority where the
infraction happened to take corrective action directly. It could, for example, strip the driver and
vehicle of their licences, even if these licences had been issued elsewhere.
Response:
The PaaS technology allows the authority, where the infraction happened, to take corrective action,
including revoking the licence, since there is a simultaneous report to each Authority (including the
appropriate police HQ), enabling full communication between the two. It would therefore be
possible to support the ‘infraction Authority’ even if that were a police officer. Currently a police
officer can enforce on any vehicle it inspects and in certain cases remove the vehicle from the road.
This includes hackney carriage and private hire vehicles. Police officers have data at their fingertips
to enable this lower level of enforcement. The police have access to unique data sets to enable this
type of real time enforcement i.e. DVLA and MID databases. As in our introduction we gave a
hypothetical situation where the officer was missing a key data set and that is the local authority
database of licences. The Technology provides any enforcement officer (Local
authority/police/other)

19.27
We suggest that the appeal should by default be heard at the home licensing authority but
there may be circumstances where it may be appropriate for the appeal to be heard in the place
where the wrong occurred.
Response:
The technology reports to each authority recording the infringement and identifying the Driver, the
vehicle, the operator and the insurance. Either authority would be able to take legal action. The non
data owner authority could rely upon the evidence of the technology and its report. Additionally an
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informal sharing or formal sharing arrangement might assist at this point.
https://update.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/resource-library/government-shared-services-strategic-vision

19.28
We suggest the intermediate option might be the better approach, appropriately balancing local
licensing with the need for effective cross-border deterrence, but we welcome views on the best
approach more generally.
Response:
The technology obviates the need for an intermediate option. Local enforcement of ‘own vehicles’ as
well as the full and deliverable enforcement of cross border, not only by LAs own officers but also
the police (who can also take benefit of the technology by using the Blackberry smart phones in
current issue). The technology allows ANY officer to enforce upon the taxi and PHV market without
necessary knowledge of the detail or indeed in the case of a ‘cross bordering’ (any form of illegal
activity), as the technology acts for them.

Question 69: Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to
suspensions and revocation of licences? If so what would be the best
way of achieving this?
Response:
The Technology provides a basis as described above to enable cross-border enforcement powers to
be extended to suspensions and revocation of licences.

Funding licensing and enforcement
19.29
Funding is a key element of effective enforcement. Under the current law licensing is
generally self-funding. We noted in Chapter 2 that the law on licence fees is in some respects
unclear and leaves gaps. For example the legislation governing license fees in England and Wales
(outside of London) does not expressly cover enforcement costs in respect of drivers and
operators (although it does for vehicles). This may be regarded as an anomaly. On the other hand,
the distinction between administration costs and enforcement can be useful. Administration costs
could be more uniform across England and Wales (and more amenable for example to a national
fee) compared to enforcement costs which will necessarily vary significantly between licensing
authorities. This can be particularly significant because our provisional proposals envisage
mandatory national standards for private hire services and the facilitation of cross-border work.
Larger urban authorities that attract work from neighbouring rural licensing areas will have
significantly greater enforcement costs. Appropriate funding arrangements will be heavily
influenced by broader budgetary considerations across local government.
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19.30
We recognise the importance of funding for effective administration and enforcement of
taxi and private hire licensing. However the above considerations suggest it would be both
premature at this stage of the project, and beyond the scope of this consultation paper, to make
specific recommendations in respect of licensing fees.
Response
Addressing both 19.29 and 19.30
It is appreciated that the scope of the LC consultation cannot necessarily include detailed
recommendations in respect to licensing fees. As a result it is therefore not part of the remit here.
A consideration of the Technology though allows an understanding of the general economic value
delivered, as a by-product of its structure, deployment environment, secure accessibility and
enforcement benefits.
National Standards may necessarily lead to a National Fee, but this is not an explicit outcome, but
nor is, “how would such a fee be set and at what level?, bearing in mind the demographic nature of
the ‘localism’ that currently determines the varying fee levels.
The Technology, from a ‘funding’ viewpoint, is flexibly constructed to accommodate a structure,
where National Standards and/or National Fees, might apply. Similarly the Technology
accommodates the existing legal status. Because of the component nature of the Technology it can
be easily adapted to any legal format.
The law in respect to ‘funding licensing and enforcement’ does, as the LC identifies, “leave gaps”(LC).
The general interpretation, in our view, is that the revenue collected by local authorities’ licensing
departments, from the licensing of the Services, may only be defrayed on ‘administration and
enforcement of the Services’. It is not our remit to respond on whether a “distinction”(LC) between
administration and enforcement is ‘worthy, in law’ or if the premise (in paraphrase), “that
administration costs are necessarily likely to be uniform across the country against enforcement costs
being more variable” or whether Drivers and Operators are included in the interpretation, but it is a
remit, to provide a response as to whether the Technology is able to accommodate the
considerations being made.
The ‘funding question’, is 1) whether the Technology can assist as a structure to provide a revenue
stream from the ‘relevant PHD, PHV, Operator portion’ of the Services licensing income, and 2)
“Appropriate funding arrangements will be heavily influenced by broader budgetary considerations
across local government” (LC). i.e. whether, the Technology can assist as a structure, to provide
potentially a) a reduced cost base so as to provide funding (for example, providing a broader level of
enforcement and b) additional revenue opportunities.
For the sake of simplicity and example; the ‘base-case’ revenue from licensing, is the revenue
currently being collected on a nationwide basis, by the aggregate of the licencing authorities for
Operators, PHDs and PHVs and gives the basis of a “national standards” income and therefore, it is
assumed a national collection.
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The Technology can be used in any cross-border situation and thus offers additional revenue
opportunities.
The Technology appears to enable the LA to reduce upfront capital costs (Fixed Asset Investment) in
hardware and Process Management Software (PMS) licensing platforms, and reduce ongoing
administration costs (Expenditure, on-going cost both as a direct invoice cost and as time/personnel
cost).
A general review of UK Licensing, revealed 387 local authorities all with their own in house ICT
licensing platforms, running on self procured infrastructure (data centres). Each authority (some are
unitary and some have tried shared service arrangements) has their own cost base, in relation to
supplies such as electricity, security requirements. PMS licensing systems are supplied by differing
manufacturers all with their own price points and differing functionality. In the main, our view is
such PMS systems are less well developed to cater for the Services (taxi & PH) being more just
extension of other licensing and not for example considering the legality triangle. Further, none of
these systems appear to consider or be designed with ‘joined up government’ in mind.
Licensing software is a type of process management software which enables LAs to manage their
statutory functions in relation to a variety of licensing responsibilities (for example; taxis, public
houses, hotels and restaurants, betting shops etc.).The main licensing responsibilities for LAs are
liquor licences and taxi licences. Process Management Software (PMS) is a ‘catch all’ term to cover
the various software applications available for all the functions of local government including R&B,
Assets, Social Care, Land and Property and Regulatory Services. Licensing software is just one type of
PMS.
Initial platform costs to authorities: The OFT received estimates for the cost of entry for a typical
licencing authority, ranges from £250,000 to £500,000 with development time of nine to 12 months.
http://www.oft.gov.uk/. This does not include TfL (Transport for London) who are currently
investigating spending circa £50 million to £100 million for a transition, from paper based systems to
a ‘management outsourced’ ICT platform just for the Services alone. The consolidated upfront costs
across the UK, therefore equates to a Capital investment of approximately £1.35 billion.
The ongoing expenditure that forms part of administration and enforcement of the licences is in
addition. An examination of the administration and enforcement costs to a licencing authority on a
‘per licence’ category basis is shown in a Table1 Appendix 1 which represents the time/cost
expended on enforcement and licencing across ALL licencing functions. The Table confirms that 40%
of all licencing and enforcement time is spent in connection with taxi and private hire licensing and is
by far the highest draw on resources for the authority.
As a general overview, the cost base of the Technology is on a ‘You only pay for what you use’ basis.
If the authority has 150 licences or 100,000, the cost is relative to the number of licences held and is
on a per licence per year basis. This means that ‘high-end technology’ that was previously reserved
for departments with large budgets is a thing of the past. An advantage of the Technology is that all
local authorities can use a uniform technology, to enforce and communicate. There are no Capital
costs, as all data is migrated to a government secure data centre (GSAE). There are no Software
capital costs. The advantage of having a national GPI means online transactions by operators
©
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reduces administration by enforcement officers and enables drivers and vehicles to move seamlessly
through different authorities. A direct interface to mobile devices also enhances further cost and
efficiency savings and enables national enforcement of licences from other authorities.
Economies achieved include:
Efficiency and effectiveness – Enforcement officers spend more time on the street by reducing the
number of trips to and from the office providing more effective interactions with their licensees.
Visibility – allows enforcement officers to spend more time in the community they serve.
Information management – allows enforcement officers to send and receive information on the
street, and gives access to local and national databases.
Accuracy and time saving – allows information to be entered once, reducing errors, duplication, and
bureaucracy.
Identification – avoids the need to take someone into the office by confirming a person’s identity on
the street enabling the enforcement action to take place in real time.
County councils who procure transport for home to school, NHS, social care (circa £3bn) have an
obligation to self-enforce their contractual arrangements with transport providers. Effectively,
repeating the work of the licencing authorities. Cost savings in this sector of transport have been the
focal point of central government policy for some years now, a study in 2006 entitled, A review of
one local authority spend on taxis and transport in the social care arena,
http://www.eastmidlandsiep.gov.uk/uploads/Publications/review%20of%20spend%20on%20taxis%
20and%20transport%20in%20social%20care.pdf revealed a total spend with taxi and private hire
operators of circa £134 million per annum. This is just one purchasing authority amongst 88. This
involves dedicated enforcement teams to carry out operations at all destinations where there
contracts are tendered to. This involves operations involving VOSA, licensing officers and the police.
They do not have access to licensing arrangements and therefore incur significant administration
and enforcement costs to ensure legality of drivers and vehicles. With access to the Technology, an
80% reduction in costs can be realized and passed on through arrangements with Local licensing
authorities.
An Examination of the current figures for licenses, held by authorities in England and Wales,
including London reveals a total vehicle driver and operator licenses are approximately 550,000. The
largest authority is London with about 20% of the total. Using the cabinet office guide for ICT
procurement it is possible using the G Cloud program http://gcloud.civilservice.gov.uk/ to effect a
shared purchase across all authorities.
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* Law Commission Consultation Paper No 203 REFORMING THE LAW OF TAXI & PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES
Duration of the consultation: 10 May to 10 August 2012.
15.19 Introducing a single set of bottom-line safety standards for taxis and private hire vehicles would be the easiest
way to avoid the risk of a mismatch in taxi and private hire standards. However, we realise that the different ways of
working of taxis and private hire vehicles may make it impractical to use the same standards across both.
Question 29 -What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety standards for both taxis and
private hire vehicles?
Driver safety 15.21 The London Conditions of Fitness require a partition between the driver and passenger. This could be regarded as
primarily for the protection of the driver.
The London Conditions of Fitness 4.41 In London, applicants for a taxi licence must comply with the conditions of fitness issued by Transport for
London. The London Conditions of Fitness require all taxis to be wheelchair accessible and have a taximeter.
Other notable features include the turning circle of 7.62 metres, a partition separating driver from passenger, an overall
length which must not exceed five metres and a flat floor in the passenger compartment for which there are minimum
height limits. Although these conditions were developed for London, they have also been adopted by ten other local
authorities in England and Wales.
PRIVATE HIRE VEHICLES: STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS 4.45 The definition of a private hire vehicle specifies that it is a vehicle “constructed or adapted to seat fewer than nine
passengers”. Before a licensing authority may grant a private hire vehicle licence, it must be satisfied that the vehicle is:
(1) suitable in type, size and design for use as a private hire vehicle;
(2) not of such design and appearance as to lead any person to believe that the vehicle is a hackney carriage;
(3) in a suitable mechanical condition;
(4) safe; and
(5) comfortable.
4.46 In addition, the vehicle must be properly insured.
4.50 Some local authorities require vehicles to have a physical partition separating drivers from passengers. The
Department for Transport’s Best Practice Guidance suggests that licensing authorities should look sympathetically on or
“actively encourage” the installation of such devices.
5.7. The owners and drivers of vehicles will often want to install security measures to protect the driver. Local licensing
authorities may consider that this is a matter best left to the judgement of the owners and drivers themselves. However,
it is recommended practice for licensing authorities to consider sympathetically, or indeed actively encourage, their
installation. Security measures could include a screen between driver and passengers or CCTV.
INCENTIVES
18.6 We have considered whether it would be appropriate to introduce incentives encouraging the use of accessible taxi
and private hire vehicles. In Ireland the licence fee for a taxi which is wheelchair accessible is considerably cheaper
than that for other types of vehicle. An incentive such as this may help to offset the additional cost of purchasing a
wheelchair accessible vehicle, and encourage more providers to consider using such a vehicle.
18.7 Given our inclination towards having a range of vehicles which meet different needs, one option might be to
introduce a range of fees relating to vehicles which satisfy different accessibility standards. This would mean that any
vehicle which satisfied particular standards would benefit from a lower licence fee. Greater discounts could be available
for the more specialised vehicles, or those including bespoke adjustments.
18.8 We have seen the effect of market forces in the private hire industry, which can incentivise providers to explore
innovative ways of supplying a particular need. This can benefit both those who wish to travel and those who provide
the services. The presence of greater consumer choice for users of private hire vehicles makes it easier and more
effective to encourage innovation. Offering financial incentives through reductions in fees may be an alternative way of
providing suitable incentives for that side of the industry. We are interested in hearing views on this, and any other
suggestions. cp203_taxi-and-private-hire-services.pdf
19.3 Breaches of the taxi and private hire vehicle legislation are criminal offences enforced through the magistrates’
courts. Licensing authorities also have powers to suspend, revoke or refuse to renew an existing licence, and to refuse to
issue licences.
www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/0039/00391287.pdf

* ECE Reg: 17.07 (Uniform Provisions Concerning the Approval of Vehicles with Regard to the Seats, their
Anchorages and any Head Restraints) 2.15. "Partitioning system" means parts or devices which, in addition to the seat-backs, are intended to protect the
occupants from displaced luggage; in particular, a partitioning system may be constituted by netting or wire mesh
located above the level of the seat-backs in their upright or folded down position. Head restraints fitted as standard
equipment for vehicles equipped with such parts or devices shall be considered as part of the partitioning system.
However, a seat equipped with a head restraint shall not be considered as being on its own a partitioning system.
http://www.unece.org/trans/main/wp29/wp29regs/r017r4e.pdf

From: Uguccioni, Jessica
Sent: 10 October 2012 13:55
To: TPH
Subject: FW: Partitioning Device - consultation response
The below can be a response to our question 29 of the consultation paper (and a cover sheet for useful evidence
regarding standard setting).
Thanks,
Jessica
-----Original Message----From:
Sent: 09 October 2012 23:11
To: Uguccioni, Jessica
Subject: Partitioning Device
Hi Jessica,
we have developed & tested ECE Reg.17.07, (Strenght of seats, anchorages & head-restraints.), a partitioning device
as outlined in your Consultation Paper No 203 document
-(cp203_taxi-and-private-hire-services)
It is a low-cost, hi-volume product which is easily fitted/removed & should be ideal for the minicab industry. Also,
we've discovered that a seat belt is n ot designed for anybody over 1.5mts, (4'11"), so at present there is no safety for
anyone beneath that hieght in the type of vehicle.
It not only protects the driver but also protects the rear seat passengers from being hurled thru the front seats &
impacting with the dash/winscreen in the event of a collision!
Please advise us who to approach regarding the next steps for tendering.
Also please view the short video in this link as it'll give an idea how bad the situation is http://www.childcarseats.org.uk/carseatsvideo/chapter1a.html
Slán go fóill,
Marcus,
Tel -

file:///G|/Public/TPH/Consultation%20Analysis/Consultation%20responses/TPH1085(2)%20-%20Marcus.txt[18/12/2012 11:37:59]

This is the statement of general policy and arrangements for:

Kiddynet Ltd

Overall and final responsibility for health and safety is that of:

PHV (Minicab) Operators

Day-to-day responsibility for ensuring this policy is put into practice is delegated to:

PHV (Minicab) Operators

Statement of general policy
To prevent accidents and cases of work-related ill health and
provide adequate control of health and safety risks arising from
work activities

Responsibility of
(Name / Title)

Action / Arrangements
(Customise to meet your own situation)

PHV (Minicab) Operators

At present no equipment to prevent driver or passengers from being injured in an RTA proposal to furnish such equipment..

To provide adequate training to ensure employees are competent
to do their work
To engage and consult with employees on day-to-day health and
safety conditions and provide advice and supervision on
occupational health
To implement emergency procedures - evacuation in case of fire
or other significant incident. You can find help with your fire risk
assessment at: (See note 1 below)
To maintain safe and healthy working conditions, provide and
maintain plant, equipment and machinery, and ensure safe
storage / use of substances
Health and safety law poster is displayed:
First-aid box and accident book are located:
Accidents and ill health at work reported under RIDDOR:
(Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences
Regulations) (see note 2 below)
Signed: (Employer)

Date:

Subject to review, monitoring and revision by:

Every:

Note 1: http://www.communities.gov.uk/fire/firesafety/firesafetylaw/
Note 2: www.hse.gov.uk/riddor

months or sooner if work activity changes

Risk assessment
All employers must conduct a risk assessment. Employers with five or more employees have to record the significant findings of their risk assessment.
We have started off the risk assessment for you by including a sample entry for a common hazard to illustrate what is expected (the sample entry is taken from an office-based business).
Look at how this might apply to your business, continue by identifying the hazards that are the real priorities in your case and complete the table to suit.
You can print and save this template so you can easily review and update the information as and when required. You may find our example risk assessments a useful guide
(www.hse.gov.uk/risk/casestudies). Simply choose the example closest to your business.

Organisation name: Kiddynet Ltd
What are the hazards?

Who might be harmed and how?

Private hire Vehicles lacking safety
feature

The Law commission Question 29 -What practical obstacles might
Presently there
there be to setting common national safety standards for both taxis and are no known
private hire vehicles?
partitioning
devices for
Driver safety - 15.21 The London Conditions of Fitness require a
PHV's.
partition between the driver and passenger. This could be regarded
as primarily for the protection of the driver.

Seat belts are not deigned for
occupants under 1.5mt, (4'11")

Adult belts are best for adults over 150cm, (4'11") or over. They are not
designed for children! p7. dft.gov.uk

Taxi's are not required to carry child
restraint systems!

There are a few circumstances where your child can travel without a
car seat if one isn't available.
- Taxis and private hire vehicles (minicab's)
- In a licensed taxi or licensed private hire vehicle (minicab), children
aged:under three can travel without a child's car
seat or seat belt, but only on the rear seat.
- Unexpected but necessary journeys over a short distance
- If the correct child seat isn't available, a child over three years old can
use the adult belt for an unexpected but
necessary journey over a short distance. This doesn't apply to a regular
school run or planned journey.
- You must not take children under three in a vehicle without a seat belt
or the correct child car seat.
- No room for a third child seat in the rear.
- If a third child can't sit with their child seat in a front seat, they may
travel in the rear seat using an adult belt.

What are you
already doing?

Do you need to do anything else
to manage this risk?

Action by
whom?

Action by Done
when?

http://kiddynet.com/minicabnet.com/ Kiddynet Ltd Urgent
+
Government
Agencies

What are the hazards?

Who might be harmed and how?
http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/Parents/Yourchildshealthandsafety/Roadan
dtravelsafety/DG 195279

Pets, Guide dogs,

Types of assistance dogs you can take with you The following types of dog can be taken with you in taxis or minicab's:
- guide dogs: those trained by the organisation Guide Dogs
- hearing dogs: those trained by Hearing Dogs
- other assistance dogs: those trained by the Dogs for the Disabled,
Support Dogs or Canine Partners to assist other disabled people.
http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/DisabledPeople/MotoringAndTransport/Pub
licAndCommunityTransport/DG 190499

Loose Luggage

The Danger of Loose Objects in the Car:
- http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2030136

'Duty of Care'

Any organisation or individual who carries other people’s children has a
legal duty to ensure they carry them safely http://www.rospa.com/faqs/detail.aspx?faq=347

Overall general H&S guiding
rule

All Health & Safety regulations must be complied with where
reasonably practicable. This addendum relates mainly to cost versus
the advantage to be gained by compliance and must be backed up with
information to show how compliance would not be reasonably
practicable. Paul O'Neill H&S Officer 07703753480
http://www.hse.gov.uk/workers/employers.htm

Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) Policy www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg174.pdf

A.30 In the UK since 1992, taxi and PHV accidents as a percentage of
all road traffic accidents have risen by about 80
per cent.
www.oft.gov.uk/shared oft/reports/comp.../oft676annexeb.pdf
Drivers who drove more than 80 per cent of their annual mileage on
work-related journeys had about 53% more injury
accidents than otherwise similar drivers who did no work-related
mileage;
www.orsa.org.uk/.../indepth study work related road accidents.pdf

What are you
already doing?

Do you need to do anything else
to manage this risk?

Action by
whom?

Action by Done
when?

Employers with five or more employees must have a written health and safety policy and risk assessment.
It is important you discuss your assessment and proposed actions with staff or their representatives.
You should review your risk assessment if you think it might no longer be valid, eg following an accident in the workplace, or if there are any significant changes to the hazards in
your workplace, such as new equipment or work activities.
For further information and to view our example risk assessments go to http://www.hse.gov.uk/risk/casestudies/
Combined risk assessment and policy template published by the Health and Safety Executive 11/11

1. Whilst Section 151 does outline the situation when an insurer may be entitled to avoid or
cancel the policy, you also need to look at Section 148 – Avoidance of Certain
Exceptions to Policies. Here’s an extract from our internal training guide.
“Remembering the rationale behind compulsory motor insurance, the law anticipates
situations where an insurer may be able to declare a claim inadmissible or a policy void,
leaving the driver without cover and the victim without any realistic route to
compensation.
The position under S.148 is that, contractually, an insurer may refuse to deal with the
policyholder’s claim e.g. for damage to the vehicle, but, if the accident occurred in a
Road Traffic Act situation, and there is third party injury or damage, then the insurer has
to deal with the Third Party claim and recover their outlays from the policyholder/driver. In
other words, the company ceases to be the driver’s insurer and becomes his “banker”. In
this way the third party is not disadvantaged by the driver’s lack of insurance.”
Basically, whilst an insurer can word the policy as they see fit, when it comes to Road
Traffic Act liabilities, every policy has to be interpreted as covering these liabilities.
Moving away from the Road Traffic Act, the answer to your question is far more
straightforward. In reality, Allianz does not distinguish between Public and Private Hire for
the purposes of rating and the certificate of motor insurance is identical for both as shown
below: Section 6a, Limitations As To Use
For social domestic and pleasure purposes
In connection with the Policyholder's business, including carrying passengers for reward.

2. District or Post Code is only one of many rating factors used by the industry, and whilst it
remains an important one, relaxing restrictions on cross border work would have little or
no impact for Private Hire operators. I will use Bristol as an example to explain the
position.

The map shows that Bristol City Council controls a relatively small geographical area, yet
the city itself has spread considerably into each of the surrounding areas. I live in North
West Bristol only yards outside the Bristol City border, so technically in South
Gloucestershire. I often fly from Bristol Airport, which is situated in North Somerset, when
going on holiday I normally use the official airport private hire service. The company is
licensed in North Somerset; I book it from South Gloucestershire and we travel across
two borders through Bristol from home to destination.

Underwriters all around the country will use local knowledge like this to apply appropriate
rating for private hire operators. With the larger fleet operators, location becomes less
important as a rating factor; premium and terms are more claims experience based and
many questions are asked about the scope of operations before accepting a risk.
Public Hire vehicles (Taxis/Hackney Carriages) don’t operate in the same way. They are
rarely booked in advance, spending most of their life waiting at designated taxi ranks or
being hailed on the streets. Rating is based on the licensing authority in which they
operate. Whilst it is unlikely that a one person, one vehicle operation based and licensed
in Cornwall would spend the working day in central London, it is highly likely that taxis
operating on the outskirts of any city or large town would be tempted by the prospect of
more business in a city/town centre. The proposed removal of cross border restrictions
here would most certainly have an impact on the rating.

Jorge Krawczyk
Branch Motor Manager
Allianz Commercial – Bristol Branch
16th August 2012

From: Knight Helen
Sent: 09 October 2012 18:52
To: Gray, Hannah; Uguccioni, Jessica
Cc: Lingley Steve
Subject: ACPO Consultation re Hackney Carriage / Private Hire Legislation
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Red
Dear Hannah & Jessica
I am responding to the ACPO consultation letter sent to all Chief Constables on 4th October 2012. I am the Northamptonshire lead
for Sexual Violence investigations.
I have been in post since April this year, but during that time there has been a notable pattern of offending relating to young
women being sexually assaulted or raped by men who they believed were 'taxi drivers'. I am not aware of any hackney carriages
being involved in these offences, but we are open to the possibility that some of these vehicles may be bogus private hire vehicles.
If licensed drivers are involved then they are private hire drivers, but the drivers could also be unlicensed, but driving a licensed
vehicle, or simply a male driver in a non-licensed vehicle. The women involved are often extremely intoxicated and it may be that it
is the conduct of the driver that gives them the understanding that the vehicle is a private hire car. The victim usually sits in the
front passenger seat.
I would welcome improved measures to improve public safety & suggest that these should include:

Clear & distinct visual imagery to show that a car & driver is licensed
A requirement for the driver to show his ID
Advice / guidance regarding the seating arrangements for lone passengers - rear near-side being safest (as long as child
locks are not used...) - This could also benefit drivers in relation to making theft / robbery less of a possibility.
Standardised levels of vetting
Training for drivers in relation to the law (ie too drunk to consent = rape), safety of passengers (particularly lone passengers)
& guidance for them to reduce the risk of allegations being made against them
Information sharing between local authorities and police - for crime investigation & intelligence purposes
CCTV within vehicles sounds good, but who would own the images & how would it be controlled? If the driver is an offender
& can turn it off, it would be of no use in relation to the sexual violence offences currently under investigation.
I hope this is helpful.
Regards
Helen
Detective Inspector Helen Knight │X0076
Sexual Violence, Vulnerable Adults, Hate Crime & Missing Persons

Protection of Vulnerable People | Northamptonshire Police
Telephone 03000 111222
Address Force Headquarters, Wootton Hall, Northampton NN4 0JQ

Northamptonshire Police: Putting Communities First

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------NORTHAMPTONSHIRE POLICE - Visit us at http://www.northants.police.uk
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This message may contain privileged and confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, unauthorised use or disclosure may be unlawful. If
you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately. The information contained in this e-mail, and in your reply, may be subject to
disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or other legislation and confidentiality cannot be guaranteed. Opinions expressed in this email may
not be official policy.

Northamptonshire Police monitors Internet and email activity.
Help the environment. Only print this email if absolutely necessary.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Executive Summary

The Taxi Regulation Review was a wide ranging review carried out in line with a Government
decision of June 2011. The review was chaired by Mr. Alan Kelly TD, Minister of State for Public and
Commuter Transport. The Review Group included dispatch operators, drivers, consumers as well as
Government Departments and regulatory and enforcement agencies. The aim of the review was to
allow consumers to have confidence in the taxi system while also ensuring that legitimate and
competent operators and drivers can be rewarded fairly by operating under a regulatory framework
that is adequately enforced.

The Review Group Approach to the Review
Among the key issues considered by the Review Group were supply and demand in the taxi market,
the quality and cost of services to the consumer, driver and vehicle licensing reforms; compliance
and enforcement; accessible taxi services for persons with reduced mobility and people with
disabilities; fleet management and rental controls; the protection of consumer safety and security
and service standards for consumers; taxi services in rural areas; future industry interaction with the
regulator taking account of the existing role and structure of the statutory Taxi Advisory Committee.
The review included a public consultation process involving an opportunity for written submissions
on the review and for oral presentations from key stakeholder groups. A parallel public consultation
was carried out by the NTA on vehicle standards. The public consultation process was of
considerable assistance to the Review Group in drawing up its report.
Future Approach to the Regulation of the Taxi Market
To assist it in examining the broader issues of future regulatory policy, the Review Group arranged
for an independent economic analysis of the taxi market by Indecon, economic consultants.
Indecon’s analysis indicates that the significant fall in demand evident over the last 3‐4 years has not
been matched by a corresponding level of exit from the sector. This has led to an oversupply of SPSV
vehicles. While sensitive to methodology used, on a national level oversupply is estimated by
Indecon to be in the range of 13‐22% of the current SPSV fleet. In Indecon’s view, the level of
oversupply is influenced by the impact of non‐compliant operators in the sector and by the low
levels of exit from the industry.
With regard to the cost of SPSV services to consumers the Indecon Report concluded that while taxi
prices appear above average in Ireland relative to other countries, they are broadly similar with what
would be expected given wages levels, employment and population density in Ireland.
Indecon’s view is that, overall, quality of service of Irish taxis appears to be fairly good. This does
not, however, suggest that standards are consistently high or that standards have not declined, or
that there is no room for improvement, but overall the taxi experience in Ireland is positive.
Indecon makes eight recommendations dealing with among other things, effective enforcement,
accommodation of taxi ranks in major cities, new initiatives to deal with people with disabilities and
efficiencies that can be achieved through the use of dispatch operators and technology. Indecon
recommends that policy makers should ensure that no action is taken which disincentivises
appropriate exit from the sector. As there are very low levels of entry, the key issue in addressing
ii

the oversupply imbalance concerns exit from the sector, whether through removing non ‐ compliant
operators or by facilitating other means of exit.
The Review Group believes that the Indecon findings support the strengthening of qualitative
controls of SPSV licensing, improved standards and effective enforcement and do not justify
imposing quantitative restrictions in the sector. The Review Group considers that the National
Transport Authority (NTA) will have to keep under review its overall approach to regulation of the
sector to ensure that the market operates as efficiently as possible in order to encourage a better
balance of supply and demand.

Recommended Measures
The Review Group has identified actions for the short‐term (during 2012) and the medium‐term
(final implementation post‐2012) to address the key issues in the taxi sector as follows.

1. Driver Licensing
The short‐term actions focus on measures that tackle tax and social welfare non‐compliance and
illegal operations as well as working time abuses and enable enhanced level of cooperation between
the NTA and the Department of Social Protection and the Revenue Commissioners. An individual’s
PPS number would be central to all driver and vehicle licensing data from now on.
Medium‐term actions involve transferring responsibility for driver licensing from An Garda Síochána
to the NTA so that the NTA acts as the one‐stop shop for licensing with the Gardaí continuing its
vetting role for drivers; the reduction of the validity period for driver licensing from 5 to 3 years, with
an annual declaration of tax, social welfare and insurance status and employment details and the
sharing of information on convictions between the Courts and the NTA to enable continued
compliance with suitability and fitness requirements.

2. Vehicle Licensing and Standards
In line with driver licensing reforms, the short‐term actions also deal with enhanced level of
cooperation between the NTA and the Department of Social Protection and the Revenue
Commissioners.
A major anomaly exists in that taxi licences issued prior to January 2009 can be sold or transferred
on one occasion. After 1st October 2012, all taxi licences will be unique to the person to whom the
licence has been issued and cannot be transferred or sold to another individual. The period during
which an “inactive” SPSV vehicle licence can be reactivated will be reduced from the current five
year period to one year.
In addition, a range of short‐term measures with regard to vehicle standards and enforcement are
proposed as follows:




Revised age limit rules on taxi vehicles to encourage the movement to vehicles of 9‐years or
less
Prohibition of unsuitable, altered vehicles and vehicle equipment and the introduction of
inspection safety criteria in this regard
To include on the tamper proof licence disc, a QR code (Quick Reaction barcode) containing
core licensing information affixed to the windscreen and rear screen
iii



The design of a new taxi roof sign in consultation with the industry

The integration of revised inspection/testing arrangements for taximeters with the SPSV licensing
process is recommended as a medium‐term measure.

3. Accessible Services
The vision for accessible services is that they should cater adequately for all regardless of the
person’s mobility. To address the transport needs of people with disabilities and reduced mobility,
the proposed short‐term actions address the need for accessible information and booking services,
as follows:




a booking ‘contact centre’ will be piloted and evaluated, and will assist in gathering better
information on Wheelchair Accessible Taxi (WAT) utilization, travel patterns and transport
requirements;
further analysis of the optimum usage of WATs by dispatch operators will also be carried
out; and,
a website and smartphone application to facilitate self‐ordering of WATs will be developed.

In the medium‐term, the existing specifications for wheelchair accessible taxis and hackneys will be
reviewed to facilitate the possible introduction of a wider range of lower cost accessible vehicles.

4. Compliance and Enforcement
The amendment of Section 36 of the Taxi Regulation Act 2003 by way of new legislation to be
enacted in early 2012 will provide for mandatory disqualification of persons convicted of serious
criminal offences from operating in the industry. In addition, the commencement of Section 35 of
the 2003 Act will allow for a strengthened sanctions regime for suspension or revocation of licences.
Improvements to ‘on‐street’ compliance will be assisted by enabling the Gardaí to prosecute 12
Fixed Charged Penalty offences through strengthened collaboration between the Gardaí and the
NTA. Legislative amendment will also permit examination of SPSV vehicles for ‘roadworthiness and
condition’ at any location.
Another short‐term measure involves monitoring of taxi drivers’ skills awareness, for example,
through customer complaints, whereby a driver with a number of complaints against him would be
required to undertake training and pass the skills development test. Failure to pass the test may
result in the revocation or suspension of a licence.
Medium‐term measures recommended entail the introduction of CCTV monitoring at selected key
taxi ranks in urban areas, to assist with enforcement and security to the public and taxi drivers at
these locations; and, the introduction of a system of penalty points specific to the SPSV industry for
certain breaches or multiple breaches of regulations, with a potential consequence in terms of
licence suspension or revocation.
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5. Consumer and Industry Assurance
The short‐term measures proposed involve,




A user‐friendly, on‐line system for consumers to submit complaints to the NTA;
Distinctive semi‐permanent ‘branding’ of taxis and wheelchair accessible taxis incorporating
the ‘Transport for Ireland’ logo; and,
A smartphone application for driver and licensing verification (which also has benefits for
compliance monitoring).

Medium‐term actions involve,







To introduce a review process within the NTA for certain categories of decision particular to
an individual licence holder;
To provide for a system whereby taxi industry representative groups may make a referral to
the Taxi Advisory Committee in relation to the introduction or the proposed introduction of
industry regulations;
With regard to cash security, to promote payment of taxi fares by debit and credit cards;
Consultation with the industry on potential options for certain driver safety equipment in
taxis; and,
The development of a customer service and hospitality course for taxi drivers to encourage
professionalism, in particular with regard to the tourism sector.

6. Fleet Management and Rental Controls
Proposals relating to fleet management and rental cover a range of short‐term actions as follows,








A prohibition on the practice of renting taxi licences only (i.e. without vehicle), while
facilitating the continuation of ‘full package’ taxi rental which includes the vehicle, complete
with roof sign, taxi meter and printer, etc.
consideration to be given to introducing a new licence to operate a taxi rental business and
provision for wheelchair accessible services
place a system to link SPSV licensed drivers to particular vehicles on a continually updated
basis
introduce arrangements with the insurance industry to enable the real time monitoring and
on‐going verification of the insurance status of SPSV licence holders
introduce a requirement for continuous tax compliance as a condition of SPSV licensing with
appropriate sanctions for breaches of such compliance.
introduction of an on‐line self‐service portal for SPSV operators that would allow more
efficient and dynamic licensing, compliance and test/inspection booking services
investigate, in conjunction with the relevant local authorities, the potential for the
introduction of additional “part‐time” rank space during night‐time hours at key urban
locations

A medium‐term action is for the planned migration to the use of smart (electronic) technologies in
individual SPSVs to address the current challenges in monitoring and regulating a fleet of over
20,000 vehicles; and also to better exploit the potential to integrate the SPSV fleet into the wider
public transport system
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7. Rural Hackney Service
In recognition of the lower levels of access to taxi or hackney services in rural areas there is a
proposal for the introduction of ‘Local Area Hackney Licence’ in the medium‐term. This would allow
for low‐cost entry to the hackney market in rural areas with identified public transport
requirements. The service would feature specified areas of operation outside of major towns and
validation of the need for the service by local community or business organisations

Next Steps
It will be the responsibility of the NTA to implement the vast majority of actions. However, certain
actions require primary legislation to be enacted to progress them. The Department of Transport,
Tourism and Sport will pursue the adoption of the necessary primary legislation amendments in
conjunction with the Office of the Parliamentary Counsel to the Government. Responsibility for the
enactment of the necessary secondary legislation will rest with the NTA.
The implementation process is intended to commence immediately following the publication of this
report and its consideration by the various parties involved in the industry. The process of delivery
of the various measures will be planned and managed by the NTA, in consultation with the other
relevant parties.
Implementation will involve:





Short‐term actions implemented on a phased basis in 2012
Medium‐term measures commenced in 2012 for delivery post‐2012
The use of technology for implementation where possible, e.g. one website portal
transportforireland.ie, and consolidating smartphone applications, etc.
Quarterly progress reports on implementation of the Review by the NTA to the Taxi Advisory
Committee and updates on progress on implementation in the NTA’s Annual Report.
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Introduction
The Programme for National Recovery 2011 ‐2016 contains a commitment to review and update the
regulation of taxis to ensure that taxi drivers are recognised as a key component of the public
transport system and to provide for a forum for discussion between the regulatory authorities and
taxi providers.
Since the liberalization of the taxi market in 2000, the focus of policy for taxi regulation has been the
achievement of qualitative improvements in taxi services for the benefit of both the service
providers and the general public alike and to respond to the specific requirements of persons with
reduced mobility.
In June 2011, a review of taxi regulation was established by Government under the chairmanship of
Mr. Alan Kelly TD, Minister of State for Public and Commuter Transport, to enable the necessary
further reforms of the sector. The aim of the review was to allow consumers to have confidence in
the taxi system while also ensuring that legitimate and competent operators and drivers can be
rewarded fairly by operating under a regulatory framework that is adequately enforced. The
Government decision also set out the parameters for a steering group to oversee the work of the
review, with representation from all the key stakeholders – dispatch operators, drivers, consumers
as well as regulatory and enforcement agencies. The terms of reference for the review as agreed by
Government are set out at Appendix I of this report and the membership of the Review Group is set
out at Appendix II.
The Review Group report is structured as follows:


in Chapter 1 the approach to the review is outlined



in Chapter 2 the future overall approach to regulation of the market is addressed based on
an independent economic analysis of the taxi market



In Chapter 3 specific short and medium term measures are set out in response to the Review
Group’s terms of reference



In Chapter 4 – the next steps and implementation are addressed.

The Review Group wishes to acknowledge the wide‐ranging submissions that it has received in the
course of the review, which have assisted it greatly in drawing up its report.
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The Review Group Approach to the Review

1.1 Introduction
At the inaugural meeting of the Review Group on the 5th July 2011, the general approach to the
terms of reference of the review was agreed. Over the period of the review the Review Group met
on eight occasions before agreeing its final report and recommendations.
Key work areas were identified and two sub‐groups of the Review Group were established to
examine aspects of the terms of reference relating to licensing systems and administration and
enforcement. These two working groups met regularly over the course of the review to consider the
issues and to develop the proposals with regard to the future regulation of the taxi market for
consideration by the main Review Group.
The work of the Review Group and sub‐groups was supported by a secretariat from the Department
of Transport, Tourism and Sport. The resources and key personnel of the National Transport
Authority were made available to the Review Group to support the analysis and development of
measures.

1.2 Public consultation on the review
As part of the review a public consultation was undertaken comprising of an invitation for written
submission from all stakeholders including those in the taxi industry and consumers. Written
submissions were received from a wide range of stakeholders including individual members of the
public. Over half of the responses were from individuals; some of these individuals identify
themselves as taxi operators and drivers, or dispatch operators. The submission responses included
contributions from a number of taxi representative groups. There are also contributions from a
range of public and consumer representative bodies, including organisations representing people
with disabilities.
The respondents engaged with the process in a positive manner and accepted the underlying
purpose of the review, its terms of reference and the need for improvements to be made to the
regulation of the taxi sector. The majority of the points raised in the submission responses
concerned the regulation of the licensing systems and administration, as well as the enforcement of
the regulations. Other comments in the submission responses related to issues such as vehicle
standards, market supply and demand and the arrangements for liaison between the regulator and
the taxi industry.
Following consideration of the inputs from this written consultation process, key stakeholder groups
were given the opportunity, at a meeting with the Review Group on the 2nd November 2011, to
make an oral presentation of their views and suggestions for reform of taxi regulation.

1.3 Public consultation on vehicle standards
A decision was taken by the Board of the National Transport Authority in February 2011 to remove
the nine‐year vehicle age limit on SPSVs as it had previously applied to the renewal of standard
hackneys and taxis first licensed prior to 1 January 2009. In 2011, in tandem with the consultation
on the review, the National Transport Authority carried out a public consultation on vehicle
standards with a view to advancing new regulations to come into force in 2012.
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The National Transport Authority examination of appropriate vehicle standards for the industry,
including the ‘nine year rule’, was examined and taken into account by the Review Group in the
course of its work.

1.4 Consultation on specific topics
The Department of Social Protection and the Revenue Commissioners made detailed submissions to
the review on areas such as better information sharing, joint working and enforcement so as to
improve their controls and investigations with regard to social welfare and tax compliance of taxi
operators and drivers, including the taxi rental sector.
Dispatch operators were also consulted separately on taxi services for people with disabilities and
reduced mobility and the potential for greater efficiencies in service delivery to the public at large.
The Garda Commissioner was consulted concerning the review proposals particularly in areas that
would affect Garda operations and systems.
Dublin City Council submitted its views on the issue of management of taxi ranks in urban areas. The
National Disability Authority provided important advice on the needs of people with disabilities and
reduced mobility. Individual Review Group representatives also contributed on specific topics such
as transport services in rural areas, consumer transport requirements and consumer complaints
systems.
The views of the Office of the Attorney General were also sought on some issues under
consideration by the review.

1.5 Future liaison between regulatory authorities and the taxi sector
In accordance with item 11 of its terms of reference, the Review Group examined how best
discussion between regulatory authorities and taxi providers can be facilitated taking account of the
existing role and structure of the statutory Taxi Advisory Committee. The 2011 Programme for
Government had originally referred to providing a forum for discussion between regulatory
authorities and taxi providers.
A number of submissions to the Review Group by the taxi representative bodies referred to the
subject of future industry interaction with the regulator to include an independent appeals process
whereby industry related issues could be appealed or resolved. Proposals were also made
concerning an appeals process to deal with grievances of individual taxi drivers.
The Review Group response on this matter is outlined in Chapter 3 (see actions 33 and 34, and 35)
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Future Approach to the Regulation of the Taxi Market

2.1 Introduction
As part of its terms of reference, the Review Group were requested to examine
 Whether the existing licensing system ensures an appropriate balance of the interests of
consumers and drivers through an adequate supply of taxi services at reasonable cost to
the consumer
 Compare or benchmark taxi services in Ireland and other comparable jurisdictions, to
include the cost to consumers of taxi services and to consider how greater flexibility in
price can be achieved
 The encouragement of professional SPSV drivers, who can be rewarded fairly for taxi
services to consumers

To assist it in its consideration of these issues, the Review Group decided that it would seek an
independent analysis of the taxi market. Following a public procurement process, Indecon Economic
Consultants were retained to undertake the following assignment:
 An analysis of the balance of supply and demand of SPSV services to consumers
 On the basis of that analysis, to advise on whether there is an “oversupply” of SPSV services
 If there is an oversupply, what strategies should be considered to deal with identified
imbalances in both urban and rural areas
 Potential interventions to achieve economies of scale through the use of dispatch operators
and technology
 Benchmarking/comparison of the cost and quality of taxi services in Ireland and other
jurisdictions
 What changes, if any, are desirable to the current regulatory framework for the regulation of
SPSV services, to ensure the supply of efficient and cost effective SPSV services to the
consumer?
This Chapter deals with that analysis and its implications for the review outcome and the measures
recommended by the Review. It also comments briefly on the broader issue of future regulatory
policy and the balancing of the interests of consumers and drivers and the achievement of an
adequate supply of taxi services at “reasonable cost to the consumer”.
Indecon’s complete report on the Economic Analysis of the Taxi Market is at Appendix 3

2.2 Indecon Assessment of Market Demand and Supply
Indecon’s Key findings from an analysis of demand for SPSV services were that:

 Demand for SPSV services has fallen very significantly since 2008, in line with a general fall in
consumer expenditure
 It is difficult to measure the level of demand with precision
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 Indecon estimates indicate overall aggregate demand is likely to be in range of 67‐74 million
trips per annum (some estimates suggest higher levels). Indecon’s base case, however,
suggests a figure of 67 million trips p.a.
 This compares with an estimated 100 million trips p.a. at the peak in 2008
 Indecon’s analysis therefore suggests that overall demand for SPSV services may have fallen
by approximately 33% since 2008
 Demand for SPSVs displays distinct peaks within the week and within days, with Fridays and
Saturdays accounting for 60% of demand

The figure below shows the trend in the quantity of SPSV vehicles. Significant regulatory change
occurred in 2000 with the liberalisation of the market. Although the number of SPSVs was increasing
prior to the change, this regulatory change had a direct impact on the number of SPSVs in operation.
It should be noted here that the increase in SPSV number prior to 2000 was mainly accounted by
new entry in the hackney market. In the last two years, the stock of SPSVs in Ireland and in Dublin
has started to decline.
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Historical Trends in Number of Licensed SPSVs – 1995‐2010
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The number of licensed SPSVs currently stands at 24,123, indicating a decline from the level of
27,429 evident at the peak and comparing with 21,888 in 2005.
Recent figures show decline in licensed SPSVs has continued, most notably in terms of a reduction in
hackney numbers
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Historical Data on Number of New SPSV Licences – 1998‐2010

2.3 Indecon’s asessment of market demand and supply
Indecon’s analysis indicates that the significant fall in demand evident over the last 3‐4 years has not
been matched by a corresponding level of exit from the sector. This has led to an oversupply of SPSV
vehicles. While sensitive to methodology used, on a national level oversupply is estimated by
Indecon to be in the range of 13‐22% of the current SPSV fleet.
In Indecon’s view, oversupply is not surprising, as there are likely to be lagged effects in any
adjustments to supply in response to changes in demand. The evidence also indicates that both
consumers and dispatch operators believe that there is a significant oversupply of taxi vehicles.
Oversupply is also evidenced by current low utilisation rates, which appear unsustainable from the
perspective that minimum levels of income are not being achieved by many taxi drivers. In Indecon’s
view, the level of oversupply is influenced by the impact of non‐compliant operators in the sector
and by the low levels of exit from the industry. This is due to the lack of alternative employment
opportunities and by the need for individuals to attempt to recoup investment costs even on a
marginal cost basis. Indecon suggest that low levels of exit may also be influenced in part by
preceptions that taxi licences may increase in value, if restrictions on entry are introduced.

2.4 Indecon view of Impact of Level of oversupply
Indecon have taken the view that,






The extent of oversupply which currently exists in the Irish taxi/SPSV market has economic
consequences, both for taxi operators and for wider society
Low levels of utilisation in the sector mean that it is difficult for drivers to earn an adequate
income and this can lead to drivers working very long hours and in some cases over the
maximum permitted levels
It also results in higher emissions and constrains the ability of taxi owners to invest in their
vehicles
A major negative impact of the level of oversupply is the congestion on road networks in
major cities and towns at peak periods
In this context it is clear that sufficient ranks or parking spaces are not available to handle
the level of taxis operating at peak periods
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2.5 Indecon’s Assessment of Provision of Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles
Recent policy intervention has aimed to improve the provision of Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles
(WAVs). However, new entry of WAVs has been low.
Evidence suggests people with disabilities can find it hard to obtain WAVs at certain times. Also, on
the basis of research with dispatch operators only about 16% of the usage of such vehicles is for
people with a disability.
Indecon estimates that there is a requirement for wheelchair accessible SPSVs to serve
approximately 21,800 persons with a disability, based on 2011 estimates
In Indecon’s view these findings suggest the need for new initiatives to improve access to WAVs for
individuals with disabilities. A range of options were considered but Indecon believes that it is the
utilisation of WAVs rather than the number of such vehicles per se that should be the key focus.

2.6 Indecon International benchmarking of prices and quality
Indecon compared the number of taxis per 1000 head of population in Dublin with a sample of
OECD capital and main indusrtrial cities. As shown in the following figure in most of the cities there
are between one and three taxis per 1000 people, with the highest values in Dublin, Stockholm
and Washington.
Comparison of Taxi Suppply across Selected Cities Internationally – No. of Taxis poer 1,000
Population

International comparisons suggest that prices for taxis appear to be somewhat above average in
Ireland relative to other countries. This does not, however, imply high incomes for taxi drivers as
this is influenced by the level of utilisation of vehicles, while incomes are also influenced by the
underlying cost base in the Irish economy.
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A predictive model of taxi fares across jurisdictions developed by Indecon indicates that Irish fares
are about 1.5% above the predicted value, i.e. fares are very similar to what one would expect given
levels of wages, employment and population density.
Indecon’s view is that, overall, quality of service of Irish taxis appears to be fairly good. This does
not, however, suggest that standards are consistently high or that standards have not declined, or
that there is no room for improvement, but overall the taxi experience in Ireland is positive. Indecon
suggest that a challenge for policymakers will be to ensure regulatory policy incentivises ongoing
investment in standards and that this may be difficult to achieve until utilisation levels increase in
the sector. Indecon state that this is particularly relevant given that only 4% of SPSVs are 3 years old
or less and the share of the fleet which is over 10 years in age has also increased. Indecon point out
that this has environmental as well as potential safety and comfort implications.

2.7 Economies of scale in SPSV Services
Indecon confirm that there are some indications that scale economies exist in the SPSV market. The
main source of scale economies is likely to be in dispatch efficiencies and utilization rates. For
example, if economies of scale exist in dispatch, this would suggest that overall cost of serving
customers would fall if taxis are organised into dispatch groups.
Anecdotal evidence from some companies suggests that large operators are investing in integrated
dispatch optimisation software using GPS and advanced cost‐minimisation algorithms.
Evidence from Indecon modelling suggests that scale economies (measured in terms of total cost
savings) may be achieved by grouping taxis into relatively modest size groups.
The achievement of economies of scale has potential benefits in terms of improved service, higher
utilisation rates and lower emissions.

2.8 Indecon’s recommendations to the Review Group
These are set out below
Recommendations
1.

Effective enforcement programmes are needed to ensure standards are met and to prevent unfair competition
from non‐compliant drivers. This in our view should include effective sanctions for breach of regulations.

2.

A differential regulatory approach should be considered for major urban centres and for rural areas where there
are likely to be very different supply and demand balances. There may also be merit in community initiatives to
support taxis in rural areas, possibly with government assistance. The differential regulatory approach for rural
areas should focus on ways of assisting entry into rural markets where there is a shortage of supply. This might
require differential entry conditions for rural areas.

3.

Initiatives to produce credible market information on the extent of low incomes and low taxi utilisation in the
sector should be implemented and highlighted to discourage uninformed new entrants to the sector. In providing
increased market information, it would be beneficial to ensure that potential entrants have accurate information
about possible earnings in the sector. Information on utilisation rates and earnings with dispatch firms might also
be beneficial for existing as well as potential entrants.

4.

Additional action is needed in major cities to accommodate the requirement for taxi ranks and parking areas.
Consideration should be given to further restrictions on private car parking in selected areas in the evenings at
peak times and to releasing these spaces for exclusive taxi usage. The feasibility of smart ranks within this context
should be also examined. There is also a need for improved technology to detect vacant spaces at ranks, including
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camera technologies and mobile phone apps. This is important as it will not be feasible to supply sufficient
additional ranks to meet the number of taxi cabs on the road at peak periods.
5.

Policymakers should ensure that no action is taken which disincentivises appropriate exit from the sector and
certainty on future regulatory policy is important in this regard. As there are very low levels of entry, the key issue
in addressing the oversupply imbalance concerns exit from the sector, either through removing non‐compliant
operators or by facilitating other means of exit.

6.

New initiatives should be introduced to improve access to Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles (WAVs) for individuals
with disabilities. Policies which merit consideration in this context include: (i) Centralised telephone/online
numbers for WAVs, (ii) Service Level Agreements with targets for WAV responses for major dispatch companies,
(iii) Differential price discounting policies for WAVs, and (iv) Improved information of use of WAVs.

7.

To improve enforcement of standards, consideration should be given to changes in taxi licences for dispatch
operators to require companies to be responsible for standards of drivers and vehicles, including where rental of
licences apply. There may also be merit in a new form of fleet‐based licensing for larger operators, to include
responsibilities for the supply of WAVs.

8.

Indecon does not recommend any major interventions to directly achieve economies of scale in the taxi sector
through the use of dispatch operators and technology. However, it is important that any regulatory reforms
which are introduced facilitate and support the operation of dispatch companies. There may also be merit in
considering ways to encourage co‐operation between dispatch operators and R+D incentives for investment in
advanced technology systems may be appropriate. Indecon are not recommending mandatory participation in
dispatch companies and there are a number of ways that efficiencies can be delivered including the use of
technologies by independent operators.

2.9 NTA methodology for assessment of taxi fares
Before setting out the implications of the Indecon Report for the Review, the Review Group would
draw attention to the the current methodology adopted by the NTA (formerly the Commission for
Taxi Regulation) for the determination of fares because of its significance for those areas of the
Review Group’s terms of reference dealt with in this chapter ‐ the cost to consumers of taxi
services, the encouragememt of price flexibility and the “fair” reward of SPSV drivers for services to
consumers.
The former Commission for Taxi Regulation introduced a national maximum taxi fare structure in
September 2006. The objective of the new tariff structure was to establish a single, simple,
transparent system across the country. This resulted in a unified tariff structure for all taxis in
Ireland, replacing the previous arrangement whereby 35 different taximeter areas (and fares)
applied. Since the establishment of the single taximeter area, three reviews have taken place to
date:
‐ 2006: current structure established
‐ 2008: increase in certain rates; introduction of super‐premium (Christmas)
‐ 2010: no change
NTA have stated that the guiding principles for the 2010 Review were as follows:
Geared to Cost: tariffs and changes in tariffs, must reflect changes in costs faced in providing
the service. Tariffs that do not reflect changes in costs will negatively impact on supply, or
reduce the quality of service supplied.
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Fair return: industry must be allowed to make a return over costs that are reflective of the
effort required to provide a service to the required standards.
Affordability: tariffs are related to customers' ability and willingness to pay.
Affordable tariffs will stimulate demand.
Ability to price differentiate: cognisance has also to be given to the fact that this is a national
maximum fare, and those that wish to offer lower fares to customers are able to do so.
As part of the review process, a taxi cost index is updated based in a survey of drivers and
validated through consultation with the industry.
The 2010 review process tracked the changes in the various cost elements over the review period
based on the movement in the Taxi Cost Index. In the period 2008 to 2010 running costs were
assessed as having increased by 1%, fixed costs decreased by 1 %, labour costs decreased by 2.6%.
In 2010, the then CTR made no change in the fares structure. It was considered that an increase in
fares would negatively impact on demand and that it would also have an adverse impact on driver
income and working hours. The option of a marginal decrease in fares was assessed as likely to
reduce driver income and be unlikely to stimulate demand.

2.10 Implications of the Indecon Report for the Review
Many of the Indecon recommendations above (1, 4, 6 and 7) are consistent with the conclusions
reached separately by the Review Group following its examination of what needs to be done to
ensure effective enforcement and promotion of good standards in the sector. A whole range of
measures, as outlined in Chapter 3, are designed to to achieve improved standards and more
effective enforcement in areas such as
 the roles of the National Transport Authority (NTA) and Gardaí in enforcing the licensing of
taxi drivers and vehicles
 the powers of enforcement officers including the Gardaí to detect penalise and prosecute
persons in breach of regulations relating to driver and vehicle standards
 enhanced systems to prevent persons with serious convictions or who are engaging in
suspected criminal activity , tax evasion or social welfare fraud from entering, or operating
in, the taxi trade
 the future approach to SPSV vehicle standards
 procedure and practices for the renting and transfer of taxi licences and safeguards
necessary in the interests of passenger safety and prevention of fraudulent and criminal
behaviour
 the adoption of suitable accessibility measures to address the special requirements of
mobility impaired and disabled people
 the role of consumers in monitoring standards
 ensuring that taxi drivers operate safe working hours through improved regulation and
enforcement
 management of taxi rank issues in urban areas
 a programme of legislation to strengthen enforcement .
On the wider issue of the future regulatory framework as referred to at recommendations 3, 5 and
8, the Review Group took note of the Indecon view that
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under recommendation 3, initiatives to produce credible market information on the extent
of low incomes and low taxi utilisation in the sector should be implemented
under recommendation 5, policy makers should ensure that no action is taken which
disincentivises appropriate exit from the taxi sector and that the key issues in addressing
oversupply imbalance relate to barriers to exit from the sector , either through removing
non ‐ compliant operators or by facilitating other means of exit.
under recommendation 8, that it is important that any regulatory reforms that are
introduced facilitate and support the operation of dispatch companies. However,
mandatory participation in dispatch companies is not recommended but the report refers to
a number of ways that efficiencies can be achieved including the use of technologies by
independent operators.

As to current oversupply problems, Indecon has drawn attention to the fact that low levels of exit
may be influenced in part by perceptions that taxi licences may increase in value if restrictions on
entry are introduced. The Review Group believes that the Indecon findings support the
strengthening of qualitative controls of SPSV licensing, improved standards and effective
enforcement and do not justify imposing quantitative restrictions in the sector. The programme of
reform outlined in Chapter 3 is designed to raise standards and to curb non–compliance thereby
leading to a level playing field for legitimate operators in the sector. It is intended that the effect of
these reforms will be to assist in tackling contributory factors to oversupply in the sector and to
create a more vigorously regulated market that will reward legitimate operators and give consumers
more confidence in the SPSV market.
However taking account of these reforms and their impact, the NTA will have to keep under review
its overall approach to regulation of the taxi sector to ensure that the taxi market operates as
efficiently as possible in order to encourage a better balance of supply and demand.
In the case of recommendation 3, the Review Group would encourage the NTA to introduce changes
to disseminate robust market information to existing licensees and any potential new entrants.
As regards issues such as the cost to consumers of taxi services, the encouragememt of price
flexibility and the “fair” reward of SPSV drivers for services to consumers, the Review Group notes
that international comparisons suggest that prices for taxis appear to be somewhat above average in
Ireland relative to other countries but that Irish fares are very similar to what would be expected
given Ireland’s wage levels, employment and population density. In the Review Group’s view, the
guiding principles that have influenced recent taxi price reviews (described above) continue to be a
generally valid basis for achieving an appropriate balance between the interests of taxi drivers and
consumers. The Steering Group considers that, in future, the NTA should augment its analysis of taxi
fares with updated benchmarking of fares in other jurisdictions. The benchmarking data should be
published when taxi fares are reviewed by the NTA.
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3.Recommended Measures
3.1 Introduction
This Chapter provides some background in relation to key issues currently affecting the SPSV
industry and sets out a series of actions that are proposed by the Review Group to address those
issues.
For convenience, the report has broken down the actions into the following seven sub‐categories:








Driver Licensing;
Vehicle Licensing and Vehicle Standards;
Accessible Services;
Compliance and Enforcement;
Consumer and Industry Assurance;
Fleet Management and Rental Controls; and,
Rural Hackney Service.

It should be noted that not all actions are specific to just one category and some actions have
impacts in a number of areas.
Within each sub‐category, the actions are also grouped into proposals which can be introduced in a
relatively short time frame (Short‐Term Actions) and proposals, which due to their nature,
complexity or requirement for multi‐agency interfaces, will take somewhat longer to implement
(Medium‐Term Actions).
In terms of time frame, the category “Short‐Term” refers to actions which are intended to be fully
completed and operational during 2012. “Medium‐Term Actions” cover those proposals which,
while under development during 2012, will be implemented subsequent to 2012. A full list of
Recommended Actions is at Appendix 5. Chapter 4 provides further information on the
implementation arrangements.

3.2 Driver Licensing
3.2.1 Background
The subject of driver licensing has been a key focus of the Review Group. A number of areas within
this topic have been identified where there are difficulties with the current arrangements.
At present, An Garda Síochána has statutory responsibility for SPSV driver licensing, with the NTA
establishing many of the requirements applicable to the licensing of drivers and organising such
items as Skills Development Certificate testing plus the issuing of required ID cards. This separation
of responsibilities for driver licensing and vehicle licensing creates duplication of effort in certain
areas and prevents full streamlining and integration of the driver and vehicle components of the
regulatory regime.
A key area of concern within the industry, which is supported by evidence from enforcement
activities, relates to a small percentage of drivers who are operating vehicles illegally, either while
claiming payments to which they are not entitled from the Department of Social Protection or while
being non‐compliant with Revenue’s tax requirements. Currently, tax compliance checks are
generally only performed at licence issue or licence renewal, with no on‐going monitoring of tax
compliance. Similarly, while some information exchange with the Department of Social Protection
does take place at present, this is on a limited ad hoc basis.
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In addition, issues have also been identified in relation to the number of hours worked by certain
taxi drivers, who also hold other employment positions, and their compliance with legislation
governing working time. Non‐compliance with the working time regulations has potential safety
impacts and current arrangements are limited in addressing this issue.
There are several other areas where the current arrangements create challenges and where the
ability to adequately monitor and administer the regulatory system for driver licensing is difficult.
Some of these partially stem from the split in responsibilities for driver and vehicle licensing, which
currently means that there is no system in place to provide a linkage between vehicle licences and
driver licences, which would identify which licensed driver is associated with which licensed vehicle.
A number of these issues are cross‐category issues affecting more than one aspect of the licensing
and compliance regime. Accordingly, while the actions below directly relate to SPSV driver licensing,
other actions under later categories also impact on the driver licensing area.
3.2.2 Actions
In response to the issues identified in the area of driver licensing, a number of actions have been
formulated. Many of the actions mirror similar measures being planned in the separate Vehicle
Licensing area. Some of the planned interventions also relate to, and are contained in, the
Compliance and Enforcement Section. However it is worth noting that many of these actions will be
linked to a review of the conditions under which an SPSV driver or vehicle licence may be
suspended. While current provisions exist, it is proposed to strengthen them significantly to include
various regulation breaches mentioned in this report.
A key action underpinning this approach is to make an individual’s PPS number central to all vehicle
and driver licencing data from now on.
Short Term Actions
Action 1:
In order to address concerns in relation to the risk of, or potential for, fraudulent benefit claims it is
intended to put in place appropriate arrangements to enable an enhanced level of information
exchange with the Department of Social Protection in relation to SPSV driver licence holders. These
arrangements will provide that Department with continuous on‐going access to the NTA’s
information database on driver licence details and to enable cross‐checking against benefit claimant
details and assist in their investigation of suspected benefit fraud cases.
Action 2:
In relation to the issue of tax compliance, it is intended to put in place appropriate arrangements to
enable an enhanced level of information exchange with the Revenue Commissioners Office in
relation to SPSV driver licence holders. These arrangements will provide more accessible and
detailed data to the Revenue Commissioners Office, to assist in their general enforcement of tax
compliance and to assist in their identification of potential cases of tax evasion within the SPSV
industry.
Action 3:
In order to ensure, in the case of part‐time drivers, improved compliance with working time
legislation, it is proposed to require a declaration by SPSV licence holders at licence application or
renewal as to whether they have any other employment. Where answered in the affirmative, the
application will require the submission of a form signed by the applicant’s employer confirming that
they are aware that the applicant is seeking an SPSV driver licence or is the holder of an SPSV driver
licence and that the applicant’s operation of an SPSV vehicle is fully compatible with his/her other
employment. In addition, the SPSV licence holder would be under a continuing obligation to inform
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the NTA and provide an employer confirmation form when he/she takes up other employment or
changes employment.
Action 4: Work will commence to establish an individual’s personal public service (PPS) number as
the key reference for all SPSV driver (and vehicle) data holdings by the NTA and with regard to data
sharing between the key enforcement and investigative agencies. This will facilitate easier cross‐
referencing an individual’s records and will limit the potential for record duplication.

Medium Term Actions
Action 5:
Under this action it is intended to transfer responsibility for licensing SPSV drivers from An Garda
Síochána to the NTA. This will amalgamate the driver and the vehicle licensing systems into one
agency and to provide a streamlined process for the overall licensing of the industry. An Garda
Síochána will continue to carry out the vetting function in relation to driver applications but the
issuing of driver licences and the management of the driver licensing system would transfer to the
NTA. Certain legislative and organisational arrangements are prerequisites to this transfer.
The NTA will also review the number of areas that a licenced taxi driver can operate in and related
issues for driver’s area knowledge within the context of the current skills development system.
Action 6:
Following transfer of the driver licensing function from An Garda Síochána to the NTA, it is intended
to reduce the SPSV driver licence validity period (currently five years) to three years. As part of that
transition, an annual declaration process will be introduced whereby SPSV licence holders have to
complete an annual declaration form confirming their tax status, social welfare benefits status,
insurance status and other employment details.
Action 7:
It is proposed to introduce a process, with the assistance of the Courts Service, whereby any SPSV
licence holder, who is convicted of an offence, is notified to the NTA database following such
conviction. This will enable the NTA to take appropriate actions under the SPSV driver licensing
legislation in cases where the particular offence details merit such action. The objective of this
proposal is to ensure continued compliance with suitability and fitness requirements in respect of
SPSV licence‐holders.

3.3 Vehicle Licensing and Standards
3.3.1 Background
In conjunction with the SPSV driver licensing system, the licensing of SPSV vehicles is a central part
of the regulatory regime governing the SPSV industry. The Review Group is very aware of the
importance of a correctly licensed vehicle as viewed by both service providers and customers, and
recognises that certain issues exist under the current arrangements.
Unlicensed vehicles operating for hire is a significant concern for the industry, as well as issues in
regard to tax compliance and benefits declarations by such vehicle operators. Concerns expressed
related to the ease of transfer of roof signs between vehicles, as well as the ability to purchase roof
signs in the open market. The lack of other more permanent branding on the taxi vehicles is also
recognised to be a factor in facilitating the operation of unlicensed vehicles.
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Arising from the issue of roof signs, the potential to provide a more modern roof sign with enhanced
information and a restricted authorised supplier arrangement was examined.
Currently, licensed taxis are issued with a tamper proof identifier disk that is affixed to both the
front windscreen and the rear screen. These are secured in place by NTA contractors as part of the
vehicle licensing process. While they provide valuable information, they currently lack a bar code
which could facilitate automatic information retrieval for both enforcement and customer purposes.
Vehicle age and size issues were the subject of a public consultation process by the NTA during the
review process and the outcome of the consultation process was made available to the Review
Group.
The position in regard to the current transferability arrangements for taxi vehicle licences was also
examined by the Review Group. Currently, certain categories of SPSV vehicle licences (wheelchair
accessible taxi licences, wheelchair accessible hackney licences, hackney licences and limousine
licences) are non‐transferable, meaning they are individual to the person to whom they are issued
and cannot be sold to a different person. While a similar arrangement exists for taxi licences issued
since January 2009, a major anomaly exists in that taxi licences issued prior to that date can be sold
or transferred on one occasion. It was considered by the Review Group that it was necessary to
move away from a system whereby a licence will have value in itself. A licence should determine a
person’s suitability to carry out a function and it should not have monetary value or be traded on the
open market.
A related concern exists as regards inactive SPSV vehicle licences. Currently a vehicle licence can
remain expired (not renewed) for a period of 5 years before becoming extinct. Within this 5 year
period the licence can be simply reactivated at any time. As the grant and renewal of a licence is
solely to enable operators to provide a service, this period requires adjustment.
Industry concerns were also raised in relation to the need to streamline the physical vehicle
inspection and the taximeter inspection/sealing processes. Currently these are treated as separate
processes with the vehicle inspection process under the ambit of the NTA and matters concerning
the taximeter under the responsibility of Legal Metrology Services.
3.3.2 Actions
The actions below set out to address the various issues identified in the area of vehicle licensing and
vehicle standards. The actions relating to tax compliance monitoring and information exchange with
the Department of Social Protection and Revenue Commissioners, mirror the equivalent proposals
intended for driver licensing. Other proposals also impacting in this area are contained in the
Compliance and Enforcement and Fleet Management sections.
Short Term Actions
Action 8: (Replicates Action 1 and 4 in Driver Licensing Category)
In order to address concerns in relation to the risk of, or potential for, fraudulent benefit claims it is
intended to put in place appropriate arrangements to enable an enhanced level of information
exchange with the Department of Social Protection in relation to SPSV vehicle licence holders. These
arrangements will provide that Department with continuous on‐going access to the NTA’s
information database on vehicle licence details to enable cross‐checking against benefit claimant
details and to assist in their investigation of suspected benefit fraud cases.
Action 9: (Replicates Action 2 and 4 in Driver Licensing Category)
In relation to the issue of tax compliance, it is intended to put in place appropriate arrangements to
enable an enhanced level of information exchange with the Revenue Commissioner’s Office in
relation to SPSV vehicle licence holders. These arrangements will provide more accessible and
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detailed data to the Revenue Commissioner’s Office, to assist in their general enforcement of tax
compliance and to assist in their identification of potential cases of tax evasion within the SPSV
industry.
Action 10:
Following the recent vehicle standards consultation by the NTA proposing to strengthen vehicle
standards, the vehicle age limit at licence issue or licence renewal for taxi, wheelchair accessible
taxis and hackneys will be nine years for all new vehicles entering the fleet and for vehicles that have
entered the fleet since 1st January 2009. For existing vehicles in the fleet prior to 1st January 2009,
those vehicles will be allowed to operate up to 14 years of age, subject to passing a roadworthiness
(NCT) test and an NTA Licence Renewal Assessment at six monthly intervals where the vehicle is nine
years old and above. Over a period of time, vehicles over nine years will gradually transition out of
the fleet. While it is recognised that age is only one factor determining the condition of a vehicle,
the development of an alternative system based on vehicle inspections and mileage would be
expensive to develop and operate. In addition, the movement to vehicles of nine years or less will
also reduce the carbon footprint of the taxi sector.
Action 11:
Also arising from the vehicle standards consultation process, it is recommended to:
(i) Prohibit the use of pick‐up type vehicles as taxis or hackneys;
(ii) Prohibit tinted windows from small public service vehicles, excluding limousines, with this
restriction to apply to all existing vehicles at change of vehicle or licence ownership
transfer; and
(iii) Put in place an inspection arrangement in relation to safety critical vehicle alterations in
modified vehicles.
The concept of vehicle branding/identification is addressed separately as part of the “Consumer and
Industry Assurance” section.
Action 12:
To include on the tamper proof licence disc affixed to the windscreen and rear screen of each
licensed vehicle, a QR code (Quick Reaction barcode) containing core licensing information that will
make fraudulent copying more difficult. It will also facilitate automatic access by enforcement
personnel to licensing data through the scanning of the barcode and will be readable by a
smartphone application (both inside and outside the vehicle) that will allow customers to verify
driver and vehicle licence information.
Action 13:
To design, for consultation with the industry, a new taxi roof sign that is more compact, is subject to
restricted availability from authorised suppliers, and can display a greater level of information for
consumer and compliance improvements. Consideration will be given to the use of electronic
displays as part of the roof sign and the future‐proofing of the sign to link with future developments
in the area of taxi technology.
Action 14:
To introduce a prohibition on the transferability of taxi vehicle licences such that after 1st October
2012 all taxi vehicle licences will be unique to the person to whom the licence has been issued and
cannot be transferred or sold to another individual.
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Action 15:
To introduce during 2012 a requirement that the holders of SPSV vehicle licences must also be the
registered owner of the vehicle to which the licence relates. Certain limited exclusions will be
permitted to deal with circumstances such as vehicles operating under long term leases.
Action 16:
To reduce the period during which an “inactive” SPSV vehicle licence can be reactivated from the
current five year period to one year.
Medium Term Actions
Action 17:
To introduce, in conjunction with Legal Metrology Services, revised inspection/testing arrangements
that better integrate the inspection of taximeters with the SPSV licensing process such that a more
streamlined arrangement is available to vehicle operators.

3.4 Accessible Services
3.4.1 Background
The long‐term ambition and vision for accessible services is that they should cater adequately for all
regardless of a person’s mobility.
People with disabilities and people who wish to travel in their wheelchairs require an adequate
service available to them from SPSV service providers. A key concern for people with disabilities is
the lack of information available to them to book services when they need them. Feedback from
people with disabilities indicates that, currently, contacts with dispatch operators and individual
licence holders does not guarantee a service, due to the limited number of available wheelchair
accessible vehicles at any point in time and their geographical location.
At present, there is no national mechanism to enable people requiring accessible services to book an
accessible service consistently and reliably. In addition, the wheelchair accessible fleet is a small
proportion of the overall fleet of vehicles, which has resulted in lower availability of vehicles suitable
for people with disabilities, in particular those who wish to travel in their wheelchairs.
As identified in the Indecon Report, a key issue for the wheelchair accessible fleet is the level of
availability and usage of those vehicles for the transport of wheelchair users. Accordingly, it will be
necessary to focus more on the utilisation rates of wheelchair accessible vehicles rather than the
actual number of such vehicles.
3.4.2 Actions
In response to the issues identified regarding accessible service provision, actions have been
identified to address the requirement to facilitate easier access to accessible vehicles and to expand
the proportion of vehicles in the SPSV fleet which are wheelchair accessible vehicles.
Short Term Actions
Action 18:
To introduce, on a pilot basis, a single contact point for the ordering of a wheelchair accessible
service. The operator of the contact centre will have access to the NTA’s database of wheelchair
accessible taxi operators complete with contact details ‐ these will be organised on a geographic
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basis. A simple software system will be developed to enable rapid identification of the wheelchair
accessible taxis licensed for a particular area.
In addition, consideration will be given to the arrangements governing the operation of wheelchair
accessible vehicles linked to dispatch companies. There will also be further analysis undertaken of
the usage optimisation of such vehicles.
Action 19:
To produce a website and smartphone application that facilitates self‐ordering of wheelchair
accessible taxis. It is proposed to develop a simple database of operators of wheelchair accessible
vehicles (abstracted from the NTA’s database) complete with telephone contact details and
organised on a geographic basis.
Medium Term Actions
Action 20:
To review the existing specifications for wheelchair accessible taxis and hackneys to establish
whether an adjustment to the current wheelchair accessible vehicle standards would assist in
increasing the supply and availability of wheelchair accessible vehicles. In particular, consideration
will be given to relaxing the current requirement for the vehicle to be able to carry three passengers
in addition to an occupied wheelchair, in order to facilitate the possible introduction of a wider
range of lower cost wheelchair accessible vehicles into the SPSV fleet.

3.5 Compliance and Enforcement
3.5.1 Background
The objective of compliance and enforcement is to utilise effectively all the available resources,
legislation and technology to accomplish the goal of maximising compliance within the SPSV
industry, to maximise customer safety and satisfaction and to support compliant operators while
targeting those who are non‐compliant. By its nature compliance and enforcement must start at the
initial licensing stage.
Regulation without adequate enforcement and compliance arrangements will rarely be successful.
Thus enforcement and compliance activities are at the heart of ensuring that the objectives of the
regulatory regime are achieved and act to protect the participants who operate fully in accordance
with the industry requirements from being disadvantaged and undermined by non‐compliant
operators.
The Review Group has afforded all agencies concerned with enforcement within the SPSV industry
the opportunity to address the issues which have been raised from within and outside the industry.
Currently the NTA operates with just 9 active ‘on the ground’ enforcement staff, which it deploys
regularly in joint enforcement operations with An Garda Síochána and officers from Revenue and the
Department of Social Protection. However, with these limited resources, it is clearly not possible for
the NTA to operate a comprehensive enforcement system across an industry that operates 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week throughout the State.
In the current economic circumstances, it is neither practicable nor realistic to expand the personnel
level of the NTA to sufficiently perform the enforcement function across the full country.
Accordingly the enforcement model of the future must be a shared approach with other agencies.
The role of An Garda Síochána, which has in the order of 13,000 members providing nationwide
coverage across the whole country, is central to a satisfactory enforcement regime. Attempting to
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replicate the nationwide coverage that already exists with An Garda Síochána, would represent a
duplication and inefficient use of resources. However, it is acknowledged that An Garda Síochána
have a large number of competing priorities and arrangements for a collaborative and shared
approach to the enforcement of the industry represents the optimum means of achieving the overall
objectives.
In addition, there are other limitations in the current compliance model. Under current legislation,
there is only a single offence under which An Garda Síochána can issue an SPSV Fixed Charge Penalty
offence – for all other offences, they must issue prosecution proceedings through the Courts.
Enforcement activities can be divided into two categories, “on‐street” enforcement, largely dealing
with drivers and vehicles at the roadside, and “off‐street” enforcement, taking care of issues such as
licensing checks, dispatch operator checks, Revenue/DSP compliance and complaints investigation.
Focussing the resources of An Garda Síochána on street based activity, supported by the NTA in the
case of structured pre‐planned operations, and with the assistance of other agencies, such as the
Revenue Commissioners and the Department of Social Protection, provides the most realistic way of
achieving an increased level of “on‐street” compliance. The NTA, with the support of the other
agencies, are best positioned to address the “off‐street” element of enforcement.
A key issue with current arrangements recognised by the Review Group, is the lack of a mandatory
prohibition to exclude persons convicted of serious offences from operating in the taxi industry.
While legislation empowering such prohibition was enacted in 2003, it has not been statutorily put
into operation. This has created difficulties in the operation of the licensing system where it has not
proved possible to exclude certain individuals from obtaining SPSV driver and vehicle licences. On
the advice of the Office of the Attorney General, it will be necessary to update Section 36 of the Taxi
Regulation Act 2003 to address this problem satisfactorily. This section provides for the exclusion of
drivers with certain serious convictions including murder, drug trafficking offences, firearms
offences, sexual assault. As part of updating this legislation, it is intended that certain significant
road traffic convictions will come within the ambit of Section 36 along with amendments to deal
with similar convictions in foreign jurisdictions.
The sanctions regime that will be adopted in future will be based on an intensified approach to
tackling non‐compliance depending on the severity of the criminal offence or compliance failure. It
will also be designed to speed up the prosecution of offenders and the administration of justice.
Prosecution in Court for serious offences, the use of fixed penalty offence prosecutions and the later
development of a suitable penalty points system for lesser taxi regulation breaches will enable a
more effective use of resources and a speedier response to wrongdoing by enforcement officers and
the Courts. Furthermore there will be a new code for the revocation and refusal of licences to tackle
contravention of licensing requirements.
This new sanctions regime will be critical to the successful outcome of many of the actions outlined
in this Report.
Current regulations have established a single financial penalty level of €250 for certain specified
breaches of the current industry regulations. It was acknowledged by the Review Group that a
“single size fits all” approach was not appropriate and was resulting in very minor infringements
incurring the same fine as more significant violations.
3.5.2 Actions
A series of actions to improve the overall compliance and enforcement regime are set out below.
These actions extend across several areas, including legislative changes, technical innovation and
procedural improvements.
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Short Term Actions
Action 21:
To extend the current range of SPSV Fixed Charge Penalties available to An Garda Síochána from the
current single offence to a total of twelve specified offences. This will enable the Gardaí to issue
fixed penalty notices for breaches of the relevant regulations for a variety of offences, rather than
having to pursue a prosecution through the Courts system as at present. This facilitates a more
efficient use of Garda resources, reducing the need for time consuming court prosecutions.
The additional fixed charge offences are set out at Appendix IV of this report.
Action 22:
To amend and bring into operation Section 36 of the Taxi Regulation Act 2003, which will provide for
the mandatory disqualification of persons who have been convicted of certain serious offences from
holding SPSV licences. This will enable the licensing regime to exclude from the industry, persons
convicted of certain serious offences and for the revocation or suspension of existing licences where
appropriate.
Also, section 35 of the Taxi Regulation Act 2003 which determines the conditions for refusal,
revocation and grant of a licence will be commenced to improve enforcement and to allow for more
effective sanctions for breaches of regulations. As necessary, complementary regulations to be
made by the NTA under section 34 of the 2003 Act will be strengthened to clarify the sanctions
regime for licence holders. The potential for suspension of a licence subject to certain criteria of
breaches will also be examined.
Action 23:
To introduce a legislative amendment to permit the examination of SPSV vehicles for
‘roadworthiness and condition’ at any location. This will address an issue whereby, under the
current licensing arrangements, documentation and records may be inspected at any location, but a
similar power in respect of the vehicles is not explicitly in place.
Action 24:
To strengthen the collaboration between An Garda Síochána and the NTA to secure effective “on‐
street” enforcement of taxi regulations, and to refocus the compliance activities of the NTA towards
a greater level of “off‐street” compliance and enforcement. In addition, it is recognised that An
Garda Síochána will require, and will receive, support from the NTA in targeting and coordinating
aspects of enforcement activity, and will also require support from other agencies. Legislative
amendments, such as introducing additional Fixed Charge Penalties, will be required to enable a
more effective system of operation than is currently possible.
Action 25:
To introduce a graduated system of fixed charge penalties to replace the current single level of
penalty charge of €250. This will enable the tailoring of the penalty charge to more closely reflect
the significance of the particular infringement to which it refers.
Action 26:
To address concerns over certain SPSV drivers who may have inadequate area knowledge to perform
their role competently, it is intended to introduce a system whereby three or more complaints from
customers within a defined period will trigger the need for the relevant driver to sit the Area
Knowledge Test, which forms part of the Skills Development Programme. Safeguards will be put in
place to ensure that the complaints triggering such a requirement are not vexatious or frivolous.
Failure to pass the test may result in the revocation or suspension of the driver licence in question.
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Alternatively an option may be provided for the driver to receive additional supported training and a
further test, the passing of which would be mandatory.
Action 27:
To conduct a full review of all relevant secondary legislation, which establishes the regulatory
framework for SPSVs, and consolidate these into a single set of regulations. This will facilitate a
clearer understanding of the applicable legislation, both for operators and consumers, and will
remove the current difficulties whereby the legislation has been amended and supplemented on
numerous occasions in separate pieces of legislation.
Medium Term Actions
Action 28:
To introduce CCTV monitoring at selected key taxi ranks in urban areas to assist with enforcement
and to provide a greater level of security to members of the public and the SPSV industry. This may
be deployed in conjunction with Automatic Number Plate Recognition technology to facilitate the
compliance monitoring of taxi vehicles using the particular rank and enable the identification of
vehicles operating without valid licences.
Action 29:
To introduce a system of penalty points which would apply to single or multiple breaches of
applicable regulations and allow for the objective assessment of licence holders and their suitability
to retain a licence. This will be separate from the penalty points system operating under road traffic
law, and would pertain exclusively to the SPSV industry. The details of the system including the
infringements that will incur penalty points, the level of points to be awarded for those
infringements and the trigger values for licence suspensions will be the subject of consultation with
the industry in 2012.

3.6 Consumer and Industry Assurance
3.6.1 Background
The Review Group is aware that the ultimate reason for licensing any small public service vehicle
service is for the benefit of the consumer. While, in general, availability of taxis is not an issue for
consumers in urban areas, other concerns exist from a consumer perspective. These include issues
such as safety and security, driver competence, ability to easily raise complaints with the industry’s
regulatory body, among other items.
Many of the items of concern to consumers are being addressed through the actions set out in other
sections in relation to driver licensing, vehicle licensing and enforcement matters. Other specific
measures proposed are set out later in this section.
One of the areas where research indicates that consumers are seeking change is in the complaints
area, where customers want it to be easier to complain, trace lost property or compliment an
excellent driver. The current paper‐based method requires development into a more customer‐
friendly model.
Research also indicates a significant reliance upon the current roof sign as a primary identification of
a licensed vehicle. The current roof sign is “insecure” or uncontrolled as regards supply. It can be
easily transferred between vehicles, which can create the potential for both replication and transfer
onto unlicensed vehicles. Driver feedback indicates that compliance activity removes a high
proportion of vehicles temporarily from ranks and that “a level playing field” is required.
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Related to this, a key concern within the industry has been the opinion that the “part time operator”
enjoys a benefit over the committed full time professional and that a more identifiable taxi would be
of assistance in enhancing the overall professionalism of the industry. Given the varied fleet, a
degree of “uniform branding” would serve to better identify the licensed vehicle to the consumer,
while ensuring that the professional operator (be they full‐time or part‐time), make the same level
of investment and commitment to the industry.
While many of the areas in this report focus on the overall regulation of the industry and the needs
of consumers, the importance of driver welfare and safety is also recognised by the Review Group.
Drivers operate alone, often for long hours, sometimes in isolated areas, continually dealing with
strangers and carrying significant cash amounts at most times. These requirements do create risks
for drivers, particularly during night‐time hours and measures to mitigate these risks merit careful
consideration.
3.6.2 Actions
In response to the potential benefits identified above for consumers, a number of actions have been
developed. Many of the other actions for addressing Vehicle and Driver Licensing and Fleet
Management provide parallel consumer benefits also, e.g. improved operator controls.
Short Term Actions
Action 30:
To provide for a user‐friendly, on‐line system for consumers to submit complaints to the NTA,
reducing the need for paper forms and offering a fully traceable process. This will make the
complaints process easier to use, introduce more clarity to the process and enable complaints to be
dealt with in an efficient and timely manner.
Action 31:
It is proposed to introduce distinctive “branding” of taxis (and wheelchair accessible taxis). This
would take the form of a semi‐permanent decal (vinyl adhesive material printed with a particular
design) applied to the vehicle body, potentially to the doors on either side of the vehicle. The exact
design of the branding will be developed but may incorporate the umbrella “Transport for Ireland”
design to further link taxis to the public transport network and to the consumer portal
TransportforIreland.ie where all consumer information on taxis will reside, along with taxi identifier
signage and vehicle licence data. The branding will provide greater recognition of taxis, promote
greater professionalism of the industry and reduce the potential for unlicensed vehicles to operate
as taxis. Affordability for operators will be a key consideration in the development of this proposal.
Action 32:
It is intended, as a safety and security measure, to develop a smartphone app for driver verification
that allows consumers to self‐verify that the driver of the vehicle is the authorised driver associated
with the vehicle. It is intended that by inputting the SPSV vehicle licence number (provided on the
roof sign and on disks affixed to both the windscreen and rear screen) or the normal vehicle
registration number, the name and photograph of the driver registered to the vehicle will be
displayed on the smartphone. This also has benefits in terms of compliance monitoring.
Medium Term Actions
Action 33:
To consider the introduction of a review process within the NTA that would facilitate certain
categories of decisions, particular to an individual, to be the subject of a review procedure. Such a
process, if introduced, would be without prejudice to any other appeal rights available.
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Action 34:
To provide that industry representative groups may make a referral to the Advisory Committee on
Small Public Service Vehicles (“Advisory Committee”), established under the Taxi Regulation Act
2003, in relation to the introduction, or proposed introduction, of industry regulations. Where the
Advisory Committee considers that such regulations or proposed regulations should not be
introduced or should be revoked, it shall write to the National Transport Authority informing it of its
views and the reasons for those views. Where the National Transport Authority does not adopt the
recommendations of the Advisory Committee, the Advisory Committee shall be entitled to require
the attendance of the Chief Executive of the Authority before it to explain, on behalf of the
Authority’s Board, why its recommendations had not been adopted or to require the Board of the
Authority to provide a written statement of the reasons for that course of action.
It will continue to be the duty of the Committee to advise the Minister on the issues relevant to the
taxi sector. Accordingly, the Minister will be re‐constituting the Taxi Advisory Committee.
Action 35:
In addition a sub‐committee of the Taxi Advisory Committee will be formed to act as a forum for the
taxi sector when considering issues of particular concern to the sector. Relevant issues can therefore
receive appropriate consideration at subcommittee level before their examination in the “plenary”
Committee.
Action 36:
As a measure to increase driver safety by reducing the potential for theft, it is intended to actively
promote payment of taxi fares by debit and credit cards and, by a date to be established in
consultation with the industry, to make it a requirement of dispatch operator licences that vehicles
associated with dispatch operators must be able to operate a cashless payments system. It is also
intended to investigate the facilitation of taxi payments by the new integrated ticketing card “Leap”.
Action 37:
In recognition of driver safety issues, a consultation process will be carried out with the industry in
2012, on the possibilities and merits of introducing a requirement for the mandatory provision of
certain driver safety equipment in taxis. Potential options for consultation include:





In‐vehicle security cameras;
A partition separating the driver front seat area from the remainder of the vehicle;
A locational alert system; or
Other new technology based options.

Action 38:
Given the importance of the taxi business to the tourism sector, it is proposed that Failte Ireland in
co‐operation with taxi representative organisations develop a customer service and hospitality
course whereby SPSV drivers would be issued with certificates and stickers for their vehicles. Such an
initiative would encourage improved professionalism and would encourage visitors to use taxi
services.
The relevant equality bodies will work with the taxi representative organisations to develop equality
training for drivers.
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3.7 Fleet Management and Rental Controls
3.7.1 Background
This category addresses the area of the taxi rental industry and overall measures to ensure that the
SPSV fleet as a whole is better managed and controlled, and facilitating its better integration into the
overall public transport system. Emerging technologies are likely to be instrumental in achieving this
overall objective.
A key area of concern to the Review Group is the taxi rental market. There is no doubt that a rental
market is an on‐going requirement for the effective functioning of the overall taxi market. Vehicles
break down and require replacement while repairs are carried out. Accidents occur which require
replacement vehicles while the original vehicle is off the road. Other categories of renters such as
those who cannot afford to purchase a vehicle but who are properly trained and licensed drivers will
continue to exist.
What does not appear to be a fundamental requirement of a functioning taxi market, is the renting
of taxi plates only. The current facilitation of the renting of vehicle taxi plates has created a
considerable number of issues such as:




Limited responsibility of vehicle licence holder for vehicle condition and safety;
The perception (at least) of a poorer standard of vehicle; and
Oversight concerns over the continuous movement of licences between vehicles.

As part of the review process, consideration was given to whether permitting the rental of full
vehicle packages only would be capable of addressing the core rental needs of the industry.
Linked to the areas of driver licensing and vehicle licensing is the issue of the current lack of a linkage
between licensed drivers and licensed vehicles, which partially stems from the current separation of
those responsibilities between An Garda Síochána and the NTA. Providing such a linkage is
recognised as essential for the more effective regulation of the overall industry.
Currently insurance arrangements are only checked at licence application/renewal stage or by way
of individual compliance checks. More regular monitoring of the insurance status of licence holders
would enhance assurance of the availability of necessary insurance cover.
Aspects of the current licensing system can be time consuming for operators. Streamlining certain
aspects through the provision of on‐line service tools has the potential to provide greater
efficiencies for the industry.
The availability of rank space, particularly night‐time space at key urban locations, was recognised as
a significant problem in some areas and there is a need for consideration of additional measures to
potentially increase such provision.
Overall, it is recognised by the Review Group that technology is playing an increasing role in the
operation of the taxi industry and has the potential to offer significant benefits from both an
operational and customer perspective. The regulatory regime needs to be cognisant of the future
role of technology and provide an appropriate path to avail of the efficiencies and added value to be
achieved.
3.7.2 Actions
The intended actions relating to the area of Fleet Management and Rental Controls are set out
below. Similar to other sections, some of the proposals are cross‐category in nature. In addition,
some proposals set out in other categories may also impact and benefit the area of Fleet
Management and Rental Controls.
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Short Term Actions
Action 39:
To move towards a more professional taxi rental industry, it is proposed to prohibit the practice of
the renting of taxi licences only (i.e. without vehicle), while facilitating the continuation of “full
package” taxi rental, which includes the vehicle, complete with roof sign, taxi meter and printer.
Additional requirements will include that:






The person/entity providing the rental is tax compliant and of appropriate character;
The person/entity providing the rental has responsibility for the condition of the vehicle at
the time of rental and can only rent a vehicle in roadworthy condition;
The person/entity providing the rental also provides insurance on the vehicle for the rental
period;
The person/entity providing the rental must own both the vehicle and the SPSV licence; and
Rental agreements (in terms of who has rented the vehicle and period of rental) are notified
on‐line to the NTA database at rental commencement.

As part of the development of this proposal, consideration will be given to introducing a new licence
to operate a taxi rental business, without which it would be illegal to rent out taxis. Consideration
will be given to the encouragement of the availability of WAVs in rental fleets.
Action 40:
To put in place a system to link SPSV licensed drivers to specific SPSV licensed vehicles such that the
identification of the authorised driver of an SPSV vehicle is continually available and updated. On line
and text based updating solutions will be available to the SPSV industry to allow convenient updating
of driver changes on a particular vehicle to a central NTA database. A reporting function will allow
the licence holder to maintain their own records with ease. This proposal will facilitate and enable
other dependent actions such as the greater dissemination of driver information.
Action 41:
To introduce arrangements with the insurance industry to enable the real time monitoring and on‐
going verification of the insurance status of SPSV licence holders. Such an arrangement will provide
a greater level of assurance of the adequacy of the insurance being maintained on the relevant
vehicle and allow for licence suspensions where insurance requirements are breached.
Action42:
In order to provide a system that monitors on‐going tax compliance, it is proposed to introduce a
requirement for continuous tax compliance as a condition of SPSV licensing. In parallel with this,
new regulations would be introduced which would provide for appropriate sanctions for breaches of
such compliance. As part of the arrangements, the NTA would establish, in conjunction with
Revenue, a process of regular monitoring of on‐going tax compliance during the full driver and
vehicle licence period rather than just on the day of licensing transactions (as currently).
Action 43:
The introduction of an on‐line self‐service portal for SPSV operators that would allow more efficient
and dynamic licensing, compliance and test/inspection booking services. The benefits of an online
service model are that it would allow operators to maintain, update and track their own information
and would also provide for greater efficiencies in the delivery of SPSV licensing services.
Action 44:
To investigate, in conjunction with the relevant local authorities, the potential for the introduction of
additional “part‐time” rank space during night‐time hours at key urban locations. This could include
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the possible additional conversion of bus lanes and paid parking areas to “part‐time” taxi ranks after
a defined hour, possibly 9 p.m., which would then revert to normal use during day‐time hours. Also
the review of the relevant Road Traffic Regulations to provide for any necessary changes.

Medium Term Actions
Action 45:
This action proposes the planned migration to the use of smart (electronic) technologies in individual
SPSVs to address the current challenges in monitoring and regulating a fleet of over 20,000 vehicles;
and also to better exploit the potential to integrate the SPSV fleet into the wider public transport
system.
Developments in computing and communications technology, together with the increasing
sophistication of in‐car technology, creates opportunities to move the SPSV industry to a different
level, both in terms of interfacing with customers and in regard to efficient monitoring of regulatory
compliance.
Possible capabilities that could be considered include enhanced information availability for
customers, improved operational data collection, remote taximeter fare update capability, remote
disabling of roof sign operation, driver security monitoring features and similar functionality.
It is likely that the integration of these features into taxi technology will take place over a period of
time, on an incremental basis, and it is important that regulatory proposals in this area are
considered in the context of likely technological developments.

3.8 Rural Hackney Service
3.8.1 Background
Currently, in many rural areas there is a low level of access to a taxi or hackney service, with
numerous areas having no access at all to these transport services. While such lack of transport
provision is only one of many factors impacting on these areas, it does contribute to a level of
isolation and inaccessibility which also impacts on local economic activity.
The reasons for the poor level of access to taxis and hackneys in these rural areas almost certainly
relate to the economics of providing a taxi or hackney service in these areas. Given the level of taxis
available nationally, it is likely to be the case that if the service was commercially viable it would be
provided by the market at present. However, the limited nature of transport hiring activity in these
areas mean that sufficient volume of business to justify the placement of a taxi or conventional
hackney does not exist in many locations.
3.8.2 Actions:
The intended action suggested to address the SPSV transport in certain rural areas is set out below.
Medium Term Actions
Action 46:
It is proposed to introduce a “Local Area Hackney Licence” for rural locations meeting certain
criteria.
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The objective of the Local Area Hackney Licence is to facilitate a low cost entry to the hackney
market for transport provision in rural areas that, otherwise, would be unlikely to have such
services. Its features would include:






Limited area of operation – Area of pick up would be limited to a specified distance from a
nominated base location and the licence holder would be prohibited from plying for hire in
towns;
The need for a “Local Area Hackney Licence” must be validated by a local community or
business organisation;
Low entry cost – low licence fee and simple vehicle standards;
Drivers must be resident in local area and the requirement to sit the Skills Development
Programme under the SPSV licence is waived; and
Like all hackneys the driver will not be permitted to ply for trade on public roads or at taxi
ranks. However, the establishment of an approved “hackney stand” in an off‐street area will
be permissible, where the hackney vehicle can accept customers.
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4. Next Steps
4.1 Responsibility for Implementation
In January 2011 the Commission for Taxi Regulation was subsumed into the NTA and its statutory
responsibilities relating to the regulation of the SPSV industry were transferred to the NTA.
Accordingly, while the Review Group has identified a number of actions to address issues within the
industry, it is the responsibility of the NTA to implement the vast majority of those actions.
However, certain aspects of some actions require primary legislation to be enacted to progress those
proposals. The Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport will pursue the adoption of the
necessary primary legislation amendments in conjunction with the Office of the Parliamentary
Counsel to the Government. Responsibility for the enactment of the necessary secondary legislation
will rest with the NTA.

4.2 Key Actions
The Review Group has identified a total of forty three actions under seven sub‐categories which are
designed to address many of the problems and difficulties currently evident in the SPSV industry as
set out in Section 3.1 of this report. While all of the proposals will effect beneficial change in the
industry, certain of the measures have particular significance and effect as follows:
In the driver and vehicle licensing areas, the introduction of continuous tax compliance
checking, together with comprehensive information exchange with Revenue and the
Department of Social Protection (Actions 1, 2, 8, 9 and 40) will enable effective action to be
taken against those SPSV licence holders who operate in violation of the relevant rules in
these areas.
In the area of enforcement there will be an expansion of fixed penalty offences available for
use by Gardaí, more effective collaboration between the NTA and the Gardaí and the
introduction of a system of penalty points. (Actions 21, 24 and 29)
The reform of the taxi rental arrangements (Action 37), while continuing to permit the “full
package” taxi rental market, will facilitate and encourage a more professional taxi rental
market, addressing a key area of concern under the current arrangements.
Introducing the requirement for “branding” of taxi vehicles (Action 31) through semi‐
permanent markings applied to the vehicle body, will provide greater recognition of taxis,
promote greater professionalism of the industry and reduce the potential for unlicensed
vehicles to operate as taxis.
In the area of mandatory disqualification of persons who have been convicted of certain
serious offences from holding SPSV licences, Action 22 provides for the bringing into
operation of an amended Section 36 of the Taxi Regulation Act 2003, which was enacted
several years ago but was never given full statutory effect. An amended provision will
enable an updated code to be introduced.
In the area of taxi vehicle licences, the current anomaly whereby taxi licences issued prior to
the 1st January 2009 can be sold or transferred on one occasion, will be addressed under
Action 14. This provides for a prohibition on the transferability of taxi vehicle licences such
that, after 1st October 2012, all taxi vehicle licences will be unique to the person to whom
the licence has been issued and cannot be transferred or sold to another individual. This will
bring taxi licences into accord with wheelchair accessible taxi licences, wheelchair accessible
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hackney licences, hackney licences and limousine licences, all of which are non‐
transferrable.
As regards certain consumer measures, such as websites, smartphone applications, and new
complaints processes an awareness campaign will be undertaken to inform consumers as to
the impact of these new initiatives and how they can be utilised by consumers.

4.3 Timescale
The implementation process is intended to commence immediately following the publication of this
report and its consideration by the various parties involved in the industry. The process of delivery
of the various measures will be planned and managed by the NTA, in consultation with the other
relevant parties.
The measures which have been identified as short‐term are intended to be implemented in full
during 2012. These will be delivered on a phased basis throughout the year, with some of the
measures being introduced early in the year and others, requiring more development, coming on‐
stream later in the year. There are inter‐dependencies between several of the proposals, such that
it is necessary for one action to be implemented in order for a subsequent action to be delivered.
An example of this is Action 32 – a smartphone applications for driver verification that allows
consumers to self‐verify that the driver of the vehicle is the authorised driver associated with the
vehicle. Prior to introducing this capability, it will be necessary that Action 37, providing for the
linking of SPSV licensed drivers to specific SPSV licensed vehicles, is completed and operational.
The actions categorised as medium‐term will require a longer period to implement, i.e. after 2012,
due to their nature, complexity or requirement for multi‐agency interfaces. However, it is intended
that work on the delivery of these proposals will also commence in early 2012.

4.4 Development of Actions
Many of the actions identified in this report have been assessed at a high level only at this stage.
Significant additional work is required to develop the complete details of each individual proposal
and to establish the full parameters of the operation of the particular proposal. This will be
undertaken as an integral part of the implementation process for each action.
The use of technology has enormous potential in the taxi sector. In terms of website information and
proposals involving website development, it is intended to consolidate all such development under
one website portal‐ transportforireland.ie, avoiding multiple and potentially confusing partial
services. Similarly, to the extent practicable, it is intended to consolidate all smartphone
applications under one application. The overall aim will be to integrate information dissemination
and to facilitate its easier availability to consumers.

4.5 Future State of Industry
The implementation of the measures set out in this report will establish a revised framework
governing the taxi industry. That revised framework is expected to deliver a significantly greater
level of compliance throughout the overall industry, improve and streamline the regulatory regime
for driver and vehicle licence holders and provide an enhanced degree of professionalism in the
industry. Customers of the service will also benefit from greater transparency and information
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availability in the licensing system, together with other measures that address quality issues and
improve access to wheelchair accessible taxis.

4.6 Reports on Implementation
The NTA will update the Taxi Advisory Committee on progress on the implementation of actions on a
quarterly basis. The first report will be prepared in respect of the quarter to end March 2012. The
NTA will also report on the progress on implementation of the Review in its Annual Reports.
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Appendix I – Review Group Terms of Reference

1.

Whether the existing licensing system ensures an appropriate balance of the interests of
consumers and drivers through an adequate supply of taxi services at reasonable cost to the
consumer.

2.

Compare or benchmark taxi services in Ireland and other comparable jurisdictions, to include
the cost to consumers of taxi services and to consider how greater flexibility in price can be
achieved.

3.

The encouragement of professional SPSV drivers, who can be rewarded fairly for taxi services
to consumers.

4.

Whether any changes are necessary to existing regulatory policies or practices to secure
appropriate standards in the supply of taxi services to passengers including persons with
reduced mobility and disabled persons.

5.

The enhancement of the roles and deployment of the National Transport Authority (NTA) and
Gardaí in enforcing the licensing of taxi drivers and vehicles with a particular focus on the
major role that Gardaí must play in association with the NTA.

6.

The powers of authorised enforcement officers and the Gardaí, in particular, to detect
penalise and prosecute persons in breach of regulations relating to driver and vehicle
standards.

7.

Enhanced systems to prevent persons with serious criminal convictions or who are engaging
in suspected criminal activity, tax evasion or social welfare fraud from entering, or operating
in, the taxi trade,

8.

Taking account of the current NTA review of appropriate vehicle standards to assess
appropriate vehicle standards to be pursued in future, as underpinned by robust NCT
roadworthiness testing.

9.

Examine procedure and practices for the renting and transfer of taxi licences and safeguards
necessary in the interests of passenger safety and prevention of fraudulent and criminal
behaviour.

10. The scope for ensuring that taxi drivers operate safe working hours through improved
regulation and enforcement.
11. To recommend how best discussion between regulatory authorities and taxi providers can be
facilitated taking account of the existing role and structure of the statutory Taxi Advisory
Committee.
12. Any other matter relevant to the improvement of the quality and standards of taxi services in
Ireland.
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Introduction
This report is submitted to the Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport by Indecon International
Economic Consultants. The report concerns an economic analysis of the taxi market in Ireland and forms an
input to the Taxi Regulation Review.
The background to this analysis is a commitment given in the Programme for Government 2011‐2014 to
review and update the regulation of taxis. In line with this commitment, Mr Alan Kelly TD, Minister of State,
announced on 8th June 2011 the establishment of a Taxi Regulation Review.1 The review is designed to
enable the necessary further reforms of the sector to allow consumers to have confidence in the taxi
system, while also ensuring that legitimate and competent operators and drivers can be rewarded fairly by
operating under a regulatory framework that is adequately enforced.
This independent report focuses on the following specific aspects:
 An analysis of the balance of supply and demand of small public service vehicle (‘SPSV’) services to
consumers;
 On the basis of that analysis, to advise on whether there is an “oversupply” of SPSV services;
 If there is an oversupply, to advise on what strategies should be considered to deal with identified
imbalances in both urban and rural areas;
 Potential interventions to achieve economies of scale through the use of dispatch operators and
technology;
 Benchmarking/comparison of the cost and quality of taxi services in Ireland and other jurisdictions;
and
 What changes, if any, are desirable to the current regulatory framework for the regulation of SPSV
services, to ensure the supply of efficient and cost effective SPSV services to the consumer?

Analysis of Demand and Supply of SPSV Services
A detailed analysis was undertaken in relation to the demand and supply of SPSV services. The key findings
are as follows:
 Demand for SPSV services has fallen very significantly in line with a general fall in consumer
expenditure;
 While it is difficult to measure the level of demand with precision, estimates presented in this
report indicate that overall aggregate demand is likely to be in the range of 67‐74 million trips per
annum, but some estimates suggest higher levels. Our base case, however, suggests a figure of 67
million trips. This compares with an estimated 100 million trips per annum at the peak in 2008.
 A summary of the estimated trends in taxi demand is presented in the table overleaf. Based on the
evidence, the analysis suggests that overall demand for SPSV services may have fallen by
approximately 33% since 2008.
1

Subsequently, on 24th June 2011, a Steering Group was appointed to oversee the review.
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Summary of Trends in Estimated Demand for SPSVs at National Level
Year

Estimation Methodology
Estimates based on Consumer
Surveys

2005

77

2008

2010
Est.
Million Trips Per Annum
100

74

2011
Est.

67

2005‐
2011

‐13.5%

2008‐
2011
% Change
‐33.4%

2010‐
2011

‐9.7%

Source: Indecon analysis

 The demand for SPSVs displays distinct peaks within the week and within days, with Fridays and
Saturdays accounting for 60% of demand.
 The number of licensed SPSVs currently stands at 24,123, which represents a decline from the level
of 27,429 evident at the peak and compares with 21,888 in 2005. The percentage monthly entry
rates into the sector have dropped considerably in the last two years. Recent figures show the
decline in the number of SPSVs has continued, most notably in terms of a reduction in hackney
numbers.
 Estimating the levels of new entry and exit from the taxi industry is complicated by the ability of
current incumbents to transfer licences to potential new entrants. One licence transfer creates one
exit and one entry. Transfers lead to significantly higher levels of churning than would otherwise
occur in the absence of such transfers. Regulatory change has meant that the level of taxi license
transfers has dropped considerably.

Assessment of Balance of Market Demand and Supply
The analysis in this report indicates that the significant falls evident over the last 3‐4 years in relation to the
demand for SPSV services have not been matched by a corresponding level of exit from the sector and this
has led to an oversupply of SPSV vehicles. This is not surprising as there is likely to be lagged effects in any
adjustments in supply. The following observations from our analysis are highlighted:
 The level of oversupply is influenced by the impact of non‐compliant operators in the sector and by
the low levels of exit from the industry. This is due to the lack of alternative employment
opportunities and by the need for individuals to attempt to recoup investment costs even on a
marginal cost basis. Low levels of exit may also be influenced in part by perceptions that taxi
licences may increase in value if restrictions on entry are introduced.
 Given the available data, it is not possible for government agencies or consultants to derive
definitive estimates of the precise level of oversupply as this will vary by region, location, and time
of day. It will also depend on the level of public transport available. It should also be noted that
previous attempts to centrally evaluate precise levels of supply and demand in the SPSV market
have often led to major policy mistakes.
 The evidence, however, indicates that both consumers and dispatch operators believe that there is
a significant oversupply of taxi vehicles. This view is more pronounced when consumers are
disaggregated between urban and rural areas, with higher levels of oversupply suggested in Dublin
and other major centres.
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 New survey evidence presented in this report indicates that over half of all consumers surveyed
believed that there were too many taxis on the streets. 31% of consumers felt there were too
many taxis and 21% felt that there were far too many (see figure below).

Consumer Views on Supply of Taxis

 The figure below shows the number of new licences issued since the late 1990s. The number of
new licences peaked in 2007 and has fallen significantly in recent times. This is due to changes in
the regulatory regime in addition to macroeconomic factors.

Historical Data on Number of New SPSV Licences – 1998‐2010

Source: NTA

 The table overleaf describes the recent movements in the number of taxis/SPSVs, highlighting the
decline in vehicle numbers since 2008. A particular issue concerns the number of Wheelchair
Accessible Vehicles (WAVs) and the issuing of new licences has been modified to reflect a need for
increased provision of such vehicles within the SPSV fleet.
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Recent Movements in Number of Taxis/SPSVs, 2008‐2011
August
2008

August
2010

August
2011

Change ‐
2008‐2010

% Change

Change ‐
2010‐2011

% Change

Taxi

19,271

19,213

18,238

‐58

‐0.3%

‐975

‐5.1%

Hackney

4,896

4,041

3,404

‐855

‐17.5%

‐637

‐15.8%

Limousine

1,338

1,226

1,200

‐112

‐8.4%

‐26

‐2.1%

WAV

1,587

1,484

1,278

‐103

‐6.5%

‐206

‐13.9%

Total

27,092

25,964

24,120

‐1,128

‐4.2%

‐1,844

‐7.1%

Year

Source: NTA

 Despite the limitations to any estimates of the level of oversupply, it is useful to provide some
illustrative figures based on using a number of alternative methodologies. The weaknesses in these
approaches should be noted and caution is advised in relation to the estimates. The estimation is
sensitive to the choice of methodology used and all involve some judgments and assumptions
concerning the supply and demand balance. The results presented below indicate that the level of
oversupply has increased significantly in recent years, reflecting significant falls in demand. On a
national level, oversupply is estimated to be in the range of 13‐22% of the current SPSV fleet. There
is also some anecdotal evidence of shortages of taxis in rural areas, particularly in areas where
public transport is not comprehensive.

Indicative Estimates of Potential Oversupply of SPSVs
Estimation Methodology

Estimates of Oversupply
of SPSVs

% of Existing Licences

Assuming Ratio of SPSV to trips in 2005 represents balance
of supply

4,899

20.3

Estimates based on International norms

3,755

16.0

Estimates based on Consumer Surveys

3,184

13.2

Estimates Based on survey of Taxi Dispatch Companies

5,307

22.0

Source: Indecon analysis

 As a result of the oversupply, there are currently low utilisation rates, which appear unsustainable
from the perspective that minimum levels of income are not being achieved by many taxi drivers.
 The level of oversupply is such that market forces on their own will not address this oversupply in
the short term unless there is enhanced enforcement of regulatory requirements.
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 In particular, results from a limited survey of a number of major taxi dispatch operators suggest a
substantial fall in cab utilisation rates, from a reported mean of 56% in 2009 to 40% in 2011 (see
table overleaf).

Taxi Dispatch Operators ‐ Cab Utilisation Rates
Details/Statistics

2009

2010

2011

Mean

56%

46%

40%

Median

55%

45%

38%

Source: Indecon confidential survey of Taxi Dispatch Operators

We also considered the balance between the demand for WAVs and their supply across the country. Recent
policy intervention has aimed to improve the uptake/provision of these types of vehicles. However, there
has been very little new entry of WAVs. Indecon estimates that there is a requirement for wheelchair
accessible SPSVs to serve approximately 21,800 persons with a disability, based on 2011 estimates. Also of
interest is the fact that the research with dispatch operators indicates that only about 16% of the usage of
such vehicles is for people with a disability who require a WAV. New research undertaken as part of this
study also found that 2% of households surveyed who use taxi services required a wheelchair accessible
vehicle.

Impact of Level of Oversupply
The extent of oversupply which currently exists in the Irish taxi/SPSV market has economic consequences
both for taxi operators and for wider society. The low levels of utilisation in the sector mean that it is
difficult for drivers to earn an adequate income and this can lead to drivers working very long hours and in
some cases over the maximum permitted levels. It also results in higher emissions and constrains the ability
of taxi owners to invest in their vehicles. A major negative impact of the level of oversupply is the
congestion on road networks in major cities and towns at peak periods. In this context it is clear that
sufficient ranks or parking spaces are not available to handle the level of taxis operating at peak periods.

International benchmarking of prices and quality
International comparisons suggest that prices for taxis appear to be somewhat above average in Ireland
relative to other countries. This does not, however, imply high incomes for taxi drivers as this is influenced
by the level of utilisation of vehicles. Incomes are also influenced by the underlying cost base in the Irish
economy. The results are also likely to be impacted by recent discounting in the Irish taxi market. Even
without any adjustment for discounting, the price of taxis is in line with the expectations for taxi fares given
other factors, such as wages, population density and unemployment. A predictive model of taxi fares across
jurisdictions developed by Indecon indicated that Irish fares are about 1.5% above the predicted value—in
other words, according to our modelling fares are very similar to what one would expect given levels of
wages, employment and population density.
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Overall, quality of service for Irish taxis appears to be fairly good in Ireland. This does not, however, suggest
that standards are consistently high or that standards have not declined, or that there is no room for
improvement, but overall the taxi experience is positive. A challenge for policymakers will be to ensure
regulatory policy incentivises ongoing investment in standards and this may be difficult to achieve until
utilisation levels increase in the sector. This is particularly relevant given that only 4% of SPSVs are 3 years
old or less and the share of the fleet which is over 10 years in age has also increased. This has
environmental as well as potential safety and comfort implications.
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Economies of Scale in SPSV Services
There are some indications that scale economies exist in the taxi market. A social optimum is found when
the cost of additional consumer waiting is equated with the cost of decreased utilisation rates. The main
source of scale economies is likely to be in dispatch efficiencies and utilization rates. Anecdotal evidence
from some companies suggests that large operators are investing in integrated dispatch optimisation
software using GPS and advance cost‐minimisation algorithms.
The evidence suggests that scale economies (measured in terms of total cost savings) may be achieved by
grouping taxis into relatively modest size groups. To demonstrate this, we constructed a dispatch simulation
model, which minimized the sum of distance travelled by taxis within a dispatch group to pick up randomly
assigned customers. The total distance‐related cost was compared to the non‐optimized dispatch with no
groups (e.g., each taxi assigned a customer at a random location) and the result supports the view that scale
economies exist. The achievement of economies of scale has potential benefits in terms of improved
service, higher utilisation rates and lower emissions.

Recommendations
Indecon outlines in the table overleaf a number of issues which we believe should be addressed to respond
to the current position in the Irish taxi market.
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Recommendations
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Effective enforcement programmes are needed to ensure standards are met and to prevent unfair competition
from non‐compliant drivers. This in our view should include effective sanctions for breach of regulations.
A differential regulatory approach should be considered for major urban centres and for rural areas where there
are likely to be very different supply and demand balances. There may also be merit in community initiatives to
support taxis in rural areas, possibly with government assistance. The differential regulatory approach for rural
areas should focus on ways of assisting entry into rural markets where there is a shortage of supply. This might
require differential entry conditions for rural areas.
Initiatives to produce credible market information on the extent of low incomes and low taxi utilisation in the
sector should be implemented and highlighted to discourage uninformed new entrants to the sector. In providing
increased market information, it would be beneficial to ensure that potential entrants have accurate information
about possible earnings in the sector. Information on utilisation rates and earnings with dispatch firms might also
be beneficial for existing as well as potential entrants.
Additional action is needed in major cities to accommodate the requirement for taxi ranks and parking areas.
Consideration should be given to further restrictions on private car parking in selected areas in the evenings at
peak times and to releasing these spaces for exclusive taxi usage. The feasibility of smart ranks within this context
should be also examined. There is also a need for improved technology to detect vacant spaces at ranks, including
camera technologies and mobile phone apps. This is important as it will not be feasible to supply sufficient
additional ranks to meet the number of taxi cabs on the road at peak periods.
Policymakers should ensure that no action is taken which disincentivises appropriate exit from the sector and
certainty on future regulatory policy is important in this regard. As there are very low levels of entry, the key issue
in addressing the oversupply imbalance concerns exit from the sector, either through removing non‐compliant
operators or by facilitating other means of exit.
New initiatives should be introduced to improve access to Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles (WAVs) for individuals
with disabilities. Policies which merit consideration in this context include: (i) Centralised telephone/online
numbers for WAVs, (ii) Service Level Agreements with targets for WAV responses for major dispatch companies,
(iii) Differential price discounting policies for WAVs, and (iv) Improved information of use of WAVs.
To improve enforcement of standards, consideration should be given to changes in taxi licences for dispatch
operators to require companies to be responsible for standards of drivers and vehicles, including where rental of
licences apply. There may also be merit in a new form of fleet‐based licensing for larger operators, to include
responsibilities for the supply of WAVs.
Indecon does not recommend any major interventions to directly achieve economies of scale in the taxi sector
through the use of dispatch operators and technology. However, it is important that any regulatory reforms
which are introduced facilitate and support the operation of dispatch companies. There may also be merit in
considering ways to encourage co‐operation between dispatch operators and R+D incentives for investment in
advanced technology systems may be appropriate. Indecon are not recommending mandatory participation in
dispatch companies and there are a number of ways that efficiencies can be delivered including the use of
technologies by independent operators.
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Introduction and Background

1.1

Introduction

This report is submitted to the Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport by Indecon
International Economic Consultants. The report concerns an economic analysis of the taxi market
in Ireland and forms an input to the issues which are being addressed within the context of the
Taxi Regulation Review.

1.2

Background and Context

The background to this analysis is that a commitment was given in the Programme for
Government 2011‐2014 to review and update the regulation of taxis. In line with this
commitment, Mr Alan Kelly TD, Minister of State, announced on 8th June 2011 the establishment
of a Taxi Regulation Review.2 The review is designed to enable the necessary further reforms of
the sector to allow consumers to have confidence in the taxi system while also ensuring that
legitimate and competent operators and drivers can be rewarded fairly by operating under a
regulatory framework that is adequately enforced. The review allows for consultation with all
stakeholders, including dispatch operators, drivers and consumers, as well as regulatory and
enforcement agencies.

1.3

Terms of Reference

To facilitate the work of the Review Steering Group, the Department commissioned Indecon to
undertake an economic analysis of the Small Public Service Vehicle (SPSV) market. This report
therefore inputs to the wider review in relation to the following specific aspects:
 An analysis of the balance of supply and demand of SPSV services to consumers;
 On the basis of that analysis, to advise on whether there is an “oversupply” of SPSV
services;
 If there is an oversupply, what strategies should be considered to deal with identified
imbalances in both urban and rural areas;
 Potential interventions to achieve economies of scale through the use of dispatch
operators and technology;
 Benchmarking/comparison of the cost and quality of taxi services in Ireland and other
jurisdictions; and
 What changes, if any, are desirable to the current regulatory framework for the regulation
of SPSV services, to ensure the supply of efficient and cost effective SPSV services to the
consumer?
2

Subsequently, on 24th June 2011, a Steering Group was appointed to oversee the review.
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1.4

Overview of Existing Regulatory Regime

Prior to examining the specific issues within the terms of reference, it is instructive to set the
context by briefly describing the key features of and developments in the regulatory regime for
SPSVs which operate in Ireland.3
The taxi/SPSV industry in Ireland has undergone significant changes in the last decade in terms of
the regulatory framework governing the industry. Most notably, the industry has moved from one
where, prior to 2000, entry to the taxi market was substantially restricted4, to a market where
entry was fully liberalised, and the current model involving no new licences except for Wheelchair
Accessible Vehicles (WAVs), control of maximum fares and qualitative regulation of vehicles and
drivers. A brief timeline of the significant events in the regulation of the SPSV market is as follows:
 1980s: Restrictions on entry into the taxi market and no restrictions into the hackney
market; low levels of demand apparent.
 1990s: Restrictions in place; periodic issuing of licences; serious supply issues apparent by
the end of the 1990s.
o

The restrictions also acted as a disincentive to exit from the sector. This was reflected in
the rapid increase in the market value of taxi licences.

 1999: Proposal to increase supply in the Dublin area by issuing extra licence to existing
holders and granting an additional 500 new licences.
o

These proposals were subject to a legal challenge by the hackney drivers.

 2000: High Court5 rules in favour of the hackney drivers.
o

As a result of this, the Minister introduced regulations in late 2000 which allowed any
suitably qualified person to obtain a taxi licence.

 2001‐2004: Full liberalisation period. The number of SPSV vehicles rises form 13,637 in
2000 to 20,744 by the end of 2004. The upward trend was even more pronounced in
Dublin with 6,275 SPSVs operating in 2000 becoming 10,471 by 2004.
 September 2004: Establishment of the Commission for Taxi Regulation.
 2006: Introduction of a national taximeter area to replace the previous 34 independent
taximeter areas.
 On‐going: Various qualitative measures introduced aimed at improving quality of service
and minimising negative impacts on society.
 June 2010: Due to a lack of Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles (WAVs), the issuing of new
licences was confined to WAVs and limousines. This currently remains in place.

3

Further details in relation to the various regulatory changes which have taken place in the SPSV industry
over the last thirty years are presented in chapter 2.
4
No restrictions applied in the case of entry to the hackney market.
5
Judicial Review. Record No. 38, JR/2000. Christopher Humphrey and Others v the Minister for the
Environment and Local Government, the Attorney General and Others. October 2000
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 June 2010: The regulations were modified such that taxis that were registered before June
2010 could only transfer their vehicle once after this date. All new licenses issued were
non‐transferable.
 September 2011: Grant scheme for WAVs. Maximum available grant of €15,000.
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1.5

Methodology

The analysis and assessment presented in this report was designed to address the terms of
reference as set out above. A schematic summary of the components of the methodological
approach and work programme applied is provided in the figure below.

Figure 1.1: Methodological Approach and Work Programme

Source: Indecon
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1.5.1 Consultations and primary research
Consultations
An extensive programme of consultations and new primary research was conducted to inform the
analysis and assessment in this report.
In relation to consultations, the work programme entailed engagement with the following
stakeholders/organisations:
 Minister for State, Mr Alan Kelly T.D.;
 Senior officials in the Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport;
 Senior officials in the National Transport Authority, including the Taxi Regulation
Directorate;
 Dublin City Council;
 Competition Authority;
 Irish Tourist Industry Confederation;
 Irish Hotels Federation;
 Dublin City Business Association;
 Disability Federation of Ireland; and
 Transport Research Institute, Edinburgh Napier University.

In addition, the assessment has benefited from inputs provided by a number of industry
representative organisations and individual operators, including:
 SIPTU Taxi Branch;
 Taxi Alliance of Ireland;
 Irish Taxi Drivers Federation;
 Cork Taxi Drivers Association;
 Capital Taxi Association;
 Newbridge & District Taxi Association; and
 Submissions from individual SPSV/taxi drivers.

The above consultations also took account of the findings from the wider public consultation
programme undertaken by the Taxi Regulation Review Steering Group. A total of 159 written
submissions were received from a wide range of stakeholders including individual members of the
public as part of this wider process. Copies of selected relevant individual submissions were
provided to Indecon on a confidential basis for the purpose of this assessment.
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Primary research
In addition to leveraging the existing research, this study involved the completion of important
new primary research. Specifically, to enable the identification of the most up‐to‐date picture
regarding the operation of the SPSV market, the following tailored research was undertaken:
 A confidential survey of taxi dispatch operators, conducted by Indecon; and
 An omnibus survey of the general adult population – Taxi Usage and Attitude Survey –
conducted by RED C for the Taxi Regulation Directorate.

1.5.2 Data/information utilisation and constraints
Reflecting the nature of demand and supply of SPSV services, addressing the terms of reference
for this study has required the integration of data and information from a range of sources.
In relation to the supply of SPSV services, the analysis utilises data provided to Indecon by the Taxi
Regulation Directorate on the following aspects:
 The stock of SPSV licenses by vehicle type and by county;
 The numbers of new SPSV licenses issued by vehicle type and county;
 The number of transferred and surrendered SPSV licenses by vehicle type and location;
 The age distribution of SPSVs;
 The number of SPSV licensed drivers;
 The number of registered SPSV dispatch operators; and
 The findings from the Survey of Taxi Drivers conducted in July 2010 and comparisons with
previous survey of drivers undertaken in 2008 (within the context of the 2009 economic
review).
In respect of the demand for/usage of SPSV services, the following data provided by the Taxi
Regulation Directorate:
 Results from RED C SPSV Usage and Attitude Survey, October 2011;
 Results from RED C SPSV Usage and Attitude Survey, June 2010;
 Red C Tourist Survey, August 2010;
 RED C Business Survey, December 2010;
 RED C Consumer Survey Fare Review, July 2010;
 Galway and Shannon Airports Mystery Shopping surveys, 2009;
 Copy of previous 2009 report on Economic Review of the Small Public Service Vehicle
Industry;
 Data on Consumer Complaints and Enforcement and Legal statistics; and
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 Data on Skills Development Test results.
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The above data/information was integrated with additional datasets collated separately by
Indecon. These included data from the following sources:
 Central Statistics Office (CSO) datasets, including:
o

Census of Population, including detailed county‐level data from 2011 and 2006
censuses;

o

CSO data on Retail Sales developments;

o

CSO National Accounts data on expenditure on transport services (aggregate
data);

 Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport data on developments in public transport
usage; and
 CSO/Fáilte Ireland data on overseas tourism visits to Ireland.

1.6

Structure of Report

The remainder of this report is structured as follows:
 Section 2 presents an analysis of the demand for SPSV services, looking at the recent
trends in consumer demand and the evidence from primary research on the patterns of
usage of SPSVs;
 Section 3 presents an analysis of the supply of SPSV services and assesses the recent
developments in relation to the supply of SPSVs by type and location (including the supply
of Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles), the numbers of drivers by location, the age of the SPSV
fleet, the structure of supply, including the numbers and utilisation of dispatch operators,
and the characteristics of SPSV drivers in terms of working patterns and earnings;
 Section 3 sets out a number of elements of comparison with taxi markets internationally,
including in relation to the supply of taxis and the relationship between taxi supply and
other economic variables influencing the demand for taxi services;
 Section 5 expands on and integrates the findings from the analysis of demand and supply
by examining a range of indicators with the objective of reaching a judgment regarding the
possible presence of oversupply in the SPSV market in Ireland;
 Section 6 presents a benchmarking of SPSV services in Ireland vis‐à‐vis other jurisdictions
by reference to a number of indicators of cost and quality of service;
 Section 7 examines the specific issue of economies of scale in the SPSV market and
considers whether such economies can be increased with associated benefits for
consumers and operators; and
 Section 8 integrates the findings from the detailed analysis and assessment undertaken in
the preceding chapters to summarise overall conclusions and to identify recommendations
to address the issues highlighted.
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Analysis of Demand for SPSV Services

2.1

Introduction

This chapter presents an analysis of the demand for SPSV services, looking at the recent trends in
demand. It is important to recognise that demand levels are likely to vary by type and location of
user as well as over time. There is, however, an absence of detailed data on the movements in the
level of demand for SPSV services and it is therefore necessary to assess demand by combining
information in relation to wider economic drivers with survey research.

2.2

Trends in Demand – Wider Economic Developments

In considering the movements in the demand for SPSV services, it is useful to firstly place this
within the context of the overall changes in a number of economic factors which may impact on or
are likely to be closely associated with the demand for SPSVs. These are assessed below in the
context of the severe recession which has led to a substantial decline in economic output and
domestic demand in the Irish economy since 2008.
2.2.1 Overall Consumer Spending
The movements in demand for taxi/SPSV services are likely to be closely correlated with the trends
in consumer spending in the economy. The figure below depicts the recent trends in the volume
of personal consumption and, within this, the level of spending on transport services.
Figure 2.1: Personal Consumption of Transport Services ‐ % Change in Volume ‐ 2008‐2010
Operation of Personal Transport Equipment

Public Transport Services

Total Personal Consumption of Goods and
Services

0.0%

‐2.0%
‐2.7%
‐4.0%
‐4.4%
‐6.0%

‐8.0%

‐7.6%

‐10.0%

2006‐2010 ‐ % Change in Volume

‐10.4%

2008‐2010 ‐ % Change in Volume

‐12.0%

‐14.0%

‐13.7%
‐15.2%

‐16.0%

Source: CSO, National Accounts
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The analysis indicates that overall personal consumption of goods and services declined by 7.6% in
volume terms between 2008 and 2010. However, spending on transport experienced a noticeably
sharper fall. In particular, personal spending on public transport services fell by 15.2% between
2008 and 2011, while the volume of spending on the operation of transport equipment dropped
by 10.4% over this period.
2.2.2 Retail Sales
Figure 2.2 below describes the recent trends in the volume of retail sales in Ireland, focussing on
selected relevant components. The data indicate that overall retail sales volumes declined by 14%
between 2006 and 2011 and by over 10% between 2008 and 2011. The sharp drop in retail sales
volumes has been particularly severe in the bars/licensed premises sector, which has experienced
a decrease in sales of almost 27% since 2008. Another sector which has suffered from the
contraction in consumer demand is the sale of food, beverages and tobacco (which includes
restaurant‐ and hotel‐related sales of foods and beverages), which has seen a decline in sales
volumes of 12% since 2008 and almost 14% since 2006. The movements in retail sales in these
sectors are likely to be correlated with leisure‐based demand for taxis/SPSV services.

Figure 2.2: Retail Sales ‐ Selected Components ‐ % Changes in Sales Volumes
All Retail Businesses

Bars

Retail Sale of Food, Beverages and Tobacco

0%

‐5%
‐5.7%

‐10%
‐10.2%

‐15%

‐14%

‐14%

‐20%
% Change ‐ 2006‐2011
% Change ‐ 2008‐2011
‐25%
‐26.6%

‐30%
‐31%

‐35%

Source: CSO, Retail Sales Index (Base January 2005 = 100, % changes based on figures for August in each year)
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The figure below further highlights the decline in consumer demand as a result of the economic
recession when looked at in value terms (i.e. taking into account the movements in volumes as
well as prices). Overall retail sales fell by 17.5% in value terms between 2008 and 2011, while
sales in bars have dropped by 28.1% over this period. The value of retail sales of food, beverages
and tobacco has fallen by 12% since 2008.

Figure 2.3: Retail Sales ‐ Selected Components ‐ % Changes in Sales Values
All Retail Businesses

Bars

Retail Sale of Food, Beverages and Tobacco

0.0%

‐5.0%

‐10.0%
‐12.0%
‐13.8%

‐15.0%

% Change ‐ 2006‐2011
‐17.5%

% Change ‐ 2008‐2011

‐20.0%
‐20.1%

‐25.0%

‐27.1%
‐28.1%

‐30.0%

Source: CSO, Retail Sales Index (Base: January 2005=100)

2.2.3 Overseas visitors to Ireland
Another indicator which forms a component of demand for SPSV/taxi services is the number of
tourist visitors to Ireland. The figure overleaf describes the recent movements in the overall
number of overseas visitors to Ireland. The analysis indicates that the number of overseas visitors
fell by 21.7% between 2006 and 2010 and by 23% over the period 2008 to 2010.
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Figure 2.4: Recent Trends in Number of Overseas Visitors to Ireland ‐ % Change in Visitor
Numbers 2006‐2010 and 2008‐2010
% Change ‐ 2006‐2010

% Change ‐ 2008‐2010

‐21.0%

‐21.5%

‐21.7%

‐22.0%

‐22.5%

‐23.0%

‐23.0%

‐23.5%

Source: CSO

2.2.4 Public transport usage
It is also useful to examine the changes in the level of demand for/usage of other alternative
modes of transport. The figure overleaf outlines the recent trends in the usage of selected public
transport services. Caution is required in the interpretation of these figures, as the level of
demand for public transport services will reflect a range of factors, including the socio‐economic
profile of passengers, which may differ from that of users of SPSV/taxi services. However, based
on figures pertaining to Dublin Bus, Irish Rail and Bus Éireann, the overall level of public transport
demand (measured by the annual number of passengers using services provided by these
operators), declined by over 16% between 2008 and 2010. Within this total, Dublin Bus
experienced a fall of almost 19% between 2008 and 2010 in the demand for its services, while Irish
Rail DART and Suburban services saw declines in passenger numbers of almost 15% over the same
period. A fall in commuter numbers as the number of persons in employment has declined has
contributed to the decline in public transport services, particularly in urban areas. There is also
likely to have been a switch in demand from taxis to public transport usage as incomes have fallen.
This would suggest the decline in demand for taxis may be greater than the decline in public
transport usage.
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Figure 2.5: Recent Trends in Public Transport Usage ‐ % Change in Annual Passenger Numbers
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‐15.5%
‐25.7%
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‐18.7%
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‐17.1%
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‐14.7%
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‐8.0%

‐5.0%

% Change ‐ 2008‐2010
% Change ‐ 2006‐2010

‐30.0%

Source: Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport and National Transport Authority

2.2.5 Labour market developments
An important factor contributing to the recent sharp contraction in the demand for taxis and in
overall consumer demand in the Irish economy has been the rapid deterioration in the labour
market. The figure overleaf presents the change in the number of persons in employment, based
on data from the CSO’s Quarterly National Household Survey. The overall number of persons in
employment across the State fell by over 15% between the first quarter of 2008 and the first
quarter of 2011, and by 11.3% since the first quarter of 2006. A steeper decline in employment
has occurred in the Dublin region, where the number of persons at work has declined by 17% since
2008.
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Figure 2.6: Recent Labour Market Trends – Number of Persons in Employment by Region ‐ %
Change 2006‐2011 and 2008‐2011*
State

Border

Midland

West

Dublin

Mid‐East

Mid‐West

South‐East

South‐West

0.0%

‐2.5%

‐2.0%

‐4.0%

‐6.0%

‐12.0%
‐15.3%

‐15.6%

‐11.3%
‐12.8%

‐13.6%

‐13.0%

‐13.4%

‐17.0%

% Change ‐ 2008‐2011

‐18.4%

‐20.0%

% Change ‐ 2006‐2011

‐16.6%

‐18.0%

‐15.1%

‐14.0%

‐16.0%

‐12.7%

‐11.3%

‐12.0%

‐10.5%

‐10.0%

‐12.0%

‐9.3%

‐8.0%

Source: CSO, Quarterly National Household Survey
* Note: Percentage changes are based on data for persons aged 15+ in employment in the first quarter of each year

The reversal in employment since the onset of recession in 2008 has led to a sharp rise in
unemployment. This is evidenced by the movements in the size of the Live Register shown in the
figure overleaf. The number of persons signing on the Live Register has increased by 187% across
the State between September 2006 and September 2011. In Dublin, the number of unemployed
persons has increased by 169%, while a number of rural counties have experienced rates of
increase in the Live Register substantially above 200% over this period.
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Figure 2.7: Recent Labour Market Trends – Number of Persons on Live Register by County ‐ %
Change 2006‐2011
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Source: CSO, Live Register data

2.2.6 Summary
A number of economic indicators highlight the wider context for assessing the recent movements
in the demand for SPSV services in Ireland. The substantial decline in employment and the sharp
increase in unemployment have led to a contraction in aggregate incomes and have undermined
consumer confidence. Internationally, the global downturn in economic activity has also led to a
decline in tourist visitors to Ireland.
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2.3

Structure of Demand for SPSV Services

Before estimating the overall level of and recent trends in demand for SPSV services nationally and
regionally, it is important to examine the structure and pattern of demand. This is undertaken
below by reference to the following characteristics:
 Pattern of demand for SPSV services by day of week and time of day;
 Method of SPSV hire;
 Type of SPSV used (including Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles) and reasons for usage; and
 Level and intensity of taxi usage.

2.3.1 Pattern of demand for SPSV services by day of week and time of day
Demand for SPSV services is not constant across time. As shown in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9, there
is significant variation in usage by day of the week and by time of the day. This is clearly apparent
on Fridays and Saturdays, with these two days accounting for 60% of overall demand through the
week based on reported household usage of SPSVs. Furthermore, the survey evidence also
suggests that the peak nature of demand has recently intensified, with the 2011 position
comparing with 51% of demand occurring on Fridays and Saturdays in 2010.

Figure 2.8: Pattern of Demand for Taxi and Hackney Services by Day of Week – 2010 and 2011*
% of Weekly Household Usage
43%

50%
45%
30%

40%
35%

5%

7%

13%

10%

8%

6%

7%

6%

4%

5%

10%

8%

15%

5%

20%

10%

25%

17%

21%

30%

0%
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
2010

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Don't know

2011

Source: Indecon analysis based on comparisons of findings from consumer surveys
* Figures computed based on day of usage cited by households
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Further evidence of an intensification of the peak nature of demand for SPSV services can be seen
by reference to the consumer survey findings on the time of day which household typically use
such services. The figure below indicates that the largest component of demand occurs between 9
pm and 5 am. In particular, the latest 2011 survey of consumers indicated that 53% of demand for
taxi and hackney services occurred between 9 pm and 5 am. It is also notable that this intra‐day
demand peak has intensified since 2010 when 26% of usage occurred within this time window.

Figure 2.9: Pattern of Demand for Taxi and Hackney Services by Time of Day – 2010 and 2011

6%

7%

12%

25%
14%

17%
6%

9%

13%
5%

6%

10%

8%

13%

16%

15%
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20%

28%

% of Daily Household Usage
30%

5%
0%
5‐9am

9‐12am

12‐3pm

3‐6pm

2010

6‐9pm

9pm‐1am

1am‐5am

Don't know

2011

Source: Indecon analysis based on comparisons of findings from consumer surveys

The temporal pattern of demand pattern must be factored into the assessment of optimum levels
of SPSV supply, particularly given that peak demand may be met by different supply structures in
comparison with off‐peak midweek or daytime activity.

2.3.2 Method of SPSV Hire
Another important feature of demand which impacts on the optimal composition of supply
concerns the methods which consumers use to hire an SPSV. The figure overleaf compares the
findings from the 2008 and 2010 consumer surveys in relation to the method of SPSV hire. It is
notable that the most frequently cited method of ordering a cab is via phone at the consumer’s
home, accounting for 50% of demand and with the usage of this method increasing from 42% in
2008. Overall, 19% of demand arises through street hailing and this proportion was similar to that
seen in 2008. There is some evidence that usage of taxi ranks is decreasing slightly among
consumers, with respondents indicating that 14% of cab orders occur at taxi ranks compared to
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17% in 2008. The finding on increased usage of phone bookings in particular would be consistent
with the evidence from Indecon’s Survey of Dispatch Operators, which indicated a growth in
customer booking volumes since 2009.

Figure 2.10: Method of SPSV Hire – Comparison over Period 2008‐2010
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Queued at taxi
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By phone (other)

Other

2010

Source: Indecon analysis based on comparisons of findings from consumer surveys

2.3.3 Type of SPSV Used and Reasons for Usage
The figure overleaf presents the results from consumer survey findings in relation to the type of
SPSV used and the reasons for travel. Taxis remain by far the most popular type of SPSV used by
consumers, accounting for 79‐83% of trips in 2010 across categories of travel, with hackneys
representing between 16% and 21% of trips. Approximately 1% of trips are taken using
Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles. Overall there is a broadly stable pattern of SPSV usage depending
on reasons for travel.
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Figure 2.11: Type of SPSV Used and Reasons for Usage – % Breakdown of Number of Trips in
2010
% of Trips
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Source: Indecon analysis based on comparisons of findings from consumer surveys

2.1.1.1 Demand for Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles
According to the consumer survey undertaken in June 2010, 37% of respondents indicated they
have at least one person with a disability within their household. Of this group, the vast majority
(97%) indicate that they are in a position to utilise a standard SPSV. However, 3% of households
which include at least one person with a disability indicated explicitly that they require a
wheelchair‐friendly service (see Figure 2.12 overleaf). In the most recent survey undertaken in
October 2011, 2% of households surveyed who use taxi services indicated that they required a
wheelchair accessible vehicle6.

6

This proportion must be interpreted within the context that 40% of people surveyed in October 2011
indicated that they did not use a taxi in the last six months.
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Figure 2.12: Consumer Research – Demand for Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles

Source: Indecon analysis of RED C Consumer Survey June (2010)

2.3.4 Level and Intensity of Taxi Usage
The surveys of households/consumers undertaken in June 2010 and in October 2011 also sought
information regarding the movements in the level of taxi usage in the previous 12‐month period.
The findings from the 2010 and 2011 surveys are compared in the figure below. It is notable that
the latest (2011) survey indicated a higher proportion of households (30%) who stated that their
usage of taxis had decreased in the twelve months to October 2011 compared with the proportion
who indicated decreased usage in the twelve months to June 2010.

Figure 2.13: Level of Taxi Usage – Change Over Previous 12 Month Period
% of Respondents
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Source: RED C Consumer Surveys, June 2010 and October 2011
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The table below compares the evidence from the consumer research in relation to the intensity of
usage of SPSV services in 2008, 2010 and 2011. Of note is that the proportion of households who
include heavy users of SPSVs (i.e. those indicating that they use taxis once a week or more) has
fallen since 2008 (from 21% to 17% in 2011), while there has been a significant increase in the
proportion of households who are light users (i.e. which use taxis less than once a month), from
9% in 2008 to 30% in 2010 and 25% in 2011.

Table 2.1: Intensity of Usage of SPSV Services – 2005‐2011
2008
Intensity of Usage

2010

2011

% of Households

Once a week or more

21%

17%

17%

Once a month

10%

21%

17%

Less often

9%

30%

25%

Never

52%

32%

41%

All Households

100%

100%

100%

Source: RED C Consumer Surveys, June 2010 and October 2011, and Economic Review of Small Public Service Vehicle
Industry, 2009.

2.4

Trends in Overall Demand for SPSV Services

The remainder of this chapter integrates the analysis of the wider demand context presented
above with an analysis of the recent trends in demand for SPSV services, based on the evidence
from primary research and Indecon estimates of aggregate demand.
2.4.1 Evidence from primary research
2.1.1.2 Evidence from consumer/household surveys
The Office of the Taxi Regulator has commissioned a number of surveys of consumer/households
in relation to usage of and attitudes on SPSV services. These include the following surveys:
 Results from RED C SPSV Usage and Attitude Survey, October 2011 based on questions
identified by Indecon;
 Results from RED C SPSV Usage and Attitude Survey, June 2010; and
 RED C Consumer Survey conducted in July 2010 the context of the 2010 Maximum Fare
Review.
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Intensity of Taxi Usage
The latest consumer surveys undertaken by RED C in October 2011 on behalf of the Taxi
Regulation Directorate as part of this study by Indecon asked interviewees to indicate the
percentage change in their usage of taxis in the last 12 months. The findings are presented in the
table below and are broken down by percentage change in demand and by intensity of usage
(heavy, medium and light usage). Weighting the results on percentage change and by intensity of
usage by the numbers of respondents in each case within the sample, Indecon estimates that the
overall level of demand for taxis declined by 9.7% in the 12‐month period to October 2011.

Table 2.2: Developments in Consumer Demand for Taxi Services – % Change in Usage over last 12
Months
% of Respondents
Indicating
Decreased Usage in
Last 12 Months
9%

Implied Weighted
Net % Change in
Usage*

1‐10%

% of Respondents
Indicating Increased
Usage in Last 12
Months
17%

11‐20%

10%

13%

‐7%

21‐30%

10%

5%

0%

31‐40%

6%

7%

‐3%

41‐50%

27%

30%

‐14%

51‐60%

4%

7%

‐4%

61‐70%

1%

7%

‐4%

71‐80%

13%

8%

‐2%

81‐90%

3%

6%

‐3%

91‐100%

10%

9%

‐3%

Mean Increase

Mean Decrease

Heavy Users

52%

52%

Medium Users

47%

46%

Light Users

34%

56%

% Change in Usage in Last 12
Months

Weighted Overall Growth Rate (%)
2010‐2011**

‐1%

‐9.7%

Source: Indecon analysis based on findings of RED C Consumer Survey, October 2011
* Weighted by number of respondents indicating increased and decreased usage
** Note: Growth rate estimated based on net changes usage weighted according levels of household usage
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2.1.1.3 Evidence from Indecon Survey of Dispatch Operators
As part of this review, Indecon also undertook an additional consultation process with taxi
companies and representative organisations. One element of this process entailed a targeted
survey of a limited number of dispatch operators, which sought information on a number of
issues, including:
 Number of drivers affiliated to operator;
 Number of customer bookings;
 Cab utilisation rates;
 Numbers of drivers utilising Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles and proportion of such
vehicles utilised by wheelchair customers;
 Views of operators on overall balance of supply and demand for cabs;
 Method of dispatch used; and
 Approach applied to matching supply and demand.
Nine dispatch operators responded to this survey and these accounted for over 2 million bookings.
A copy of the questionnaire for the survey of dispatch operators is presented in Annex 1.

Recent developments in customer bookings
The table below presents the evidence from Indecon’s Survey of Dispatch Operators in relation to
the recent developments in demand as measured by the aggregate annual total volume and mean
volume of customer bookings reported by operators responding to the survey. The evidence from
the survey indicates that the respondent companies in aggregated suggested an increase in
demand of approximately 6% between 2010 and 2011. In our view this is likely to reflect a shift in
market demand towards the dispatch operators included in our survey rather than any increase in
overall demand.

Table 2.3: Taxi Dispatch Operators ‐ Recent Trends in Customer Bookings ‐ Overall Annual
Number of Customer Bookings
Details/Statistics

Annual No. of Customer Bookings

Aggregate Bookings
across Responding
Operators
Mean of bookings
reported

2009

2010

2011 (Forecast)

% Change –
2011/2010

2,865,800

3,005,100

2,030,000

6.1%

573,160

601,020

1,015,000*

6.1%

Source: Indecon confidential survey of Taxi Dispatch Operators
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* Note: Many of the dispatch operators did not provide an estimate of forecasted demand in 2011. This led to a smaller
sample size in 2011.
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Despite the reported increase in customer bookings, the survey evidence presented below
indicates a substantial fall in cab utilisation rates, from a reported mean of 56% in 2009 to 40% in
2011.

Table 2.4: Taxi Dispatch Operators ‐ Cab Utilisation Rates*
Details/Statistics

2009

2010

2011

Mean

56%

46%

40%

Median

55%

45%

38%

Source: Indecon confidential survey of Taxi Dispatch Operators
* Utilisation rate = % of driver time driving 'on meter'

2.5

Estimated Demand for SPSV Services

National demand
Based on the available data and primary research, Indecon has developed estimates of indicative
levels of aggregate demand for SPSV services and the recent movements in demand. The table
overleaf presents a range of estimates of aggregate demand across the State based on applying a
number of different methodologies. The key findings are as follows:
 It is estimated based on applying consumer/household research on usage patterns that
the overall demand for SPSV services is currently running at approximately 67 million trips
per annum in 2011. This would imply a decline in demand compared to the estimated
2010 level (74 million trips per annum) of 8‐10% and a fall of approximately one‐third
since 2008 (when it is estimated that some 100 million trips took place).
 If the demand for SPSV services is assumed to have moved in line with changes in retail
sales volumes, this would suggest that overall national demand could have declined by
approximately 13% between 2008 and 2011. However, if taxi demand fell in line with the
decline in the volume of sales in bars this would suggest taxi demand is likely to have
declined by approximately 26% since 2008 and by just over 12% between 2010 and 2011.
 If it is assumed that demand for SPSV services tracks that for consumer spending on public
transport, this would suggest a decline in demand of about 15% between 2008 and 2010.
We assign a forecasted value of consumer spending and public transport expenditure to
allow for completeness of comparison.
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Table 2.5: Summary of Recent Trends in Estimated Demand for SPSVs at National Level – Comparison of
Estimates Using Alternative Methodologies
Year

Estimation Methodology
Estimates based on Consumer
Surveys between 2010 and 2011

2005*

2008*

2010
2011
Est.
Est.
Estimated Demand – Million Trips Per
Annum
77
100
74
67

2005‐
2011

2008‐
2011
% Change

2010‐
2011

‐13.5%

‐33.4%

‐9.7%

Estimates based on movements
in Overall Retail Sales Volumes

77

100

92

87

13.2%

‐12.9%

‐1.8%

Estimates based on movements
in Volume of Retail Sales Volumes
in Bars

77

100

84

74

‐4.4%

‐26.4%

‐12.3%

Estimates based on movements
in Volume of Consumer Spending
on Public Transport

77.0

100.0

85

84

8.7%

‐16.3%

‐1.3%

Source: Indecon analysis based on consumer survey evidence, Indecon Survey of Dispatch Operators and CSO data
* Note: Figures for 2010 and 2011 are Indecon estimates based on methodologies indicated. Figures for 2005 and 2008
are taken from the Economic Review of the Small Public Service Vehicle Industry, published by the taxi regulator in 2009.

The Indecon approach taken in estimating aggregate demand is broadly consistent with the
approach previously taken in the Economic Review of the Small Public Service Vehicle Industry
(2009). Our analysis illustrates how the demand for taxi services has been influenced by the
economic downturn. Disposable incomes have fallen and unemployment has risen sharply, as a
result, there has been a significant decline in consumer spending on most goods and services in
the Irish market, including taxis. However, while the economic downturn has had a marked
negative effect on taxi demand, once the economy recovers, the demand for taxi services is also
likely to improve.
While it is difficult to estimate the actual level of demand with precision, the estimates presented
indicate that overall aggregate demand for SPSV services is currently running in the range of 67‐87
million trips per annum, depending on which of the above estimation methods is applied. Indecon
believes that the most likely range is between 67 million and 74 million trips. The analysis
indicates that the overall demand for SPSV services has fallen very significantly, with demand in
2011 estimated to be approximately 33% below that in 2008, based on the evidence from
successive consumer surveys undertaken over this period.
Geographical pattern of demand
While local estimates of demand are subject to greater uncertainty, the table overleaf presents
Indecon’s estimates of the level and recent movements in the demand for SPSVs by county in
Ireland over the period 2005 to 2011, based on aggregate demand from the consumer survey. For
each regional area we know the numbers employed and we assume that outside of Dublin the
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share of taxi demand is aligned with the share of employment by regions. Within each region we
then allocate this estimated taxi demand for the region to individual counties based on their
population. These figures are very indicative but in the absence of more detailed data they are
illustrative of the potential differences across individual counties.

Table 2.6: Recent Developments in Estimated Demand for SPSV Services by County in Ireland
– 2005‐2011
Estimated Demand – Million Trips Per Annum
Year

Estimated % Change

2005

2008

2010

2011

2005‐2011

2008‐2011

2010‐2011

County
Carlow

0.97

1.23

0.88

0.80

‐18%

‐35%

‐9%

Cavan

0.96

1.18

0.85

0.77

‐20%

‐35%

‐10%

Clare

1.48

1.70

1.26

1.16

‐22%

‐31%

‐8%

Cork

7.88

9.50

6.98

6.24

‐21%

‐34%

‐11%

Donegal

2.19

2.71

1.94

1.75

‐20%

‐35%

‐10%

Dublin

28.00

40.00

29.50

26.63

‐5%

‐33%

‐10%

Galway

3.85

4.66

3.52

3.14

‐19%

‐33%

‐11%

Kerry

2.23

2.69

1.98

1.77

‐21%

‐34%

‐11%

Kildare

3.17

4.06

3.14

2.82

‐11%

‐31%

‐10%

Kilkenny

1.65

2.10

1.50

1.36

‐18%

‐35%

‐9%

Laois

1.06

1.27

0.91

0.84

‐21%

‐34%

‐8%

Leitrim

0.43

0.53

0.38

0.35

‐20%

‐35%

‐10%

Limerick

2.56

2.93

2.18

2.01

‐22%

‐31%

‐8%

Longford

0.53

0.65

0.48

0.44

‐18%

‐33%

‐10%

Louth

1.73

2.13

1.53

1.38

‐20%

‐35%

‐10%

Mayo

1.94

2.35

1.77

1.58

‐19%

‐33%

‐11%

Meath

2.71

3.48

2.69

2.41

‐11%

‐31%

‐10%

Monaghan

0.86

1.06

0.76

0.69

‐20%

‐35%

‐10%

Offaly

1.11

1.34

0.96

0.89

‐21%

‐34%

‐8%

Roscommon

0.92

1.11

0.84

0.75

‐19%

‐33%

‐11%

Sligo

0.94

1.16

0.83

0.75

‐20%

‐35%

‐10%

Tipperary

1.97

2.26

1.68

1.55

‐22%

‐31%

‐8%

Waterford

2.04

2.59

1.85

1.67

‐18%

‐35%

‐9%

Westmeath

1.26

1.54

1.14

1.03

‐18%

‐33%

‐10%

Wexford

2.46

3.12

2.22

2.02

‐18%

‐35%

‐9%

Wicklow

2.10

2.69

2.08

1.87

‐11%

‐31%

‐10%

State

77.0

100.0

74.0

67.0

‐13.0%

‐33.0%

‐9.5%

Dublin

28.0

40.0

29.5

26.6

‐5.0%

‐33.5%

‐9.8%

State excl. Dublin

49.0

60.0

44.0

40.0

‐18.4%

‐33.3%

‐9.1%

Source: Indecon analysis
Note: County‐level demand is estimated based on movements in regional employment and population shares
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2.5.1 Estimated demand for Wheelchair Accessible SPSVs
In assessing the demand and supply of wheelchair accessible SPSVs, it is important to firstly
identify the requirement for wheelchair accessible services. This requirement will be a function of
the number of persons with a disability and the subset who indicate an explicit requirement for
wheelchair accessible SPSVs.
In the table below we present a range of estimates of the number of persons who require a
wheelchair accessible SPSV, based on combining data on the number of households with the
findings from the consumer research. We estimate based on the latest Census of Population
(2011) that there are approximately 1.58 million households in Ireland. The consumer survey
undertaken for the taxi regulator in June 2010 indicated that 37% of households reported that
they had at least one person with a disability. In addition, this survey also found that of those
persons, 3% indicated an explicit requirement for a wheelchair accessible SPSV (i.e. they were not
in a position to use a standard SPSV). Moreover, the latest consumer research undertaken in
October 2011 showed that 2.3% of households with at least one person with a disability with an
explicit requirement for a wheelchair accessible SPSV. Combining these figures, Indecon estimates
that there is a requirement for wheelchair accessible SPSVs to serve approximately 21,800 persons
with a disability based on 2011 estimates. This is similar to the estimate developed by the
National Transport Authority in May 2011 of 25,000 persons with a disability requiring wheelchair
accessible SPSVs. It should be noted that the figures presented relate only to the number of
potential users and do not reflect the intensity of usage and the actual level of demand.
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Table 2.7: Estimated Requirement for Wheelchair Accessible SPSVs – Number of Disabled
Persons Requiring a Wheelchair Accessible SPSV
Details

Estimates

(A) Number of Households (Estimated based on Census of Population 2011)

1,580,742
37%

(B) % of households with at least one member with a disability (RED C
Consumer Survey, 2010)
(C) % of people with disability requiring access to Wheelchair Accessible
Taxi/Hackney (RED C Consumer Survey, June 2010)
(D) % of households with people with a disability requiring access to Wheelchair
Accessible Taxi/Hackney (RED C Consumer Survey, October 2011)
(E) Estimated No. of Persons with a Disability requiring a WAV (based on 2010
consumer survey) (= (A) * (B) * (C))
(F) Estimated No. of Persons with a Disability requiring a WAV (based on 2011
consumer survey) (= (A) * (D))

3%

2.3%

17,546 Persons

21,814 Persons

25,000 Persons

(G) Estimated No. of Persons with a Disability requiring a WAV (National
Transport Authority estimate, May 2011)

Source: Indecon analysis based on CSO, Census of Population, RED C Consumer Surveys and NTA 2011 estimate

As discussed in Chapter 1, there has been a policy shift towards increasing the provision of
wheelchair accessible SPSVs. This will be discussed further in relation to the supply side of the
market in Chapter 3. In addition, the demand for wheelchair accessible vehicles is also likely to be
influenced somewhat by the available supply in that some of the demand will be latent and will be
observed only when a sufficient increase in supply transpires.
Computing a geographical breakdown of the requirement for WAVs is challenging due to the small
sample sizes that arise in the available consumer research. For this reason, we have assumed for
the purposes of this review that the parameters described above apply on a similar basis across all
counties. Indecon’s indicative estimates of the county‐level requirement for wheelchair accessible
SPSVs are presented Table 2.8 below.

Table 2.8: Estimated Requirement for Wheelchair Accessible SPSVs by County
County

Number of
Households

Number of
Households with at
least One Person
with a Disability

Estimated
Number of WAV
Users

Estimated Number of
WAV users (based on
overall estimate by
NTA (2010))

Carlow

17,195

6,362

191

293

Cavan

21,929

8,114

243

373

Clare

38,210

14,138

424

650
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Cork

167,234

61,877

1,856

2,845

Donegal

50,415

18,654

560

858

Dublin

420,429

155,559

4,667

7,152

Galway

78,661

29,105

873

1,338

Kerry

48,110

17,801

534

818

Kildare

60,957

22,554

677

1,037

Kilkenny

29,651

10,971

329

504

Laois

22,591

8,359

251

384

Leitrim

10,646

3,939

118

181

Limerick

64,225

23,763

713

1,093

Longford

12,111

4,481

134

206

Louth

38,703

14,320

430

658

Mayo

43,431

16,069

482

739

Meath

53,938

19,957

599

918

Monaghan

18,655

6,902

207

317

Tipperary

52,367

19,376

581

891

Offaly

23,769

8,795

264

404

Roscommon

20,734

7,672

230

353

Sligo

21,480

7,948

238

365

Waterford

38,580

14,275

428

656

Westmeath

27,064

10,014

300

460

Wexford

45,566

16,859

506

775

Wicklow

42,870

15,862

476

729

Source: Indecon analysis based on RED C Consumer Survey June 2010 and NTA estimate

As in the case of the estimates presented in Table 2.7, these above figures relate only to the
number of potential users and do not reflect the intensity of usage and the actual level of demand.
However, from the recent survey of wheelchair accessible SPSVs conducted by the NTA, it was
noted that 76% of users describe themselves as regular users. The demand for wheelchair
accessible SPSVs may also grow in the future as the age profile of the population increases.

2.6

Summary of Findings

This chapter analysed the demand for SPSV services. The key findings are as follows:
 Demand for SPSV services has fallen very significantly in recent times in line with a general
fall in consumer demand since the economic recession hit Ireland in 2008.
 While it is difficult to estimate the actual level of demand with precision, the estimates
presented in this chapter indicate that overall aggregate demand is currently running in
the range of 67‐74 million trips per annum. This compares with an estimated 100 million
trips per annum at the recent peak in 2008. Based on the evidence from successive
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consumer surveys, the analysis indicates that overall demand for SPSV services has fallen
by approximately 33% since the recent peak in 2008 (when it was estimated that 100
million trips were completed).
 The demand for SPSVs is peaked in nature, with Fridays and Saturdays accounting for 60%
of overall demand through the week, while 53% of demand occurs between 9 pm and 5
am. The temporal pattern of demand must be factored into the assessment of optimum
levels of SPSV supply, particularly given that peak demand may be met by different supply
structures in comparison with off‐peak midweek or daytime activity.
 Indecon estimates that there is a requirement for wheelchair accessible SPSVs to serve
approximately 21,800 persons with a disability, based on 2011 estimates.
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3

Analysis of Supply of SPSV Services

3.1

Introduction

There have been significant developments in the level of supply and structure of supply of SPSVs in
Ireland. These developments reflect the impact of regulatory changes in addition to
macroeconomic developments.

3.2

Developments and Trends in Overall Market Supply

3.2.1 Historical trends in market supply since market liberalisation
Figure 3.1 displays the significant upward trend in the quantity of SPSV vehicles. As noted in
section 1.4, significant regulatory change occurred in 2000 with the liberalisation of the market.
Although the number of SPSVs was increasing prior to the change, this regulatory change had a
direct impact on the number of SPSVs in operation. It should be noted here that the increase in
SPSV number prior to 2000 was mainly accounted by new entry in the hackney market. In the last
two years, the stock of SPSVs in Ireland and in Dublin has started to decline.

Figure 3.1: Historical Trends in Number of Licensed SPSVs – 1995‐2010
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Figure 3.2 shows the number of new licences issued since the late 1990s. The number of new
licences peaked in 2007 and has fallen significantly in recent times. This is due to changes in the
regulatory regime and macroeconomic factors. The issuing of new licences has been modified to
reflect a need for more wheelchair accessible vehicles in the SPSV fleet.
Figure 3.2: Historical data on number of new SPSV licences 1998‐2010

Source: NTA

Table 3.1 shows that the decrease in the number of licensed SPSVs has fallen by more in
percentage terms when comparing with the other various transport fleets. In previous years
before 2007, this trend was reversed and the stock of SPSV vehicles was increasing faster than
other vehicle fleets.
Table 3.1: Number of Vehicles by type
2010

2009

Decrease

% Decrease

Private Cars

1,872,715

1,902,429

‐29,714

‐1.56%

Goods Vehicles

327,096

343,940

‐16,844

‐4.9%

SPSV Vehicles

25,309

26,937

‐1,628

‐6.1%

Other Vehicles

191,267

194,354

‐3,087

‐1.61%

Total

2,416,387

2,467,660

‐51,273

‐2.08%

Source: Bulletin of Vehicle Licencing Statistics (2010)

3.2.2 Recent developments in numbers of SPSVs
It is important to examine the data at a more disaggregated level (monthly) for the most recent
years.
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Figure 3.3: New Licences of SPSV by type, Jan 2007‐Aug 2011

Source: NTA

The figures presented above are on a monthly basis. In June 2007, 272 new taxi licences were
issued. This represented approximately 1% of the total stock of taxis at the time. When combined
with the low levels of exit this resulted in a significant expansion of the taxi fleet.

Table 3.2: Recent Movements in Number of Taxis/SPSVs, 2008‐2011
August
2008

August
2010

August
2011

Change ‐
2008‐2010

% Change

Change ‐
2010‐2011

% Change

Taxi

19,271

19,213

18,238

‐58

‐0.3%

‐975

‐5.1%

Hackney

4,896

4,041

3,404

‐855

‐17.5%

‐637

‐15.8%

Limousine

1,338

1,226

1,200

‐112

‐8.4%

‐26

‐2.1%

WAV

1,587

1,484

1,278

‐103

‐6.5%

‐206

‐13.9%

Total

27,092

25,964

24,120

‐1,128

‐4.2%

‐1,844

‐7.1%

Year

Source: NTA

Table 3.3 shows the significant decrease in the number of SPSV vehicles across each county. There
was a much larger percentage decrease of vehicles between 2011 and 2010 than in preceding
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years. At a county level, a similar picture emerges. The majority of counties have seen a larger
percentage decrease in SPSV numbers in the last year when compared with the initial years of the
recession.

Table 3.3: Recent Movement in SPSV vehicles by county, 2008‐2011
August
2008

August
2010

August
2011

Change ‐
2008‐2010

% Change

Change ‐
2010‐2011

% Change

Carlow

195

164

157

‐31

‐15.9%

‐7

‐4.3%

Cavan

224

222

204

‐2

‐0.9%

‐18

‐8.1%

Clare

487

444

407

‐43

‐8.8%

‐37

‐8.3%

Cork

2,328

2,345

2,208

17

0.7%

‐137

‐5.8%

544

544

489

0

0.0%

‐55

‐10.1%

Dublin

13,201

12,603

11,778

‐598

‐4.5%

‐825

‐6.5%

Galway

1,218

1,161

1,066

‐57

‐4.7%

‐95

‐8.2%

531

541

520

10

1.9%

‐21

‐3.9%

Kildare

1,248

1,132

1,030

‐116

‐9.3%

‐102

‐9.0%

Kilkenny

255

255

234

0

0.0%

‐21

‐8.2%

Laois

279

264

248

‐15

‐5.4%

‐16

‐6.1%

Leitrim

112

103

98

‐9

‐8.0%

‐5

‐4.9%

Limerick

915

870

785

‐45

‐4.9%

‐85

‐9.8%

Longford

120

117

107

‐3

‐2.5%

‐10

‐8.5%

Louth

731

706

650

‐25

‐3.4%

‐56

‐7.9%

Mayo

433

440

399

7

1.6%

‐41

‐9.3%

Meath

1,392

1,329

1,311

‐63

‐4.5%

‐18

‐1.4%

Monaghan

132

124

105

‐8

‐6.1%

‐19

‐15.3%

Offaly

260

236

214

‐24

‐9.2%

‐22

‐9.3%

Roscommon

156

180

166

24

15.4%

‐14

‐7.8%

Sligo

213

215

196

2

0.9%

‐19

‐8.8%

Tipperary

380

357

313

‐23

‐6.1%

‐44

‐12.3%

Waterford

394

373

340

‐21

‐5.3%

‐33

‐8.8%

Westmeath

395

376

334

‐19

‐4.8%

‐42

‐11.2%

Wexford

408

361

324

‐47

‐11.5%

‐37

‐10.2%

Wicklow

541

502

440

‐39

‐7.2%

‐62

‐12.4%

Year

Donegal

Kerry

Source: NTA
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The figure overleaf indicates the number of transferred licences. It must be noted that only taxi
vehicles are eligible for a possible transfer of licence. Hackneys and limousines are not permitted
to transfer their licence. If a hackney driver wants to become a taxi driver, they must surrender
their licence.
Figure 3.4: Number of Transferred Taxi Licences by month, 2007‐2010

Source: NTA

Figure 3.5 shows the number of surrendered licences and the vast majority of these were
surrendered by hackney drivers. It is evident from this graph that the number of surrendered
licences has dropped considerably since 2007/08.
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Figure 3.5: Annual Number of Surrendered Licences by type

Source: NTA
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Number of Active SPSV driver licence holders
There has also been significant activity in the number of active SPSV driving licenses. This is
summarised briefly in Table 3.4. However, it should be noted SPSV driver licences remain active if
the annual fee (€120) is paid. Allowing an active SPSV driving licence to lapse does not stop it being
renewed a later date. This is contrast to surrendering a SPSV vehicle licence which occurs when a
SPSV vehicle is no longer classified as a certain SPSV type and cannot be licensed as such on the
road. At present, the data does not allow for a direct link between SPSV driver licence holders and
licensed SPSV vehicles. There is a greater number of active SPSV driver licence holders than
registered SPSV vehicles, but it is not known how many or over what time periods these drivers
have access to a registered SPSV vehicle.
Table 3.4: Recent movements in Active SPSV driving licenses, August 2008‐August 2011
August 2008

August 2010

August 2011

Change ‐
2008‐2010

45,991

44,775

39,792

‐1,216

Range of Active Licences

% Change

Change ‐
2010‐2011

% Change

‐2.6%

‐4,983

‐11.1%

Month

Maximum Number of Active Licenses

May 2009

Minimum Number of Active Licences

August 2011

Number
47,529
39,792

Source: NTA

Table 3.5 shows the regional breakdown of the number of SPSV vehicles across the country. We
use data from the most recent census to show the number of SPSVs per 1000 of population. One
obvious difference between Dublin and more rural parts of the country is the share of hackneys in
the number of SPSV vehicles. In Dublin, the share of hackneys is very low in contrast to say
Tipperary where the number of hackneys is eight times larger than the number of registered taxis.
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Table 3.5: Number of SPSVs by Type and County, August 2011

County

Carlow
Cavan
Clare
Cork
Donegal
Dublin
Galway
Kerry
Kildare
Kilkenny
Laois
Leitrim
Limerick
Longford
Louth
Mayo
Meath
Monaghan
Offaly
Roscommon
Sligo
Tipperary
Waterford
Westmeath
Wexford
Wicklow
Total

Taxi

WAV

Hackney

Limousine

SPSV per
1000 of
populati
on (2011)

97
102
198
1,440
191
10,787
682
235
668
151
141
32
557
65
499
173
1,056
6
74
39
133
32
211
251
135
283
18,238

21
8
15
98
18
538
71
20
92
25
33
14
33
11
41
19
70
10
11
11
13
2
28
32
26
18
1,278

38
93
157
530
253
112
261
186
189
47
64
44
132
28
81
177
119
82
111
100
32
247
57
39
130
95
3,404

1
1
37
140
27
341
52
79
81
11
10
8
63
3
29
30
66
7
18
16
17
31
43
12
33
44
1,200

2.88
2.80
3.48
4.26
3.04
9.27
4.25
3.59
4.91
2.45
3.08
3.08
4.10
2.75
5.29
3.06
7.12
1.74
2.79
2.60
2.99
1.97
2.98
3.89
2.23
3.22
5.26

Pop.
Density

Hackney : Taxi
Ratio

61
38
37
69
33
1,380
41
31
124
46
47
20
71
36
150
23
79
47
38
25
36
37
62
47
62
67
2,707

0.39
0.91
0.79
0.37
1.32
0.01
0.38
0.79
0.28
0.31
0.45
1.38
0.24
0.43
0.16
1.02
0.11
13.67
1.50
2.56
0.24
7.72
0.27
0.16
0.96
0.34
0.19

Source: NTA and Indecon analysis

3.3

Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles (WAVs)

This section examines the number of wheelchair accessible vehicles (WAVs) in Ireland and recent
trends in their quantity and location. As discussed in Chapter 1, there has been a recent policy
focus in increasing the number of this type of SPSV through a combination of policy measures.
Presently, the issuing of new SPSV licences is limited to wheelchair accessible vehicles and
limousines.
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Figure 3.6: The number of new and exising Wheelchair accessible Vehicles, Jan 2007‐August 2011

Note: On the primary axis, the stock of WAV is displayed. On the secondary axis, the number of new WAV licensed vehicles is displayed
Source: NTA

The breakdown of licensed WAVs by county is shown in the next table.
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Table 3.6: Number of WAVs by county, 2008‐2011
Carlow
Cavan
Clare
Cork
Donegal
Dublin
Galway
Kerry
Kildare
Kilkenny
Laois
Leitrim
Limerick
Longford
Louth
Mayo
Meath
Monaghan
Tipperary
Offaly
Roscommon
Sligo
Waterford
Westmeath
Wexford
Wicklow

2008

2009

2010

2011

26
13
14
88
25
737
102
17
95
28
42
13
42
11
47
18
90
8
18
10
14
4
30
42
32
34

27
16
18
107
25
687
78
21
97
28
42
17
40
14
46
23
90
11
17
10
15
4
31
44
33
29

24
12
16
102
23
588
77
21
94
28
38
17
42
11
41
21
79
10
10
13
14
2
30
36
26
26

21
8
15
98
18
538
71
20
92
25
33
14
33
11
41
19
70
10
11
11
13
2
28
32
26
18

Note: 2011 reports the number of WAVs as of August 2011
Source: NTA

Although the only new licences being issued are wheelchair accessible taxis/hackneys7, there has
been very little new entry into this market as shown in Figure 3.6. This reflects a number of
factors. Some of these factors may include:
 Extent of oversupply in the taxi market.
 The high initial costs of a wheelchair accessible vehicle; and
 The uncertainty regarding potential revenue.

7

It is also possible to register for a new limousine license. There has been significantly more limousine
licences issued compared with wheelchair accessible licences.
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Given the level of oversupply and the fact that entry is very low, it is clear that if oversupply is to
be addressed it will require a major focus on facilitating exits from the sector rather than focusing
on entry which is minimal. (However, any irrational new entry due to a misunderstanding of the
actual market conditions should be addressed via increased provision of information). In this
context it is important that any regulatory decisions do not unintentionally act as a disincentive to
exit from the sector.
The recently proposed grant scheme8 will somewhat offset the high initial costs of provision of
WAVs.
Table 3.7 displays results from the consultation process undertaken with a number of dispatch
operators. As part of this process, we asked explicit questions regarding the availability and usage
of wheelchair accessible vehicles. We found that, on average, 16% of usage for WAVs is for people
with a disability who require a wheelchair‐friendly vehicle. While sample size and the fact that
there is a large variance in the results mean that caution should be exercised in relation to these
figures, they highlight the fact that the greatest usage of WAVs is in relation to the general market
rather than by customers explicitly requiring wheelchair assistance.
Table 3.7: Taxi Dispatch Operators ‐ Wheelchair Accessible Cabs ‐ Drivers with Wheelchair
Accessible Cabs
% of Drivers Affiliated
Who Utilise Wheelchair
Accessible Cabs

Details/Statistics

% Utilisation of WAVs by
Wheelchair Customers

2011
Total Drivers Affiliated across responding firms

5.4%

Mean

3.6%

16%

Minimum

0%

2%

Maximum

10%

50%

Source: Indecon confidential survey of Taxi Dispatch Operators

3.4

Age Distribution of Existing SPSV fleet

Figure 3.7 shows the age distribution of the current SPSV fleet against the SPSV fleet in 2008. Low
levels of investment have meant that portion of SPSV vehicles that are 3 years or less has fallen
considerably. In 2008, this segment represented approximately 17% of the fleet in 2008. Currently,
it only represents around 4%. The share of the SPSV fleet that is 10 years or older has also
increased when compared with its 2008 comparison. This has environmental implications as newer
vehicles are generally more efficient and environmentally friendly. It may also potentially have
safety and passenger comfort implications.

8

This grant scheme may in itself have been a recent deterrent to new entry into the market in recent
months as potential new entrants waited for the grant scheme to come into operation.
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Figure 3.7: Age Distribution of SPSV fleet by year since registration, 2011

Source: NTA

A proposed regulatory change that was adjusted in February 2011 was the “Nine Year Rule”. The
full enforcement of this rule would have meant that any SPSV vehicles older than nine years would
have been taken off the road. Initially, the aim of the legislation was to reduce the average age of
the SPSV fleet. Taxis or hackney licences issued after January 2009 must be associated with a
vehicle less than 9 years old at each renewal. Taxis or hackney licences issued before January 2009
must meet the age limit the next time the vehicle on the licence is changed (i.e. at the discretion of
the operator).
Figure 3.8 shows graphically the age distributions of different transport fleets.

Figure 3.8: Comparisons of age distributions by vehicle type, 2010

Source: NTA and Bulletin of Vehicle Licensing Statistics (2010)
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Table 3.8 shows the average age of the various components of the SPSV fleet. We also show the
average age of other vehicle fleets in Ireland for comparison. We see that the low levels of
investment have led to an ageing of the fleet. The average age of the SPSV fleet is now older than
both the private car fleet and the goods vehicle fleet.

Table 3.8: Average age of SPSV fleet by type
Total

Hackney

Limousine

Taxi

WAV

2011

7.60

7.67

7.97

7.51

8.44

2008

6.85

7.04

6.57

6.83

6.76

Average Age of other Vehicle Fleets (2010)
Private Cars

7.14

Goods Vehicles

6.84

Source: NTA and Bulletin of Vehicle Licensing statistics

3.5

Structure of SPSV Industry Supply

3.5.1 Use of Dispatch Operators
One of the features of the industry is the presence of dispatch operators. These outlets receive
orders and designate this demand to an affiliate driver. The chosen driver will generally be the
closest free operator to the chosen demand location. Table 3.9 shows the current number of
registered dispatch operators who are registered with the Taxi Regulation Directorate within the
National Transport Authority. There may be other dispatch operators who are currently operating
but may not be licensed.
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Table 3.9: Number of Registered Dispatch Operators by county
2008

2011

Change 2008‐2011

% Change

Carlow

7

8

1

14%

Cavan

6

9

3

50%

Clare

13

7

‐6

‐46%

Cork

42

53

11

26%

Donegal

14

9

‐5

‐36%

Dublin

82

74

‐8

‐10%

Galway

12

17

5

42%

Kerry

14

15

1

7%

Kildare

26

22

‐4

‐15%

Kilkenny

3

3

0

0%

Laois

7

6

‐1

‐14%

Leitrim

2

4

2

100%

Limerick

14

13

‐1

‐7%

Longford

3

4

1

33%

Louth

16

14

‐2

‐13%

Mayo

9

7

‐2

‐22%

Meath

13

9

‐4

‐31%

Monaghan

7

6

‐1

‐14%

Offaly

7

6

‐1

‐14%

Roscommon

6

5

‐1

‐17%

Sligo

3

4

1

33%

Tipperary

7

7

0

0%

Waterford

8

12

4

50%

Westmeath

6

6

0

0%

Wexford

15

12

‐3

‐20%

Wicklow

10

11

1

10%

Total

352

343

‐9

‐3%

Source: NTA

The overall supply of registered dispatch operators has remained quite constant over the last four
years. The survey of cab drivers was undertaken in 2010 as part of the “Maximum Fare Review”
and provided useful information on the number of surveyed drivers who are affiliated with
dispatch operators. Table 3.10 shows the percentage of drivers who are affiliated with a dispatch
operators. There is no noticeable difference in percentage terms between the Dublin and the rest
of the country in terms of affiliation to dispatch operators. There also appears to be very little
difference in the average dispatch charge which is applied across the country. One noticeable
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difference is in relation to the number of hours worked where the average Dublin cab driver works
on average six hours more per week.

Table 3.10: Driver Affiliation to Dispatch operators
Dublin

Rest of the Country

% of Drivers affiliated to
Dispatch operator

36%

36%

Average Dispatch charge

€84

€88

Average Working hours

57

51

Source: Survey of Cab Drivers (2010)

3.6

Characteristics of Individual Driver Supply

3.6.1 Temporal supply of SPSV services
Figure 3.9 shows the nature of supply by day of the week and time of the day based on a recent
survey of taxi drivers. It is clear from this that majority of taxi drivers work during the day rather
than at night. Approximately 60% of all taxi surveyed worked on Saturday night which reflects the
peak in demand as shown previously.

Figure 3.9: Distriubtion of Taxi Driver Supply by Day of Week and Time of Day

Source: Cab Driver's Survey (2010)
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Figure 3.10 shows the percentage of full‐time and part‐time workers by day of the week and time
of the day. It is clear that few part‐time drivers work at night from Monday to Thursday. Notably,
50% of part‐time drivers are operating on Saturdays.
Figure 3.10: Distribution of Supply based on working status

Note: Percentage of Drivers who work on various days/nights by employment status. Full‐Time is defined as working 30 hours or
more per week
Source: Cab Driver's Survey (2010)

3.6.2 Driver Earnings
As shown in Figure 3.11, reported earnings for drivers have fallen since 2008. The shares in the
lower earnings brackets have increased and the shares in higher gross earnings bands have
decreased significantly.

Figure 3.11: Distribution of Reported Gross Earnings, 2008 and 2010

Source: Survey of Cab Drivers (2010), and Economic Review of Small Public Service Vehicle Industry, 2009.
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Table 3.11 presents data on reported driver earnings. The figures show that on average most
drivers recorded modest earnings in 2010.
Table 3.11: Characteristics of Driver Earnings by region
Dublin

Rest of Country

Band A (<€20,000)

34%

35%

Band B (€21,000‐€30,000)

47%

46%

Band C (€31,000‐€40,000)

17%

16%

Band D (€41,000‐€50,000)

2%

2%

Band E (€51,000‐€60,000)

0%

1%

Band F (€60,000+)

0%

1%

Part‐time vs. Full Time (Gross Driver Earnings)
Full‐Time
Drivers Dublin

Part‐time
Drivers Dublin

Full‐Time
Drivers Rest of
the Country

Part‐time
Drivers Rest of
the Country

Average Hours worked

58.7

17.5

57.2

18.5

Average Annual Earnings

€26,881

€14,696

€24,327

€12,979

Average Earnings per hour

€9.54

€17.50

€8.86

€14.61

Note: Part‐time are defined as those who work less than 30 hours per week. Annual earnings are based on a 48 week working year.
Source: Survey of Cab Drivers (2010):

3.7

Summary of Findings

This chapter analysed the supply of SPSV services. The findings indicated the following:
 The number of SPSVs is currently 24,123 which is a decline from 27,429 evident at the
peak. This compares with 21,888 in 2005.
 Only 4% of SPSVs, are or less than, 3 years old. The share of fleet over 10 years has also
increased.
 The total number of SPSV vehicles has fallen by around 12% since its peak in December
2008. The number of active SPSV driver’s licences has also fallen (19% between 2009 and
2011).
 Regulatory changes along macroeconomic factors have led to little new entry over the last
15 months. Similar changes regarding the transfer of licences have also led to a significant
decline in the level of transferred licences.
 The stock of Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles (WAVs) has fallen somewhat in recent times.
Recent policy to encourage adoption has so far not impacted significantly on supply.
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 The supply of SPSV is less ‘peaked’ than the demand for these services. To a certain extent,
demand peaks are met by a significant increase in the number of part‐time drivers in
operation.
 From our analysis, it appears that gross driver earnings have fallen since 2008.
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4

International Comparisons of Supply and Demand for SPSVs

4.1

Introduction

This chapter sets out a number of elements of comparison with taxi markets internationally,
including in relation to the supply of taxis and the relationship between taxi supply and other
economic variables influencing the demand for taxi services.

4.2

Analysis of international taxi supply data

4.2.1 Initial benchmarking analysis of taxi supply
As a first step, we compare the number of taxis per 1000 head of population in European cities.
The comparison with European cities shows Stockholm and Dublin with the highest ratio in the
sample. It is interesting to see that even though other cities such as London, Amsterdam and
Berlin have no particular quantitative restrictions in the taxi market, taxi numbers in these cities
remain much lower on a per capita basis. This may reflect a range of factors, including the quality
of public transport compared to Dublin.

Figure 4.1: Comparison of Taxi Suppply across Selected European Cities – No. of Taxis poer 1,000
Population

Source: Indecon
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We next compare the number of taxis per head with a sample of OECD capital and main industrial
cities. The sample consists of 23 observations on taxis from cities of Europe, United States,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand. As shown in the following table in most of the cities there are
between one and three taxis per 1000 people, with the highest values in Dublin, Stockholm and
Washington.

Figure 4.2: Comparison of Taxi Suppply across Selected Cities Internationally – No. of Taxis poer
1,000 Population

Note: Data from a variety of sources, including Darbera (2010) and local authority websites
Source: Indecon

Looking at the international context, the next table shows that, with respect to American cities,
Dublin is near the top of the sample in terms of taxis per head of population.
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Figure 4.3: Analysis of International Taxi Supply – Number of Cabs per Capita in Dublin versus US
Cities
Cabs per Capita (per one thousand people)
16.0
14.0
12.0
Cabs per Capita (per one thousand people)

10.0
8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0
0.0

Note: Data from chicagodispatcher.com
Source: Indecon

The number of taxis itself may not be the best indicator of the supply of taxis. For example, in
some cities it is possible that several drivers take turns on the same car, meaning that that taxi
vehicle is utilized much more intensively (e.g., New York City). It should also be noted that broader
working time hour limits exist in many jurisdictions, although enforcement of these for the taxi
industry may be variable across jurisdictions.
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Figure 4.4: Analysis of International Taxi Supply – Taxis and Private Hire Vehicles and Drivers per
1,000 Population in Selected Cities

Note: Data from a variety of sources, including Darbera (2010)
Source: Indecon

Another aspect is to consider is Taxi and Private Hire Vehicles (PHVs). The latter indeed represents
a big percentage of the total in cities such as New York (where PHVs control the telephone booking
sector) and London (where the market is split between PHVs/minicabs [again booked by phone]
and Black Cabs). At the same time the number of non‐taxi PHVs is zero in cities where the
jurisdiction does not allow them (e.g., Paris).
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Figure 4.5: Analysis of International Taxi Supply – Taxis and PHVs per 1,000 Population in
Selected Cities

Note: Note: Data from a variety of sources, including Darbera (2010)
Source: Indecon

4.2.2 Relationships between taxi supply and other economic variables
The figure below presents the scatter plot of the sample data showing the number of taxis as a
function of the population in millions. The scatter plot shows a different picture than the simple
bar chart of the number of taxis per head (shown previously). The relationship shown is positive,
as would be expected, and the R‐squared is about 32%, which is reasonable for this type of data.
An existing observation (actual data) above the predicted line, could be interpreted (with due
caution) as potentially an indicator of having more taxis than the ‘typical’ city, when controlling for
population numbers only.
As mentioned, these results are merely suggestive rather than conclusive, and should be
interpreted with caution. This is because the model is not controlling for other factors which
might drive the number of taxis per head of population, such as price and availability of public
transport, total area and population density, road network conditions and congestion,
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Figure 4.6: Analysis of international taxi supply and demand
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It is also instructive to compare the number of taxi licenses per 1000 head of population to the
GDP growth of the countries in the sample. The relationship is negative and somewhat weak. We
use the average GDP growth over the last three years. One hypothesis might be that the supply of
taxis is largely driven by the supply of labour. In this case, the negative relationship is as one
would expect. However, more detailed analysis allowing for different regulatory regimes would be
required for more definitive interpretation of the data. Again, the R‐squared, the measure of the
percentage of the variation in the taxi supply data explained by the GDP growth data, is about
22.5%.
Dublin, as can be seen from the chart, shows a rather high number of taxis per level of GDP
changes. In spite having negative GDP growth, the number of taxis is still high but this may reflect
barriers to exit once entry occurs. It may also reflect lags in the timescale between an adjustment
in supply and changes in demand.
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Figure 4.7: Analysis of international taxi supply and demand

Source: Indecon

Another interesting scatter plot describing the supply and demand situation for taxis
internationally is found below. This scatter shows the relationship between the number of taxis
per head and the average wage in the country.
In terms of distance above the predicted line, which could be interpreted as giving an indication of
how much Dublin’s supply is not explained by standard factors, Dublin appears to have the most
taxis per head, when controlling for the average wage (Dublin is slightly lower than Washington
DC, but is still further from the predicted line—i.e., when controlling for wages).
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Figure 4.8: Analysis of international taxi supply and demand

Source: Indecon

We next present a scatter plot of the number of taxis per head of population as a function of
unemployment. The relationship is only slightly positive, and in essence insignificant.

Figure 4.9: Analysis of international taxi supply and demand

Source: Indecon
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4.3 Models of SPSV Supply using International and Irish Data
A challenging question for policymakers concerns when over‐ or under‐supply might occur. There
is no analytical agreed upon definition of oversupply or undersupply in the taxi market or indeed
how to measure such a position.
The OFT and UK policy makers tend to use a definition of undersupply. They measure consumer
waiting times for taxis, and if the waiting times are significant then an undersupply is assumed.
This measure has a number of advantages and disadvantages, but merely observing a waiting time
of X does not really tell us if there is an under or oversupply or the extent of oversupply. Further,
these waiting times measures can be highly time‐of‐day/day‐of‐week/season‐specific and can also
be location‐specific.
Having considered the relationships between various economic variables and supply of taxis, and
comparing these internationally, it is interesting to consider there is potential to use such models
to predict by how much supply in Ireland/Dublin is beyond what the ‘adjusted’ averages or
predictions from the models might be.

4.3.1 Prediction based on population and wages
We first consider the model which predicts the number of taxis given the population and the wage
levels. If people have similar demands for taxis per person given their wages and if supply in city
districts were (allowing for some error) allowed to adjust to demand, then such a model would
give a good indication of what “normal” supply levels should be if all other factors were equal. We
estimated this regression equation and then calculated the predicted value for the number of taxis
from the model. The wage data are the average annual wages for OECD countries taken from the
OECD Stats Portal. These data are in 2010 constant prices and are converted to USD using OECD
purchasing power parity on personal consumption expenditure basis. As such, the comparable
data was only available on a country‐by‐country basis and not on a city‐by‐city basis. It is
noteworthy that while it would have been preferable to utilise city‐specific wages, wage levels in
New York City, Washington DC, London, Paris, among other cities, are higher than the average
wage levels for the US as a whole, the UK and France, just as the wages of Dublin are higher than
the national average. The estimation results are found in the table below. The model gives an
estimate of the supply of taxis given the level of population and the wage levels in each city in the
sample. The R‐squared is the measure of goodness‐of‐fit and is about 58%, indicating a reasonably
good fit for this type of regression model. The coefficient on the population variable is statistically
significant (P‐value close to zero—P>|t| = 0.002), and the estimate of the coefficient on the wage
variable is positive and statistically significant too. The predicted value from the estimation and
prediction calculations for Dublin gives an estimate of 8,634 taxis, given Dublin’s county’s
population of 1.27 million, and the average industrial wage.
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Figure 4.10: Regression results‐taxi numbers versus population
Source |
SS
df
MS
-------------+-----------------------------Model | 2.2941e+09
2 1.1470e+09
Residual | 1.6707e+09
20 83535536.9
-------------+-----------------------------Total | 3.9648e+09
22
180217987

Number of obs
F( 2,
20)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

=
=
=
=
=
=

23
13.73
0.0002
0.5786
0.5365
9139.8

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------numberofta~s |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------population~s |
2677.267
745.3371
3.59
0.002
1122.521
4232.013
avgwage |
.5677306
.1616143
3.51
0.002
.230609
.9048522
_cons | -21688.63
7069.245
-3.07
0.006
-36434.81
-6942.439
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Source: Indecon

The most recent data for Co. Dublin from the Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport gives
August 2011 taxi numbers at 10,787, thus giving a difference of 2,153. If the demand for taxis in
cities was the same per head of population, adjusted for average wages, and supply were allowed
to (within some reasonable margin of error) match demand, then the 2,153 might be interpreted
as a potential (albeit uncertain) estimate of oversupply of taxis in Co. Dublin.
It should be noted that there are a number of caveats with the analysis above. A main concern is
that the predictive model does not control for other factors, such as the demand for taxis in Dublin
relative to other cities (such that this demand varies by factors other than population and wages).
Another key concern is that we only have data on the numbers of taxis in the other
jurisdictions/cities—there may be over‐ or under‐supply positions in these cities. Comparison of
the numbers from Dublin County should also be undertaken with caution.
Other factors must be also considered, including in some cities such as London and New York
where there are large numbers of minicabs and limousines as well as extensive and 24‐hour
metro/subway systems. Ireland and Dublin used to have a much larger share of the supply of
SPSVs in the form of hackneys, but since liberalisation this has changed, with the vast majority of
vehicles currently operating as taxis. In addition, where this is the use of a taxi vehicle/medallion
system (i.e., where the restriction is with the vehicle itself, this is often termed a ‘medallion’
system), then the number of drivers is often a more accurate measure of the supply of taxis.
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4.3.2 Prediction of taxis per capita based on GDP growth
A second model used the number of taxis per capita as a function of changes in GDP. The last
three years GDP growth average was used on a country‐wide basis. The regression results from
the model are found in the table below. The model indicates an R‐squared of 22%, while the
coefficient on GDP growth is statistically significant. Taking the predicted value as the number of
taxis per capita and multiplying by the most recent population of Dublin County gives us a
predicted value of 8,405.

Figure 4.11: Regression results‐taxi numbers per capita versus GDP growth
Source |
SS
df
MS
-------------+-----------------------------Model | 35.4293294
1 35.4293294
Residual | 122.644013
21 5.84019108
-------------+-----------------------------Total | 158.073342
22 7.18515191

Number of obs
F( 1,
21)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

=
=
=
=
=
=

23
6.07
0.0225
0.2241
0.1872
2.4166

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------taxisper10~n |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------avggdpgrowth | -.9113871
.3700283
-2.46
0.023
-1.680903
-.1418711
_cons |
2.945604
.5085889
5.79
0.000
1.887936
4.003273
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Source: Indecon

4.4 Comparisons of countyspecific data in Ireland
Of interest is to compare our work with Dublin versus the wider context in Ireland. Therefore, our
next approach considers a regression model of taxis per head of population based on county‐wide
data for both taxi numbers and county population data. The taxi data are the latest numbers of
licensed taxis from the DoT (average of the last four months data), and the county population data
is the latest census data from CSO (both 2011).
The regression model estimation results are found in the table below. The regression model fits
the data rather well, with almost 93% of the variation in the dependent variable (taxi numbers)
explained by the independent variable (population). The estimated coefficient is positive and of
the expected sign.
Figure 4.12: Regression results: county taxi numbers and population
Source |
SS
df
MS
-------------+-----------------------------Model |
101810338
1
101810338
Residual | 8066120.16
24
336088.34
-------------+-----------------------------Total |
109876458
25 4395058.32
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Number of obs =
F( 1,
24)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

=
=
=
=
=

26
302.93
0.0000
0.9266
0.9235
579.73
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------numberofta~s |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------population~s |
8307.524
477.312
17.40
0.000
7322.4
9292.648
_cons |
-758.577
141.421
-5.36
0.000
-1050.456
-466.6984
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Source: Indecon

Further interpretation of the data might be facilitated by a graphical depiction and interpretation.
A graph of the regression line and the scatter plot of the data points is found in the figure below.
From the figure, it should be clear that Dublin is somewhat of an outlier (Dublin is the observation
point high to the right, as it has both a high population and also a high number of taxis).
Interestingly, however, the predicted value relative to the actual number is somewhat lower, with
the predicted value from the model giving 9,797 taxis (while the actual number is 10,787).

0

Number of Taxis/Fitted values
2000 4000 6000 8000 10000

Figure 4.13: Regression results: county taxi numbers and population

0

.5

Population (millions)

Number of Taxis

1

1.5

Fitted values

Note: predicted values on line
Source: Indecon analysis of DoT and CSO data
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Using the county‐specific data from Ireland allows us greater detail and degrees of freedom9 as we
are able to use county data on population and the numbers of taxis over time. We therefore
continued our regression modelling work using a sample of data for both taxi numbers and
population for the years 2007 to 2011. The taxi numbers are the average number over the year,
and the population figures for 2011 are the latest estimates from CSO and the Census.

9

The number of observations less the number of parameters estimated. For the county data, we have
numbers of taxis and population for 26 counties for 5 years.
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The regression results from the model are found in the table below. The model now has 130
observations—the 26 counties times five years. As the model should predict zero taxis when the
population is zero, it is quite common to formulate the model in the natural logs of the variables.
The model fit in terms of R‐squared is very good, at 66%. The population variable (lnpop) is highly
significant (P‐value close to zero) although small in absolute magnitude. This coefficient can be
interpreted as an elasticity. In other words, a 1% change in population is predicted to lead to a
1.67% change in taxi numbers.

Figure 4.14: Regression results: county taxi numbers and population over time
Source |
SS
df
MS
-------------+-----------------------------Model | 212.878307
1 212.878307
Residual | 109.874623
128 .858395494
-------------+-----------------------------Total |
322.75293
129
2.5019607

Number of obs =
130
F( 1,
128) = 248.00
Prob > F
= 0.0000
R-squared
= 0.6596
Adj R-squared = 0.6569
Root MSE
=
.9265

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------lntaxis |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------lnpop |
1.675643
.1064044
15.75
0.000
1.465104
1.886183
_cons | -14.52403
1.245135
-11.66
0.000
-16.98774
-12.06032
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Source: Indecon

It is also informative, as previously done, to include a graphical analysis of the data. This can be
found in the figure overleaf. The scale of the graphic is in the units, but the model was linear in
the natural logs, which give rise to the non‐linear prediction. The observations far up and to the
right are Dublin; the observations next from the right, below the predicted line, are Cork
(population circa 500,000) as before. Based on a simplistic approach that the demand for taxis per
capita is the same in cities throughout the state, this would predict a greater supply relative to the
“norm” of the predicted line in Dublin, and less than predicted in Cork.
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Figure 4.15: Regression results: county taxi numbers and population
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Source: Indecon

An interesting factor to consider when comparing the data across counties in Ireland is the
prevalence of hackneys in some local areas. While in Dublin, the cruising and taxi rank trade is a
significant portion of the business, and so therefore the benefits of converting a hackney license to
a full taxi license might be higher, the commercial need to have a full taxi license in many other
areas might be less clear. Thus, it is potentially important to include the number of hackneys in
our predictive model as done in the analysis that follows.
The results from the regression model estimation for the full county dataset with hackneys are
found below. The hackney numbers are the average monthly numbers from the DoT/Taxi
regulator dataset from the last four months (May‐Aug 2011). Population is the same as before‐
from CSO/the Census.

Figure 4.16: Regression results: county taxi numbers and population & hackneys over time
Source |
SS
df
MS
-------------+-----------------------------Model | 241.462264
2 120.731132
Residual | 81.2906659
127 .640083983
-------------+-----------------------------Total |
322.75293
129
2.5019607

Number of obs
F( 2,
127)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

=
=
=
=
=
=

130
188.62
0.0000
0.7481
0.7442
.80005

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------lntaxis |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------lnpop |
2.526378
.1570014
16.09
0.000
2.2157
2.837055
lnhackney | -1.037929
.1553192
-6.68
0.000
-1.345278
-.7305808
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_cons | -19.40142
1.299528
-14.93
0.000
-21.97295
-16.82989
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Source: Indecon

The inclusion of the number of hackneys as an explanatory variable in the model has rather
important impacts on the predictions. The R‐squared value is now much higher, at 75%. The
number of hackneys is significant in a predictor of the number of taxis. The model predicts that a
1% change in Hackneys reduces the number of taxis by 1%. Now, the numbers of taxis in Cork is
higher than predicted, and the number of taxis in Dublin is higher than predicted. The depiction of
the predicted values and the scatter plot of the data observations are presented below.
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Figure 4.17: Regression results: county taxi numbers and population and hackneys
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Source: Indecon
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A better approach would be to perhaps consider the total number of hackneys plus taxis in each
county as the dependent variable. The results from the regression model are found in the table
below. The model now has an even better and excellent fit, with R‐squared of 93%, and the
population variable is highly significant and of the expected sign (+). The coefficient is slightly
lower than before, but of a similar magnitude.

Figure 4.18: Regression results: county taxi numbers and population & hackneys over time
Source |
SS
df
MS
-------------+-----------------------------Model | 131.212052
1 131.212052
Residual | 9.61674961
128 .075130856
-------------+-----------------------------Total | 140.828802
129 1.09169614

Number of obs
F( 1,
128)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

=
130
= 1746.45
= 0.0000
= 0.9317
= 0.9312
=
.2741

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------lnspsvs |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------lnpop |
1.315536
.0314793
41.79
0.000
1.253249
1.377823
_cons | -9.516177
.3683679
-25.83
0.000
-10.24506
-8.787299
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Source: Indecon

A graphical analysis is also useful as before, and presented below. The results that Dublin is above
the predicted value and Cork is below are qualitatively as before.
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Figure 4.19: Regression results: county spsvs numbers and population
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As a final exercise, we consider the predicted values of the model for all SPSVs less the actual
number of SPSVs in 2011 (average over monthly data). The model is from the results as per above
and run for all five years for every county, but the predictions and actual numbers are only
presented for 2011. This is merely an indication of the supply per capita on average across
counties in the State. The results are found below in the bar chart. A positive number/bar in the
graphic indicates that the actual number is greater than the predicted value from the model. The
values are the differences in vehicle numbers (the actual number less the predicted number). As
one can see from the figure, there is a large supply of SPSVs relative to the population norm in
Dublin. Meath and Kildare have somewhat smaller actual numbers relative to the population‐
predicted norm from the model. On the other hand, Cork, Tipperary, Wexford and Donegal all
appear to have significantly fewer taxis than the model would predict.
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Figure 4.20: Difference between model predicted and actual SPSV numbers
Difference SPSVs
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‐1000

Note: SPSVs do not include limousines in the figure
Source: Indecon

The above analysis should be treated with caution as Indecon believes that it is not possible in
such aggregate modelling to capture all of the factors determining supply and demand particularly
given the marked differences between countries.
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4.5

Summary of Findings

Comparisons are mostly only possible internationally between major capital cities. We have
therefore focused on city‐level comparisons with Dublin.
Dublin has a high number of taxis per capita relative to most cities. In a variety of rankings, Dublin
comes out with fewer taxis per head than only Washington DC, or Washington and Hollywood, CA.
Comparisons of taxis per head alone, however, may belie other underlying conditions of supply
and demand. For example, although Stockholm has just over half the numbers of taxis per head
compared with Dublin, the numbers of drivers per head are nearly the same.
It should also be noted that the numbers of other PSVs, such as minicabs, limousines, hackneys,
and WAVs should also be included. Data on such variables comparing across cities internationally
is not readily available, however.
We also estimated a model of SPSV numbers as a function of population by county using Irish data
only. The indication from this analysis is that Dublin has a high number of taxis per capita relative
to many counties in Ireland. Some counties, on the other hand, such as Cork, Tipperary, and
Wexford, have fewer taxis per capital than the population predicted number for counties in
Ireland.
It is difficult to say to what extent this is indicative of over‐ or under‐supply. There are well‐known
time‐of‐day supply and demand fluctuations in the market. Other factors such as the degree of car
ownership, traffic conditions, the availability of public transport, incomes relative to the price of
the fare, etc, will all impact the total demand for taxis. If it were possible to assume these all were
the same per head of population, then we would have an estimate of the amount of oversupply or
undersupply in each county.
This highlights the differences in attempting to centrally estimate oversupply in a market such as
taxis.
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5

Assessment of Balance of Market Demand and Supply

5.1

Introduction

This chapter expands on the analysis of demand and supply presented in chapters 2 and 3. The
provision of wheelchair accessible taxis/hackneys is also examined.

5.2

Economics of Oversupply

Before presenting the evidence in relation to the SPSV market in Ireland and to provide a context
for the assessment, it is instructive to consider the economics of possible oversupply in markets
such as that of the SPSV market. Box 1 below presents an overview of the economic theory in this
context.
Box 1: Economics of Oversupply in context of SPSV type industries
In general, economic analysis holds that market supply and demand tend towards equilibrium when
certain conditions of competition are met. One of the conditions needed for this tendency towards
equilibrium is flexible prices. When prices are fixed and regulated, and if demand falls, then the possibility
of an oversupply exists. The size of the oversupply will depend on the elasticities of supply and demand,
and the changes in supply and demand.
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D
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q*

q
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In the figure above, there is an exogenous reduction in demand which shifts the demand curve left.
Absent price changes, the new quantity demanded is q’. If prices could adjust, price would fall from p to
p* and the new equilibrium quantity would be established at q*. It should be noted that the amount of
‘oversupply’ should be defined as the difference between the current supply and what the ‘correct’ supply
would be if there was no price regulation. The amount of oversupply should not be misconstrued to be
the old equilibrium supply less the reduction in demand. Thus the oversupply is the difference, q’ ‐ q*,
rather than q’ ‐ q.

Another important factor in understanding the potential for oversupply in the SPSV industry is the
elasticity of supply. This is defined by the slope of the supply curve, and the relevant levels of price and
quantity supplied.
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In the figure above, everything is exactly the same as the previous figure, save that the supply curve is
now more steeply sloped. The demand curve shift to the left is the same as before. The level of
‘oversupply’, with fixed prices, is the same difference, q’ ‐ q*, but the magnitude of the difference is
larger.
It is useful to consider what factors in the current SPSV in might give the supply curve a steep slope or
otherwise. Barriers to exit and low opportunity cost of time10 would be two factors that would make the
supply curve steep.

Source: Indecon

5.3

Survey Views on Supply/Demand Balance in SPSV Market

As part of the most recent Red C consumer survey which was conducted in October 2011 and
commissioned by the Taxi Regulator on behalf of Indecon we asked consumers their opinion on
the adequacy of supply of taxi services. The figure overleaf presents the results of the recent
survey. From this we can see that over half of all respondents believed that there were too many
taxis on the streets.

Figure 5.1: Consumer Views on Supply of Taxis

Source: Red C survey (October 2011)

10

This would be the case, if the possibility for a driver to earn a similar wage in a similar industry or job were
eliminated or low.
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Table 5.1 presents a regional breakdown on consumer attitudes to oversupply in the taxi market.
Again, the majority of these industry representatives believe that there is significant oversupply in
the market.
Table 5.1: Regional Attitudes to Supply of Taxis
Urban

Rural

Dublin

ROL

Munster

Conn/Ulster

Far too many

23%

17%

24%

19%

20%

20%

Too many

35%

26%

37%

31%

33%

19%

Just enough

36%

44%

34%

39%

39%

49%

Not enough

4%

9%

3%

7%

6%

10%

Not nearly
enough

2%

3%

2%

4%

2%

3%

Source: Red C survey (October 2011)

It is clear that there is significant variation in attitudes towards the supply of taxis depending on
the region and location of the respondent. More people from Dublin believe that there is an
oversupply of taxis when compared with the rest of the country. About 12% of rural respondents
felt that there were not enough taxis in their locality although most of rural consumers felt that
there were too many taxis.
In Figure 5.2 the views of the small sample of dispatch operators surveyed is presented. This
shows a difference of views even within the sector on the level of oversupply. However a majority
of 75% felt that there was significant oversupply in the market. Dispatch operators were also
asked to provide their judgment on the percentage of oversupply in the sector. The weighted
average percentage indicated amounted to 22%.
Figure 5.2: Dispatch Operators Attitudes to Oversupply of Taxis

Source: Indecon confidential survey of dispatch operators
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On the basis of the recent consumer survey, along with Indecon’s survey of dispatch operators, we
outline a range of potential oversupply levels based on consumer and dispatch operator
responses. In Table 5.2 below, we apply different weights on consumer responses to estimate a
level of oversupply. What this means is that we are simply assuming that a survey response of “far
too many” under scenario (A) suggests that there are 25% too many taxis on the streets. Similarly,
a response of “far too few” under this scenario assumes that there are 25% too few taxis available.
Under Scenario B we are interpreting ‘far too many’ as suggesting a 40% oversupply in the sector.

Table 5.2: Weights Used in Estimating Oversupply based on Survey Evidence
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Far too many

0.25

0.40

0.50

0.10

Too many

0.15

0.24

0.30

0.06

Just enough

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Too few

0.15

0.24

0.30

0.06

Far too few

0.25

0.40

0.50

0.10

Estimate of
Oversupply

8.25%

13.20%

16.50%

3.30%

Source: Consumers survey (October 2011) based on sample of all respondents

A disaggregation of the results by urban and rural areas is presented below. The results involve
multiplying the percentage of respondents in each category with a Scenario B weighting from the
table above.

Table 5.3: Estimates of Oversupply based on Survey Evidence

Estimate of
Oversupply

Urban

Rural

Dublin

Rest of Country

15.8%

9.7%

17.0%

11.8%

Source: Consumers survey (October 2011) based on sample of all respondents

5.4

Analysis of Entry and Exit

In assessing the balance of demand supply it is useful to consider entry and exit in the SPSV sector.
There a number of factors that complicate interpretation the data. In the taxi market, it is possible
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to transfer a taxi licence. These transfers can be classified as both entry and exit into and out of
the market. As shown previously the number of transferred licences dropped considerably due to
regulatory change and economic circumstances. Only taxi vehicle licences can be transferred from
one SPSV licence holder to another. In this section, we also analyse the entry and exit rates of SPSV
licence holders. This does not reflect actual supply as the SPSV licence holder may not necessarily
hold a vehicle. However, these vehicle licences can currently be rented through various operators.
We also examine the levels of entry in terms of the required and likely payback of entering the
SPSV industry. Entry in the SPSV industry can take a number of forms:
 New entrant who purchases new SPSV vehicle licence;
 New entrant who purchases a SPSV driving licence and rents a registered SPSV vehicle off
someone else; and
 These types of entrants can be further disaggregated into full and part time workers.

Entry rates have dropped significantly in the last 18 months due to regulatory change and
economic factors. As shown in Figure 3.3, the number of new licences issued has fallen almost to a
current level of almost zero. The other variable often used to examine entry is the number of
transferred licences. Since the regulatory change in June 2010 the number of transferred licences
has also fallen considerably. Figure 5.3 shows the monthly entry rates based on the number of
new licences issued and the number of transferred licences. These two factors represent entry
into the industry. To analyse ‘pure’ entry we look solely at the number of new licences issued. We
analyse the ratio of new licences to existing licences in percentage terms. This is based on monthly
data to reflect the significant changes in recent times. It is clear that entry rates have fallen
considerably.
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Figure 5.3: Analysis of ‘Pure’ Entry Rates (February 2007‐August 2011)

Source: NTA

Exit in the SPSV industry can take many forms. The various types of exit are listed below:
 Surrender of Licence;
 Transfer of Licence;
 Retirement;
 Allow licence to lapse (partial exit); and
 Allow vehicle licence to lapse (partial exit).
Exit levels should be viewed in conjunction with the cost of entry. For SPSV operators, the cost of
entry can vary significantly. As discussed above, there are a number of ways of exiting the
industry. Some of these exits may be only partial exits and may re‐join in the industry within five
years of leaving. Currently, a re‐entry fee of €500 is charged on vehicles that have been inactive for
five years or less.
For these reasons, we conduct a simple analysis of exit rates based on the most recent monthly
data. The results displayed in Figure 5.4 show that the level of exit in the taxi market is lower when
compared with other SPSV services. This is mainly due to surrendering of licences. In the past,
these hackney surrendered licences became taxi licences. The exit rates computed below are
based on the imputed exit from comparing changes in the stock along with newly issued licences.
However, these should be viewed with some degree of caution and before 2010, this method was
very unreliable. The reason for this is that SPSV vehicles can be reactivated within five years of
when they lapsed. Thus, significant new entry may arise from simple re‐entry into the market. This
will not be captured by the new licences data.
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Figure 5.4: Analysis of Exit Rates in SPSV Market

Source: Indecon analysis based on data provided by NTA

In the taxi market, the monthly rate of exit is approximately 0.50% which equates to a 6% annual
exit rate. Consideration by policymakers of the reasons for such low levels of exit, given the extent
of oversupply, merits particular focus.
Churning refers to the number of entries and exits into and from an industry within a certain time
period. In the context of churning, we include the transfer of taxi licences in our estimates of entry
and exit rates.
Figure 5.5 overleaf indicates the level of entry and exit into the market, taking account of licence
transfers. While entry and exit do not in themselves indicate oversupply, the analysis, when
considered along with the estimates of falling demand, suggests significant oversupply.
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Figure 5.5: Analysis of Entry and Exit (including transfers)

Source: Indecon analysis based on data provided by NTA

The figure below describes the number of new licences issued since the late 1990s. The number of
new licences peaked in 2007 and has fallen significantly in recent times. This is due to changes in
the regulatory regime and macroeconomic factors. The issuing of new licences has been modified
to reflect a need for more wheelchair accessible vehicles in the SPSV fleet.

Figure 5.6: Historical data on number of new SPSV licences 1998‐2010

Source: NTA

The recent movements in the numbers of taxis/SPSVs are described in the table overleaf.
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Recent Movements in Number of Taxis/SPSVs, 2008‐2011
August
2008

August
2010

August
2011

Change ‐
2008‐2010

% Change

Change ‐
2010‐2011

% Change

Taxi

19,271

19,213

18,238

‐58

‐0.3%

‐975

‐5.1%

Hackney

4,896

4,041

3,404

‐855

‐17.5%

‐637

‐15.8%

Limousine

1,338

1,226

1,200

‐112

‐8.4%

‐26

‐2.1%

WAV

1,587

1,484

1,278

‐103

‐6.5%

‐206

‐13.9%

Total

27,092

25,964

24,120

‐1,128

‐4.2%

‐1,844

‐7.1%

Year

Source: NTA

5.5

Other Indicators of Potential Oversupply

A number of other indicators of possible oversupply in the SPSV market were also examined.
These include estimates of cab utilisation rates, the existence of downward pressure on fares, and
the impact if the ratio of SPSVs to trips which applied in 2005 was used as an indicator of market
balance. Data on utilisation rates is presented in the table below. The figures clearly indicate a
decline in utilisation and, other factors being equal, this would indicate a level of oversupply in the
sector.

Table 5.4: Taxi Dispatch Operators ‐ Cab Utilisation Rates
Details/Statistics

2009

2010

2011

Mean

56%

46%

40%

Median

55%

45%

38%

Source: Indecon confidential survey of Taxi Dispatch Operators
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One of the features of the current Irish market is the existence of discounts and the resultant
downward pressure on fares. According to the survey evidence, presented in the figure below,
23% of customers indicated that they secured discounts on taxi fares. This is another indicator of
potential oversupply in the sector. It may also be indicative of increased competition in the sector.

Figure 5.7: Extent of Fare Discounts

Source: Redc survey (July 2010)

5.5.1 Countylevel estimates of oversupply
In the table overleaf we outline some illustrative estimates of possible supply and demand balance
by county utilising an assumption whereby the ratio of trips to the number of SPSVs equates to
that pertaining in 2005 and an adjustment is applied to reflect the variation in the number of
hours worked.
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Table 5.5: Estimated Balance between Supply and Demand based on 2005 Ratios
Assuming Ratio of Trips to SPSVs Equates to 2005 Levels and adjusted according to number of hours
worked per county
Estimates % Oversupply
2011
(‘+’ = est. oversupply)
Estimated Oversupply based on Consumer
Surveys
4,899
20%
Estimated county‐level supply/demand balance:
Carlow

‐16

‐10%

Cavan

67

33%

Clare

30

7%

Cork

330

15%

Donegal

51

10%

Dublin

2,762

23%

Galway

180

17%

Kerry

86

17%

Kildare

103

10%

Kilkenny

11

5%

Laois

85

34%

Leitrim

42

43%

Limerick

99

13%

Longford

25

23%

Louth

224

34%

Mayo

85

21%

Meath

332

25%

Monaghan

13

13%

Offaly

34

16%

Roscommon

33

20%

Sligo

44

23%

Tipperary

26

8%

Waterford

41

12%

Westmeath

8

2%

Wexford

92

28%

Wicklow

49

11%

Source: Indecon analysis
*Note: As indicated in Table 3.11, drivers in Dublin work slightly longer hours and this adjustment is applied to the
analysis
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5.6

Analysis of Supply and Demand for Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles

The supply and demand for WAVs differs in a number of respects from the main SPSV market.
Demand for these services may not be driven by macroeconomic factors to the same extent as
with other SPSV services. In the table below we outline some illustrative estimates based on one
estimate of potential demand for wheelchair accessible vehicles.

Table 5.6: Supply of WAVs versus Potential Demand
County

Estimated Demand

WAVs per 1000 potential users

Carlow

293

0.07

Cavan

373

0.02

Clare

650

0.02

Cork

2,845

0.03

Donegal

858

0.02

Dublin

7,152

0.08

Galway

1338

0.05

Kerry

818

0.02

Kildare

1,037

0.09

Kilkenny

504

0.05

Laois

384

0.09

Leitrim

181

0.08

Limerick

1,093

0.03

Longford

206

0.05

Louth

658

0.06

Mayo

739

0.03

Meath

918

0.08

Monaghan

317

0.03

Tipperary

891

0.01

Offaly

404

0.03

Roscommon

353

0.04

Sligo

365

0.01

Waterford

656

0.04

Westmeath

460

0.07

Source: Indecon analysis
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5.7

Conclusions on Supply and Demand in SPSV market

The analysis in this report indicates that the significant falls in the demand for SPSV services have
not been matched by a corresponding level of exit from the sector and this has led to an
oversupply of SPSV vehicles. This is not surprising as there are likely to be lagged effects in any
adjustments in supply. The following observations from our analysis are highlighted:
 The level of oversupply is influenced by the impact of non‐compliant operators in the
sector and by the low levels of exit from the industry. This is due to the lack of alternative
employment opportunities and the need for individuals to attempt to recoup investment
costs even on a marginal cost basis. Low levels of exit may also in part be influenced by
perceptions that taxi licenses will increase in value if restrictions on entry are introduced.
 Given the available data is not possible for government agencies or consultants to derive
definitive estimates of the precise level of oversupply as this will vary by region, location,
time of day and by income and fare levels. It will also depend on the level of public
transport available. It should also be noted that previous attempts to centrally evaluate
precise levels of supply and demand in taxis have often led to major policy mistakes.
 The evidence however indicates that both consumers and dispatch operators believe that
there is an oversupply of taxi vehicles. This view is more pronounced when consumers are
disaggregated between urban and rural areas with high levels of oversupply suggested in
Dublin and other major centres.
 Despite the limitations in any estimates of the level of oversupply it is useful to provide
some illustrative figures based on using a number of alternative methodologies. The
weaknesses in these approaches should be noted and caution is advised in relation to the
estimates. The results presented below indicate that the level of oversupply has increased
significantly in recent years reflecting significant falls in demand. On a national level,
oversupply is estimated to be in the range of 13‐22% of the current SPSV fleet. The
estimation is sensitive to the choice of methodology used and all involve some judgments
and assumptions concerning the supply and demand balance. There is also some
anecdotal evidence of shortages of taxes in rural areas, particularly in areas where public
transport is not comprehensive.

Table 5.7: Indicative Estimates of Potential Oversupply of SPSVs

Estimation Methodology

Number of Oversupply
of SPSVs
Dublin
Ireland

% of Existing
Vehicle Licenses
Dublin
Ireland

Assuming Ratio of SPSV to trips in 2005 represents market balance

2,762

4,899

23.4%

20.3%

Estimates based on International norms

2,153

3,755

20.0%

16.0%

Estimates based on Consumer Surveys

1,998

3,184

17.0%

13.2%

N/a

5,307

N/a

22.0%

Estimates Based on survey of Taxi Dispatch companies
Source: Indecon analysis
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 Assessing supply accurately is a very difficult task, particularly given the absence of
information on the number of licence holders who may not be actively operating in the
market and are either unable or unwilling to transfer or surrender a licence. This could
mean that any estimates of the level of oversupply may be overstated. There is some
evidence, for example, that the transfer market has collapsed arising from the poor
returns evident in the industry. There is a possibility that there are licence holders who
are not operating in the sector but have not surrendered their SPSV licence. This suggests
that actual supply may have fallen by more than what the vehicle licence numbers
suggest. However, as there is both a formal and informal rental market operating in the
sector, and some licences are continuing to be transferred for a capital sum, it is difficult
to know whether this is significant. There is also inevitable imprecision with any estimate
of oversupply and a caveat should be noted that the figures are only indicative. Our
estimates of oversupply also are based on an assumption that there was broad market
balance between supply and demand in 2005. This year was chosen simply on the basis
that it represents a similar level of demand to what currently exists, but inevitably there is
a judgement involved in the choice of year. The evidence, however, clearly shows a very
significant level of oversupply in the sector, which is not surprising given the collapse in
demand. This conclusion is also consistent with the views of specialist operators in the
sector and is also consistent with consumer research.

Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles (WAVs)
 We also assessed the balance between the demand for WAVs and their supply across the
country. Recent policy intervention has aimed to improve the uptake of these types of
vehicles. We find that this balance is poorer in more rural counties when compared with
more urban counties like Dublin.
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6

International Benchmarking of Cost and Quality of Taxi
Services

6.1

Introduction

This chapter examines (fares) and quality of service for taxi services in Ireland (Dublin11) and
internationally. International comparisons should ideally control for exogenous12 factors which
drive price or quality, although this is seldom feasible. Perhaps for this reason existing
comparative studies are limited. It is however useful to examine available evidence.
6.1.1 Comparisons of Eurozone and European Countries
We first analyze the fares data within the Eurozone and EU. We then analyze if there are
variations in the fares that are explained by factors, such as wage levels, GDP growth, and
unemployment.
2.1.1.4 Eurozone
The first figure refers to taxi fares in the Eurozone countries. Dublin is ranked as having the
second‐highest taxi fares, while the first‐highest fares are in Helsinki. We present the low, mean,
and high fare. The range is generated by potential extras to the fare, and also peak‐time fares.
The figures do not, however, take account of fare discounting and so may overstate taxis costs in
Ireland.

Figure 6.1: Analysis of price data, Eurozone Fares (Euro)

Source: Indecon analysis
11

Existing studies have focused on Dublin, and the available data on price and quality is on Dublin as well. Comparisons
between secondary and non‐capital cities internationally and in Ireland are limited by the existing data. While in Ireland,
the fares system is national, this is not the case in many other countries.
12
I.e., not a function of supply and demand within the market.
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It is also useful to consider taxi fares in relation to average wages of a country. The highest
value/ranking city is still Helsinki, but now this is followed by cities like Lisbon and Rome where the
taxi prices are relatively high with respect to wages. Dublin is now further down the rankings,
indicating that high fares in Dublin in part merely reflect general wage levels in Ireland.

Figure 6.2: Analysis of Data on Ratio of Taxi Fares to Wages in Eurozone

Source: Indecon analysis

It is also useful to examine the relationships between taxi fares and economic and demographic
variables. The relationship between GDP Growth and taxi fares reveals a weak and insignificant
relationship between the variables (see figure overleaf).
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Figure 6.3: Taxi Fares and Economic Variables, Eurozone

Source: Indecon analysis

Looking at the figure below, the relationship between taxi fares and average wages is significantly
positive and so the higher the general level of wages of the country, the higher the taxi fares in the
sample tend to be.

Figure 6.4: Taxi Fares and Economic Variables, Eurozone

Source: Indecon analysis
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We next extend the analysis to include population density. By introducing a demographic variable,
it seems that in cities with high population density the price of a taxi ride is lower. This could be
explained through economies of scale (and some degree of cost‐reflectiveness in fares). In this
case the cities with highest population densities are Lisbon and Athens, which show also the
lowest fare values in the sample.

Figure 6.5: Taxi Fares and Demographic Variables, Eurozone

Source: Indecon analysis

The last variable we consider in relationship with taxi fares is the price of metro or bus service in
order to take account of substitute transport markets. There appears to be evidence that the
higher is the bus or metro ticket fare, the higher will be the price for a taxi ride. This may reflect
underlying costs of wages, fuel and other transport costs.
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Figure 6.6: Taxi Fares and Bus/Metro fares, Eurozone

Source: Indecon analysis

2.1.1.5 European Countries
Our next step will be to include in our sample other European countries which are not in the
Eurozone. In the comparison we continue to use the Euro as currency, making the conversion from
local currencies using prevailing exchange rates from April 2011. We also adjust for purchasing
power parities, using OECD PPPs, and then convert the USD13 PPP figures back into euros using
exchange rates (1.39USD/EUR).
The first analysis is again undertaken on price (fare) with a straight ranking found in the figure
overleaf. We see the lowest fare is that of Athens, while the highest values are those of Nordic
Countries and Switzerland, followed by Dublin.

13

OECD PPP figures are expressed in terms of the ratio of local currency to USD based on purchasing power.
Therefore, two Euro zone countries would have different OECD PPP exchange rates, even though they both
have the same currency, as long as price levels are different in the two countries.
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Figure 6.7: Analysis of Price Data, European Countries

EU fares
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Athens, Greece
Budapest, Hungary
Prague, Czech Republic
Lisbon, Portugal
Krakow, Poland
Tallinn, Estonia
Barcelona, Spain
Madrid, Spain
Reykjavik, Iceland
Rome, Italy
Paris, France
Brussels, Belgium
Vienna, Austria
Copenhagen, Denmark
London, England
Berlin, Germany
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Dublin, Ireland
Stockholm, Sweden
Helsinki, Finland
Zurich, Switzerland
Oslo, Norway
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Source: Indecon analysis

An analysis of how taxi fares compare to wage levels; the highest relative fares are now those of
Krakow, Tallinn, Budapest and Prague.
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Figure 6.8: Analysis of Price Data, European Countries
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Source: Indecon analysis

Another useful means of comparison is to adjust fares by purchasing power14 of the local currency.
This will impact the analysis by reflecting differences across members of the Eurozone as well as
members of the wider EU, as a Euro might not have the same purchasing power in say, Helsinki as
in Athens.
The comparison of the PPP adjusted fares ranking with the fares/wage ranking is interesting.
Dublin is now ranked seventh from the top, whereas with the relative wage ranking, Dublin ranked
15th. The comparison with the exchange rate rankings is also interesting. The indication is that
relative to purchasing power, Dublin wages are high relative to fares. Adjustments only reduce
Dublin’s ranking slightly.

14

We use OECD purchasing power parities. These are published as purchasing power parities with the USD,
based on fixed basket of local goods based comparisons. Our method was then to convert USD to EUR
based on exchange rates in Oct 2011.
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Figure 6.9: Analysis of Price Data, European Countries
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Source: Indecon analysis

At this point, it is useful to consider some relationships between fares and economic variables. The
first relationship we consider is that with GDP growth. The relationship between taxi fares and
GDP growth for the sample of EU countries seems to be weakly positive, but that cannot be
considered as significant. Dublin recently showed a decline in GDP, but relatively high fares, similar
to the story with the Eurozone and OECD samples.
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Figure 6.10: Taxi Fares and Economic Variables, European Countries

Source: Indecon analysis

The table below shows a positive relationship between fares and Average Wages; higher wages
tend to correspond to higher fares. This is the case of cities like Oslo, Zurich and Dublin. The
lowest values are those of Krakow and Athens, which show low wages as well as fares. The
relationship between fares and wages for EU countries seems to be stronger than when
considering the full sample including other OECD cities; the model fits better for the sample of EU
countries, probably because we are comparing cities which have more similarities.
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Figure 6.11: Taxi Fares and Economic Variables, European Countries

Source: Indecon analysis

The last comparison we make is with other transport‐mode fares (metro/bus fares). In this case
the relationship is positive and so high bus or metro fares tend to predict high taxi fares; this is the
case of Zurich and Amsterdam, for example. Berlin seems to show very low bus fares with respect
to its high Taxi prices. Dublin appears to have average Bus fares but higher relative taxi fares when
compared to the rest of the sample.
Figure 6.12: Taxi Fares and Metro/Bus Fares, European Countries

Source: Indecon analysis
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6.1.2 Comparisons of price data OECD sample
As a next step in our analysis, we compare the prices of taxis across a wider selection of cities. We
chose the sample based on countries/cities that were one of the following: capital cities in the EU,
capital cities in OECD Countries, and selected major industrial and commercial cities (e.g., New
York, New York), and subject to data availability. The price data are from the price database on
priceoftravel.com. The data are for a high and low range of fares based on extras and differential
rates for time of day, holidays, etc. The trips were for a 3km trip in the city centre assuming an
average amount of traffic and time and luggage. We checked the data using the online fare
calculator from the Department of Transport in Ireland’s taxi regulation website, and were able to
within a reasonable approximation reproduce the high and low fares for Ireland15.
Fares in different currencies are converted to a common currency unit (USD) based on OECD
purchasing power parities. This is the common method, as this avoids distortions due to exchange
rate movements, and reflects, as best as possible, the purchasing power of the local currency. The
values are in nominal USD for 2011.
Figure 6.13: Analysis of price data

Note: Prices are expressed in USDPPP; PPP data from OECD
Source: Indecon analysis of priceoftravel.com data

15

The figure thus shows an observation for ‘Ireland’ which comes from the online fares calculator, and one for Dublin,
which comes from the priceoftravel.com data.
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While the above comparisons of fares are useful, comparisons of fares without any additional
adjustment, while useful in some regards, might be misleading in other regards. In terms of
adjusting for local conditions, one factor is the fare relative to the local wage. One would expect
higher fares in cities with higher local wages. Local wages and fares are converted into USD, again,
on a PPP basis. We therefore present below the ranking of the 33 cities based on the average fare
for the 3km ride divided by the average wage in the period 2008‐2010. On this metric, Ireland
does not look very different from average. Thus, the conclusion is that while Ireland seems
somewhat expensive in the ranking of taxi fares, when controlling for local wages, Ireland is about
average or slightly below average.
Figure 6.14: Analysis of price data

Note: Prices are expressed in USDPPP; PPP data from OECD
Source: Indecon analysis of priceoftravel.com data

6.1.3 Explanatory models of prices
Benchmarking analysis often involves, in a more quantitative way, controlling for factors which
drive price that might be considered exogenous. It is prudent to consider other factors besides
wages. The figure below shows the relationship across jurisdictions between taxi fares and
unemployment. The unemployment rate is the national average as reported by the OECD. There
appears to be a significant negative relationship between fares and unemployment.
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Figure 6.15: Analysis of price data

Source: Indecon analysis of priceoftravel.com and OECD data

6.1.4 Detailed quantitative analysis on prices
In order to make comparisons of taxi fares on a more like‐for‐like basis, we have undertaken a
more detailed analysis of the relationships between fares and other variables. This is undertaken
using multiple regression analysis.
A first step is to consider the relationships between the proposed variables (simple linear
correlations). The following table found below shows the correlations between the Taxi Fares
variable (expressed in USDPPP16) and economic and demographic variables. The table refers to 33
observations across the major cities in EU and OECD capitals as described previously.

16

US Dollars, based on purchasing power parities.
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Table 6.1: Comparison of Taxi Fares ‐ Simple Linear Correlations
Correlation

Taxi
Fares

Population
Density

Unemployment
rate

Average
Wage

GDP
Growth

Taxi Fares

1.000

Population Density

‐0.391

1.000

Unemployment

‐0.219

0.162

1.000

Average Wage

0.422

‐0.178

‐0.267

1.000

GDP Growth

‐0.135

0.054

‐0.044

‐0.007

1.000

Metro/Bus Fares

0.524

‐0.249

‐0.351

0.731

‐0.110

Metro/Bus
Fares

1.000

Source: Indecon analysis of priceoftravel.com and OECD data, data on population density from Wikipedia and
http://www.citymayors.com/statistics/largest‐cities‐density‐125.html

The table shows both negative and positive correlations, and suggests that there are potential
relationships between fares and other factors, such as population density.
We first consider population density. The first negative correlation is with the Population Density
variable. Overall, the relationship between fares and population density appears weak, but
negative.
While the causality of this relationship should not be interpreted too strongly, this could be due to
a variety of factors, such as scale economies within more densely populated cities. Looking at the
following figure, the observation‐value for Dublin shows a population density not far from the
mean.
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Figure 6.16: Analysis of Taxi Price Data

Source: Indecon analysis of priceoftravel.com and OECD data, data on population density from Wikipedia and
http://www.citymayors.com/statistics/largest‐cities‐density‐125.html

More detailed outputs from the regression model17 are found in the table below. The strength of
the relationship is confirmed by regression outputs which show statistical significance (P>t value
less than 0.10) and a negative coefficient of ‐0.223. The R‐squared is equal to 0.085.

Table 6.2: Population Density
Ln Taxi Fares

Coef.

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

Ln Population Density

‐.223

.131

‐1.71

0.098

‐.490

.043

_cons

3.876

1.070

3.62

0.001

1.694

6.059

Source: Indecon analysis of priceoftravel.com and OECD data, data on population density from Wikipedia and
http://www.citymayors.com/statistics/largest‐cities‐density‐125.html

17

This model uses the natural logs of the variables.
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Another relationship we wish to consider is between Taxi fares and Wages, as measured by the
Average Wage over the last three years (expressed again in USDPPP too). This coefficient is
positive, meaning that higher levels of wage appear to be related positively to prices18.

Figure 6.17: Analysis of Price Data

Source: Indecon analysis of priceoftravel.com and OECD data

Outputs from the regression show a quite high positive effect with a coefficient of 0.592, which is
statistically significant. The goodness‐of‐fit is also high, with an R‐squared of 0.585. We thus
conclude that wages appear an important factor when comparing taxi fares internationally.

Table 6.3: Average Wage
Ln Taxi Fares

Coef.

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

Ln Avg Wage

.592

.089

6.61

0.000

.410

.775

_cons

‐4.072

.928

‐4.39

0.000

‐5.967

‐2.178

Source: Indecon analysis of priceoftravel.com and OECD data

18

The variables are in the natural logs, so the interpretation of the coefficients is an elasticity, i.e., a 1% rise in wages
tends to be associated with a 0.59% rise in fares.
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6.1.5 Adjustment of rankings based on predicted values
A final consideration on the comparisons of taxi fares is to consider the predicted values from the
model of fares as explained by exogenous factors. To do this, we take the predicted values from
the regression model, and then compare across countries both the predicted values and the actual
values.
When ranked on the predicted values, the fares for Dublin rank 5th highest (the light‐blue shaded
bars in the graphic below); when ranked on actual fares, Dublin would rank 7th. This could be
interpreted to indicate that the position of Dublin in the rankings is largely explained by exogenous
factors, such as wages, and population density, and that Dublin fares, when controlling for wages
and other factors, might even be higher.

Figure 6.18: Ranking of fares on predicted values‐linear model
16
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Madrid, Spain

Rome, Italy

Vienna, Austria

Krakow, Poland
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Barcelona, Spain

Auckland, New Zealand

Athens, Greece

Vancouver, Canada

New York City, USA

Lisbon, Portugal

London, England

Berlin, Germany

Seoul, South Korea

Tel Aviv, Israel

Toronto, Canada

Istanbul, Turkey

Prague, Czech Republic

Mexico City, Mexico

0

Fares Prediction

Note: data from priceoftravel.com, OECD, and Wikipedia for population density.
Source: Indecon analysis
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6.2

Quality of Service

6.2.1 Previous studies
Quality of service is an important factor when considering value for money and comparisons of
taxi fares internationally. If one service has a higher quality, then a straight fare comparison may
be misleading if not interpreted correctly. Comparisons of fares should be made on a ceteris
paribus, or, all‐else‐equal basis when possible. On the other hand, it should not be assumed that
the goal of regulatory policy or the preferences of users should be for a maximum of quality, or
even uniform quality; regulatory policy should consider the trade‐offs between quality and price
and consumers’ valuation of these.
There are very few studies or existing data internationally on quality of service for taxis. However,
one source of international quality comparison information is online surveys from travel sites such
as www.hotels.com. Hotels.com runs a survey annually of the world’s best and worst taxis.
These surveys are informative, but should be judged with some caution due to methodological
issues.
Generally, speaking London’s black cabs have topped the surveys from Hotels.com. London’s
black cabs have been rated the best (and most expensive) in the world for four years running
(2008‐2011). London was placed top in five out of the seven categories including safety,
friendliness, cleanliness, quality of driving and knowledge of the area.
Survey respondents ranked London ahead of other top international destinations including New
York (favourite among nine per cent of travellers) and Hong Kong (third with seven percent of the
vote). Tokyo and Singapore completed the global top five receiving 7% and 6% of the vote
respectively, displacing the German city of Berlin and capital of Thailand, Bangkok from last year’s
top five. The results of the “best” taxis survey are found below for 2011. Dublin is ranked in the
top nine cities and the top four in Europe.
Table 6.4: Top Ten Cities in the World for Taxis
Rank

City

%

1

London

28

2

New York

9

3

Hong Kong

7

4

Tokyo

7

5

Singapore

6

6

Bangkok

6
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7

Berlin

4

8

Helsinki

4

9

Dublin

4

10

Madrid

4

Source: www.hotels.com

While it should be interpreted with caution, the survey evidence from the Hotels.com surveys
provides some broad qualitative indication of consumers’ quality perceptions for a specific type of
consumers, namely hotel‐based travellers.
A scatter plot of quality scores versus taxi fare prices is shown below. The quality data are the
overall ranking for the top 10 cities from the Hotels.com survey. The price data come from the
priceoftravel.com taxi fares online database. The price data are the average price between the
high and low price for a 3km city centre taxi ride based on the data methodology of
priceoftravel.com.
Figure 6.19: Quality v price

Note: Fares in USD based on OECD PPP.
Source: Indecon analysis of hotels.com and priceoftravel.com data

According to the figure, as a function of price, there does not seem to be strong correlation
between price and quality score. London appears to be an outlier in this sense, in that it does
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have a higher price, than average, but overall the price does not increase nearly in‐line with the
quality score.
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6.2.2 IVM study
One important international study on quality of taxi services is the work of Richard Darbera from
the Institut pour la Ville en Mouvements (IVM) which examined consumers’ demands for taxi
service and quality across eight major world cities, including Dublin19 using a consumer survey
method.
One of the questions asked respondents what they believed were the most important service
elements to improve for their taxis. Interestingly, Dubliners ranked better vehicles as significantly
more important than other city respondents. Twenty four per cent of Dubliners wanted better
vehicles, the most of any of the cities surveyed, and 5% more than the next higher city
respondents, Stockholm. Dubliners similarly thought taxis were better abroad.
When asked how to improve taxi quality, Dubliners were most interested in larger cars and more
comfort. Comfort, size, and single colour all ranked significantly for respondents in Dublin.
When asked about the quality of the drivers, among Dublin respondents, only 36% said they
wanted better drivers and only 39% said drivers were better abroad. This was very much in‐line
with the average figures across countries.
Respondents were asked to rate overall whether there was a need for a better service, and 33% of
Dublin respondents, versus an average of 20% across all eight cities, said there was a need for a
better service.

6.2.3 Red C study
An additional source of information on international comparative quality comes from the recent
RedC survey of tourists in Ireland for the taxi regulator. The survey asked tourists to rate a
number of factors for taxis in Ireland vis‐à‐vis their experience with taxis at home.
Overall, according to the RedC survey, Ireland ranked highly on a variety of quality of service
variables including overall experience and driver quality. For service, knowledge, and courtesy,
positive ratings significantly outweighed negative ratings, and only a very small percentage said
the service was worse than at home (5%, 7%, and 5% respectively). Vehicles were rated as very
much in‐line with experience in their own country.

19

Richard Darbéra, 2010. "Taxicab regulation and urban residents' use and perception of taxi services: a survey in eight
cities".
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Figure 6.20: Tourists’ Rting of Taxis in Ireland versus Home Country

Rating Of Taxis In Ireland Vs Home Country
(Base: All Tourists Who Have Used Taxi/Hackney/Limousine in Ireland and normally at home– 332)
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About the same

63

44

Worse in Ireland

12

36

NET Better vs. Worse +13%

-18%

5

+34%

Quality
%

When compared to taxis in their own country, Irish ones perform very strongly and
are ahead on all measures with the exception of value for money. Driver ratings
are very strong while vehicles are very much inline with performance in home country.

(Q.10)

Source: Red C survey

The experience of tourists was somewhat explained by their home country, with tourists from the
USA having rated an overall better experience with taxis in Ireland. The Red C analysis also
showed the split in ratings by UK/EU/USA_CAN, and this is found in the figure overleaf. The
negative value‐for‐money ratings are coming primarily from European tourists, along with just a
slight negative rating on cleanliness and appearance also from the European and UK tourists.
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Figure 6.21: Rating of Taxis in Ireland (Continued)

Rating Of Taxis In Ireland Vs Home Country – NET BETTER vs. WORSE
(Base: All Tourists Who Have Used Taxi/Hackney/Limousine in Ireland and normally at home– 332)
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When we look at improvement by country of residence, however, improvements are being
driven by North American residents. Vehicle ratings are underperforming for UK
and European residents while Value for money is also a big issue for these Tourists.

(Q.10)

Source: RedC survey

The only area where Irish taxis received a negative rating was in value‐for‐money. Thus, with
positive experience and quality variables, and a negative value‐for‐money rating, this indicates
that it was the fare that was driving this part of the negative experience. As indicated previously
this may be related to the higher underlying cost base in Ireland.
Tourists were also asked to rate their experience relative to previous experiences they had had in
Ireland. While the results were fairly balance, on items such as service quality related to drivers,
vehicle, and service, and the overall experience, the net change perceived was positive. The
results are found in the graphic below.
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Figure 6.22: Rating of Taxis in Ireland (Continued)

Improvement Of Taxi/Hackney/Limousine Service in Ireland Since Last Used
(Base: All Tourists Who Have Used a Taxi/Hackney/Limousine Previously – 206)
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Amongst those who have used previously, improvements have been noted for all aspects
with the exception of Value for Money. Driver service and vehicle quality have
seen biggest increases

(Q.8)

Source: RedC survey

The results indicate that 38% of tourists suggested reduction in fares and 10% improvements in
vehicle quality.
Finally, the RedC survey asked tourists which areas should be improved. The results are very much
in‐line with the other international research from IVM and Darbera. Reducing fares/giving value‐
for‐money comes out the clear winner among where people believe improvement is most needed.
Vehicle quality comes next, followed by vehicle cleanliness. Driver‐related quality does not rank as
a significant issue. Overall, the quality levels are seen as good.
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Figure 6.23: Rating of Taxis in Ireland (Continued)

Areas for Suggested Improvement
(Base: All Tourists Who Have Used Taxi/Hackney/Limousine in Ireland – 502)
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Suggestions for improvements are driven by a desire to see fares reduced and
Improvements in vehicles. Although for almost half, there are no improvements necessary.

(Q.11)

Source: RedC survey

6.3

Conclusions from International Benchmarking

According to international comparisons, prices for taxis appear to be somewhat above average in
Ireland relative to selected other countries.
However our research suggests that this is well in line of the expectations for taxi fares given other
factors which drive fares, such as wages, population density, and unemployment. Overall, a
predictive model of taxi fares across jurisdictions indicated that the Irish fares are about 1.5%
above the predicted value. In other words, according the model, fares are very similar to what one
would expect given levels of wages, employment, region, and population density.
Overall, quality of service for Irish taxis appears to be good. The international evidence is
consistent with the domestic evidence. Domestic survey respondents appeared to be most
concerned with having larger, more comfortable, and better vehicles and value‐for‐money. Lower
fares and vehicle quality are the most important issues for tourists.
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7

Economies of Scale in SPSV Services

This chapter examines the specific issue of economies of scale in the SPSV market.

7.1

Results from Survey of Taxi Dispatch Operators

As part of this study we also sought the views of dispatch operators on scale economies. We also
asked for any views on potential interventions/measures to achieve economies of scale through
the use of dispatch operators and technology.
The input from one dispatch operator suggested that there could be economies of scale achieved
by dispatching across dispatch operators when some particular needs were present, such as a
wheelchair accessible taxi, in a particular place at a particular time. They would require the
dispatch system to be able to send the most economically available (from distance, time to travel,
etc), and optimize across systems.
In examining the existing position in the market it is clear that all companies are dispatching taxis
using a fully automated software optimization solution approach. Some dispatch operators use a
traditional telephone and radio based systems, where a dispatch operator would dispatch the taxis
based on their knowledge of the city and local area, and driving times and proximities of requests
for cabs and the expected location of vehicles affiliated with the company.

Table 7.1: Taxi Dispatch Operators ‐ Method of Dispatch Used
Method of Dispatch

% of Responses

a. Cabs dispatched via radio or phone using dispatch operators’
knowledge of the city, routes, and consumer needs

55.6%

b. Cabs dispatched by dispatch operator aided by
software/communications networks
c. Fully automated dispatch operator optimisation software and
network communications solution gives dispatch the match of cars,
customers, locations, and who should go where

11.1%

Total

100%

33.3%

Source: Indecon confidential survey of Taxi Dispatch Operators
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Across days, weeks and months, a number of companies surveyed draw up a schedule in advance
and the others allow drivers to set their own schedules and dispatches taxis based on who is
available on the day/night.

Table 7.2: Taxi Dispatch Operators ‐ Method of Matching Supply and Demand across Days and
Seasons
Method of Matching Supply and Demand
a. A schedule is drawn up in advance showing how many cars/drivers are
operating in what areas
b. Drivers are free to set their own schedule and the incentive to generate
fare business ensures matching of supply and demand
c. Other
Total

% of Responses
42.9%
42.9%

14.3%
100%

Source: Indecon confidential survey of Taxi Dispatch Operators

7.2

Existing Studies

One of the issues considered as part of this study was potential investments to active economics of
scale in the Irish taxi market. To put this question in context we examined existing studies and
also undertook some new modelling.
The 2009 report on the economic review of the SPSV industry indicated that post‐liberalisation
demand increased in the Dublin taxi market and earnings of taxi drivers decreased.20 The report
noted that the number of new entrants and level of investment in cab fleet had also decreased
since liberalisation. Although drivers were working longer hours and taking on additional shifts,
the report concluded that economies of scale are increasing only for those drivers with access to
larger dispatching companies.21
A study was undertaken in 2011 by Yang and Yang of returns‐to‐scale in the taxi market. This
study utilised a simulation model of the matching supply and demand. The authors used a Pareto‐
improving analysis to examine service quality relationships between customer waiting times and

20

Goodbody Economic Consultants, Maunsell, F., and IMS Millward Brown, for the Commission for Taxi
Regulation (2009), “Economic Review of the Small Public Service Vehicle Industry.”
21
Ibid.
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fleet size.22 They showed that a win‐win situation occurs only when functions show increasing
returns to scale and showed that “taxi fleet size should be determined such that the total cost of
operating vacant taxis equals the total cost of customer waiting time multiplied by an asymmetric
factor of the meeting functio.”23 The research suggested that concluded that “trade‐offs between
social welfare and profits in the light of partially conflicting objectives of the public sector and the
private taxi firms using a bi‐objective the taxi utilization rate and the customer wait/search time or
service quality equal to those at social optimum if the meeting functions show constant returns to
scale.”24
Darbera (2005) studied the regulation of taxi markets in New York, London, and Paris with
emphasis on the way technological advances in the telecommunications industry has impacted the
regulatory frameworks.25 Interestingly, in poor neighbourhoods, but Parisian taxis serve a
narrower population and area, i.e., Paris, the relatively few, large taxi companies have been “able
to reduce costs of empty runs and waiting times through the investment and use of sophisticated
communications systems (i.e., mobile telephony, internet, GPS).”26
In a recent study of the Austin, Texas (US) taxi Market, Mundy and Long (2011)27 considered the
trends in technology and scale economies. They find that while technology presents some
opportunity for scale economies, these are likely to be exhausted before comprising a large
portion of the industry. “Taxicab service, while having some obvious economies of scale,
especially with the use of new dispatching technologies, is considerably different from other
formerly regulated transportation entities.”
In another recent study done in the context of the Victoria Taxi Market Inquiry (Biggar 2011)28, the
author considered scale economies and technology. He noted that one downside to scale
economies could be that market power of bigger firms could emerge, stating that “[t]here may be
a legitimate concern about economies of scale (and therefore market power) in central dispatch
services since larger taxi fleets can offer shorter waiting times and therefore better service.”
Regulation in Victoria requires taxi drivers to be affiliated with a dispatch company. The Biggar
report recommended lifting this regulation.

22

Yang, H. and Yang, T., "Equilibrium properties of taxi markets with search frictions," Transportation
Research Part B: Methodological, Elsevier, vol. 45(4), pages 696‐713, May 2011.
23
Ibid.
24
Ibid.
25
Darbera, R., “Taxicab Regulation and the Evolution of Communication Technology: The Tale of Three
Cities”, European Transport Conference, 2005, ENPC‐LATTS, FR.
26
Ibid.
27
Mundy, Ray, and S. Long, “Austin Taxi/Pedicab/ELSV Study” TTLF,
http://www.ci.austin.tx.us/transportation/downloads/austin_reg_ground_trans_study.pdf
28
Biggar, Darryl “Why and how should we regulate taxis?” Prepared for the Victorian Taxi Inquiry
Roundtable 2, September 2011.
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7.3

New Analysis on Scale Economies

7.3.1 Indecon model of taxi dispatch
As part of this study, Indecon constructed a new simulation model of taxi dispatch.
The model consists of an optimization model. The model takes as inputs/assumptions the number
of taxis and the number of grouped taxis. The concept is to study by how much the ‘cost’ will fall
to serve each customer by ‘grouping’ taxis into ‘dispatch groups’ and then dispatching the taxis
within the group by minimizing the distance travelled. Each customer is assumed to be located at
a random location in the city, based on a Cartesian coordinate and each taxi is assumed to be
located at a random location. The coordinates of the customers and the taxis are set based on a
random number generator using Microsoft Excel, using a uniform distribution—and a new set of
coordinates for customers and taxis is generated each time the model is run.
The model runs as a mixed‐integer optimisation problem with the optimisation software “What’s
Best”, from Lindo Systems. A matrix of distances for each pair of a customer and a taxi is
generated, and then a similarly dimensioned matrix of zeros and ones—a 1 indicating that the ith
taxi picks up the jth customer, etc. This then sets the constraints that each taxi must pick up one
customer, and all customers must be picked up just once.
Each taxi is randomly assigned a customer in the base case—i.e., the case with no optimisation
over dispatch. In the base case, no groupings of taxis and dispatch is undertaken, and each taxi
picks up their assigned customer and the distance travelled is calculated (i.e., taxi one picks up the
first customer, taxi 2 the second, and so on—the locations of each customer and each taxi are
random, so there is no loss of generality by the arbitrary ordering of the pickups).
Next, the simulation is run for groupings of five. In other words, groups of five taxis are assumed
to be grouped within a dispatch operator. The dispatch operator within each group then
minimises the distance for the total of his/her five taxis to pick up each of the five randomly
assigned customers (the locations of taxis and customers are held constant between the dispatch
and the base case). The operator’s problem is as follows:

Subject to the constraint that everyone is picked up and each taxi only picks up one person.
The x’s and y’s are the coordinates of the taxi (t‐superscript) and the customer (c superscript), and
thus the formula calculates the distance travelled. D is an nxm matrix of 1s and 0s representing
the path of each taxi to a customer. The choice variables in the model are D, which represents
which taxi should pick up which customer. A pair (i,j), such as (2,3) indicates the second taxi picks
up the third person.
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The model was completed for groupings of five taxis and groupings of ten taxis. The minimisation
is then over the 5 customers randomly assigned to each group; or the 10 customers randomly
assigned to each group. The minimization is run 20 times for the 100 customers with groups of 5
taxis; 10 times for groups of 10 taxis. As more taxis are added to the group, there are more
potential savings from matching each taxi to the closest customer.
Our estimate of the average savings from grouping vìs‐a‐vìs no grouping, after ten simulation runs
of the locations (i.e. random draws for the locations of taxis and customers), led to an average of
35% savings for the groupings with five taxis in a group, and 47% savings with ten taxis in a group.
Thus the grouping of taxis for dispatch appears to have the potential to offer large savings in terms
of minimising the distance travelled. More interestingly, there are still large potential savings
when going from groups of five taxis to groups of ten.
We ran the simulation of the locations then ten times each for groupings and estimated the
average % savings. The process was then repeated three times, to give a total of 30 simulation
runs. The results from the runs of the 10 taxi grouped model are found in the table below.
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Table 7.3: Scenario Simulations of Potential Savings
Model Iteration #

% saving

% saving

% saving

1

38%

57%

51%

2

45%

48%

47%

3

45%

52%

50%

4

47%

47%

37%

5

42%

50%

43%

6

53%

41%

45%

7

66%

43%

51%

8

49%

58%

49%

9

44%

61%

44%

10

50%

46%

55%

Average

48%

50%

47%

Note: 30 simulation runs using random location generation
Source: Indecon

The average over all the scenarios is 48% savings. The range in the savings across the scenarios
goes from 38% to 61%. In other words, depending on how the random matching and location of
taxis and customers goes, could have a large impact on the total savings.
We did not model explicitly slack variables, i.e., allowing some taxis to go un‐dispatched, but
intuitively, the savings would be greater if some taxis were not dispatched (vis‐à‐vis completely
random matching, although, a more complicated calculation which included the cost of idle time
would make this intuition less valid). The optimality of this savings would have to include an
estimate of the cost of having idle taxis or less than 100% utilisation. With an estimate of this, this
would allow optimisation that would allow for the trade‐off between lower distance between
customer pick‐up and taxi for the industry or group as a whole, and the cost of having taxis idle.
In reality, of course, the assignment of drivers to customers is not completely random. In the case
of the ringing up and ordering a taxi, customers might either use someone they know, who is likely
to be more local, or a large dispatch company. In the case of hailing or cruising on street, again,
the taxi drivers use their own knowledge of where the most likely customers will be located. Thus
if the base case were not completely random, the savings would be lower.
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Overall, the analysis suggests that some scale economies would exist when going from groupings
of 5 to 10. Another issue is that we might expect some economies to continue on as more and
more taxis are included in a group, but with such large savings. The savings from zero to five
indicates a potential 35% savings, but if the link between customers and drivers was not random
the potential savings would decline.

Another area of potential savings from the economies of scale through dispatch operators is in
utilisation rates. We therefore estimated the utilisation rates as a function of the number of
drivers/cabs from our survey results to of taxi operators see if this then gave an indication of scale
economies. We used data from the survey and regressed utilisation rates against the number of
drivers. The results are found in the figure below.

Figure 7.1: Regression results: dispatch operators utilisation rates versus number of drivers
Source |
SS
df
MS
-------------+-----------------------------Model |
.08785821
1
.08785821
Residual |
.33065611
19 .017402953
-------------+-----------------------------Total |
.41851432
20 .020925716

Number of obs
F( 1,
19)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

=
=
=
=
=
=

21
5.05
0.0367
0.2099
0.1683
.13192

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------utilisation |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------drivers |
.0002455
.0001093
2.25
0.037
.0000168
.0004742
_cons |
.4023629
.0435255
9.24
0.000
.3112631
.4934628
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Source: Indecon analysis

The models shows are reasonable fit, with an R‐squared of 21%, and the coefficient on # of drivers
is statistically significant. Thus the model is indicating that some scale economies exist; however,
the degree of scale economies estimated by the model is quite small, as the utilisation rate is
predicted to increase by 0.02 percentage points for each additional driver. Models using the logs
of the variables did not yield good fits or statistical significance.
A graphical analysis is also informative. The figure overleaf indicates the predicted value from the
regression as the red line and the observations as a scatter plot.
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Figure 7.2: Graphical Analysis of Dispatch Operator Utilisation Rates versus Number of Drivers
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Source: Indecon analysis

7.4

Summary of Findings

A number of studies internationally have looked at scale economies in the taxi industry. Some
indications are that scale economies exist. The main source of scale economies is likely to be in
dispatch efficiencies and utilization rates. Anecdotal evidence from companies suggests that large
companies are investing in integrated dispatch optimisation software using GPS and advance cost‐
minimizing algorithms.
Our analysis suggests that significant scale economies (measured as total cost savings) may be
achieved by grouping taxis into relatively modest size groups. To demonstrate this, we
constructed a dispatch simulation model, which minimized the sum of distance travelled by taxis
within a dispatch group to pick up randomly assigned customers. While the results are only
indicative, significant potential scale economies are identified and the research suggests a
potential for cost savings of 35% from groupings of five and 48% savings from groupings of four.
In terms of potential initiatives to realise actual economies of scale, a number of options may
merit consideration. Firstly we believe that regulatory policy should ensure that there are no
barriers to establishing dispatch operators even where these are of relatively small scale. There is
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also merit in considering ways to encouraging co‐operation between certain dispatch operators,
subject to competition issues. Finally, consideration might be given to providing targeted R+D
grant incentives to support investments in advanced dispatch systems.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

8.1

Conclusions from Assessment

8.1.1 Assessment of Demand and Supply of SPSV Services
A detailed analysis was undertaken in relation to the demand and supply of SPSV services. The key
findings are as follows:
 Demand for SPSV services has fallen very significantly in line with a general fall in
consumer expenditure.
 While it is difficult to measure the level of demand with precision, estimates presented in
this report indicate that overall aggregate demand is likely to be in the range of 67‐74
million trips per annum, but some estimates suggest higher levels. Our base case,
however, suggests a figure of 67 million trips. This compares with an estimated 100
million trips per annum at the peak in 2008.
 A summary of the estimated trends in taxi demand is presented in the table below. Based
on the evidence, the analysis suggests that overall demand for SPSV services may have
fallen by approximately 33% since 2008.

Year

Estimation Methodology
Estimates based on Consumer
Surveys

2005

77

2008

2010
2011
Est.
Est.
Million Trips Per Annum
100

74

67

2005‐
2011

2008‐
2011
% Change

‐13.5%

‐33.4%

2010‐
2011

‐9.7%

Source: Indecon analysis

 The demand for SPSVs displays distinct peaks within the week and within days, with
Fridays and Saturdays accounting for 60% of demand.
 The number of licensed SPSVs currently stands at 24,123, which represents a decline from
the level of 27,429 evident at the peak and compares with 21,888 in 2005. The percentage
monthly entry rates into the sector have dropped considerably in the last two years.
Recent figures show the decline in the number of SPSVs has continued, most notably in
terms of a reduction in hackney numbers.
 Estimating the levels of new entry and exit from the taxi industry is complicated by the
ability of current incumbents to transfer licences to potential new entrants. One licence
transfer creates one exit and one entry. Transfers lead to significantly higher levels of
churning than would otherwise occur in the absence of such transfers. Regulatory change
has meant that the level of taxi license transfers has dropped considerably.
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8.1.2 Assessment of Balance of Market Demand and Supply
The analysis in this report indicates that the significant falls evident over the last 3‐4 years in
relation to the demand for SPSV services have not been matched by a corresponding level of exit
from the sector and this has led to an oversupply of SPSV vehicles. This is not surprising as there is
likely to be lagged effects in any adjustments in supply.
The level of oversupply is influenced by the impact of non‐compliant operators in the sector and
by the low levels of exit from the industry. This is due to the lack of alternative employment
opportunities and by the need for individuals to attempt to recoup investment costs even on a
marginal cost basis. Low levels of exit may also be influenced in part by perceptions that taxi
licences may increase in value if restrictions on entry are introduced.
Given the available data, it is not possible for government agencies or consultants to derive
definitive estimates of the precise level of oversupply as this will vary by region, location, and time
of day. It will also depend on the level of public transport available. It should also be noted that
previous attempts to centrally evaluate precise levels of supply and demand in the SPSV market
have often led to major policy mistakes.
The evidence, however, indicates that both consumers and dispatch operators believe that there is
a significant oversupply of taxi vehicles. This view is more pronounced when consumers are
disaggregated between urban and rural areas, with higher levels of oversupply suggested in Dublin
and other major centres.
New survey evidence presented in this report also indicates that over half of all consumers
surveyed believed that there were too many taxis on the streets. Thirty‐one per cent (31%) of
consumers felt there were too many taxis and 21% felt that there were far too many (see figure
below).

Figure 8.1: Consumer Views on Supply of Taxis

Source: RED C Survey, October 2011
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The figure below shows the number of new licences issued since the late 1990s. The number of
new licences peaked in 2007 and has fallen significantly in recent times. This is due to changes in
the regulatory regime in addition to macroeconomic factors.
Figure 8.2: Historical Data on Number of New SPSV Licences – 1998‐2010

Source: NTA

The table below describes the recent movements in the number of taxis/SPSVs, highlighting the
decline in vehicle numbers since 2008. A particular issue concerns the number of Wheelchair
Accessible Vehicles and the issuing of new licences has been modified to reflect a need for
increased provision of such vehicles within the SPSV fleet.
Table 8.2: Recent Movements in Number of Taxis/SPSVs, 2008‐2011
August
2008

August
2010

August
2011

Change ‐
2008‐2010

% Change

Change ‐
2010‐2011

% Change

Taxi

19,271

19,213

18,238

‐58

‐0.3%

‐975

‐5.1%

Hackney

4,896

4,041

3,404

‐855

‐17.5%

‐637

‐15.8%

Limousine

1,338

1,226

1,200

‐112

‐8.4%

‐26

‐2.1%

WAV

1,587

1,484

1,278

‐103

‐6.5%

‐206

‐13.9%

Total

27,092

25,964

24,120

‐1,128

‐4.2%

‐1,844

‐7.1%

Year

Source: NTA

Despite the limitations to any estimates of the level of oversupply, it is useful to provide some
illustrative figures based on using a number of alternative methodologies. The weaknesses in
these approaches should be noted and caution is advised in relation to the estimates. The
estimation is sensitive to the choice of methodology used and all involve some judgments and
assumptions concerning the supply and demand balance. The results presented below indicate
that the level of oversupply has increased significantly in recent years, reflecting significant falls in
demand. On a national level, oversupply is estimated to be in the range of 13‐22% of the current
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SPSV fleet. There is also some anecdotal evidence of shortages of taxis in rural areas, particularly
in areas where public transport is not comprehensive.

Table 8.3: Indicative Estimates of Potential Oversupply of SPSVs
Estimation Methodology

Estimates of
Oversupply of SPSVs

% of Existing Licences

Assuming Ratio of SPSV to trips in 2005 represents
balance of supply

4,899

20.3

Estimates based on International norms

3,755

16.0

Estimates based on Consumer Surveys

3,184

13.2

Estimates Based on survey of Taxi Dispatch
Companies

5,307

22.0

Source: Indecon analysis

As a result of the oversupply, there are currently low utilisation rates, which appear unsustainable
from the perspective that minimum levels of income are not being achieved by many taxi drivers.
The level of oversupply is such that market forces on their own will not address this oversupply in
the short term unless there is enhanced enforcement of regulatory requirements.

In particular, results from a limited survey of a number of major taxi dispatch operators suggest a
substantial fall in cab utilisation rates, from a reported mean of 56% in 2009 to 40% in 2011 (see
table below).

Table 8.4: Taxi Dispatch Operators ‐ Cab Utilisation Rates*
Details/Statistics

2009

2010

2011

Mean

56%

46%

40%

Median

55%

45%

38%

Source: Indecon confidential survey of Taxi Dispatch Operators

8.1.3 Impact of Level of Oversupply
The extent of oversupply which currently exists in the Irish taxi/SPSV market has economic
consequences both for taxi operators and for wider society. The low levels of utilisation in the
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sector mean that it is difficult for drivers to earn an adequate income and this can lead to drivers
working very long hours and in some cases over the maximum permitted levels. It also results in
higher emissions and constrains the ability of taxi owners to invest in their vehicles. A major
negative impact of the level of oversupply is the congestion on road networks in major cities and
towns at peak periods. In this context it is clear that sufficient ranks or parking spaces are not
available to handle the level of taxis operating at peak periods.

8.1.4 Assessment of provision of WAVs
We also considered the balance between the demand for WAVs and their supply across the
country. Recent policy intervention has aimed to improve the uptake/provision of these types of
vehicles. However, there has been very little new entry of WAVs. Indecon estimates that there is a
requirement for wheelchair accessible SPSVs to serve approximately 21,800 persons with a
disability, based on 2011 estimates. New research undertaken as part of this study found that 2%
of households surveyed who use taxi services required a wheelchair accessible vehicle.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that people with disabilities can find it hard to obtain WAVs at
certain times and indicative estimates suggest that most of the utilisation of WAVs are not for
people with disabilities, as these vehicles are used to supply the general taxi markets (Indecon’s
research with dispatch operators indicates that only about 16% of the usage of such vehicles is for
people with a disability who require a WAV). It has also been suggested that drivers who have
WAVs are reluctant to respond to calls from WAV users, particularly where discounted fees are
involved, because of the time and difficulties associated with servicing the WAV user segment of
the market. This would suggest the need for new initiatives to improve access to wheelchair
accessible taxis for individuals with disabilities.
In markets which are operating effectively, the additional costs of servicing the WAV market would
be met via high prices (fares). However, given the negative income distribution impact and the
inability of many users to pay for such higher fares, this is not a feasible response. If public
resources were available to respond to this via targeted subsidies for local income users this could
overcome the problem. This is the approach used in the London Taxicard Scheme funded by
participating boroughs and the Mayor’s Office. A similar taxi subsidy scheme is operated by the
Queensland Government in Australia. However, given the scale of the public finance deficit in
Ireland, this may not be feasible. Indecon also considered the merits of a small public service
obligation levy on general taxi fares to fund such an initiative, but on balance we felt this was not
desirable.
This would suggest that a number of other initiatives should be considered to enhance the
availability of WAVs for disabled users. Indecon believes it is the utilisation of WAVs rather than
the number of such vehicles that should be the key focus. One approach which could be
considered is the application of differential price discounting policies for WAVs. This could involve
the dispatch companies agreeing not to require drivers to discount fares for WAVs where usage is
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by disabled individuals. This could increase the willingness of drivers to service this market.
Another approach would be to require major dispatch companies to agree specific service level
agreements for WAV response times and availability for disabled users, and for this to be a
condition of their licence. These targets could be published and monitored, with financial
penalties for non‐compliance.
There is also merit in facilitating the introduction of centralised telephone/online numbers for
WAVs in order to ease access to this service. We also recommend measures to secure improved
information on the use of WAVs to enable more effective evidence‐based policies.
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8.1.5 International benchmarking of prices and quality
International comparisons suggest that prices for taxis appear to be somewhat above average in
Ireland relative to other countries. This does not, however, imply high incomes for taxi drivers as
this is influenced by the level of utilisation of vehicles. Incomes are also influenced by the
underlying cost base in the Irish economy. The results are also likely to be impacted by recent
discounting in the Irish taxi market. Even without any adjustment for discounting, the price of taxis
is in line with the expectations for taxi fares given other factors, such as wages, population density
and unemployment. A predictive model of taxi fares across jurisdictions developed by Indecon
indicated that Irish fares are about 1.5% above the predicted value—in other words, according to
our modelling fares are very similar to what one would expect given levels of wages, employment
and population density.
Overall, quality of service for Irish taxis appears to be fairly good in Ireland. This does not,
however, suggest that standards are consistently high or that standards have not declined, or that
there is no room for improvement, but overall the taxi experience is positive. A challenge for
policymakers will be to ensure regulatory policy incentivises ongoing investment in standards and
this may be difficult to achieve until utilisation levels increase in the sector. This is particularly
relevant given that only 4% of SPSVs are 3 years old or less and the share of the fleet which is over
10 years in age has also increased. This has environmental as well as potential safety and comfort
implications.
8.1.6 Economies of Scale in SPSV Services
There are some indications that scale economies exist in the taxi market. A social optimum is
found when the cost of additional consumer waiting is equated with the cost of decreased
utilisation rates. The main source of scale economies is likely to be in dispatch efficiencies and
utilization rates. Anecdotal evidence from some companies suggests that large operators are
investing in integrated dispatch optimisation software using GPS and advance cost‐minimisation
algorithms.
The evidence suggests that scale economies (measured in terms of total cost savings) may be
achieved by grouping taxis into relatively modest size groups. To demonstrate this, we
constructed a dispatch simulation model, which minimized the sum of distance travelled by taxis
within a dispatch group to pick up randomly assigned customers. The total distance‐related cost
was compared to the non‐optimized dispatch with no groups (e.g., each taxi assigned a customer
at a random location) and the result supports the view that scale economies exist. The
achievement of economies of scale has potential benefits in terms of improved service, higher
utilisation rates and lower emissions.
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8.2

Recommendations

Indecon outlines in the table below a number of issues which we believe should be addressed to
respond to the current position in the Irish taxi market.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Effective enforcement programmes are needed to ensure standards are met and to prevent unfair
competition from non‐compliant drivers. This in our view should include effective sanctions for breach
of regulations.
A differential regulatory approach should be considered for major urban centres and for rural areas
where there are likely to be very different supply and demand balances. There may also be merit in
community initiatives to support taxis in rural areas, possibly with government assistance. The
differential regulatory approach for rural areas should focus on ways of assisting entry into rural
markets where there is a shortage of supply. This might require differential entry conditions for rural
areas.
Initiatives to produce credible market information on the extent of low incomes and low taxi utilisation
in the sector should be implemented and highlighted to discourage uninformed new entrants to the
sector. In providing increased market information, it would be beneficial to ensure that potential
entrants have accurate information about possible earnings in the sector. Information on utilisation
rates and earnings with dispatch firms might also be beneficial for existing as well as potential
entrants.
Additional action is needed in major cities to accommodate the requirement for taxi ranks and parking
areas. Consideration should be given to further restrictions on private car parking in selected areas in
the evenings at peak times and to releasing these spaces for exclusive taxi usage. The feasibility of
smart ranks within this context should be also examined. There is also a need for improved technology
to detect vacant spaces at ranks, including camera technologies and mobile phone apps. This is
important as it will not be feasible to supply sufficient additional ranks to meet the number of taxi cabs
on the road at peak periods.
Policymakers should ensure that no action is taken which disincentivises appropriate exit from the
sector and certainty on future regulatory policy is important in this regard. As there are very low levels
of entry, the key issue in addressing the oversupply imbalance concerns exit from the sector, either
through removing non‐compliant operators or by facilitating other means of exit.
New initiatives should be introduced to improve access to Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles (WAVs) for
individuals with disabilities. Policies which merit consideration in this context include: (i) Centralised
telephone/online numbers for WAVs, (ii) Service Level Agreements with targets for WAV responses for
major dispatch companies, (iii) Differential price discounting policies for WAVs, and (iv) Improved
information of use of WAVs
To improve enforcement of standards, consideration should be given to changes in taxi licences for
dispatch operators to require companies to be responsible for standards of drivers and vehicles,
including where rental of licences apply. There may also be merit in a new form of fleet‐based
licensing for larger operators, to include responsibilities for the supply of WAVs.
Indecon does not recommend any major interventions to directly achieve economies of scale in the
taxi sector through the use of dispatch operators and technology. However, it is important that any
regulatory reforms which are introduced facilitate and support the operation of dispatch companies.
There may also be merit in considering ways to encourage co‐operation between dispatch operators
and R&D incentives for investment in advanced technology systems may be appropriate. Indecon are
not recommending mandatory participation in dispatch companies and there are a number of ways
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that efficiencies can be delivered including the use of technologies by independent operators.
Source: Indecon
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Annex 1 Indecon Survey of Dispatch Operators

INDECON CONFIDENTIAL CONSULTATION INPUT
We would be grateful if you could provide the information below confidentially to Indecon. All data/information provided will be
treated as Strictly Confidential, will be aggregated in anonymous form with responses received from other operators and will not
be disclosed to any third party.

Background Information
1 (a) Name of Company: _________________ (b) Areas Covered/Served (): Dublin  Other 
________________(Please specify)
(c) How many drivers are affiliated to your company? Please supply your best estimates for the number of
drivers currently affiliated in 2011 and the numbers during 2010 and 2009 (if you have operated during these
periods): 2009: _______ 2010: _______ 2011: _______

Demand and Supply
2) Please supply the recent trends in the overall number of customer bookings for your company’s services
since 2009 as follows: 2009: _________ 2010: ________ 2011 (forecast)
3) Please provide your estimate of the approximate cab utilisation rates of your drivers since 2009, i.e. the % of
their time driving on meter: _________ % 2009 _________ % 2010
________ % 2011
4) Wheelchair accessible cabs:
a. Approximately how many cab drivers affiliated to your company utilize wheelchair accessible cabs?
2011: _______
b. Approximately what proportion (%) of these wheelchair accessible cabs are utilized by wheelchair
customers as opposed to general customers: % of wheelchair accessible cabs used by wheelchair
customers in 2011: _________
5) Which of the following do you think represents the current position regarding the overall balance of Supply
and Demand for cabs ( below):
a. Significant Over-supply 
b. Some Over-supply 
c. Neither Over-supply nor Under-supply 
d. Some Under-supply 
e. Significant Under-supply 
6) If you think there is over-supply, please indicate your best estimate of the extent (%) of over-supply:
______%
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Dispatch
7) How do you dispatch cabs? Please tick () the relevant box below:
a. Cabs dispatched via radio or phone using dispatch operators’ knowledge of the city, routes, and
consumer needs 
b. Cabs dispatched by dispatch operator aided by software/communications networks 
c. Fully automated dispatch operator optimisation software and network communications solution gives
dispatch the match of cars, customers, locations, and who should go where 
8) Please describe how you match supply and demand across days or seasons—in other words, how do you
ensure you have the right number of cabs to dispatch? Please tick () below:
a. A schedule is drawn up in advance showing how many cars/drivers are operating in what areas 
b. Drivers are free to set their own schedule and the incentive to generate fare business ensures matching
of supply and demand 
c. Other  Please specify/describe_________________________
9) Please indicate below any views you may have on potential interventions/measures to achieve economies of
scale through the use of dispatch operators and technology (please use additional pages if necessary):

Thank you for completing this. Please return to William H. Batt in the prepaid, pre-addressed envelope provided or by fax to (01)
6777 417, if possible by Friday, 21st October.

Appendix IV: List of Fixed Penalty Offences to be enforced by the Garda Síochána

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Failure to display tamper‐proof disc
Failure to display the relevant in‐vehicle information in a small public service vehicle
Failure to comply with roof sign requirements for taxis and wheelchair accessible taxis,
including failure to display current licence number within 28 days of the date of issue of a new
licence number;
Operating taximeter while the taxi or wheelchair accessible taxi standing for hire or plying for
hire;
Failure to operate the taximeter while the taxi or wheelchair accessible taxi is on hire;
Refusal to carry a guide dog or other assistance dog;
Failure to provide a required receipt in respect of a hackney or limousine;
Failure to provide a required receipt in respect of a taxi or wheelchair accessible taxi;
Operating as a taxi or wheelchair accessible taxi without having demonstrated satisfactory
knowledge of the local area;
Failure to display required driver identification;
Standing for hire in a taxi or wheelchair accessible taxi otherwise than at an appointed stand;

Appendix V: Taxi Regulation Review – List of Recommended Actions

ACTION

TIMELINE

ACTION BY

DRIVER LICENSING:
Action 1:
Short Term
In order to address concerns in relation to the risk of, or potential for, fraudulent benefit claims it is
intended to put in place appropriate arrangements to enable an enhanced level of information exchange
with the Department of Social Protection in relation to SPSV driver licence holders. These arrangements
will provide that Department with continuous on‐going access to the NTA’s information database on
driver licence details and to enable cross‐checking against benefit claimant details and assist in their
investigation of suspected benefit fraud cases.

Action 2:
Short Term
In relation to the issue of tax compliance, it is intended to put in place appropriate arrangements to
enable an enhanced level of information exchange with the Revenue Commissioners Office in relation to
SPSV driver licence holders. These arrangements will provide more accessible and detailed data to the
Revenue Commissioners Office, to assist in their general enforcement of tax compliance and to assist in
their identification of potential cases of tax evasion within the SPSV industry.

NTA in conjunction
with the
Department of
Social Protection

NTA in conjunction
with the Revenue
Commissioners

Action 3:
In order to ensure, in the case of part‐time drivers, improved compliance with working time legislation, it
is proposed to require a declaration by SPSV licence holders at licence application or renewal as to Short Term
whether they have any other employment. Where answered in the affirmative, the application will
require the submission of a form signed by the applicant’s employer confirming that they are aware that
the applicant is seeking an SPSV driver licence or is the holder of an SPSV driver licence and that the
applicant’s operation of an SPSV vehicle is compatible with his/her other employment. In addition, the
SPSV licence holder would be under a continuing obligation to inform the NTA and provide an employer
confirmation form when he/she takes up other employment or changes employment.

NTA

Action 4
Work will commence to establish an individual’s personal public service (PPS) number as the key Short Term
reference for all SPSV driver (and vehicle) data holdings by the NTA and with regard to data sharing
between the key enforcement and investigative agencies. This will facilitate easier cross‐referencing an
individual’s records and will limit the potential for record duplication.

Action 5:
Under this action it is intended to transfer responsibility for licensing SPSV drivers from An Garda Medium Term
Síochána to the NTA. This will amalgamate the driver and the vehicle licensing systems into one agency
and to provide a streamlined process for the overall licensing of the industry. An Garda Síochána will
continue to carry out the vetting function in relation to driver applications but the issuing of driver
licences and the management of the driver licensing system would transfer to the NTA. Certain
legislative and organisational arrangements are prerequisites to this transfer.
The NTA will also review the number of areas that a licenced taxi driver can operate in and related issues
for driver’s area knowledge within the context of the current skills development system.

NTA in conjunction
with the
Department of
Social Protection

NTA and the Garda
Síochána

Action 6:
Following transfer of the driver licensing function from An Garda Síochána to the NTA, it is intended to Medium Term
reduce the SPSV driver licence validity period (currently five years) to three years. . As part of that
transition, an annual declaration process will be introduced whereby SPSV licence holders have to
complete an annual declaration form confirming their tax status, social welfare benefits status,
insurance status and other employment details.

NTA

Action 7:
It is proposed to introduce a process, with the assistance of the Courts Service, whereby any SPSV Medium Term
licence holder, who is convicted of an offence, is notified to the NTA database following such conviction.
This will enable the NTA to take appropriate actions under the SPSV driver licensing legislation in cases
where the particular offence details merit such action. The objective of this proposal is to ensure
continued compliance with suitability and fitness requirements in respect of SPSV licence‐holders.

NTA

VEHICLE LICENSING AND STANDARDS:
Action 8: (Replicates Action 1 in Driver Licensing Category)
In order to address concerns in relation to the risk of, or potential for, fraudulent benefit claims it is
intended to put in place appropriate arrangements to enable an enhanced level of information exchange
with the Department of Social Protection in relation to SPSV vehicle licence holders. These arrangements
will provide that Department with continuous on‐going access to the NTA’s information database on
vehicle licence details to enable cross‐checking against benefit claimant details and to assist in their
investigation of suspected benefit fraud cases.

Short Term

NTA in conjunction
with the
Department of
Social Protection

Action 9: (Replicates Action 2 in Driver Licensing Category)
In relation to the issue of tax compliance, it is intended to put in place appropriate arrangements to
enable an enhanced level of information exchange with the Revenue Commissioner’s Office in relation
to SPSV vehicle licence holders. These arrangements will provide more accessible and detailed data to
the Revenue Commissioner’s Office, to assist in their general enforcement of tax compliance and to
assist in their identification of potential cases of tax evasion within the SPSV industry.

Short Term

Action 10:
Following the recent vehicle standards consultation by the NTA proposing to strengthen vehicle
standards, the vehicle age limit at licence issue or licence renewal for taxi, wheelchair accessible taxis
and hackneys will be nine years for all new vehicles entering the fleet and for vehicles that have entered
the fleet since 1st January 2009. For existing vehicles in the fleet prior to 1st January 2009, those vehicles
will be allowed to operate up to 14 years of age, subject to passing a roadworthiness (NCT) test and an
NTA Licence Renewal Assessment at six monthly intervals where the vehicle is nine years old and above.
Over a period of time, vehicles over nine years will gradually transition out of the fleet. While it is
recognised that age is only one factor determining the condition of a vehicle, the development of an
alternative system based on vehicle inspections and mileage would be expensive to develop and
operate. In addition, the movement to vehicles of nine years or less will also reduce the carbon
footprint of the taxi sector.

Short Term

Action 11:
Also arising from the vehicle standards consultation process, it is recommended to:

Short Term

(iv) Prohibit the use of pick‐up type vehicles as taxis or hackneys;
(v) Prohibit tinted windows from small public service vehicles, excluding limousines, with this
restriction to apply to all existing vehicles at change of vehicle or licence ownership transfer;

NTA in conjunction
with the Revenue
Commissioners

NTA

NTA

and
(vi) Put in place an inspection arrangement in relation to safety critical vehicle alterations in
modified vehicles.
The concept of vehicle branding/identification is addressed separately as part of the “Consumer and
Industry Assurance” section.
Action 12:
To include on the tamper proof licence disc affixed to the windscreen and rear screen of each licensed
vehicle, a QR code (Quick Reaction barcode) containing core licensing information that will make
fraudulent copying more difficult. It will also facilitate automatic access by enforcement personnel to
licensing data through the scanning of the barcode and will be readable by a smartphone application
(both inside and outside the vehicle) that will allow customers to verify driver and vehicle licence
information.

Short Term

Action 13:
To design, for consultation with the industry, a new taxi roof sign that is more compact, is subject to
restricted availability from authorised suppliers, and can display a greater level of information for
consumer and compliance improvements. Consideration will be given to the use of electronic displays as
part of the roof sign and the future‐proofing of the sign to link with future developments in the area of
taxi technology.

Short Term

Action 14:
To introduce a prohibition on the transferability of taxi vehicle licences such that after 1st October 2012
all taxi vehicle licences will be unique to the person to whom the licence has been issued and cannot be
transferred or sold to another individual.

Short Term

Action 15:

Short Term

NTA

NTA

NTA

To introduce during 2012 a requirement that the holders of SPSV vehicle licences must also be the
registered owner of the vehicle to which the licence relates. Certain limited exclusions will be permitted
to deal with circumstances such as vehicles operating under long term leases.
Action 16:
To reduce the period during which an “inactive” SPSV vehicle licence can be reactivated from the current
five year period to one year.

NTA

Short Term
NTA

Action 17:
To introduce, in conjunction with Legal Metrology Services, revised inspection/testing arrangements that Medium Term
better integrate the inspection of taximeters with the SPSV licensing process such that a more
streamlined arrangement is available to vehicle operators.

NTA in conjunction
with Legal
Metrology Services

ACCESSIBLE SERVICES:
Action 18:
To introduce, on a pilot basis, a single contact point for the ordering of a wheelchair accessible service.
The operator of the contact centre will have access to the NTA’s database of wheelchair accessible taxi
operators complete with contact details ‐ these will be organised on a geographic basis. A simple
software system will be developed to enable rapid identification of the wheelchair accessible taxis
licensed for a particular area.
In addition, consideration will be given to the arrangements governing the operation of wheelchair
accessible vehicles linked to dispatch companies. There will also be further analysis undertaken of the
usage optimisation of such vehicles.

Short Term

NTA in conjunction
with National
Disability Authority

Action 19:
To produce a website and smartphone application that facilitates self‐ordering of wheelchair accessible
taxis. It is proposed to develop a simple database of operators of wheelchair accessible vehicles
(abstracted from the NTA’s database) complete with telephone contact details and organised on a
geographic basis.

Short Term

Action 20:
To review the existing specifications for wheelchair accessible taxis and hackneys to establish whether Medium Term
an adjustment to the current wheelchair accessible vehicle standards would assist in increasing the
supply and availability of wheelchair accessible vehicles. In particular, consideration will be given to
relaxing the current requirement for the vehicle to be able to carry three passengers in addition to an
occupied wheelchair, in order to facilitate the possible introduction of a wider range of lower cost
wheelchair accessible vehicles into the SPSV fleet.

NTA in conjunction
with National
Disability Authority

NTA

COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT:
Action 21:
To extend the current range of SPSV Fixed Charge Penalties available to An Garda Síochána from the
current single offence to a total of twelve specified offences. This will enable the Gardaí to issue fixed
penalty notices for breaches of the relevant regulations for a variety of offences, rather than having to
pursue a prosecution through the Courts system as at present. This facilitates a more efficient use of
Garda resources, reducing the need for time consuming court prosecutions.
The additional fixed charge offences are set out at Appendix IV of this report.

Short Term

The Department of
Transport, Tourism
and Sport in
consultation with
the Garda Síochána
and the NTA

Action 22:
To amend and bring into operation Section 36 of the Taxi Regulation Act 2003, which will provide for the
mandatory disqualification of persons who have been convicted of certain serious offences from holding
SPSV licences. This will enable the licensing regime to exclude from the industry, persons convicted of
certain serious offences and for the revocation or suspension of existing licences where appropriate.

Short Term

Department of
Transport, Tourism
and Sport in
consultation with
the NTA

Short Term

Department of
Transport, Tourism
and Sport

Short Term

An Garda Síochána
and the NTA

Also, section 35 of the Taxi Regulation Act 2003 which determines the conditions for refusal, revocation
and grant of a licence will be commenced to improve enforcement and to allow for more effective
sanctions for breaches of regulations. As necessary, complementary regulations to be made by the NTA
under section 34 of the 2003 Act will be strengthened to clarify the sanctions regime for licence holders.
The potential for suspension of a licence subject to certain criteria of breaches will also be examined.
Action 23:
To introduce a legislative amendment to permit the examination of SPSV vehicles for ‘roadworthiness
and condition’ at any location. This will address an issue whereby, under the current licensing
arrangements, documentation and records may be inspected at any location, but a similar power in
respect of the vehicles is not explicitly in place.
Action 24:
To strengthen the collaboration between An Garda Síochána and the NTA to secure effective “on‐
street” enforcement of taxi regulations, and to refocus the compliance activities of the NTA towards a
greater level of “off‐street” compliance and enforcement. In addition, it is recognised that An Garda
Síochána will require support from the NTA in targeting and coordinating aspects of enforcement
activity, and will also require support from other agencies. Legislative amendments, such as introducing
additional Fixed Charge Penalties, will be required to enable a more effective system of operation than is

currently possible.
Action 25:
To introduce a graduated system of fixed charge penalties to replace the current single level of penalty
charge of €250. This will enable the tailoring of the penalty charge to more closely reflect the
significance of the particular infringement to which it refers.

Action 26:
To address concerns over certain SPSV drivers who may have inadequate area knowledge to perform
their role competently, it is intended to introduce a system whereby three or more complaints from
customers within a defined period will trigger the need for the relevant driver to sit the Area Knowledge
Test, which forms part of the Skills Development Programme. Safeguards will be put in place to ensure
that the complaints triggering such a requirement are not vexatious or frivolous. Failure to pass the test
may result in the revocation or suspension of the driver licence in question. Alternatively an option may
be provided for the driver to receive additional supported training and a further test, the passing of
which would be mandatory.
Action 27:
To conduct a full review of all relevant secondary legislation, which establishes the regulatory framework
for SPSVs, and consolidate these into a single set of regulations. This will facilitate a clearer
understanding of the applicable legislation, both for operators and consumers, and will remove the
current difficulties whereby the legislation has been amended and supplemented on numerous
occasions in separate pieces of legislation.

Short Term

Department of
Transport, Tourism
and Sport in
consultation with
the Garda Síochána
and the NTA

Short Term

NTA

Short Term

NTA

Action 28:
To introduce CCTV monitoring at selected key taxi ranks in urban areas to assist with enforcement and to Medium Term
provide a greater level of security to members of the public and the SPSV industry. This may be deployed
in conjunction with Automatic Number Plate Recognition technology to facilitate the compliance
monitoring of taxi vehicles using the particular rank and enable the identification of vehicles operating
without valid licences.

Action 29:
To introduce a system of penalty points which would apply to single or multiple breaches of applicable Medium Term
regulations and allow for the objective assessment of licence holders and their suitability to retain a
licence. This will be separate from the penalty points system operating under road traffic law, and
would pertain exclusively to the SPSV industry. The details of the system including the infringements
that will incur penalty points, the level of points to be awarded for those infringements and the trigger
values for licence suspensions will be the subject of consultation with the industry in 2012.

NTA in conjunction
with Dublin City
Council and other
urban Local
Authorities

NTA

CONSUMER AND INDUSTRY ASSURANCE:
Action 30:
To provide for a user‐friendly, on‐line system for consumers to submit complaints to the NTA, reducing
the need for paper forms and offering a fully traceable process. This will make the complaints process
easier to use, introduce more clarity to the process and enable complaints to be dealt with in an efficient
and timely manner.
Action 31:
It is proposed to introduce distinctive “branding” of taxis (and wheelchair accessible taxis). This would
take the form of a semi‐permanent decal (vinyl adhesive material printed with a particular design)

Short Term

NTA

Short Term

NTA

applied to the vehicle body, potentially to the doors on either side of the vehicle. The exact design of the
branding will be developed but may incorporate the umbrella “Transport for Ireland” design to further
link taxis to the public transport network and to the consumer portal TransportforIreland.ie where all
consumer information on taxis will reside, along with taxi identifier signage and vehicle licence data. The
branding will provide greater recognition of taxis, promote greater professionalism of the industry and
reduce the potential for unlicensed vehicles to operate as taxis. Affordability for operators should be a
key component to the development of this process.
Action 32:
It is intended, as a safety and security measure, to develop a smartphone app for driver verification that
allows consumers to self‐verify that the driver of the vehicle is the authorised driver associated with the
vehicle. It is intended that by inputting the SPSV vehicle licence number (provided on the roof sign and
on disks affixed to both the windscreen and rear screen) or the normal vehicle registration number, the
name and photograph of the driver registered to the vehicle will be displayed on the smartphone. This
also has benefits in terms of compliance monitoring.

Short Term

NTA

Medium Term

NTA

Action 33:
To consider the introduction of a review process within the NTA that would facilitate certain categories
of decisions, particular to an individual, to be the subject of a review procedure. Such a process, if
introduced, would be without prejudice to any other appeal rights available.

Action 34:
To provide that industry representative groups may make a referral to the Advisory Committee on Small Medium Term
Public Service Vehicles (“Advisory Committee”), established under the Taxi Regulation Act 2003, in
relation to the introduction, or proposed introduction, of industry regulations. Where the Advisory
Committee considers that such regulations or proposed regulations should not be introduced or should
be revoked, it shall write to the National Transport Authority informing it of its views and the reasons for

NTA in conjunction
with the Taxi
Advisory
Committee

those views. Where the National Transport Authority does not adopt the recommendations of the
Advisory Committee, the Advisory Committee shall be entitled to require the attendance of the Chief
Executive of the Authority before it to explain, on behalf of the Authority’s Board, why its
recommendations had not been adopted or to require the Board of the Authority to provide a written
statement of the reasons for that course of action.
It will continue to be the duty of the Committee to advise the Minister on the issues relevant to the taxi
sector. Accordingly, the Minister will be re‐constituting the Taxi Advisory Committee.
Action 35:
In addition a sub‐committee of the Taxi Advisory Committee will be formed to act as a forum for the taxi Medium Term
sector when considering issues of particular concern to the sector. Relevant issues can therefore receive
appropriate consideration at subcommittee level before their examination in the “plenary” Committee.
Action 36:
As a measure to increase driver safety by reducing the potential for theft, it is intended to actively Medium Term
promote payment of taxi fares by debit and credit cards and, by a date to be established in consultation
with the industry, to make it a requirement of dispatch operator licences that vehicles associated with
dispatch operators must be able operate a cashless payments system. It is also intended to investigate
the facilitation of taxi payments by the new integrated ticketing card “Leap”.
Action 37:
In recognition of driver safety issues, a consultation process will be carried out with the industry in 2012,
on the possibilities and merits of introducing a requirement for the mandatory provision of certain driver
safety equipment in taxis. Potential options for consultation include:
 In‐vehicle security cameras;

Medium Term

NTA

NTA

NTA

 A partition separating the driver front seat area from the remainder of the vehicle;
 A locational alert system; or
 Other new technology based options.
Action 38:
Given the importance of the taxi business to the tourism sector, it is proposed that Failte Ireland in co‐
operation with taxi representative organisations develop a customer service and hospitality course
whereby SPSV drivers would be issued with certificates and stickers for their vehicles. Such an initiative
would encourage improved professionalism and would encourage visitors to use taxi services.

Medium Term

NTA

Short Term

NTA in conjunction
with the insurance
industry

The relevant equality bodies will work with the taxi representative organisations to develop equality
training for drivers.

FLEET MANAGEMENT AND RENTAL CONTROLS:
Action 39:
To move towards a more professional taxi rental industry, it is proposed to prohibit the practice of the
renting of taxi licences only (i.e. without vehicle), while facilitating the continuation of “full package” taxi
rental, which includes the vehicle, complete with roof sign, taxi meter and printer. Additional
requirements will include that:


The person/entity providing the rental is tax compliant and of appropriate character;



The person/entity providing the rental has responsibility for the condition of the vehicle at the
time of rental and can only rent a vehicle in roadworthy condition;



The person/entity providing the rental also provides insurance on the vehicle for the rental
period;



The person/entity providing the rental must own both the vehicle and the SPSV licence; and



Rental agreements (in terms of who has rented the vehicle and period of rental) are notified on‐
line to the NTA database at rental commencement.

As part of the development of this proposal, consideration will be given to introducing a new licence to
operate a taxi rental business, without which it would be illegal to rent out taxis. Consideration will be
given to the encouragement of the availability of WAVs in rental fleets.
Action 40:
To put in place a system to link SPSV licensed drivers to specific SPSV licensed vehicles such that the
identification of the authorised driver of an SPSV vehicle is continually available and updated. On line
and text based updating solutions will be available to the SPSV industry to allow convenient updating of
driver changes on a particular vehicle to a central NTA database. A reporting function will allow the
licence holder to maintain their own records with ease. This proposal will facilitate and enable other
dependent actions such as the greater dissemination of driver information.
Action 41:
To introduce arrangements with the insurance industry to enable the real time monitoring and on‐going
verification of the insurance status of SPSV licence holders. Such an arrangement will provide a greater
level of assurance of the adequacy of the insurance being maintained on the relevant vehicle and allow
for licence suspensions where insurance requirements are breached.
Action 42:
In order to provide a system that monitors on‐going tax compliance, it is proposed to introduce a
requirement for continuous tax compliance as a condition of SPSV licensing. In parallel with this, new
regulations would be introduced which would provide for appropriate sanctions for breaches of such
compliance. As part of the arrangements, the NTA would establish, in conjunction with Revenue, a
process of regular monitoring of on‐going tax compliance during the full driver and vehicle licence period

Short Term

NTA

Short Term

NTA

Short Term

NTA in conjunction
with the Revenue
Commissioners

rather than just on the day of licensing transactions (as currently).
Action 43:
The introduction of an on‐line self‐service portal for SPSV operators that would allow more efficient and Short Term
dynamic licensing, compliance and test/inspection booking services. The benefits of an online service
model are that it would allow operators to maintain, update and track their own information and would
also provide for greater efficiencies in the delivery of SPSV licensing services.
Action 44:
To investigate, in conjunction with the relevant local authorities, the potential for the introduction of Short Term
additional “part‐time” rank space during night‐time hours at key urban locations. This could include the
possible additional conversion of bus lanes and paid parking areas to “part‐time” taxi ranks after a
defined hour, possibly 9 p.m., which would then revert to normal use during day‐time hours. Also the
review of the relevant Road Traffic Regulations to provide for any necessary changes.

Action 45:
This action proposes the planned migration to the use of smart (electronic) technologies in individual Medium Term
SPSVs to address the current challenges in monitoring and regulating a fleet of over 20,000 vehicles; and
also to better exploit the potential to integrate the SPSV fleet into the wider public transport system.
Developments in computing and communications technology, together with the increasing
sophistication of in‐car technology, creates opportunities to move the SPSV industry to a different level,
both in terms of interfacing with customers and in regard to efficient monitoring of regulatory
compliance.
Possible capabilities that could be considered include enhanced information availability for customers,
improved operational data collection, remote taximeter fare update capability, remote disabling of roof

NTA

NTA in conjunction
with relevant Local
Authorities

NTA

sign operation, driver security monitoring features and similar functionality.
It is likely that the integration of these features into taxi technology will take place over a period of time,
on an incremental basis, and it is important that regulatory proposals in this area are considered in the
context of likely technological developments.

Action 46:
It is proposed to introduce a “Local Area Hackney Licence” for rural locations meeting certain criteria.
The objective of the Local Area Hackney Licence is to facilitate a low cost entry to the hackney market for
transport provision in rural areas that, otherwise, would be unlikely to have such services. Its features
would include:


Limited area of operation – Area of pick up would be limited to a specified distance from a
nominated base location and the licence holder would be prohibited from plying for hire in
towns;



The need for a “Local Area Hackney Licence” must be validated by a local community or business
organisation;



Low entry cost – low licence fee and simple vehicle standards;



Drivers must be resident in local area and the requirement to sit the Skills Development
Programme under the SPSV licence is waived; and



Like all hackneys the driver will not be permitted to ply for trade on public roads or at taxi ranks.
However, the establishment of an approved “hackney stand” in an off‐street area will be
permissible, where the hackney vehicle can accept customers.

Medium Term

NTA

From: Paul McCormack
Sent: 10 October 2012 14:31
To: TPH
Subject: Ireland
Hi Jessica
Find link for irish minister
Regards
Paul McCormack

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=v2koKdDdceA
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied by
Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please
call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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Response to law commission Consultation on
Reform of Taxi and Private Hire

CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept prebooked fares, be hailed
on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page
160)

The distinction between Taxis and Private Hire should be maintained.
CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of reform. (Page 162)

Agree
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any particular type of vehicle but
should rather focus on road transport services provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)

Agree
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor vehicles that require a driving
licence? (Page 164)

Legislation should be drafted to allow future developments and technological innovation.
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and private hire vehicles; and taxi
and private hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)

It may be desirable to allow dual use of certain vehicles where seat numbers are the consideration.
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature as an exclusion from the
definition of taxis. (Page 166)
We agree
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior Traffic Commissioner about the
licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist consistency. (Page 167)

Concerned that ‘guidance’ will lead to more anomalies in regulation..
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be used to limit the scope of taxi and
private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the
overall service. (Page 168)

Agree

Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
Both should be within the licensing framework.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national standards should be flexible enough to
allow them to make exclusions from the taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)

Agree
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire licensing through primary
legislation. (Page 172)

Agree
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid
abuse? (Page 174)

The reintroduction of a contract exemption would bring a return of a race to the bottom in terms of
quality of provision. Local authority under budgetary pressure would take in the cheapest bid. We do
not see any modifications that would enable contact exemption to return.
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public should not be limited to
“streets”. (Page 175}

Regulation should be extended to include private land but there needs to be safeguards
1) To protect Private land owners rights.
2) To maintain fair competition
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire regulation at airports? In particular,
where concessionary agreements are in place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for
passengers who have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)

Concessionaires privileges should be limited to the provision of booking services within terminals.
Preferential pick up locations creates an unfair advantage and offers poor choice for consumers. The
pick up arrangements at Gatwick is a clear example of how this system operates.
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles. (Page 181)

Clear legal definitions and scope of plying for hire and pre booking are required .
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of engaging taxi services. (Page 181)

Agree
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in respect of “arrangements made
in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”? (Page 182)

No. Such an approach would lead to more confusion. The wording could be used to criminalise
legitimate private hire activities at late night venues.
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be retained. (Page 182)

No comment
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle and cover all technological
modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)
Agree , there should be clear guidance statutory guidance on what is a premises and where a booking can
legally accepted.
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be permitted. There would however be
a presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be
proved. (Page 184)

This is the current system in London and should be maintained. Cost of maintaining additional vehicles
excludes the ability of part time driving essential to maintaining late night and weekend provision.
Additional parking required in built up areas would also create unnecessary problems.
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue statutory guidance in respect of taxi
and private hire licensing requirements.(Page 185)

Any statutory guidance should be subject to consultation with the trade .
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles” respectively. References to “hackney
carriages” should be abandoned.(Page 185)

Agree
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in advertising provided they are only
used in combination with terms like “prebooked” and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)

There should be no restriction on the word ‘Taxi’ by private hire for advertising but not on vehicles
which might infer immediate hiring.

CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety requirements. (Page 188)

Agree
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum standards. (Page 189)

Agree
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be mandatory standards. (Page 189)

Agree
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to safety. Requirements such as
topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire drivers. (Page 190)
Local topographical knowledge tests are not compatible with the creation of a national private hire standard.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are
there other areas where local standards for private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)

Local authorities have been inconsistent in terms of signage. Many authorities impose signage that
effect the resale value of the vehicles. There should be an advance to national signage of private hire
A simple letter on the number plate would advise enforcement if vehicle is a Taxi (T) or Private hire (P)
Minimal and maximum signage guidance standards should be agreed. Vehicles with minimal signage
should not be disadvantaged by such things as Red Route pickup and setdown.
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety standards for both taxis and private
hire vehicles? (Page 191)

There should not be any problem.
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services compared with private hire
services? (Page 192)

Some taxis are constructed differently to private hire vehicles and afford greater protection so the
standard may have to differ.
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for taxis and private hire vehicles
should only cover conditions relating to safety. (Page 192)

Agree
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety standards should be subject to a

statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)

Agree
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety standards? In particular should
the statutory requirement to consult refer to a technical advisory panel? (Page 193)

All matters must involve consultation with trade stakeholders.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis provided above the minimum
national standards. (Page 193)

Agree
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi standards? (Page 194)

Yes
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or
operators? (Page 194)
No, this would lead to a repeat of the ‘Berwick’ licensing situation.
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a statutory footing or is it best left to
local arrangements? (Page 195)

Yes, there are too many licensing authorities. Authorities should be pooling budgets to creating a large
licensing authority.
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for the purposes of taxi standard
setting. (Page 196)

Yes
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones within their area. (Page 196)

Yes

Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time licences which may only be used
at certain times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority? (Page 197)

No

Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting bookings only within a particular
locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198)

This proposal will allow greater mobility for drivers and not restricted on licensing authority boundaries
It would ensure greater competition and cost savings to the Public.
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of outof-area drop offs. (Page 199)

Agree
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares. Licensing authorities should not
have the power to regulate private hire fares. (Page 200)

Agree
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for pre-booked journeys? (Page
200)

Yes
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national safety conditions?
(Page 203)
Set out in primary legislation.
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria applied would relate solely to the
vehicle itself. (Page 204)
Agree
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national safety conditions?
(Page 205)

Set out in primary legislation
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire vehicles. (Page 207)

Definitely

Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on what basis? (Page 208)

Yes, radio circuits are accepting pre booked work and this needs to be within the licensing framework.
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include intermediaries. (Page 209)

Intermediaries need to be licensed. They are competing with operators to get work. In most cases they
do not have any drivers but then require licensed operators to bid for the work this system increases
costs to the operator and causes a knock on effect on fares charged to the Public .
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 210)
Yes
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)

Yes this system has worked in London for ten years
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping requirements apply? (Page 210)

Yes
CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers. (Page 213)

No comment
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost the ability to restrict numbers?
(Page 213)

No comment
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi trade over a scheduled period
of time, if quantity restrictions are removed? (Page 215)

No comment
CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles? This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and

(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for wheelchair accessible vehicles.
(Page 217)
No
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet certain accessibility standards?
(Page 217)

No
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible vehicles, and catering for the
different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)

No
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 218)

Agree
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should include recognised disability
awareness training. (Page 219)

Yes , this should not be used as a barrier to entry .
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire vehicles should be required to
display information about how to complain to the licensing authority. (Page 219)

Not suitable for Private Hire vehicles. Pre Booked operators should be the first point of complaint
contact for complaints many could be resolved at that point. Customer should be informed be the
operator of the correct authority to complain to.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled passengers seeking to hail
them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)

Not necessary for private hire.

CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles? (Page 222)

Yes
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a public place, to solicit persons to
hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”. (Page 223)

Creation of joint licensing and police intelligence unit, tougher sentencing including night time curfews
and tagging of offenders.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles acting in breach of taxi and
private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
Yes,
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so how? (Page 225)

Only in very limited circumstances e.g. Drivers not wearing badge while working. It should not be used
as a form of revenue generation or substitute for criminal prosecution.
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other
licensing areas. (Page 225)

Yes

Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation of licences? If so what would be
the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)

No
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or revoke a taxi or private hire licence
should be limited to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
Yes Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of refusals, suspensions or
revocations should be to require the local licensing authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)

Yes
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)

Yes
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)

Yes

From: Uguccioni, Jessica
Sent: 11 October 2012 18:06
To: TPH
Subject: FW: Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services. Consultation response.meeting 18/10/12 Oxford
To be added to the response from Percy's Travel on consultation - some useful evidence on the difficult question of the contract
exemption.

From: Percy Patti
Sent: 11 October 2012 16:47
To:
Subject: Fwd: Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services. Consultation response.meeting 18/10/12 Oxford

Dear Nicola,
I am the director of Percy's Travel based in West Oxford,we have a meeting
with Jessica Uguccioni from the Law Commission also attending will be director
of Luxicars the local licensing officer and a senior Transport Manager from the
County of Oxfordshire, on Thursday 18th October 10am to 12pm in at the
Holiday Inn Peartree Oxford.
We would be delighted if you or a member of your team would be able to attend and hear
from a wide range of persons affected and involved, in an area of very specialised caring part
time work that has been crippled by red tape and legislation that has been attached to us in the
last 4 years.
Below is a brief of what we do and some of the issues that we desperately seek to be looked
at with a view that a re interpretation can be introduced / grey area in the act can seek an
amendment .
Had a review of different types of transport in this group been considered prior to the the
removal of clause in 1976 Miscellaneous Act, companies like mine would not be in this
situation some have just given up due to the red tape.
We provide part time work to a number of people who live in local community, who find
the job very rewarding as we transport young people with high special needs some are
wheelchair bound .
Our role is very specific involving consistency and trained caring staff ...... we struggle to
employ people due to the red tape and clearly this totally restricts any growth as a small local
business we need someone to hear how much we are struggling in what is a ridiculous
situation.
So we have made all our representation to the Law Commission, this has been a long
progress ,it is important as our M.P and in the county of the David Cameron who I am sure
will have an understanding of what we do, we need your assistance and help.
Please can I request that a copy of this is forwarded to the David Cameron.
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Percy’s Travel provides essential special needs transport in the Oxford area. We
are not a private hire company; we do not take bookings in the manner of taxis or
private hire firms. All of our work is contracted. For example, we work directly
under the auspices of Oxfordshire County Council contracts transporting children
to and from school, respite care and after-school activities etc. The needs of these
children differ but are of sufficiently specialised nature as to be regarded as
outside the mainstream educational system. They may have behavioral problems,
autism or a range of physical and emotional challenges. For these reasons we are
additionally required to travel with a passenger assistant. As one can imagine, a
stable and consistency of service is an integral requirement of this aspect of their
daily care and education, in most cases it is a contractual requirement. To this end
many of our drivers and assistants have transported their passengers for many
years. For all concerned, be it the passenger, the school, parents or our staff this
constancy is invaluable.

Currently we are regulated in the same fashion as that of Private Hire and in
many aspects similar to that of a ‘Taxi’ company. We feel that for a number of
reasons, many of the current licencing requirements are unduly prohibitive and
place our company at a distinct disadvantage in comparison to companies
operating in very different environments and furthermore place undue pressures
on an extremely dedicated workforce.

There are a number of current national and local requirements that stand out as
being particularly over zealous given the comparatively low number of hours that
our drivers and vehicles are on the road and in use.

For example, in no particular order;

Vehicles….

Current regulations mean that our cars have to be MOT’d every four months.
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Whilst we appreciate that vehicle safety is crucial, the same constraints apply to
Private Hire and Taxi’s which do vast mileages, whereas ours do only between
5,000- 12,000 at most.
Forthcoming District Council regulations seem certain to stipulate a maximum
age of vehicles used. Whilst we can appreciate that a modern taxi/private hire
fleet may be preferable, it can surely be left for market forces to dictate. Our
vehicles are not open to public scrutiny and choice in the same way as a taxi
company so it would seem to be an un-necessary obligation. It will inevitably also
cause an increase in costs which in times of austerity will unfortunately have to
be passed on to a public sector already aiming to reduce costs. Again we are
conscious of a general move towards modern, lower emission vehicles on our
country’s road network but this is contradictory to local council regulations that
stipulate a minimum engine capacity of 1400cc’s. It would appear that these two
stipulations are in direct conflict. We naturally aim to operate the most fuel
efficient, reliable fleet possible; it is in our interest to do so but can see no merits
in any outside stipulation.

Drivers…

In a similar vein, our drivers are also subject to over stringent requirements that
do not equate with their roles or hours worked. As indicated previously, many of
our drivers and passenger assistants have long standing relationships with their
passengers. Our drivers work part/time hours which are often essential for their
other family commitments, some are semi-retired.
The drivers especially are subject to a host of licencing requirements, some such
as medicals and CRB checks are of course entirely justified and essential. It is
difficult however to understand why our drivers, who operate on the same route
on a daily basis would be required to prove their local knowledge, relating to
locations of spurious village halls or motorway connections etc. Whilst this sort
of information is of course essential for a taxi-driver it is entirely irrelevant for a
contract driver on regular school routes. For a p/time driver with other
commitments the stress of local knowledge tests is occasionally very troublesome
and has on a number of occasions almost resulted in a cessation of employment
due to worry. This of course would have a knock effect on our passengers. All of
our drivers carry route sheets with specific route details which correspond
identically to County Council contracts.
All in all therefore we believe that the above examples give some indication of
the very different conditions that apply to our business and to our drivers. We
would urge the commission to address the disparity.

We would welcome an opportunity to discuss any of the above details more fully.
Equally as discussed in previous telephone conversations, we would particularly
welcome an opportunity to demonstrate examples of our service. We would be
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happy to arrange meetings with other local contract hire firms, parents, Schools
and County Council representatives.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch if we can shed any more light on any aspect
discussed.

Best regards,

Patti

Phone:
Email: info@percystravel.co.uk
Website: www.percystravel.co.uk

Phone:
Email: info@percystravel.co.uk
Website: www.percystravel.co.uk
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From: George Gawith (Taxis) Ltd
Sent: 13 October 2012 14:34
To: TPH
Subject: Fwd: Law Comm Response Dear Sir/Madam,
I invited responses from drivers via an sms to email service and promised to forward them to you. Please see below.
Body is the response. Everyone objects to the changes.
Yours faithfully,
Richard Gawith
Director
---------- Forwarded message ---------From:
Date: 8 July 2012 14:30
Subject: Law Comm Response - Sms received from: +
To:
Sender:
Application Reference: 20120708-204955-112758247-179714031-6-1846
Date: 08/07/2012
Time: 14:30
Body: Just wanted to express my opinion on the law commission paper. I think this is wrong because there will be too
many taxis on the roads, it is hard enough now trying to make a living. Deregulation will make it impossible. Paul
Morris
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From: George Gawith (Taxis) Ltd [
Sent: 13 October 2012 14:34
To: TPH
Subject: Fwd: Law Comm Response - Sms received from:
Dear Sir/Madam,
I invited responses from drivers via an sms to email service and promised to forward them to you. Please see below.
Body is the response. Everyone objects to the changes.
Yours faithfully,
Richard Gawith
Director
---------- Forwarded message ---------From:
>
Date: 5 July 2012 06:40
Subject: Law Comm Response - Sms received from:
To:
k
Sender:
Destination:
Application Reference: 20120705-204955-111858323-177943873-6-1846
Date: 05/07/2012
Time: 06:40
Body: Regarding the law commisions proposals for reforming the law of taxi and private hire services ( deregulation
and removal of borders for private hire vehicles) ......... I as a Liverpool hackney driver find it almost impossible to join
a rank day or night, our great city is already overcrowded with our own cabs as it is. I have to work 15 hrs 7 days a
week to make a wage of £450 which i will gladly do with no complaint. It seems to me that these proposals are going
to make it an unrealistic possibility that i am going to take this wage home on a regular weekly basis. I already barely
see my two beautiful chidren now as it is, maybe i should just get a sleeping bag and pillow and live in my cab and tell
my children to stop complaining and get on with only seeing their daddy for an hour on a monday. Because if these
proposterous proposals are put in place, that is the feesable reality all our drivers face, and yes, just like my two angels,
we will be told to stop complainig, and just get on with it. We cannot let this happen. Les Colligan Liverpool Hackney
TD1104............
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From: George Gawith (Taxis) Ltd
Sent: 13 October 2012 14:35
To: TPH
Subject: Fwd: Law Comm Response - Sms received from: +
Dear Sir/Madam,
I invited responses from drivers via an sms to email service and promised to forward them to you. Please see below.
Body is the response. Everyone objects to the changes.
Yours faithfully,
Richard Gawith
Director
---------- Forwarded message ---------From:
Date: 4 July 2012 12:24
Subject: Law Comm Response To:

233659

Sender:
Destination: 4
Application Reference: 20120704-204955-111644903-177656831-6-1846
Date: 04/07/2012
Time: 12:24
Body: Deregulation has been tried +do not work sat nav.s are not reliable knowledge is essential +return to area of
license
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From: George Gawith (Taxis)
Sent: 13 October 2012 14:35
To: TPH
Subject: Fwd: Law Comm Response - Sms received from:
Dear Sir/Madam,
I invited responses from drivers via an sms to email service and promised to forward them to you. Please see below.
Body is the response. Everyone objects to the changes.
Yours faithfully,
Richard Gawith
Director
---------- Forwarded message ---------From:
Date: 3 July 2012 15:11
Subject: Law Comm Response - Sms received from:
To:
Sender: +4
Destination: 4
Application Reference: 20120703-204955-111375459-177275585-6-1846
Date: 03/07/2012
Time: 15:11
Body: I think this deregulation should Not go ahead because we have got more than enough Cab in Liverpool .city
Council and people in charge should've kicked delta out of Liverpool Long time ago, but they didn,t do nothing.on
One care about us.
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From: George Gawith (Taxis) Ltd
Sent: 13 October 2012 14:35
To: TPH
Subject: Fwd: Law Comm Response - Sms received from:
Dear Sir/Madam,
I invited responses from drivers via an sms to email service and promised to forward them to you. Please see below.
Body is the response. Everyone objects to the changes.
Yours faithfully,
Richard Gawith
Director
---------- Forwarded message ---------From:
Date: 3 July 2012 14:15
Subject: Law Comm Response - Sms received from:
To:
Sender:
Destination: 4
Application Reference: 20120703-204955-111352024-177243730-6-1846
Date: 03/07/2012
Time: 14:15
Body: No deregulation
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From:
>
Date: 2 July 2012 17:48
Subject: Law Comm
e
Sender:
Application Reference: 20120702-204955-111094175-176889750-6-1846
Date: 02/07/2012
Time: 17:48
Body: Let's fight it
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Michelle Gill
Date: 13 July 2012 11:31
Subject: Law commision paper
To: "
We must keep it local, we must keep it simple. Managed growth with input from the unions, the trade and non union.
Give us the power to work with our own local authorities.
Liverpool hackney driver
Mick Gill
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: MARTIN DUTTON
Date: 12 July 2012 16:47
Subject: Law Commission
To:
As a driver owner I am deeply opposed to the deregulation of the taxi trade and the abolition of boarder controls,
please tell me how I can help to stop this.
Martin Dutton
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: e-mail townsendbank
Date: 9 July 2012 21:24
Subject: deregulationd
To:
I wish to sign your e petition : Bernard Banks , badge TD4361, plate
35 . With thanks
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: David Creed
Date: 8 July 2012 21:00
Subject: RE: Deregulation
To: Deregulation Gwaiths

Dear Sir or Madam,

I am writing to you with respect to the proposed de-regulation of the taxi industry. As an owner/operator of a taxi I
feel it is essential that the Law society is made aware of the undesirable consequence of these changes. The regulations
governing the Liverpool taxi industry have been in disarray for some years, with a period of de-regulation and reregulation under the advice of the police. Initially this state of flux lead to the formation of small to medium sized
private hire companies based in the suburbs surrounding the city. These businesses provided a service to the local
population without encroaching upon the hackney carriage trade within the city centre; the result being a harmonious
existence between potential business rivals. It is at this point I must highlight the differences between the service
offered by private hire and Hackney taxis.

Hackney service

Private hire service

Wheelchair enabled access

Non-wheelchair enabled

High capital expenditure at business start-up
due to high vehicle cost.

Low capital expenditure at business start-up.

High daily operating costs due to vehicle size
for wheelchair access

Lower daily operating costs

Able to hire at roadside

Telephone appointed hire
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Higher per mile charge regulated by local
authority.

Lower per mile charge stipulated by private
hire company owner.

The provision of a wheelchair enabled taxi service incurs a far higher capital and operating expenditure, historically
this has been offset by higher Hackney fares and increased opportunity for hire. Under the proposed changes operating
a Hackney taxi will cease to be viable, resulting in the loss of wheelchair enabled taxis. As the spouse of a disabled
person I am acutely aware of the distress this would cause the disabled community.

As I am sure you are aware, each borough within a city issues licences to operate as a taxi business, thus regulating the
degree of competition between businesses according to the requirements within the borough, an arrangement
established by the House of Lords. During a recent period the borough of Sefton issued a large number of licenses
leading to the formation of large private hire companies outstripping the requirements of the borough. As a
consequence private hire drivers were forced to compete in a saturated market place, in desperation they then crossed
into neighbouring boroughs accepting business directly from the roadside, in contravention of the regulations and
leaving their passengers uninsured during transit.

Under the current arrangements the rate charged by a Hackney carriage driver is stipulated by the local authority and
reflects the increased capital and operating expenditure of the business. In contrast the rate charged by a private hire
driver is governed by the owner of private hire company, resulting in a significant reduction in rates for private hire
drivers. This has resulted in unfair competition between private hire and hackney carriage drivers, reduced annual
income of both groups of drivers, and extended the working hours with a detrimental effect on passenger safety.

It is my opinion that further deregulation of the taxi industry will compound this already undesirable situation would
like to make the following proposals The number of licences issued should reflect the local demand.
The hire rate should be universal for both private hire and hackney carriage drivers.
The boundaries between boroughs should be respected, with private hire drivers returning to their borough after
reaching destination. This could be easily managed using the existing GPS system responsible for work
allocation.
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The subject of deregulation affects the lives of many people the majority of which are already finding it difficult in
these austere times, I would like to thank you for taking the time to read my letter and I look forward to your response.

Sincerely yours,

. David Creed

Date: Sun, 8 Jul 2012 18:01:33 +0100
Subject: Re: Deregulation
From: o

The address is tph@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk. Glad you are doing it, your opinion counts.
On Jul 8, 2012 12:06 PM, "David Creed"

wrote:

Hi,
I have wirtten a letter to send to the Law Society, would it be possble for you to send me the appropriate
email address with respect to deregulation.
Regards,
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Dave Creed
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supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
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Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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